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Introductory Remarks

This anthology is the first of what is hoped will be' a series of publications
dealing with science and public policy which will become a part of the personal
library of scientist admiuistrators. It is clearly understood that future volumes
will benefit from the results of this initial effort and to that extent the reader is

urged to offer suggestions which may contribute to the content as well as the
purpose for which it is intended.

The Staff Training-Extramural Programs (STEP) Committee, through this
and other activities such as the seminar series, is .attempting to provide new
meaning to the responsibilities of the scientist administrator. The efforts of the

I Committee can only be judged by the degree of acceptance by the scientist
, administrators themselves. We look forward with confidence to the reaction to the

initiation by STEP of this anthology.

~ "";'

RONALD W. LAMONT-HAVERS, M.D.
Associate Director for Extramural

Research and Training
National Institutes of Health
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Foreword

The selected readings contained in this compendium have been derived from

many sources. They represent a small fraction of the literature thatha5 appeared

in recent years that deals with science policy and science administration.
The purpose of this authology is two-fold: first, it is intended to provide the
reader witp. an understanding and at times a critical view of the many, and

indeed, complex issues affecting science and public policy. Secondly, it should

provide a glimpse into those personalities and forces, both within and out of
government, that bear directly on these issues. It is the hope of the STEP Com

mittee to provide an opportunity for stimulation of the intellectual curiosity that
transcends the decisions and policies that affect our work-a-day world. This is a

vital ingredient of "professional enrichment," which, of couse, is fundamental to
the mandate of this Committee.

One note coucerning the planning of this volume: The selections have been ar

ranged to focus a perspective on their substance. The articles have been segregated
into three sections, each dealing with a particular aspect of the over-all subject.
Within each section, the articles are arranged to unfold an array_ of events which
at some point, historically, have had an impact on the evolution of science in
the public arena. Part I deals -with the socio-economic implications and impact
of science and technology upon society; Part II, the effect of national advisory
and policy groups on science strategy within the Executive and Legislative
branches of government; and Part III presents considerations of the fiscal dilemma
of academia and science and the Federal support of biomedical research, including'
speculations on future trends. Because the' selections do not treat the subject
exhaustively, the bibliography, which appear in the Appendix, is intended to fill
in the many gaps.

It is hoped that this authology will become a part of your personal library.
Together with the seminar and other activities of the STEP Committee, it is
aimed at broadening the definition of that somewhat elusive term, science
administrator. Such an administrator is, to a degree, a hybrid who leaves the
laboratory and its concerns with the specifics of science and becomes involved
with the generalities of science as a public administrator. The scientist-adminis
trator provides a vital link between the scientific community and the pOlitical
decision makers. It has been said that basic research is judged to contribute by
enlarging human understanding, applied research by enlarging options, and

technology by putting selected approaches to work to create beneficial strnctures in
systems. The scieutist-administrator must be capable of moving freely and con
fidently in each of these areas at anyone time, as the situation demands.

v
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If it can be said that this anthology has contributed in some measure by pro

viding new meaning to the responsibilities of the scientist·administrator, an
increased depth of understanding of the politicaldecision·making process, and an

appreciation for the implementation and administration of those decisions, then it
will have gone a long way toward achieving its goal.

ANTHONY M. BRTINO, M.D.
Chairman, Committee on
Staff Training.Extramural Programs
1970--71
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SCIENCE,
SCIENTISTS,

AND POLITICS
SCIENCE, SCIENTISTS, AND POLITICS is made up of some of the papers presented at a conference on the role
and responsibilities of science executives in the service of government. 'J'he conference, which was held in
Santa Barbara, was sponsored by the Center in cooperation with the 'J'welfth Region of the United States
Civil Service Commission. ROBERT M. HUTCHINS is President of the Fund for the Republic. His career
as President and Chancellor of the University of Chicago provided first-hand experience with the subject of
this paper. SCOTT BUCHANAN, Consultant to the Center, was Dean of St. John's College. His books
include Poetry and Mathematics, reissued in paper-back last year. DONALD N. MICHAEL, author of the
Center pamphlet, Cybernation: The Silent Conquest, is Director of the P;ace Research Institute in Wash

ington, D. C. CHALMERS SHERWIN is Vice President and General Manager of the Laborqtories Division
of Aerospace Corporation in Los Angeles. JAMES REAL, management consultant for government
and industry, is co-author of the newly published Center book, The Abolition of War. LYNN WHITE, JR.,

former President of Mills College, is Professor of History at the University of California at Los Angeles.

Robert M. Hutchins

"
•

I do not know much about science, but I know a lot about
scientists. Though I do not know mnch abont profes
sional politics, I know a10t about academic politics-and
that is the worst kind. Woodrow Wilson said that Wash
ington was a snap after Princeton. Not only is academic
politics the worst kind of politics, but scientists are the
worst kind of academic politicians.

I wish at the outset to repudiate C. P. Snow, who inti
mates in one of his books that scientists should be en
trusted with the world because they are a little bit better
than other people. My view, based on long and painful
observation, is that professors are somewhat worse than
other people, and that scientists are somewhat worse
than other professors. Let me demonstrate that these
propositions are'self-evidently' true.

The foundation of moralityin our society is a desire
to protect one's reputation. A professor's reputation de
pends entirely upon his books and his articles in learned
journals. The narrower the field in· which a man must
tell the truth, the wider is the area in which he is free to
lie. This is one of the advantages of specialization. c.P.

PUBLISHED BY THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS

Snow was right about the morality of the man of science
within his profession. There have been very few scientific
frauds. This is because a scientist would be a fool to
commit a scientific fraud when he can commit frauds
every day on his wife, his associates, the president of his
university, and -the grocer. Administrators, politicians
(not campaigning), and butchers are all likely to be
more virtuous than professors, not because they want to
be, but because they have to be.

One odd confirmatory fact is that those whose business
it is to lie, such as advertising men, are often scrupulously
honest in their private lives. For example, Senator Wil
liam Benton, founder of the firm of Benton and Bowles,
used to say that he had to be honest on Madison Avenue
because if he wasn't word would get around that Benton
was a crook and he would be ruined.' When he retired
from the advertising business he became vice president of
the University of Chicago, whereupon he was prompted
to say, "Look at these professors. What harm would it
do them if word got around that they were crooks? They
are all on permanent tenure!"

1
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The geneniI moral tone of academic life was once
handsomely demonstrated at a University of Chicago
faculty meeting. It was a solemn occasion. Two hundred
full professors had assembled to discuss whether the
bachelor's degree should be relocated at the end of the
sophomore year, giving it and other degrees a meaning
they had never had before. The faculty debated this
proposition for two hours without ever mentioning edu
cation. The whole discourse concerned the effect of the
proposed change on public relations and revenue. Mr.
Benton, fresh from Madison Avenue, stormed out of the
assembly shouting, "This is the ~ost sordid meeting I
ever .attended in my life!"

There are many examples of this kind of professional
morality. The chairman of a scientific department of the
University of Chicago marched into my office one day
and told me that we could not appoint one of the world's
leading theoretical astronomers because he was- an In
dian, and'black. Another faculty member, a great Amer
ican sociologist, who was president of the American
Statistical Association and president of the American.
Sociological Association, once informed me that it would
be impossible to appoint a Negro to the faculty because
all the graduate students would leave. We appointed the
Negro anyway. As far as I know, no graduate students
left.

The University of Chicago medical school violently
resisted admitting Negro students. Negroes and Jews who
had noncommittal names and were not otherwise visible
to the naked eye were detected in photographs required
with applications for admission. It took an executive
order from my office to eliminate this requirement. For
tnnately the medical school did not know that under the
statutes of the University I had no power to issue such
an order.

I t is clear that the behavior of professors is question
able at best. Scientists are worse than other profes
sors because they have special problems. One of

these is that their productive lives often end at thirty-five.
.1 knew an astronomer who was coittributing to the inter
national journals at the age of eleven. Compare that with
the difficulty of contributing at a similar age to an inter
national journal on, let us say, Greek law. A scientist
has a limited education. He labors on the topic of his dis
sertation, wins the Nobel prize by the time he is thirty
five, and suddenly has nothing to do. He has no general
ideas, and while he was pursuing his specialization sci-

2

ence has gone past him. He has no alternative but to
spend the rest of his life making a nuisance of himself.

Scientists are the victims of an education and a way
of academic life created by their misinterpreters and
propagandists. These misinterpreters have propagan
dized an entirely inconsecutive chain of consecutive prop
ositions: The pursuit of truth, they say, is the collection
of facts. Facts can be experimentally verified. Thus, the
only method of seeking truth is the scientific method.
The only knowledge is scientific knowledge, and any
thing else is guesswork or superstition. So Lord Ruther
ford could say to Samuel Alexander, the great English
philosopher, "What is it that you have been saying all
your life, Alexander? Hot air. Nothing but hot air."

A recollection I shall always cherish of one of our lead
ing mathematicians, now a professor at Chicago, affords
a stunning example of the frame of mind the propagan
dists have created. He came to Chicago as a graduate
student. Toward the close of his first year I asked the
chairman of the mathematics department how the boy
was doing. "Oh, Mr. Hutchins," he said, "he's a flD.e
mathematician, but I'm sorry to have to tell you, he's
crazy." I said, "What do you mean 'crazy'? How does he
evidence this unfortunate condition?" And the professor
responded, "He's interested in philosophy!"

The misinterpreters' and propagandists'- doctrine has
paralyzing educational repercussions. According to its
tenets, education consists in cramming the _student with
facts. There is not enough time to stuff in all the facts.
Therefore, facts outside a narrow area of specialization
must be excluded. One of our Consultants to the Center
has described the education in science in the state uniR
versity from which he graduated as two years of German,
two years of military training, and .11 the rest mathemat
ics, physics, and chemistry.

Seduced by the fact formula, the medical school at the
University of Chicago set out on a perfectly sincere, al
though somewhat misguided, campaign against liberal
education. -There are countless facts in medicine. A
medical school must till its students with these facts or
they will fall behind. This meant that there was no time
to teach anything else. The medical school strongly rec
ommended that the whole freshman and sophomore
years be abolished-the junior and senior years had al
ready gone-and that the entire curriculum be devoted to
science and medicine. I can-conscientiously say that any
senior in the University of Chicago medical school knew
more facts about medicine than any professor in a Ger
man university.
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Theconseqriences of this line of educational endeavor.
are clear enough. Everybody specializes. There can be
no academic community because scientists cannot talk
to one-another. The chairman of the anatomy department
of the University of Chicago brought this home to me
once when we were discussing the great biological sym
posium that had been held to celebrate the University's
fiftieth anniversary. 1 said, "Tell me, how was it?" He
said, "I didn't go." When 1 asked why not, he replied,
"Well, there weren't any papers in my field." Scientists
cannot talk to anyone' else because there isn't anyone
else worth talking to. Hence, university life offers no
remedy for the defects of their education.

The propagandists and misinterpreters of scieuce have
set the tone for the whole learned world in the United
States. ,Their slogan is, "If you can't count it, it doesn't
count." The influence of this slogan is felt in literature,
philosophy, languages, and of course in the social sci
ences. The most striking feature of social science today is
the total absence of theory. Its greatest modern achieve
ment is the public opinion poll. Social scientists can
count, but cannot comprehend.

Those who live their lives without theory are techni
cians, or mechanics. As a result there is no significant
contemporary social science. Politics is viewed as power
because power can be observed and measured. Power is
something real. Therefore, using the misinterpreters'
logic, it is all that is real about politics or political sci
ence. The most characteristic book title in social science
in the' past thirty years is Politics: Who Gets What,
When,How.

In spite of the misinterpreters' nonsense, science con
tains elements of sense. Serious scientists know that sci
ence is just one very important way of looking at the
world. When scientists are actually doing science they
are caught in a great tradition. They know they are not
simply collecting facts or conducting random experi
ments. No serious scientist believes that if a million
monkeys were put down at a million typewriters one of
them would eventually turn out Hamlet. Nor does he
think the scientific method is the only method. Scientists
do not use the scientific method outside of science.

How the propagandists and misinterpreters of science
have managed to take over all the academic virtues and
label them "scientific" escapes me. I ran across a fasci
nating study of the scientific attitude by a professor of
education. This learned gentleman had written to sixteen
eminent scientists and asked them what characterized
the scientific attitude. These were the replies:

•CHEMIST: Openmindedness . : . PHYSIOLOGIST: Intel
lectualhonesty ... BOTANIST: ·Openmindedness ...
ZOOLOGIST: Observation, inquisitiveness, perseverance
and industry, objectivity and critical independent reflec
tion ... PHYSICIST: Objectivity . .. SOCIOLOGIST: Ob
jectivity . . . MICROBIOLOGIST: Respect observation . . .
MATHEMATICIAN: Openmindedness ... ANTHROPOLO

GIST: 0 penmindedness . . . CHEMIST: Practiced will
ingness to label conclusions tentative until supported by
reproducible or confirmed data . .. AGRICULTURIST:

Desire to tolerantly explore ideas . . . MATHEMATICIAN:

An open mind . .. PHYSICIST: A will to know the truth
. . . CHEMIST: Insistence on critical examination ...
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: Intellectual curi

osity ... PSYCHOLOGIST: An inquiring mind.

Obviously this study shows that science has a corner on
all the rational processes of thought.

But there is not an honest scholar in any field who
would not insist on being openminded, honest, and ob
jective, and on considering all the evidence before he
reached a conclusion. You can hear Thomas Aquinas
laughing.

The propagandists of science say, "Sure, but fellows
like Thomas Aquinas had commitments. They all had
philosophies and principles that distorted their thinking.
Scientists haven't any." The answer to this is that every
body has a metaphysics. Every scientist, for example,
has a commitment to the reality of the external world.
The distortion comes when the metaphysics is denied
instead of beiug recoguized and made as. rational as
possible.

Understanding science is an indispensable part of a
liberal education. To demonstrate my sincerity, 1 point
out that at the University of Chicago one whole half of
the first two years of every student's education was
natural science. St. John's College, with which 1 also
had something to do, is the only college in the United
States thaI requires four years in the laboratory for every
student. An education without science is no education at
all. The limitations aud possibilities of science cannot be
understood without scientific training, and our very ex
istence depends on comprehending these limits and pos
sibilities.

We do not know what science is, and partly as a resnlt
we do not know what politics is. Mr. C. P. Snow is wrong
about the two cultures. There is only one, and it is
pseudo-scientific.

3



Scott Buchanan

The leading phenomena of our time exhibit a
curiously ambiguous character. Technology may
blow us up, or it may usher iu the paradise of

which mau has been dreamiug ever since Adam arid Eve
got kicked out of the first one. Bureaucracy may stifle
democracy or .be. the backbone of democratic govern
ment. Nationalism may disrupt the world or prove to be
the necessary precondition of a world community.

Unfortunately these ambiguities do not lend them
selves to scientific procedure. OUf essential problem is
what kind of people we want to be and what kind of
world we want to have. Such questions cannot be solved
by experiment and observation. But if we know what
justice is, which is not a scientific matter, science and
many other disciplines may help us get it.

The problems resulting from these ambiguities are not
going to be solved by men of fractional or pseudo-cul
ture. The solution depends on moral and intellectual
virtues rather than on specialized knowledge. It is a
humbling thought to recall that 25 per cent of the SS
guards in Nazi Germany were holders of the doctor's
degree.

The solution of these problems must lie in the reor
ganizati.on of American education and in the redefinition
of its purposes. A liberal education, including scientific

The implication in discussing the nature of science and
technology is that a distinction should be made between
science and technology. Such a distinction is almost
wholly. unrecognized in our scientific cultural environ
ment. In a recent seminar in which I participated the
question of the difference between science and technol
ogy came up and the answer was: "There isn't any. We
no longer separate them." This is a shocking statement.
It is sobering to. think that there is no possibility of
distinction.

C. P. Snow has said that scientists and technologists
have become soldiers. They are not working for them
selves: they accept orderdrom others. They are not able
to take responsibility for their own strategic judgments
in science, to say not!)ing of the uses to which their work
will be put. Whether the decisions are being made on the

4

education, must be established for all, and true intellec
tual communities must be built where men may over
come the limitations of their fractional cultures. This
would require a drastic change in what the nation expects
of American education, and an equally drastic· alteration
in the habits of academic people. I think it will be agreed
that this cataclysm is not likely to occur in the lifetime
of the youngest person reading this.

The immediate program, then, has to be something
else. It must be an attempt to build intellectual commu
nities outside the American educational· system and to
form widespread connections among the intellectual
workers, using these communities as points of intercon
nection. The hope for the immediate future, as far as we
have one, must rest in our capacity to communicate with
the adult population. For one thing, unless we do, the
rising. generation may not have a chance to rise.

It is in centers like the Center for the Study of Demo
cratic Institutions and· in the multiplication of meetings
like the one that produced these papers that we might
get some help with the development of a real culture, and
a real understanding of kinds of knowledge and the lim
its and potential of each kind. The radiation from these
points might light the path to a just community forour
selves and for the world.

scientific or the technical level, scientists are not making
them.

President Eisenhower in his farewell speech pointed
out two things that needed to be watched: the hook-up
among the military, the scientific community, and the
industrial community, and the hOOk-up between the
scientist and the administrator. We may have heard more
about the scientist-soldier than about the scientist-man
ager, but the latter is equally threatening to the political
community.

'When a scientist is a soldier, he is subject to direction
and is a means to an end established by someone else.
When he is a manager,' he sets the goals and directs 'other
people. But this may not be as deep a paradox as it first
appears. Both as a soldier and as a manager the scientist
is involved in. practice, in practical activity. H~ cis work-
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ing in what a traditional philosopher wonld call the
"realm of practical reason." Usefulness is the standard
by which he judges his work. Thus it is difficult to dis
tinguish between science and technology because part of
the meaning has gone out of science. The scientist has
diminished not. because he has become irrational, un
reasonable, or arbitrary but because he has become a
technologist.

Limiting science to the practical realm is compara
tively new. Science was not born in the fifteenth or six
teenth century. The word "science" has had a long usage
-about 3000 years-and until modem times its meaning
contained concern about truth, pursued by speculative
or theoretical reasoning rather than practical reasoning.
These too are diminished words. Speculation has become
something done on the .stockmarket, and theoretical
means "academic" to the general public. To the technical
scientist theory is simply a means to an end. But· there
are some slightly old-fashioned scientists around who feel
that the essential· nature of science is not. involved with
practical reason. They say the scientist's work is to dis
cover the truth, fonnulate it, and make it a matter of
public as well as professional knowledge.

In Thorstein Veblen's striking phrase, "A scientist is
addicted to the practice of idle curiosity." This defiant
definition states in a humorous way a high dogma about
what science is. This is the origin of the popular notion
that the scientist is neutral on questions of utility or on
the affairs of practical life. Idle curiosity means that the
scientist is concerned only with truth. The results of the
search for truth may be used for good or evil, but it is
now said,even by scientists, that judgments about their
use cannot be made by science.

If the scientist's concern is truth, it is his responsibility
to be sure that science is not misused so that something
false comes out of it. The burden of maintaining the
activity of discovery implies a responsibility for academic
freedom, but few scientists have defended academic free
dom in this country though it has been in danger for the
last generation. Perhaps it· is because most scientists do
not distinguish science from technology. Academic free
dom may not be essential to questions of application and
use. There is not much point in defending it if truth is
not the object. If there is any absolute reason for aca
demic freedom, it is that the search for knowledge of
truth is an activity of human beings essential to every
thing else they do. The heaviest responsibility of the
scientist to society may be to refuse to make himself
useful.

Several kinds of sharply different judgments are to
be made about the whole range of science and
technology. The scientist, as a man concerned

about the truth, makes 'one essential judgment about his
findings: whether they are true or false. The technician,
as an original inventor or as an adapter of something
already·discovered, makes a judgment of usefulness or
fitness. He decides whether it works, and need not judge
whether it is good or bad in any other sense. Business or
industrial interests make different judgments from those
of the scientist or technologist, which partly explains the
difficulty of communication between the laboratory and
the industrial manager. A much more general judgment
about the utility, validity, and desirability of scientific
work is made by society and imposed by social pressures.

But there is something missing in this series of judg
ments. The purposes of science may be considered by
the scientist as a professional man. "Profession" as it was
once understood meant more than a specialty~ Universi
ties were founded in Europe to educate and certify those
who aspired to the professions, and the training includ~d

more than science. Students were taught the liberal arts,
and achieved a realization of a larger theoretical, specu
lative body of knowledge in which the sciences are
placed. From this point of view it is possible for a scien
tist to stand before the community and say "yes" or "no"
to the alternative applications of science. But we no
longer understand what the liberal arts are. We call them
philosophy, but philosophers have shrunk into depart
mental academicians. The professional man, in fact the
whole society, does not have a good philosophical back
ground, and as a result there is a kind of judgment that
is not being made. It is the only kind of judgment that
could distinguish between science and technology.

Although medicine has lost a great deal of the philo
sophical professional integrity that was once expressed
for an earlier time in the Hippocratic oath, physicians as
individuals and as a group still make professional judg
ments. They do not prescribe poisons indiscriminately;
they do not let commercial pharmacists dispense certain
drugs without prescription; they judge malpractice. Al
though these judgments seem to belong to ethics, they are
not primarily ethical. They'are based on the professionai
theoretical knowledge of the physician. If the natural and
social sciences wish to become professional, they need to
discover and formulate such judgments both for them
selves and for society. But in order to do that they will
have to become philosophical enough to distinguish be
tween truth and workability.
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Donald N. Michael

Anthropologists and historians tell us that a crucial junc
ture in the life of a culture occurs when the assurance
that it has gained from an unchallenged world view of
values, goals, and logic confronts the unchallenged world
view of another culture. It is not easyJor men to change
their view of the world, for it is part of their view of them
selves. The challenge of other values threatens all that
has given them comfort and support. It takes strong men
and felicitous circumstances for a society to ride out the
storm of contact with another culture and learn and
grow anew.

It is by no means certain that this will happen. Some
people are shattered by new experiences; so are some
cultures. As segments of society splinter and converge,
new institutions and new modes of thinking are gener
ated. Some societies blossom in their revised form;
others die.

Today we are faced with such a cultural crisis. The
problems of making suitable policies for scientific work
in the govermnent arise chiefly from a profound cultural
conflict. This conflict is the three-way confrontation
among the scientific. community, the non-scientific polit
ical govermnental community, and the general public.

What is meant here by an adequate policy for federal
science must be made clear at the outset. Such a policY
would reconcile the needs of science and technology with
the needs of the rest of society. Policy now springs from
resolving disputes for priority among various projects. It
is made in many places, from the Pentagon to the De
partment of Agriculture, as well as in those offices as
signed part of the policy-making task. But nowhere do
the social implications of science have a basic part in the
formulation of policy.

Today, science and technology are not neutral. Not
only does their development require vast social and
human resources, but they are pursued because their
powers for enhancing or degrading humanity are recog
nized. This non-neutrality demands an explicit relating
of science and technology to the needs and processes of
society. This relationship should be the foundation of
federal science policy.

The one consensus among the three cultures-the sci
entific community, the non-scientific political commu
nity, and the public-is that the task of government is to
serve the general publiC. There is no such agreeOlent
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about the relationship of science to government and to
the general public. There is no set of values mutually
subscribed to by the three cultures that defines the proper
purposes of science. and technology and thereby the ap
propriate restraints and supports needed to fulfill those
purposes. Nor is it clear that such a set of values can be
deliberately produced. Values do not derive solely from
rational considerations. 'They are historical products of
emotion and plain accident as much as, or more than,
reason. This is one weakness in the thesis that the scien
tific method by itself can solve society's problems.

Within each of the three cultures are men and institu
tions with different viewpoints and diflerent goals. These
dissimilarities are crucial. Some of them derive largely
from training; some are induced by the preconceptions
that each group has about the other two and about itself.
Two of the three are contending for ~he power to insure
that their particular values will pr.evail: the science com
munity and the nOR-science governmental community.
The general public has essentially no power.

The science community is represented at its upper
levels by two types of scientists. The "tradi
tional" type considers goveIlll.iJ..ent to, be syn

onymous with mediocrity and irrationality. These men
feel that science must be left free to pursue its own ways.
Their attitudes toward the rest of society are frequently
ambivalent. They avoid involvement in social questions.
Some of them perceive society,as subject to, if not al
ready operating along, logical lines: Others consider soci
ety as incorrigibly irrational and therefore unrelated to
them. They are seldom asked to consider the social im
plications of their actions. By attending to their work,
advising on the technical Olerits of this or that proposai,
they can maintain the cOOlfortable delusion that science
can still be pursued without thought of the social conse- .
quences. Frequently they work for the university or for
big industry, advancing the favorite programs of their
employers.

Then there is the new breed.of scientist around high
Washington conference tables-the sci'ence entrepreneur,
the "political" scientist. These men want to manage the
bureaucracy to the extent necessary to make it behave
the way they think it should. They have a sense of polit-
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ical technique, and they enjoy and seek power. Like the
traditionalists, they feel that science is theirs, that no one
else has the right to tamper with it. It is they who should
decide which projects deserve emphasis. They believe a
good dose of science would fix society fine, as C. P. Snow
has so frequently tried to demonstrate. There are wise
and modest men with social imagination in this sub
culture, but frequently the powerful members of this
group are self-assured to the point of arrogance about
their own abilities, about the over-riding rightness of sci
entific values and methods, and about the validity of
their view of how society operates and what it needs.

The science· entrepreneurs are supported by and in
tum support big business, big publicity, big military,
sometimes big academia and parts of big government.
They are both the captives and the kings of these power
luI coalitions - kings for obvious reasons, captives be
cause in reaping the benefits of affiliation they capitnlate
in some degree to the operating principles of these insti
tutions. They have climbed to power through conserva
tive hierarchies and tend to hold conservative values. The
infusion of emigres from the disciplined institutions of
Europe seems, in general, not to have been a liberalizing
influence. The more powerful the "political" scientist
gets, the more omnipresent he is at major deliberations
on science policy.

The non-scientific cl?mmunity in Congress and the
bureaucracies regards itself as the bones, meat, and
brains of government and society. They resent the
"woolly-headed" scientist who may be trying to change
their ways orimplying that these ways are inadequate.
They. are not about to be displaced by a new attitude or
a new kindof knowledge. Scientific expertise is respect
ed, but the political and social naivete that is supposed
to accompany it is regarded with disdain. A general feel
ing exists among these "non-scientists" that science must
be controlled. Usurpation of power is feared, partly be
cause of a conviction that science somehow cannot be
stopped.

These men consider society a non-rational environ~

ment. They see the political process as subtle and chang
ing, responsive to many pressures of which science is
only one, and by no means the most important. They
view science as a means, not as an end. But they are con
fused about means and ends in general, as well as about
the implications of science, and have no clear view of
the proper role of scientists in formulating policy.

These two cultures between them decide on national
science programs. They are in deepconfliet within and

between themselves. There are great political and ethical
splinterings in the science community alone. The entre
Rreneurs claim to speak for science, but speak only for
their faction. The traditionalists are fearful and envious
of the "political" scientists, upon whom they must de
pend for their survival, especially if they hope for accom
plishment in fields requiring expensive equipment or
team research. Both groups are dissatisfied with the
workings of government.

G·ven this clash of cultures, how can a valid basis
be found for policy-making in federal science?
We must discover a common ground from

which science and technology can be intelligently di
rected. We must be able to evaluate the social conse
quences of scientific innovation. We need tn plan our
economics to assure the effective and humane introduc
tion of modem technologies. We must equip government
to meet new regulatory and managerial tasks. It is not
clear that these responsibilities can be met by any tradi
tional form of government; nor is it certain that democ
racy can be preserved in doing so. What is clear is that
we cannot continue to bumble along.

Already we are in desperate trouble over nuclear
weapons. We are about to be overwhehned by that ter
rible blessing of medical technology, overpopulation.
The social implications of biological and psycho-phar
maco�ogica� engineering are already evident. Cyberna
tion is causing serious problems. What is more, our
environment is being changed in ways no cybernetical
system can cope with indefinitely. It must respond to a
tremendous and growing range of information at increas
ing speed and with increasing accuracy. Instability of the
system is the inevitable result.

In spite of these menacing developments we remain
unable to forecast the social consequences of technology.
This is partly because of the limited vision of both the
non-scientists and the scientists. The first group does not
have sufficient knowledge of technology to sense the po
tentialities of new developments and therefore cannot
predict their social impact, and they are too preoccupied
with conventional assessments of political issues and
impacts. The second group is aware of the technological
possibilities but is not sufficiently sensitive to their social
implications. Some of the scientists care ouly about the
success of their favorite projects. Some apply to these
problems a personal pseudo-sociology made useless by
its arrogance or naivete. And still others dodge respon-
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sibility by arguing that technology itself is neither good
nor bad, that its virtues are determined by its uses.

Another reasop. why the social repercussions of sci
ence are difficult to forecast is that we have too little
understanding of the social processes. This limitation
has been fostered by the disinclination of the natural
scientist and the government operator to stimulate work
in the social sciences. The bureaucrat feels threatened
by the possibility that formalized knowledge will repla~e

"experience" and "political know-how." Furthermtlre,
the social sciences might demonstrate that the products of
technology, oreven science itself, needsocial control. This
is an unhappy prospect for those scientists who are feel
ing for the first time the satisfactions of wielding power.

Since the consequences of scientific and technological
developments are not fully predictable, it would seem
impossible to establish priorities for individual projects
on any sensible basis. Yet the forces of technological ad
vance compel some kind of choice. Creative talent is a
scarce resource, and the availability of money is a polit
ical, if not a real, limitation. "Political" scientists push
their preferences vigorously, and the very existence of
large programs influences selections in the absence of
better criteria. Priority decisions today depend on poli
tical and economic pressures, personalities, and public
relations.

The public relations juggernaut, in particular, imposes
a crippling distortion on science and on those who would
make scientific policy. From the laboratory to the.
launching pad science and technology are harried by
promises about Hproduct superiority" and the glamour
of "breakthroughs." Commitments are quickly publi
cized and then science is pressed to maintain the "reality"
of the commitments. The natural failures of science -and
the natural limits of accomplishment are covered by an
ever-deepening· layer of misrepresentation, deviousness,
and downright lies..50 pervasive becomes the aura of un
truth that it is hard for anyone, from the man in the
laboratory to the public, to know where reality lies.

A cliche of our political folklore is that somehow the
public will make everything right. In its wisdom it will
judge between the contending power groups, evaluate
technologies, establish a scale for priorities. But the pub
lic, the third culture, hardly knows what is happening.
Understanding or judging the conflicts and compromises
now occurring between science and government is far
beyond its capacity. The public is caught between a
publicity-induced fantasy world where science knows all
the answers and a frustrating actuality which it does not
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realize is caused at least in part by the inadequate or in
correct use of science and· technology. The frustrations
are blamed on someone else: Russia, the governmeJ;lt,
perhaps the intellectuals, seldom on science. The public
still believes in the mad scientist working on bombs, or
in the humble scientist laboring over polio vaccine. The
member of government, civil servant or politician, is per
ceived no more realistically.

Rather than becoming able to resolve the problems of
science policy, the public is likely to become increasingly
alienated both from government and from science. As
with many other groups in the past that have met cul
tures somehow superior to their own,the public may
withdraw from the challenge of "adjusting up" to the
new priests and the new power. How, in fact,can the
ordinary citizen adjust up to a computer-run society and
classified questions of life and. death?

O ne segment of the public will not surrender
without protest. This is the group of articu
late, concerned laymen who are not solely

scientists, politicians, or civil servants aJ;ld who·worry
about the arms race, overpopulation, the ascendancy of
the "political" scientist, and the inadequacy ofnon~

scientific bureaucracies. These people might be the mod
erators, the synthesists, for a new culture. They do not
have the trained incapacities of those solely immersed in
the two contending cultures, and they do have perspec
tive that the general public lacks. But these very charac
teristics may deny them the opportunity. The day of the
technical specialist grows ever brighter. The scientist will
not freely yield his newly gained power, nor will the gov
ernment worker relinquish his long-held dominion.
Neither is likely to give ground to a non-specialist who
cannot build bombs or tread bureaucratic water, or
otherwise play according to the rules of science and
government.

The character of the coming generation of scientists is
changing. The attributes attractive to laboratory directors
interested in team-work are bringing a new personality
into science. The old-guard traditionalists may be on the
way out. Those who succeed will be those who are good
at working with - or subverting - the non-scien~c bu
reaucracy. Will these men be good scientists? This is not
the important question. The real concern is for whom
they will speak, and for willit ends.

The problem in trying to resolve the ambitions of the
two power cultures is that neither group has a clear ¥jew
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of what it wants in the way of policy for governmentai
science. As long as there is no community of values to
guide judgment, basic policy decisions caunot be made,
much less decisions on specific priorities for specific

projects. Yet crises are arising on every hand. The evo
lution of a consensus cannot be awaited. If this society
does not learn how to assimilate the changes that con
front it, it will not survive.

""J Chalmers Sherwin

"
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Science and technology are the key to the future, the key
to power, and the key to the solution of the problems we
face today. They aione will not save us, but if we seek to
untangle our problems without them, we are lost;

In the last thirty, years the increasing sophistication of
the physical and biological sciences has exhibited the
properties of a true revolution. It has radically altered
the social organization within which it grew. It emerged
in less than one working generation, and the suddenness
of it caught all of us off balance. People still believe that
science can be handled by the techniques and devices
that it has itself made obsolete, or that if the problems it
has brought are ignored they will vanish.

A common modern complaint is that while govern
ment has spread like an octopus, our problems have
grown worse. It follows that the cure for our ills is less
government. But government did not bloom spontane
olisly. It grew in response to the scientific revolution. As
men· have invented more gadgets and 'uncovered: more
knowledge about the world, an enormous expansion of
government has been necessary, both to protect the pub
lic interest and to foster further scientific advance.

In 1800 the government of the United States played a
modest role. It had an army, a postal department, a tax
on whiskey, and some import duties; the Department of
State kept track of the world. That was about it. But by
1830 railroad and steamboat traffic began to grow, and,
to regulate it in the public interest, so did federai power.
Later, internal combustion engines were invented" more
was discovered about aeronautical science, and suddenly
airways had to be regulated. Telegraph, ,radio, and tele
vision each generated complicated governmental prob
lems. Modern chemistry and ·pharmaceuticals brought
into being the whole field of food and drug control.

The economic disaster of agricultural overproduction,
a triumph of applied science, is a prime example of the
difficulties that technology has handed to government.

The farrn problem reaily ~gan in 1862 when land-grant
colleges were founded with federal support. By 1900
science was being applied to agriculture on a big scale,
and by 1920 food prodnction was beginning to be exces
sive. Hybrids, modern machinery, new methods of food
processing, and new types of fertilizers were developed,
and all at once America was producing too mnch food.
Science and technology caused the surplus, but the fed
erai government had to try to cope with it. Its efforts to
do so, plus its efforts to make agriculture still more
efficient, have spawned a giant bureaucratic structure.

The biggest snrge of all in government growth was
caused by the exploration of the atom. In 1939, when
science suddenly found a major key to the secrets, no one
but the government could afford to exploit it. Science
has not stopped finding keys-those to space, for exam
ple - and the job of the federai government has not
stopped getting bigger. Atomic and space research are
unsuitable for private exploitation, not only because the
government alone can afford the massive costs, but also
because the results require governmental control.

The expansion of government snggests support for the
idea that government should control science and tech
nology. The feeling that modern knowledge and power
must somehow be turned to the public good has currency.
Even-those interested only in the progress of science want
government to help sustain its advance. Whether govern
ment's job is constraining science to serve the public
interest or promoting the scientific front, or both, it must
undersland the phenomenon with which it is dealing.

Unfortunately, the people running government often
do not understand science and technology. Despite some
notable exceptions, scientific iguoramuses usually handle
scientific decisions. The serious technical questions, such
as how atomic energy and military space operations can
be controlled, will remain unanswered until this basic
difficulty is somehow solved.
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Government managers of science andtechnology often
do not know their business, partly because, as C. P. Snow
argues, our educational system is no longer geared to the
source of Qur power. Our power now rests on science,
but we let those who administer and govern remain in
competent in the substantive knowledge of the area.

The revolution in science can be distinguished from
the industrial revolution by the fact that a high school
undergraduate can understaud the principles of the lat
ter. The steam engine, a railroad train, and, with a little
more effort, eveD an electrical generator are within his
grasp, but he gets lost in modern biochemistry, electron
ics, and nuclear physics. Mastery of this new knowledge
is not quickly won. The subtleties of modern research
and development, or even of technical ,production, are
not easily learned late in life. But a manager must know
the substance behind the problems he handles if he is to
be effective. It is increasingly true that critical evaluation
of substantive technical details is the very heart of policy
decisions. The era of classical administrative formula
tiOD, "You name it, I'll manage it,"is past. Today, few
people except professional scientists have the technical
sophistication necessary to make many of the crucial
decisions affecting both science and society.

U.,, sing scientists in government seems an obvious
. answer to the dilemma of management. But

creative scientists and engineers are usually
outside government. Most creative physical scientists are
in universities, which is remarkable, considering the sal
ary structure. Private industry employs a big proportion .
of our scientific talent, which means that these scientists
are under pressure to serve industrial aims and their loy
alties are often diverted from the public interest.

Part of the reason why the scientific community is
clustered outside government has been the mismanage
ment of science by the military. Military power must now
be considered primarily in terms of science and technol
ogy. Yet military organization and education have not
changed to fit the new facts. Obviously the ·military will
need more and more scientifically mature personnel and
fewer squadron leaders, buUt continues to train squad
ron leaders. What is more, up to now it has had a nega
tive approach to its selectlon of scientific management.
Processes. used to select a good man to run a submarine
are applied, despite their inappropriateness, to selecting
a man to run a laboratory or to choose between two
complex weapons systems. Good scientific managers are
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automatically weeded out, and poor ones promoted.
Unfortunately, the traditional military organizational

structure tends to be inimical to the promotion of scien
tific progress. It was desigued to produce specialists in
violence. Now suddenly the most critical task is the selec
tion of highly technical weapons systems-a function for
which the military structure is not particularly suited

But scientists outside government still try to influence
matters from the edges by pulling strings and poking
their fingers into the wheels. They give generalized ad
vice, but the problems are specific. Someone must
choose, for instance, between spending $500 million to
make better re-entry vehicles for missiles or spending
$500 million to build a completely different missile with
a different basing system, and these decisions must be
lived with. The labitzing scientist, n.ot responsible for the
consequences of his advice, is at best of limited useful
ness; at worst, dangerous.

Responsibility and scientific competence must some
how be brought together if government is to serve the
public interest and if the right decisiolls are to be made
to advance the intricate giant that science has become.
Having the top ranks of government heavily staffed with
neople trained in science, who really know how to handle
scientific problems, is a solution apparently n.ot available
to this country. Obviously it is being tried in Russia.

In the Uuited States the government, lacking scientific
expertise, farms out its scientific problems to industry.
The ordinary profit-making company has a very limited
sense of public responsibility. It may be effective in pro
duction and capable of top-notch research and develop
ment, .but its interests often - and necessarily - diverge
from the public interest. There is a tendency to let the
government finance the long shots but to seize promising
developments and exploit them with company money.
Industry naturally tries to exploit governmental support
for private gain (within legal limits ) and steers the short
course of its own health and well-being. If a company is
to survive in this quasi-capitalist society, it must look out
for itself first. Because of this inevitable self-interest, in
dustry must not be allowed to become the arbiter of
national science policy by defanlt. .

One promising scheme for handling science and
technology in the public interest has been the
non-profit organization,. Of, as they prefer to

be called, the public trust organization. The government
first used the non-profit device in about 1820, when it
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gave a contract to the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia
to find out what made steam boilers explode. In the last
thirty or forty years there has been a proliferation of
non-profit organizations which have been extremely ef
fective in basic research, applied research, and even pro
duction. A number of these are run :by universities, such
as the Argonne Laboratories of the University of Chi
cago, M.I.T.'s Lincoht Laboratory, and the University of
California's two weapons research labs and its operation
at Los Alamos. There are also private non-profit com
panies like RAND, System Development Corporation,
and Aerospace Corporation.

The main advantage of these organizational inven
tions is that they are insulated from bureaucratic med
dling. They work on governmental problems outside the
governmental structure. They typically have a broad
charter in which their responsibilities are general, their
budgetary restraints non-specific, and monitQrship of
their operation reasonable. They permit a freer use of
scientific talent. They break through the unrealistic ceil
ings set by government on the salaries of scientists and
allow the public service to compete on an even economic
footing with private industry. Most important, they are
able to maintain an atmosphere congenial to the scien
tific community.

This kind of freedom is necessary for scientific accom
plishment, and the method has proved itself. In terms of
technological productivity the non-profit groups have
been extremely successful, particularly with the ABC.
But the freedom on which their success is based is
achieved by a delegation of power from government, and
even though they have strong internal commitments to
the public interest, and their actions usually' serve that
interest well, they do not literally represent government.

What is needed is an. invention inside government
equivalent to these non-profit corporations. Within gov
ernment a delegation of authority and responsibility
could be made to large self-contained units. The liberty
necessary for a benign environment for science could be
preserved, and creative scientists might be lured into
government service. Yet the power to direct the course
of science and .weigh its consequences in terms of· the
public welfare would not be relinquished. The AEC sys
tem, an experiment in governmental management of sci
ence and technology, is a significant step in the right
direction.

A new and better marriage must be made between
governmental responsibiIi1;Y and scientific capability if
the full promise of science is to be realized and its perils
escaped.

James Real

Q

Almost· 80 per cent of all research· and development
monies are furnished by government, of which all but a
small fraction are directed at prompt application to the
technologies of warfare and its endless supporting ap
paratus.

It is unlikely that we shall ever hear again such lines
as were delivered in 1958 by a distingnished Nobel Lau-.
reate physicist to an assembly of his colleagues. "The
scientist," he insisted, "has no idea what disposition~ will
be made of his work. There is usually at least a two-year
lag between his discoveries and their unpredictable ap
plications." The Laureate went on to spin out this thesis
of disassociation, even though everyone in the hall was
intimately aware of the hundreds of laboratories and
plants created for and totally supported by government,

. populated by tens of thousands of physical scientists

working cheek to jowl with lesser folk to achieve specific
and immediate technological ends.

As incredible as this posture was in 1958, it is now
even more absurd. Today there are fourth and fifth gen
erations of scientists who have never worked on anything
but weaponry and who view their careers as lifelong.
They are permanently dedicated to the invention and
construction of what may appear to be a succession of
weapons systems stretching through foreseeable time. In
a real sense, these men are institutionalized: captive to
their narrow specialties and to the paymaster, the grant,
and the contract.

The military, who are the ultimate appliers of the lab
oratory invention, are not threatening to us because of
their eagerness to fight or to govern. I believe that they
are generally a good deal less belligerent than some of
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their predecessors in these last twenty-five years. It is
the delicate and dangerous gear with which they are
charged that raises the specters of the consequences of
accident, irresponsibility, or madness, common phenom
ena of any war, to such heights. And it is the latitude in
making decisions for which the military is asking that
suggests future perils for us. The military does not ob
jectto the decisions once they come; what they complain
about is that getting the decisions through the civilian
bureaucracy renders the strategic and tactical advantages
of modern war equipages useless.

What is the value of computerized, higWy mobile war
gear, they ask" when the opponent can come back in an
hour with a decision that takes us three days to make and
transmit? It should be apparent that a major crisis of
decision will some day, somewhere, once and for all
tumble the system whereby ultrasonic weapons and their
attendants are controlled by the ponderous machinery of
nineteenth century decision-making processes.

It is clear that weapons diplomacy, the application of
force as the trump card in international relations, is
archaic. Worse, it is useless. To think otherwise, one is
forced to ignore the microsecond weapons systems which
have created such an unbearable crisis in international
political decision-making processes everywhere, espe
cially in the democratic societies.

My contention is that it does not have to be left this
way; that perhaps before it is institutionalized complete
ly, the scientific community can make a massive attempt
to balance the war system which they have bestowed on
the republic with devices and systems to block its use.
They can decide to turn a portion of their interest from
the redundancies of thermonuclear overkill and the di
versions of outer space to the aid of the political process
and the real defense of the free society. Specifically, I
am asking if it is not possible to build into the framework
of democratic governing processes advanced technolog
ical systems that will give us a chance to understand the
current conditions and attitudes of the rest of the world,
its peoples, and its leaders; devices that will enable us to
abort crisis situations or, once they are upon us, provide
us with alternatives to violence.

The~e are obstacles to any significant movement
. of science toward a concentrated assault on

problems of this magnitude. For one thing,
they are hard. Science, for all its awesome fa'iade, now
likes to do. easy things. A large portion of the physical
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science population has been immersed in polishing in
ventiQns twenty or more years old. The behavioral and
social sciences, bemusedby access to electronic counting
gear, each year load the trade magazines with projects
of increasing triviality. In spite of some progress, the
scientific pecking order is still much as it has been, rig
idly segregated by craft status and increasingly insulated,
one discipline from another, by staggering inventions of
professional syntax.

In a very few areas, attempts are being made to attack
the problems of the social and political orders by at least
asking questions of the technicians stultified by their
long tenure in the weapons business:

What, if anything, can the wondrous machines_ do to
help us assess the hopes, fears, and aspirations of the
world in a continuous- way? Is there, for example, noth
ing science can do to close. the technical gap between
doorbell-ringing opinion-gathering methods and the ca
pacity of the million-bit memory drum, which is now
sometimes diverted to such uses as predicting the best
bus schedules from California to a Nevada gambling
house?

Is there no better way to guide our governors than by
the guesswork of the people who have elevated them
selves to the role of "operations analysts" and who, for
lack of our possession of better methods, profoundly
affect the gravest decisions of history?

What, we ask, is "credibility"? Is it the same to one
man as it is to another?

In the same patois, what is "rational behavior';? Is it
the same to an Israelite as to a Formosan, to a Japanese
as to a Nebraskan?

What are the components of "threat" that finally tote
up to being "intolerable"?

Can incipient paranoid behavior out of the forces of
complex circumstances be predicted in a people or their
leaders? If not, a useful understanding of mass behavior
is not foreseeable, and most of psychiatry, psychology,
and a good deal of physiology must be marked off as
lintited individual therapeutic techniqnes.

The questions go on, inferentially urging all the disci
plines of science to· consolidate and press a fraction of
the ingenuity and energy that has gone into the war sys
tem toward an information gathering and analysis sys
tem that can begin to help us out of the horror that by
1965 will cause the equivalent of thirty-five tons of TNT
to be assigned to the personal containment of every
human being then living on the globe.

Walter Lippmann has warned that neither the United

"
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States nor Soviet Russia must push the other beyond
that point of provocation and humiliation at which even
the most rational nation "can be provoked and exasper
ated to the point of lunacy where its nervous system can
not endure inaction-where only violence can relieve its
feelings. It is the business of government to find where
that line is-and to stay well back of it." And, I would
add, it is the business of science to help government find
and hold the line.

Science must mount an unprecedented effort to furnish
government with an assessment system that draws on the
pertiuent knowledge of all its branches and to transmit
it in usable form to the managers of the political and the
military systems. The scientist no longer has the right to
remain apolitical. These efforts will have to be launched,
maintained, argued, and defended by individual scien
tists. For example, since money is not only the lubricant
but the propellant of scientific development, the scientist

himself must start to influence the dispositiou of gov
ernmental research and development funds.

I am not asking for an overlying organization of sci
entists to tell us what to do and how to do it. I am asking
for the attention of the individual scientist who is now
immersed in weaponry or in the Next Fifty Years at
Bell Labs. Science and its common-law wife, technology,
have bathed long enough in the adulation of the popular
press and in the awe in which great segments of the
society have held them because of their creation of such
impressive m~rder machines. Now they must tum to in
ventions of far greater novelty, complexity, and impor
tance. The mounting of the thermonuclear war machine
has stultified international order and crippled our hopes
to revive it by traditional political and social means. Now
science must somehow furnish us a parallel system of
equal impressiveness under which their highly refiued
system of murder machines may be controlled.

Lynn White, Jr. /'
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About a hundred and thirty years ago Auguste Comte
schematized human history in terms of three ages: the
age of religion, the age of philosophy, and the age of
positive knowledge or science. He had faith in science,
and his positivism is the heart of modern orthodoxy. All
of us today take for granted that humanity is progress
ing from bondage to mastery of the natural environment,
from superstition to knowledge, from darkness to light.
It is axiomatic that science is the exploration of an end
less frontier and that its processes cannot be reversed or
even seriously interrupted. Every American or Euro
pean, every Asian or African deeply influenced by West
ern culture, has implicit trust in the inevitability and
rightness of this onward sweep of science. Even the
churches embrace the new orthodoxy, if they are judged
more by what they do not say than by what they say.

The modern positivist is, a man of faith as much as
was the medieval mystic. The concept of human destiny
secularized by Comte was evolved by Joachim of Flora,
a Cistercian abbot of the late twelfth century, who di
vided history according to the Trinitarian dogma, equat
ing the ages of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost
with an age of fear, an age of love, and an age of freedom.

Joachim's vision was taken up by the left wing of the
Franciscan movement and broadcast over Europe. It was
inherent in the thinking of late medieval and early mod
ern proletarian revolutions and underlies the Marxist
straight-line notion of human destiny. When Comte
transmuted Joachim's formula, he was replacing one
faith with another closely related to it.

No faith can afford to reign unexamined. Our habit
of regarding scientific progress as inevitable may in fact
be dangerous to its continuing vigor. In every civilized
society something that can legitimately be called sci
ence has existed, but the amount of energy put into it
has varied enormously. In every age minds of great
ability are attracted to the focus of cultural interest, be
it the fine arts, literature, religion, science, or something
else. If the cultural climate shifts, the concentration of
intellectual energies and capital investments follows.

Science must have a positive emotional context to
thrive, as well as economic and political encouragement.
Legislatures and corporate bodies must reach decisions
favorable to' science, and investors and voters must ap
prove what their representatives do. Parents must want
science in the. education of their children. Above all, a
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significant proportion of the ablest minds must choose to
dedicate themselves with passion to scientific investiga
tion if the movement is to progress.

The modem outburst of scientific activity is not nec
essarily permanent. The cultural support that science
enjoys today rests more on fear of foreign enemies and
of disease than upon understanding, and fear may not be
a healthy or lasting foundation. Science needs its states
men, and statesmanship demands the long view. The
future of science, like its past, will be largely a matter of
accident unless measures to assure its continuance are
attentively sought. Since the energy that civilization ex
pends on any activity depends on the cultural climate,
the important question today is: What can be done to
insure an affirmative social context for science?

The historian has no ready answers. No professional
historian thinks that history repeats itself. History does
not foretell the future, but study of the past may provide
some keys to understanding. Above all, knowledge of
history should liberate us from the past and enable us
to be vividly contemporary. Viewing human experience
in vastly different circumstances helps to dislodge pre
suppositions, and may free our ideas about what needs
to be .done to assure the future of science.

The prestige of science today sustains a common
but false assumption that any robust culture
must have had considerable scientific activity.

Now Rome was immensely vigorous. Languages de
scended from Latin are still spoken from Tijuana to
Bucharest. The overwhelming mass of legal structures of
the world, not only in Europe but in Asia and the Com
munist countries as well, is descended from Roman
law. The Romans had vast creative ability and original
ity; yef there was no ancient Roman science. Nothing
that can be called science existed in the Latin tongue
until the twelfth century. From our modem point of
view, Roman indifference to Greek science was abso
lutely spectacular. It has been argued that by the time of
the Roman Empire Greek science was so far past its
great days that it could not attract the vigorous Roman
mind. But distinguished Greek scientists, such as Galen,
lived for long periods in Rome. As for the "petering out"
of Hellenic science, one of the most original Greek scien
tific thinkers, Philoponus of Alexandria, was contem
porary with Justinian in the sixth century. Greek ~cience

was available to the Romans, but was iguored.
Even more disconcerting is the case of Islamic science.
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During some four centuries, from rougWy 750 to 1150
A.D., Islam held the lead in scientific activity. In the
eighth century a government-supported institute of trans
lation emerged in Baghdad. Very nearly the complete
corpus of Greek science and a major part of Indian
science were made available in Arabic within about
eighty years. Original scientific work began appearing in
Arabic by the late ninth century, especially in mathe
matics, optics, astronomy, and medicine.

In the early tenth century AI-Razi, an Islamic physi
cian, produced a book known eventually in Latin as
Liber Continens, an encyclopedic codification of Greek
and Hindu medicine, including a great deal of AI-Razi's
own observation. It is probably the biggest single book
ever written by a medical man, and is a superb work. In
1279 it was translated into Latin for Charles of Anjou
by a Jewish physician of Agrigento in Sicily. It was pub
lished in Brescia in 1486 and reprinted four times before
1542. It was a fundamental medical reference book for
centuries, and was entirely absorbed into the stream of
Western medicine. But perhaps the most striking thing
about it is that no complete copy of AI-Razj's great medi
cal encyclopedia exists in Arabic. It was practically for
gotten in Islam after a few generations.

The Arabic-speaking civilization knew what science
was and was proficient in it. For four hundred years sci
ence was one of its major concerns. But a crystallization
of other values occurred in the late eleventh century
which shifted the whole focus of Islamic culture. Science
was abandoned, and abandoned deliberately.

Christianity's relation to scientific activity has varied
greatly through the ages. It has been said that early
Christianity killed Greek science; but Christians were no
more indifferent to science than were contemporary
pagan Romans. The early Christian attitude was based
on the view that natural phenomena were relatively un
important. Only spiritual values had significance. The
natural world deserved attention solely because God used
it to communicate specific messages to the faithful.

This concept of the function and nature of the physical
world is illustrated in a sixth century story about Pope
Gregory the Great. Gregory, not yet Pope, had seen
English slaves in the Roman slave markets, and decided
to evangelize this pagan people. He received permission
from the then Pope and started for England. On the
evening of the second day out, while he was resting and
reading, a locust - locusta in Latin :.- hopped up on his
book. He knew that God was speaking to him. The Latin
words loco sta mean "stop"; he took this to be the mean-
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ing of the message and went no farther. The next day
couriers from Rome reached him and summoned him
back. The people of Rome had demanded that the Pope
recall Gregory from what would have been a lifelong
mission because they desperately needed his leadership.

It is plain that science could not flourish in a culture
that held to such a "rebus" interpretation of natural
phenomena. But by the twelfth century this attitude be
gan to change, at leaSt in the Latin West. People began
to pay more attention to the physical world. Sculpture
of the early Gothic period clearly shows that the artist
looked at real vegetation when he carved ornamental
leaves or flowers. In the thirteenth century St. Francis of
Assisi supplemented the doctrine that material things
convey messages from God with the new idea that natural
phenomena are important in themselves: all things are
fellow creatures praising God in tbeir·own ways, as men
do in theirs. This new notion opened a door tu natural
science, and partly explains the enthusiasm for experi
mental science in the Franciscan order at that time.

Another concept crucial for the whole development of
modern science was emphasized in the thirteenth century
and found its clearest spokesman in the Franciscan friar
Roger Bacon. He said that there are two sources of
knowledge of the mind of God-the Book of Scripture
and the Book of Nature-and that each of these must be
searched by the faithful with equal energy. He pointed
out further that study of the Book of Nature had been
sorely neglected.

This idea, natural theology, changed the role of men
from passive recipients of spiritual messages through
natural phenomena to active seekers for an understand
ing of the Divine nature as it is reflected in the pattern of
creation. Natural theology was the motivational basis of
late medieval and early modern science. Every major
scientist from about 1250 to about 1650, four hundred
years during which OUf present scientific movement was
taking form, considered himself primarily a theologian:
Leibnitz and Newton are notable examples. The impor
tance to science of the religious devotion which these
men gave their work cannot be exaggerated.

'Why did the idea of an operational natural theology
emerge iu the thirteenth century, and in the Latin West
alone? There was no similar development in Greek
Christendom. It may have sprung from the key religious
struggle of the time, the battle of Latin Christianity with
the great Cathar heresy. Early in the thirteenth century
it looked as though the Cathars were going to get control
of a strip of territory extending from the middle Balkans

across northern Itafy and southern France almost to the
Atlantic _t, separating the Papacy from the more
~odox areas of northern Europe. The Cathars' major
doctrine was that there are two gods-a god of good and
a god of evil. The visible universe is the creation of the
god of evil, which means that living a good life involves
having as little as possible to do with physical actuality.
Christianity holds that matter is the creation of the one
good Diety. In the process of upholding the Christian
position against Calharism, natural theology assumed a
new relevance and vividness.

Natural theology was unquestionably a major under
pinning of Western science. By the time the theological
motivation began to diminish, Western science was
formed. Today the motive force of natural theology has
long been spent, and it does not seem to have been re
placed with any other idea of equal power. Aremodern
scientists quite sure why they are pursuing science? Sci"
ence is fun, and the exhilaration of the chase may keep
it going for a long while. But will scientific advance con
tinue without more serious impulsion?

Scientists must become increasingly aware of the
complexity and intimacy of science's relationships
to its total context. The modern tendency to re

gard science as somehow apart from, or even dominant
over, the main human currents that surround it is dan
gerous to its continuance, and can be harmful.even to
progress within science. The veneration of the circle is
an example of a general presupposition that constricted
even so great a scientific mind as Galileo's.. Galileo, in
bondage to the axiom that the circle is the perfect curved
form and therefore necessary to any significant specu
lation, could not seriously contemplate Kepler's thesis
that the planets move in elliptical orbits. He neither ac
cepted nor refuted Kepler's notion. He committed the
unforgivable sin: he disregarded it.

Fixation on the circle was almost complete in ancient
culture. The Romans recognized only three ovoid forms:
in arenas, in shields, and in the bezels of rings. Pagan
Scandinavians used the oval for a type of brooch, but dis
carded it as soon as they were Christianized, i.e., Medi
terraneanized. The Middle Ages had no oval forms
except occasionally the nimbus surrounding Christ in
scenes of the Last Judgmeut or the Ascension, and even
this was a version of the ancient Christian fish symbol,
pointed at both ends: As late as the fifteenth century,
artists could not draw a picture of the Coliseum which
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· showed it oval. The first ascertainable oval design in a
major European work of art is the paving that Michel
angelo designed in 1535 for the remodeling of the Capi
toline Piazza in Rome. Michelangelo and his successors
during the next fifty years created an atmosphere in which
ovoid forms became respectable, until finally Baroque
art was dominated by the oval. Kepler's astronomical
breakthrough"Was prepared by the artists who softened
up the circle and made variations of the circular form
not only artistically but also intellectually acceptable.

While the sanctity of the circle long impeded science
by closing avenues of speculation, another inherited
classical idea of a very different sort restrained prog
ress by divorcing thought from practice. Manual labor
was extolled for seven hundred years by monks, espe
cially the Benedictines, as being not merely expedient
but spiritually valuable as well. With the late medieval
revival of Greek and Roman attitudes, however, the
classical contempt for manual labor reasserted itself.
The universities emerging in the thirteenth century had
faculties in the liberal arts, law, theology, and medicine.
Medicine was the only discipline with an embarrassing
manual aspect, and in order to retain their prestige the
medics separated surgery from medicine. Surgeons did
not want to be downgraded either, so surgery became
largely theory. There are pictures showing a professor
of medicine lecturing to students, while a theoretical sur
geon in tum directs a barber surgeon who dissects the
cadaver. Medicine advanced during the latter Middle
Ages, but it seems likely that it advanced less rapidly
than would have been the case if the study of surgery,
anatomy, and medicine had been carried on by the same
people. Speculation too far removed from SUbstance. is
often of limited value. The trend to purge university cur
ricula of "vocationaY'courses may containaseedofdecay.
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Current discussion of the problems of maintaining
scientific progress usually focuses on the impor
tance of providing an adequate economic base

for science and creating an atmosphere of political and
intellectual freedom in which science may flourish. But,
as we have seen, changes in science in the past have also
to be related to changes in basic religious attitudes, in
aesthetic perceptions, and in ,social relationships. More
of our attention shonld be directed to an examination of
the sources of our faith in science today, and to the well
springs of motivation that lead men to pursue science.
Why does a man become a scientist? Why does he choose
his' manner of work, and how does he select the area
that engrosses him? The answers to questions like these
are not entirely economic or political.

Our science itself may contain unexamined axioms,
like the circnlar prison that held Galileo captive. Hypno
tism is an example of a phenomenon that science has not
really tried to explicate, apparently because in some way
it seems outside accepted categories of "reality," although
it has been used in amazing ways in dentistry and sur
gery.

A distinguished surgeon told me about a delicate
heart operation carried out under hypnotism, and added,
"That sure is fooling them." But who is being fooled?

The continuation ofcivilization as we know it depends
on science, and the continuance of science would seem
to depend on our ability to examine this sphere of human
activity objectively and relate it to its human context.
Those responsible for the statesmanship of science must
develop a scientific understanding of science itself. They
must become increasingly aware of the intricacy of the
ecology of the scientist. We must learn to think about
science in new ways unless we intend to leave the· future
of science to chance.
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The Fifth Estate in the
Seventh Decade

The status of science and scientists
in the 1960's is reviewed.

ogy as an instrument of ,national policy.
A third area meriting attention is a
changing pattern of scientific activities
and .some implications of this. Lastly,
and most important, for the future ad
vancement of science, is the place of
science and scientists in !Jur modern
social structure 'and the interactions
with t~at structure.

Changes in Tempo,. Scope, and Power

Paul M. Gross
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My distinguished predecessors of the
past few years who spoke on similar
occasions as retiring president of the
AAASdealt with various substantive
aspects of science. At Chicago in 1959
Paul Klopsteg, in a talk reminiscent of
Bragg's famous essay on the contribu
tion of British craftsmen to British
science, depicted the role played by
instrumentation in the development of
science; The next yea.r, in New 'york,
Chauncey Leake described the develop
ment of a special area of science-that
of pharmacology and physiology. Last
year in Philadelphia Tom Park "gave
us an account of the origins, develop
ment, and outcome of his own research
program as an investigator in biology.

Tonight, instead of talking of my
own neldof physical ehemistry, I think
it· may be of interest if I say something
of the present status of science and of
scientists, as I see it, from my expe"ri
ence of almost a· half century i'n scien
tific education, research, and adminis.

"traHon. The reference in the title to the
"seventh decade" ·is, of course, obvious:
That to the "fifth estate" may not be
familiar to some. This relates to "the
three estates of English history-the.
Lords Spiritual, the Lords -Temporal,
and· the Commons. To these was added
a fourth--:-by Edmund B,urke, accord
ing to Carlyle. Burke i.s said to have
observed, in a famous speech: "There
were Three Estates in ,Parliament;, but,
in the Reporters': Galleryyo1?-der" there

sat a Fourth Estate more important far
than they all." If he were speaking t04
day I am sure he would enlar.ge· the
gallery considerably' and provideaniple
space for the commentators· and col
umnists who, obviously, know all about
the world and its affairs, both scientific
and otherwise. Soruuch for the fourth
estate.

The ":fifth estate" of my title can best
be described in the words of the dis
tinguished' scientist and technologist
Arthur D.- Little, who first used this
term in an adaress.. in 1924 at the
centenary celebration of the founding
of the Franklin· Institute.

This· fifth estate is composed of those
having the simplicity to wonder, the abil
ity to question, the power to· generalize
and the capacity to apply. It is, irishort,
the company of "thinkers, workers, ex
pounders :and practitioners upon which
the' world is absolutely dependent for the
preservation and advancement of that
organized knowledge which, we call
"science."

.The status of science and scientists
in the 1960's ~s obviously a large sub
ject, "and here I will .discuss four as-"
pects of it which I feel should claim
our: attention, thought, and understand-"
ing. The first relates to the greatly ex
panded' tempo, scope, and power' evi
dent in, the. development of science
during the past quarter· of a century.
Secondly, I would like to consider the
increasing' role of science and. technol-

Before elaborating oil these topics, I
think it des'irable,even at the risk of
covering ground familiar to many, to
"sketch briefly _against their' historical
background. some of the. scientific de
velopmentsJamiliar to us. In doing this
I will attempt to· emphasize not, the
content of .science so much ," as the
changing characteristics of scientific en
deavor.For this purpose. it will be con
venient to have two reference· points in
time: the late 1800's just prior to the
turn· of the century and the decade from
1925 to 1935.

While the ranks .of the fifth estate
have grown rapidly in. this centu~y, it
is still true that the number of scientists
remains' a small fraction of the total
p~pu'Iation. In' the long Y~ars··prior to
1900 the· voice .of science in national
and.world affairs .was rarely heard, and
the individual scientist working in his
ivory-tower .laboratory was a Iittle
known member of society. Nev.erthe
less,contributions of- science and tech
nology to human welfare and to the

.problems of the military, the growth of
industry, and economic development in
general were more important with' ea~h
passing decade. Toward the end of the
last century and in the early years of
this one a new asp~ct of scientific ac~

tivities began to emerge. This. was the
concept of highly organized te'am ac
·tivity' in sCientific and industrial re
searck It was in Germany that this
concept first appeared in any ~ubstantial

measure; in the latter years of the 19th
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century. Its effective utilization -gave
Germany a leading position in produc
ing such things as chemicals, pharma~

ceuticals, steel and machinery, and
similar products of industries where
scientific and technical knowledge was
a prerequisite for effective production.
This lead. over -other countries, includ
ing" the United States, was retained up
to World War I. Some of us can recall
hearing the news in tbe early years of
'that war, before our entry, that the
German submarine Deutschland had
successfully eluded the British naval
blockade ~nd landed in Baltimore harw
bar. What may not be as well known
is the -fact that the cargo consisted, of
scarce pharmaceuticals and dyestuffs
which sold at high prices in this coun
try because of our almost total depend
ence on Germany for, such synthetic
chemicals. On the return voyage the
cargo was mainly _tungstic oxide, as
tungsten was a ,critical. raw material
in many areas of Germany's advancing
technology. Only after Woild War I
and as late as the .1920's _did the in
dustrial research concept of today be
gin to appear as an important compo
nent of \some of our own more techni
cally ba~ed industries.

The world nitrogen supply and the
fate of nations.. Before this century
much scientific thinking was still limited
in its scope and heavily circumscribed
by the walls of the' laboratory. There
.vere of course exceptions. Though the
ranks of science were Small in number,
they included,a goodly share of gi.ants
-such men as Maxwell, Rayleigh,
Herz, and Rontgen, to mention but a
few. One in the field of chemistry was .
Sir William Crookes; president of the
British Association for the Advance
ment of Science ·at its Bristol meeting
in September l8~8. Iii his preside:ntial
address, after an _excellent analysis of
factors bearing on world food supplies,
he spoke as follows.

The fixation of nitrogen is vital to the
prOgress of civiliz.ed humanity. Other dis
coveries minister to OUr increased intel
lectual comfort, luxury, or else conven
ience; they serve to make life easier, _to
hasten the acquisition of wealth, or' to
save time, health or wony. The fixation
of nitrogen is a question of the not· too
distant future. Unless we can class it
among the certainties to come,. the. great
Caucasian race win cease to' be foremost
in the world, and will be squeezed out of
existence by the races towhpm wheaten
bread is not the staff of life~'

That these' are still ,matters of -vital
interest. today is seen by recalling cur~

rent discussions. 9f the PQPulation ex
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plosion, and. discussions of this past
faU relating to the ,sale _ of surplus
wheat from this and other countries to
help feed' the millions iIi the .Soviet
bloc.

While we all have general awareness
of the important role· of organized. in~

4ustrial research in defense and in eco~

nomic development, this can be focused
more· sharply by looking back at the
events relating to the world's nitrogen
supply that occurred after 1898. Based
on f""ndamental research in Germany
and Scandinavia, in the. period between
1900 and World War I a new industry
developed, that of nitrogen ,fixation.
However, this was. of only limited ca
pacity at the beginning of the war.
Since nitrogen is essential not only for
agriculture but also for the manufacture
of explosives, as war became'imminent
Germany began stOCkpiling Chilean ni
trate. The first important naval en
gagement of World War I was fought
not in the Atlantic but in the Pacific,
off the 'coast of South America, in an
operation in which British' warships
captured or sank a German merchant
convoy carrying Chilean sodium, nitrate
back to Germany. With this event there
were many predictions that Germany
could not last long in the war, with
her very limited domestic sources of
nitrogen. As with many -predictions,
these proved quite wrong -in the out
come. During the war years, the Ger
mans, w~th their by then matured capa
bility in industrial research, were able
to build the first majot," nitrogen fixa
tion industry in the world. Moreover,
after her recovery from war and with
the rebuilding of- her ~ommerce, Ger
many became the world's principal pro
ducer of nitrates and supplied these to
Europe and the Atlantic seaboard at
prices with which Chileans could not
compete. The next step in this 'chain,
of. economic events was a fiscal crisis
in Chilean affairs, as a substantial part
of the Chilean economy had been based
for years on a tax. on exported nitrates.
Recovery· from this crisis came only
when, through research ~ponsor'ed by
American financial interests, more· ef
ficient ways were found of mining the
Chilean nitre deposits and of extracting
and marketing as a valuable by-product
the significant amounts of iodine that
they' continued;

This illustration of changing condi
tions in the .nitrate industry is but one'
of many that could be, cited. In today's
highly technological -civilization the fate
of nations 'Yill depend increasingly On
their s~ore of scientific knowledge ob-

tained through basic resear·ch.and on
their-capacity and ingenuity in 'apply
ing this knowledge to produce goods
and provide services of ,all kinds. This
is the basis of a sound· economy and
the key to its forward progress.

Rather than continuing with an ac~

count of more recent scientific and tech
nologic events familiar' to all, I will
simply point out that greatly expanded
basic and applied research between
World Wars I and II and after World
War II led to such results as the _high
state of development of th~ airplane for
transportation, the whole electronics in
dustry, .the release of nuclear energy
and its use for power and the propul
sion of naval vessels, and, finally, the
successful launching of orbiting satel
lites.

International Geophysical Year.
More detailed' review of similar devel
opments would quickly reveal much to
support the thesis that there has been a
greatly expanded tempo, scope, and
power in activities in science during the
past quarter, of a century. So far as
scientists themselves are, concerned, this
could almost be regarded as the emer
gence of a kind 6f foUrth dimension in
scientific thinking. Justification for such
a statement is evident in a number of
directions-for example, in the think
ing, pianning, and executloJ:l that went
into .the project known as the Inter,;.
national Geophysical Year. This was a
bold frontal attack, :inVOlving .interna~
tional collaboration on .a grand scale,
which was made in,all attempt to under~

stand more fully th,e physical nature
of the surfac~ of our globe through a
carefully planned survey of the scien
tific phenomena relating to the atmo
sphere, the oceans, 'and the input of
radiation of all types to our near
geosphere.. The information gathered
was vast, and the discoveries. were
many. Their significance for a better
understanding of such important phe
nomen'a as weather' changes -and. cli
matic cycles is already apparent. As
the ma.ny scientists interested in this
area .continue w~rking on the large
number of data that were accumulated,
a much deeper knOWledge of the sur
face of our earth can be expected.

Another example of the type, of
. thinking I have referred to, -and one
still On the scale of. gr~at. dimensions,
is the project· currently under \ way
which is. known, for short, as "the·
Mohole." .This. is. an. attempt, fraught
with great difficulty,: to penetrate the
earth's crustal layers -to acquire'a better
understanding o~ the nature, composi-
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tion, and behavior of its massive in~

teriar core. However, such scientific
thinking and ,progress have not been

. confined to endeavors of large dimen~

sions, even global in scale., In the past
decade, work ota highly competent
team of mathematici~ns, physicists,
chemists, and biochemists at Cambridge
University has led to a better compre
hension of the basis of life processes,
through discoveries of great significance
in the field' of molecular biology. The
determination and unraveling of the
complex molecular structure of giant
molecules, such as ribonucleic acid

_(RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA), have been major advances and
outstanding illustrations of the effective
collaborative, scientific teamwork s6
characteristic of m~ch current scientific
activity.

Possible modification of the climatic
cycle. A final example of thinking of
this sort .is a proposal by Ewing and
others for possible modification of the
age-old climatic cycle which. results in
repetitive gl<:tciation of continental land
masses south of the Arctic Circle. The
geologic and related evidence from pre~

historic times for the existence of such
a cycle of ice ages with a period of
perhaps 30;000 years appears clear..
Ewing's thesis, .in broad terms, is that
the occurrence of this cycle is related
to the extent" of accumulation of ice
and snow on the poll1r ice. cap within
the Arctic Cin;::le and also. the ingress
and exit of warmer waters from the
Pacific and the Atlantic over the edges
of the fairly shallow geologic basin
which holds the Arctic Ocean. The con
c1usionof the argument, which I shall
not develop fully, is that this cycle
could .be altered by' stopping or at least
modifying the flow of water through
Bering Strait between the Arctic Ocean
and the Gulf of Alaska in the North
Pacific. This would indeed be a gar
gantu~n project in applied science, ex
ecution of which could only have been
thought possible-whether desirable is
another question~with the 'availability
of nuclear explosives. Thinking of this
type would, in my jUdgment, have oc
curred ~but' rarely in earlier periods of
the development of science.

An' Instnunent of National .Polley

Much that I have outlined is evidence
of the increasing role of science and
technology as an instrument of national
policy-the' second topic under discus~

sion. An illustration from behinq: the
Irop. Curtain at once comes to mind.

Few of use like the 'tenets of 'Soviet
ideology, though many take complacent
comfort in the disparity between the
present standard of living in Russia and
our own. Nevertheless, Russia has
forged ahead through the encourage
ment of science, through the systematic
employment of the methodology' of re
search and development, and through
the extension to large segments of her
population of f:.:ee education oriented
strongly toward rigorous training in sci
ence and technology. Nicholas DeWitt,
who has studied the Soviet manpower
and educational system intensively,
states the situation in the postscript to
his book Education and Professional
Employment in the U.S.S.R.

If the aim of education is to develop a
creative intellect critical of society and
its values, then Soviet higher education
is an obvious failure. If its aim' is to de
velop applied professional skills enabling
the indivdual to perform specialized,
functional tasks, the Soviet higher educa
tion is unquestionably a success; posing
not Qnly a temporary challenge, but a
major threat in the long-run struggle be
tween democracy and totalitarianism.

While DeWitt's first description of
the aim of education may well give
us pause when we think of values in
relation to our own culture and so
ciety, and make us ask how well our
own system of education has· done, the
validity of his concluding statement be
comes apparent from the perspective of
little more than a third of a century.
In this short period Russia rose from
the rank of a third-rate power to a
position, today, second· only to that of
our own country.

National defense. There is a final
element relating to the present role' of
science and technology, as an instru~

ment of national policy which must
be mentioned. This concerns warfare
and the preparation for warfare, or
what is todayeuphemistically called na~

tional defen'se. From the first develop
ment of gunfire. in the 14th century
there had been· little real innovation
in the practice of warfare until this
century, though the Civil War did, bring
the introduction of steel armor and the
submarine. In World War' I, gas war~

fare, tanks, and the aeroplane made
their appearance. The development of
the latter for military' use between the
two wars paced and enhanced the great
development of commercial aviation,
and this, in turn, has ·reduced passenger
traffic on our widespread network of
railroads to a fraction of iis volume
in; the first third of the century. In
World' War II, radically new concepts

such as the proximity fuse, the landing
craft, and, of course, nuclear explosives
were introduced. The war also saw the
refurbishment and effective use of a
very old device-the rocket. This was.
first used as a weapon by the Mongols
about the middle of the' 12th century,
and it reappears from time to time in
the subsequent history of warfare in
various military versions. Francis Scott
Key witnessed one of these occasions
when he was a prisoner in a ship in the
British fleet off Baltimore at the siege
of Fort McHenry in 1814, and the
spectacle inspired the line in our na
tional anthem: "And the rocket's red
glare, the bombs bursting in air.. "

The high state of effectiveness to
which rockets were brought toward the
end of World WarH through intensive
research and development. and the ad
vent of the German V-I's and V-H's
provided the background for today's
missile technology. Further develo~

ment of long-range offensive missiles
provided the launch rockets for orbiting
satellites and for vehicles for space ex
ploration. These are some of the ad
vances that have completely changed
the whole aspect of warfare in less than
a third of a century. In this area there
can be no doubt that scientific advance
and capability are indispensable instru
ments ,of national policy.

Changing Pattern of Scientific Activities

What, then, have been the effects of
tMs great expansion of science and tech
nology, this changed scientific thinking,
this involvement with national policy,
oli science itself, on its organizational
patterns, and on scientists'. and their
pursuit of scientific endeavor? The ques
tion brings me to my third topic. These
effects have been both major in scope
and· diverse in' direction. They have
been both favorable and unfavorable
for the sound advancemen't of scientific
endeavor.'

Consider first the. positive side of the
coin. Today, the .nature and tempo of
effective research requires ample fund~

ing for men; machines, and facilities,
and' funds' have been made available in
rapidly increasing measure during the
past third of a ·century. A glance at one
area, that of nuclear and high-energy
physics, wilI, quickly reveal the scale
and pattern 'of support. From relatively
small beginnings, in such laboratories
as those of Rutherford and the Curies,
nuclear physics in the 1920's and 1930's
moved steadily but slowly ahead. Sup-
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port for the first generation of high
energy machines, the early cyclotrons,
came mainly from university funding
and privaw giving by individuals or
foundations. The demonstration, in the
early years of World War II, of the
feasibility of the nuclear chain reaction
and of its significance for the release
and utilization of nuclear energy in
war and peace led quickly to federal
support, first through the Manhattan
District Project and .later through· the
Atomic Energy Commission. The scale
of this support was not in millions but
in billions, and this pace continues to
day. However, the magnitude of ex~

penditures, though indicative of the
scale of modern scientific .activity, is
never a good, measUre of scientific
achievement.

Astronomy. Nevertheless, a brief sur
vey of several areas of science will re
veal that great substantive progress has
been made in recent years. A case in
point -is the field of astronomy. Next
to mathematics, this is the oldest of the
sciences, dating from Babylonian times
in the 3rd century B.C., ~ and it has a
long· history of achievement before
1900. The early years of this century
saw the establishment, largely through
private philanthropy, of a few observa~

tories, such as that on Mt. Wilson, with
telescopes and ancillary instrumentation
larger and more effective, by an order
of m~gnitude, than anything that had
gone before. These were the forerun
ners of the large~scale scientific facilities
familiar tod~y-the giant cyclotrons,
accelerators, and piles of nuclear phys
ics. As.astronomy moved ahead. through
the first half of the century, its progress
was relatively slow by comparison with
the burgeoning development of the lab
oratory sciences of chemistry and phys
ics, which received much of their stea·d
ily increasing suppo~ from private, in~

dustrial, and government sources.
It .was only after the establishment,

at mid-century, of the National Science
Foundation to support basic research
that attention was turned to more ade~

quate support for astronomy. .In the
middle 1950's the establishment by NSF

of the Greenbank-. Observatory as a
National Radio Astronomy Observa
tory marked a turning point in the
character of federal support for basic
science and fundamental research.
From this beginning, federal funds be
came available for "national". basic sci
entific enterprises, such as the Inter
national Geophysical Year in 1957-_
1958 and, later, the Kitt Peak National
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Observatory in Arizona (near Tucson);
the Mohole project, and the Atmospher
ic Sciences. Center in Colorado. With
this type of support, scientific progress
in a number of relatively neglected
fields, such as astronomy and various
branches of the earth sciences, notably
oceanography, was greatly accelerated,
and the development of pure science for
its Own sake became, and now is, an
acknowledged instrument of U.S. na
tion~l policy.

The individual ~cientist and organized
endeavor. It is of interest to consider
the effects of these changes On scientists
themselves. These are manifest in a
number of directions, but here, I men
tion only two, which appear to be the
most significant. The first may be de
scribed as a type of dilemma with which
the individual scientist appears to be in
creasingly confronted. -In earlier peri
ods the role of the individual scientist
stood out clearly, and while the magni
tude of his contribution might occasion
ally be large, usually it was small,
though still real and discernible. Each
small contribution was a piece in a
grOWing mosaic of knowledge of the
particular field involved. As this mosa
ic grew from initially few pieces of
data and information, and as the basis
for their interpretation and·correlation
became dimly recogniz~d, there· was
ample scope for individual initiative,
and there was wide freedom of choice
and of action. As progress in the field
increased, the few individuals with
greater insight helped shape the pattern
of the whole and made it part. of sci~

entific knowledge. Much of this was a
seemingly random and quite haphaz
ard process.

To this· somewhat inadequate deR
scription of science in earlier ")rears
should be added the description given
by Langley in his presidential address
before. the AAAS meeting in Cleveland
in 1888.. He characterized the pursuit
of scientific research as "not wholly
unlike a pack of hounds, which, in the
long-run perhaps catches its game, but
where, nevertheless, when at fault, each
individual goes his own way, by scent,
not by sight, some running back and
some forward; where the louder~voiced

bring many to follow them, nearly as
often in a wrong path as in .a ri~ht

one; where the entire pack_ even has
been known to move off bodily on a
false scent...."

Whether or not either of these de
scriptions. is an adequate picture of
earlier scientific endeavor, it is clear.

~

th~t, in spite of .limitations of support,_
facilities, and equipment, there was am
ple room for individual freedom of
choice and for the exercise of -initia~
tive, ingenUity, and resourcefulness. Out
of this situation developed what we all
inherit and cherish as the great tradi
tion of freedom in science and of com~

munication in science, both nationally
and internationally. This may be stated
otherwise by saying that science is uni
versal and knows no bounds of.geogra-:
phy, race, creed, or nationality. Many
attributes characteristic of scientific· en
deavor in earlier periods still hold for
the sharply quickened and greatly ex
panded domain of today's science. UnR
fortunately, there are signs that as this
domain grows further, as it becomes
more highly organized, more pro~

grammed, and more directed toward na
tional and other ends, and as its impact
on our culture .and society becomes
more widespread, some of this tradi~

tional freedom will be lost. An obvious
example of this trend relates to freedom
of exchange of information, so essen
ti.al. to the progress of science. In World
~War II it was found necessary to im~

pose a cloak of secrecy and classifica
tion on research in the developing field
of nuclear physics~research which led
to the release and utilization of nuclear
energy. All agreed that this secrecy was
necessary in wartime, and it was im~

posed under the Manhattan District
Project. In the early days of the ac~

tivities of the Atomic Energy Commis
sian. these restrictions were still" domi~

nant, and it was only with the passage
in 1954 of the "Atoms for Peace" modi~

fication of the original Atomic Energy
Act that some of them were removed
or considerably relaxed.

This is one aspect of the so~called

dilemma that many see ahead .as the
role of science becomes more impor
tant in modern civilization.. Another,
perhaps' more important but more sub
tle, aspect can best be illustrated by an
example from the field of chemistry.
One of the great discoveries by Ray
leigh and Ramsey at the end of the
last century was that of the existence
of the family of rare gases, the descrip~

tion of their properties, and the charac
terization of their chemical behavior.
As these gases were studied further by
many investigators, it became a tenet
of· chemical thinking. that they were un~

reactive and would not combine with
the other elements and compounds. So
strong was this belief that, as theoretical
knowledge, of chemical reaction· and

"
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chemical binding developed through this
century, an essential element of each
new theory of chemical bonding was
that it should account for the supposed
fact that these gases. would not com~

bioe chemically with anything else. The
first crack in this inviolate image came
from the work of Bartlett, who dem
onstrated the combination of the rare
gas xenon to form one of the com
ponents in a coordination compound of
compll?x structure surrounding a central
platinum atom. As often happens in
science, the initial breakthrough was
followed closely by others. Soon after
Bartlett's discovery became known, fur
ther research and experimentation
quickly destroyed this image that had
dominated thinking in chemistry for
some two-thirds of a century. The
experiments leading to this final event
need not be described in detail, but the
circumstances under which they were
undertaken are relevant. While I can w

not claim to know these circumstances
at first hand, the account as it reached
me, and as it is given here, is from a
source I believe to be authoritative.

Under the system in AEC national
laboratories which provides for research
participation by scientists from outside
the laboratory staff, a young physicist
from a small ,college came to carryon
research for a time at the Argonne Na
tional Laboratory. In discussing his pro
posed program with those responsible
for general supervision of the Labora
tory, he said. he would like to attempt
to react xenon and fluorine at, an ele
vated temperature. Since most physical
scientists were convinced that the rare
gases were' unreactive, and since this
reaction had already been tried in the
Argonne Laboratory at ordinary tem
peratures, it is reasonable to assume
that in the discussion that ensued doubts
were raised about the wisdom of de
voting the investigator's time and the
resources of the Laboratory to the at
tempt. If such doubts were raised, at
least they did not prevail, and it was
agreed that the young physicist should
go ahead with the attempt. The ,result
was a spectacular, unanticipated dis
covery in the field of chemistry.

When a mixture of xenon and fluo
rine was heated in a nickel container
to 40QoC and then cooled"rapi9ly to
room temperature, a deposit of white,

, colorless crystals of the compound xe
non tetrafluoride was found, and the
long-standing belief that rare gases are
inert was shown to be a myth. These
events came to their culmination in the

summer of 1962. On learning' ;of this
discovery, many investigators at the Ar~

gonne Laboratory and e1sewher~ went
quickly to work and made other com
potindsof xenon and fluorine, as well
as of certain of the other rare' gases.
As of the end of 1963, there IS already
an extensive literature relating fa such
compounds. In passing, and sori1ewhat
out of context, I might not~ that
Science, in its "Reports" section [138,
136 (1962)] carried the first general
news of this important discovery
through a communication from tre Ar
gonne group dated 2 October!; 1962.
Incidentally, the interval of 10 days
from 2 October to 12. October, the
date of the issue in which the report
appeared (which carried a striking pic
ture of the crystals of xenon, tetra
fluoride on the cover), probably con
stitutes an all-time record in the rapid
communication of new scientific' infor
mation through the printed word;

More in the context of the present
discussion of the environment iri.!which
today's scientists work was a very time~

ly and thoughtful editorial in the same
issue (p. 75) by the editor of Sp"ence,
Philip Abelson, .entitled "The ne:ed for
skepticism." The last paragraph pf this
is well worth quoting.

There is a sobering lesson here, as well
as an exciting prospect. For perhaps 15
years, at least a million scientists a:11 over
the world have been blind to a potential
opportunity to make this importapt dis
covery. All that was required to; over·
throw a respectable and entrenched ,dogma
was a few hours of effort and a ge'rm
of skepticis'm. Our intuition tells us that
this is just one of countless opportunities
in all areas of inquiry. The ima~inative

and original mind need not be overawed
by the. imposing body of present knowl~

edge or by the complex and costly para
phernalia which today surround much of
scientific activity, The great shortage in
science now is not opportunity,: man
power, money, or .laboratory space. What
is really needed is more of that healthy
skepticism which generates the key 'idea
the liberating concept.

Of serious concern under ~resent
conditions of highly organized ana pro~

grammed scientific endeavor is whether
the freedom, initiative, and originality
of the individual will still be able to
emerge to play their important ro~es, so
evident in the history of science in
earlier periods. It is disquieting to',- spec
ulate on what the ultimate outcome
would have been, .in the case cited, if
it had been de~ided not to make the
experiment. How long would iti have
been before the proper conjuncti.onof
circumstances occurre~ again-the in~

dividual with faith in his idea and
skepticism of established dogma; a lab
oratory with chemists experienced in
handling potentially dangerous fluorine
reactions: and last but not least, a
supervisory group willing to' authorize
the trial? Here the conjunction of events
was propitious, and the outcome was a
briliiant success. Unfortunately, or per
haps fortunately for scientific morale,
as science progresses the number of in
stances in which the circumstances are
not propitious is unknown. We can only
hope it is small.

Specialization. A subject of much
current interest is the rapidly increasing
degree of specialization in science.
which has paralleled science's .. growth
and expansion in the past 35 years.
Consideration of this is important, be
cause of its implications for sound sci
entific education and also because of
the common reaction of the lay public
to highly specialized activity of any
sort. Specialization in the most general
sense is not new. However, when we
consider the complexity of our own
social structure-the profusion of im
plements, machines, instruments, and
devices-and its specialisms of all kinds,
we tend to think the latter are charac
teristic of, and even in a measUre
unique in, our society and time. A
moment's reflection will indicate that
such is not the case. The thoughtful
citizen of the great ancient metropolis
of Rome, with a population of nearly
2 million persons in the 2nd century
A.D., must have been confronted with
something of the same situation. The
highly organized civilization of the Ro
man Empire must have required a high
degree of specialization on the part of
its citizens to provide its food supply,
build its aqueducts and public works,
and maintain its roads and the govern':'
ment of its far~flung provinces and col
onies-not to mention the high state
of development of literature and the
fine arts. It seems clear that elaborate
specialization, comparable in scope to
our own, has been a characteristic of
all great civilizations, especially those
which were highly urbanized.

Nevertheless, it is desirable to con
sider briefly the nature of specialization
itself, particularly that in the realm of
intellectual endeavor. Here the intense
~oncentration of an individual on a
limited area ,of special knowledge and
his attainment of expertness in his .field
tend to. break the broad pattern of
uniformity of. the social structure. This
is especially true in a, democracy. The
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resulting separation of the individual
from the stream of the common affairs
of man tends to make the average
citizen uneasy. Shaw put this feeling
succinctly, in The Doctor's Dilemma,
when he said, "All professions are con
spiracies against the laity."

Much of the extensive specialization
in the sciences has some features that
can be most clearly delineated by the
following comparison: "A salesman is
one who begins by knowing a little
about everything and who goes on
learning less and less about more and
~ore until he ends up knowing practi
diiiY' nothing about everything." On
thel,C'other hand, "A specialist is one
who starts off knowing a great deal
about very little and goes on learning
more and more about less and less
until he ends up knowing practically
everything'about nothing."

For our present purpose the descrip
tion of the salesman can be ignored.
That of the specialist will bear further
scrutiny. The difficulty lies in the com
man lay' concepti,on. that what is small
or restricted in scope and dimensions
is simple, and in its limits amounts to
"nothing." 'Here is one clue, and a
very 'significant one, not only to the
common negative reaction to speciali
zation in general but to the general
public's understanding of specialization
in science.

Scientists, unlike the lay public, have
the privilege of appreciating the ac
complishments ofa truly great special
ist as he reveals' fascinating glimpses of
things to come, .when, from time to
time, there is a breach in the ;ramparts
that bar us from comprehension of na
ture. These ramparts are long and for
midably complex, as Vannevar Bush

.implied in his description of science as
"the endless frontier." 'Rarely do they
succumb to attack along a broad front;
when they do, it is only through the
work of a genius-and geniuses are
rare in the human race. If science is to
move forward, it will be increasingly
important that the general public ac
quire a better understanding and some
appreCiation of the true, nature of sci
entific speciali~ation.

As we look ahead to yet unconquered
areas, we· may confidently predict that
soundly conceived' specialization in sci~

ence will continue to survive and mul~

tiply. Historically, much of the effort
in science has related to inanimate

. things, or to relatively simpler orga~

nisms or" functlons. As our growing
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knowledge permits us to move more
firmly to studies of human behavior
and of _its psychological, biochemical,
physiological, genetic, and other bases,
it is possible to envisage new coalitions
between psychologists, neuroanatomists,
and neurophysiologists;- as they grow,
these coalitions may develop as special
ties, as is the case for present-day bio
chemistry and biophysics.

With this prospect confronting us,
we shall have to consider the negative
aspects' of the further growth of spe~
cialization and to constantly appraise
its soundness. This will be especially
desirable in developing sound prinCiples
to be followed in future education in
the sciences: Here the danger is t~at

the .form may be mistaken for the sub
stance. To illustrate the problem and
not invoke iJ;lvidious comparison, let us
imagine some future specialty that we
call neurobehaviorism, for want of a
better designation. On what will the
validity and worth of such a. field, both
as a contributor to our knowledge and
as a field of endeavor, depend? First,
it will depend on how well those in the
field are versed in fundamentals of the
relevant derivativ'e sciences, such as
neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and
neurobiochemis-try. Beyond this, and
of great importance, it will depend on

.how well they understand, or can ac
quire understanding of, principles from
the underlying basic disciplines of psy
chology, mathematics, physics, chem
istry, biology, and physiology that are
relevant and applicable to the field in
'quesliQn.

By this criterion, the validity and
worth of an area of specialization
would depend on the firmness and
clearness of the pathways from the
outer branch to the deep, sound roots
of available scientific knowledge. Perry
relates an episode that occurred at
Harvard in the 1830's, about Ralph
Waldo Emerson and Henry Thoreau,
which has point -in the present context.
The then-young naturalist,who was an
intimate of the Emerson household,
sat quietly in a corner one day while
Emerson expounded to English visitors
on education at' Harvard, saying, "At.
Harvard College they teach all branchM
es of learning." At this _point Thoreau,
to the embarrassment of his patron,
blurted out, "Yes, but -none of 'the
roots." Without vital and continuing
SU!itenance from strong roots, the
branches of specialism will bear mea
ger fruit.

Science in Our

Modem Social Structure

Let us now turn to the fourth topic
of' this discussion of the fifth estate
in the 1960's-the impacts of these
changE:s in science on our current cul
ture and the' response and reaction of
the latter' to the change. I have already
mentioD;ed many of these changes and
need not review them, but two addi
tional ones deserve attention. 'However,
before considering these let us look at
a few figures for the sake of' perspec
tive.

Scientists and technologists have
been, and, still are, a relatively small
minority group in oUf total population.
In 1900 they numbered perhaps 90,000,
representing little more than 0.1 per
cent of a population of about 76 mil~

lion. Federal' expenditures for science
in 1900, similar to th~ federal expendi
tures for. research and development of
today, were about $10 million, or be
tween 0.5 and 1 percent of the annual
federal budget. The corresponding
rough--figures for 1963 are, 2.7 million
scientists in a population of 190 mil
lion and federal R&D expenditures of
$14 billion, which now require about
15 percent of an annual federal budget
of the order of $95 billion. Thus,
scientists, though their number has in
creased 30-fold since 1900, still com
prise a relatively small part, about 1.4
percent, of the total population.

Effects of the drain on federal re
sources. It is important, first, to con
sider some of the consequences of this
increasing drain on federal resources
that is caused by the recent, almost
exponential growth of science and
technology. Since federal revenues
grow at a much slower rate than the
economy does as the economy ad
vances, it is obvious that some adjust
ment in the growth rate of federal ex
penditures' for science must take place.
Indeed, this is already occurring, as is
evident to anyone who has followed re
cent hearings before Congress relat
ing to the expenditures for science
projected for the next annual federal
budget.

One aspect of this adjustment poses a
new and serious type of problem that
scientists have not faced previously in
any substantial measure. With limita
tion necessary, on' what principles is
the assignment of priorities to projects
in the variou_s fields of science to be
made? What are the. relative merits,
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both ina scientific sense and from the
standpoint of the national interest, of
a" new, large accelerator for nuclear
physics, costing' perhaps, $100 million
for its initial construction and 'about a
third of that amount for its annual
operation; of ·the -Mohole project for
drilling throngh the earth's crust, vari·
ously estimated to cost between $50
miUion and $100 million; of the eX
penditure of similar sums annually for
biomedical research on cancer or the
diseases 'of the heart;' and of landing
a man on the moon by 1970, at an es
timated cost of over $5 billion? There
are no clear guidelines on which to
ba'se such priority decisions, and their
formulation will require a higher order
of statesmanship among scientists and
those in the upper echelons of gov~rn

ment than has existed heretofore.
Effects on health. The rapid growth

of science has had a second type of
impact on society in our greatly ex
panded technological and industrial
civilization. This growth has been so
great" that it has already begun to alter
man's traditional natural environment.
The emerging problems involve such
things as air and water pollution, radi:'
ati<:>n hazards, occupational hazards,
and contamination of milk and food
supplies, which are now classed under
the general head of environmental
health problems.

Several years ago I was asked by
the Surgeon General to head a com
mittee of 24 members from widely di
verse scientific disciplines. The group
was to analyze and survey the prob
lems in the environmental .health area
and to ,make a 10-year projection of
the nation's needs fo'r scientific research
relating to environmental health and of
its needs for trained manpower to deal

, with -the problems.
These problems are varied, complex,

and serious. They range from the pro
vision of adequate sewage disposal for
.large and growing metropolitan dis~

tr,ictsto the recently noted higher level
of radioactive contamination of cari
bou meat, which is an important part
of the diet of Eskimos in northern
Alaska.

The origin of the high levels of ra..
dioactivity in caribou meat wasrela
tively simple to trace and understand,
though not necessarily easy to .control.
Certain lichens on which caribou feed
were found to absorb relatively larger
a~ounts than most plants of the
radioactive trace elements which the

soil had r~ceiyed from the debtisof
fallout.

A simple illustration relating to the
matter of sewage disposal ,in· large
metropolitan' areas will show the com
plexity .of many of the problems in
volved in environmental .health. A
number of years ago, in order to han~

dIe its sewage disposal without con
taminating Lake Michigan, Chicago
built a 'drainage canal in which water
from the lake rart across country· to.

empty into the Mississippi. The sewage
effluent from Chicago was fed to this
artificial running stream. The dilution
of the effluent by water from Lake
Michigan reduced its concentration to
the point where the organic sewage
could be oxidized effectively by the
dissolved oxygen in the canal waters,
and well-purified water was delivered
to'the Mississippi. As the city expanded
.industrially, steam plants were built
along the canal, ,and these discharged
warm water from their condensers into
the stream. Ultimately, the effect of
these additions of warmer' water was
sufficient to raise the average tempera
ture of the canal water by some few
degrees throughout the year. With this
development the phenomenon techni
cally known as "heat pollution" be~

came operative. Simply, stated, the
higher temperature .reduced the con
centration of oxygen in the water, and
therefore the capacity of the flowing
stream to oxidize the organic matter
present. As of several years ago this
"heat pollution" had reached such pro
portions that its effect on the sewage
disposal problem of the Chicago area
was estimated to be equivalent to the
effect of adding a million people to
that metropolitan area.

These are but a few examples of
the many effects on -the economy, on
health,. and on various aspects of our
culture and society of the greatly in
creased endeavors of scientists. What
has been the reaction t6 these great
changes occurring in: little more than a
quarter of a century? Here two things
are relevant-the status of the general
public's knowledge of science and its
methods and, even more important, the
image in the public mind of the whole
modern scientific enterprise,. A realistic.
appraisal of these two factors does· not
give much ground for thinking that
the public has a sound comprehension
of science.

The. nonscientist's view oj science.
For the great majority of our people,

..~'"
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form'al education terminates with· high
school. Sober reflection about our edu~

cational system, after the· launching of
Sputnik, clearly revealed the woeful
inadequacy of the science education of
most of our people as a basis on which
to build any real understanding of
modern science. Since Sputnik, real
improvement has been made in science
teaching in many of our lower schools,
but the effects of this in the adult
population will not be evident for an
other generation.

Given this lack of any sound com
prehensionof'science, what'picture can
be c;lrawn of the image of ,science in
the public mi,nd? This image is difficult
to de~cribe, for· it is compounded of
many diverse elements. These include
resp'ect and gratitude for the "miracles"
of modern medicine; admiration for
the know-how of applied science which
can put satellites in predetermined
orbits; and awe, verging on fear, of
the results of the mysterious release of
nuclear energy. Two events in our time
must' have contributed greatly to the
building of such an image, since the
public, as well as most scientists, had
no warning and little preparation for
their advent. The first was President
Truman's unheralded announcement of
the dropping of the atomic bomb-a
spectacular but terrible demonstration
of the power of modern science. The
second was the sudden 'news, one day
in October 1957, of a second satellite
orbiting our planet. This was Sputnik,
the first of a· growing family which
later included Echo I-a "star" whose
rapid course-across the night sky could
be easily followed with the naked eye.

What is the significance of this
image, and of this lack of real under
standing by -the gerieral public, for the
future of science and scientists? Some
already feel that .scientific endeavor
must be controlled and circumscribed
if it results in pollution of air and
water, in contamination of food with
pesticide residues, in the hazards of
radiation and the development of nu
clear weapons.. Still others, left ever
farther behind in, their understanding
of rapid scientific advance, take refuge
in a polite, but neutral, type of anti
intellectualism toward all scientific ac
tivity. The emergence of attitudes like
this among nonscientists is the basis
of Snow's discussion of the Two Cul~

tures, and of hiS warning thai' the rift
may grow. wider unless the trend is
checked.
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Conclusion

Faced with these possibilities, what
should we, as scientists, do? We are in
some sense a privileged minority group,
and all of us should, be ready to exer
cise the grave responsibility which we
all share, "to increase public under
standing and appreciation of the im
portance and promise' of the methods
of science in human progress." These
words are quoted from a statement of
the objectives of, this Association. A
second objective of our, organization is
"to improve the, effectiveness of science
in the promotion of human welfare."
These two should be the articles of our
scientific creed in the years ahead. Fur
thermore, as scientists we should not
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lose our perspective but should recall
the history of science and remember
that it. has survived pestilence, wars,
and disaster and has surmounted bar
riers of race, religion, and language.
Beyond this, it is even more important
to recall, ina.gray period of interna
tional tension, that all members of the
human race, throughout its evolution
and long history, have --had a common
opponent. This is inscrutable nature
with her seemingly inexorable laws, her
hosts of organisms and parasites, her
hurricanes and, catastrophic events of
all kinds. Fo~ our human race the cen
tral problem is- still that,of under.stand
ing nature and attempting to control
it. Here the thinking and tools of
modern science have a great contribu-

tion to make. May we use them well.
Much of what I have said of warn

ings, of impacts and reactions, and of
grave concern may have the ring of,'
pessimism for the future as science
moves swiftly ahead in oneoi the
great adventures of the human mind.
That this is not my intent can he made
clear by a closing quotation from Car
lyle's' great satire Sartor Resartus. In
this he attributes to his fictitious
author, "Professor Teufelsdrockh of
Weissnichtwo," these words, in the
promethean spirit of which I share:
"Man's unhappiness, as I construe,
comes of his Greatness: it is because
there is an Infinite in him, which with
all his cunning he cannot quite bury
under the Finite."
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BIOPOLITICS: SCIENCE, ETHICS,
AND PUBLIC POLICY
By LYNTON K. CALDWELL

ASTyear a front-page column of the New York Herald Trib
une carried a whimsical description of a new science of bio
politics. J. P. Miller, already secure in his reputation for

social criticism through satire in Days of Wine and
Roses,recounted an imaginary interview between an official gov
ernment biopolitician and a newspaper reporter concerning the
meaning of the "new science" of biopolitics, "the science of
proving that what must be done for political reasons is biologi
cally safe for the human race."

The reported interview occurs sometime after 1971, when the
collapse of the nuclear test ban treaty has been followed by a re
sumption of massive testing in the atmosphere and soaring levels
of fallout. In order to relieve popular fears and prevent panics
and anti-government demonstrations, official biopoliticians
"prove scientifically that the previous human tolerances to radio
activity and all other by-products of nuclear testing, including
strontium 90, had been estimated far too low." The official pro
nouncement has "a wonderful calming effect on the people."
Public confidence is restored.

But, asks the reporter, suppose that an increase in bone cancer
is being caused by heavy concentration of strontium 90 in
human and animal marrow? Some unofficial scientists say so.
But the official biopolitician replies that statements which
frighten people are certainly not in the public interest. Bone
cancer and strontium 90 cannot be linked, he declares. "The
people wouldn't like ii:. Therefore, by definition it is biopoliti
cally impossible."

In the tradition of the moralizing fable, Miller is posing one
of the biggest, most difficult questions of our time: are science
and politics really compatible? The philosopher-dramatist with
a sociological turn of mind can put the question this way. Pre
sumably the political scientist could too-but he rarely does. As
"scientist" he finds it impractical to ask questions about the ex
tent of man's political capacities that the present state of knowl
edge does not permit him to answer. Moreover the discipline of
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political science in America has, in its subconscious, assumed the
infinite perfectibiiity ofman; Tohypothe-size that political man
cannot or will not reshape his goals and values in the light of
scientific knowledge seems disloyal to the tradition of the disci
pline. But while the question cannot be usefully posed in abso
lute and theoretical terms, it is by implication being posed daily
in limited and practical situations. In the language of politics "it
is a condition that confronts us, not a theory."

An explosion Of biological knowledge and technology is rais
ing questions of public policy which until recently were hypo
thetic, and were therefore from a practical point of view unreal.
Whether there is, can, or should be in any sense a science of
"biopolitics" can easily be dismissed as facetious. But the con
scientious man grows uneasy when he reflects upon the mount
ing problems which the life sciences (in particular) are posing
for political solution. There is certain to be more biology in
politics and this could mean, as J. P. Miller implies, more pol
itics in biology.

The scientist, the politician, and the philosopher, each in his
own way, is confronted by the question of how political reactions
to an expanding, innovating biology will affect its application to
the public happiness and welfare. And unfortunately for the
policy-makers, happiness and welfare do not always follow from
the same course of action. Yet there are urgencies in our present·
"bio'flolitical" state of affairs that compel a reconciliation of
ethical values and scientific facts in public· policies involving the
biological nature of man.

"Biopolitics," then, though it certainly does not designate a
science, is a useful piece of shorthand to suggest political efforts
to reconcile biological facts and popular values-notably ethical
values-in the formulation of public policies. It affords a selec
tive focus on a portion of the larger issue of the relationship of
science to society.

For several decades, spectacular developments· in the phys
ical sciences have overshadowed major but less readily demon
strable advances in biology. Moreover the impact of applied
biology upon society often occurs on a time scale that obscures
its effects-at least in the early stages. Thus the present popula
tion explosion has been underway ever since public health ad
ministration and medicine began to eliminate the "natural"
controls over human reproduction. The explosion of popula
tion may be as inexorable a.nd destructive as the explosion of
nuclear energy, but the consequences of the nuclear bomb are
all too readily observable whereas the potential consequences
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of the population bomb are inferred through the dry and less
convincing medium of statistics.

Although there is widespread and profound disagreement as
to its implications, the population explosion is now generally
acknowledged. There is less awareness of a concurrent explosion
Q.f biological knowledge, an accelerating geometrical expansion
of knowledge, the culmination of long years of accumulating in
quiry in the various bio-scienc;es. It is the contemporary con
vergence of these two explosions-of people and biology-that
justifi,es, indeed necessitates, a focus on biopolitics.

If the popular press and political behavior are taken at face
value, people are nowhere (certainly not in America) ready to
cope either c;onceptually or politically with the population ex
plosion. This circumstance in itself is a major element in a
larger body of evidence suggesting the unreadiness of most peo
ples and their governments to deal effectively with an impending
explosion of biological knowledge. That extraordinary advances
in biological science and biotechnology are imminent seems
certain. To this there has been informed and responsible testiJ

mony for some time. Detlev W. Bronk, President of the Rocke
feller Institute, has stated that "... we have learned more
about the nature of living matter and the mechanisms of living
organisms during recent years than in all prior human history."
And the rate of learning accelerates. The revision of man's
perception of himself and of nature that the biological sciences
may require could be as drastic as the changes made by the phys
ical sciences in man's perception of the cosmos. William K.
Wyant, Jr. recently noted the likelihood that "the rough jolts
of the future, in the way man thinks of himself, will come from
studies done with the microscope."

The more sensational speculations growing out of biological
congresses make news headlines and sober editorials. Comment
irtg on the unprecedented implications of the emerging biotech
nology discussed at the Eleventh International Congress of
Genetics, art editorial in the New York Times declared that \ '
"the moral, economic and political implications of these possi. .,
bilities are staggering" and then asked rhetorically "is mankind \
ready for such power?" In the judgment of some of the most
thoughtful students of man's biopolitical behavior the answer is
"No." Representative of misgivings in the scientifi,c community
is the regretful observation ofTheodosius Dobzhansky that man,
comprehending the meaning of his biological evolution:

..• should be able to replace the blind force of natural selection by
conscious direction. based on his knowledge of nature and on his values.
It is as certain that such direction will ,be needed as.it is questionable
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whether man is ready to provide it. He is unready because his knowledge
of his own nature and its evolution is insufficient; because a vast ma
jority of people are unaware of the necessity of facing the problem; and
because there is so wide a gap between the way people actually live
and the values and ideals to which they pay lip service.

Public unreadiness to use an expanding biotechnology wisely
is not merely a speculative conclusion. Popular behavior and
political action (or inaction) indicate prevailing attitudes toward
biological realities. A cursory look at some of the current bio
political issues suggests a mixed and contradictory picture. In
each case a confrontation of biological facts, political exigencies, .
and ethical values occurs in the course of policy-making.

Biopolitical issues tend to fall into two general groups differ
ingchiefly in the directness and generality of their effects. The
first group may be termed environmental. Issues in this category
arise when environments are impaired as a consequence of de
liberate or inadvertent human action. The most dramatic of
these concerns radio-active fallout. The attendant confusion of
counsels and political recriminations hardly need comment.
Whenever biological innovation is believed to threaten public
health and happiness, and when scientific evidence can be mar
shaled in support of opposing views, a biopolitical row is inevita
ble. The fluoridation controversy, chronicled recently in the
Saturday Review, is a case in point. Another is the danger of
chemical poisoning through pesticides, dramatized by Rachel
Carson's The Silent Spring, which engendered controversies de
scribed by Rene Dubos as ". . . disgraceful both from the sci
entific and social points of view."

Biopolitical controversies, frequently as heated, have arisen
over efforts to conserve scientific and esthetic values in natural
landscapes and in plant and animal wildlife. More recently
questions concerning the effects of noise and of crowding upon
human populations have been pressed forward. But in none of
these matters has public policy making been pursued with the
vigor urged in most of the polemic and some of the scientific
literature. Perhaps this is because a clear and unequivocally
right course of action seldom emerges from the research findings
and the contradictions of scientific and of popular opinion.

For this failure to deal effectively with environmental prob
lems the scientific community bears some responsibility. In a
recent critique on environmental biology Rene Dubos takes his
fellow scientists to task for gross neglect of ". . . the problems
posed1?Y the response of the total organism to the total environ
ment." He ;lrgues that the potentialities of medicine for human
welfare will be severely restricted until medical science has been
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provided with adequate scientific knowledge of "the effects of
tlie total environment on the human condition." When scien

(tists themselves offer no adequate explanation of the responses of
body and mind to the impact of modern technology, has the
politician any choice other than to trim biological facts to fit
political circumstances? If science cannot speak authoritatively
regarding the threats to physical and mental health posed by
"constant and unavoidable exposure to the stimuli of urban
and industrial civilization; by the varied aspects of environ
mental pollution; by the emotional trauma and often the soli
tude of life in congested cities; by the monotony, the boredom,
indeed, the compulsory leisure of automated work," how can
the politics of these issues be guided by science? It may indeed
be argued that science, and biology in particular, are providing
society with a powerful array of tools and problems, but with no
adequate conceptual basis for relating tools to problems in prac
tice.

A second group of biopolitical issues are more directly and
specifically physiological than environmental. More personal in
immediate impact although scarcely less general in ultimate ram
ification are biopolitical issues relating to individual human
behavior in the use of cigarettes, tranquilizers, narcotics, and al
cohol-and extending to the biochemical control of personality.
Even more personal and at the same time of greater social im
plications are questions relating to human reproduction, to so
cial concern for the numbers and qualities of future popula
tions. In addition, ethics and biology become mutually involved
in the political issue of public responsibility for public health
and medical care. And finally the relations between biology,
politics, and ethics are perhaps most starkly posed in the issue
of biological warfare. In few of these areas have people demon
strated a readiness to be guided by verifiable knowledge in a
search for policies equal to the problems. On many matters,
inadequate as our knowledge may be, our failure to make full
use of what we do know is all the more regrettable.

BiopoliticaI problems-particularly the majorones-grow in"
creasingly national, international, and even global in character.
The continuing flow of air and water and living organisms
around the world has always tended to spread biological phe
nomena into any receptive environment. Modern technology
multiplies and accelerates these possibilities, but it also enables
us to discover and to understand the processes of dispersion and
interaction. Where cause-and-effect relationships in these proc
esses have become clear they have sometimes influenced political
behavior as, for example, when the sciences of epidemiology
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and plant pathology led to the establishment of quarantines at
national frontiers and were among the factors leading to inter
national cooperation in public health and agriculture. Continu
ing difficulty in controlling international traflic in narcotics and
the recent tragic consequences of the sale of the dangerous drug
thalidomide in international commerce underscore. the lesson
that there can be no biopolitical frontiers.

A convincing argument can now be made that old-fashioned
political nationalism is one of the principal obstacles to biologi
cal sanity. How much positive harm or deprivation maya na
tion lawfully inflict upon the restof the world in pursuance of
its alleged "sovereign rights"? Atmospheric testing of thermo
nuclear devices has posed the question dramatically, but a list
of other major biopolitical issues, current and impending, could
be extended to great length and in great variety. Obvious illus
trations are found in national policies pertaining to the destruc
tion of wildlife, allocation of water from international rivers, dis
posal of harmful wastes, control of plant and animal diseases,
and increase in populations.

The inadequacy of conventional political mechanisms to deal
with the problems of the new age of biology is nowhere' more
apparent than in the oceans from which life may well have come
and from which man is increasingly drawing sustenance. As
knowledge of the influence of the oceans upon terrestrial life
continues to grow, so too does apprehension concerning impair
ment of their life-sustaining qualities. Massive discharge' of
untreated biological and industrial wastes into rivers, lakes, and
coastal waters has impaired or destroyed important resources
of food supply and recreation; residues from oil-burning seacraft
have been so harmful to marine life that international control
efforts have been sought; and proposals to bury radioactive
wastes in the sea have aroused fears and controversy. But de-.
liberate pollution is not the only problem. The Surgeon-Gen
eral of the United States Public Health Service reports that the
insect-killer DDT in some mysterious manner has invaded the
water environment of the world and is being found in surpris
ingly large concentrations in the fats and oils of deep sea fish.

But the most portentous biopolitical issues relate to the evolu
tion of man himself. The coincident and related explosions of
human population and of biological knowledge may conceivably
represent the most critical stage in human elZolution since the
last great ice age. The ability and necessity to control the num
bers and hence (in some respects) the genetic characteristics of
future populations could create a situation without precedent
in human existence. And, in addition, the availability and re-
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finement of chemopsychiatric drugs suggests both hoped-for and
frightening possibilities for the manipulation and control of
human behavior. Never before have the necessity and the possi
bility of control over man occurred at so decisive a conjunction.

Popular (and political) "wisdom" tends to avoid facing issues
in advance of a compelling necessity. Questions as sensitive and
confused as those just mentioned are especially good candidates
for relegation to some indefinite future. But if society's ability
to deal effectively with a problem requires policy decision before
the matter becomes a compelling issue, then some means must
be found to enable political action to anticipate the future.
Practical biopolitics calls for a degree of foresight that the lexi
con of conventional wisdom would term "theoretical." And
practical democratic politicians find it difficult to per.suadethem
selves or their publics of the necessity of dealing with tomorrow's
uncertain problems when the self-evident issues of today press
for attention.

At the root of these issues one finds the familiar dichotomies:
fact and value, science and tradition, knowledge and action. If
society moves ever more rapidly into an age of biology, how well
can public leadership-scientific, educational, and political
bridge the gulf between the realities of popular concepts and the
realities of. scientific fact? If a massive reorientation of popular
attitudes would be necessary for society to benefit fully from the
present state of biology, how much more orientation may be re
quired to develop a popular receptivity to the biology and bio
technology of the emerging future? There are wide gaps to be
bridged between the biological sciences and public policies, and
present resources are not adequate to the task.

The building of a better bridge between science and society
leads to consideration of four basic elements in the process.
These are: first, prevailing perceptions of man's relation to na
ture; second, the meaning of science as interpreted by formalized
education; third, communication between scientists and policy
makers; and fourth, leadership toward a policy synthesis of
scientific knowledge and ethical values. Whatever utility the
concept "biopolitics" possesses is primarily in relation to this
fourth element. But all four are ultimately interrelated.

It is commonplace that man's perception of himself in relation
to his environment is influenced by his culture pattern. In cos·
mopolitan and dynamic societies, these perceptions may range
widely, as they have for example.in the history of the American
people. But in the realm of politics and social policy, some per
ceptions prevail over others. And, with acknowledgment of the
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inevitable exceptions, it is generally true that man's perception
of his environment has in tlie main been possessive, exploitative,
and short-sighted. From science; society has more often sought
technology than understanding. The eminent ecologist Paul B.
Sears has said, "The power of applied science has been over
whelmingly employed to exploit space, while those aspects of sci
ence that could illuminate its wise and lasting use are still largely
ignored."

Industrial man (which until recently meant Western man)
has for the most part seen himself as separate from and outside
of nature. From this inference he has frequently concluded that
he may exploit nature with impunity and that where nature fails
to meet his wants, science through technology will synthesize
a substitute. As The Wall Street Journal optimistically edito
rialized with respect to man's insatiable needs: "Technology, as
always, can serve them." There has also been in Western civiliza
tion a perception of man in nature and a belief that he should
seek understanding of his true needs and welfare through sci
ence. But this has been a minor current in a mainstream that
uses science as servant rather than as teacher.

How science is used depends in large measure upon how its
meaning is interpreted in the processes of formalized education.
Science has been a potent influence upon education, but educa
tional theory and practice have also shaped the courseof science.
Today more than ever the development of science depends not
only upon the amount but also upon the nature of the incentives
and support accorded it in the educational structure. For exam
ple, progress in fields as apparently diverse as medicine, human
relations, and city planning is currently retarded because of past
neglect of the environmental sciences. Interpretation of the im
plications and the needs of science to educators and to the public
at large therefore becomes a crucial element in the advancement
of science as well as of society.

The expansion, specialization, and diversification of biology
and of all other sciences multiplies the difficulties of communica
tion. New sciences create a need for new syntheses to relate and
interpret their findings. New interdisciplinary areas take shape
to deal with the new questions emerging between diverging
sciences. In time, many of these interdisciplinary areas develop
into coherent disciplines-into new sciences-and the process of
specialization and of divergent and emergent disciplines con·
tinues.

Throughout this process direct and meaningful communica
tion between the highly specialized research scientist and the
puplic'policy-maker becomes ever harder to achieve. Popular'
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izers of scier:tce have appeared in response to popular need and
interest. But their status is as uncertain as their role is difficult.
The best of them may find careers in journalism and may win
recognition among scientists for informed and competent report
ing. But there is at present little room for them in the structure
of formalized education even though the need for better com
municationbetween science and the rest of society is now widely
recognized.

The problem of how to organize this communication is yet
to be solved. This is perhaps because communication is not
merely exchange of information. And information is itself more
than mere data; it is data plus meaning, intended and under
stood. The possession of scientific knowledge holds no promise
of its use in discovering the true needs of men or in serving the
public happiness or welfare. There is need for more knowledge
but even greater need for mOre understanding.

Development of valid and coherent concepts of man-in-nature
requires an interrelating and a synthesizing of knowledge. It is
a task of interpretative leadership. Committees of specialists
may assist the clarification and integration of knowledge, but'
synthesizing insights and perceptions more often originate in
the minds of individuals who only then can become the exposi
tors, the interpreters, and the advocates of a new view of man
and nature. This mediating role between science, ethics, and
public policy may be filled in various ways by persons £:rom var
ied backgrounds--£:rom the sciences, £:rom professional educa
tion, £:rom philosopliy, religion, or public affairs.

Among the more effective intermediaries between science and
ethics in political life have been those public servants who have
in their own ways been "biopoliticians" in the best sense. These
men and women have not only seen a relationship between sci
entific knowledge and the public welfare, but they have acted
on this insight to influence the course of public policy. One may
cite as examples Harvey W. Wiley's crusade for pure food and
drugs, Hugh H. Bennett's lessons in soil conservation, arid Ira
Gabrielson's labors to substitute science for folklore in the man
agement of wildlife. In. each of these instances and in more that
could be cited, scientific knowledge, a fundamentally ethical
perception, and skill in communication were fused in effective
policy leadership.

Granted that some aspects oPbiopolitics rest upon solid sci
entific support, the fact remains that we have not yet laid down
a comprehensive biological foundation upon which a "science of
mankind" can safely be erected. The scientific basis of biopolicy
is f:ragmentary and will most likely remain so until the need for
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a comprehensive, verifiable, conceptual foundation for a health
ful, creative, self-renewing society is more widely felt than it is
today.

Better. popular understanding of the biological factors in
society should follow from a more accurate popular comprehen
sion of science in the broadest sense. George Gaylord Simpson
has pointed out the integrating role of biology among the sci
ences: life is the phenomenon to which all principles of science
apply. In certain specialized areas of biology, notably in relation
to agriculture and medicine, there has been a continuous flow
of knowledge from the laboratory to practical application. The
histories of the agricultural extension service and of the public
health movement in the United States afford cases in point. But
the dual explosions of population and biology create a much
broader need for the desirable kind of biopolitics that has been
so effective in particular cases. To achieve this objective may
require new machinery in government. More certainly, it will
entail changes in the structure and content of formal education
and the addition of new elements to the career development of
teachers and public officials who in the long ruIl are among the
principal architects of public policy.

It is neither possible nor necessary to examine here the ways
in which the machinery of government might more effectively
promote and utilize scientific knowledge. Relations between sci
ence and government have been analyzed at length and are un
der study by several Congressional committees. There is agree
ment in principle that government must be adapted to the new
conditions wrought by science, but less agreement on what
changes should be made. The United States Public Health
Service's proposed Center for Environmental Health illustrates
how the growth of knowledge calls forth new agencies to extend
and apply that knowledge.

The changes in education that are needed to bridge the gap
between biology and politics are more clearly evident. Through
out the modern world communication and understanding suffer
greatly from gaps in the structure of education-gaps that ap
pear with specialization and with divergence among the sciences
and between them and the humanities. But .even C. P. Snow's
pessimistic analysis of "the two cultures"-the sciences and the
humanities-does not postulate a gap that is unbridgeable. And
itcan be argued that the structuring of knowledge in Western
society is a major factor in the cleavage that he has dramatized.

There is perhaps no one best way to obtain a more adequate
communication among the disciplinesaIlda more. e.ffective·in-
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tegration of related knowledge. Among the older disciplines
changes in concept and emphasis may be needed as, for example,
in geography where the discredited "environmentalism" of the
past generation is being replaced by search for a more valid
basis for understanding man-environment relationships. We
may also need new disciplines to interpenetrate the older ones
to give us syntheses-to provide the form and substance of a
more comprehensive understanding of man and nature. The
beginnings of answers to these needs may be discerned in some
aspects of the behavioral sciences and in the emerging environ
mental sciences-some, such as ecology hitherto relatively ne
glected; others such as biometeorology, regional economics and
outer-space environmeptal research, relatively new in concept
and method.

If the conditions for a better biopolitics require more realistic
popular perceptions of man-in-nature, one way to assist this
popular understanding is through the re-education and training
of teachers, public officials, and opinion leaders. Updating arid
improvement of the teaching of biology has been for some time
a subject for attention by the American Institute of Biological
Sciences. The developmen~of an awareness and comprehension
of the significance of scientificdevelopments by persons outside
the fields of science is a different although related problem.
Both developments are needed in strengthening the foundation
for an enlightened biopolitics.

An important but relatively neglected avenue toward broader
public understanding of science is adult education in its various

.forms. There is special need for an interpretation of science in
its most fundamental sense to be built into career development
programs for executive officials in government, business, labor,
and the professions. Science (and particularly the biological sci
ences) has heretofore received comparatively little attention in
these efforts, possibly because the relevance of the sciences to
most fields of career development has not been fully appreciated.
If mankind is rapidly confronted by unprecedented possibilities
growing out of biological research and by increasing difficulties
resulting from increasing populations, the need for biopolitical
reorientation may soon gain a general recognition that it does
not now enjoy. But this task of reorientation will not be done
well Ulliess the implications of biology can be reduced to terms
and concepts meaningful for public policy.

To bring about an up-dating of the biopolitical understand
ings of teachers and leaders in public affairs, a valid concep
tualizing, interpretative educational leadership will be needed.
Some of the leadership may come, as it has, from government
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itself. More will need to come from the universities, the learned
professions, and research institutes. For it should not be in
ferred that biology offers ready answers to all the problems it
defines or its applied technology creates. Closing the gaps of
knowledge and restructuring that knowledge for attack upon
new or persistent biopolitical problems will be, even more ob
viouslythan it has already been, a multidisciplinary task.

Some eminent scientists have shown skill in relating science to
social needs and ethical values. But these extraordinary indi
viduals have been too few and too infrequent to accomplish un·
aided the task of bridging the gaps between bioscience and
biopolitics, between science and society. The sheer mass and
specialized complexity of expanding knowledge create a need
for a systematic and continuing effort toward synthesis from
which intelligible conceptualization and communication may
be forthcoming. As yet the task is barely attempted and then
in only a few places;

Does all this then imply the need fot a "science" of biopolitics
'for purposes quite the opposite of those suggested by J. P. Mil
ler? The answer is both yes and no. It is no if biopolitics is un
derstood only as a new formal academic discipline to deal com
prehensively with social applications of biological knowledge.
This is not to say that such a discipline is unnecessary-or would
be impractical-or that it could not be developed. We have
been concerned here with the problems and the needs suggested
by the term "biopolitics," with general approaches to solutions
rather than with specific remedial methods. But if a science
termed "biopolitics" is not specifically implied, the need should
be evident for a more effective relating of the biological to the
social sciences and of both to public policy and ethics.

Without the interrelation and distillation of scientific findings
into issues amenable to political action, the gap between science
and politics cannot be successfully bridged. Science as tech
nology may be readily available to the lower and more routin
ized levels of administration. But at the higher executive and
legislative levels of the governmental hierarchy where the broad
public policies are formulated, the science most relevant to the
issues will be more conceptual than technical. The impact of
scientific thpught upon public policy will in large measure de- .
pend upon its being expressed in terms meaningful to political
and administrative practitioners. The legislator and public ad
ministrator must make their own pOlicy syntheses, but they can
do their jobs more effectively if the data relevant to these deci
sions have been organized and reduced to understandable terms.
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The case for aid to the administrator in his task of synthesis has
been stated with exceptional clarity by Paul H. Appleby:
Specialist ~ter specialist pursues analysis; who pursues synthesis, or
even pursues analysis with any sensible orientation to the larger function

. of synthesis? It is the synthesis which involves all the heavy burdens of
practitioners, and these burdens are heaviest when the social action is
most complex and most complexly environed. Synthesis hecomes more
and more important as one goes up the hierarchy, and more and more
important as one moves from the relatively specialized fields of private
administration to public administration.

This synthesis does not necessarily requite new sciences. Ecol
ogy, for example, has long been an established if insufficiently
utilized "organizing" science. Its further development and in
volvement with the social sciences could provide much of the
needed synthesis. It also seems probable that new emphases will
emerge in established disciplines, that interdisciplinary studies
will increase, and that new formalized disciplines may emerge.
New arrangements to facilitate interdisciplinary studies involv
ing synthesis of the social and biological sciences and relevant
professional fields-notably architecture, engineering, public
health, and natural resources administration-are already under
consideration in a number of universities. From these develop
ments might come major contributions to the formulation of
public policy in the years ahead.

"Biopolitics" therefore suggests a need that may be met in
many different ways. It would be difficult to argue that existing
educational resources. are adequate. But because few educa
tional needs can be shown to be fully served, the question will
be asked: How important is this underdeveloped area of bio
politics in relation to other unfulfilled educational demands?
Restating biopolitics in broader terms as study of the role of
science in society, its priority is of the highest. We have been
paying heavy and steadily rising prices in dollars, health, and
happiness for its relative neglect, and have entered, inadequately
prepared, upon a decisive test of our capacity to avoid becoming
the victims of our own ingenuity.

The "condition that confronts us" calls for more than the
mere tolerance of imaginative innovation in reshaping and ac
celerating the education of society. Tangible and timely en
couragement is needed for pathbreaking efforts, for the ever
risky tasks of synthesis, for the continuing development of crea
tive individuals capable of conceptualizing and interpreting the
issues that arise at the meeting point of science, ethics and poli
tics. The study of biopolitics-whatever it may be called-re
quir~s an extraordinary fusion of understanding, audacity, and
humility.
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J\Jlegaloscience

Because of massive organization and large budgets,
scientists are heavily involved with governments.

I have chosen the title "Megalosci
ence" for this discussion of scientific
research and its interaction with gov
ernments 'and universities in order to
convey 'the impression of very large
scale scientific research with just a
hint of underlying mama.

Scientists who have grown up with
this activity ,and who are still involved
in it cannot pretend to be- unbiased,
but we can try as objectively ,as pos
sible to analyze the problems which
our activities have raised and to find
reasonable solutions to them. We must
address our minds to these problems
now, if only because governments have
become very much concerned with

,scientific research. Partly their con
cern is due to the rising cost of re-
search and partly it is due to a growing
realization in political circles that scien
tific research and developmen~ are the
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mainspring of our type of civilization.
This concern must ultimately lead to
decisions being taken by governments,
and. if we are to take an effective part
in the decision-making we must first
clear our own minds.

Even if our thinking does no more
than dispel that public image of scien
tific research so well summed up by
Academician Artsimovich, "Scientific
research is a method of satisfying pri
vate curiosity at the public expense,"
it will not have been in vain.

Limiting Scientific Research Budgets

To the man in the street the im
pressive thing about megaloscience is
its apparently insatiable demand for
money. Where it all goes and how it
is used is a myst~ry to most people.

What results come out are by and
large incomprehensible to almost
everybody, including even scientists in
other fields of research.

To the astute civil servant ,a far
mote ominous characteristic is the
growth rate of scientific activity. Ever
since the 17th century, we are told,
the number of scientists has doubled
every 15 years and the cost of scien
tific research has doUbled every 5 years.
We should not, of course, accept these
statements without some investigation.
particularly on such points as the def
initionof scientist used in the statistics,
but during my own professional life
time these doubling times seem to be
about right. Extrapolation of these
growth rates gives the fascinating and
unlikely result that all the national
incomes of our countries will be spent
on scientific research in the year 2000
and ,everybody will be scientists a few
decades later. Clearly. between now
and the year 2000 something must
occur to limit the growth of scientific
research, and our problem is to deter
mine what the limit should be and
how it can be reached without un
stable oscillations.

Such figures as exist show that in
countries such as the United States and

The .author is director of the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority's Culham Laboratory,
Culham, Abingdon, Berks, and was director
general of CERN, Geneva. This article is based
on a speech presented at the banquet of the
American Physical Society. in New York, 5
November 1964.
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Britain about 2:lh percent of the gross
national income is being spent on civil
research and development. About a
tenth- of this, that is, Y4 percent of the
total, is -spent on research ap.d -the rest
on deyelopment. These may appear
rather small percentages compared with
what is spent on seemingly trivial things
such as alcoholic drink and tobacco,
which between them account for nearly
10 percent, but unfortunately, if people
want to spend - 40 times as much on
smoking and drinking: as on scientific
research; there seems to be very little
that anybody can do to stop them. As
we all know, a short life and a gay
one still has its attractions, even to
physicists. In my. own country only
about one quarter of the national in
come is directly spent by the govern
ment, and that goes on· such items as
military defense.. national insurances,
and other public services. If we are
to determine some limit for scientific
research expenditure it is probably
more profitable to consider what gov
ernments do with their money than
what ·the people at .large do with theiJis.

Now some. of the larger countries
spend as much as 10 percent of their
incomes on military defense, and. as a
starting ·point it does, not seem unrea-.
sonable to imagine that they could
attain the same percentage for civil
research and development. If the same
fraction of this goes to scientific re
search as at present, namely one tenth,
then the upper limit for scientific re
search would be. 1 percent. Since we
are currently spending lA. percent
and the doubling .. time is 5 years, it
would only take another 10 years to
reach this limit. But if we are to avoid
oscillation we must approach the limit
asymptotically by means of"an S-shaped
or logistic curve; and the exponential
rise must stoP. at the halfway mark.
In. other words, we must arrest the
exponential growth in 5 years' time,
when the expenditures - will have
reached ~ percent of the national
income, in order to approach the 1
percent level smoothly.

This is a very simple· and perhaps
naive examole, hut it yields an im
portant result, namely that if' the
limit is 1 percent and we want to avoid'
uncomfortable, if not disastrous, oscil.
lations, we must take action in the
next 5 years to stop the exponential
growth .of scientific research budgets.
Eyenif the limit is 2 percent,· we
can only delay decisions· another 5
years, and if it is less than 1 percent
we must act very soon. All this is

the result of the very fast growth
rate of scientific budgets and it is the
reason why I said earlier that 'we must
think about these problems now.

The percentage figures I have· been
quoting come from published govern
ment statistics, but as we all· know,.
there is considerable confusion in the
definitions of the various forms of
scientific .. activity, and certainly in my
own couritry I doubt whether our pres
ent·· figures are a sufficiently reliable
basis for aCtion.· For example, .what· is
called scientific .research, as distinct
from development, .is very ill-defined
and differs ·markedly among the sci
ences. Also, I know of no justification
for the present 1-to~10 ratio .between
research and development or whether
this ratio should. be perpetuated' in
the next two· decades. Tn fact we know
far too little about the whole matter,
.and it wUl take a year or so to gather
reliable statistics, even given govern
ment support for national surveys. To
decide on such a serious matter with
out these facts is' surely unthinkable,
at least for scientists.

Just in case my example strikes
terror in the hearts of the military,
I should add that the figures I have
been using of 1 or, even 2 percent of
the national income for scientific re
search couId· easily be ,reached by
steadily allocating, year by year, a
small fraction of the .normal annual
increase in national incomes .which
most developed countries now enjoy...:....
for example, the American gross na
tional product is increasing at 4 per.,
cent 'per annum. Thus' we do not
need to abandon military de,fense in
order to find 'money .for scientific· re
seaz:ch, although if peace broke out'
it would be a way ofabsorbin~ mil
itary research-and-development -poten
tial. into the economy.

The Organizational Scientist

Let me turn from these weighty
matters and divert your attention for
a moment to another remarkable' as,,:
pect of megaloscience. I refer to group
activity and multiple authorship of
paoers in scientific journals. This is
particularly noticeable in the leading
megaloscience .of high-energy nuclear
physics research, whe!e the motto
seems to be "United we publish, divid- 
ed .we languish." It is not only that
papers have· many aritho.rSbut that the
authors of a single. paper come from
many laboratories. For exa:mple, in one

of the September 1964 issues of Physi
cal Review Letters there are tWQ papers,
one from Brookhaven 'on the 0- hy
peron with 31- authors,: and the other
from the European Center for Nuclear
Research (CERN) oh 7r-meson' inter
actions with nuclei, with 25 authors
from 6. different .laboratories in -S ·dif
ferent countries. I notice that· one au~

thor of the CERN paper,· the work
for which was done in Geneva,
explains in a footnote that hisaffilia
tion .is Berkeley, California, although
he is actually on leave of absence from
Milan University:

Those', ot us who work in large
laboratories know that the authors list
ed on a paper are', by no mea'ns the
only people involved in the work. The
ratio of research physicistS to .total
laboratory staff. is about 1 to 7', so
a piece of research wi~h 31 authors
involves on the average something like
200 people in the laboratory, and the
whole effort costs the laboratory about
£ 1 million a year. Usually what one
gets for this large investment of men
and money ·is just anothe~ smalJ piece
of a vast jigsaw. Of course· one tries
to plan the research so that it is a vital
piece; but one cannot always be .suc
cessful, and sometimes someone else
puts the piece down first. Very often the
vital 'pieces tum out to be cheaper ones
and the stroke of. genius which first
delineates· the whole pattern is usually

. the cheapest act of all. Nevertheless,
without· enough of. the jigsaw, pieces· it
is beyond even a genius to see the pat
tern, and so we must go on prising them
ou~ of nature, each one. costing more
than the last. I must emphasize that
megaloscience is not -different· from
other science in this respe.ct;it is only
that it is further along the. exponential
growth curve, Where b~ts_ of informa
tion apparently cos~ more. How long
we can afford to go.on· colIe'cting them
while waiting for a pattern to emerge
is another question.

I have remarked earlier that the
number 'of ,scientists'has' I~pparently
been doubling every r'5 Years, ever
since the beginning of modern science.
I doubt whetH~r the number of scien
tists of,say; the: caliber of Newton,
Einstein, Schrodinger. Rutherford, and
.Fermi is increasing at this'rate, and
if the growth of research-· budgets were
'dependent only on men of such high
ability and' deep insight, it is unlikely
that the doubling period of 5 years in
r~search· expenditure could have been
maintained in .the last few .decades.
What seems tohave'hllppened is· that
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megaloscience has maintained the
growth rate in recent years,first by
becoming highly. organized, and second
by making. the maximum use of what
ever genius'-. naturally arises in any
decade.

In fact. two distinct types of scien
tist have emerged in this process of
scientific evolution, the Manager Sci
entist and the Pilgrim Scientist. Where
as the Manager Scientist spends a great
deal of his· time· in .his own laboratory,
the .Pilgrim Scientist is rarely to be
found at home. While the Manager
Scientist is responsible for large groups
of ,people and for large laboratories
and is familiar with .the ways of
governments and treasuries, the Pilgrim
Scientist eschews all such contacts and
responsibilities. Indeed, he is- more in
line with the popular image of a
scientist, and he goes' around fertilizing
research in many laborato,ries. The
Manager Scientist is mainly a post~

war phenomenon, although some,exist
ed before. His job is to create the
'~nditions in which good research can
be carried out, and his reward is seeing
it flourish about him~

I have used the term Pilgrim Sci4
entist because it suggests a parallel
with medieval times. The medieval pil
grim had··a definite itinerary---certain
holy places and religious houses to
visit on his pilgrimage-:-and his itiner
ary depended on· whether he was a
Franciscan or Dominican or belonged
to some other order. He was also the
bearer of ·news, religious and other
wise, as we can_read in Chaucer. The
modem pilgrim· scientist also has his
shrines' and religious houses' to visit,
depending on his branch of research.
In high-energy nuclear physics, for
example, the equivalents of the old
religious houses are Berkeley,Brook
haven, CERN, and Dubna. It is as rare
nowadays to find a scientist attaining
pilgrim status in more than one re
search field as it was to find a medieval
pilgrim·,belonging to more than one
order. And just as it was customary
for the medieval pilgrim to be fed,
housed, and looked after by the· mon~
asteries, so the'modem research labo~

ratory must set aside funds ~o pay
foreign· pilgrim. scientists and to ,send
its own on tour.

Perhaps in medieval t:iJ;nes there was
a problem with pilgrimS settling down
in particularly attractive monasteries.
Nowadays any' pilgrim' sci~ntist who
is .captured more or less 'permanently
in a foreign'· laboratory is said, to be
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part·of a national Brain Drain. Luckily,
drains were" far less common in medi
eval times, so no doubt the medieval
pilgrims were mercifully saved from
tha,t simile.

Of course scientists have always·trav
eled around. For example, 'right at
the beginning of modern science there
was the~,case of Tycho de Brahe, the
Danish astronomer. He traveled quite
extensively in Europe and at one time
planned to settle in Basle, where he
found the scientific community most
congenial. This did not please the
authorities back at home and finally
Frederick II, King of Denmark, sent
him a letter-it is dated 23 May 1576,
a few years after New York Bay was
discovered by Verraz"ano-which reads
as follows:

We, Frederick the Second, make known
to all men, that we of our speCial favour
and grace have conferred and granted in
fee . . . to our beloved Tycho de Brahe,
Otto's son ... our land of Hveen, with :all
our tenants and servants who thereon live,
with· all rent and duty which comes from
that . . . to use, hold, quit and free all
the days of his life as long as he lives
and likes to follow his studia mathemat
ices.

The land of Hveen was. an island of
2000 acres on which Tycho de Brahe
built, a c,astle and an observatory at
Denmark's expense, and, what with the
sinecures and grants, he became one
of the richest men in Denmark.

You will observe that this letter con~

tains all the ingredients to stop a
Brain prain. promise of money and
staff and, .above all, the personal touch
in the letter of. appointment-"our be~

loved Tycho de Brahe, Otto's son."
You will not find that nowadays, not
even in !>ffers from American firms.

To Choose and How To Choose

Let me return .again to nioney mat~

ters. The notion that there must be
a limit to expenditure on scientific
research :I:laturally raises th~ ,problem
of choosing among the different fields.
We who are com~tted to the r:Q.egalo~

sciences must necessanly consider this
problem very seriously indeed. Dr.
Johnson once observed, "Depend on
it, Sir, when a man knows he is to
be hanged in a fortnight, it 'concen
trates his mind wonderfully," and, in..
deed, :a recent exchange of letters in
Physics Today on this subject shows
a power of. concentration. All sorts·of
criteria for making choices have been

put forward, such as scientific merit,
technological merit, and social merit,
as well as the degree of fundamen
tality of the research. N ational pres~

tige is also clearly playing an im:~

portant role in this matter, and so
is international c~mpetition. We may
yet find ourselves' involved in the
Pythagorean Games, as our athletic
friends are now engaged in the
Olympic. Games. After all, the cost of
the Tokyo Qlympic Games is about
the same as the cost of a 300-Gev
accelerator laboratory for nuclear
physics, and we already have our Gold
Medals.

But before we ·get too'· involved in
this matter, I think it is essential to
be clear as to the motivations of sci~

entific research. To my mind there are
two basic motivations; one is the" de
sire to do something and the other the
desire to' know something. The first is
the motivation of, applied research
and development,· and the second is
the motivation of basic research. Be
cause the motivations are different, the
criteria for choice in these· two - types
of scientific activity are different· and
should not be confwsed. To illustrate
my point I can take an example from
my 0\yD subject" of ~ plasma .physics
and fusion research. The motivation of
the work of the Culham Labora
tory is to see whether or not a con
trolled thermonuclear reactor can be
built. In pursuing this aim we will of
course> learn a great deal ,about the
plasma state of matter-in fact we
must, if we are to make progress-but
this is not the motivation of the work
and it is not the reason why the
British Government is spending £4
million a' year on the Culham Labora
tory. Such, scientific activities as
these must be judged on" the basis 0'£
how successful" they .are in reaching
their goals, and choices among them
must be made on the basis of the
values of the different goals to the'
sponsors at different times. It is ql;Jite
conceivable that a laboratory such as
Culham could have been motivated
by a desire to. know about the plasma
state of· matter: In this case it would
fall into' the basic, research category
and would be judged, on ·a quite ·dif~

ferent basis from· ,and - in competition
with· the pursuit of other knowledge,
such as that sought through research
in high-energy nuclear physics or 01.04
lecular biology.

Because the motivations of applied
research mid development are· different
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from those of basic, research, the
two activities are not directly com
parable, and lumping them both to~

gether in a single research-and-devel~

opment bUdget has caused a great deal
of confusion, particularly at the gov~

ernment level. In practice it is prob~

ably easier for a country to decide
what it wants to do than what it
wants to know. What I shall now
discuss is the second of these two
dilemmas, namely, how to choose
between the basic scientific researches.

My starting point is simply· that ba
sic research, as I have defined it, is
part of scientific education. It is the
pursuit of new knowledge about na
ture, and the other two parts of edu
cation are the preservation of this
knowledge and the handing of i~ on
to future generations. My thesis is
that the three parts must be held
closely together at all times. because,
once the unity of education is de~

stroyed, I fear that the whole system
will slowly but surely deteriorate. For
hundreds of years this unity has been
preserved by our universities, but the
advent of megaloscience· and the cre
ation of large basic research labora
tories remote from the universities
can easily disrupt it. It· was to counter~

act this danger that the founders of
CERN insisted that the research
physicists using that laboratory must
not be given permanent contracts,
since these would encourage them to
settle down at CERN and cut them
off from their universities and from
teaching, To this day very few re~

search physicists have permanent con
tracts at CERN-just enough to guar
antee the scientific management of the
laboratory.

This concept of the unity of edu
cation .can also give us a rough way
of judging the extent t6 which the
various basic researches should be sup
ported by a country at any time.
Suppose, for example; we first deter
mine the: number of universitysCi~

entists actively engaged in the· different
fields of basic research and then cal
culate the amount of money needed
per year to maintain a research sci
entist in each field at maximum effi
ciency. Obviously the cost per research
scientist per annum is not the same in
all research fields-it depends on the
scale at which operations have to be
conducted. At the megaloscience
stage, for example in high·energy nu
clear physics, it costs about £ 30,000
a year to maintain a research physi-

cist efficiently,· and it is rather a waste
of money to maintain him otherwise.
This figure is obtained by taking the
total annual bUdget of a "laboratory,
such as CERN, and dividing it by the
number of research physicists working
in that laboratory. Other basic re
search fields not needing such large
equipment cost less per scientist. The
basic research budget is then com
posed by multiplying the cost per sci
entist by the number of active uni
versity scientists in each field, which
gives the individual budgets for each
research field, and then adding the lot
together to give the total budget. At
least this system of determining basic
research budgets is constructive and
avoids subjective judgments about the
relative merit of the various research
fields. Surely in trying to determine
what a country should know it is safer
to base the support on what its active
research scientists find most challeng
ing and worthwhile and to which they
are prepared to devote their lives.

Soon'er or later, of course, the
total basic research budget calculated
in this way will exceed the limit which
I discussed earlier, and this is likely to
happen first in the most developed
countries. We must therefore consider
what will· happen in countries which
have not yet reached this limit and
which are making available less money
for basic research than is calculated by
the method I have just described.

The first reaction of an active re
search scientist who cannot obtain the
necessary research facilities in his
own country is to seek them else
where. Thus the first result of a fi
nancial limitation of basic research is
the emigration of research scientists--'
a phenomenon with which we are only
too familiar in Europe. A study of
the pattern of scientific emigration can
give clues as to what is wrong with
the support· for the basic researches.
For example, if the emigration is con~

fined to scientists in one field of re
search, it probably means an unbal
ance in the distribution of funds. If it
covers all fields, then the total funds
are probably inadequate in compari~

son with those provided by other
countries. In my experience scientists
do not emigrate for trivial reasons,
and it takes several years of neglect
to drive them that far. Thus the emi~

gration figures are at best a very de~

layed manifestation of an unbalance.
The serious consequence of scien

tific emigration is not that a country

cannot obtain the results of basic re
search, for they are all published and
available to anybody. It is that fewer
active scientists are available in the
country to teach and inspire the next
generation of scientists and the whole
system of scientific "education begins
to run down. Hence my insistence on
the importance of the unity o.f edu~

cation. Also, since the best scientists can
most· easily find jobs abroad, the dam
age to the education system is .far
greater than the numbers emigrating
indicate. .

Clearly this emigration only con
tinues so long as one country is fur
ther along the exponential curve of
scientific expenditure than the others,
and ever since the war the attractive
country in this respect has been the
United States. However, it is reason
able to suppose that that country will
reach the limit of expenditure on sci
entific research first and so give the
other countries the opportunity to
catch up. In other words, scientific
emigration need be only transitory if
countries recognize its causes and try
to reach the commo[l limit as soon
as possible. Nevertheless, in the
megalosciences the' absolute size of a
country, and therefore the size of its
investment in basic research, becomes
important. For example, in high-en
ergy physics the sheer size and cost of
modern multi-Gev particle accelerators
make it impossible for a small coun
try to build them alone, however ad
vanced that country may be in its
support for science on a percentage
basis. The solution in these cases is
for a number of countries to combine
together in a joint project, as was
done in the case of CERN for high
energy physics. The advantage of
CERN, quite apart from its contribu
tions to physics, is that European high~

energynuc1ear physicists no longer
have to emigrate to America' in order
to contiriue their research and hence
they tend to remain· in Europe as a
vital part of its scientific education.
Ultimately, as the cost of individual
pieces of equipment in the megalo~

sciences mounts, even the largest coun~

tries or groups of countries will be
driven to unite if the research is to
continue, and this is already being dis
cussed for the 1000-Gev stage in
high-energy physics.

It might be thought, and I have
seen it proposed, that the smaller
countries should use their limited re
sources for applied research and de-
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velopment and give up basic research,
particularly at the megaloscience level.
I think this notion is as dangerous as
it is tempting to such countries. The
active and original minds in science in
these countries will not be satisfied
with technology and applied research
and will simply emigrate, thus reduc
ingthe standards of scientific educa~

tiori to a level where even the quality
of applied scientists. and. development
engineers may become inadequate for
their tasks.

I have also heard the allocation of
funds for basic research described as
"dividing up the national cake." As I
have tried to show.. the method of de
termining research budgets should be
additive,not divisive. Research budg
ets should be built up from the in
gredients of research, which are the
active scientists, and their proportions
should be determined from what such
people find most challenging and
worthwhile in research. Also, basic
research is not cake-it is bread and
the staff of life of our type of civiliza
tion. We must get away from the idea
that 'basic research is only a cultural
activity or that its value to the com
munity is some kind of "fallout" in
technology and industrial processes.
Of course our modern technology is a
direct result of past basic research.
The electronics industry is a result
of J. J. Thompson's discovery of the
electron, and the nuclear energy in
dustry is a result of Rutherford's dis
covery of the nucleus. The cost of all
the basic research that has ever been
done is barely equal to the current
year's increase in the gross national
product of the larger countries, and
without all that research it is doubt,;,
ful whether they would now be enjoy
ing any increases in prosperity. Never
theless it is difficult to use such argu
ments for planning research expenw

diture in the. future, however com~

pletely. they justify research in the
past. The true place of basic. research
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is as a part of scientific education, and
no industrial country these days can
afford scientific illiteracy, whether it
be in its universities, its industries, its
government, Or its people. We must
therefore seek our guidance from this
latter connection and merely accept
the former as the natural consequence
of enlightenment.

In Conclusion

Let me now try to draw together
the threads of my discussion into some
simple .statements. I believe, 'for the
reasons f have given, that we must be
within a few years of the end of the
exponential growth in scientific re
search which started in the time of
Kepler, "Galileo, and Newton and has
been going on steadily during the last
400 years. Up till now this growth
has been free and similar to the in
crease in populations which are not
severely limited by food supplies or
disease. I believe that we as scientists
have an important part to play in the
next most difficult phase in the growth
of our subject, which is to bring the
exponential ph.fl,se smoothly toward a
limit without oscillation or discord.
We must use our skills as scientists on
the growth of science itself.

I have mainly discussed basic sci
entific research as a vital part of the
whole of scientific education. Even in
the applied researches with definite
goals which are supported by Our
countries because of these goals, we
must continually examine our· pur
poses. In nUclear fusion research, for
example, we must be sure that nuclear
fusion reactors remain worthwhile to
the community and that we are
making progress toward their real
ization. At the moment I think
they are worthwhile and that we are
making considerable progress, but if
the time ever comes when their value
is minimal and our progr~ss question-

able, I hope we will have the courage
to speak out first and not wait until
other people outside science find out
and ta~e appropriate action. As you
know, the reason Why populations do
not continue to grow exponentially is
that they either become diseased or
exhaust their food supplies.

Megaloscience· as the last, phase in
the long history of the growth of
modern science has certainly brought
a great number of problems for our
generation, but it is only fair that I
should end by briefly mentioning some
of its less obvious blessings. Like tech
nological fallout, they are perhaps in
cidental and were certainly not fore
seen, but they have their importance.

Simply because it has grown so big,
megaloscience has caused countries to
act together in joint enterprises which,
owing to their nonpolitical nature,
have enabled methods of international
behavior to be worked out far more
quickly than has been possible in
more controversial fields. CERN is a
very good example of what interna
tional cooperation in scientific re
search can offer to small countries
like the European states. The massive
organization and large budgets of the
megalosciences have brought scien
tists into headlong involvement with
governments and treasuries, and al
though this interaction has not always
been blissful, I think everybody has
benefited from it. Also, - the Manager
Scientists and the Pilgrim Scientists
have certainly opened up new channels
of communication. between the nations
which even in nonscientific matter'i
have remained remarkably direct and
effective.

Perhaps future generations, looking
back at our struggles with the growth
rates of science and the limits, may
well rate these incidental achievements
as highly as our research results, and
in terms of human welfare they may
even find them to have been of
greater significance.

..
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What are the effects of the so-called
scientific revolution. upon science?

The Changing Environment
of Science

because of the competition between the
two for money aIid manpower. The
public, unable to distinguish clearly be
tween them, gets into the act by in
sisting upon prudent, 'economical, and
understandable use of its (public)
funds-that is, tangible: and useful re
suits. Unfortunately for many aca
demic scientists, life has ,a way of
presenting insistent practical problems
whose solutions require their attention.

Within science itself, however, one
finds an increased sense of responsi
bility for our future. This is not due
solely to the strengthening of the pop
ular image of the scientist; it is height
ened within science itself-in many
areas which give high promise of prog
ress, notably in biochemistry and ge
netics; in nuclear physics, with its po
tential for power from nuclear fusion;
in exploitation of the oceans for food
and minerals; in attempts at weather
modification, and in the exploration of
outer space. This promise is augmented
by the extension of knowledge to such
incalculably remote domains as the
atomic nucleus and galaxies nearly at
the boundary of the known universe,
not to mention the almost unbelievably
complicated structure and behavior of
the living cell.

This sense of responsibility is
spurred by the reputation scientists
have acquired with the general public,
which has served both as a stimulant
and a sobering influence. On the one
hand every country has come to be
lieve that its salvation lies in tech
nology~usual1y misnamed science.
The technical industries have looked
to their research departments and
their research analysts 'for the most
dependable forecasting of profitable
lines for future development. The man
on the street seems tov-iew all this
with mingled feelings. On the whole
he is grateful for progress in health
measures, communication, housing,
transportation, and the many technical
conveniences which both simplify and
complicate his existence, despite oc
casional feelings of resentment over
the increasing novelty and complexity
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to calm a'tid concentrated thinking.
Rightly or wrongly, approbation of the
public has been of relatively little im
portance to us; it is the recognition
and respect' of our colleagues that
counts. In normal times our allegiance
is strongly'to our science; to attempt
to direct our efforts toward causes of
national importance is ordinarily con
fusing and disturbing. We have a fun
damental 'conviction that the country's
cause is best served when we are given
carte blanche to work as we see fit,
since we know very well that the
greatest progress in science is made
when that is the case. But this is an
oversimplification. We must admit that
the demands of technology have' been
present from the very beginning. Archi
medes produced his engines of war,
Galileo studied the operation of well.
pumps, Newton gave serious attention
to navigation, Jenner 'had his cow pox
problem and Pasteur his beer project
and the prevention of infection. And,
as a matter of fact, such pressures
have been responsible for much im
portant progress, in science itself. For
some time now the feedback from
technological innovations, themselves
stimulated by basic research, has made
countless techniques and instruments
available for fundamental research.

Thus. in an important sense the con
flict between science and technology
is not in' itself a real conflict of in
terest. The conflict occurs principally

This article is adapted from the presidential
address delivered, by Dr. Waterman. retiring
president of the AAAS. on 28 December 1964
at the Montreal meeting.

I suppose it' is fair to say' that sci
entists as a class have deeper concern
about the present state of the world
than most groups. This concern is
natural and understandable. It un
doubtedly had its origin in World War
II in such dramatic developments as
the atomic bomb and, biological war
fare, which disclosed new and awe
some possibilities of man's destroying
himself through the findings of scien
tific research. Since that time the pic
ture has broadened and changed con
siderably. With the cessation of active

.warfare the ·contribution of scientists
to the development and use of military
weapons and devices has lost much
of its compulsive quality and' has re
turned to a ,more normal state.

However, the change of greatest im
port to scientists developed as an out
growth of the cold war. It is the gen
eral realization that' the entire future
of a country, not just its military
might but its economic strength and
welfare, depend markedly upon its
progress 'in science •and technology.
This has brought scientists into promi
nence as the potential saviors of their
countries, a most embarrassing posi
tion for any group but especially for
ours. In the past we have tried to
avoid publicity; it is a disturbance

•
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that surround him. When it comes to
major events, such as possible devas
tating nuclear War, fallout, or the
costly but .intriguing conquest of
space, the element of anxiety is added.
'Why isn't there some way," he asks,
"to keep our technological advances
within safe and prudent channels? Why
must these· troublesome questions
arise? Can't scientists' be persuaded to
work only constructively? If they can't
do that, why don't we limit their ac
tivities by providing money only for
selected desirable and noncontroversial
enterprises?" Indeed, some would go
so far as' to advocate a moratorium
on research in the natural sciences, on
the one hand to, avoid such disagree
able issues· as those posed by nuclear
and biological warfare and, on the
other, so they say, to allow the social
sciences to catch up and solve these
vexing problems before, the natural sci
ences make them too t<:,ugh.

Science Policy

In the meantime, how has modern
sOCiety been dealing with all this? What
degree of attention are nations giving

. to this subject? To what extent do
their governments participate in the
conduct or support of scientific re
search and development? What sort of
policies are emerging? These are ques-
tions which the Organization for Eco·
nomic ,Cooperation and Development
(the OECD) has canvassed among its
member countries, a task for which we
Owe 'it a, debt of gratitude (1).

In the OECD observations regard,
ing general aspects of science 'policy,
the following points were apparent. In
the first place, education is a critical
factor, since ·it must provide, the hu
man resources for technological prog
ress and because it creates a favorable
psychological climate. Next there must
be up-to-date provision for the num
bers and skills required in the labor
force. An ,important consideration is
the training of potential research work
ers, "and especially of future managers.
It appears to be, generally agreed
that scientists and engineers of high
capability, ,are ,desirable in. manage
ment positions, in both industry and
government. Finally ,comes the train
ing of the research ,scientists arid en
gineers themselves. This necessitates
high quality in the graduate and post
graduate facilities at universit.iesand
institutes of technologY. -

Immedi,ate poten~ial fO,r ll1eeti.ng
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these criteria of course' exists in a num
ber of countries. .In others, further
development is required, and in gen
eral this becomes a responsibility of
the respective governments.

All countries face the problem of
securing a'satisfactory output of trained
scientists and engineers. In most coun
tries' this problem is caused by a very
rapid rise in research and development
expenditures over the past decade; this
rise greatly exceeds the increase in the
gross national product (2). Generally
speaking, the ratio of R&D to the per
capita GNP is high (1 to 2 percent) in
the large industrial countries; in these,
industry performs two-thirds or· more
of the R&D. In countries where there
is strong emphasis upon agriculture,
forestry, mining, and fishery-such as
Australia, Finland, Canada, and Nor-'
way-the ratio of R&D to the per
capita GNP is lower and.industry per
forms only about one-thin;l of the R&D.
In almost all countries the government
fin3;nces most of the R&D (3).

In practically all countries funda
mental research is primarily conducted
at universities and nonprofit institutions

.and· is increasingly receiVing.' support
from government. In the United States,
the United Kingdom, ~nd France the
government finances applied research
and development largely through con
tracts with industry. Such financing oc""
curs to a much lesser extent in Canada,
the Netherlands, an<;l Japan. In Canada,
I understand, nearly half the total R&D
is performed in government laboratories.

Whereas earlier, in most countries,
provision for. R&D funds was chiefly
the responsibility of the Ministry of
Finance or the .equivalent .office,' the
more advanced· countries are giving in
creasing attention to the formation of
top advisory councils to their govern
ments, 'which work in cooperation with
the finance office. Likewise, in the more
advanced -countries the influence of the
national academies of science has
grown, in providing advice to govern.
ment and . in setting \ the ,na
tional and international. tone for scien~

tific achievement.
Such is the situation facing us and

other nations at ,this stage of develop
ment, and such 'are Some of ... the ways
in ,which we .and they have moved- to
meet our problems.

Because of the mounting commit
'm~nts'to science' and technology, much
talk and some concentrated thought
and ~tudy have been directed toward
improving' the effectiveness of our ef
for~ through pla~ning,management.

and education. There have also been
attempts to evaluate the impact of the
national effort upon our economy and'
our national achievements. These are
important questions, and it is earnestly
to be hoped that the current efforts
will stimulate concerted and continuous
study among economists, social and
natural scientists, educators, and ad
ministrators. The iss,ues are complex
and are not likely to be solved by
ad hoc committees or confeJ;'ences
alone.

Insofar as this activity sharpens the
focus of our attention upon the identifi
cation and definition of worthy objec
tives, their relative priorities, and the
feasibility of proposed f!1eans of achiev
ing them, it must be regarded as very
worth while. However, two important
caveats should be heeded:

1) The planning for the identification
and pursuit of technplogical objectives,
no· matter how feasible or worthy,
should not be permitted to monopolize
the national effort at' the expense of

- science, and of basic research in partic
ular. Such a policy leads in the long
run to diminishing 'returns and ultimate
stagnation'.

2) Any attempt to forecast detailed
money and manpower requirements
for free research' in the component
scientific diSCiplines is,· in my opinion,
a questionable undertaking, no matter
how experienced and distinguished the
reviewing body. Applied resear¢h will
always receive this kind' of attention.
But such attempts for free -research
introduce a concerted exttapoiational
bias into the system and sound an
authoritarian note. Besides,' what
stronger motivation can there. be for
creative, original research tban; the il)·
dividual scientist's own evaluation and
decision· as - to the most promising
course for him· to pursue? As history
abundantly proves, the capital dis·
coveries in science generally lie. in the
unknown and cannot be predicted, or
planned for-and these may occur in
any branch of science.

Effects ~f Changed Environment

on Science

I shall not pursue. further this topic
of the· impact of· science. and tech
nology on society.. Rather, my purpose
is to invite .your attention to the effects
of this' radical and sweeping transfor
mation .. of activity .upon the progress'
of. science itself, stressing science in its
traditional· senseo! the· "search for
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truth." In the dynamical center of this
interpretation lies basic research-the
systematic and specialized search for
.knowledge and understanding. But of
course science is more than this; it is
the organized and classified body of
knowledge which results from the
search. Research is merely its· frontier.

With the recent universal recognition
that science and technology are es
sential to the progress of civilization,
and with the attendant· glamor which
attaches to research, the environment
for science has altered. For. most of

.. its history the devotees of science·have
l?een ,attracted to its study not pri
marily for the purpose of securing
information that might be useful in
some practical way but, like Kipling's
elephant's child, out of "satiable' cm;o
tiosity," 'in the search for new knowl
edge no matter where or what it· might
be. With this motivation dominant, the
search for knowledge in science has
proceeded without boundary or limit.
Scientific exploration mushroomed out
in all directions, encompassing a range
which would have been impossible'un
der concerted planning. Of course
many extremely important advances
occurred by reason of some practical
need or incentive, but by and large
the scope and range of scientific in
vestigation~ was not dictated· by such
considerations.

During· the present century the tech
nical industries, 'whose existence de
pends upon successful practical de
velopment and production, have in
creasingly come to conduct research
themselves. Many of them have even
recognized the advantages of pursuing
basic research in areas where such
work will lead .. to better understanding
of their lechnological problems. This
trend was·· accelerated during and after
the war by such sensational results of
research and development as atomic
energy. radar, and the transistor. Now
adays no progressive technical industry
or gov'ernment bureau would attempt a
large developmental enterprise without
careful survey of the underlying re
search and, where necessary, inclusion
of such research as part of the de
velopmental process.

Mission-Related Basic Research

However, a larger proportion of sup
port is provided for' applied research
than for basic research;. in' theD.S.
the ratio is· about 2 to 1. There is a
corresponding majorit~ of scientists

employed· by' industry· and government
as compared to academic and other
nonprofit institutions. For engineers the
ratio is of course much higher than
it is for scientists. '

But this is not all. There. has been
a steady increase in the support of
basic research which may be termed
"mission;.related"-that is, which is
aimed' at· helping to solve some prac
tical problem. Such research is dis
tiriguished from applied research in
that the, Investigator is not asked or
expected to look for a finding of prac
tical importance; he still is exploring
the unknown by any route .he may
choose..But it differs from "free" basic
research in that the supporting agency
does have the, motive of utility, in the
hope that the results will further the
agency's practical mission. A consider
able body of basic research is receiving
support because it is so oriented. Thus,
basic research activity may be sub
divided into "free" research undertaken
solely -·for its scientific promise, and
"mission-related" basi.c research sup
ported primarily because its results are
expected to have immediate· and fore':'
seen practical usefulness. Much of the
emphasis upon basic research in the
areas ofca.ncer and solid-state physics
illustrates "mission-related" character
istics. Since the support of "mission-.
related" research' is easier to justify,
when budgets become tight it tends to
survive at the expense of "free" re
search. This tendency, when coupled
with the present preponderance of
"mission-related" research support,
could prove a serious detriment to the
progress of science, by curtailing
free research and by concentrating
too much effort on trying to solve
practical problems that currently ap
pear insoluble. As Oppenheimer has
pointed out regarding progress in re
search (3), "in- the end you will be
guided not by what it would be pni.c
tically helpful to learn,but by what it
is possible to learn."

Some idea of the relative magnitudes
of national funds provided for
"mission~related" and for "free" re
search, respectively, may be obtained
as follows. Let us assume that all funds
available in the following categories
are provided for "mi~sion-related"

basic research: basic research by in
dustry, by government laboratories, and
by academic institutions from grants or
contracts received from government
agencies having practical missions.' The
latter chiefly include the Department
of Defense," the Atomic Energy Com-

mission, the Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration, and the departments of
Health, Education, and W~lfare, Agri
culture, Commerce, and Interior
agencies authorized and encouraged to
conduct and support basic research re
lated to their missions. On these as
sumptions, about 80 percent of the,
total national funds for basic research
are provided for the "mission-related"
variety, and only 20 percent for "free"
basic research. These figures are far
from precise, of· course; the assump
tions are oversimplified, and many
agencies are liberal in their interpreta
tion of what basic research may be use
ful to them.' But the approximate mag
nitudes· of the figures are significant,
and illustrate my point.

Two observations 'concerning this· are
in order. First, if industry were to
confine the· research .activities of its
laboratories strit:~tly to applied research
and if the government were to place
similar restrictions on agencies with
practical missions, leaving the support
of basic research entirely to a single
federal agency, to priyatefoundations.
and to universities, it is reasonably cer
tain that the suppdrt of _basic research
would drop to a mere fraction of its
present fi'gure. Second, while this might
be attractive in budget circles, such a
course would be disastrous not. only
to science but also to technology'.

In raising the question as to the
extent to which basic research, is sup~

ported for essentially practical· reasons,
I wish to be entirely clear on one
point. It knot .. my purpose to ques
tion the importance and desirability of
applied. research .or .of basic research
which' is intended to provide better "in
sights into developmerital applications.
Both are highly' desirable and neces~

sary, and science should play a direct
part in their encouragement. They ap
pear to be logical steps in the march
of civilization· in that they represent
progress in providing for necessities
such as food, housing, health, com
munication, transportation, and the. na·
tional- defense. They also contribute at·
tractive innovations in our way of life
-'-comforts, pleasures, opportunities
for using leisure; and freedom from
routine and drudgery. Of longer-range
significance are their effects upon con
trol of our environment; upon exten
sion, in, magni.t.ude and in .. kind, of
our sources of commercial power; and
upon the .discovery and .exploitation
of natural resources. Above all, whether
we like these developments Of not, of
one thing we may be certain: the for·
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Source of Strength

I wish .now to consider a different
but related feature of my topic: What
is the secret of the . power and in~

fluence of science in the most. funda
mental sense? Is its source· of strength
at all in jeopardy? If so, are there
any steps we ought to take to safe
guard its future?

This body ofknowledgt}-'-science in
the modern sense-has steadily de
veloped over the past 400-odd years
into a most imposing edifice. Once sci
ence had discovered the. art of experi
mentation it found a way to· test hy
potheses and speculation regarding the
nature. and behavior of. the physical
world and thus estal:?lished a powerful
base for drawing. obj(lctive conclusions.

Historical PhUosophical Role

But is this the whole story? From
time immemorial man has evolved re
ligions and philosophies· representing
his conviction that there is more to
life than merely its physical aspects.
Through imagination, study, and in~

spiration he has put forward philoso
phies, modes of conduct, and ways of
life that concern the motivations and
the aims of the individual and of so
ciety. From quite early times scIence
has been thoroughly involved in much
of· this thinking, as evidenced by the
earlier designation of natural science
as "natural philosophY." From the rec
ord it is clear. that, even after this
term had fallen into disuse, science
continued to have profound influence
on philosophical thinking. It still does;
witness the number of distinguished.
scientists of the present century who
have written authoritative works on the
subject-men such as Whitehead,
Eddington, Jeans, Bridgman, and
Dubos.

To what extent does this motivation
for. science still exist? How important
is it? Are we observing, or failing to
note, the gradual development of a
monopoly by research oriented toward
practical ends? There will of course al
ways be individuals' who firmly believe
in the independence of research activity
and who strongly wish to carry it on
in the traditional academic manner.
Will this group diminish in -numbers
or become frustra;ted? At the same
time there appe~rs· -to be a rapidly

~
ward march of technology is inevitable. growing body of scientists employed in This, together with the development,t\
This is an important lesson of history, industry and government whose moti- along with mathematics and logi~l of \
from the discovery of fire and the in- vations are mixed, who believe in the techniques of classification and analy- r
vention of the wheel and the lever 00- support of basic research of the free sis, united the findings of science into \.
ward. It is a lesson which has with- variety but feel that "mission-related" a structureo! extraordinary strength .
stood the ravages of heat and cold, basic research should have a higher and stability. Furthermore, this tech-
famine and pestilence, and many ideo- priority, and still others who believe nique has had a .highly' democratic i'
logical'conflicts. The convincing proof that research should be justified en- flavor: anyone can challenge the al- l
of this doctrine is contained in science tirely on the basis of its specific utility. leged facts and theories of science. If
itself-the science of evolution-as the Any uncertainty as to the importance he can prove his point within the
powerful contribution, of technology of this question should be dispelled by s'cientific community by observations,
toward survival, and indeed toward in- looking into the history of science and experiments, or reasoning that ,others
creasing domination over environment. noting: (i) the impressive discoveries can repeat and verify, then his con
During the present century, we are wit- made solely in the interest of pure sci- tribution' becomes an integral part of
nessing perhaps' the greatest triumph ence, and (ii) the statis~ical evidence the body of science. Science has thus
of this doctrine in the conversion of that most of the body of science uIti- acquired a respect and confidence on
all mankind to acceptance of the thesis mately achieves practical utility. the part of literate mankind that is
that science and technology are es- Thus, even if we admit the require- unique. In consequence, the findings of
sential to survival. This appears to be a ment of utility as the prime justification science have a logical validity which
thesis to which one must subscribe if for basic research, we still must allow is unmatched in other fields of human
one believes in the progress of civiliza- free research' to, be included. It must thought. At the same time, in a most
tion as we know it. be concluded that, in the long fun, interesting manner science rem~ins

practical accomplishment will be great- flexible, since important new findings
est if in the support of basic research may necessitate revision of, existing
there is' no limitation of the research points of view. Generally speaking, and
to areas of foreseen practical im- contrary to popular view,these re-
portance. visions commonly take the form of re--

I am reluctant to leave this topic finements or increased generality and
without mentioning the thesis to which only occasionally.bring about a revolu
many, including myself, subscribe, to tionary overthrow of existi~g prin
the effect that completely free research ciples. The impressive result is that the.
is highly important in its own right, edifice of science has a strength and
not solely because of the probability stability which is dynamic and resilient
that it will progress more rapidly and rather than static and brittle.
ultimately produce practical and tangi- How do we account for these char·
ble benefits, but because of its stimutat- acteristics? They appear to be due to
iug effect on the' imagination and its the maintenance' of a broad base of in~

philosophical implications concerning quiry;' to the exercise of a lively
the universe and man's place in it. imagination; to the utmost objectivity
Who can say that ultimately this may in search and logic; to a sense of pro~
not be the most important considera- portion and urgency in the selection
tion of all? of scientific objectives. One most also

recognize the necessity of built-hi
mechanisms .for coordination, cross
fertilization, and collaboration, and
finally-most important of all-of· a
creative dedication. These are .high
ideals, not commonly encountered or
possible to the same degree inmost
other areas of human affairs and re~

quiring a high degree of motivation
and integrity.

These principles and this code of be
havior are thoroughly learned by every
researcher, beginning with .his years of
graduate st~dy. It has been a source
of the greatest· strength to the body of
science that,· oli; the whole, these prin
ciples have been scrupulously ob.,.
served. There has been no means of
enforcement other than public opinion
within the scientific community. Just
as the standing. of an individual in his
field of research. re~ts primarily with
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his colleagues. so' too does his reputa
tion in his behavior as a scientist. The
real strength of this philosophy lies in
the fact that these principles are es
sential for sound progress in science.

Thus, much of the power and
stability of science has rested upon the
sense of dedication and integrity of
the community of scientists. Not only
!:las this been thoroughly incorporated
in their indoctrination but it has been
further developed and fostered as a
code of honor among scientists:' to be
scrupulously objective in their research,
in their reporting, and in giving credit
where credit is due. It would seem
that the chief reason for the almost
universal observance of this code" has
heen that the scientist desires the re
spect and confidence of his colleagues,
rather than recognition before any
other audience. Anyone departing from
these rules of behavior is ostracized by
his kind.

Encroachment of· Other Loyalties

In· most careers, however, loyalties
and motivations are more complicated.
They involve such considerations as al_
legiance to, and recognition by, one's
employer and his organization" one's
community, 'church, political party, and
friends, and the public generally. An
interesting question is the extent to
which these other .loyalties are increas~

ing in importance among scientists and
encroaching upon loyalties to the sci
entific community. If so, will this warp
or weaken the edifice of science or
retard its progress?

Profit institutions such as industrial
laboratories are, of course, clear ex
amples of organizations that require
strong loyalties in carrying out pur
poses related to the well-being of the
organization. The.· same may be said
of government establishments. Because
of the increasing· proportion, in the
scientific··.community, of scientists em
ployed by industry and government,
these considerations are inevitably com
ing to receive more and more
emphasis.

Likewise, with inf.:reasing dependence
of coIIeges and universities upon the
federal government, federal support of
scientific research at these institutions
becomes more and more strongly re
lated to their health and strength.
Again, this may be manifested in tan
gible or intangible pressures on the 'part
of academic institutions for their sci-

entists to engage in sponsored activi
ties which are deemed essential to the
growth and welfare of the institution
and which may bring with them the
necessary financing.

Also, in the "project" type of sup
port, members of the scientific com
munity are becoming directly and in
creasingly motivated toward engaging
in research which is regarded as im
portant by a sponsoring agency of the
government rather than by their em
ployer. Since most federal support is
directed toward practical goals which
will serve the needs of the country,
there are incentives for an individual
to engage in research which will receive
this support and therefore may come
under the heading· of "mission-related"
rather than "free" research.

Let me say. again that research moti
vated toward practical ends is a neces
sary and desirable thing; the potential
danger here is the extent to· which this
objective dominates the scope and pur
pose of basic research. It was suc
cinctly formulated by Vannevar Bush
when he remarked that applied re
search drives out basic, and I am now
using the statement to include also the
possible encroachment of, "mission"
relat~d" basic research upon the "free"
variety.

By the way, what will happen if the
ceiling on R&D funds is held more
and more tightly? If we believe in sub
stantial support for free research, with
its admittedly' vague and uncertain po~

tentialities, how are we going to pro
tect it? Will it have to depend upon
income from capital funds-if so, from
what sources? Or will its advocates try
to oversell it by extravagant claims'?

The influences that govern scientists
in their choice of research and their
choice of employment are more com
plex than ever before. Today's ivory
tower is more apt to be built of re~

inforced concrete or stainless stee1.
These influences are many, some ma
jor and some detailed. For example, in
addition to the competition between ap
plied and basic research, there are con,:,
siderations such as needy areas, .attrac,.
tive sources of funds, national or
humanitarian causes, "big" versus
"little" science, and deference to the
plans of one's department or institu
tion. A different kind of influence on
research is represented by· the follow
ing: too much assistance to thesis-writ
ing graduate students, with an eye to
ward grant or contract renewal; hasty
writing and issuance of research re-

ports, scanty in detail and acknowl~'

edgment; a tendency to keep a weather
eye on funds for extra salary or other'
perquisites. Further complications (are
provided by adminis.trative require
ments which seem essential to manage
ment in large organizations as a means
of accounting for public funds, but
which distract and hamper the
researcher.

But I do not wish to sound too
pessimistic. As a matter of fact, I have
had rather extens,ive contact civer the
past years with scientists in sen~or

academic administrative posts and can
assure you that, by and large, they
understand these problems and try to
hold them within manageable limits.
The real danger lies in the fact that
in such an extensive e:nterprise there
are bound to be abuses. If these are
not dealt with forthrightly they may
spontaneously proliferate until there is
clamor for formal· corrective regula
tion.

If one. were to· classify the sources
of influence, the first and obvious cate
gory' would be money-money for
projects, buildings, res,earch equipment,
salaries, and many minor perquisites.
A second category would be the em
ploying institution, in its desire for in
come, growth, and prestige. One would
also have to list the increasing ~ffect

of personal advancement or gain as
sociated with the positions of high re
sponsibility, salary, and prestige which
are now available to scientists.

Even science itself is providing
dilemmas for an individual scientist.
Should he join an interdisciplinary
team in which his specialty is needed,
join a large research center such as
a high-energy particle accelerator in
stallation, take part in an extensive
planned program, such as oceanogra
phy or the study of pollution? Or
should he remain aloof as an individual
investigator? And what about his re
sponsibility toward teaching?

Conclusion

Of course the consequence of all
this may be the broadening out of a
scientific career into one more closely
integrated with society in general. This
is natural enough, and surely after
careful consideration most would agree
that this result is desirable. My ques
tion today directly concerns the neces
sity for maintaining the strength and
integrity of science in the face of
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grams.. As is well known, science has 1 tive governments for support and any
always transcended national boundar- formal arrangements needed.
ies, and scientists of all .nations have But, beyond, this, we stan~ at the
communicated and collaborated in all threshold of scientific findings that will
its disciplines. There are two categories pave the way for developments of a
of research for which international col- different order of magnitUde and
laboratioil is especially well suited. The novelty than the world has ever
one includes matters of urgent public known. A few are already in sight
concern, and is typified by the World notably the exploration of space; others
Health Organization and the World are as yet beyond the horizon. Some
Meteorological Organization. Of the will present severe social problems;
nature of applied research and de~ some may be dangerous; some will be
velopment, these matters are, appropri- extremely expensive. ,All will present
ately,' planned and sponsored by formal questions for society that go far beyond
agreement among governments under the natural sciences alone; they will
UNESCO. Such" problems as populaR strongly involve the social sciences and
tion control, insurance against war, the humanities. They will provide in~

famine, drought and pestilence, and the spiration for the arts. To solve these
development of natural resources be- problems will' require many of, the skills
long in this category. In all these, sci- of our civilization, the utmost in states
ence can provide a unique input~ the manship, and a general understanding
effectiveness of which will depend di- and appreciation OJ;l the part of alL
rectly upon the recognition of this fact The significance of these developing
by governments and people every- enterprises in science and technology,
where, and upon intelligent and wide- their hazards, and their excessive cost
spread support by them. in money and manpower point to the

The other category is research con- overwhelming desirability of inte'rna
cerned with fields of basic research, tional cooperation. Herein lies our
such as -geophysics and astronomy, great opportunity' as scientists-to take
which require concerted global obser- the lead in collaboration with our col
vation and collection' of data. 'Fre- leagues in other lands and to support
quently this is an interesting combina- our governments in furthering such
tion of "mission-related" and "free" re- collaboration.
search. The International Council of It would be a tragedy indeed if these
Scientific Unions is performing meri- undertakings were to become the sub
torious service in providing a focus ject of national or sectional ambition
for these 'endeavors. The "outstanding tinder conditions of unfriendly competi
example, of course, is the International tion. On the other band, if we can
Geophysical Year (IGY) and its off- help achieve an atmosphere of col~

spring-the Indian Ocean Expedition, laboration, in friendly competition, we
the International Year of the Quiet may look forward to continued healthy
Sun, the Earth Mantle Project, and the progress in our ideals and in our ac
International Biological Year. Unique complishments for the future of
among these is the Antarctic Research mankind.
Program, where the IGY' program is
continued under a 12-nation treaty, ex
pressly and solely for purposes of
scientific research.

It is in such areas that scientists are
eminently qualified to plan and to
operate, and it is in the highest in
terests of both science and government
that they do so., Plans thus formu
lated may be submitted to their respec-

varied opportunities, responsibilities,
and :::::distractions: How should this
strength and integrity be safeguarded?
If thejrivolvement' of scientists in social
affairs brings with it questionable or
dangerous consequences to society, then
society, will take steps to formulate
regulations for their prevention, with
possible grave effect upon science.
Similarly, in science itself, if the course
of science and the behavior of scien
tists appear to scientists themselves to
be damaging to its strength and prog
ress, then a normal reaction on their
part would be the formulation of rules
and regulations to prevent such abuses.

However, in order to maintain and
protect the independence and creative
quality of basic research in science,
one should, I believe, conclude that
such modes of regulation should only
be attempted as a last, resort, and even
then as sparingly as possible. It should
be clear that the most effective means
of maintaining the objectives and initia
tive that have always characterized sci
ence is still the cultivation and reten
tion of a strong sense of competition,
cooperation,_ and integrity on the part
of all scientists. All we need do is to
continue and strengthen our time
honored traditions. But this is not go
ing to be easy.' We shall have to dis
tinguish clearly betweep. our conduCt in
our science and our behavior in the
presence 'of issues that go beyond sci
ence alone. JUdgment and objectivity
are still required on such issues; the
main differences are that these deci..
sions, in' contrast ,to .science, require
the, weighing of opinions and pres
sures, as well as facts, and the attempt
to make value judgments between items
that are not comparable. Moreover, in
the" world of science, compromise has
no place; in the world of affairs it
must often be reckoned with, and oc
casionally sought.

I cannot close without mentioning a
great opportunity before us which may
and should become a most effective
avenue for the healthy ,growth and in
fluence of science. I refer to~.the prog
ress made in international science pro-
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CRITERIA FOR SCIENTIFIC CHOICE

By Alvin M. Weinberg;,
~

As science grows. its demands on our society's re
sources grow. It seems inevitable that science's
demands will eventually be limited by what so
ciety can allocate to it. We shall then have to
make choices. These' choices are of two kinds. We
shall have to choose among different. often in
commensurable, fields of science-between, for
example, high-energy physics and oceanography or
between molecular biology and science of metals.
We shall also have to choose among the different
institutions that receive support for science from
the government-among universities, govemmen·

,. tal laboratories, and industry. The first 'choice I
call scientific choice; the second, institutional
choice. My purpose is to suggest criteria for
making scientific choices-to fonnulate a scale of
values which might help establish priorities among
scien~ific fields whose only common characteristic
is that they all derive support from the govern
ment.

Choices' of· this sort are made at every level.
both in science and in government. The individual
scientist must decide' what science to dO,what
not to do: the totality of such judgments makes
up his scientific taste. The rese,arch director must
choose which projects to push, which to kilL The
government administrator ,must decide not only
which efforts to support; he must also decide
whether to do a piece of work in a university,
a national laboratory, or an industrial laboratory.
The sum of such separate decisions determines
our policy as a whole. I shall be concerned mainly
with the broadest scientific choices: how should
government decide between very large fields of
science, particularly between different branches of
basic science? The equally important question of
how government should allocate its support for
basic research among industry, governmental lab
oratories. and universities will not be discussed

,l;> here.
Most of us like to be 'loved; We hate to make

choices, since a real choice alienates the party
that loses. If one is rich-more accurately, if one
is growing richer-choices can be avoided. Every
administrator knows that his job is obviously un
pleasant only when his budget has been CUt. Tbus
the urgency for making scientific or institutional

Alvin M. Weinberg is director of the Oak.Ridge National
Laboratory. This. article ,first appeared., in slightly different
form, in the British journal Minerva, I (Winter 1'968). 2.

choices has in the main been ignored both in the
United States and elsewhere because the science
budget has been expanding so rapidly: the United
States government spent $1.6 billion in 1950 on
research and development, $9 billion in 1960, and
$14 billion (including space) in 1962.

Though almost all agree that choices will even
tually have to be made, some well-informed ob
servers insist that the time for making the choices
is far in the future. Their arguments against
making explicit choices have several'main threads.
Perhaps most central is the argument "that since
we do not make explicit choices about anything
else, there is no reason why we should make them
in science. Since we do not explicitly choose be
tween support for farm prices and support for
schools, or between highways and foreign aid, why
should we single out science as the guinea pig
for trying to make choices? The total public ac
tivity of our society has always resulted from
countervailing pressures, exerted by various groups
representing professional specialties, or local in
terests, or concern for the public interest. The
combination that emerges as our federal budget
is not arrived at by the systematic application of
a set of criteria; even the highest "level of au
thority, in the United States, the President, who
must weigh conflicting ~nterests in the scale of
the public interest, is limited in the degree to
which he can impose an over-aU judgment by
the sheer size of the budget if by nothing else.
But because we have always arrived at an alloca
tion by the free play of countervailing pressures
this does not" mean that such free interplay is
the best or the only way to make choices. In any
case. even if our choices remain largely implicit
rather than explicit, they will be more reasonable
if persons at every level, representing every pres
sure group, try to ,understand the'larger "issues and
try to mitigate sectional self-interest with concern
for broader issues. The idea of con6icting. and
biased claims being adjudicated at one fell swoop
by an all-knowing supreme tribunal is a myth. It
is much better that the choices be decentralized
and that they re6ect the concern for the larger
interest. For this reason alone philosophic debate
on the problems of scientific choice should lead
to a' more 'rational allocation of our resources.

A second thread in the argument of those who
refuse to face the pro!,lem of scientific choice is
that. we w~ste' so much on trivial~ties-on smoking,
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on advertising, on gambling-that it is silly to
worry about expenditures of the s,ame scale on
what is obviously a more useful social objective,
the increase of scientific knowledge. A variant of
this argument is that with so much unused steel
capacity or so many unemployed, we cannot right
ly argue that we cannot afford a big cyclotron or
a large manned space venture.

Against these arguments we would present the
,following considerations on behalf of a rational
scientific policy. At any given instant, only a cer
tain fraction of our society's resources goes- to
science. To insist or imply that the summum
bonum of our society is the pursuit of science and
that therefore all other activities of the society are
secondary to science-that unused capacity in the

, steel mills should go to "Big Science" rather than
a large-scale housing program~'is a view that
might appeal strongly to the scientific community.
It is hardly likely to appeal so strongly to the
much larger part of society that elects the mem
bers of the legislature, and to whom, in all, prob
ability, good houses are more important than good
science. Thus, as a practical matter we cannot
really evade the problem of scientific choice. If
those, actively engaged in science do not make
choices, they will be made anyhow by the Con
gressional Appropriations Committees and by the

'Bureau of the Budget, or corresponding bodies
in other governments. Moreover, and perhaps
more immediately, even if we are not limited by
money, we shall be limited by the availability of
truly competent men. There is some evidence that
our ratio of money to men in science is too high,
and that in some parts of science we have gone
further more qUickly than the number of really
competent men can justify.

Clwice and scientific criticism

OUf scientific and governmental communities have
evolved institutional and other devices for coping
with broad issues of scientific choice. The most
iml><>rtant institutional device in the United States
is ,the President's Science Advisory Committee,
with iis panels and its staff in the Office of Science
and Technology. This body and its panels help
the Bureau of the Budget to decide what is to
be supported and what is not to be supported.
The panel system, however, suffers from a serious
weakness. Panels usually consist of specialized ex
perts who inevitably share the same enthusiasms
and passions. To the expert in oceanography or
in high-energy physics, nothing seems quite as
iml><>rtant as oceanography or high-energy physics.
50

The panel, '"hen recommending a program in a
field in which all its members are interested,' in
variably argues for better treatment of the field
more money, more people, more training. The
panel system is weak insofar as judge, jury, plain
tiff, and defendant are usually one and the same.

The panel is able to judge how competently a
proposed piece of research is likely to be carried
out; its members are all experts and are likely to
know who are the good research workers in the
field. But just because the panel is composed of
experts, who hold parochial viewpoints, the panel
is much less able to place the proposal in a broader
perspective and to say whether the researoh pro
posal is '0£ much interest to the rest of science.
We can allswer the question "how" within a given
frame of reference; it is impossible to answer "why"
within the same frame of reference. It would there
fore seem that the panel system could be improved
if representatives, not only of the field being judged
but also representatives of neighboring fields, sat
on every panel judging the merits of a research
proposal. A panel judging high-energy physics
should have some people from low-energy.physics;
a panel judging low-energy physics should have
some people from nuclear energy; a pabel judging
nuclear energy should have some people from con
ventional energy; and so on. I should think that
advice from panels so constituted would be tem
pered by concern for larger issues; in particular,
the support of a proposed research project would
be viewed from the larger perspective of the rele
vance of that research to the rest of science.

In addition to panels' or the bodies like the
President's Science Advisory Committee as or~

ganizationalinstruments for rna,king choices, the
scientific community has evolved an empirical
method for establishing scientific priorities, that
is, for deciding what is important in science and
what is not important. This is the scientific litera
ture. The process of self-criticism, which is ,in
tegral to the literature of science, is one of the
most" characteristic features of science. Nonsense is
weeded out and held up to ridicule in the litera
ture. whereas what is worthwhile receives much
sympathetic attention. This process of self-criticism
embodied in the literature, though implicit, is
nonetheless real and highly significant. The. exist
ence of a healthy, viable scientific literature in itself
helps assure society that the science it supports
is valid and deserving of support. This is a most
important, though little recognized, social function
of the scientific ,literature.

As an arbiter of scientific taste and validity,
scientific literature is beset with two difficulties.
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First. because of the information explosion; the
literature is not read nearly as carefully as it used
to be. Nonsense is not so generally recognized as
such, and the standards of self-criticism, which are
so necessary if the· scientific literature is to serve
as the arbiter of scientific taste, are inevitably
looser than they once were.

Second, the scientific literature in a given field
tends to form a closed universe; workers in a field,
when they criticize each other, tend to adopt the
same unstated assumptions. A referee of a scientific
paper asks whether the paper confonns to the
rules of the scientific community to which both
referee and author belong, not whether the rules
themselves are valid. So to speak, the editors and
authors of a journal in a narrowly specialized field
.Ire all tainted with the same poison.

Can a true art of scientific criticism be' devel
oped,' Le., can one properly criticize a field of
science beyond the kind of criticism that is inherent
in the literature of the field? Mortimer Taube in
Computers and Common Sense 2 insists that such
scientific criticism is a useful undertaking, and
that, by viewing a field from a somewhat detached
point of view, it is possible to criticize a field
meaningfully, even to the point of calling the
whole activity fraudulen~, as he does in the case
of nonnumerical uses of computers. I happen to
believe that· Taube does not make a convincing
case in respect to certain nonnumerical .uses of com
puters, such as language translation. Yet I have
sympathy for Dr. Taube·s aims-tllat, with science
taking so much of .the public's money, we must
countenance, even encourage, discussion of the re
lath·e validity and worthwhileness of the science
which society supports.

The internal criteria fM" choice

I believ·e that criteria for scientific choieecan be
identified. In fact, several such criteria already
exist; the main task is to make thein more exp·licit.
The criteria can be divided into two kinds: in·
tern'll criteria and external criteria. Internal crite
ria are Kenerated within tbe scientific field itself
and answer the question: How well is the science
done? External criteria are generated outside the
scientific field and answer ,the questio~:Why pur
sue this particular science? Though both are im
portant, I think the external criteria are the more
important.

Two internal criteria can be ,easily identified:
(I) Is the field ready for exploitation? (2) Are the

• (New 'York: Columbia University Press, 1961),

scientists in the field really competent? Both these
questions are answerable only by experts who know
the field in question intimately, and who know
the people personally. These criteria are therefore
the ones most often applied when a panel decides
on a research grant; in fact, the primary question
in deciding whether to provide governmental sup
port for a scientist is usually: How good i~ .he?

I believe, however, that it is not tenable to base
our judgments entirely on internal criteria. As I
have said, we scientists like to believe that the
pursuit of sCience as such is society's highest good,
but this view cannot be taken for granted. For
example, we now suffer ·a serious shortage of
medical practitioners, probably to some extent be
canse many bright young men who would formerly
have gone into medical practice now· go into bio
logical research; government support is generally
available, for' postgraduate study leading to the
PhD but not for study leading to the medical de
gree. It is by no means self-evident that society
gains from more biological research and less medi
cal practice. Society does not a priori owe the
scientist, even the good scientist, support any more
than it owes the artist or the writer or the musician
support. Science must seek its support from society
on grounds other than that the science is carried
out competently and that it is ready for exploita
tion; scientists cannot expect society to support
science because· scientists find it an enchanting
diversion. Thus, in seeking justification for the sup
port of ·,~ience, we are led inevitably to consider
external criteria for the validity of science-criteria
external to science, or to a given field of science.

External criteria

Three external criteria can be recognized: tech
nological merit, scientific merit, and social merit.
The first ,is fairly obvious: once we have decided,
one way or another, that a certain technological
end is worthwhile, we must support t~e sc.ient~fic

research necessary to achieve that end. Thus, if we
have set out to learn how-to make breeder reactors,
we must first measure painstakingly the neutron
yields of the fissile isotopes as a function of energy
of the bombarding neutron. As in all such ques
tions of choice, it is not always so easy to decide
the technological relevance ,of·a piece of basic re
search. The technological usefulness of the laser
came after, not before, the principle of optical
amplification was discoverc:d, and,: in general, in.
direct technological or scientific benefits ("fallout")
are not uncommon. But it is my belief that sucb
technological bolts from the scientific blne are th(
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exception. not the rule. that solving a technologic~l

problem by waiting for fallout from an entirely
different field is rather overrated. Most program
matic basic research can be related fairly directly
to a technological end, at least crudely if not in
detail.'

The broader question as to whether the tech
nologic~l aim itself is worthwhile must be con
sidered again partly from within technology
through answering such questions as: Is the tech
nology ripe for exploitation? Are the people any
good? It must also be dealt with partly from out
side technology by answering the question: Are the
social goals attained, if the technology succeeds,
themselves worthwhi'le? Many times these questions
are difficult to answer. and sometimes they are
answered incorrectly; for example, the United
States launched an effort to control thermonuclear
energy in 1952 on a rather large scale because it
was thought at the time that controlled fusion was
much closer at hand than it turned out to be.
Nevertheless. despite the" fact that we make mis
takes. technologiCal aims are customarily scruti
nized much more closely than are scientific aims;
at least we have more practice discussing tech
nological merit than we' do scientific ~erit.

The criteria of scientific merit and social merit
are much more difficult: scientific merit because
we have given little thought to defining scientific
merit in the broadest sense; social merit because
it is difficult to define the values of our society.
As I have already suggested, the answer to the
question: Does this broad field of research have
scientific merit? cannot be answered within the
field. The idea that the scientific merit of a fielel
can be judged better from the vantage point of
the scientific fields in which it is embedded than
from the point of view of the field itself is implicit
in the following quotation from the late. John von
Neumann: "As a mathematical discipline travels
[ar from its empirical source, or still more, if it -is
a second and third generation only indirectly in·
spired by ideas coming from reality. it is beset with
very grave dangers. It becomes more and more
pure aestheticizirig, more and more purety l'art
pour l'art. This need not be bad if the field is
surrounded by correlated subjects which still have
cl()s~r empirical connections or if the discipline is
under the influence of men with an exceptionally
well-developed taste. But there is a grave danger
that the subject will develop along the line of least
resistance, t~at the stream. so far from its source,
will separate into a multitude of insignificant
branches, and that the discipline will become a
disorganized mass of details and complexities. In
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other words. at a great distance from its empirical
source. or' after much labstract' inbreeding, a math~

ematical subject is in danger of degeneration. At
the inception the style is usually cJassical; when
it shows signs of becoming baroque, then the dan
ger signal is up."8

I believe there are any number of examples to
show that von Neumann's observation about math
ematics can be extended to the empirical sciences.
Empirical basic sciences which move too far from
the neighboring sciences in which they are em-'
bedded tend to become "baroque." Releyance to
neighboring fields of science is, therefore, a valid
measure of the scientific merit of a field of basic
science., In so far as our aim is to increase our
grasp and understanding of ·the universe, we must
recognize that some areas of basic science do more
to round out the whole picture than do others.
..\. field in which lack of knOWledge is a bottleneck
to the understanding of other· fields deserves more
support than a field which is isolated from other
fields. This is only another way of saying that,
ideally, science is a unified structure and. that
scientists, in adding to the structure ought always
to strengthen its unity. Thus, the original motiva
tion for much of high-energy physics is to be sought
in its elucidation of low-energy physics, or the
strongest and most exciting motivation for measur~

ing the neutron capture cross sections of the ele··
ments lies in the elucidation of the cosmic origin
of the elements. lVloreover, the discoveries which
are acknowledged to be the most important sci
entifically, have the quality of bearing strong-lyon
the scientific disciplines around them. For example,
the discovery of x rays was important partly be
cause it extended .. the electromagnetic spectrum
but, much more, because- it enabled us to see so
much that we had been unable to see. The word
"fundamental" in basic science, whic:tI is often used
as a synonym for "important," can be partly para
phrased into "relevance to neighboring areas of
science." I would therefore sharpen the criterion
of scientific merit by proposing- that, other things
being equal, that field has the most scientific merit
which contributes most lIea.vil)' to and illuminates
most brightly its neighboring scientific disciplines.
This is the justification Jor my previous suggestion
about making- it socially acceptable for people in
related fields to offer opinions on the scientific
merit of work in a given field. In a sense, what I
am trying to do is to extend to basic research a
practice that is customary in applied science: a

3Heywood, R. B. (ed.), The Works of the Mind (University of
Chicago Press, 1947). p.196.
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project director trying to get a reactOr built on
time is expected to judge the usefulness of com
ponent development and fundamental research
which bear on his problems. He is not always
righf; but his opinions are usually useful both to
the researcher and to the management disbursing
the money.

I turn now to the most controversial criterion
of all.....;,socialmerit or relevance to human welfare
and the values of man. Two difficulties face us
when we try to clarify the criterion of social merit:
first, -who is to define the values of man. or even
the values of our own society; and second, just
as we shall have difficulty deciding whether a pro
posed research helps other branches of science or
technology, so we will have even greater trouble
deciding whether a given scientific or technical
enterprise indeed furthers OUT pursuit of social
values, even when those values have been identi
fied. With some values we have little trouble: r
adequate defense, o~ _more food, or ]~ss siCkness, \
for example, are rather uncontroversial. MoreoverA
since such values themselves are relatively easy tal
describe, we can often guess whether a scientifid\
activity is likely to be relevant, if not actually
helpful, in achieving the goal. On the other hand,
some social values are much harder to define: per
haps the most difficult is national prestige. How
do we measure national prestige? W~at is meant
when we 'say that a man on the moon enhances
our national prestige? Does it enhance our prestige
more than, say, discovering a polio vaccine or
winning more Nobel Prizes than any other coun
try? Whether or not -a given achievement confers
prestige probably depends as much on the publicity
t~at accompanies the achievement as it does on
its intrinsic value.

Among the most attractive social values that
science can help to achieve is international under
standing a'nd cooperation. It is a commonplace that
the standards and loyalties of science are trans
national. A new element has recently been injected
by the advent of scientific research of such costli
ness that now it is prudent as well as efficient to
participate in some form of international coopera
tion. The very big accelerators are so e'fpensive'that
international laboratories such as CERN at Geneva
are set up to enable several countries to share costs
that are too heavy for them to bear separately.
Even if we were not committed to improving inter
national relations we would be impelled to c<>op
erate merely to save money.

Bigness is an advantage ramer than a disad
vantage if science is to be used as an instrument
of international cooperation; a $500 million coop-

erative scientific venture-such as the proposed
1000 BeV intercontinental accelerator-is likely to
have more impact ilian a $500 000 Van de Graaff
machine. The most expensive of all scientific or
quasi-scien~ificenterprises-the exploration of space
-is, from this viewpoint, the best-suited instrument
for international cooperation. The exchange be
tween President Kennedy and Chairman Khrush
chev concerning possible increased cooperation in
space exploration seems to have been well received
and, one hopes, will bear ultimate fruit.

Some sperifi<: fi<:lds assessed

Having set forth mese criteria and recognizing mat
judgments are fraught with difficulty, I propose, in
meir light,- to assess five different scientific and
technical fields: molecular biology, high-en
ergy' physics, nuclear -energy. manned-space ex~

ploration, and me behavioral sciences. Two of these
fields, molecular biology and high-energy physics,
are, by any definition, basic sciences; nuclear en
ergy is applied science, the behavioral ,sciences are
a mixture of both applied and basic science.
Manned exploration of space, though it requires
the tools of science and is regarded in the popular
mind as 'being part of science, has not yet been
proved to be more than quasi..scientific. at best.
The fields which I choose are incommensurable:
how can one measure the merit of behavioral
sciences and nuclear energy on the same scale of
values? Vet the choices between scientific fields will
eventually have to be made whether we like it or
not. Criteria for scientific choice will be most use
ful only if they can be applied to seemingly in
commensurable situaii9ns~ The validity of my ·pro
posed criteria depends on how well they can serve
in comparing fields that are hard to compare.

Of me scientific fields now receiving public sup
port, perhaps me most successful is molecular bi
ology. Hardly a monm goes by without a stunning
success in molecular biology being reported in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
The most recent has been -the cracking by Nier
enberg and Ochoa of the code according to which
triples of bases detennine specific amino acids
in me living proteins. Here is a field which
rates the highest grades as to its ripeness for ex
ploitation and competence of its workers.· It is
profoundly important for large stretches of other
biolOgical sciences-genetics, cytology, microbiology
-and.. therefore.. according to my criterion.. must
be graded A+ for its scientific merit. It also must
be given a very high grade in social merit, and
probably in technological (mat is, medical) merit
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-more than, say, taxonomy or topology. Molecular
biology is tbe most fundamental of all the biologi.
cal sciences. With understanding of the manner
of transmission of genetic information ough~ to
come the insights necessary for the solution of such
problems as canter, birth defects, and viral diseases.
Altogether, molecular biology ought, in my opin
ion, to receive as much public support as can
possibly be pumped into it; since money is not
limiting its growth, many more post-graduate stu
dents and research fellows in molecular biology
ought to be subsidized so that the attack on this
frontier can be expanded as rapidly as possible.

The second field is high-energy physics. This
field of endeavor originally sought as its major
task to understand the nuclear forc;:e. In this it has
been only modestly successful; instead, it has
opened an 'undreamed-of subnuclear world of
strange particles, a world in which mirror images
are often reversed. The field has no end of in
teresting _things to do, it knows how to do· them,
and its people are the best. Yet I would be bold
enough to argue that, at least by the criteria which
I have set 'forth-:-relevance, to the sciences in which
it is embedded, relevance to human, affairs, and
relevance to technology-high-energy physics rates
PQorly. The world of subnuclear particles seems
to be remote from the rest of the physical sciences.
Aside from the brilliant resolution of the ..-particle
paradox, which led. to the overthrow of the con
servation of parity, and the studies of mesic atoms
(the latter of which is not done at ultra.high en
ergy), I know of few discoveries in ultra-high
energy physics which bear strongly on the rest of
science. This view must be tempered by the fairly
considerable indirect fallout from high-energy
physics-for example, the use of strong focusing,
the development of ultra-fast electronics, and the
possibility of using machines like the Argonne
ZGS as very strong, pulsed sources of neutrons for
study of neutron cross sections. As for its direct
bearing on human welfare and on technology, I
believe it is essentially nil. These two low grades
would not bother me if high-energy physics were
cheap. But it is terribly expensive-not so much
in money as in highly qualified people, especially
those brilliant talents who could contribute so
ably to other fields which contribute much more
to the rest of science and to humanity than does
high-energy physics. On the other hand, if high
energy physics could be strengthened as a vehicle
for international cooperation-if the much·discussed
intercontinental 1000 BeV accelerator could indeed

. be built as a joint enterprise between East and West
. -the exp~nse of ltigh.energy physics would be-
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come a virtu~J and the enterprise would receive. a
higher grade in social merit than I would now be
willing to assign to it.

Third is nuclear energy, a field toward which I
have passion and aspiration, .and therefore' am not
unbiased. Being largely an applied effort, nuclear
energy is very relevant to human welfare. We now
realize that in the residual uranium and thorium
of the earth's crust, mankind has an unlimited
store of energy-enough to last for millions of
years; and that with an effort of only one-tenth
of our manned space effort we .could, within ten
or fifteen years, develop the reactors which would
tap this resource. Only rarely do we see ways of
peTmanently satisfying one of man's major needs
-in this case energy. In high-conversion-ratio nu
cl,ear reactors we have such means, and we are
close to their achievement.-Moreover, we begin
to see ways of applying very large reactors of this
type to realize another great end, the economic
desalination of the ocean. Thus,. the time is very
ripe for exploitation. Nuclear energy rates so
highly in the categories of technical and social
merit and timeliness that I believe it· deserves
strong support, even if it gets very low marks in
the other two categories-its personnel and itsre·
lationship to the rest of science. Suffice it to say
that in my opiniqn the scientific workers in the
field of nuclear energy are good and that nuclear
energy in its basic aspects has vast ramifications
in other scientific fields.

Next on the list are the behavioral sciences
psychology, sociology, anthropology, and economics.
The workers are of high quality; the sciences are
significantly related to each other, they are deeply
germane to ev"ery aspect of human existence. In
these respects the sciences deserve strong public
support. On the other hand, it is not clear to me
that the behavioral scientists, on the whole, s"ee
clearly how to attack the important problems of
their sciences. Fortunately, the total sum' involve~

in behavioral science research is now relatively
tiny:-as it well must be when what are lacking are
deeply fruitful, and generally accepted, points of
departure.

Finally, I, come to manned space exploration.
The personnel in the program are competent and
dedicated. With respect to ripeness for exploitation,
the situation-seems to me somewhat unclear. Our
"hardware" is -in good shape, and we can expect
it to get better-bigger and more reliable boosters,
better communication systems, etc. What is not
clear is the human being's tolerance of the space
environment. I do not believe that either the haz
ards of radiation or of weightlessness are sufficiently
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explored yet positively to guarantee success in our
future manned space ventures.

The main objection to spending SO much man
power, as well as money, oil manned space explora
tion is its remoteness from human affairs, not to
say the rest of science. In this respect, space (the
exploration 6f very large distances) and high
energy physics (the exploration of very small dis
tances) are similar, though high-energy physics
has· the advantage· of greater scientific validity.
There are some who argue that the great adven
ture of mab into· space is not to be judged as
science, but rather as a quasi-Scientific enterprise,
justified on the same grounds as those on which
we justify other nonscientific national efforts. The
weakness of this argument is that space requires
many, many scientists and engineers, and these
are badly needed for such matters as clarifying
our civilian defense posture or, for that matter,
working out the technical details of arms control
and foreign aid. If space is ruled to be nonscien
tific, then it must be balanced against other non
scientific expenditures like highways, schools, or
civil defense. If we do space research because of
prestige, then we should ask whether we get more
prestige from a man on the moon than from suc
cessful control of the waterlogging problem in
Pakistan's Indus Valley Basin. If we do space
research because of its military impllcations, we
ought to say so-and perhaps the military justifi
cation, at least for developing big boosters. is
plausible, . as the Soviet experience with rockets
makes clear.

The big problem of "Big Science"

The main weight of my argument is that the most
valid criteria for assessing scientific fields come
from without rather than from within the scien
tific discipline that is being rated. This does not
meali that only those scientific fields.deserve prior
ity that have high technical merit or high social
merit. Scientific merit is as important as the other
two criteria, but, as I have argued, scientific merit
must be judged from the vantage point of the
scientific fields in which each field is embedded
rather than ·from that of the field itself. If we
support science in order to maximize our mowl
edge of the world around us. then we must give
the highest priority to those scientific endeavors
that have the most bearing on the rest of science.

The rather extreme view which I have taken
presents difficulties in practice. The main trouble
is that the bearing that one science has on another

.sciellce_so often is not appreciated until long 'after

the original discoveries have been made. Who was·
wise enough, at the time Purcell and Bloch first
discovered nuclear magnetic resonance, .to .guess
that the method would become an important tool
for unravelling chemical structures? Or how could
one have guessed that Hahn and Strassmann's
radiochemical studies would have led to nuclear
energy? And indeed, my colleagues in high-energy
physics predict that what we learn about the world
of strange particles will in an as yet undiscernible
way teach us much about the rest of physics, not
merely much about strange particles. They beg
only for time to prove their point.

To this argument I say first that choices are al
ways hard. It would be far simpler if the problem
of scientific choice could be ignored. and possibly
in some future millennium it can be. But there is
also a more constructive response. The necessity for
scientific choice arises in "Big Science," not in
"Little' Science". Just as our society supports artists
and musicians on a small scale, so I have no ob
jection to-in fact, I strongly favor-:our society
supporting science that rates zero on all the ex
ternal criteria, provided it rates well on the in
ternal criteria (ripeness and competence) and pro
vided it is carried out on a relatively small scale.
It is only when science does make serious demands
on the resources of our 'society-when it becomes
"Big Science"-that the question of choice really
arises.

At the present time, with our society faced with
so much unfinished and very pressing business,
science can hardly be considered its major business.
For scientists as a class to imply that science can,
at this stage ill human development, be made the
,nain business of humanity is irresponsible-and,
from the scientist's point of view, highly dangerous.
It is quite conceivable that our society will tire
of devoting so much of its wealth to science, es
pecially if the implied promises held out when big
projects are launched do not materialize in any
thing very useful. I shudder to think what would
happen to science in general if our manned.space
venture turned out to be a major failure, if it
turned out, for example,. that man could not with
stand the re~entry deceleration forces after a long
sojourn in space. It is as much out of a prudent
concern for their own survival, as for any loftier
motive, that scientists must acquire the habit of
scrutinizing what they do from a broader point of
view than has been their custom. To do less could
cause a popular reaction which would greatly dam
age mankind's most remarkable intellectual attain
ment-modern scien~and the scientists who cre
ated it and must carry it forward.
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CRITERIA FOR SCIENTIFIC CHOICE II:
THE TWO CULTURES

ALVIN M. WEINBERG

The Financial Support of " Science as a Whole"

IN a previous paper 1 I proposed criteria which could be invoked in judging
how to allocate support to different, competing branches of basic scien~.
Such allocations seem to be ne~ssary because what society is willing to
spend on all of science is not enough to satisfy every worthy claim on" the
total funds available for science. i tum now to the broader question:
what critena can society use in deciding how much it can allocate to scien~

as a whole rather than to competing activities such as educ\\tion, social
security, foreign aid and the like?

That such a question can assume any urgency is in itself remarkable,
To have suggested that the Federal Government of the United Stales would
be spending about 3 per ~ent. of the gross national product for research
and development would have been unbelievable 25 years ago. Most of the
new attitude toward government support of science and technology was
prompted by war and fear of war. In the mind of the public, scientific
strength has been equated with military strength. Support of science at
first was ouly" dimly distinguished from support of the military. But this
attitude is changing, partly because the thermonuclear stalemate seems to
have reduced our fear of war, partly because the fantastic successes of
modem science have begun to penetrate the awareness of the public.
Science per se, as a valid human activity supported by the public, has
acquired some standing, possibly analogous to that of religion in the era
before the separation of church and state. As sciem;e has become big, it
has acquired imperatives, just like any other activity of government, to
expand and to demand an increasing share of public resources, and now,
for the first time, it has become big enough to compete seriously for money
with other major activities of. government.

The criteria for choice between different fields of basic science I proposed
earlier were of· two kinds-internal and external. Internal .criteria could
be established entirely within the scientific field being considered; these
criteria arise from the question: how competently is this field of science
performed? External criteria could be established only from olitside and
answered the questions: does this field of science illuminate other fields
of science; does it further desirable technological goals; does it further
broad social goals? My main point was that a good rating according to
the internal criteria was a necessarY but itot sufficient condition for large
scale public support of a field of science. Ouly if a field rated highly
according to criteria generated outside its own universe could it properly
expect large-scale support by society..

In so far as the support of scien~ as a whole can be viewed as different
from support of each of the separate branches and kinds of science, I believe
one .can apply analogous criteria. Society, in its support of science, assumes

1 "Criteria for Scientific Choice", Minerva, I (Winter. 1963). 2. pp. t5~l7J.
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that science is a competellt, responsible ulldertaking...Bllt society is
justified in asking more than this of '.' science asa whole.". However
vaguely stated, society expects. science somehow to serve certain social
goals. outside science itself. . It applies criteria from without science
broadly, criteria concerned with human values-when it assesses the proper
role of "science as a whole" relative to other activities. We scientists
concede this implicitly when we agree that responsibility for choosing
between science and other activities belongs primarily to the non-scientists
-the members of legislative bodies or the head of the executive branch ·of
government and his staff. In the language of Stephen Toulmin ' the choice
between" science done for its own sake" and other activities of the society
is a political choice, as contrasted to an administrative choice, and it is to be
made by politicians.

The ordering of human valnes upon which such choices must ultimately
be based is a philosophical question into which I will not enter here.
I shall assume that we have decided on social goals and shall then ask how
we can translate these into practical recipes for decidinghow much science
we can afford.

The Budgetary Separation of Pure and Applied Science

I shall dispose of the question of what fraction of society's overall effort
should go into" science as a whole" by arguing, along with many others,
that " science as a whole" is a misleading idea. The basis for the claim
which applied science makes on society is so different from that of pure
science that lumping them together clouds. the issue. Pure and applied
science ought not to be viewed as competing for money.

Applied science is done to achieve certain ends which usually lie outside
.of science. When we decide how much we should allocate to a project in
applied science, we at le~st implicitly assess whether we can achieve the
particlllar end better by scientific· research than by some other means.
For example, suppose we wish to control the groWth of population in India
and suppose we have at our disposal $200 x 10' per year for this purpose.
We could devote most of this sum to investigating fertility, to developing
better contraceptive techniques, or to studying relevant social structures in
some Indian village. Or, alternatively, we could use the money to buy and
'distribute existing contraceptive equipment, such as Griiffenberg rings,
perhaps using some of the money as incentive payment to induce women
to accept the techllique. Which way we spend our money is a matter of
tactics; evidently no general proposition can tell us how much of our effort .
ought to be spent on research rather than on practice in trying to achieve
effective birth control in India. The scientific work that goes toward solving
this problem ought to compete for money with alternative, non-scientific
means of controlling the growth of population in India rather than with
the study of, say, the genetic. code. More generally, where a piece of
research is done to further an end which society has identified as desirable,
support for this type of scientific work should be considered as part of
the bill for achieving the end, not as part of the "science budget". Only

2 .. The Complexity of Scientific Choice: A Stock~aking .., Minerva, If. (Spring, -1964), 1'3,
pp. 343-359.
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that scientific research which is pursued to further an end arising or lying
within science itself should be included in oUr " science budget".

This view has be<;ome quite popular in many recent discussions of the
subject.' It is appealing to the scientist beca\lse setting support for applied
science outside the science budget reduces the latter enormously-from
$16 x 10' to perhaps $1 x. 10 '. At this level the whole question of
choice between scientific and non-scientific activities becomes much less
significant.

But this stratagem is not as clearly justified as it appears at first sight.
Ruling applied science to be part of the budget of non-scientific activities,
not of the scientific budget, does not eliminate competition between applied
science and basic science. Applied science requires at a secondary level,
by and large, the same kind of people as does basic science. Building a
large accelerator engages electrical engineers who would otherwise be
available to help design control systems for rockets. In allocating support
for a given applied science, one must keep in mind the effect of such
allocation on basic science, and in supporti~g basic science, one must keep
in mind· the effect on applied science. Edward Teller has ,argued tbat
because of the great emphasis on basic sciences in our universities, we have
created an atmosphere that is uncongenial to applied science. He insists
that our important applied scientific undertakings suffer becauSe we tend
00 direct our best talents to basic science, our not-quite best to applied
science. Though Teller's contention is difficult to prove, my own experience
supports his view.

A second difficulty is that the aim of any given branch of applied science
tends to become diffuse as time goes on. The scientific work of any of
the large "mission-oriented" govermnent agencies started out specifically
to further the mission of the agency. But as time has passed, these clearly
defined, "mission-oriented" goals of applied scientific work have become
fuzzy. Byways that originally were germane to the mission flourish-an
investigation that began as' a promising approach to solve an aPplied
problem, 10 years later becomes an interesting study pursued for its own
sake, yet it continues to be described as " applied science". Thus to leave
applied science .out of the science budget would leave out a large amount
of research which was at one time motivated by an extra-scientific or applied
end, but which is now' pursued primarily because it is scientifically
interesting to those carrying on the research.

Finally, the motivation for basic science is itself often less than pure.
Is nuclear structure physics done to. further science or to ,help build
reactors? Is the structure of natural products pursued as a challenge
to scientific virtuosity in organic chemistry or because out of such studies
will come the knowledge of enzyme action which ultimately will lead to
control of metabolic disorders? Thus consideration of support of basic
research completely apart from applied research is not as clearly defined
a proposition as many proponents of this position hold.

Nevertheless, I believe the general principle of not considering the
budget for applied research as part of our ,. national science budget" al1d
including. only basic research in it has one overriding advantage. By

a A particular~y- cogent, presentation. of -this' position is made by Stephen-Toulmill• ·op.-'cit;
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allocating funds to any applied research as a certain fraction of the budget
of the (usually non-scientific) activity to which the research is intended to
contribute, we keep straight our reasons for supporting the applied research.
What this fraction should be mllst depend on internal criteria-such as, do
we s~e ways of making progress, or are good research workers available?
It probably should also depend on the impact that support of that field will
have on neighbouring basic fields.

The fraction of effort that goes into achievement of a broad end-like aid
to underdeveloped countries or national defence-by scientific research
instead 'of by non-scientific action can hardly be deci~ed entirely by the
scientists. The scientific approach to solutions of difficult social problems
is becoming increasingly popular. Yet in at least some proposals for
action of which I am aware-'-notably in foreign aid and control of world
population-it seems tome that excessive claims were made for science.
Scientists alone, when asked to judge how to solve a complex social
problem, more often than not recommend more scienre-just as high
energy physicists, when asked to recommend a programme in basic science.
will ask for more high-energy physicists or oceanographers for more
oceanography. .' To overstate the capacities of scientifip research as a
technique for .settling difficult social questions is no more sensible than
it is to understate them. Thus, just as I have argued that scientific
panels, judging how much money should be· allocated to one branch of
science rather ,than to another. should include representatives of neigh·
bouring, htanches of science, so a panel determining how much, scientific
research rather than U engineering" or "production"· will best achieye
a certain non-scientific end should inclllde non-scientists as well as scientists.

Support/or Basic Science as a Branch of High Culture

I bave argued in the foregoing 'that applied and basic science should have
separate budgets and that the budget for applied science should. be setas a
certain fraction of the effort allocated to the end (usually non-scie~tific)

whichapplied science furthers. To this extent I have avoided the problem
of choice between .. science as a whole" and other human activities by
denying the usefulness of the concept .. science as a Whole ". This still
leaves the question of basic science-the science which cannot be justified
by any reason except that it satisfies human curiosity. Are there some broad
social ends, outside of basic science, which basic science serves. and to
which its budget can be tied?

Obviously, some parts of basic science are' important to applied science:
in my view a much larger fraction of basic science is germane to applied
science than many of my basic scientific colleagues are willing to concede.
The bulk of the biological sciences is, in a sense, applied. For example, the
most recondite and ingenious elucidation of the genetic map of E. colj
is germane to the whole question of genetic abnormalities. (I often find it
amusing to argue with my biologist friends that mbst of what they do is
applied research.-that the important distinction. in a field of science
intrinsically so close to human affairs as is biology is not between" applied "
and .,basic" but between .. intelligent" and .. unintelligent ".) Or again,
plasma physics, a purely basic science. is central to thermonuclear research.
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an appll~d sci~nce which is pursu~d becaus~ W~ wish to ~n1arg~ mankind's
~n~rgy resources.

It is natural to propos~ that such basic r~s~arch r~ceiv~ a certain fraction
0:( th~ resourc~s going into th~ applied re~arch which it und~rli~s. Ev~ry

good appli~d· r~s~iu:ch laboratory aIIoca:t~s to basic r~s~arch a certain
fraction ofth~ r~sourc~sallocatoo to it for its r~lat~d applied r~s~rch. Th~

~tio ~f basic to appli~d r~s~arch ofren is v~ry high and is usually bigh~st in
tOO appli~d laboratori~s which hav~ had th~ most success in accomplishing
tlI~ir rechnological mission. What I sugg~st.is that on th~ national scal~,

also, basic res~arch be consid~r~d as a Iix~d charg~ on th~ appli~d r~s~arch

~ffort, wh~r~v~r th~ basic r~s~arch is inrend~d to contribut~ to a fi~ld of
applioo sci~nc~. In making an ass~ssm~nt of r~l~vance; I would inclin~

toward a broad int~rpr~tation: for ~xampl~, I would consid~ th~

cas~ of most r~~arch in biology as a prop~r ov~rh~ad charg~ to b~ ass~s~d

.against th~ r~sources aIIocared to agricultural and mooical r~s~arch.

But what about tho~ fi~lds of basic r~~arch, a few of th~m very
exPensive, which ar~ really v~ry remot~ from any applioo sci~ntific

probl~ms, which ar~ pursu~d primarily becau~ th~ re~rch~rs find th~

sci~nc~ inten~ly· int~r~stiug, oft~n becaure th~ findings ·in this fi~ld ar~

lik~ly to illuminat~ n~ighbouririg branch~s of basic sci~nc~? To what can
w~ ti~ th~ allocation of ~ffort for such activities?

This is th~ most puzzling of all th~ qu~stions concerning public suppoJ;t
of sci~nce and any propored solution must be put forward mosH~ntativdy.

For basic sci~nce of this kind is primarily a som~whatdisinrer~stoo

intell~ctual activity, in the sam~ s~ns~ as ar~ music, Jiteratur~ and art.
Ind~~d, th~ analogy betw~~n the creative arts and this purest kind of basic
science is sufficiently gr~t to sugg~st that, insofar as it must l]1ake the
choice, soci~ty might choore betw~~n the pure basic sci~nces on the one
hand and .the c=tiv~ arts on th~ oth~r. In allocating support for the
pur~st basic research, our allocations for th~ other creative activiti~s of man
might be taken as our guide.

There are many anaIogi~s bptw~n the pur~st basic research activity and
artistic activity. Each is an inrens~ly individual ex~rienCl:theeffect of
which transcends itself. The product of ~ch is immortal-the theory of rela
.tivity, just as surely as Hamlet or the Mona Lisa. Each is concernoowith
trutJi-the highest of human manifestations-the one with sci~ntific truth
(which deals with the reguJari~es in human ~xp~ri~nce), the oth~r with
artistic truth (whicbdeals with the individuality of human ex~rience).·

Each euriches our life in unm~ble though highly significant ways.
Each belongs not only to its c=tor or discoverer, but to all mllnkind

In a com~tition for support betw~n pure science and the arts, I.~
two major argum~nts--Qne.that supports the claim of sci~nceand the other,
the c1aim.of art. The argument that favours sci~nce (aside from the obvious
on~, to which. I shall return, that ev~n .tOO r~rnotest pure sci~nce may
eventually have practical application) is that scientific truth, being hared
on what we observe in nature. is publicly verifiable. wh~reasartistictruth.
·not SUbjec,~ to th~ same kind of control, is not publicly verifiable. Artistic

.. This point was illuminated for .me in Barzun, Jacques, Science: The Glorious Enterramo

mmt (New York:' Harper & Row. 1964). p.Z27 et seq.
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critics disagree just as often as they agree. - -They have no objective and
impartial arbiter, 'nature, to say what is true and what is not true. The
truth of science, on the other hand, is rigorously and publicly tested by
experiment or by observation or, ill the case of mathematics, by -logic.
Scientific criticism weeds out scientific nonsense more efficiently than artistic
criticism weeds out artistic nonsense because, ultimately, science is
monitored by a universal and approachable critic, nature, whereas art
has no comparable critic. Scientific research-and thought, ill-theirrilutual
and ruthless criticism which reach ever more strongly towards a whole
consistent structure, are embedded in what Michael Polanyi has called the
"Republic of Science" '-the entire scientific community whose mutual
illteraction is governed by rules of scientific conduct tlJatarethemselves
laid down by nature, the great scientific lawgive:r. The republic of science
forces science to be a responsible undertaking, at least in the sense that
what science does is true and, in some approximation, true forever. The
correspondillg republic of the arts has no such final arbiter that can force
art to be as responsible as science. In so far as publicimpport ought to go
for the more responsible undertaIdng,the purest science in this regard
merits more support than do the arts.

But there is another argument which at present favours the arts. Pure
science-that is, science which does not have foreseeable practical applica
tions, such as elementary particle physics or cosmology-is by and large an
arcane enterprise which is appreciated mainly by its practitioners. The
arts, on the other hand, ate generally less restrlcled ill their audience: many,
more people in the world today can gain enjoyment fiom listening to
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony than they can from reading Schroedinger's
paper on quantisation as an eigen-value problem. Granted' that the
inteIlecrual delight experienced by the creator ill pure science matches
that of the creatorin art, the direct products of the latter's efforts at present'
probably give more enjoyment to more people than do the products of the
former. Of course, ill so far as even the purest science may eventually
result ill practical applications, it too affects the public at large; but we are
speaking here of the science whose practical application is minimal.

The weIl-paid pure scientists among my friends wiIl undoubtedly object
to being converted into scientific bohemians shivering ill poorly heated
garrets. But I don't think pure science is doomed to that poor an exis~nce

if our society decides, even now, to support it on, about the same 'sCale
as it supports the arts. It is true that the arts are supported poorly by
government, but the total paid by the society, ,i.e" pnvate individuals' and
associations, governments, local and federal, for the arts is not negligible and
the support is growing. In estimating the total support we give to the
arts, we must include the value of theatre admissions, the value of books,
better magazines and good records, the total that goes to our performiJ1g
arts, as weIl as the direct subsidies ill the form of grants to creative artists.
~he total spent by the United States on all activities that one way or
another are concerned with the arts amounte<ll.in 19~O to around $2,500

s Polanyi, M., "'The Republic of Science: Its Political and Economic Theory ",Minerva, I
(Autumn, 1962), I, pp. 54-73. '
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million.6 Only a fraction of this amount is spent directly by the federal
government but this is not relevant. Pure science, unlike music or
literature, pro(\uces ·no directly saleable commodity and so if it is to be
supported at all by the public it must be supported by the public through
its government.

Moreover, it seems Iikel:;, with the increase in leisure, and the decrease
in the amount we spend on armaments, that a larger and larger fraction of
our national income will go into the arts. Voices have been raised
favouring a National. Arts Foundation, paralleling the National Science
Foundation, To make of pure science an avenue for expression of our
creative intellectual energy, quite parallel to August Heckscher's' proposal
to make of the arts such aill instrument, strikes me as higWy appealing.
This latter viewpoint was stated eloquently ?y N. N. Semenov,' the Soviet
chemist; he visualises science in the world of the future being appreciated
and practised as widely as are the arts in the. world today,.-every man a
scientist, to the extent of Ius intellectual capacity.

I put forward the idea that the purest science be supported in the same
spirit and at rougWy the SalTIe level as the arts as only one among several
possibilities. The arts, afDor all, are not theQD1y non-scientific activity
which gives deep intellectuall or spiritual satisfaction.. For example, religion
even today gives great spiritual satisfaction to many people-in our country
to many more than do the arts or sciences. .And indeed, a case can. be
made for using the level of support of religion instead of art as a yardstick
for how much pure science our society ought to support.

And yet, despite the analogies between science and art, or between
science and religion, the idea of relating the degree of support of one to
the degree of support of the other is somehow forced and artificial and not
really satisfactory. In the long run how much our society is going to
spend on basic science depends upon the extent to which non-scientists
develop the intellectual power and taste to appreciate, if not to discover,
science. The question then is: is it really likely that society will develop so
congenial an. attitude towards science-say as congenial an attitude as it
now displays towards the arts or religion-that it wilIsupport the basic
scientist at the level he thinks he needs?

Most scientists believe that. society will be missing something very
important should it nol de:velop. such an attitude towards pure science.
Every scientist knows that much of the satisfaction he derives from his
scientific career comes not only from his own original discoveries, but also
from the thrill he experiences when he understands, for· the first time,
someone else's great discovery. My own experience during the past half
dozen years illustrates the point. During these years, atleast five major
discoveries have been made in physics: the Mossbauer effect, the overthrow
of parity, the laser, the sUlperconducting magnet, and the SU, symmetry

8 Estimate by A. Mitchell of. Stanford Research Institute, as reported by Business Week,
19 January, 1%3, p. 68.

T Heckscher, August, U The Art:; in the 1980s", a lecture at Oswego State University,
Oswego, New York. (1964).

8 Semenov, N. N., It The World of the Future t" The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, XX
(FebnIary, 1964),PP. l~lS; t~e same, idea was.aIso expressed by George Bernard Shaw
in Back to Methuselah. .
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in strong interactions. After each oUhese discoveries I blessed my decision
to study physics, since only because I knew some physics could I experience
the unique intellectual satisfaction that appreciation of a discovery, almost'
as much as the discovery itself, affords.

One need not be a great intellect to appreciate a scientific discovery, at
least enough to give one real satisfaction. I would guess that all those
iDtelligent enough to take a university degre:e could learn enough to

, appreciate some branch of science: if not the most sophisticated parts, then
at least the simpler parts. Nor is it necessary for all the public to wider
stand all of basic science. Just as science itself has fragmented under the
pressure of the information explosion, so I visualise that "lay-scientists "
would also' form somewhat separate communities: perh~ps there' might
develop the equivalent of" molecular biologyflUu clubs", "high-energy fan
clubs", .. oceanography fan clubs", even as we now have amateur astrono

,mel'S, radio" h=s " and hi-fi enthusiasts.
To educate so' many people to a point where they can achieve a ,sense

of participation in the march of science pose:s a major'problem. The
, scientists themselves will have to spend much effort conveying their message,
,in intelligible terms, to the rest of society. They will have ,to deal sym
'pathetically (much more so than I think they do now) with the scientific
popularisers and with the scientific eduCators. If the scientists and their

,para-scientific associates are unable to convey this sense of scientific adven
ture to the community that supports them, I cannot see how the purest basic
research can, in the long run, expect to receive the support it will demand
in the future.

The problem faced by the fUture scientists has been stated by Professor
Eugene Wigner as follows:

. . • we all hope that the present oompetillons ,for the most powerful
military posture will become unnecessary soon-perhaps in 10 years,
perhaps in 20 years. Quite likely, not only will the present unquestioning
support of science cease then; it will be replaced by distrUst and even
unpopularity. Nobody likes his companions and helpers of a past life
from which he has turned to a better one. Wlilat will be the role of science
then, where the scientist will be' no longe!' a. source of power of the
government, after having been pamper«! so long, is not en,!irelypleasant
to contempll>!e. However, it may be useful. Science that is useless in the
sense that it does not help to satisfy other cravings, is s1lll one of the
noblest endeavours of man; it would be moSt pitiful if inankind turned
away from science, just when it will haveth.. leisure to pursue science in
its more noble form.9

Support for Basic Science as an Overhead Charge' on Applied Science
and Technology ,

I confess to a residual scepticism ahout our society acquiring this
sophistication in the short run, which means, for the working scientist, the
years until his retirement. It, is, probably utopian......as much as Shaw's
Back to' Methuselah-to expect ,every man in the street to become an
=ateur scientist or even a science fan.

Thus, much as I hope that our society will acquire this scientific

& " Prospects in Nuclear Seil';'nce", an address delivered· at the Twentieth Anniversary
Celebration, Oak Ridge National :Laboratory, 4 November. 1963. '
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sophistication, it seems clear that in the near. as opposed to the distant,
future we shall have to present a more realistic claim on society's support
of basic science done .for ,the sheer intellectual pleasure it affords its
practitioners. I therefore return to my earlier suggestion that basic science
in fields clearly relevant to applied science be viewed as an overhead
charge on that particular applied science-that is, against the political
mission the applied science is intended to accomplish. I would extend
the idea and urge that the purest basic science be viewed as an overhead
c/large on the society's entire technical enterprise-a burden that is assessed
on the whole activity because, in a general and indirect sort of way, such
basic science is expected l~ventua11y to contribute to the technological
system as a whole. In some cases, the help will turn out to be direct. as
when a discovery in cosmology illuminates a point in nuclear structure
physics; in more cases it will be indfrect as when a professor, whose research
is in an abstruse field of mathematics, inspires a young engineering student
with the beauties of the classical calculus of variations.

Some such view of the: relation of the' purest basic science to the
entire technical enterprise was implicit in Executive Order 10521 issued in
1954 by Ptesldent Eisenhower concerning the terms of reference of the
newly founded National Science Foundation;

As now' ot hereafter authorised.or permitted by law, the foundation shall
be increasingly responsible for providing support by the federal' government
for, gener3l-purpose be.lcresearch ,through contracts and grants. The
conduct ,and sup",,"t by other federal ,agencie., of basic reoearoh in area'
which are closely related ro their mio.nonsis recognised as iinp.ortaOtand
desirable, especially in response to current national, needs, and shall
obntinne..

From this point of view one has furtlier reduced the JimenSion ot the
problem of how much, " science" shall we support Applied science,lUI,d
engineering have already been ruled to be 'outside the" science as a whole",'
budget. inasmuch as they are a means of achieving apolitically deJ,ined mis- '
sion. ,Basic science, which iis closely related to an applied science (such as
biology, vis-a-vis medicine), is ali overhead assessed against the related
applied science, and therefore' its level of support is again tied closely to a
politically defined end. And finally, the purest basic science, viewed as an
overhead against the entire 'enterprise, would, in analogous fashion, receive
support at a level determined as a fraction of the entire remaining technical
enterprise. What this ,fraction should be would itself be a political
decision-but if all such Iresearch is supported by a National Science
Foundation, as suggested by the Executive Order of President Eisenhower,
this political decision would amount each year to setting the budget of the
National Science Foundation. Of, course this political decision wOu1d be
inlluene¢ in part by the public's attitude towards science; but it would
also be inI1,!enced by the attitude of legislators who are probably more
inclined towards science than is the general. public, since so much of the,
business of national legislative bodies now involves science and engineering
in one way or another.

Whete; do the Criteria,of choice I proposed in my' previous paper fit
into such a scheme? As I see the matter now, they would be used both
by mission-oriented agencies in making administrative decisions with
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respect to different kinds of basic science alidby a body with very broad
terms of reference, independently of any technological task such as those
givel1 to the National Science Foundation in the United States, in choosing
between different basic fields. Within each allocation of funds made for a
politically defined task there will ilIways be more claimants than there are
funds and choices will still have to be made. The beauty of the idea of basic
reseaIiCh as a "scientific overhead" is that it reduces the ,size of each
allocation of funds for scientific research to a more manageable proportion.

Thus I have turned a full circle: I began by asking how much" science
as a whole" our society could afford. .In developing my views, I have
successively rel1ucedthe'lI1agDftlldeof science willich competes with society's
other activities, first by ruling the costs of applied science to be overhead
charges on the tasks it sought to further; secondly by ruling the costs of
mission-related basic science to be an overhead charge on mission'related
applied science; and now by suggesting that the purest science be anoverhead
on the entire technological system. This is not to say that I object to the
view of " science as cuiture", a view which places science per se directly
in competition with other activities of the'society. It is merely that, in the
shortterm, basic science viewed aS1l11 overhead charge on technology is a
more practical way of justifying basic science lhan is basic science viewed
as ali analogue of art. Until and unless our society acquires the sophistica
tion needed to appreciate basic science adequately, we can hardly expect
to find in the admittedly lofty view of "science as culture" a basis for
support at the level which we scientists believe to be proper and in the
best interests both of society and of the scienti<sts.
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SCIENTIFIC CHOICE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE

ALVIN M. WEINBERG

I CONTEND in this paper that of all the sciences now supported »y our
society. biomedical science ought to stand first. We are. or ought to be•
.entering an age of biomedical science and biomedical technology that could
rival in. magnitude and rielmess the present age of physical science and
physical technology. Whether we .shall indeed enter this age will depend
upon the attitude toward Big Biology adopted by biomedical scientists and
governmental agencies that support biology. Whether ,the age of Big
Biology will be truly rewarding will depend on. the common sense and
integrity of all who participate in this adventure.

The Ongoing Debate
The scientific-political world has been debating scientific priorities with

~owing zeal during the past three or four yeats; yet in this debate the voice
of the biologist has been rather mute. The public debate began. informally.
witlI a number ·of essays on scientific choice by American and English
authors.' Since then the debate 4asbecome. more formal and quite
widespread.. For example. in .the United States. the Committee on Science
and Public Policy (C.O.s.P,IU.P.) of the National Academy of Sciences has
sponsored reports by groups representing different branches of science;

,

these reports summarise the achievements. promise and needs of particular
branches of science. Such" planning reports" on ground-based. astro
nomy 2 and chemistry S hav" already appeared. Similar reports on physics.
computers. mathematics and botany are being prepared. In the biomedical
sciences a comparable effort under the leadership of Professor Philip
Handler is just getting under way. Other reports such as those on earth
sciences 4 and high energy physics' have also been published.

Despite the value of these formal reports. I think it is important that
the informal debate on sdentific priorities continue. Formal reports

1 Carter, C. F., '.' The Distribution of Scientific Effort", Mimrva. I, 2 (Winter, 1963),
pp. 172-181; idem. Letter to the Editor, Minerva, II, 3 (Spring, 1964)• .pp. 382-383;
Dedijer, Stevan. Letter to the Editor. Minerva, III, 1 (Autumn, 1964), pp. 126-129;
Maddox, lohn, •• ClOke and the Scientific Conununity", Minerva. ,n, 2 (Winter, 1964),
pp. 141-159; TouImin,Stephen, U The Complexity of Scientific Choice: A Stocktaking",
Mi!Jerva, II, 3 (Spring, 19(4), pp. 343-359; Weinberg, Alvin M.," Criteria for Scientific
Choice no Minerva, I, 2 (Winter, 1963), pp. 159-171·; idem, Letter to the Editor, Minerva.
II, 3 (Spring, 1964), pp. 383-385; idem" .. Criteria for Scientific Choice II: The Two
Cuttures"~ Minerva, III, 1 (Autumn, 1964), pp. 3-14.

2 Ground-based Astronomy: A Ten Year Program. A Report prepared by the Panel on
Astronomical Facilities for the Committee on Science and Public Policy of the National
Academy of Sciences (Washington: National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council, 1964). .

8 Chemistry: Opportunities and Needs. A Report on Basic Research in U.S. Chemistry
by the Committee for the Suntey of Chemistry, National Academy of Sciences-...National
Research Council (Washington: National Academy of Sciences-National Research
CQuncil.I96Sl.

"Solid-Earth Geophysics: Surve}' and Outlook. Panel on Solid-Earth Problems of the
Geophysics Research Board and Division of Earth Sciences, National Academy of
Sciences-National Research, !Council (Washington: Natio,nal Academy of Sciences
National Research Council, 1964).

II Report of the Panel on High Energy Accelerator Physics of the General Advisory Com
mittee to the Atomic Energy Commission and- the President's Science Advisory Committee,
TID-18636 (Washington: U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of Technical
Information" 1~3).
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delineating the achievement and promise of various fields all ten4 to be
isomorphic. It makes little; difference whether the field is astronomy,
physics, or computers: its achievements have been outstanding, its promise
superb and its needs and tastes very expensive. Nor is this surprising.
Each report is prepared by dedicated members of a piuticular scientific
community, whose passions and aspirations, as well as knowledge, centre
on a single field. The very reasonable theory underlying the Preparation
of these reports is that each field should put its very best foot forward.
Judgements among the fields would then be made by a higher body, like
the President's Science Advisory Committee, that represents many different
scientific fields .

Actually, the political process, out of which flows our ~lfdering of
priorities does not work that neatly. Though Ithe Science Adviser carries
great weight,Congress,and the separategovemment agencies ·tuust also
be reckoned with and their views are harder to bring into focus. Interpreta
tive and philosophic analyses of the problem of scientific choice, particularly
judgements as to relative priority, will therefore remain important. Such
judgements, by the nature of things, can hardly be other than individual
opinions. Out of such individualviews and opinions is fashioned a climate
of thinking, an intellectual environment, which impinges in countless small
ways on those in Congress and in the agencies who make scientific policy.

Some'such view of the nature of the problem of choice, as viewed by
Congress, was implicit in the response by lheCommittee on Science and
Public Policy to two questions asked recently by the Subcommittee on
Research and Development of the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics. In effect, the Chai11llan of the S:ubcommittee, Congressman
Daddario asked first, how much science our society should support; and
second, how should the total science pie be cut? Rather'than hammering
out a ,weak consensus to such loaded questionS, Professor George
Kistiakowsky, former Chairman of c.O.S.P.D.P., asked each member of
the committee to prepare an essay for which he alone was responsible,
although each essay was criti~ised by other members of the group. This
way of dealing with a question of public policy preserves the congressional
tradition of eliciting many different opinions in arriving at a course of
action. The collection of 15 essays on scientific choice is, I believe, a useful
contribution to the debate on allocation of resources to science.'

The Argument for Biomedical Research ,
Any judgement as to the relative worth of any field of human activity

involves an assessment of how that activity bears on human values, In
particular, \ye support lllrge-scale science beCause, in one way or another,
we believe that out of large-scale science, will come human benefits or
values. Now the, value of sciel1ce cannot be detcnnined from within science.
It is a venerable philosophic principle that the value of any universe of

e Basic Research and N.ationaf Goals. A Rep~rt to the' Co~mitteeon Science and
Astronautics;' :U.S., House, oj:,Representatives; by the National Academy of Sciences
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965), ix + 336 pp. '.

Two of the papers by members of the Committee on Science and Public Po1icy~
.. Federal-Support.,ofBasic Research: ,Some Economic: Issues" by H;G. Johnson and
t'Scientific Choice, Basic Science and Applied "Missions" by A. M. Weinberg-were
reprinted, in ~inerv~, ~II, 4 (Summer, 196~), pp. 500-523.
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discourse must be judged frem outside that universe of discourse. It
was for this reason that, in au earlier article on scieutific choice,' I urged
that large-scale public support be given a field of science only if it rated
well with respect to what I called "external criteria". These I identified
as technological merit (meaning bearing on related techuology), scientific
merit (meaning bearing on related fields of scieuce) and social merit
(including national prestige, culture, etc.).

Of all the bases for claiming large-scale public support ofa scientific
activity, the possibility of alleviatiug human· disease •through such activity
is one of the most compelling. Of all the sciences, the biomedical sciences
are most directly aimed at and most relevant to alleviating man's most
elementary snfferings-disease and premature death. There is urgency of
the most excruciating kind in getting on with this job. The assault on
human disease, insofar as it may result in alleviation of immediate everyday
human suffering, has an urgency about it cOlnparable to the urgency with
which a nation prosecutes a war. Indeed, I would draw an analogy in this
regard between war-time- n:search in physics and present-day research in
the biomedical sciences.

This claim ,to urgency. can hardly be matched by any of the other great
· fields of natural science. Certainly those fields that base their claims to
support primarily on the promise of enlarging the human spirit have, to
my mind. a less valid case for urgency than do those fields that base their
claim on the possibility of curing or preventing human disease. ·SU(n)

· symmetry is magnificent and soul-satisfying to those who understand it; a
cure for leukaemia is more immediate in its benefit to mankind.

Are the biomedical sciences that relevant to the conquest of disease?
To an applied scientist like me, this question seems absurd. What strikes
an observer most about modem biology is how the new viewpoints have
unified the subject. The genetic code appears to be universal, The dogma
of protein synthesis-DNA, messenger RNA, transfer RNA. protein
seems to be valid in almost every life form. The same 20-odd amino acids
build proteins in bacteria, :in mice. and in men. This unity suggests that
most of what we learn about biological mechanisms in almost any animal
is likely to have ultimate medical applications. whereas the same degree
of relevance to application cannot be claimed for large parts of modem
physics. or astronomy, or mathematics. In the biomedical sciences the
distinction between pure and applied is rather irrelevant. The distinction
is better m.<tde between intellig~nt, imaginative research and unintelligent,
plodding research. As a matter of tactics. I have therefore argued that all
of the biomedical sciences be viewed as applied science, even though I
know that calling some of my. good friends who .consider themselves to

·be basic biological scientists .. applied" scientists hardly endears me to
them. Yet from the point of view I am discussing her~the validity of the
biomedical sciences' claim to urgency and therefore the validity of their
claim to large-scale sUPPOlt from society-the position of biology is far
stronger if it regards itself as fighting the war against disease instead of
the war to enlarge the human spirit. worthy as the latter is.

If the biomedical sciences are viewed .as applied sciences. aimed at
1 Weinberg, Alvin M., ., CriterIa' for ,Scientlflc'-Ciiciii:e" Minerva. 'I. '2 (Winter, 1963),

pp. 159-171.
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alleviating disease, then in assessing their priority they should be judged
not so much against other branches of science that are not aimed at the
same goal but rather against alternative means of alleviating disease. The
most obvious such alternative is medical practice, including treatment
centres, hospitals, medical education, nursing care, etc. And indeed,.1
believe· there is evidence ·of competition between the demands of medical
praotice and the demauds of medical research. I refer to the frequently
quoted statistics showing that the relative number of A students in first-year
medical school in the United States fell from 40 per cent. to 13'4 per cent.
during the period from 1950 to 1960.' Although it is hard to document,
I have always believed that at least part of this loss in quality was a
consequence of the favoured position of the graduate student in biomedical
research as compared with his counterpart in medicine. The United States
Government has made fellowships available for the research student but,
with few exceptions,. not for the medical student. I expect this situation
to change in the United States as a result of such studies as that by the
President's Commission on Heart Disease, CaMer and Stroke, .'oVhich bring
the country's attention to the U:eed for more medical practice. My own
view is that we need more biomedical science and more medical practice
and that the two, taken together, deserve very high priority in the allocation
of resources.

The Prospect at Returns tram Biomedical Research
Relevant as is the aim of a science to achievement of a recognised

human value-in the case of biology to the elimination of human disease
-this can only be a partial justification for large-scale pUblic support.
Before any scientific field can expect SUpp0l1l: oUi a very large scale it must
be at a stage where large-scale public support is likely to produce useful
results. Anyone who claims that biomedjcal science should become our
number one scientific priority must show that this field is likely to give
fair return for support received.

In this respect the situation in the biomedical sciences at first sight
seems to stand between certain of the physical sciences and the behavioural
sciences. Judging by the criterion of direct relevance to hnman welfare,
any ordering would almost surely place the behavioural sciences
at least on a par with, if not above, the biomedical sciences; the more
abstract physical sciences would almost surely rate below these. Judging

. by the criterion of intellectual readiness for exploitation-i.e., whether it is
a lack of large-scale support which is mainly re:sponsible for restraints on
progress-abstract physical science, like eleml~ntary particle physics or
astronomy, is probably ahead of biomedical sciences and the behavioural
sciences are much farther behind. This at least is the view one would
gather from the strength of the plea for support made by the physical
scientists, compared with the relative weakness of the plea we hear from
the biomedical scientists. I think, however, tha.t the biomedical scientists
understate their case.

To begin with, the war on human disease is a tangible war~more

8 Wiggins, Walter -S.,et al., .. Medical Education in the United States", Journal of the
American Medical Association, CLXXVIII, 6, 11" November, 1961, p. 601.
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tangible, say, than our efforts to enlarge the hiilltan spirit-and it should
be fought with ,the same attitudes we adopt when fighting a real war.
We expect smaller returns per dollar expended when fighting a war than,
when carrying on a less crucially important activity. So I would argue
that, because of the importance of each victory in the battle against disease,
we ought to be willing to get Jess per dollar spent on biomedical' research
than we are willing to get from expenditures on the more remote fields of
science. We should stop putting more resources into the enterprise only
wben we have reached a stage of negative returns-when more resources
reduce the total useful output,-not merely raise the unit cost of an increased
total output. ,

I believe the biomedical 'sciences are not near the stage where addi
tional large-scale support will reduce the total output of,the entire enter
prise. It is apparent even to the most casual observer that we are beginning
to understand many of the life processes which have been mysteries for so
long: the revolution in molecular biology, including the unravelling of
genetic codes, determination of the structure of proteins and insights into
enzyme action; or the beautiful elucidation of the mechanism of nerve
action; or the new insights into the genetic control of immune mechanisms;
or the extraordinary implication of viruses 'in some cancers, notably
animal leukaemia, although their role had long been suspected. One can
hardly believe that the many fruitful points of departure uncovered during
the past declide are anywhere close to being exploited; or that, if more
well-trained, well-supported, investigators were set to work, neW and
startling points of departure would not emerge.

Moreover, the biomedical sciences can be force-fed, even more than
they are now being force-fed. More money for biology has raised th"
salaries of biologists, at least in the United States, so that now the bio
logists enjoy an unaccustomed affluence. Though this state of affairs annoys
administrators, particularly of multi-disciplinary. laboratories where
disciplines use each other's salary schedules as ratchets, the overall effect
as far as biomedical science- is concerned is, on balance, good. More
intelligent young men and women are attracted to well-paid careers than
to poorly paid ones. In the United States such force-feeding of a discipline
in the past has produced r,,,ults. For example, the Atomic Energy Com
mission, by pouring money into .nuclear research, caused nuclear research
to flourish and encouraged many young science students to go into nuclear
research. Or again, the Atomic Energy C<)mmission and the U.S. Depart
ment of Defense deliberately established about a dozen interdisciplinary
materials research laboratories; though. iUs too early to say poSitively,
my impression is that mat.;rials research in, the United States has profited
by this action.

,
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The Absorption Capacity of Biomedical R~search

There are other reasons, intrinsic to the changing style of research in
biology, why more money will be needed., Most obvious is the growing

cost of equipment. A modem electron microscope now costs $40,000 and
mpreand more cellular biology se.ems t~ depend,on -the electron 'microscope.
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Even now attempts are being made bOth at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
and at Argonne National Laboratory to devellop an electron microscope
with a resolution of lAo

• Such a device, if successful, would enable one
:to identify individual atoms In biological molecules. It could cost several
million dollars.

-But there are other, possibly subtler, reasons why biological research
is becoming more expensive and is requiring more people. In earlier times,
when biology was Little Science par excellence, biologists were content to
look only at those problems that could be handled by the style of Little
Science. Genetics was done with fruit flies,with their large chromosomes,
because fruit flies are inexpensive, not because fruit flies are as much like
man as are mammals. Those questions that required large protocols of
expensive animals were answered poorly or not at all~not because the
questions were unimportant but because to answer them was expensive and
required the style of Big Science which was so foreign to the biologists'

, tradition.
But this is changing, in part at least, because' the Big Scientists from

neighbouring fields have taught the sin of Big Science to the biologists.
Perhaps the best known example of the drastically changed style of some
biological research is the large-scale mouse, genetics eJ<periment of Dr.
W. L. Russell at Oak Ridge. For the past 16 years Russell has been study
ing the: genetic effects of ionising radiation in a mammal, the mouse. Since
mutations even at high dose rates are so rare, Russell uses colonies con
taining 100,000 mice. To 'perrorm such experiments takes much money
and many peOple; and yet it seems impossible to visualise any other way
of obtaining the data.

The problem of large protocols which Russell faced and the Atomic
Energy Cotnmissionsolved (at a cost of $IO'/year for this single
experiment) is one which arises in many other situations. The increasingly
important matter of low-level physical and chemical insults to the biosphere
will require many large ell'periments if we are to assess accurately the
various hazards that now bombard us. Or take old age, the commonest
.. disease" of all: merely because the effects are subtle and often appear
haphazardly, the study of aging requires large and expensive protooois.
The tradition of the biolo~sts, and it is a velY honourable and desirable
tradition, has been a niggardly ope; biomedical research avoided expensive
experiments even if expensive e~periments were required to obtain reliable
statistics. I believe that biology, while continuing its tra.dition ofLittle
Science, shall have to accept also the style of Big Science and that, even
though this is expensive, the biologists will find the public willing to
support them.

There is another trend in the style of biology which will add to its
expense. This is the increasinglyinterdiscipl.inary character of mOdem
biology and, particularly, its' increasing dependence on the techniques and
methOds of the physical sciences and even. of tJie engineering sciences. A
few examples, taken from OUT own experience at Oak Ridge, wi1l illustrate
these points. For example, in attacking the problem of mdiationinsult, we
have mobilised biochemists, cytologists, geneticists, pathologists and bio
physicists. Our dependence on disciplines even farther removed from
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biology is growing. Thus, our biochemisls, nplably Dr. G. D. Novelli and
Dr. M. P. Stulberg, need large quantities Qf,t-RNA, preferably separated
into unique fractions, to study how amino acids are assembled into proteins.
The problem in many ways is one in chemical engineering and some of
the chemical engineers, particularly Mr. A.. D. Kelmers, at OakRidge
National Laboratory have pitched in to help. What the chemical engineers
have done already strikes me as being rather impressive. They have been
able to extract as much as 600 grams of pure t-RNA from 300 kilograms of
E. coli by fractionating crude nucleic acids in a sodium acelate-isopropanol
mixture followed by selective elution from a DE.AE-cellulose col,!",n.
They have then fractionated, the specific t-RNAs by using a liquid ion
exchange system based on quarternary ammonium compounds of the
general sort developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in refining
uranium ores. The resulting separations are superior to any that have been
achieved by older methods.

Second, I mention, again from Oak Ridge experience, the exciting
developments in zonal centrifugation applied to biology. For many years
very high speed, very large, ,continuously. fed centrifuges have been devel
oped for separating the isotopes of uranium. Much of this work has been
carried out at the K-25 Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Some four years ago,
Dr. N. G. Anderson of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Biology Divi
sion realised that such centrifuges, snilably modified, might separate
cellular moieties on a larger scale than could be done with any other.
technique. And.indeed, with the generous support of the National Cancer.
Institute and the Atomic Energy Commission, this is exactly what has
happened. With these centrifuges Anderson has been able to detect yirus
like particles in leukaemic blood more consistently than have most
other investigators Who do not have this tool available. I would expect
Anderson's Centrifuges to b<--eome widely used in biomedical research, even
though some of his centrifuges cost as much as $45,000.

I could list many other inslaDces of the growing interaction between the
biological sciences and the physical and engineering sciences-for example,
the technique of medical scintillation spectrometry which has becpme a
medical specialty in its own right; or the wide use of oomputers in bio
medical science; or, for that matter, the application of the methods of
quantum chemistry to the llIttempts to underSland the carcinogenic action
of aromatic hydmcarbons. But I have given enough examples to bring
out the main points: that biomedical science is becoming even more inter
disciplinary; that the disciplines and techniques it draws upon are expen
sive; and that this will add to the expense of biomedical science.

The Division of Labour between Universities and Research Institutes

The changing style of biomedical research and .its great and urgent
expansion will affect the future organisation of such research. At, presellt,
a very large part of biomedical research is carried out at universities~

institutions .that are,or should be,committed to education at least as strongly
as they are committed to research. University biomedical research must
flourish and, to do this, it must grow. We, shall have .to mainlain Little
Biol0ll>: ,as well as Big Biology and We shall have to produce many more
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trained biomedical scientists if we are to attack, with either style, the
problem of human disease with, sufficient urgency.

But much of the great expansion in biomedical research should take
place in biomedical research institutes, many of which will be directly
affiliated with universities, but many of which will not. For, as Professor
Rossi put it so well in a recent issue of Daedalus,' the social ecology of
the university is not as well suited to a massive attack aimed at a single"
goal as is the ecology of the research institute. In ,the first place. the
traditional departmental structure of the university is poorly suited to
interdisciplinary approaches. In the s<;eond place. in the university indi
viduality and academic freedom are preciously guarded prerogatives and
these are often incompatible with achieving suee.ess in tasks that require
cooperation.

The ecology of the research institute has a different tone: it is more
hierarchical. its members interact with one another more strongly, and it
is interdisciplinary. In the individualistic. competitive university environ
ment, genius flourishes but things go slowly because each geuius works by
himself with his own small group of students and assistants. In the less
individualistic. cooperative institute environment, genius probably does not
flourish as well but things go very fast because so many different talents
can be brought to bear on a given problem. It is a. place in 'which. however,
a single. very able man can exert much more power and influence thaIl he
can in the university environment; it is a place where the whole is often
much more than the sum of its parts.

If one accepts the proposition that biomedical science ought to be
pursued with the same urgency with which we pursue military research.
then theiiistitute provides a better setting for such activity 'than does the
university. In speaking this way I admit to being very much iIlfluenced by
our own experience at Oak Ridge. There we have a prototype of a large
biomedical institute: its central theme is the radiation insult to the bio
sphere. In pursuing this major theme, many disciplines are brought to
bear. The enterprise is bellevolently hierarchical; it is large; it is inter
disciplinary; and I think it is e1rective.

I would therefore suggest that much of the big expansion in biomedical
research ought to go toward, establishing additional interdisciplinary
institutes. like the Sloan-KetteriIlg Institute. or the contemplated environ
mental health institute of the World Health Organisation. Certainly close
connections with the universities are desirable; hut I do not regard theSe
as primary. The main job is to learn as much as possible in as short a time
as possible to alleviate human sllffering. In some' c-ases this aim is furthered
by close association with a university. I suspect that there are many cases
where only a loose university affiliation is desirable.

Collaboration with the PhysicalSciences: Financial Aspects

The coming age of biomedical science will inlpose on administrators of
biomedical research a new and unaocusto.med responsibility toward the
physical scienc.es. I ,have already alluded to the increasing relevance of

9 Rossi, Peter H. t .. Researchers, Scholars and Policy Makers: The Politics 'of LargeScale
Raearch ", Daedalus, LXLII, 4 (Fall, 1964), pp. 1142-11161.
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the physical sciences to the biomedical sciences. It is time for the com
munity of biomedical science to recogIlise its dependence upon certain of
the physical sciences and to assume a pi'oper share of their support.

Support of certain parts of physical science has already been taken
up by the biomedical sciences. For example, iiI the United States, the
National Institutes of Health are now the largest single supporters of basic
chemical research in the universities. But my impression is that such
slIpport tends to be somewhat constrained by narrow interpretations
of relevance.

Research in many of the physical. sciences-like structural organic
chemistry, or X-ray and neutron diffraction, or even certainparts of solid
state physics-is the proper concern.ofthe biological sciences. The whole
Watson-Crick development would have been impossible had it not been
for major developments in the techniques of X-ray diffraction. Moreover,
more and more of the world's leading biologists seem to be coming from
the physical sciences: I mention, for example, Dr. Francis Crick, or
Professor Seymour Benzer, or Professor Paul Doty, or Dr. Kenneth Cole.
The. debt owed to the physical sciences by the biomedical sciences is one
of long standing and it is growing. It is now time for the biomedical
sciences to beginrepaying this debt.

The baiicphysical sciences in the United Statest are facing a major
financial crisis. In the past they have been supported largely Qy three
agencies: tbe Deparln1ent of Derense, Atomic Energy Commission, and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. But the niissipns of
these three agencies-defense, atomic energy and exploration of space
are not likely to receive increasing support; on the contrary, the vnited
States in the past year has made the political decision to keep these agencies
at about their present level, or even to reduce them somewhat. Thus the
physical sciences,insofar as they are supported because they are relevant
to the achievement of the missions of these agencies, are probably destined
to receive relatively less support in the future than they have in the past.

But this predicament oomes at the time when support ·for the bio
sciences should greatly increase and when the connections between the
physical and the biomedical sciences become ever stronger. What is more
natural than. to ask the biomedical sciences to carry a fair share of the
burden for supporting th.~ many branches of physical science that are
broadly relevant to the biomedical sciences? Such a plea from the hard·

, pressed physical scientisthas justice on its side. The biomedical admini
strators, in their newly found alHuence, should heed these cries from their
ool1eagues in the physical sciences who have helped them so much for
so many years.
Big Science and Little Science in Biomedical Research

Traditional biologists must surely recoil in horror at the advice given
here: -to expand even at the cost of individual elfectiveness as long as
their totalontput increases; to break down their traditional disciplinary
barriers and to adopt mOTi' of1he institute,as contrasted to the university,

. style of re~earch; to overcome their suspicion of the physical'scientists; in
short, to accept-,the new style' of Big Science, in addition to the old style
of Little Science.
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If thisis their reaction, they should be reminded that insofar as what
they do is part of the war against human suffering their desires and tastes
are not all that malter. Biomedical science is not done or, more impor
tantly, not supported by the. public simply !because it gives intense
satisfaction to the dedicated and successful biomedical research worker.
It is supported on a really large scale because 011t of it have come means
of eliminating man's infirmities. If a style that complements the traditional
style is needed in order to build a much larger biomedical research enter
prise, then this style will have to be adopted much as it hurts the
sensibilities of those altached to traditional palterns of scientific
organisation.

I have myself inveighed against the dangers of Big Science: -its pre
occupation with the grandiose announcement rather than the great
discovery; its substitution of money for thought; its over-abundance of
administrators; its incompatibility with the edu<:ational process; even its
inefficiency. As Sir Winston Churchill once said, .. I do not unsay one
word of this". But nothing I have said implies that I consider the style
of Little Science to be obsolete. In urging more biomedical science, I plead
both for more Big Science and for more Little Science.

Big Science, with all its dangers, does have a real place in the scheme
of things. When the end to be achieved is important enough, and when
the state of the science suggests that more support will lead to more results
(and both these circumstances apply to biomedical sciences), then we are
justified in going all out in our plea for public support. More than that,
we have a responsibility to apprise the political leadership of the country
of this belief. The coming age of biomedical science will not be an un
mixed blessing for the biologist: he surely will fret a,t being involved in
something big and unwieldy and at times inefficient. Nevertheless, as a
responsible member of the hUlrian race who is sensitive to the purpose of
enlightened human activities such as biomedical research, he will have to
submerge his instinctive distaste for bigness in ,the interest of the welfare
of humanity•
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A quarter of a century has passed since
Merton (1938) fimt pnblished his
pioneering study of science and tech-"
nology in seventeenth-century England.
More than a decade has passed since
the appearance of the first textbooks,
by Bern~rd Barber (1952), wholly de·
voted to the sociology of science, and
some years have passed since Barher's
(1956b) discussion of the trends in the
sociology of science. In his Foreword
to Barber.'s text, Merton (1952) noted
and analyzed the relative neglect by
sociologists of the sociology of science.
The present review shows that sociol
ogists continue to neglect this field.
The sociology of science itself, how
ever, has been literally blossoming in
this past decade.

The virtual neglect of the field by so
ciologists is amply evident through
out this chapter, primarily by the
scarcity of studies. No further detailed

1 The Handbook of Modem Sociology, 1964.
Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, IlL, pp.
852-881. Robert E. L. Faris, Ellitor.

2 Grateful acknowledgment is made to the
V.S.P.H.S. (United States Public Health
Service), National Institutes of Health for a
series of research grants (ihe current one
being GM 09225--03). which have made it
possible to explore some of the facets of the
sociology of science discussed here. I also
wish to acknowledge the help and critical
suggestions of Harold J. Bershady. Beverly F.
Porter. and Brenda R. Silver.

In addition I wish to thank the following
colleagues who read the draft copy and sent
in many valuable suggestions and comments:
Stevan- Dedijer, Gerald Gordon. Warren
Hagstrom, Walter Hirsch, Norman Storer,
Christopher Wright, and Conway Zirkle. Vn
fortunately, many caqLe too late to be in
corporated but, needless to say, all errors and
omissions are the sole responsibility of the
author.
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documentation is necessary but a few
items might be noted in passing. For
example: (1) The number of American
sociologists explicitly interested in the
sociology of science is extremely small:
The hard core consists of perhaps a
dozen,. with·another score or so inter
ested in a peripheral fashion. (2) The
introductory sociology textbooks, often
'considered (rightly.or wrongly) a re
flection. of .developments in the field,
have practically ignored the sociology
of science. Chinoy (1961, Ch. 16)
stands as the sole major exception. A
review of the major texts whichhav~:

appeared in recent years shows alm<?~t:

no awareness at all of. the existence ,pJ
science as a social institution. In maI,lY'
of the leading .texts there is' not,:, a.'
single reference to the existence:Qf
science. (3) A review of the Ph:]);'
thesis titles listed in the American' __
Journal oj. Sociowgy during the. pas("
decade suggests that, even with broad";
est definition of what constitutes the
sociology of science, no more than· an
average of one dissertation per year
could reasonably he classified as de
voted to the sociology of science. (4) A
review of the articles published in the
major journals of sociology during the
past decade shows· a very small num~

ber devoted primarily to the sociology
of science. In shor~, a review confined
primarily to the contributions of so~

ciologists to the sociology of scit;lnce
would not only be a very brief one,
but would also omit most of the con
tributions that have been made to the
field during the past decade.

What is the sociology of science? In
the broadest sense, thesociology of sci';
ence is concerned with the interrela~

tions of science and society. How has
science influenced .values, education,
class structure, ways of life, political
decisions; and ways of looking at the
world? How has society, in turn, in~

fluenced the development of science
itself? These questions loom so large
on the, horizon tod,ay that many
scholars. have heen unwilling to wait
until the sociologists themselves bec9me
interested in the sociology of· science.

There is no readily available and ac~

ceptahle conceptual scheme which. de
fines the boundaries or lays out the
major theoretical questions and hy~

potheses in the sociology of science.
Barber (1959, p. 223) suggested that
Talcott Parsons' (1951, Ch. 8) discu,·
sion is perhaps the best available con
ceptual schenie, but even as "a guide to
theoretical fundamentals" this treat~

ment is considered unsatisfactory as a
general framework for the whole of the
sociology of science, however adequate
it may be'for some portions of it. De
spite the absence of a unifying con
ceptual scheme, a review chapter such
as this must implicitly suggest one~ for
the categories used to organize the
material reviewed reflect .decisions to
include as well as exclude materials.
The scheme is certainly a rudimentary
one. It divides the review that follows
into four major categories: (I) the
'nature of science; (2) the nature of
scientists; (3) the organization of sci
ence j and (4) the interrelationships of
scie~ce and society.

In the first section, the emphasis is
primarily on science as a social sys~

tern or social institution with its own
distinct values, roles, and intra- as well
as interinstittitional relationships. In
the second category, a review will be
presented of what is known of the so
cial background, personality, motiva
tion, socialization, and other social
psychological aspects of the scientist.

The organization of science is suh~

divided into two categories. The first
deals with the organization of scientific
research" at the laboratory level. Here
are included studies of the increasing
complexity of research organization,
the development of new organizational
roles such as that of the research ad
ministrator, and the growing concern
to develop organizational enviTonments
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which· "will promote· productivity· and
creativity. The second part treats some

. of the new problems encountered and
studied with respect to national pat
terns of scientific organization in differ
ent societies. Especially important are
the problems of the support, planning,
and control of science at the national
level.

The final section reviews some of the
more significant developments in the
increasingly intimate relationship be
tWeen science and society. Science is
rapidly losing its former insulated
status.. It is now in the forefront of
many of the major decisions made in
the political, economic, military, and
social spheres. Whether one is con·
cerned with the newly developing na·
tions, the cold war, or the population
explosion, one is actively concerned
with the role of science and scientists.

Before· proceeding it should be
noted that this review departs from
traditional practices for it does not in
clude an explicit section on the histori
cal antecedents of the sociology of
science. These are described in the
various works of Barber (1952;
19560; 1956b; 1959). To discuss these
antecedents in a brief space would
hardly do justice to the richness of the
available material. One point should
be mentioned, however: The continued
neglect by sociologists of the sociology
of science has inevitably resulted in the
neglect of some of the more important
contributions of its earlier sociologists.
While the author. would agree with
Barber about the significance of the
contributions of Weber (1946), Marx
(1935), Manubeim (1936), Znaniecki
(1940), and others, he can only add
that their suggestions and fruitful hy.
potheses .have yet to be fully exploited
in much of the work currently in prog
ress. .Rather than pay the usual lip
service to the founding fathers, it will
be left to the reader to judge for him
self whether the sociology of science
has benefited, and would benefit, from
a closer reading of some of their works.

THE NATURE OF SCIENCE

Scientists actively engaged in re
search are not concerned particularly
with the nature of science as such.

They have been largely content to leave
such broad questions to the historians
and philosophers of science: Many sci
entists have argued that too much self
awareness and self·consciousness in fol
lowing the formal description of how
science is conducted would inevitably
impede the progress of the research.
Whether this is so or not, anyone who
would study science from a sociological
perspective must have some working
conception of the nature of science.

One must be able to distinguish be
tween the ideal pattern and the actual
patterns. which exist. It should be
superfluous to point out that scientific
research does not progress as it is de·
scribed in a scientific publication. The
textbook description of scientific
method which leads one to expect an
orderly progression from the recog
nition and definition of the problem,
to the framing oJ hypotheses, to the
empirical testing of these hypotheses,
to their subsequent verification (or
not) , .followed by the reformulation of
hypotheses, and their reintegration
with existing theory, and so on does
not occur so neatly in real life labora~

tory situations. We all know that it is
not so and yet sometimes we behave
as if it were-a situation which may he
all right for the man conducting the
research but' is less desirable for oile
who would study the man who is con
ducting the research.

Science has often been viewed as a
monolithic entity, especially the corpus
of the physical and natural sciences.
Social· scientists are well aware of the
usual distinction between the developed
and less.developed sciences, but some
times forget that there are vast differ
ences between some of the highly de
veloped natural sciences- and some of
the newer and considerably less well.
developed ones. Moreover, they tend to
forget about the significant differences
within a single broad science, such as
physics, in which some of the newer
suhfields are as much underdeveloped.
as sOnie of the social sciences.

Another problem is the question of
basic versus applied research. This has
played a large role in the discussion of
scientists (Wolfle, 1959b), in the de
velopment of adequate statistics on the
scientific effort, and in the formulation

of .national policies (National Science
F.oundation, 1957; Naval Research
Advisory Committee, 1959L but has
been largely unexplored by social sci
entists. The distinction is most fre
quently made in terms of the motiva
tions and attitudes of the scientist
whether he does research for its own
sake or to attain some particular end
considered useful; e.g., a cure for a
disease or a new clean bomb (Kidd,
1959b). Despite this large social com
ponent, most social scientists have been
content to accept this distinction with
out much question and certainly with
out the considerable analysis required.

Sociologists and others who would
study science as a phenomenon in its
own right need to have a far Illore ac
curate picture of the reality of scientific
endeavor. They do not need to become
physicists or chemists, nor even to
acquire the entire corpus of knowledge
of a contemporary physicist or chemist,
any more than they would need to
become juvenile delinquents or lawyers
or unemployed housewives to study
any of those populations.

Those who would study science or
scientists from a social perspective
must know something about the tech·
nical aspects of science. Whether they
lean most heavily on the philosopher of
science (Nagel, 1961), the historian of
science (Kuhn, 19621), the. scientist
himself, or some combination of these
is immaterial. Kuhn's (1962b) work
is an especially important contribution
in this context since he raised many
new questions concerning the tradi
tional views of science and its develop
ment. He challenged the usual notions
of the cumulative nature of science,
and, even more important, his distinc
tions betV!een "normal science" and
the revolutions in science have enorm
ous, but as yet barely explored, impli
cations for the sociology of science.
The important thing is not to neglect
the technical aspects of science in order
to be able to decide how these affect
and are affected by social and other
"external" conditions and factors.

Science as a Social System

Ins. as Durkheim (1933) did for the
division of labor, and Weber (1930)
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for the rise of capitalism, so Merton
(1938) attempted to explain the
origins of modern science. The de
velopment of modern science was aided
and abetted hy changes in religious and
other value§ of the society. Behind the
rules that developed for the conduct of
science stood a system of moral im
peratives, sanctions, and interrelated
roles which helped to support and
maintain the purely technical aspects
of science as an ongoing activity. While
the technical aspects are exceedingly
important, as was noted above, one
must also be alert to the extremely and
equally important nontechnical factors
which are often sociological in nature.

The work of Merton (1938; 1957h)
and Parsons (1951) in laying out some
of the distinctive features of science as
a social system has probably exerted
the most influence on contemporary re
search in the field. Barher (1952) not
only brought them together and added
some of his own comments, but also
was instrumental in bringing their
work to the attention of a wider audi
ence.

In his now classic paper on "Science
and the Social Order," Merton
(1957h) suggested that there were
four basic institutional imperatives for
science. These were: universalism, com
munism, disinterestedness, and orga
nized skepticism. All of these, Merton
argued, were derived from, or related
to, the technical demands of science.
But these were singled out because of
their moral aspect which gave them the
characteristic of being more than tech
nical norms. Merton readily admitted
that these imperatives were derived
largely from the writings and docu
ments of the seventeenth century. Im
plicit in Merton's formulation of his
four institutional imperatives is the
idea that these have remained relatively
unchanged from the time of their early
origins. But this hypothesis needs to be
reexamined (Kaplan, 1963b). West
(1960), for example, found substantial
departures from the classical position
on moral values governing scientific
research among a small sample of aca
demic scientists.

Parsons (1951) treated the norma
tive system of science in three different
categories, some of w~ch overlap Mer-

ton's (1957b) institutional impera
tives. Parsons posited four basic norms
relevant to scientific knowkdge: em
pirical validity, logical clarity, logical
consistency, and generality of the
principles involved (Parsons, 1951, p.
335). These are primarily "technical"
norms. When Parsons discussed the sci
entist's occupational role he did so
in terms of his pattern variable con
figuration: universalism, affective neu
trality, specificity, achievement orien
tation, and collectivity orientation
(Parsons, 1951, p. 343). Parsons also
talked of two norms which bind the
scientist as researcher, namely tenta
tiveness; and the acceptance of the
validity of scientifie findings which
have been adequately demonstrated
(Parsons, 1951, p. 3E',3). The latter are
clearly equivalent to Merton's' orga
nized skepticism and to universalism.
Merton's other two imperatives may be
found amongst Parsons' pattern varia
hies.

It is, of course, possible to separate
theoretically the values or norms of,an
'institution from those of the partici
pants involved, at least at an abstract
conceptual level. The four basic norms
of scientific knowledge posited by
Parsons (1951) are binding on the
map of ,science. His work must be
empirically valid, logically clear and
consistent, and general in terms of the
principles involved. These are more or
less technical rules simultaneously con
stituting limiting conditions and goals
for the activities called science.· They
are also the desirable and, indeed, re-.
quired attitudes which a scientist
should display toward his work. In ad
dition, these basic norms provide the
criteria by which one's work is judged
and evaluated.

The pattern variables, on the other
hand, define the expectations specific
to the role. So long as the basic norms
of producing scientific knowledge are
accepted, the role configuration is in
some senses superfluous. For example,
one would judge a 'Work according to
its empirical. validil'y, logical clarity,
8lld so on, without reference to .the
man's color" class, or other social at
tributes. Perhaps, though, the specific
role attributes are essential because
any particular individual has to be

"reminded" of the need to be universal
istic, affectively neutral, and. so on,
in his role as scieQ,tist, since in. other
roles these same criteria might not
apply with equal force. One might. also
question Parsons' (1951) distinction
between the scientist's occupational role
(to which he attached a particular pat
tern variable configuration) and his
designation .of the scientist as re
searcher, to which he adds two addi
tional, norms discussed previously.

A general question which emerges
is the extent to which the norms posited
hy Parsons (1951) or Merlon (1957h)
are explicitly tied to the occupational
role, or to some facet of that role. Is
it possible to view these norms as
essentially "free floating" ? To what
extent is the researcher role different
from the .occupational role of scien
tists? Is Parsons referring particularly
to the occupational role within an in
stitutional context, such, as the role of
the university professor? Questions
may be raised also about t.he interrela
tions of a set of values for the system
and for the participants within that
system. Is one to assume, for example,
that these particular values are the
more strongly held by a scientist the
more strongly he is integrated into the
scientific social system? Is the scien~

tist more or less integrated into the
system at different points in time? Is
the scientist more or less integrated in
the period immediately after initial
socialization or at a: much later stage
in his career? Are there differences in
the way in which these values are ac
cepted by participants in relation .to
differences in "the stage of develop~

ment" of a science itself-for example,
are sociologists more likely to overcon
form (or underconform) to these val
ues (say, compared with physicists)
because sociologists are relative new
comers to the world of science?
Finally,' one must question the strong
suggestion that all scientists are peers,
with ~ almost total neglect of the in
ternal hierarchial. structuring and .the
resulting relationships which occur
whether these be in a university, indus
trial, or· government laboratory.

A further point concerning the value
system posited hy Merton (1957h),
Parsons (1951), and others is the ex-
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tent to which these .V8lUes· are pre
sumed to have remained unchanged
since the seventeenth century. Merton
in particular argued that they have
hardly changed and pointed to certain
deviations, and the reactions to these,
which occurred during World War I,
for example, as evidence of the con
tinued strength of these norms. There
have been few attempts either to study
these values and norms in some broad
systematic way or to develop them
further along theoretical lines. In gen
eral, there seems to be unqualified ac
ceptance of them by scholars who study
science and scientists. For example, two
recent books, one by Marcaoo (19601)
and the other hy Kornhanser (1962),
are based largely on the hypothesis
that these values are still in existence
and strong. In both b<:,oks the central
problem is viewed as the conflict be
tween the values of science and the
values of the organization, more spe
cifically those of industrial organiza
tions. Though the terms employed are
not identical, in general the conflict is
seen to be between the requirement for
autonomy of the social system of sci
ence versus the requirement of control
of the industrial organization. Further,
the specific institutional imperatives of
science.are viewed as being threatened
by those of industry. This applies par
ticularly to the norms of communality
(as Barber [1952] rechristened Mer
ton's. imperative of cOmJ!1unism) and
disinterestedness. Whether their anal
ysis is correct or. not, the point to he'
stressed here is that the values posited
by Merton and Barber and Parsons
have been fully accepted as those which
prevail today, without any additional
empirical verification or th~oretical

analysis.

The Communications System
in Science

The .institutional imperative of com
munism obliges the scientist to com
municate his results freely and to abhor
secrecy. Aside from the problems of
restricted communication in matters, of
military security and in industry,
where possibly a competitive advantage
may be gained by withholding tech
nical data, the imperative against

secrecy appears to be superfluous. Sci
entists, especially those in the universi
ties, seem well aware of the increasing
significance of the "publish or perish"
theme. The current "'publications explo
sion" is viewed by many observers as
an indication that too many scientists
are rushing into print much too often
(d. Calder, 1961).

Surprisingly, th«n-e has heen little
discussion ahoutthe norms surround
ing publication. A major exception has
been the series of papers by Merton
(1957a; 1961; 1963) on the conflicts
over priority rights among scientists.
But there has been no known systema,.tic
study of the norms pertaining to the
precise timing of a scientific communi
cation in relation to the stage of the
research project; to the arrangement
of names in multiple-authored papers;
or to the assignment of publication
credit where the original idea may have
come from one man, but where the
actual research experiment has come
from several .others, the analysis has
been done hy.another, and the major
writing job has heen done by yet
another man. A physicist (Reif, 1961)
recently suggested that the competi
tion is becoming much more intense
in this ~rena, even for the "pure"
scientist.

Clearly, the whole area of communi
cations is a vital part of the social
system of science. It is essential to re
mind oneself of this' fact in the light
of the tremendous upsurge of interest
in the technical aspects of communica
tion resulting from the continuing pub
lications "explosion." For example,
as a. recent government report stated:

Chemical Abstracts in 1930 con
tained 54,000 abstracts; a private sub
scription cost $7.50 per year, an insti
stitutional subscription cost $12 per
year. In 1962 Chemical Abstrtrets pnh
lished 165,000 abstracts and the 1963
price will be $500 to American Chemi
cal Society members and to colleges
and universities, and $1000 per year
to all others (President's Science Ad
visory Committee, 1963, p. 18).
Some have estimated the total number
of papers published annually in .the
sciences in the early 1960's as over 2
million. In addition to published
papers it was estimated that in the

United States alone some 100,000 in
formal government reports are pub
lished annually, of which 75,000 are
"unclassified" (President's Science Ad
visory Committee, 1963, p. 19).

This communications explosion with
in science has given rise to concerted
efforts to deal with the problem on the
basis of new technological advances.
Through the use of computers and a
variety 'of other technical devices, an
effort is heing made to facilitate the
storage and retrieval of information.
Considerable progress is being made
along these lines, but at the same time
questions have been raised about the
changing function of scientific com
munication and a host of other quasi
technical and nontechnical aspects of
the communications process. It is in
the latter terms that a discussion of
communications is relevant within the
general topic of the nature of science
and its social system.

In his recent book, D. de S. Price
(1963) reviewed hriefly the history
of the scientific paper. He suggested
that it came into being originally he·
cause there were "too many_ books."
The scientific journal, born around
the middle of the seventeenth century,
came into being with the function of
"digesting the books and doings of the
learned all over Europe. Through
them the casual reader might inform
himself without the network of personal
·correspondence, private rumor, and
browsing in Europe's bookstores, for
merly essential" (D. de S. Price, 1963,
p. 63) . According to Price, the original
purpose of these journals was primarily
the social one of finding out what was
being done and by whom, rather than
the scholarly one of publishing new
knowledge (1963, p. 63). Price, rely
ing heavily on Barher's (1961) paper,
went on to state, "original publication
of short papers by single authors was
a distinct innovation in the life of sci
ence, and like all innovations it met
with considerable resistance from sci
entists" (D. de S. Price, 1963, p. 63).
It was not until about the middle of
the nineteenth century that the short
paper as an independent unit hegan to
appear. In addition to communicating
new knowledge,· one of the prime fac
tors in the estah~ent of the seien-
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tific paper as the mode of communica
tion is the necessity to maintain and
establish one's intellectual property
as Derek Price put it, "the never gentle
art of establishing of priority claims"
(D. de S. Price, 1963, p. 65; d. Mer
ton, 1957a; Merton, 1961; Merton,
1963) .

Publications have assumed still
another function which has played an
increasingly important role in modern
times. The· number of publications a
man has produced is generally accepted
(despite the usual reservations) as a
measure of a man's scientific worth.
The fact that this is so has "moved
people to publish merely because this
is how they may be judged" (D. de S.
people to publish merely because this
Price, 1963, p. 40). Until the 1950's
or so these judgments were primarily
those of deans, chairmen of depart
ments, research directors, and the like,
in evaluating a man's promotion or
salary increase within his own institu
tion (see; for example, Caplow & Mc
Gee, 1958). Recently, however, with
the growth of the project grant system
and the expansion of federal aid for
research, it has become almost as
necessary to publish papers simply to
continue to receive research support,
irrespective of whether one is in line
for promotion or salary increase at that
time.

In a development related to the
changing social organization of re
search, the number of multiple-authored
papers has risen sharply since the be
ginning of this century. Moreover, in
recent years it has been possible to
find articles with as many as a dozen
authors listed. Some (e.g., D. de S.
Price, 1963, p. 90) see the beginning
of a new trend wherein none of the
authors is listed; instead the name of
the research team or organization is
listed as the author of the scientific
communication.

One of the best examples of pioneer
ing social research in the science com
munications area is the series of
studies conducted at the Bureau of Ap
plied Social Research (1958; 1960). In
an exploratory study at a single uni
versity, Mentzel and his associates con
ducted intensive interviews with 77
scientists in biochemistry, chemistry,
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and zoology to learn about their com
munications behavior. They were inter
ested primarily in the following kinds
of questions: (1) What are the scien
tist's communications channels for ex
changing and gather information? (2)
What are the varying fU!1ctions of sci·
entific communication? (3) What are
communications' "needs" and how well
are these satisfied? (4) What are· the
situations in which the exchange of
information takes place? (5) What are
the conditions and opportunities which
influence information needs and infor
mation-gathering habits?

On the basis of this exploratory
study, Menzel (Bureau of Applied So
cial Research, 1958, p. 132) raised a
number of important research ques
tiOD$. In particular, he pointed to the
range of functions, both manifest and
latent, as well as the range of possible
means, of communications. He noted
the importance of a variety of informal
channels, some of which D. de S. Price
(1963, Ch. 3) later aptly labeled the
"invisible colleges."

Since that study Menzel (Bureau of
Applied Social Research, 1960) has
also pUblished a review of related
studies and has been concerned with a
series of other studies which would
build on the initial exploratory work
already completed. Parenthetically, it
might he 'noted that this work on the
communications behavior among sci
entists can be traced back fairly di
rectly to some of the early communica
tions studies done at the Bureau in the
1940's and 1950's. In particular there
seems to be a direct line from the De
catur study (Katz, 1957; Katz &
Lazarsfeld, 1955) "to the more recent
and somewhat more closely related
studies of diffusion of knowledge
among physicians, especially concern
ing new drugs (Coleman, Katz &
Menzel, 1957; Coleman, Menzel &
Katz, 1959; Menzel, 1957; Menzel,
1960). In this, and in subsequent
studies undertaken at the Bureau, the
scientific communications process .is
viewed as part of a larger social sys
tem. While professional information ex~

perts, librarians, editors, abstractors,
and others seek a variety of ways to
improve communications by electronic
and· other devices, sociologists are mak-

ing, and will make, their contribution
by pointing to the network of social
relationships in which communication
is embedded and to· the inadequacy of
restricting attention solely to formal
means of communication.

As Menzel (Bureau of Applied So
cial Research, 1958) pointed out,and
as others have increasingly begun !?
recognize, face·to-face and interper
sonal communication plays a role of
ever.increasing importance in scientific
communication. As the number of sci
entists has increased and specialization
has been intensified and as the time
lag between the publication of a paper
and its submission for consideration
has increased, so the need for alterna
tive modes of communication has
arisen. In this situation it is less than
surprising that interpersonal communi
cations have come to the fore. In addi
tion there has arisen what is now
institutionalized as the "preprint" (the
mimeographed or dittoed document)
which is privately circulated. As on€.
observer ~ecently put it, "with respect
to preprints, science faces a real danger
of reverting to the privacy of the 17th
century; some biologists think this has
already happened to molecular biology,

I where preprints are often circulated
only to one's friends" (Weinberg,
1963, pp. 68, 71). This quotation is
from an article which summarized a
part of a recent report of the Presi
dent's Advisory Science Committee,
chaired by Dr. Weinberg, on "Science,
Government, and information." As this
report noted,

"Transfer of information is an in
separable part of research and develop~

ment. All those concerned with re
search: and development . . . must
accept responsibility for the transfer
of information in the same degree and
spirit that they accept responsibility
for research and development· itseH.

"The later steps in the information
transfer process, such as retrieval, are
strongly affected by the attitudes and
practices ·of the originators of scien
tific information. The working scientist
must therefore share many of the
burdens which have traditionally been
carried by the professional docu
mentalist. The technical community
generally must devote a larger share
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than heretofore of its time arid re
sources to the discriminating manage
ment of the ever increasing technical
record. Doing less will lead to hag.
~ented and ineffective···science and
technology" (President's Science Ad~

visory Committee, 1963, p. 1).
Not only does the report urge the

technical community to recognize the
importance of handling information
adequately, stressing that it is an
integral part of the scientific process
(one wonders why it should be so
necessary to stress this), but it also
urges that new techniques and meth·
ods be explored for what it calls
"switching," by which is meant devices
for connecting the user with the infor
mation (as contrasted with the docu
ments) he needs. Among the suggested
methods are: specialized information
centers;· central depositories; mechan
ized information processing; and· the
development of what is· termed "soft·
ware," which indicates the p$el's
recognition that hardware alone is in
adequate for coping with the problems
of information retrieval. In the panel's
view, software includes methods of
analyzing, indexing, and programing
for ·successful information retrieval.
Although Weinberg (1963), a nuclear
physicist by training, and the other
physical scientists on the panel are un
doubtedly aware of some of the social
aspects of this communication process,
it is regrettable that so little of this
shows in their report and recommenda
tions.

While it can be said that a start has
been made toward the study of many
aspects of the scientific communica
tions process, almost nothing has been
done about yet another aspect, namely,
the scientific convention or meeting.
Sociologists themselves know about it
primarily pecause they are participants
in this process and are. likely to hear
jokes, sarcastic remarks about "living
it· up," and other such informal char
acterizations of the changing nature of
scientific conventions. For example, the
following item appeared in The Ob·
server:
Dr. William H. Pickering, the president
of the American Rocket Society, says
that the space>industry spends, directly
and indirectly, ISO million· doUars .a

year.,on attending and exhibiting at
technical conferences. . . . The same
technical papers, thinly disguised, are
presented again and again ... (and)
many people spend most of their time
shuffling from one conference to
another (The Observer, NovemberS,
1961, p. 4).

One specialist told of an interna
tional scientific conference at which
some seven hundred papers were
"read" by title only. In other words,
there was no communication of scien
tific findings at all (except what might
be gleaned from a brief title) . For
many scientists, however, international
congresses and other large gatherings
are not as valuable only for the formal
papers as they are for the opportunity
to interact face-to-face with a number
of fellow specialists. Except for anec
dotal reports, then, there have been no
studies of the changing functions of
scientific congresses, as well as of the
different, kinds of scientific meetings
which have sprung up.

The communications area has been
treated in some detail to provide ex
amples of the kinds of research ques
tions which may emerge from con-,
sidering one important facet of the so~

cial system ofscience. The field of sci
entific communications is an interest
ing case where applied interests and
new technical developments spur re
search efforts from which may come
new basic knowledge. As more social
scientists delve into these .problems,
it is highly likely that more of the total.
social system of science will be opened
up to fruitful inquiry. One such direc
tion of obvious importance is .the indi
vidual scientist as& subject for further
study.

THE NATURE OF
THE SCIENTIST

Shortly after World War II, it was
estimated .that altogether there were
140,000 people engaged in science in
the United States (Fortune, 1948).
Of these only some 25,000 held the
Ph.D. in one of the natural or physical
sciences. By 1960 it was estimated that
there were 1.4 'million scientists, engi
neers, and teachers of science of ~hom
87,000 had a doctorate (National Sci-

ence Foundation,1961). Who are
these people? What is known about this
iricreasingly important yet tiny frac
tion of the population?

Strangely enough, little is known to
day about the social characteristics of
American scientists. It is highly un·
likely that a study of America's' sci
entists in the mid-1960's would find
(as the post World War II studies
found [Fortune, 1948; Steelman, 1947,
Vol. III, Appendix III]) that a large
proportion of biologists came from a
rural farm background, while physical
scientists were more likely to have
co'me from a middle-class, Protestant,
small-town or urban background. The
social background of today's sci
entists is different not only because of
changing population patterns within
the country, but also because of the
broadening of the recruitment base for
maJlY of the sciences. It seems strange
that so little is known because this is
probably the one area in which sociolo
gists have the greatest immediate capa·
bility in conceptual and methodologi
cal tools. This is especiaIfy· true for the
sociologists of occupations and pro
fessions.

The Creative Scientist

Much of the existing knowledge
about the nature of scientists derives
from a smallnumher of· studies by
psychologists interested in the creative
scientist. Perhaps the most widely
known, most influential, and most fre
quently cited one is the study by Anne
Roe (1953). Although she chose a total
of 64 outstanding scientists in 4 differ·
ent fields and made no attempt to gen
eralize to all scientists, her work is
frequently cited in support of various
statements made about scientists in
general.

McClelland' (1962) listed the fol·
lowing characteristics of physical sci
entists that seem to him to have been
confirmed in various studies, recogniz
ing the difficulty and danger of making
generalizations based on the varied
and small populations studied.

One way of minimizing the difficulty
is to try to select only those character
istics which are so striking that they
apply (with variations, of course) to all
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scientifically oriented subjects but in
greater degree to those who. are ;more
creative or eminent. Another way oi
minimizing the dange~ of too-sweeping
generalizations is to focus on experi.
mental physical science-in particular
on physics and chemistry. Theoretical
physics and mathematics shade off in
ODe direction from such a focus and
the biological sciences in aoodler so
that any statement; made need not ap
ply as fully'to scientists in these areas.
With these guidelines in mind the fol
lowing generalizations would appear
to summarize fairly well the character
istics of physical scientists as they, have
been uncovered. by investigations up to
the present (McClelland, 1962, pp.
143-144).

McClelland's (1962) generalizations
are as follows: (1) Men are more
likely to be creative scientists than
women. (2) Experimental physical
scientists come from a background of
radical protestantism more often than
would be expected by chance, but are
not themselves religious. (3) Scientists
avoid interpersonal contact. (4) Crea
tive scientists are unusually hard work
ing to, the extent of appearing almost
obsessed with their work. (5) Sci
entists avoid and are disturbed by
complex human emotions, perhaps par~

ticularly by interpersonal aggression.
Scientists react emotionally to human
feelings and try to avoid them. (6)
Physical scientists like music and dis~

like art and poetry. (7) Physical sci·
entists are intensely masculine. (8)
Physical scientists develop a strong in
terest in analysis in the structure of
things, early in life (McClelland, 1962,
pp. 144ff).

In a study of 40 scientists, Eiduson
(1962) suggested the following list of
personality' characteristics:

(a) The scientist has strong emo
tional leanings to intellectual activi~

ties; (b) he is independent in his
thoughts and actions and does not
mimic others; (c) he is challenged by
frustration and anxiety-producing situ~

ations; (d) curiosity is likely to be
the major determinate in his work; (e)
strong ego involvement and conflict
are expressed in work; (f) he does not
use parental ideals to set up his own
goals; (g) he shows ast!ong capacity
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for sensual gratifi~ation; (h) he is
motivated by a desire to master or
interpret natural forces or reality; (i)
he is sensitive to the moods and feel
ing,s of others; (j) he is sensitive to
his internal environment, needs,
wishes, desires; (k) he values his work
primarily as permitting expression of
inner personality (Eiduson, 1962, pp.
86-87) .

Such lists could be mUltiplied almost
endlessly. The int!3rested reader is
referred to two major sources in addi~

tion to the ones already mentioned:
Taylor and Barron (1963), which con
tains •selected papers from the first
three Utah Conferences on the Identifi~

cation of Creative Talent; and Stein
and Heinze (1960), which is a detailed
annotated bibliography of the more
important works in this field.

Fascinating and important as ,the
study of, creativity may be, a detailed
review, especially of the psychological
and psychiatric studies, would be out
of place here. This subject will be re
turned to again in the next section,
where some of the studies of organiza
tiona~ and other social factors which
may influence the creativity of scien~

tists are reviewed.

Many of the psychologically-oriented
creativity studies were designed to as
certain the characteristics of creative
scientists in order to devise effective
selection procedures for pote~tial re~

cruits to science. This follows the tra~

ditional psych6logical strategy of
determining attributes of "successful"
people and designing standardized
tests which attempt to tap those par
ticular attributes. The reader now
comes to the more general area of, the
recognition, recruitment, and selection
of scientists.

Selection and Recruitment
of Scientists

Perhaps the best recent summary of
the state of available knowledge about
the characteristics of the scientist in
general is contained in a volume by
Super and Bachrach (1957). The aim
of this review was to summarize what
was already known about scientific
careers, the characteristics of the
natural .and physical scientist, the

mathematician, and the engineer, to~

gether with recommendations about
further research which seemed advis
able.

As the authors of this volume noted:
"The portrait of the successful natural
scientist which emerges from. the gen~

eral literature. is that of a paragon"
(Snper & Bachrach, 1957, p. 1). Ac
cording to these studies the scientist is
capable of rigorous and abstract think
ing and of a high level of achievment;
he has good verbal reasoning ability,
a high level of reading speed and com~

prehension, an extensive vocabulary, a
facility of expression; he has superior
scholarship, superior quantitative ap
titudes, good spatial visualization, high
mechanical comprehension, superior
manual dexterity. He is also said to be
ingenious, curious, industrious, full of
initiative, strongly. inner directed, en
thusiastic, energetic, exceptionally
honest, imaginative, and he possesses
originality and high analytic ability.
The authors state that "the. stereotype
of the scientist as a lonely, socially
inadequate, and somewhat withdrawn
individual, curious, self-disciplined, un
emotional, tolerant of others, and. in
tensively devoted to' his work finds
considerable support in the research
literature" (Super & Bachrach, 1957, p.
3). The potential scientist is likely to
become interested in science rather
early in life, often around the age of 10.
He comes from an upwardly mobile
middle-class family background which
can be characterized as intellectually
stimulating and well endowed.

But the, authors noted in their con~

elusions: "Research' has been based
largely on trait~and-factor theory, de~

rived from the psychology of indi
vidual differences and from a static
approach to social factors" (Super &
Bachrach, 1957, p. 6). A large propor·
tion of the studies reviewed are con~

cerned with success in college, with the
main criterion often that of success in
college courses. The authors stated:
"There is an overemphasis on intel~

lectual factors and other easily meas~

ured characteristics, but there are too
few studies investigating such less
easily assessed and quantified factors
as personality traits and motivation"
(Snper & Bachrach, 1957, p. 7). One
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particularly promising exception to this
kind of approach may be found in
Cooley (1958). Many of the studies are
relatively static in design instead of
longitudinal and rarely use carefully
selected samples of chemists, biologists,
and the like, as opposed to relatively
heterogeneous samples of "scientists."

Fortune magazine (1948) reported
on one of the first nationwide sample
surveys of American scientists and
continued its pioneering ways with a
series of articles in 1960 on the "Great
American Scientists" (Editors of For
tune,196l). While not adding much
to our systematic knowledge of sci
entists in -general, these perceptive
articles brought together the personal
life histories of some- of the great sci
entists, together with a discussion of
the work they had accomplished in the
development of a number of specific
scientific fields.

Some information about scientists
as well as about the academic institu
tions which produced them is to he
{ound in the classic studies hy Knapp
and Goodrich (1952) and by Knapp
and J. J. Greenbaum (1953). They
showed that the. smaller, liberal arts,
middle- and far-western colleges were
much more effective producers of sci·
entists than other academic institu·
tions. This so-called instjtutional pro
ductivity .hypothesis, was reexamined
in the light of certain studies con;
nected with the National Merit Scholar
ship program. It was suggested that
"institutional productivity" was "a
function of the differential college· at
tendance, paternal vocational motiva
tions, and their implieQ correlates
among high aptitude students" (Hol
land, 1957, p. 437).

Some notions of the characteristics
of the American scientist have~-been
derived especially from studies among
high school and college students of
their images of the scientist. Mention
should be made in particular of the
study by Margaret Mead and Rhoda
Metranx (1957) and the study by
David C. Beardslee and Donald D.
O'Dowd (1961). However important
these images are for the recruitment of
new scientists, they obviously tell much
more about images than about the

actual characteristics of scientists in
America today.

Because of limitations of space it
is necessary to omit a number of man
power and recruitment studies, as well
as studies in a· number of related areas
(e.g. Brown & Harbison, 1957). Many
of .these have grown out of the pre
Sputnik concern with the shortage of
engineers and the post-Sputnik con·
cern with the shortage of scientists
generally. In addition, there have been
a number of· studies which have at
tempted to add to the knowledgl(: 01
the early recognition of potential sci·
entists, selection procedures, aptitudes
and motivations, and measures of
potential ability.

In summary, little is known of the
sociological aspects of the nature of
the scientist in America today. As noted
earlier, there have been no nationwide
surveys of scientists since 1947-1948.
The Reader i'n the Sociology of Science
by Barber and Hirsch (1962), for ex
ample, does not have a single selection
on the current characteristics of scien~

tists. It does have selections from some
of the sources mentioned earlier on
high school·and college student images
of scientists, as well as the Knapp and
related studies. There have been sev
'eral Ph.D. dissertations, for example,
Krohn (1960; 1962) and Merz (1961)
which, although confined to relatively
local and small samples, suggest that
there have been enormous changes in
the characteristics, values, and attitudes
of the men being recruited into science
today. Until new comprehensive st~di'es

are completed, knowledge of such mat
ters remains unsatisfactory.

THE ORGANIZATION
OF SCIENCE

There are still some scientists among
the 4 million or so in the world who
work alone at the bench. There are no
accurate figures, but it is highly prob
able that few of the world's scientists
now do so. Even where they are direct
ing their own projects, they are likely
to have a number of collaborators and
assistants. And even the minority who
work alone are likely to be part of an
organization devoted to research.

Recently, ··sociologists have become
increasingly interested in studying a
variety .of large-scale organizations
(Barton, 1961; Etzioni, 1961). But
few of these studies, as will· be seen
below, have been concerned with sci
entific research organiz~tion, whether
in universities, government, or indus
try.

The. first part of this section will dis
cuss the internal organization of
research; the second part will focus on
the external. By "internal" is meant
the organization of the laboratory, or
of larger ,units, engaged directly in
the conduct of research. Since most
such organizations are themselves a
part of still larger organizations, the
interrelationships of these to each other
is included. Conceptually, these "par

. ent" organizations (a university, an
industrial company, a gove:r:nment
agency) might well be treated as part
()f the external system (Kaplan, 1959a;
Vollmer, 1962). So little has been done
to develop· this potentially promising
distinction, however, that most of· the
4iscussion of this topic is included in
the first section.

The external organization empha~

sized in the second part is the larger
national context in which research ac
tivities are carried out. Increasingly,
it is the national governments, in the
United States and in every other scien
tifically developed society, .which are
influencing and supporting the conduct
of research. This influence is becoming
more direct and more overt and is
surely affecting the internal organiza
tion of research (Whitney, 1960). To
understand why laboratories in a cer
tain country are large or small, perma
nent or temporary, hureaucratic or not,
it is necessary to know something about
that country (Kaplan, 1961). To
understand whether differences oh
served result f:r:om the internal nature
of science or from characteristics of
the larger society, more comparative
studies are needed. These issues are
raised in tlie latter part of this section.
First, however, one should review re
cent developments in order to learn
more about the internal organization
of research.
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The Organization of Research

The literature on research organiza
tion is enormous. The discussion which
follows is more of a guide to a few of
the varieties available than it isa gen·
eral review. A recent bibliography of
the literature by Rhenman and Svens
son (1961), which is labeled as
"selected" and confines itself to recent
literature, contains nearly four hun
dred references. One 'of the first bibli
ographies on research administration,
Bush (1954), contains over 1,100 ref·
erences, most of them since 1945. There
is almost no overlap between these two
bibliographies.

With the trend toward increasingly
larger and more complex ,research orga
nizations, a host of problems, many
of which are not necessarily inherent
in the research process itself, has
arisen to interest, as well as plague,
scientists and administrators. Scien·
tists and others have been particularly
fearful of the effect of what they see
as the bureaucratization of the scientist
and of scientific research (Speyer,
1957; Tuve, 1959; Whyte, 1956).
Organizations have struggled to main
tain an environment in which research
could be as free as possible, while at
the same time imposing what are con
sidered necessary organizational re
strictions and regulations. Attempts
have been made to standardize criteria
both for, the effectiveness of research
organizations and for its individual
scientists (Quinn, 1958; Randle, 1959;
Rubenstein, 1957b). The problems
calling for study of research organiza·
tion are myriad (Rubenstein, 1959;
Shepard, 1956a). Recent reviews of
of particular ,parts of the literature
may be found in Peters (1957), Fogler
aud Gordou (1962) , aud Vollmer
(1962), to mention just a few sources.

Studies of r~search organization
have followed a wide range of orienta·
tions. So,' for example, there have been
studies essentially in the human' rela·
tions tradition (Pelz, 1956b; Pelz,
Mellinger, & Davis, 1953; Shepherd &
Weschler, 1955), th~ industrial man·
agement tradition (Anthony, 1952;
Dinsmore, 1958; Hirsch, Milwitt, &
Oakes, 1958), the formal-informal
organizational tradition (P. Brown,
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1954;" Marcson, 1960b), morale studies
of scientists in relation to supervisory
practices (Shepard, 1955), and the
interrelationship of professionals on
different hierarchial levels within large
scale organizations ((Shepard, 19500j
Shepard, 1958).

One sample of the kinds of prob
lems studied and· the results obtained
follows. Task-oriented interaction is
greater among development groups
than it is among research groups
(Shepard, Pitkin, Simmons & Moyer,
1954). There is also. the suggestion in
these studies that the tradition of leav
ing scientists alone is not as effective
as that of encouraging scientists to
interact with one another. On the hasis
of a study of a large government medi
cal re;:;earch laboratory, Pelz (1956b)
and his associates concluded that daily
contact with, colleagues who, do not
share one's values leads to better per
formance. Pelz also suggested, on the
basis of the same study, that when
the main colleague contact and con
tact with the supervisor is analyzed,
higher performance results when one
of these two contacts is with a man
in a different field from the respond
ent.

Many studies have been directed
largely to applied and immediate prob
lems, often those set by the organiza·
tions being studied. In this vein, are
the studies concerned with the problem
of whether the laboratory should be
organized along functional or project
liues (Ashcroft, 1959; Pelz, 1956h).
There is the problem of the role of
administration (Gargiulo, Hannoch,
Hertz, & Zang, 1961) and the role of
various supporting· personnel' (Pelz,
1959). Research has been directed not
only to ex post facto measures of effec
tiveness but to trying to anticipate
whether one project will succeed over
another and whether one wiII be more
profitable than another, regardless of
its technical "success." Various at
tempts have been made to assign finan
cial and other quantitative measures
to different choices which might be
made (Freeman, 1960; Horowitz,
1960; Johusou & Milton, 1961).

Many of the investigators are former
physical scientists who have become
research administrators and are thus

directly concerned with such problems;
some have been operations researchers
employed on a permanent or consulting
basis; and others have been men with
backgrounds in industrial psychology,
industrial management, and allied
fields,' called upon to make studies of
this kind in order to answer pressing
applied problems. But, increasingly,
social scientists have begun to turn --'
their attention to some of these prob
lems, too. What kinds of problems have
they attacked? What kinds of results
have they achieved?

Some have focused on problems of
leadership and supervision in the lab
oratory. The Michigan studies (Pelz,
19561), following in a Lewinian tradi
tion, found that "participatory" leader
ship tends to be more effective than
either directed or laissez faire types of
leadership~ In a more detailed anal·
ysis, Baumgartel (1956; 1957) con
cluded that the leader who is most ef~

fective is one who is both technically
competent and a good administrator.

Using data from the Michigan
studies (D~vis, 1956) regarding the
NaLional Institutes of Health, scientists
were divided into those cprimarily
oriented toward science and those
oriented toward the institution. The
latter were much more interested in
helping people, especially by finding a
cure for disease. As it. happens, this
is also the official goal of the National
Institutes of Health. But the Michigan
study found that only the science orien~

tation was related to performance as
judged by peers. The best performance
seemed to occur where there was Ii high
science orientation combined, with a
low institutional orientation (Davis,
1956). This suggests" among other
things, that the ratings' by peers were
based on the values of general science,
rather than medical,values which might
stress the cure, of patients. For another
example Qf the effect of scientists'.
orientations on research in an agricul
tural research setting, see Storer
(1961; 1962a).

Oue of the first full-scale puhlished
case studies of a research and develop
ment organization was by Marcson
(1960h). The central theme of this
work is the conflict between traditional
business ideology, organization, and
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concepts of' authority, .and the tradi
tional values of the scientist.

Maresoo (19601) made a contribu
tion in his careful description and
analysis of both the formal and in
formal organization of the laboratory.
This is scarce in the literature, and
even where it does appear there is little
appreciation of the subtleties of the in~

terrelationship between the formal and
informal, such as are treated in the
Maresoo volume (see especially Ch. 3).
The scientist finds himself typically
in the work group rather thaoalooe,
and these work groups, according to
Maresoo, become informal networks
of interpersonal loyalties which not
only help in the conduct of research
but, presumably, satisfy some of the
scientist's demands for interpersonal
recognition and colleague relationships.

These many suggestive observations
and interpretations point up how much
there is yet to learn about scientists and
their research organizations. When
single case studies of large industrial
or other organizations first began to
appear in sizeable· numbers in the so
ciological literature, a clamor sounded
for something more. Valuable and
necessary as these are at the outset
of an attack on the problem, they em
phasize the need to go on to compara
tive studies in which many more pre
cisely defined variables are systemati
cally examined.

Kornhauser's study (1962) was
much more concerned with the general
problem of the strains and adaptations
between professions (with science as
the prime example) and organizations.
Although Kornhauser studied six in
dustrial laboratories, a trade associa
tion laboratory, a government labora
tory, and an independent research in
stitute he made little attempt to com
pare systematically the different labora
tories or to discern the differences
among them. One should recognize, he
argued, that professionals are increas·
ingly employed by large organizations
and hence should not try to rescue the
earlier stereotype of the independent
professional. Although there is ines
capable tension between the values of
the professional and the values· of. the
organization; Kornhauser saw the end
accommodation as one in which orga-

nizations will become ·,more profes
sionally oriented and the profes·
sionals more organizationally oriented.
Whether one wants to quarrel with this
conclusion or not, one of· the main
difficulties is the undifferentiated na·
ture of both "professional" and "orga
nizational" in this analysis.

Using a somewhat different approach
Kaplan (1959h) tried to analyze the
formal structure of a research organiza·
tion through a study of the roles which
had been developed. The role of the
research administrator was selected as
particularly crucial because of its new
ness and because it did not have an
exact counterpart in other types of
organizations. The research adminis
trator was seen as a role in which the
conflicting policies and demands of
the organization on the one hand, and
the scientists, on the other, were
focused. The growing importance of
this role in research laboratories· in the
United States seemed to indicate the
increasing bureaucratization of re
search laboratory organization. But,
in a companion piece on the role of the
research administrator in Soviet medi·
cal research organization, Kaplan
(1961) suggested that increasing
bureaucratization is not a necessary
result or by.product of the creation of
such a role.

In almost all cases the dependent
variable, or the factor which most in·
vestigators sought to explain, was
labeled as productivity or perform
ance. The studies reviewed here sug
gest that there are in fact many orga·
nizational, social, and other "nontech
nical" factors which influence scientific
productivity, but the· results are still
ambiguous or contradictory. Moreover,
there is. still' considerable work to be
done with the dependent variable. So
far, investigators have relied on the
following indicators of scientific pro·
ductivity or performance: (1) the
number of papers published or the
number of patents issued (Ben-David,
1960b; Lehman, 1954; D. de S. Price,
1963); (2) the nnmber of citations
received by a paper as an index to the
quality of the paper, on the assumption
that the higher the quality the more
often it will be cited in other people's
works (Comrey, 1956; Garfield, 1955;

Meltzer, 1956; Platz & Blakeloch,
1960), this latter standard being intro
duced because of the· general discom
fit.ure with simply counting the number
of publications and equating, .in effect,
the paper by Einstein in which he de
veloped his theory of relativity and the
one by Mr. Jones reporting a replica
tion of a trivial experiment j (3) other
ratings of productivity-such as self·
ratings, ratings by one's peers, ratings
by a specially selected group of seniors
in one's organization, ratings by im
mediate supervisor, ratings by middle
level supervisors, and ratings by the
chief of the research' organization
(Pelz, 1956a; Pelz, 1960; Pelz &

Andrews, 1961; Pelz & Andrews,
1962) .

Some relationships have been found
with all of these methods of determin
ing scientific productivity. No rela
tionships have been consistently strong
in one direction or the other. Nor is
any investigator entirely happy with
any of these measures. Clearly, the de
velopment of new concepts and tech·
niques to measure research productiv.
ity will aid the study of research con
siderably. One intriguing hypothesis,
which Pelz (1960) snggested, is that
when there are factors in the scientist's
social or j()b environment which jostle
him intellectually, his performance be·
comes higher. This jostling or uncer
tainty was labeled "dither" (following
Weaver's [1959] use of this term). The
general notion was that uncertainty and
anxiety go together in promoting crea
tivity and high performance for a sci
entist, but each of these factors should
be operating in opposite directions at
any given time. Thus, when uncertainty
is high, anxiety should be low. Pelz
(1963) now seems to feel that an at
mosphere of intellectual "dither"· is
more functional for the scientist en
gaged in research, while experience or
cumulative wisdom is more valuable
for the man in development work.

Despite the apparent lack of a com·
man framework, two general problems
stand out. The first is· concerned with
the effects of the. research atmosphere
or environment on scientific perform
ance. The second might be put roughly
in reverse terms: The effects of ex
panded research activities on the tra~
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ditional nature of the parent organiza
tion.

Both problems make sense theoreti
cally, but neither has stemmed pri
marily from theoretical concerns. It is
largely because these have been ap

.plied, policy-seeking· research under
takings that there has been a peculiar
balance in tlie resulting empirical
work. Thus, studies of the effects of
the research envi;onment have been
concentrated in industrial laboratories,
occur to a lesser extent 'in govemment
laboratories, and are least likely to be
found in university laboratories. The
reverse holds for the study of the effects
of the research activities on the orga
nization.

While all three institutional sectors
have been faced with the problem of
how to cope with a considerably ex
panded, complicated, and much more
expensive research operation than had
ever been known, each sector chose to
focus on a different set of problems.
One of the best recent series of descrip
tive papers emphasizing the role of
basic re~earch in each of the different
institutional sectors may be found in
Wolffe (195%). In part, this arose
from a set ofuntested assumptions. The
first holds that the university is really
the "natural"· home for research. The
second holds that research is a set of
activities sufficiently different from all
others performed in the organization
(especially in industry), that it must
be differently organized, or, at the very
least, that there are special problems in
trying to organize' research. The suit
ability of the academic model to some
research organizations has heen· ques
tioned, and the so-called project form
of organization has been substituted in
whole or in part.. Herbert A. Shepard
(1957) has been among those social
scientists who have devoted consider
able attention to this particular prob
lem. The first two assumptions are
often compounded with a third,
namely, that scientists are essentially
different from most other employees
and consequently have, to be "han~

dIed" differently. Randle (1959) is one
of a number of industrial consultants
beginning to question these· assump
tions.

In part,~he_different emphases have
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arisen from certain inherent differ
ences in orientation characteristic of
each sector. In the era of the cost ac
countant in industry, each activity,
each department of the company, must
not only pay its own way, but show a
profit, and one of the main problems
for industrial research was to devise
ways of attaching costs and profits to
the research operation (National As
sociation of Cost Accountants, 1955;
Rubenstein, 1957a). But it was gener·
ally recognized· that other means had
to be devised (qumo.titative if possi
ble) to evaluate the effectiveness of
the research program and operation.
This gave rise to a variety of ap
proaches to the study of the· problems
of appraising research.

In industry, the search has been con
centrated on devising a formula, or
some other precise indicators, which
would help management decide on
which of a number of proposed proj
ects should be selected and how to
evaluate progress of on-going projects.
For a general review of some of the
problqns involved, see Rubenstein
(1957b); for a review of some of the
actual, approaches tried, see Ruben
stein (1957a).

Neither government nor the univer~

sities seem to have been as concerned
with these sorts of appraisals. This is
probably not the case for a considerable
part of· the government's military re
search effort, but practically nothing is
available for st1~dy hecause of security
restrictions.

Still another concern of some in
vestigators has been the relationship
between the organizational environ
ment or atmosphere and· the yearning
for creative (as well as productive) re
search. Stein (1955; 1959) conducted
an elaborate series of studies which
seek to explore the interaction of purely
psychological characteristics with orga
nizational and general environmental
factors. A series of volumes- will report
the final resu.lts; Stein is one of the
leading exceptions to the generalization
that most of the psychological studies
of creativity have disregarded orga
nizational environment (Taylor & Bar
ron, 1993). Some of the factors which
have been overlooked in these studies
are discussed by Kaplan (1960b;

1963a), in which an effort is made to
specify factors in the different ·iilstitu
tional environments in which research
is conducted.

Although there are· a number of
studies with the words organizational
atmosphere and organizational en
vironment in the title, very few treat
the matter in a genuinely analytical
way (Orlh, 1959). For example, Pelz
and Andrews (1962) relied primarily
on the goals of the laboratory, and
dominance by Ph.D. scientists, as the
distinguishing characteristics of atmos
phere. Gordon, Marquis, and Ander
son (1962) considered the possible
range of freedom and control and
their combinations in different settings.
Since it is obvious that there are some
industrial laboratories (e.g., Bell·Lah~
oratories) whe-re there may be consid
erably less restriction on the scientist's
freedom than may be found even in
some university organizations, Gordon
and his colleagues advanced the hy
pothesis that it is the immediacy and
specificity of research goals rather than
the institutional context which varies
directly with the controls exerted on
the scientist, although there tends to be
some relationship between these two
factors.

During the early 1950's the· prime
concern of most educational··institu
tions centered on problems of financ
ing research (The Committee on Insti
tutional Research Policy, 1954). Kidd
(1959a) was the first to pnhlish a full
scale study of the changing interrela
tionships of the federal government and
the universities···as a consequence of
increased federal support for research.
Kidd was especially concerned with the
effects (at that time largely'unrecog
nized by the academic community or,
more precisely, the academichier~

archy) of large-scale university re.:
search on teaching .and on the other
goals and practices of the university.

Since that time there have been an
increasing number of studies of various
facets of this new problem. Rivlin
(1961) analyzed the developing finan
cial relationships· between the federal
government and the' universities and
raised questions about. outright sub
sidization of higher education and re
search. Orlans (1962) studied 36 in-
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stitutions of higher learning to assess
the impacts of federal support on the
quality of education, the organization
and administration of the universities,
and a host of other factors. The Car·
negie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching (The Carnegie Report,
1963)· sponsored "self-studies" at 26
selected campuses, centering inquiry on
many of the same problems as the Or
leans study. The entire issue in which
this report appears is devoted to "Part·
ners in Search of Policies: Higher Edu
cation and Federal Government."

Finances continue to occupy the at
tention of many educators, although
there seems to be less overt fear of fed
eral "control" as a concomitant of
federal support (Kaplan, 1960a).

These studies indicate that the major
research orientation still tends to ,be
applied and practical rather than theo
retically'directed. One of the best ex
amples of the kind of research needed
may be found in a series of articles by
Ben-David (1960a; 196Ob; Ben-David
& Zloczower, 1962). Although these
have been concerned mainly with the
nineteenth century there is every rea
son to· believe that the· same sort of
sophisticated sociological analysis of
the contemporary situation is possible.
It would be necesary to take into ac
count not only the structural and
other features of the universities them·
selves but, also, and more important,
the value system which guides them, the
larger social systems in which they
operate, and the interaction of various
parts of the social system (Kaplan,
1961). So far, the purely practical
studies have not succeeded in casting
such a wide net.

National Organization of Science

Aside from the specific interest in
the role of the .larger .environment as
a factor in the internal organization of
research, there is a growing interest in
the total organization of science within
any given society. Until recently such
interests. were manifested primarily
in historical studies, for example in
Dupree (1957) and in Cardwell (1957).
But it has only been recently that the
overall organization of science has been
viewed as a significant contemporary
problem.

Up to World War II science con
tinued to expand mainly as a result of
a series of individual decisions made
in the universities and in other labora
tories and by individuals attracted to
pursue science. Competition within a
particular nation and\ among the sev
eral nations served to correct major
imbalances in the total scientific effort,
although not always effectively or suc-_
cessfulIy (Ben-David, 1960a; Ben·
David, 1960b). This was in many
senses a much better example of a true
system of laissez faire than the eco-
nomic system ever was. '

The failure of the laissez faire sys
tem can be seen in the shift of leader
ship in scientific pursuits from Europe
to other countries, chiefly the United
States. The rapid rise in the number of
Nobel prizes won by scientists who are
residents of the United States is but one
of the many such in~ices. The increas
ing emigration of European scientists
to America is another (Dedijer, 1961;
National Scien"ce Foundation, 1962).
Some of the factors involved in the de
cline of European science are· also ap
parent from such recent papers as those
by Renee Fox (1962), Consolazio
(1961), and Kaplan (1962). The un
derlying theme of these papers might
be summed up as a concern with the
manifest inadequacies of the old sys
tem, concentrated in, but not confined
to, the university, to cope with the
development and promotion of modern
science in the world of today.

One of the best indices of the failure
of the laissez faire system for science
lies in the scope and amount of effort
currently being exerted to reorganize
and revitalize the organization' of re
search in much of Western Europe. Ac
companying this reorganization is the
recognition, for the first time in many
instances, that almost no systematic
information and data on the organiza
tion of science at the national level
existed previously. Social scientists in
Europe, no less than in ·the United
States, have remained unaware of the
rapidly changing nature of the orga
nization of science and have laid little
of the groundwork necessary to enable
the practitioners to make decisions con
cerning the various facets of the total
organization. To cope with this gap in

information a number of ad hoc studies
have been instituted by specially cre
ated commissions of scientists and gov
ernment officials and by other national
agencies. But almost everywhere there
was explicit recognition of the neces
sity for systematic data on the state
of the present system before proceeding
to recommend changes and modifica
tions.

In recent years the American Asso
ciation for the Advancement of Sci
ence sponsored a symposium which
resulted in a series of papers on the
overall organization of science in Great
Britain by Hiscocks (1959), Major
(1959) on Norway, Ballard (1959)
on Canada, and Don K. Price (1959)
on a comparative, summary. Korol
(1957), DeWitt (1960; 1961a; 1961b;
1961c; 1962a; 1962b), and Vncinich
(1956) all contributed stndies of
the organization of various aspects of
the Soviet research organization. Or
leans (1961), Lindbeck (1961),' ano
Thompson (1963) studied the scien
tific research organization. of m,ainland
China. There· is also an excellent short
study, by 'a Belgian sociologist (Moli
to~, 1960), of the United States na
.tional organization of science, done
under a Ford grant while he was still
Secretary General of the Belgian Na
tional Research Council. Finally, there
are a number of studies by a variety
of government agencies, as well as
international ones such as the Office of
European Economic Co-operation
(1954; 196Oa; 196Ob), and in the last
year or ·so by the International Office
of the National Science Foundation
(Watson, 1962).

Despite the inadequacies of many of
these studies and the variability in the
local situations, a number of common
themes are readily evident. They~ may
be summarized as a concern with the
complexity of the existing organiza
tional arrangements. This includes ar
rangements for financing research, for
conducting research, for promoting
specific programs of research, and for
advising on new· directions which sci
entific research should take. Coupled
with this is. the obvious fact that sci
ence is no longer a small, self-con
tained, autonomous, self.governing
community. Although each of these
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points cannot be treated in any detail
in this chapter, it should be pointed
out that the sheer change in the size of
the scientific endeavor is bound to have
ramifications far beyond the increase in
the number of people involved. The
role of scientists in exerting some con
trol over their efforts and products is
also changing as a result. Whether the
new scientific establishment which
emerges in the years ahead can ever
maintain some semblance of self-gov
ernment .is an open question. Some of
the lines being followed in an effort
to answer this question are discussed
in the next section.

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

The new scientific establishment is
much more intimately related to society
than ever hefore. In fact, one could
ask whether it is still possible, except
for theoretical purposes, to speak of
modern science without society, or
of a modern society without science.
Certainly, the recent studies reviewed
in this' section aUest to the growing
interdependence. of science and so
ciety.

The imp~ct of science on society has
always been far better developed and
explored than the impact of society on
science (Merton, 1952). Today this
distinction is quite blurred; American
society is a scientific society. One used
to conceive of the impact of science on
society in much the same way as one
would regard Newtonian forces-where
an external force exerts pressure on an
object and causes it to move in a cer
tain way. The topic is no longer clearly
restricted to 'its effects on employment
and uneUlployment,or on new tech
nological developments (Watennan,
1962). Science is making it possible
either to revolutionize or to destroy so
ciety as it has been known, and the
choice is now largely a matter of so
cial and political arrangements.

In the last decade or two the inter
relations of science and society have
become more intimate, overt, and di
rect. For example, the "market place
of ideas" as a major mechanism deter
mining choice of scientific problems is
rapidly being replaced by a deliberate
attempt to link the goals of society
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with the research goals of science. Sci
entists are not forced to work in these
socially approved fields; they may still
disregard these and work on problems
of their own choosing, no matter how
"irrelevant" the society may consider
them. There is no question, however,
that it is generally easier to obtain
financial support and facilities, and
especially to obtain a· more adequate
share of these, if one chooses to work
in the areas defined as socially desir
able. For a most perceptive discussion
bearing on some of the newly develop
ing patterns for doing research, the
work of a physicist, Holton (1962), is
especially important.

The "traditional autonomy" of sci
ence is being modified from yet
another direction. Political, military,
economic, and social policies have be
come so intertwined with, and de~

pendent upon, science' that scientists
are increasingly being called upon to
act as advisors upon political matters
which often have some technical
aspects.

Conceptually, it is simple to dis
tinguish between two types of science
advisors: .one is concerned with what
happens inside the world of science,
while the other is supposed to bring
his scientific ,knowledge to bear on
political and 'other types of nonscien
tific questions. But, practically, it, is
difficult to separate these roles (Lang,
1963; Sayre, 1961).

Wohlstetter (1962), a RAND anal·
yst, has criticized a number ofphysi
cists for their role during the fallout
and testing controversy in the late
1950'5. Wohlstetter took the scientists
to task for speaking out as "experts"
on subjects which he defined as essen·
tially nonscientific and political. Since
equally prominent and respected scien
tists were on opposite sides of many
of these political issues. and since both
sides seemed to rely on scientific data,
the problem of which scientist to be
lieve, and on what basis, was magni~

lied.
A recent study by a politicalscien

tist, Gilpin (1962a), analyzed the
changing role of the scientist as politi
cal advisor and as political activist
since the end of World War n. Each
of these roles is new fOImost Ameri-

can scientists, and there are undoubt
edly many scientists who still wish they
could stay out of politics. In Gilpin's
view the end of political innocence for
many scientists came with the Oppen
heimer case (Gilpin, 1962a). Whether
or nof one dates the loss of innocence
then, Gilpin's review of the scientist's
role in shaping early United States'
policy on nuclear weapons, the control
of atomic energy, the development of
the H-bomb, through many other mili
tary-political decisions of the cold war
decade, must be contrasted with the
United States scientist's political inno
cence prior to the war. These problems
deserve more intensive study than they
have so far received;

Wohlstetter's (1962) open attack on
the scientists as political advisors may
perhaps be viewed as an index of· the
early stages of· the institutionalization
of this new role for· scientists. The
awesome decisions scientists are being
called upon to help formulate, privately
and secretly (Snow, 1961), are of con
cern to all..Fortunately, many of the
scientists involved have not taken their
responsibilities lightly and have openly
discussed (within security restrictions)
some of the key issues involved.

In the early years after World War
II, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
provided a forum primarily for the
physical scientists. But in more recent
years the forum, the participants, and
the audience have all expanded. The
"Anns Control Issue" of Daedalus
(1960) was rightly hailed as the hest
available collection of papers; oz:t the
subject which had appeared to that
date. The decision to develop the H
bomb, as well as many ot the other
aspects of the nuclear arms race, has
gradually been opened to analysis by
physical and soqial scientists alike
(see, for example, Dupre & Lakoff,
1962; Gilpin, 1962b; Schilling, 1961;
Zuckerman., 1962). As a sign of the
times, physical scientists now write
about foreign policy not only ·for
other scientists (Kistiakowsky, 1960),
but also for . foreign policy specialists
(Haskins, 1962).

Of special interest in this connection
is a conference of both physical and
social scientists sponsored by the Coun
cil for Atomic Age Studies oLColum-
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hia University late in 1962. Some
notion of the scope of topics covered
can be gleaned from the titles of the
papers presented: Gilpin (19621),
Civil--Scientific Relations in the United
States; Wood (1962), Scientists and
Politics: The Rise of an Apolitical
Elite; Gilpin (1962c), National Policy
and the Presidents Science Advisors;
Kreidler (1962), National Science
Policy and the President's Science Ad·
visors; Wohlstetter (1962) I Scientists,
Seers and Strategy; Brodie (1962),
The Scientific Strategists; and Wright
(1962), The Establishment of Science
Affairs. As a "summary" statement
Wright is quoted: '~With the benefit of
hindsight we now know that we have
been living in an age of.science for
twenty years or more without ux'tder
standing the implications of this fact"
(Wright, 1962, p. 4).

The second type of science advisor
is concerned primarily with the in
ternal organization and development
of science, insofar as it is possible to
separate this from some of the ex
ternal issues just discussed (Storer,
1962b). The first formal American
science advisor (outside of wartime),
known officially as the Special Assist
ant to the President for Science and
Technology, had the double duty of
"strengthening science" and relating
it "more effectively to policy-making"
(Killian, 1959a).

Since that time, the President's Sci~

ence Advisory Committee (1958;
1959; 1960; 1962a) reviewed and
made recommendations on R wide
variety of problems bearing on recruit
ment, education, the universities, and
the federal government.

Some other sources which should be
mentioned in connection with the de
velopment of a science policy are
Brozen (1962); Price, Dupre, and
Gnstafson (1960); the text by Dupre
and Lakofl (1962) ; and Don K. Price's
(1954) earlier work which anticipated
many of these problems by ahnost a
decade. Kidd (1959a), in a first-rate
study of the interrelations of the federal
government and the universities, and
Wolfle (1959a), drawing on his experi~

ence as executive officer of the Ameri
can Association for the Advancement
of Science, raised many of the ques-

tions which will have to he explored hy
anyone interested in studying the prob
lems of a developing science policy.

The increasing support for science
hy Congress and the national· govern
ment has inevitably affected the rela
tions of scientists to nonscientists.
Whether or not one accepts C. P.
Snow's (1959) "two cultures" thesis,
there is little question of the increas
ing need for the public and congress
men along with politically influential
laymen, to understand something of
what is happening within science.
Lamson (1960) documented in detail
some of the substantial gaps and differ
ences in orientations and attitudes be
tween scientists and congressmen. The
need to inform the public on the de
velopments Of science has been recog
nized, and diffusion of knowledge
has been accelerated, by such orga
nizations as the National Association
of Science Writers. Much more needs
to be .done to determine how. much
and what kind of information the pub
lic needs in order to inform itself in
telligently about scientific.developments
(Withey, 1959).

Various other steps have been taken
and many others have been suggested
to strengthen American science. Most
of these, characteristically, have in
volved direct as well as indirect action
by the federal government. For ex
ample, the suggestion has been made,
especially by Senator Humphrey
(1960), to create a new Department
of Science. This has met with mixed
reactions from the scientists (for a
summary of some of these, see Dupre
& Lakoff, 1962, pp. 69-73; Stover,
1962). Others have argued that most
governmental actions have been "rela
tively minor adjustments in the ad
ministrative machinery" and that more
basic changes are needed in govern
ment, science, and society to·cope with
the new challenge (Honey, 1960). (An
entire issue of The Annals [Wengert,
1960] covered a wide range of views
on the changing interrelations of sci
ence and society--a subject which de
serves a more detailed analysis that can
be afforded here.)

The tremendous expansion of the
physical and natural sciences has had
an. impact on the development of the

social sciences. Although there was
controversy, the final version of the
National Science Foundation Act did
not explicitly prohibit support for the
social sciences (Alpert, 1955; Alpert,
1957; Alpert, 1960). A social science
program was established quite early,
but had a small budget and operated
under a cautious set of rules which
eliminated many potential applicants.
By the early 1960's the social science
section was established as a formal
division-almost an equal among
equals. As significant as the change in
National Science Foundation attitude
and policy toward the social sciences is,
it doubtless reflects a general change
in public attitude. The President's Sci
ence Advisory Committee, which in
1963 still had no social science repre
sentatives, did establish a special panel
to study the behavioral science situa
tion. The panel in turn recommended
considerably more encouragement for
the rapid expansion of the behavioral
sciences (President's Science Advisory
Committee, 1962b). Uodoubtedly the
social sciences have benefited some
from the "halo effect," surrounding
science generally, though in the view
of many hardly enough.

The present discussion has touched
upon some aspects of neWly emerging
problems of the advisor .for science
and of the increasing recognition of
the need to formulate public· policies
for science at the national level (Hail
sham, 1963). But already there are
indications that such policy-making is
unlikely to stop at national borders.
The scale of Big Science is such that
cooperative research ventures among
a number of nations, such as CERN
(European Organization for Nuclear
Research) for nuclear energy research
and the newly formed European Space
Research Agency, are essential if
smaller nations are to participate at
all in certain fields of scientific research.

The Organization for Economic Co
operation and Development, whose
work in this area has been mentioned
earlier (King, 1962), has had an ad
hoc advisory group on science policy
(1963) which reviewed the possible
roles of the OECD (Organization for
Economic Co-operation· & Develop
ment) in promoting science and co-
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operation on policy among the member
nations. Kramish (1963) conducted an
extensive comparative analysis of avail
able data on scientific manpower and
effort in relation Jo economic indices
in the Common Market countries, the
United States, the United Kingdom,
and the So,,::iet Union. Such a report
could serve as a basis for an eventual
Common Market policy for science,
inconceiyable as such a step would have
been to most observer.s even a few years
ago.

Yet another aspect of the external
science policy has been the emergence
of various national and international
efforts to help promote the growth of
science in the newly developing nations
of the world. Both the highly indus
trialized and the industrializing natioDs
have become increasingly aware of the
significance of science for accelerating
economic productivity.

Ben-David (1962), contrasting the
development of science in a new and
small nation like Israel with that of the
United States, offered some suggestions
about the directions which might he
followed by smaller and less industrial
nations. StevanDedijer (1957; 1959;
1962a; 1962b), a physicist turned
sociologist of science, has written a
number of papers outlining the dimen
sions of trying to develop science and a
science policy in the new nations. Re
cently there has been an enormous
increase of interest among scientists
(Blackett, 1962) and statesmen
(United Nations, 1963) in the explora
tion of these problems.

The first international conference
devoted to science and the developing
nations was held in 1960 at the Weiz
mann Institute .of Sciences in Rebo
voth, Israel (Gruber, 1961). Scientists
and politicians came together to dis
cuss the role of science---from solar
energy to chemical fertilizers to the
kinds of physics courses needed in
universities of the new states. This
was followed early in 1963 by a much
more comprehensive conference in
Geneva, sponsored by the United Na~

tions, at which·over 2,000 papers were
presented by scientists and politicians
representing 87 nations. The list of
papers is in a United Nations (1963)
document of 360 pages. The United
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States contributions were published in
12 volumes, the most relevant in this
context being Volume IX (United
States, 1963) on scientific planning
and policy. For the social scientist, not
only the conference papers, but the con
ference itself is worthy of further study.

This section begail by noting how
much science and society have become
intertwined. In the process, new prob
lems have arisen and new ways of
viewing these have become necessary.
As has been seen, physical scientists
and the whole range of social sci
entists have become increasingly con
cerned, as they must, for this new
revolution concerns everyone. The na
tural scientists can hardly speak of the
future of science without touching
upon the larger implications for man's
life span, his health, and well being
(DuBos, 1959; Weaver", 1960) _ It is
up to the social scientists to contribute
their share toward a greater under
standing of these revolutionary impli
cations.

For the scientist, the changes he
faces in his way of conducting research
pose many questions and problems
for the study of research. The effects
of Big Science, the changing role of the
government, the deliberate attempts to
plan and formulate policies for the de
velopment of science, and a host of
other related changes, have barely been
outlined. The changing roles of the
scientist outside of the research labora
tory, the emerging scientist-statesman
and the statesman-scientist have im
plications which have hardly been
touched upon. For the sociologist to
ignore these central problems of the
time would be a loss for both science
and society.

CONCLUSION

The sociology of science is begin
ning to show signs of rapid develop
ment, but it is plainly evident that
sociologists have much more to con
tribute. The majority of works by
nonsociologists reviewed here would
have benefltedgreatly from the. col~
laboration of sociologists.

On balance, much has heen accom
plished recently by scientists whose
technical training has been in almost

all the sciences. The major progress has.,
been to call attention to the quiet revo
lution now in progress in and around
science and· to raise some- of the ques
tions which must· be asked before
answers can be sought.

This review has attempted to raise
only some of the questions of all the
possible ones which already have been,
or still remain to be, asked. The main
goal has been to bring forth issues
about which sociologists have been
less active, and possibly less familiar.
The traditional concerns of sociologists
with stratification, power, social
change, and the other' areas covered
in this Handbook, are now inextricably
a part of the activities of many sci~

entist;3-those inside the laboratories as
well as those outside the laboratories
in the capitals of the world.

Sociologists have long argued about
the importance of studying social
change. Leading sociologists of the
nineteenth century, such as Max Weber
(1930) did not argue about its im
portance; they studied change. Sci
ence is changing internally even as are
views of its earlier developments. The
traditional conceptions of the role of
scientist as scientist need also to he
changed radically. But the new role of
the scientist in the forefront of political
and economic change implies an even
more drastic reappraisal of present
views of social processes. The techni~

cal expert· was always supposed to be
"on tap but not on top" and this may
still be true of the scientist advisors
today. But in the not too distance to·
morrow, the scientist may also be
called on to be on· top, as scientist and
statesman heco~e blended into ~ new
role. And where will the sociologists
be on coronation day?
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CONFERENCE ON THE ECONOMICS
OF MEDICAL RESEARCH

Reprinted from "Report to the President" -- The President's Commission on Heart Disease,
Cancer, and Stroke. Volume II, February 1965. By the U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE -- Public Health Service.

At the request of the President's Commission
on Heart Disease, Cancer, and Stroke, Dr. Wal
ter Heller, Chairman of the Council of Eco
nomic Advisers to the President, called together
a group Of economists for a meeting on Septem
ber30, 1964, to discuss some of the ecOllomic
aspects of medical research.

A series of questions served as poiuts of de.
parture for the day's discussion. These were
initially submitted by the Commission and elab
orated in detail by the Council of Economic
Advisers. They are contained in the appendix.

Participants in the conference were:

Eoonomists
Kenneth J. Arrow, Professor of Economics

and Statistics, Stanford University.
Peter de J anosi, Program Associate, Ford

Foundation.
W. Lee Hansen, Staff, Council of Economic
. Advisers.

Walter W. Heller, Chairman, Council of Eco
nomic Advisers.

Herbert E. Klarman, Associate Professor of
Political Economy and Professorof Public
Health Administration, The Johns Hop
kins University.

Dorothy P. Rice, Medical Economist, Health
Economics Branch, Division of Commu
nity Health Services, U.S. Public Health
Service.

Tibor '8citovsky, Professor of Economics,
University of California.

PreMent's OO'lllll!.is8ion
Stephen J. Ackernlan, Executive Secretary.
Michael E. DeBakey, Chairman.
Edward Dempsey, Special Assistant to the

Secretary (Health and Medical Affairs),
U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and WelfaJ:e.

Mike Gorman, Consultant.
William Kissick, Staff Assistant.
Abrallam M. Lilienfeld, Staff Director.
John D. Turner, Staff Associate.
The following is a report of the conference.

•

The Agenda
The chairman of the Council of Economic

Advisers convened the meeting in behalf of the
President's Commission on Heart Disease, Can
cer, and Stroke. The Commission had asked
for ·some guidelines on what constitutes a rea
sonable outlay for medical research in general,
and particularly research in heart disease, can
cer, and stroke. This type of problem is still
on the frontiers of economic knowledge and re
search. Economics has made a fair degree of
progress, especially since World War II, in
developing criteria for investment in relatively
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intangible types ofactivity, such as educatiOll..
Whether it has progressed to the point that it
can provide concrete guidance for medical re
search expenditures expressed ill quantitative
terms is questionable.·

The concerns of the President's Commission
were expressed by its repl'e1"illtatives as follows.
Medicine has made great inroads iu attackillg .
these diseases-heart disease, cancer, and
stroke. Even with the knowledge possessed at
the present time, medical care can make a great
deal more progress. There are many types of
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heart disease that can be virtually cured today
by certain forms of treatment, including sur
gery. We do not yet know 'how to affect the
course of coronary artery disease. Conceivably
there are ways by which some of these diseases
may be overcome completely, since the heart per
forms a mechanical function that can be substi
tuted for by mechanical means. We are able to
substitute completely for theheart function in
humans for several-hours. We can do this in the
laboratory on experimental animals for days,'
with the animals surviving' and performing
normally in every respect. We cannot do this

, for longer periods today for mechanical reaSons
largely. If this problem were solved, the sur
vival level and the productivity of the popula
tion would be raised substantially, shice heart
disease accounts for more than 50 percent of all
deaths.

To make the inroads envisioned, funds will be
required not only for research, but also for the
support of trained manpower, facilities, con
struction, and so on. The Commission would
like to see the health field in as advantageous a
position as possible to compete for funds. When
a gro;up of diseases costs the Nation larg-e
amounts of money, it seems reasonable that they
would be assigned a high priority. What is not
clear is how one r"lates the importance of health

to other types of national concern and activity,
such as defense.

The Commission's repres@tatives also ex
pressed interest in the allocation of resources to
patient-care services: This item is additional
to the original agenda, which was limited to
medical research. Accordingly, they invited
discussion of criteria for allocating funds to
research, training, and patient care, as well as
to research expenditures by disease category.
Would it be legitimate to allocate expenditures
among diseases according to their respective
contributions to mortality I To medical care
expenditures I To loss of output I

Another way of stating the Commission's
concern is this: Suppose one ,knew the annual
impact on the economy of these three groups of
diseases. Assume that medical care expendi
tures and loss of output due to mortslity and
morbidity amount" to $8 billion annually (as
shown by the preliminary data for the year 1962
compiled by the Health Economics Branch of
the U.S. Public Health Service). Can econo
mists say how much the Nation can aff..rd to, or
should, spend on research and on patient care in
these diseases I How does one, take 'into consid
eration the rising productivity of labor, the
growing gross national product (GNP), and so
forth I

QUESTION 1: How much con this Nation alford to spend, or how much should it spend, on medical
research?
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It seems doubtful that a population has any
, value ju.dgments or felllings about medical re

search which are independentof its value judg
ments or feelings about health. If so, the basic
question concerning any propbsed exp@ditures
in the health field is whether the resulting out
put will make a comm@surate contribution to
the health of the population.

Eoonomists hold that it is not meaningful to
ask, How much can this (or any) Nation afford
to sp@d on medical research. The real issue
is how much it is worthwhile to devote to this
purpose in comparison with other purposes,
given the expected respective returns from the
same resources.

In addition to the size of the disease problem,
however that may be measured, there is the
uncertsinty of return from any research ex-

penditure. It is important to ask whether or
not a significant step forward is imminent.

The availability of specialized resources
apart, the proper question consists of three
elements:

a. What is the estimated value of improv
ing health services-in terms of reduced
mortslity, reduood morbidity, etc. I

b. What is the probability tht this value
will be realized through incroo.sedex
penditures on research I

o. How does this value' compare with the
estimated cost of achieving it I

It is well to recall that included in the cus
tomary calculations of the economic 'costs of a
disease (and the benefits of eliminating or re
ducing it) are loss of oubput and medical care
expenditures. Other costs, such' as pain and
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grief, are usually neglected ·l,ecause they are
difficult to measure.

The economists agreed that the cost of grant
ing relief (public assistance) to support a dis
abled person, who may constitute' a burden to
society for a long period, must not be counted
separately. Thwt would be double counting,
siuce the loss of his output has already been
measured.

Eoonomist,s have evidently made greater
progress in measuring loss of output due to
morbidity and premature death than in measur
ing the value to the individual or his family
of avoiding pain arid suffering. The qu\'Stion
arose whether the a.ttempt to measure the latter
does not entail double counting. The answer is
that there is double counting if one simply
asks how much individuals are willing to spend
on medical care, when the a.uticipated outcome
includes' the contintred or restored ability to
work. However, if one carefully tries to ascer
tain how much individuals are willing to spend
beyond any effects on earnings, the danger of
double countbg is effectively 'Precluded.

The representatives of the Commission
pointed out that the greatly increased expendi
tures on medical research in the postwar period
have produced much knowledge that is cur
rently being ap'plied to the care of patients.
There has not been a single great advance in
medicine in the la.st 25 years that is not at
tributable to expenditures on medical research.
Without the products' of research, physicians
would be rendering today the same kinds of
serviCe they rendered in the past. In the last
15 years alone many of the Congenital forms of
heart disease, which formerly were completely
hopeless, . have become curable. In most
instances they led to early death and in a ma
jority of instances to a high rate of disability
on the part of those who reached adult life.
Today the majority can be. cured by surgery.
This is entirely the product of medical research.

The Commission's representatives introduced .
several add,iti?iial examples. In the past a vic
tim of stroke received a small amount of medical
care. His destination and. resting place were
th~ nursing home,because medicine did not
know what to do for him. Today a majority
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of all imminent stroke patients can be treated
effectively by surgical means.

With present knowledge, early detection of
cancer of the cervix would probably yield a 70
percent decline in mortality within a short in
terval. Rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart
disease have become manageable by meallll. of
antibiotics, and surgery can be used to treat the .
resultant heart damage when it occurs.

The economists suggested that efforts he made
to quantify the returns from medical research.
By definition research is a leap into the un
known, and the only basis for guessing about
the probable outcome in the future is what has
happened in the past. This is true of all types
of research. Only one attempt has been made
to estimate the economic return from invest
ments in research, namely; in hybrid corn. The
yield proved to be of the order of several hun
dred percent per annum. It seems reasonable'
to suppose that a research project of,modest
magnitude would lead to a determination of the
return from research that produced the modern
treatment of congenital heart disease. Ex
amples in other diseases will readily occur to the
investigator. In performing such a Calculation,
needless to say, one should consider everything,
failures as well as successes. It is plausible to
assume that too successful a record in medical
research ventures-say 50 percent-reflects in
sufficient expenditures.

The economists agreed that if the procedures
developed by medical research proV!! to he costly
to apply, the potential net gain is reduced. This
fact will always be reflected in the comparison
of expected cost and gain.

The gains. due. to research are not direct, but
are entirely attributable to the effects of serv
ices on the health of a population. The pro
vision of services and the effects of services are
intervening steps. When' the services are not
rendered, there are no gains. If the effects of
specific services on health are not known, the
value of medical research cannot he known.
Unfortunately, knowledge of the effect of spe
cific services is often lacking, as for example in
coronary heart disease.

The Commission's representatives suggested
that since prevention i~ preferable to cure, re
search expenditures on preventive measures
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m",y deserve priority. To an economist this
conclusion is not evident. It is likely that the
return from prevention exceeds th",t from cure,
when each is equ",lly att",inable. Usu",lly, how
ever, they are not equally ",ttainable. Conceiv
",bly the probability of developing effective
preventive me",sures m",y be low, while the prob
",bility of developing helpful cumtive meltSures
may be high. If so, the l",tler deserve priority.
It is an empiric",l question. In considering ",ny
proposed expenditures on medical resoorch,
therefore, the probability of success is an im
portant consideration.

Other things being equ",l, however, one ex
pects to devote more economic resources to
problems of l",rger size (as measured by the
value of the economic loss), because the cost of
research is more or less independent of the size
of the problem while the v",lue of the return is
proportioml to it. Presum",bly, it would cost
the s",me ",mount to prevent one death through
the output of research as to prevent a thousand
deaths. The yield of rese",rch is '" strong ex
ample of the opemtion of economies of sCltle.

The representatives of the Commission re
stated the initial question. Given wh",t is
known about the size of the economy tod",y "'nd
its expected size 5 years from now; given the
level of expenditures on medical rese"'rch; "'nd
given the magnitudes of the three disCltSe Cltte
gories, can economists advise the Commission
whether or not the Nation's resoorch endeavor
should be expanded?

The economists regretfully expressed their in
ability to do so. To do so responsibly would
require certain kinds of d",ta "'s '" bltSis for.'"
series of c"'lculations. It is conceivable th",t
very simple calculations will show th",t in-'
cre",sed expenditures "'re w",rranted. The size
of the economy and the m"'gnitude of the dis
ease problems are elements in the c",lcul",tion,
but other elements enter ",Iso. Least important
perhaps is the size of GNP, bec",use medical re
search expenditures are not a large frltCtion of
the tot",!. Obviously the reSOurces exist in this
country to permit incroosed expenditures on
medical research. Wh",t is important ",re the
prob",bility of success of '" given research under
t"'king "'nd the v",lue of the benefit, if roolized.
The product of the two fltCtors is the expected

vallie of the research, which must then be re
lated to the cost orthis rese"'rch. Even'" sm",ll
improvement in the probability of success (say
2 percentage points), if it applies to a suffi
ciently htrge base, can yield a large gain.

The s",me is true of '" sin",ll reduction in the
base, especi",lly if the g",in is realized in per
petuity. If a given research expenditure could
yield an annual reduction in cancer or heart
disease deaths of 3 percent, the economic g",in
would be great. The question is with wh",t
probability a reduction c",n be attained at a
given cost.

The economists introduced the concept of time
and the discount r",te. Both benefits and costs
m",y occur at various times in the future. A
dollar tod",y is worth more than '" dollar 10
years hence. The discount mte renders these
dollars commensumte. The sum of '" stroom of
doll",rs in the future, properly discounted, is the
present v",lue of that stroom.

With reg",rd to the initial question, ",n econ
omist simply would not ask, "C",n the N",tion
",fford it?" He would ask, "Is it worthwhile to
spend an ",ddition",l sum on this objective mther
th",n on something else?" To answer this ques
tion he will estim",te the expected value of '"
research project ("'s reflected in diminished mor
t",lity. and morbidity, and the v",lue ",tt",ched
thereto) and compare it with the cost. If '"
given ",mount of money is avail",ble for spend
ing by Government, say $100 million, it is neces
s",ry to ItSk whether ",dding this sum to medical
research expenditures would yield better results
than adding it to expenditures on eduClttion.
To the extent tlmt both he",lth "'nd educ",tion
provide sheer consumer s"'tisfactions, the out
come of the comparison will depend on individ-,
ual v",lue judgments; to the extent th",t they
both contribute to the GNP, the comp",rison can
be made somewhat more objectively.

The economists offered '" reformulation of the
"worthwhile" question that may be easier to
de",1 with. A given sum of money spent on re
search would be equivalent to a 5-percent return
on investment if it led to '" specified prob",bility
of reducing mortality by X and morbidity by Z.

The economists noted th",t wh",t is always at
issue is the marginal or additional doll"'r, not
tot",l expenditures. Everybody would "'gree
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that it would be disastrous to abolish all re
search. It is conceivable, however, that at a
given time and place, we may be scraping the
bottom of the barrel for problems worth investi
gating, as well as for talent capable of working
on them effectively. Thus, under specHied con
ditions, it may pay to spend $250 million on re~

search, but it may not pay to spend an addi
tional $100 million, or a total of $350 million.

The question was raised whether the criterion
for an optimum expenditures policy on medical
research could not be something other than the
maximum difference between the present values
of costs and benefits. Why not adopt a policy
of incurring large medical care expenditures,
while minimizing indirect costs due to morbid
ity and mortality in the productive ages? The
answer is that the first policy is the correct one,
if all the elements are included in the calculation
and properly measnred, inclnding impnted val
ues for intangible items (see question 4).

The point was also made that even" a success
ful research venture may have a low value ulti
mately, if the incidence of the disease in ques
tion is low. Under these circumstances a screen-

ing device of high reliability produced by the
research would still yield a high proportion
of false positives.

The economists saw no difficulty here. The
high costs of rendering effective service with
the new screening device enters into the calcu
lation. Direct costs will be high, offsetting the
decline in indirect costs. Increased expendi
tures required to disseminate knowledge also
will entail increased direct costs.

A . related problem is that the available
knowledge is not always applied to reduce mor
tality and morbidity. There is a gap, then, be
tween the productivity of research and its pay
off in practice. It is easier to secure adoption
of measures that can be applied on a mass scale'
than of procedures that require administration
to individuals. One of the economists sug
gested that consideration might be given to cal
culating benefits in terms of two types of dol
lar: For example, a 100-cent dollar for research'
findings that are likely to be applied widely and
a 50-cent dollar for findings that are not so like
ly to be applied.
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QUESTION 2: Are there any economic criteria for determining the proper roles 01 the several levels of

government in financing medical research?

In general one would expect a relative short
age of private support for medical research, be
cause the returns from certain types of medical
research cannot be captured or appropriated.
There is broad agreement among economists
concerning this proposition and its corollary,
the need of support from public funds-phi
lanthropy or taxes.

Related, though not identical, grounds for
support from public funds are the following
characteristics of research as an economic good :

1. Its "public goods" aspect: It is an eco
nomic good of which the total supply is avail
able to anyone individual. "More for you
means no less f.or me." A common example
outside the health field is the lighthouse.

2. The presence of external effects: The
value of medical research to society or a group
is greater than its value to a single individual.
In this case reference is made to the further
ance of research through. the dissemination of
existing knowledge. Another dimension of
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externality is geographic, namely, that appli
cation of the product of medical research can
not be confined within a given geographical
area.

3. Economies of scale: Unit cost declines
as the volume of output increases. One aspect
here is the fact that the reproduction of re
search is cheaper than the initial cost of pro
ducing it. Also, knowledge is cumulative in
character and each new building block may
be decisive for a breakthrough. Finally, ref
erence has been made to the economies of
scale on the benefit side.

4. Uncertainty: The probability of success
as an important element in the calcnlation
has been mentioned. Where uncertainty
looms large, as in medical research, it pays to
diversify risks. This is done by undertaking
a large variety of projects, some of which will
be successful. Accordingly, total expendi
tures must be large.
It is reasona;ble to suppose that unless the re-
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turns from expenditures on research .are appm
priable, private business will not ordinarily in,
cur them. The product of basic research is

__ usu!,lIy not subject to appropriation. Some
products of applied research can be, and are,
appropriated as in the case of drugs, which are
protected by legal grants of patents for a lim
ited length of time. The dangers here are two
fold: (a) The guarantee of monopoly provided
by a patent may be perpetuated by small.changes
in the product; and (b) a substantial change in
the product may not always be compatible with
the health of patients. There is some evidence
that a proliferation of new drugs has occurred,
some of which add nothing useful to the physi
cian's armamentarium.

In summary, one cannot rely on the profit
motive to bring a;bout a sufficient flow of private
funds into medical research. Therefore, Gov~
ernment must fill the gap, if the 'public is to
obtain the benefits of medical research. Indeed,
the question was raised whether as a matter of

. ·public policy, Government financing should not
'be extended into some areas of medical research
whose benefits can be priv~tely preempted.

The Commission's representatives observed
that although the amount ·of mOney spent for
medical research by nongovernmental sources
has increased, the amount spent by government
has increased even more, with the result that the
nongovernmental share of the total has de
clined. There are those who believe that the
very increase in expenditures by government
will serve to reduce private support. The an,
swer to this argument, it seemed to the Commis
sion's representatives, is that several large phil
anthropic foundations have undoubtedly moved
into other areas of activity, in furtherance of
their mission to explore new fields and to de
velop new programs, leaving to government
those activities that no longer represent the new
or the experimental. Whatever the reasons may
be for the shift in spheres of concentration on
the part of the foundations and whatever the
justification, the need for funds Tor medical re
search exists. If the foundations will not sup
ply the funds, governri:tent must.

The economistsstated that in this case govern-

mentn~sat'ily'.,,*eans the Federal Govern
ment, for Sta\BaIl,q,ItiCal tax funds are unlikely
to fiUthe need.. ~otoIlly are the States and
lnu~cip'1'!itiesghon \)f revenues to discharge all
their pressing obligations, but they lack com
pelling reasons for devoting their resources to
medical research. Indeed, the high rate of mo
bility in the population of this country and the
inability to localize the application of medical
knowledge means that the benefits of research
will not accrue exclusively to the residents of
any small area who pay for it. The major ex
ception is an unusually high incidence of adis
ease in an area or a highly localized disease, as
exemplified by air pollution in Los Angeles.

The economists thought that the externality
factor associated with geography was so impor
tant, that States and local units of government
might be reluctant to pay for medical research
even if their fiscal capacities were substilntially
enlarged. The wisdom of the city of New York
in appropriating funds for medical research has
been questioned.

One economist present believes that financing
a major portion of medical research from Fed
eral funds is also justified on grounds of equity.
This is akin to the feeling most people have in
favor of distributing medical services in rela
tion to need, rather than ability to pay.

The other economists thought that' equity is
based on broader considerations than the financ
ing of a particular service. Moreover, while
people may have strong feelings concerning the
ready availability of medical services, regardless
of individual ability to pay for them, it seems
doubtfulthat they have any feelings, much less
strong Ones, on who should pay Tor medical

'research.
One of the Commission's representatives ob~

served that medical research and medical serv
ices are intimately related, for the provision of
services will suffer if medical research does not
continue. If considerations of equity enter into
the provision and financing of services, they
must enter into the financing of medi~al re
search. Medical services are merely the delivery
of the end product of medical research. More
over, some of the needed programs of service in
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heart disease, cance~,p,n(tst~oke will not get
unde~way, in light of pist experience, unless
Federnl financial support· is forthcoming.

On this point there was also disa~eement

amOng the Commission's representatives, and no
consensus was reached.

QUESTION 3: Are there criteria to guide the allocation of funds between general and speciFic medical
research?

. At a meeting at the National Institute of the occurrence of stroke and to help the patient
Mffiltal HeaJth in 1963, it was brought out that recove~ from many of its effects. Today the
three.of the majo~ advances in the t~eatment. vast majority of stroke patients are still treated
of the ment;'lly ill, which have served to reduce by rehabilitation. gut recently there has de-
the load in the State mental hospitals, have veloped the potential of diagnosing impending
come from outside the field of psychiatry or stroke on the basis of certain signs and symp-
psychiatric research. Penicillin has virtually toms, leading to the application of surgery to
eliminated the late complications of syphilis, in- prevention. This service is currently available
eluding paresis. Vitamin B complex has elimi- in only a few medical centers, which report ex-
nated pellagra. Trnnquilizers we~e developed cellent resnlts.Two separate groups of physi-
in research on car<liovasculardiseases. It wonld cians deal with these problems, and their facili-
seem to an outsider, therefore, that ~es~ch in ti,,"a~~istinct. To stimulate and maintain
specific .fields does not always yield the results i!l-t!:\~~Jnthis disease entity, a categorical ap-
expected of it. PWatl.h:isrequired.·

The Commission's representatives explained The Commission's representatives invited at-
the rationale behind the categorical app~ooch tention to anothe~ ~ecent development. In each
to medical research. Individuals have specific, of the special disease areas, the- concept of a
not general, diseases, and medicine deals with multidisciplinary app~oach (from both the bio-
specific diseases. Medicine is o~ganized by dis- logical' and physical sciences) to a particnlar
ease categories (specialties), because this is the disease has been widely adopted. Therefore,
most expeditious and most effective way to deal the new institutes and specialized centem are
with diseases. This pattern of organization also not nearly so narrow as supposed.
se~ves to promote more rigorous research, In the discussion of Question 3 the economists
because concentrating on a specific area of dis- were pumuing the implications of a second type
ease tends to sharpen the focus of investigators./gt uncertainty, namely, one's lack of knowledge
Although an important contribution to servi~ <"oJ; thll disease ~rea in which. the returns from
in one area may originate in r<lS~chin anotherTlned.iC~1 resear,ch llxpenditures will accrue.
area, most major. findings in medicine are the lJnd~r these ci~(lumStances how feasible are cal-
p~oduct of categOrical research. .llulations on t.h:e economic worth of resea~ch

. There are additional reasons for singling out Ill!;jllindituresinthatspecificfield!
stroke as a field of research and patient care. ..·.,)Phll Commission's representatives replied that
In the not distant past, stroke wa.s almost ..... 'there will be no medical p~o~ess whatsoeve~ in
totally neglected, because it seemed a hopeless the absellce ofexpenditures on medical research.
situation, and few people were conducting re: AmOng'the issues facing the Commission are:
search on the disease. There is also the high HOWIl1Uch more money should be put into medi,
correlation between the incidence of stroke and cal research in general; how much money should:
age, arid our society. lacks real interest in the be put into research speCifically related to heart
aged. Quite recently new knowledge regard~ disease, cance~, and stroke; and how much
ing stroke has emerged as a byproduct of tech- money should be put into applying the knowl-
nical advances in rndiology. Today one can be edge gained from research! To be 'specific,
optinIistic about the returns that will accrue can the fact that 22 percent of all health re-
from increased research expenditures.on stroke. search exp.enditures are in the fields of heart
. Already a great deal can be done to prevent disease, cancer, and stroke, while 71 percent of
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"II deaths are attributable to these diseases, serve
asa basis for raismg the former proportion Y

The economists stated that the answer to 'the
specifio question is, No. To begin with, the
share of research funds allocated to the three
disease categories. should be based on all cate
gorical research funds, not OR total research .
expenditures. The denominator should be re
duced' by deleting general research expendi
tures.

Second, the comparison of research expendi
tures should be with the economic value of the
diseases, not with deaths alone, 'or the value of
deaths alone. .

Finally, cognizance must, be taken of the
probability of success in a particular research
undertaking.

Perhaps a more satisfaotoryand more con
structive approach could be taken along the
following lines. Suppose applications for re
search support fall into a number of classes
one general and the others categorical. Why
not examine the quality of the applications that
are not funded in each class Y •There may be
no objective basis for making such a compari
son, but an expert in medical research may be
able to state after a review of applications that
in his judgment projects beingrej'lCted in one
class are markedly superior to those rejected in
another class. Obviously an' eoonomist cannot
make this judgment.

The Commission's representatives pointed out
that the probability of success in research is
not merely a function of the state of knowledge.
Psychological and other intangible .factors are

, ,

also involved. Certain areas of investigation
attract talent, because Nobel prizeS have been
awarded in them. Money is sometimes needed
to serve as a counterweight, at least initially, in
developing an area of research.

In view of the uncertainty concerning the
disease area in which the return, if any, from
a research expenditure will occur, the general
approach to research would appear to the econ
omist to be more logical. Perhaps a review of
the evidence would be helpful: How often do
returns take place in fields other than those
intendedY ,

One can, however, make a case for the cate
gorical approach to research on several grounds.
If decisions are difficult to make, one way to
facilitate the process is to simplify it and one
way to simplify is to establish.several arbitrary
classes within which all research projects fall.
Another consideration is strategic, pertaining to
the most effective way to obtain appropriations.
Congressmen know about specific diseases. , Still
another point is that the more, categorically
oriented a project is, the closer it is likely to be
to problem solving than to basic research. A
resesrch category should be as broad as the
medical specialty within whose purview it falls,
the Commission's representatives observed.

The consensus of the economists was that one
seems to be dealing here with questions that
are largely strategic and administrative in na
ture. Although economists may have opinions,
economics as such has little to say about such
decisions.

,QUESTION 4: How should one handle certain complicated aspeds of the economic calculation,

such .as the value of pain and grieF, the implications of interrelated diseases, and Failure to apply
new knowledge? I

q

•

The economists stated that the relief of pain
and suffering is truly an economic good to which
people, by their actions, ascribe a value. This
value in avoiding illness and disability is addi
tional to that ilf the economic ouput of a per
son who is well and working. To escape serious
illness a person is willing to Spend more on
medical care than the Sllmof the averted loss
of'earnings plus anticipated savings on future
medical care expenditures.

There is &lso a value to human life thatg~
beyond the survivor's contribution ,to economic
output. It is recognized that it is not easy or
simple to measure the value of a human life.
However, to avoid the attempt atmeas;~ment
is in effect to set the value at zero. That is
obviously a mistake.

One way to measure the value of pain or grief
is to examine what people actually spend in or,
der to prevent disability or to save lives. TIlls
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provides an indication of their own implicit
,valuations. The eliminatiQn of railroad grade
crossings is a good example of a public policy
that, in part at least, is based on compassion.
Expenditures on grade crossings per human life
saved represent an upper bo\md to the value of
compassion.

More explicit valuations are schedules of
awards for injuries covered by workmen's com
pensation, schedules set by insurance companies
for other purposes, and verdicts by juries in
~ of disability or death caused by accidents.
Und~r specified ci!1'umstances, medical care

expenditures actually incurred can be taken as a
measure of the value of a certain benefit, which
is apart from, and additional to, any prospect
Of avoiding loss of earnings or of reducing med
ical care expenditures at a later date. The bene-,
fit is that, of alleviation of pain when the disease
is known to be teriilinal,· as in cancer, and no
other economic benefits may reasonably be ex
pected. By analogy the benefit and the expendi
tures by which it is measured can be rega,rded
a,s the consumer benefit of a,voiding the disease
under study.

'One difficulty with this process of va,lua,tion,
it was noted, is tha,t out-of-pocket expenditures
are sometimes only a small fraction'of a, person's
medical care expenditures. The rema,inder of
the bill was pa,id earlier in the form of a general
health insurance premium, and does not reflect
the va,lue pla,ced on a, pa,rticuhr service at the
time of delivery. Out-of-pocket expenditures
would constitute an understa,tement of the
va,lue, while the total bill might be' a,n over
statement.

Nevertheless, this geneml formula,tion 'is
valid: SuppoSe a,n individua,l were fully 'pro
tected a,gainst ea,rnings loss and a,ll of his med
ica,l expenses were met by ta,xes; he would still
be :willing to spend some money toa,void illness,
or disability, or prema,ture death. Economists
ma,y differ on how to ascertain this sum of
money, but they agree that it is grea,ter than
zero. Loss of outpJit alone, or even in com
bina,tion with medical ca,re expenditures, under
states the size of the economic loss a,ttriputable
to a disease.

A serious ,reSoo,rch effort to measure the va,lue
of tIPs intangible ,consUIjlption benefit "Would be
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in order. It should be recognized, how"ver, tha,t
precise answers cannot be expected.

As for interrelationships 'among, disea,ses,
there is no doubt tha,t a, person with two dis
eases has a,n increased risk of dying from either
one of the diseases. For exa,mple, if a, person
has a, bleeding ulcer and a, weak heart, he
ca,nnot be operated upon, and the proba!>iiity of
his dying from the ulcer increases.

This is different from the matter of selection
for survival. By the selection hypothesis we
mean that people who formerly died from in
fectIOUS diseases no longer do so and survive to
die from diseases of the older ages. One impli
cation of the hypothesis is tha,t those who are
saved are increasingly susceptible to disease in
adult years. This is the argument advanced by
Fmngcon Roberts, the Welshman, who holds
tha,t all we are a,ccomplishing is spending more
and ,more money to care for sicker a,nd sicker,
people. However, nobody really knows this, to
be so. ' ,

The economists asked the question: Why ha,ve
a,dvances in knowledge ha,d so little effect on life
expectancy at all a.ges other tha,n inbncy. One
answer is that persons who survived to age 20
were alwa,ys reasonably adapted to deal with
their own germs. Another answer is that per
ha.ps owing to changes in "living conditions,"
there' has been an increase in lung cancer, in
coronary 'heart disease, and in chronic bronchi
tis, which may have served to offset the declines
in death rates from other causes. Still another
answer is that applications of ,knowledge on a
mass basis have yielded success at infancy. , To
deal with diseases in the older a.ges requires the
application of knowledge on an individual ba
sis, which is 'much more difficult to accomplish.
In rheumatic fever, for example, the necessary
knowledge exists, but it is .not being applied.
It is necessary to convince individuals to receive
prophylaxis. If a pill were available to be
thrown into the water supply, many more per
sons would receive prophylaxis.

Here the economists drew on an analogy. 'The
profession usually takes the position that it is
up to the economic system to provide jobs. A
cost-benefit calculation for a disease control pro
gram assumes ·full employm~t. Similarly, it

A
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6 ,QUESTION 5: What can be done to bring together the Federal Government's interests in medical re-

search and in educating and training personnel?

'"

may be equally valid to argue that if medical re
search produces the knowledge that can reduce
cancer by '" percent, provided that smoking is
curtailed, then the research has been successful.
Failure of the public to apply the new knowl
edge is another matter, which may deserve sep
arate consideration.

The economists agreed that with the data cur' '
.. rently available, it is not possible to prepare

One of the economists present advanced the
proposition that investments in training for
'medical research and in research should be
phased, with the former preceding the latter.
In actuality, the Federal government has sup
ported medical research, in preference to train
ing.

An objection to this formulation is that it is
not possible to train individuals for research
apart from the performance of research. Are
these not complementary activities at the grad
uate level of training! It is recognized, how
ever, that formal academic training in subject
matter. and methodology can with advantage
precede participation in a research project.

The economists pointed out that whether a
physician cares for patients and disseminates
the knowledge that exists or does research is an
important economic decision for the country.
The Fed~ral Government affects this decision
by providing funds for research.

The issue can be mitigated, however, by in
ereasing the total supply of phyfficians. True,
this takes place ..t the expense of something
else, but perhaps this lies outside the health
field.

One economist present reported that the
United States stands alone among eight coun
tries in having a declining ratio Of physicians

economic guidelines for the allocation Of funds
to medical research.

It is recoguized that the return on medical
research is extremely difficult to measure. Ac
cordingly, it is highly important that we base
our decisions not on the greater feasibility of
measuring certain effects, but rather on what the
measurements would show if all effects were
equally measurable.

to population. One result is a reduction in the
availrubility of medical services at night, week
ends, and at home. Another is a rise in prices.
It was noted, however, that, though declining,
the U.S. physician to population ratio is still
second or third highest among all countries.
The fact remains, of course, that relatively little
is known about the effect of some services on
the health of a population.

Beyond the general issue of a limited supply
of physicians for all purposes, there is another
issue, that of the availrubility of personnel for
research. Physicians who do resear.ch are not
necessarily better, but they are specially quali
fied. Economists find iJt difficult to believe what
is widely accepted in the health field, namely,
thllit service, education" and research are so
closely intertwined that a good physician can
do all three with equal ease and competence.

. The question was raised why a high-income
profession like medicine should require the in
ducement of fellowships to attract recruits!
One answer is, in order to match or overcome
the attraction of physics and molecular biology.
This may not be necessary, howev~r~ Biologists
and physicists perform a good deal of medical
research today. They have Ph.D. degrees,
rather than M.D. degrees.

• QUESTION 6: Can economists offer any guidance on the respective merits of project vs. pragramre

search financing?

The initial reaction was that there was no
reason to make ,the choice all one way or the
other.

One Of the economists present set forth two

propositions. One, in the form of a question:
Is there ev~r a time when the Federal Govern
ment can say th..t ,the Nation needs a l"'rticular
piece of research and then go out and solicit
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grant applications! If so, there isa clear case
here for project support. Moreover, it would
not seem to matter whether the method of pay
ment is a research grant or a contract. Indeed,
there is no reason why the contract mechanism
cannot be combined with scientific review.

The other proposition is: If on.e always
allows the investigator to apply for funds. and
the Government sets no priorities on problem
areas to be investigated, then it w01rld seem
that a strong argument may be made in behalf
of'program. support over project support.

The reason is that the method of financing re-

search affects productivity. Under project
financing there is instability of tenure; the
writing of progress reports; the filing of appli
cations some time before the current grant ex
pires; and the tend~ncy to set out to compile
new data under a new grant, rather than con
ducting additional analyses of the data gathered
under the old grant.

There was no consensus on these issues, in the
absence of concrete knowledge of how the
grants mechanism is operated and performs in
practice.

"

I

Numerical Estimates of Economic Costs of a Disease
~

As part of the work of the President's Com
mission, the' Health Economics Branch of the
Division of Community. Health Services of the
U.S. Public Health Service was commissioned
to measure the so-called direct and indirect
costs of heart disease, cancer, and stroke. In
view of the limitations of time, staff, and the

,state of the art, the Health Economics Branch
defined its mandate as follows: '

a. Calculate the medical .care expenditures
incurred by, or in behalf of, persons with
heart disease, cancer, and stroke ill the
year 1962. Primary diagnosis (the final
diagnosis for the condition that brought
the person to medical attention) is the
basis for classifying persons and their
expenditures (or costs incurred in their
behalf).

b. Calculate the loss of output by persons who
died of, or were disabled by, these diseases
in 1962.

Preliminary figures were prepared by Sep
tember 30, and were distributed at the Confer
ence. The. results of the discussion may be
summarized as follows:

Single year estimates of loss of output seri
0usly underestimate the size of the economic

, problem. ,
Ideally, to help in policy formulation, the

calculation should represent the present value
of the future losses in output due to premature
death in 1962. A less desirable alternative, but
still.a marked improvement over the single year
estimate as a measure 'of the economic magni-
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tude of a disease, is to calculate the loss of output
in 1962 due to premature death in previous
years by those who would have been alive and
productive in 1962 if heart disease, cancer, or
stroke had not intervened and caused them to
die.

Looking toward the future, a social rate of
discount should be applied. A discount rate is
obviously not applicable to the losses attribut
able to past deaths, because all output is meas
,ured in the year 1962. The estimate oriented
toward the future should allow for expected
increases in the productivity of labor.
If it were known how many persons became

permanently disabled in 1962, the same proce
dures would be applicable to morbidity as to
mortality. In general, the most usefu\ estimates
for policy purpoSes would represent the present
value of future losses in output attributable to
the occurrence of initial episodes of disease in
a specified interval. The basic data for prepar
ing such estimates are uS)lally lacking, however.

The same is true of medical care expenditures.
Persons who suffered a heart attack in 1962 and
survived may have expenditures in the future.
These should be discounted to the present in
order to calculate present value.' Again the neC-

, essary data are lacking.
With one or two or three diseases taken at a

time; one cannot be sure 'that the calculations
of costs .are performed 'consistently and cor
rectly. To be assured of this it is necessary to
perform a complete accounting for all catego-

•
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ries of disease, however classified, at the same ,
time. This appears to be a practicable proce
dure in measuring direct costs (medical care
expenditures), where the validity of the proce
dures and the accuracy of the calculations can
be confirmed by comparing the results with
known totals for a single year. No such check
is available when the present value of future
earnings is calculated. For indirect costs, more
over, existing data are so much more fragmen
tary and unreliable as apP\\rently to render
the desirable step impracticable.

Questions were raised about the adequacy of
the cla$Sification by primary diagnosis alone,
but no decisions were reached or recommenda

, tions made.
Causes of death may not be truly independ

ent. If so, the elimination Qf a given cause of

death from the life table represents the maxi
mum reduction in deaths that' is attainable.
The true gain is probably lower.

Several diseases frequently coexist in a pa
tient. This means that to attribute the total
costs to any single disease is to oVerstate the
potential gain from overcoming it. Consistent
adherence to classification by primary diagnosis
has the advantage of counting a person only
once. If diseases occur independently (which
they do not), the overstatements and under"
statements will more or less balance.

It was recognized that the task undertaken
by the Health Economics Branch was laborsome
and 'complicated. Given the time limit..tions,
it was well performed. Some of the desiderata
stated above could only be incorporated in an
other future project.

Problems for Research

tJ
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It is u,sefnl to isol..te and present some of
the problems that were proposed for future
research.

1. 'What h..s 'been the return on investment
in specific research projects! How
often has the return accrued in the (lILte

,gorical fields that sponsored the research!
2. In calcnlating the present value of future

losses and gains, take into account the
losses due to future :mortality, future
mo~bidity, and future medical care ex
penditures of cases thlLt newly occurred
in 1 year, say 1962.

3. A complete accounting of direct costs by
disease category wonld be useful and is
practical. A similar accounting of in-

direct cost would be interesting, is perhaps
not so prlOOtical, and may not be equ..lly
meaningfnl. ' •

1. What are some practical approaches to
calculating the econOOlic value of relief
from pain, grief, etc! Empirical work is
indicated.

5. One way to approach the issue of general
VB. categorical support for researdh is to
review and coniyare thequality of rejeqted
applications for research support in
various fields.

6. Economists need data on the edfect of
servilleS on the health of a population,
which they are not equipped to eompile.

/
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APPENDIX

Questions for Discussion

1. Is it meaningful to ask of economIsts, how
much can this Nation afford to spend on medical
research! If this is not a good formulation of
the question, what would be a sensible way to
ask, how much should we spend on medical
~search10 ori5 years hence!

Background Issues:

a. What are the dimensions of the social wel
fare function, or what is our conception of it,
as it relates to medical research expenditures!

o. If the Nation can afford more expenditures
on medical research, why aren'tthese added ex
penditures being made! Lack of information!
Why should these added expenditures be made!

o. In assessing the amounts we should spllnd
on medical research, how do we evaluate the

. costs and returns of this activity against other
types of research and development and against
all other types of expenditures.

• Nature of the production function for med
ical research.

• Measurement of "'physical output" of med
ical research.

• PossibilitieS for successful exploitation of
research findings.

• Evaluation of OOQnomic benefits (reduction
in economic losses arising. from the inci
dence of a disease) of medical research and
associated health expenditures.

• Measurement of benefits, both direct and
indirect.

• Timing of benefits.
• Choice of.discount rate.
d. How can current evidence be used as a basis'

·for allocating expenditures in the futurB-'"Over
the next 10 or 15 years !

2. Currently government (mostly Federal)
pays for two-thirds of all medical research ex
penditures. Is it reasonable to project this fig
ure into the future! .In other words, are. there
any economic criteria for determining what gov
ernment should pay for in medical research and
what business and philanthropy might be ex-
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pooted to do! Moreover, within the public sec
tor, is there a proper role for State and local
government.

Background Issues:

a. In what sense is the present distribution of
expenditures optimal!

o. What is the expected division or financial
support between government and other sectors!

• In applied research we might expect a
more-nearly "adequate" amount of support
from the private sector but considerable
underinvestment in basic research. For
foundations the reverse is likely to be true
but their financial resources are quite
limited.

o. Thus, what is the rationale for government
financial support of medical research!

• Uncertainty,elements.
• Appropriability of benefits.
o "Public goods" aspect.
• External effects. .
• Economies ofscale.
d. Might there be reasons for or methods of

stimulating' the financing of more research by
the private sector!

e. Is the role of State and local governments
likely to be limited exeept' where the regional
incidence of a disease or I'ftliction is high, e.g.,
air pollution in Los Angeles!

3. Are there criteria to help determine how
much of government's medical research expend
itures should be devoted to broad general re
search and how much should be devoted to
special areaS, such as heart disease, cancer and
stroke!

Background Issues:
a. Has basic medical knowledge advanced to

the point where funds should be concentrated in
an attack on specific diseases!

,0. To what extent are basic research expendi
tures complementary to specific disease research
expenditures!

,

"
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G. What are the prospective costs of and bene
fits from an expansion of specific research with
a simultaneous contraction of basic research, and
vice versa ~

d. How are intellectual resources reallocated
in response to the changing "mix" of basic ver
sus specific medical research support !

4. Given the fact that some research will be
conducted in special areas, is it possible to deter
mine on a rational basis how much to spend in
each area by comparing the respective sizes of
the problems! To the extent that this may be
so, how much weight should one assign to the
economic effects of disease and how much to
other factors, such as uncertainty of discovery,
pain on the part of patients, sense of bereave
ment on the part of family, etc. • • '! Or
would one say that some of these concerns lie
outside the economist's purview!

Background Issues:

a. Are there greater gains to be had from
seeking cures in one disease area as compared
to another!

b. What is the most appropriate measure of
the economic losses associated with a disease,
e.g., number of deaths, number of work-years
lost, economic value of work-years lost, etc.!

G• .How should the probability of success and
the costs of a special disease area program be
stacked up against its benefits, i.e., the reduction
of economic losses associated with the disease !

d. How do we take account of the interrela
tionships among diseases! For example, elimi
nating one disease reduces an individual's sus
ceptibility to other diseases.

e. How much are we prepared to spend in
attempting to eliminate first one specific disease
and then another, particularly those affecting
the aged, given the inevitability of death!

f. Can any monetary equivalents be assigned
to the intangi\Jles associated with the incidence
of disease!

5. In order that research continue,it is essen
tial to reproduce investigators. Can you sug
gest a rational framework for linking the

Federal Government's efforts-in research and in
training professional and technical pers~nnel!

Background Issues

a. Should some funds be allocated to research
on methods of organizing medical practice more
efficiently, so as to make additional personnel
available for research work! Will the develop
ment of emergency branch hospitals, clinics,
etc., help accomplish this!

b. Will greater efforts be made to train addi- ,
tional investigators if grants carry the proviso
that a training program must represent a part
of the grant activity!

G. As medical research expenditures rise and·
training grants increase, how do we insure that
more people are trained than was the case pre
viously! Or are research fellows merely better
paid than before! To the extent that more peo
ple are being trained, has it been at the expimse
of some other related field!

d. Will the establishment of more institutes
and centers further training efforts!

6. The method of financing research affects
recruitment, retention, and productivity of reC

search personnel. Can you offer some gnid
ance regarding the conditions under which proj
ect research financing is preferable to program
support, and vice versa!

Background Issues:

a. What are the advantages and disadvan-
tages of program versus project support! In:

• Continuity.
• Flexibility.
• Control.
• Costs of administration.
b. What is the desirability of program versus

project support! For:
• General research.
• Specific area research.
• Training of research personnel.
• Research performed by (a) industry, (b)

government, (c) universities, and (d) non-,
profit institutions.

DR. IlERBERT KLARMAN.
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Research and Economic Growth

What Should We Expect?

development was explained by lagged
profitability and that there was not a
statistically significant relationship be
tween ,the growth in productivity and
the rate of change in output, average
plant size, or the rate of growth in
plant size. However, Minasion's sample
was not necessarily representative of
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2 From U.N. report on Some Factors in Eco
nomic Growth in Europe During the 1950s;
(Geneva: United Nations, 1964), Chapter 5,
p.l0.

3 Ewell, R. A., "Fitst outpost in a new
frontier," Chemical & Engineering News, 18
July,1955. .

the chemical industry and he was un~

able to isolate factors such as royalty
,payments, which would almost cer

tainly have influenced productivity
changes. Nor, of course, could these
results be legitimately generalised for
the whole economy.

If we shift the measure from growth
of productivity to growth· of outpl1t~

we do, however, find some broad but
striking relationships between growth
in output· and research outlays. as a
percentage of net output. In Diagram
I this relationship is plotted for 10
industry groups in the U.K., U.S.A,
and Hungary for the years 1949-59.

Dr. R. A. Ewell had earlier pointed
to this relationship between research
and growth in U.S. industry from
1928-53~3 He also pointed to a high

ity called development is required
before science can affect technology.
Hence the need to distinguish between
science-the sum total of systematic
and formulated knowledge about the
real world-and technology-the sum
total of formulated knowledge of .the
industrial arts. It is technology, and
the efficient use of it, that is critical in
growth. What evidence is there that
in this sense the use of science is a
certain der~vative of current or recent
research and development expenditure?

Evidence of Growth as a-Function
of Research and Development

In a paper on "The Economics of
Research and Development" 1 Dr. J. R.
Minasion set out to test the hypothesis
"that productivity increases are asso
ciated with investment in the improve
ment of technology, and the greater
the expenditures for research and de
velopment the greater the rate of
growth of productivity." Minasion used
a cross-section study of 18 firms in the
chemical industry for the years 1947
57> He found that "the relevant re
search and development expenditure
was· a highly significant independent
variable explaining not only the rate
of growth in productivity but also the
trend of the profitability of 18 chemi.
cal firms in the sample." He also found
that lagged research and development
explained end-of-period profitability
better than end-of-period research, and

1 Minasion, J. R., "The Economics of Re
search and Development," in The Rate and
Direction of Inventive Activity, Special Con
ference Series No. 13 (Princeton: National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1962), pp.
93-142.
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The use of science in agriculture, in
dustry and medicine has made possible
enormous increases in population,
material standards of living, health and
the expectation of life. We can expect
further increases-provided that we
use science for economic growth and
not for nuclear destruction.

It is widely believed that the key
factor in this .growth is the rate of
expenditure on resf:arch and develop
ment. It is also widely believed that the
proportion of national output devoted
to research and development is critical.
Think how often it is argued in Britain
that growth is held down by a failure
to spend on research· and development
as high a percentage of national prod
uct as do the Americans. In France
(and Germany and Australia) the
argument tends to be that growth is
held down. by .a failure to spend as
high a percentage as the British. Re
cently, a leadinKrnember of the French
planning commission assured me that
finding the appropriate level of ex
penditure on research in France was
really very easy : "for where· expendi
ture is below the corresponding British
level you know that it should be in
creased."

There is, however, no obvious logical
step from the observed effects of ap
plied science on past growth to the
conclusion that national expenditure
on research and development is the key
to future national growth. Resel¥ch is
simply a process of adding to scientific
knowledge. Sometimes new scientific
knowledge has a direct influence on
the technology embodied in production
processes. Frequently, however, a fur
ther (and often very expensive) activ-



correlation between the growth of na
tional product and the country's ex
penditure on research and development.
Assuming a causal link between re
search expenditure and growth he
forecast that, if (on 1954 prices) re
search and development expenditures
were increased to $6.3--6.9 thousand
million by 1964, gross national product
(G.N.P.) wonld rise to $500 thonsand
million. Roughly the Ewell projections
were:

invest' in research. But whether British
textile and metallurgical· firms have
been worse in this respect than paper
firms (see Diagram I), I very much
doubt. In any case one of the striking
things about research and development
percentages in different countries is
that their industrial ranking is not very
sensitive to the size· of firms in the in
dustries. This is implied in the follow
ing table which compares U.S. and
British firins.

0.6
0.8
0.5
0.3

U.K.
Com

panies
35.1
12.3

5.6
1.4
6.0
4.5
2.3
2.1
2.3
0.8

0.3
3.1

0.1

u.s.
Com~

panies
Aircraft 30.9
Electronics 22.4
Other electrical __ 16.3
Vehicles 10.2
Instruments 9.9
Chemicals 6.9
Machinery _'-_____ 6.3
Rubber "____ 2.7
Non-ferrous metals 2.Q..
Metal· products _;;..- 1.3
Stone, clay and

glass 1.2
Paper 0.9

Ferrous metals __ 0.8
Food 0.5

Lumber and
furniture __~__ 0.2

Textiles and
apparel 0.2

All industries 5.7

Research and Development as
Percentage of Net Output, 1958 5

TABLE II

I.I 1.23 1.37

TABLE I

1954 1960 1964
100 114 131G.N.P. index

R. & D. as a
percentage of
G.N.P:

Ewen's confidence in these conclu
sions was increased by an alternative
line of calculation-that between 1928
and 1953 new products created by re
search and development were between
11 and 22 percent of G.N.P. and that
without them annual growth would not
have been 3 per cent but 2%~2 per
cent. By imputing this growth to the
median research and development ex
penditure for the period, he concluded
that the .annual yield to expenditure
on research and development was 100
200 per cent. In this .. calculation oi
yield Ewell made no allowance for.out
lays other than those on research. and
development, although on his calcula
tions $11 of capital expenditure were
required for $1 of research and de
velopment.

.!'O

~

•

Implications of This and
Other Evidence

Minasion's conclusions were based
on a very limited sample-I8 U.S.
chemical firms for the years 1947-57.
In· Britain for the period 1949-59 no
such conclusions emerged from the
Freeman and Evely analysis of a sam
ple of 44 firms in general- engineering,
22 in chemicals, 12 in electrical engi~

neering and 17 in steel. For the sample
firms in chemicals and general engi-"
neering there· was a positive associa
tion between growth, profitability· and
research ratios for the top 5 per cent
and bottom 5 per cent·'of finns, but
not throughout the whole range of

~ industrial Research in Manufacturing In-
dustry 1959--60 (London: Federation of
British Industries, 1961), pp. 43-49.

The similarity in the pattern of in~

dustrial research and development be~

tween the U;S. and Britain is very
striking. The only significant differ
ence is, in vehicles, which is partly
explained· ·by differences in industrial
coverage. The main reasoli for the
differences between industries is that
the average profitability of research
varies from industry to industry, de
pending on the state of technology and
the extent of market saturation. It
would cleady he quite inappropriate
to conclude from the evidence of Dia-

I; From Freeman, c., "Research and De
velopment: A Comparison between British
and American Industry," National Institute
Economic Review (May, 1962), 20, p. 31.

III



OIAGRAM II

• .l' rom Science, Economic Growth and Gov
emment Policy (Paris: OECD, 1963).
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rather meaningless. This is a valid
criticism (which should also be ap-
plied to Diagram.) if relative research
and development rates have changed
significantly. Research and develop
ment statistics in most countries are
not very accurate but such evidence as
there is suggests that lagging scramw

bled research and development figures
five or 10 years behind the growth
figures would not materially alter the
picture.

In any case, we have very little clear
cut evidence about the appropriate time
lags, which are not the sam~ for rew
search .and development and probably
not the same in different countries and
over time. It is true that some research
will have a direct impact on technology.
Thus, successful research into optimum
firing conditions in pottery could be
applied directly to operating conditions
in tunnel ovens. But for basic and
background research and most indusw

trial research, the impact on tech
nology, if any, is routed through the
development process. This may be a
very expensive business-as, for exw

ample, the building of prototype nuw

dear reactors of different· kinds at
Calder Hall, Dounreay and Winfreth
Heath. It may also be a lengthy busi
ness. Although nudear reactors have
been built for the Central Electricity
Generating Board to operate commer
cially they are not in fact competitive
with traditional forms of power. It is
probably wise to regard the nuclear
stations as part of the, development
process required to get that experience
of building and operation which may
make nuclear power costs just break
even with, and then undercut, conven·
tional forms of generation.

Recent expenditure on development
is more likely to affect contemporary
growth than equally recent expenditure
on research. In considering the impact
of research and development on growth
this might not matter if basic research,
applied' research and development oc
curred in fixed proportions... But they
.do not.. The actual proportion appears
to vary over time and between ~oun

tries. Due to difficulties of classific8w

tion, estimates of the research and de
velopment proportions in different
countries are subject to wide. margins

0 .u.~. usr
0

Japan![ IS_den
0 NCltherlandse W.G,!~nw

, . Fronce

6 " .. Ir w~":sl:~m~ a

4
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with the complex relations between
science and growth.

We get a further indication of the
complex relations between research
and growth from the relations between
G.N.P. per head and the percentage
expenditure on research and develop
ment in different countries. These,
which are shown in Diagram II, are
sometimes taken to demonstrate the
tendency of the R. and D. percentage
to rise with G.N.P. per head.

A .tendency can be weak or strong.
The tendency shown in Diagram II is
very weak. Japan is obviously well
"off trend." So too are Canada and
Australia.. Indeed, if a vertical line is
run through the West German per
capita G.N.P. it is plain that for six
countries with similar levels of G.N.P.
per head, R. and D. percentag~s range
from 2.5 to 0.6. If, furthermore, at
1961 prices the U.S. per capita G.N.P.
back to 1954 and the corresponding
R. and D. percentages, were superimw

posed on Diagram II, we would see the
R. and ,D. percentage move from 3 to
1 per cent with scarcely visible change
in per capita G.N.P.

After this discussion it should come
as no surprise that internationally there
is no sign of a high correlation between
rates· of growth in output per head and
the percentage of G.N.P. devoted to
research and development. The effect
of plotting the research and develop~

ment percentage against the annual
percentage growth of national product
per man for nine countries is shown in
Diagram III.

It may be argued that plotting reo
search and development rates against
growth rates for the same years is

a: 3.
Z 2.',,;
::; l.

* 0w
~o

~o.,
<:) O.

10 20 50 100 200 SOO 1000 2000 5000
PER CAPITA G.N.P. IN U.S. DOLLARS AT YEAR

OF R.O. ESTIMATE

gram I that growth rates can be pushed
up simply by raising research and
development percentages.

An appraisal of Ewell's "evidence"
helps to throw further ·light on this
issue. Ewell's forecasts proved to be
very wide of the mark. His forecast
was that in real terms research and de
veloproent would rise by 27 per cent
and G.N.P. hy 14 per cent. In fact,
research and development rose by over
150 per cent and became 2:8 per cent
of G.N.P., which rose by only 5 per
cent.6 In 1964 research and development
will be more than 3 per cent of G.N.P.,
although G.N.P. will he little above
Ewell's prediction for 1960. Now it
may be argued that this unexpected rise
in research and development expendiw

tures after 1954 could not yet have
had its full effect on growth. This may
prove to be so, but the fact is that
growth has not risen to the levels
expected from past research expendi
ture. In the period up to 1954, almost
one half of America's cumulative ex
penditure on research and develop
ment had been in the last five years.
Allowing a 5-10 year time lag, the
growth effects· Ewell confidently forew

cast from research should have shoWn
at least from. 1960 on.

The basic error in Ewell's approach
was that he used a bi-variate approach
to a multi-variate situation. He men
tioned the importance of capital ex
penditure, production, sales, advertis
ing, management, etc., but implied that
we can simply take them for granted.
He even calculated the yields to re
search·and development as if they ,were
the only costs of new innovation. Ewell
did not discuss the objectives of re
search and development, whether
certain types of research are more
likely to have growth potential than
others, the best mixtures of research
and development, the alternative uses
of scientists and engineers,. or the pOSw
sible tendencies to diminishing returns.
By now it is clear that these are imw

portant factors, and that the model imw

plied by Ewen~which. is still fre
quently used-is far too simple to cope

6 The degree of error is so large that the
revision· of 1954 R. and D. expenditure,
bringing it to 1.4 percent of G.N.P., does
not. make a great deal of difference.
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DIAGRAM III

TABLE III

Estimated Percentage Distribution oj R. and D. Expenditure
in Four C.ountries 9

Basic Applied Development

United Kingdom (1961) II 25 64
United States (1959) 8 22 70
France (1959) 26 74
Australia (1961-62) 25 35 40 "

industry's capacity to carry through
technological change.

The possibility of excessive expendi.
ture on research and development is
increased by the fact that research and
development do not have to be home
grown. Unless a country is leading in
all fields of science and technology,
there must always be some choice be
tween making at home and buying
abroad. Now the less advanced a coun·
try's technology and the smaller its
supply of scientific manpower, the
greater the advantage of importing sci
ence and technology and of using a
higher proportion of scientific man
power outside research and develop
ment activities.

Consider the Australian case. Be·
cause the Australian population is very
small there is no chance of an effec
tive research and development effort
in more than a small part of tJ.1e field.
Furthermore, the stock of scientists
and engineers. per head of working
population in 'Australia is only half
that in Britain. It follows that the real
cost of using scientists and engineers

. in industrial research and development
and particularly in research is, in gen·
eral, much higher in Australia than in
England. In fact Australia achieves a
higher growth rate with a very much
lower .research and .. development per
centage than Britain and the United
States. Part of the explanation is that
the Australian industrial pattern is
different. If, for example, each indus
try (including agriculture) devoted to
research and development the British
proportion of net output, Australian
expenditure as a percentage of G.N.P.
would be only (defence complications
apart) 60 per cent of the British level.
But this is not the main part of the
explanation. The science-based· indus
tries in Australia-vehicles, chemicals,
electrical-are dominated by overseas
companies and this, by reducing the
need for home~grown research and de·
velopment, iIicreases the effectiv~ sup·
ply of scientific manpower. If in those
industries the expenditure on research
and development were at the British
percentage of net output, research and
development expenditure in Australian
industry would he about 200 per cent
greater than it is. As it is, the subsidi·

Scientists

power varies with industrial structure.
But unless the distribution is appro
priate and it would be very rash to as
sume that in each country it always
is, growth potential will not be realised.
From the need for scientists and engi
neers to introduce and operate sophisti
cated technologies there arises the pos
sibility that research and development
may be excessive. It will be excessive,
that is to say will actually hinder
growth, when the output of potentially
usable new technology is greater than
the capacity of industry to absorb and
when the u,se of more scientists and
technologists outside research and de
velopment departments would increase

It is now time to consider the im
plications of choice in the deployment
of scientific manpower. ScientistS'· and
technologists are not only used in re
search and development. They are also
used for the actual introduction and
operation of new technologies. For
example, in the chemical industry
only about 50 per cent of the scientists
and 20 per cent of the technologists
employed are engaged in research and
development. By contrast, in .scientific
instruments and electronic instruments
the corresponding percentages are ap
proximately 75 and 50. Given this sort
of variation it is clear that the appro
priate distribution of scientific man,'

over one-third) contributes to growth
it is in the nature qf "fall out" or "spin

, off," which has not apparently been
large. It is not then at all surprising
that scrambled totals of expenditure on
research and development have not
shown a significant correlation with
growth in national productivities.

Alternative Uses of
8 and Technologists1234567

ANNUAL 'Yo GROWTH OF NATIONAL PRODUCT
PER MAN·YEAR,1951-60
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S From Williams, B. R, Investment and
Technology in Growth (Manchester: Statisti·
tical Society, 1964).

9 From Annual Report 0/ the Advisory
Council on Scientific Policy 1961-1962,
Cmnd. 1920 (London: H.M. Stationeu Office,
1963) ; Keezer, D. M., "The Outlook for Ex
penditures on Research and Development
during the Next Decade," Americetn Eco.
nomic Review, L (May, 1963); L'Usine
nouvelle, 18 May, 1961, p. 29; WilHams, B.
R, Industrial Research and Economic
Growth in Australia (Adelaide: The Griffin
Press, 1962).

:w Carter, C. F., and Williams, B. R., Gov
ernment Scientific Policy and the. Growth 0/
the British Economy (Manchester School Of
Economic and Social Studies, .1964), re
printed from Manchester School 0/ Economic
and Social Studies (September, 1964).

of error and the figures given below
should, therefore, be treated with some
caution. Nevertheless, the possible er
rors of estimation are not large enough
to .destroy the general picture.

Research and development estimates
are also scrambled in another im·
portant sense. The objectives of re
search and development also vary. It
has been estimated that in the .U.K.
only 50 per cent of research and
development 'has a growth objective.1o

Insofar as defence research and de
velopment (which until recently was
over one·hal£ the total expenditure
in the U.S. and the U.K. and is now

•
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ary companies are able to economise
research and development by adopting
or adapting the technologies of .the
parent companies.ll

Of course, there are other ways of
acquiring new technologies from
abroad. _Licences to produce patented
processes .and products and the pur~

chase of "know~how," play important
roles in the diffusion of technology.
Sometimes licence terms,even the
grants of licences, depend on the abil
ity to offer scientific or technological
knowledge ,in exchange. But this is not
the usual procedure. Thus, in 1961,
the United States received from the
recorded sale of licences and "know~

how" $577 million, but paid out only
$63 million. In 1963 Western Ger
many received DM200 million for
patents, inventions and processes, but
paid out DM550 million. GermanY's
payments for proven new technologies
amounted to approximately one-sixth
of its total expenditure on research and
development, !:;ome. considerable part
of which will have no impact on
growth. Clearly (hen the impact of
foreign technology on German growth
is even greater than the actual payment
of DM550 million wonld at first sight
suggest.

The following crude calculation helps
to give some idea of the significance
of this West German expenditure on
foreign technological knolWledge.
British research and development is
over 2V2 per cent of G.N.P., the Ger·
man just over 1 per cent. Now if we
deduct and purely defence element in
this and add in expenditure on foreign
technological knowledge (multiplied
by two in recognition of its proven im
pact on technology), the combined fig
ure is approximately the same percent
age of G.N.P. in both countries. If, as
could well be argued is appropriate, a
higher multiplier was used for expendi
ture on -foreign "know~how," the Ger
man percentage would be higher. But

"through these differing combinations"
of home-grown and imported technol~

ogies in the two countries the deploy
ment of scientific' and - technological
manpower differs greatly. The stock of

.u. tiee Williams, B. R., Industrial Research
and Economic Growth in Australia (Ade
laide: The Griffin Press, 1962).
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scientists and engineers as a percent
age of the" labour force appears to be
no lower in West Germany than in
BritainY It follows that Germany uses
a considerably higher percentage of its
qualified. scientists and engineers out
side research and development than
does Britain. There is nothing in West
Germany's record of postwar growth
to suggest that this policy (which many
scientists regard as parasitic) has not
paid handsomely. Equally, there is very
little in Britain's record of postwar
growth to suggest that her policy has
paid Off.13

The Significance of R. and
D. Percentages

There is no inherent virtue in high
R. and D. percentages, just as there is
no inherent virtue in high rates of
capital expenditure. They are both
parts of the investment process and as
such constitute costs of growth. Op
timum allocation of resources involves
taking investment in R. and D., as
well as in plant and equipment, to
the point where prospective yields to

12 See Resources of Scientific and Technical
Personnel in the OEeD Area (Paris: OECD,
1963).

1a The failure of our massive expenditure
on research and development to produce a
dramatic change in the economic position
has produced a certain gloom in "the scien
tific world." But cheerfulness about the future
keeps breaking in. For example: "... while
spending on all R. and D. doubled between
1956 and 1962, spending on civil industrial
R. and D. actually trebled. In this connection
I would like to refer to a leader in The Times
of 19 September, entitled 'Brighter News,'
which discussed the recent encouraging rise
in British exports and output. The writer
sought an explanation of Britain's improving
competitive position in the restraint of costs
at home and in the increasing wage pressures
on the Continent. While these may well be
important and essential components, I would
myself be interested to know how much our
improved position can be attributed to this
rapid increase in expenditure on industrial
research and development to which I have
just referred. Certainly we would expect
that this investment would now be beginning
to pay dividends." Sir Harry Melville, "Indus
trial Research and Development in Britain"
in Science and the City (London: Harrison,
Raison & Co., 1963), p. 41. Since Sir Harry
wrote this, the performance of industrial
production and ,exports- has been very dis
couraging.

additional expenditure equal the cost
of the finance involved. The existence
of average yields to research- and de
velopment higher than the cost of addi
tional finance does not as such indicate
under-investment. The crucial thing is
the marginal yield, which may quickly
fall below the average yield because of
the limited rate at which production
and marketing departments can absorb
new knowledge, install new processes
and market the a,dditional (or differ
ent) outputs. This rate is itself raff~c~
ted by the distribution of scientific and
technological manpower within the firm
(and even on occasions within firms
expected to buy the new products).
Given the low elasticity of the supply
of scientists, the time required to ab~

sorb newcomers, and possibly the need
to recruit less able scientists and tech
nologists, marginal yields to research
in fields where both the market and
technological potential for innovation
is. high will usually be very much
lower than the average yields.

What can be said about the R. and
D. percentage at :which marginal yields
will become equal to the cost of fi·
nance? Is there some basic tendency
for the R. and D. percentage to grow
with per capita G.N.P.?

We have seen that there are very
wide differences in R. and D. percent
ages in countries with similar levels

~ of per capita income and that national
R. and D. percentages are neit closely
correlated with growth. Nevertheless,
in almost every country with' a grow~

ing standard of living, the ratio of R.
and D. expenditure to G.N.P. has.
shown a strong upward tendency.14
What is this due to and how far can
we expect the rise to go?

Leaving aside military R. and D.,
the growth of which in the last five
years has fallen behind civil R. and D.,
we can impute the rise· in the R. and
D. percentage to three factors. Because
manufacturing -industry generally has
a much higher ratio of research to out·
put than primary and tertiary indus
tries, industrialisation, which brings
an increase in the relative importance
of the manufacturing sector, usually

U See Science, Economic Growth and Gov
ernment Policy (Paris: OECD. 1963), pp.
22-23•.
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pushes up theR. and D. percentage.
This, however, is a transitional influ
ence and does not apply to countries
which are highly industrialised. In such
countries, a rise in the R. and D. per
centage is due both to a shift within the
manufacturing sector and to the "dis
covery" of research in the traditional
industries.

A shift within the manufacturing
sector (implied in Diagram I) towards
the research-intensive industries is the
effect of three factors. The first is the
effect of industrialisation in poorer
countries on the industrial structure of
the richer countries. This industrial
isation undermines the international
trade position of the richer countries
and forces them to specialise more in
those industries which require higher
rates of invesunent in plant and in
people.H On the whole these are the
research-intensive industries-though,
as we have seen, part of the required
research and development can be im
ported. The second factor is the tend
ency for people in rich countries not
to react to their riches by demanding
more leisure rather than more goods.
This makes it profitable to invest in
inventing new commodities. The third
factor is the effect of higher incomes
on investment in people, including the
training of scientists and engineers.
Here, as in the case of R. and D., the
relation is very general. Thus, the
Russian stock of scientists and engi.
neers as a percentage of working popu
lation is higher than the British despite
a considerably lower level of income
per head. This sort of variation is in·
deed an important factor contributing
to tht~ confused position pictured in
Diagram III. But given this greater
supply of scientists and engineers, the
capacity of countries to invent poten·
tial new products and processes and to
use them efficiently is increased, so
raising marginal yields to investment in
technology.

There is, however, no reason to ex
pect this process to continue unchecked.
For, although some of the new proc
esses and products created by research

1~ See Industrialization and Foreign Trade
(Geneva: League of Nations, 1945).

and development do not require capital
expenditure to bring, them into effect,
many, perhaps most, of them do. Even
if, as there is no reason to believ~, the
supply of very creative scientists and
engineers increased proportionately
to the overall supply, limits to the rate
of growth in capital expenditure would
set limits to the growth of research and
development. In the United States, Pro
fessor Yale Brozen has argued that the
correlation between research expendi
tures and subsequent sales has tended
to weaken since 1957 and this is a
sign of research and development ex·
penditure moving nearer to an equili
brium situation. In 1960 he predicted
that the portion of national product
devoted to research and development
would rise from 1.9 to 3.0 by 1975
with a ceiling of 5 per cent in the next
century.16 His 3 per cent has arrived
a decade early, partly because, like
Ewell, he overestimated the growth of
national product. This is an important
point; for nothing pushes up research
and development percentages faster
than a failure to achieve the growth
expected from research.

What Should We Expect
from Research

Countries differ in levels of income,
in levels of technology, in industrial
structures, in size, in the proportion
of scientists and engineers in the work
force and so on. These differences affect
the R. and D. percentages at which the
yields on additional research fall to a
low level; the ratios of home-grown
to imported science and technology;
the appropriate distribution of expendi
ture between basic and applied re
search and development and of man
power between research, development
and other activities.

In a country such as the United
States, with a relatively high propor
tion of scientists and engineers in the
work force and a technological, lead
in most fields, a high R. and D. per
centage will be consistent with an at
tempt to achieve high growth and a

16 Brozen, Yale, "The Future of Industrial
Research and Development" in The Rate and
Direction of Inventive Activity, pp. 273-276.

condition of it. A high R. and D.
percentage will not leave a critical
shortage of men required to install and
manage new technologies. And given
the restricted opportunity. to borrow
new technologies from abroad, a big
development effort will be required to
to create the new technologies. As the
country gets richer there is likely to
be an increasing struggle to maintain
a high growth rate as trade positions
in existing export products are weak
ened by the diffusion of its new tech
nologies abroad and higher invesunent
rates are required to establish the still
newer technologies. Just how all this
will affect the total relations between
R. and D. percentages and growth will
depend on a very large number of
factors, including trade policy, popula
tion growth, military expenditures and
future income elasticities of demand
for leisure. If, for example, the demand
for leisure increased, we could expect
relatively greater emphasis on labour
saving process innovations, which
would have a bigger effect on product
per man hour than on"product. In other
words, product p~r man hour could
grow rapidly, even though G.N.P. did
not.

Between the countries of Western
Europe and the United States there
are important differences, which should
affect what we expect from research.
The fields where any country has a
teChnological lead over the U.S. are
few and in all countries the stock of
qualified manpower is a smaller per
centage of the work force than it is in
the U.S., and very much smaller any
how. It follows that no country can
afford to try to cover the whole field of
industrial research and development;17
that any such attempt must lead to a
weak effort and, therefore, a low R.
and D. yield in all fields. It follows too
from the possibility of importing tech
nol6'gy from" the U.S.-whether in the
fonn of payment for technical knowl
edge or the willingness to allow the

17 Indeed, in somt; cases even one field is
too expensive. Hence the collaboration be
tween France and Britain in developing the
Concord and between the Common Market
countries in the development of nuclear
power.
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operation of American subsidiaries-.
that the dependence of innovation on
home research and development is less
than in the U.S.iS Just h.ow far itwill
pay a West European country to im
port technology will depend on the cost
of acquiring it and the efficiency of
home R. and D.lo It is thought, for

111 This is one reason. why correlations be·
tween R. and D. and profits are higher in the
U.S. than in Britain.

19 For an account _of the great impact of
U.S. firms on British innovation see Dunning,
J. H., American Investment and Briti?h
Manufacturing Industry (London: George
Allen and Unwin, 1958).
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example, that the recent rapid rise in
Japanese "research and developrhent has
been connected with a rather steep rise
in the cost of buying "know-how."

What follows about the distributio~

of qualified -manpower between re·
search and development and other
activities is not so clear.. For, as we
saw in the case of Australia, the use of
foreign subsidiaries in research-inten·
sive industries has the effect of adding
to the effective manpower supply. But
the probability is that the most eco
nomic use requires a smaller propor
tion of scientists and engineers in re·
search and development than in the

United States.20 On the other hand, pur~
chasing "know-how" and giving for
eign firms with advanced technologies
faclIities to operate,· may have a greater
economising effect on development than
on applied research. The precise effect
will, of course, depend on the fields in
which most use is made of foreign de
velopment work. But certainly the
effect could be to produce more re
search in relation _to development than
would be sensible in a closed economy.

20 Some of the implications of all this for
government scientific policy in Britain have
been examined in Carter, C. F., and Wil
liams, B. R., op. cit;
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It is tilT!ely that this. review', of V.S.
sci~nce policy is being held in Decem
ber 1968 just before a change in 'the
V.S. Presidency-a time when special
thought and attention are being given
within and outside, of government to
the health and future directions of V.S.
science policy. For myself; I look for~

ward to contemplating what "they"
should ,do rather than trying to get
things done myself in a very complex
government.

In a sense, such review and evalua~

tion is a contin.uous ,process, but I am
struck by the fact that -there have been
discontinuities in -this process at rough
Ii 5- to 6~year intervals since 1940.

The first major appraisal of V.S. sciw
ence came immediately after World
War II. Vnder the Qffice of Scientific
Research and Development we had
built from scratch a magnificent team
of scientists and' engineers and an array

.of first~c1ass laboratories~ In 1945 we
saw the scientific' team being disbanded
and the research facilities transferred to
other auspices.. These circumstances
were the cause -of much thought and
debate,which produced such apprai;ats
of the needs and deficiencies of Amer
ican science as Vannevar Bush's Sci
ence: The Endl~ss Frontier (1), which
still makes good reading, and the wellM

This article is adapted from an address
presented 29 December 1968 at the Dallas meet
ing 'of the AAAS. At that time the- author was
President Johnson's Special Assistant for Science
and Technology. He is now vice president of
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York,
and a professor of chemistry at the University
of Rochester

Donald F. Hornig

known Steelman Report for President
Truman.

In 1951, under the stress of the
Korean War an9 the possibility of an
other mobilization of the scientific com- .
munity, President Truman created· a
Science Advisory Committee in the
Office of Defense Mobilization, to pro
vide the President with independent
~dvice on scientific matters, particularly
those of defense significance. This was
the first significant step toward moving
scientific advisers into the White House:

Again in 1957, in the traumatic after
math of Sputnik, there was a call for a
general reappraisal of where we stood
in our national .science policies and
goals and the adequacy of government
science organization. It resulted in the
appointment .of the first fullMtime Spe
cial Assistant to the President for' Sci
enceand Technology, James Killian.
Simultaneously, the President's :Science
Advisory Committee was established in
the White House.

Five -years later, in 1962, after an
other study and review of the White
House science organization, it was de
cided to establish the Office of Science
and Technology (OST) to provide per~

manent staff resources to the President
for dealing 'Yith matters involving sci
entific and technological considerations.

Now, 6 years after the OST was cre
ated, we are again at the crossroads of
introspection and examination of our
national science policy and the organi-:
zation needed to fonnulate it and carry
it out. It is my feeling that, as before,

changes will be made-'-and, I· hope,
for the better.

Having spent the past 5 years at the
bench of V.S. science policy develop
ment, I would like to review with you
some of the issues and problems as I
see them, with some thoughts as to the
future.

The main problem areas have been
perceptively identified' by the OEeD
(Organization for· Economic CooperaM
tion and Development) examination of
U.S. science .. policy:- academic science
and the universities, the role of the
government in industrial research, some
of the social impacts .of U.s. science
policy, and the adequacy of the mechM
anisms in the U.S. government. for
dealing with these problem areas-that
is, to make science do for the intellec
tual and material welfare of the. Amer
ican people all the things we. think it
.can do and that we claim for it.

Federal Support of Academic Science

With regard to academic science and
the universities, the central questions
ate: first, how to provide training of
high quality for enough scientists and
engineers Of the right kinds; second,
how to maintain vigor and creativity in
the basic research establishment; and
third, how to set priorities and deter
mine the relative emphasis given to dUM
ferent research areas.

Concern over maintaining the vigor
and ,qUality of academic science is not
a new phenomenon in 1968. At each
of the 5- to 6-year steps in the evoluM
tion of the governmentscience structure
to which I referred there was a peak~

ing of public concern about the state
of. American science. I venture to say
that this recurre~t, if not continuing,
concern will remain with us for the
foreseeable futQre.

You will recall the pronouncements
after World War II about the sad state
of fuJidamental research in the United
States and our unhealthy dependence
on European scientific discoveries for
the "development of the U.S. arsenal of
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new weapons, most notably the atom
ic bomb. The case for substantially
strengthening the ties of government to
university science Was eloquently stated
in Bush's Science: The Endless Fron
tier, in July 1945.

The year 1950 finally saw the creation
of the National Science Foundation,
after long debate (and a Presidential
teto) over how independent this so
called independent government agency
should he.

Again in 1957, wtih the advent of
Sputnik, there was a resurgence of cori~

cern and interest in academic research,
particularly ,in terms of the production
of new scie:'Jdsts and engineers with
advanced training, partly out of fear
that the rapidly increasing .output of
scientists and engineers in the U.S.S.R.
would pose a long-term. threat to U.S.
security.

When I entered the White House
scene I was. confronted with the issue
of academic science in .a somewhat
different form. The explosive growth of
government· support of science in the
1950's and early 1960'.s had left in its
wake a new array of problems of sci
ence administration, both in the univer
sities and in the government. There was
evidence of congressional dissatisfac
tion with what they believed to be lack
of tightness and tidiness of federal con
trols over these large expenditures. This
was, in part, based on misunderstanding
of the natUre and form of federal sup
port. The question of overhead rates
charged by the universities was raised,
apparently from a confusion of over
head and profits-a question, I must
admit, that has not been swept away
(witness the recent Mansfield amend
ment to limit indirect costs paid under
research grants).

Members of Congress had become
acutely conscious that university sci
ence had entered the. big league of con~

gressional interests. The House estab
lished a Select Committee to Investigate
Expenditures for Research ·Programs.
The House Science';. and Astronautics
Committee moved to establish a perma~

nent Subcommittee on Science, Re
search, and Development. The Congress
debated ways of strengthening congres
sional mechanisms fO,r obtaining infor
mation and advice on scientific and
technological fields.

Today there are again mutterings
about a "crisis -of confidence" in federal
support of academic research. As in the
past., this appears to be another mo
ment of introspection, calling for·self-
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renewal and readjustment of our sights
to see clearly the goals ahead.

The current problems of academic
science appear to have their origins in
the budget stringencies growing out of
the Vietnam war. But, in my view, the
budget squeeze is only one symptom
of a more general difficulty. It has
brought to the surface the latent, unre
solved problems which must inevitably
be dealt with directly. I refer to such
issues as the support of research through
project grants versus broad institutional
grants, and how to wed the cultivation
of the best science to the training of
enough scientists, broadly distributed
throughout the COuntryA Even more fun':'
damental and serious is the failure of
the university and the scientific com
munity to effectively communicate its
values, its purposes, and its contribu
tions to the public and to the law
makers.

Although these and other 'problems
connected with federal support of aca
demic research could. be' alleviated by
increased funds, it is unlikely that there
will ever be enough funds to satisfy
all legitimate requests. In short, we had
better. face up to the underlying prob
lems. With' the increasing size· of the
academic· scie'nce establishment and th'e
proliferation in the number of promis
ing avenues of research, failure to de
yelop a coherent app-roach cou~d bring
even greater P<Pn at a later d~te should
the enterprise suffer a' loss of. public
confidence and support.

As we move to unite the knots in the
existing policies and arrangements for
federal support of academic research,
we. must, I believe, find a healthy ac
commodation between a laissez-faire
system and centralized contro!. Forces
in the direction of detailed planning of
basic research and graduate education
have bee~ resisted because of th.e inR
herent unpredictability of the results of
scientific research and the needs of our
society, and because of difficulties in
estimating the long-term national re
quirements tor scientists and engineers.
While I agree that central direction of
federal support of academic 'science is
not conducive to the maintenance of
vigorous, high-quality academic re
search, neither is chaos. Nor can we
entirely capitulate to the vested self
interests in subgroups of the scientific
community that will resist any change
or trade·off that they believe would
threaten their interests. What I am sug
gesting is a better articulated 'framework
for federal support of science and an.

indicative plan, lookfng a few years
into the future, that will provide a gen
erRI guide for the allocation of funds,
at least, and provide a nec:essary degree
of 'stability and predictability for future
planning by the universities and the
government agencies involved.

There are many ways in which the
federal support of academic science
can be carried out-different mixes of
government agencies and universities,
as well' as different mechanisms for the
support ot research and for the support
of graduate training. What may make
sense at one level of consideration may
not make sense ·at another level. I be
lieve that we do, not know enough
about the interrelationships of the va~

rious parts of the scientific enterprise,
the various types. of support, and the
various objects of support to construct
a comprehensive blueprint or plan for
proceeding. However, I am convinced
that we need to sharpen our analytical
tools .and capabilities, identify' and' ac
quire the necessary data, dr:vise working
hypotheses, and be willing to experi
ment with subaggregates of the system
so that we will be in a steadily improv~

ing position to deal effectively with the
entire set of problems. And we will
have to move further toward the gener
ation of broadRscale, longwrange plans.

This problem can be likened to·. the ,
continued, healthy growth of a delicate
and complex organism. It is not analo
gous to the stages of human growth
from childhood to adolescence, aclult
hood, and old age-and I hope 'the lat~

ter is not in sight. Rather, it is more
like the problems of medicine and phys
iology, where we understand some of
the pieces, but where our understand·
ings are isolated and do· not· explain
the functioning of the organism· as a
whole. The pieces I refer to· are basic
research, education, applic'ations, and
their coupling ~o technology. Our job
is to make the organism healthier-not
just· its component organs.

Impact of the National Scientific Effort

on SociBl and Economic Progress,

A question just· as fundamental as
that posed by academic science con
cerns the coupling between the national
scientific effort and our country's social
and economic progress.

During the past 2 years I have' been
deeply involved in two studies of th~

so-called "technological gap" issue. Ope
was carried out at my direction wi~
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the .U.s. government. The other was
undertaken by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Develop
ment, in -Paris, in preparation for the
OECD Ministers ,of Science meeting last
March. The analysis of technological
disparities among industrially advanced
countries and their basic causes makes
it clear that the United States does
better than most countries in harnessing
science and technology to economic and
social progress.

Europeans tend to regard the tech
nological gap as a new phenomenon,
and in doing so overlook the long his
tory of U.S. preoccupation with indus-'
trial growth. There was considerable
debate on this issue among the "found
ing fathers"after the American Revo
lution. According to George -Soule. in
his Economic Forces in American His
tory (2), Thomas Jefferson favored a
nation of ·landowners, principally en
gaged in farming, to avoid the poverty
and exploitation of the working classes
which accompanied the beginning of the
industrial revolution in England. In this
debate, Alexander Hamilton's differing
views prevailed, arid Hamilton should
be credited for th~ strategy America
used to overcome its technological de
pendence on Europe. The basic ele
ments of this strategy, reflected in
Hamilton's "Report on the Subject of
Manufactures," submitted to Congress

'in· 1791 when he .was Secretary of the
Treasury, were the protection of "infant
industries." Perhaps more importantly,
he urged the promo~ion of immigration
of technologically i skilled manpower
and the encouragement of capital inflow
from abroad. Since [that early time, nu
merous European o~servers, from· Alexis
de Tocqueville.on, have commented on
the positive Americ'an attitudes toward
technological change and the introduc
tion of new techno~ogy in industry.

Federal policies and programs· aimed
at stimulating American industrial tech
nology, directly or :indirectly, are sim';'
ply the modem veision of Hamilton's
infant-industry argUment. What makes
it more difficult noW is that we are try
ing to strike a, bal~ce between a na
tional view and a w~rld view. In Hamil
ton's day, governmimfpolicies toward
'satisfying· the needs of 10 million people
couldn't upset any international apple
carts. Today, the currency and the mil
itary .power of, the: United .States are
domi~antforces in i the world of com
merce and international order. Govern
ment policies with $hort-term domestiC
objectives can, throt~gh international re-

percussions, have longer-term .. adverse the general search,· for 'new· technology
effects on both the international and the is the industrial equivalentrof basic re
domestic scene:-witness the' run on search. In my view, though, there is an
the dollar'due to what others'regard as important difference between' science
overexpansion of domestic programs. and undirected technology. The best

Despite the acknowledged American basic research is directed at carefully
success in most fields of science and conceived problems framed by the in
rechnology, there are some industrial vestiga:tor. I question whether goyern
people in the United States who feel ment programs aimed at the general
that the effect of our emphasis on aca- dev.elopment of new technology would
demic science' has been to draw off too be effective in advancing civilian
many talented pe;ple from other crea- directed industry. On the other hand,
tive functions of society, such as indus- technology which is a product of indus
trial engineering and innovation. They trial R&D contracts aimed at satisfying
feel, for example, that contemporary the exacting requirements of military
engilieering training is not appropriate and space systems-requirements which
to the conduct of engineering in indus- go well beyond civilian needs and which
try---although others dispute· this alle- set concrete performance goals for the
gation. product-is more likely to qe .appli-

Another difference of view concerns cable. We have just witnessed a mag
the degree of coupling of the results of nificent demonstration of this point in
government-financed research· and de- the Apollo 8 mission; in which the huge
velopment, particularly in th.e military Saturn V had to perform flawlessly on
and space areas, with the needs of civil- its first flight, as did computers, a far
ian industry. Again, some will allege flung communications and tracking sys
that the fede.rally financed research and tern, and a complex human organization
developmen~' effort has siphoned off or -not to mention the astronauts them
otherwise deprived industry of· creative selves. This distinction between general
talepts that could be put to use in com- technological development and the·
mercial R&D-that it has undesirably achievement of measurable goals was
inflated the salaries of scientists and not well brought out in the OECD
engineers 'employed in nongovernmental studies and seems to have been blurred
commercial business. in some foreign· debates on government

With regard to the "spin-off" ques- programs for strengthening the techno~

tion, almost everyone who has looked logical base of industry-say, the com
at the evidence agrees that the explora- puter industry.
tory development programs of the De- It should alSo be obserVed that tech-I
fense Depa,rtment and 'NASA have ,en~ nological development is enormously
abled us to press the technical arts to expensive as' compared to most basic

. their farthest limits. Some of our best:' !research, an.d that, although the De
newest, and mO!'t thriving industries I partment of Defense, NASA, and the
have their 'roots in this government- , Atomic Energy Commission, am~n~

financed industrial activity.· Our favoi- others.' do support exploratoIy develop-
able export balances largely reflect ex~ ment·efforts, development can nonn811y
port of products born· of intensive be supported as a federal expenditure
technological effort in industrial sect9rs only where it is· aimed at· specific ~eeds

such as sophisticated' electronics, com:' that the public, expressing itself through
puters, and aircraft, which owe much the Congress~ regards· as commensurate
to the stimulation of federal support. with the investmen-L This. of course,
But we remain unclear about the diverse raises the:. $64 question of' the appro
effects of federal st!-pport· of research priate role of the U.S. government in'
and development in the aerospace and supporting" or promoting researCh and
electronics industries on our, industrial development for the prime purpos~ of
base as a whole. The dual fads of en- advancing industrial development and
thusiasm and complaint about "spin- growth for civilian ends.
off" are not likely to be· dissipated Although there is general satisfaction
without further intensive, study' of the with the: health of American industry
complicated cause-and-effect' relation- and its rate of technological innovation,
ships observed' over a considerable pe: there are some, areas. (envirolllllental
riod. pollution is an example) where the

One dotildadvance the hypothesis ordinary market rewards do not stimu
that, in a sense,'· technology per se is· to. late industry to develOp at an adequate
industrialmnovation what science, is to pace the new products and processes
the generation of new technO'Jogy-that needed by the general public. In the fi~ld
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. of air pollution there is a lack of strong
private incentives, and the urgent need
for improvements in pollution-abate..
ment technology have called for govern-
ment leadership. '

The leadership for pollution abate·
ment, as present, lies ill the government
through'its role in standard setting and
in supporting science and technology to
demonstrate what can be done,' and
how. It will be the essential, job of in
dustry to find' cheaper and improved
ways of applying the new technology.
In the longer, run, this is bound to lead
to an increase in private activity and
a lessening of the financial burden on
the government.

Governmellt standard-setting has been
'!ll important indirect means' of stimu
lating industrial incentives and competi
tion to improve the quality of products
affecting other aspects of the general
health and welfare. Through food and
·drug legislation we have JJeen able to
maintaJn high standards of drug safety
and efficacy. Automobile safety stlln
dards are another example. Within the
interval of a few ye,ars we have seen a
dramatic shift in the, attitude of the
automobile industry from, a phobia
about mentioning automobile safety in
advertising to today's promotion of:safe
ty features in meeting industry ,com~

petition.
A great ·deal more work needs to be

done to sharpen the tool of standard
setting as a, means of introducing prod':'
uct.improve!Dentand change in partic
ular sectors of industry. Standards must
be based on sound scientific evidence,
which mus,t be continuously reexamined
and improved. They must be set with
regard to the in4ustry's economic, man
agerial, and physical ability to respond.
If t.here is careful' regard for the sensi
tive interaction between incentives for
h;movation arid requirements for pro
tection, government standard-setting can
exert a strong motive force for private
inveStment.

At the saJ;Ile time, when looking to
industry, one .should be realistic about
the size of the market incentives needed
to stimulate private investment. The
expected market demand or dollar sales
volume ml,lst b~ large in relation to the'
R&Dinvestrnent that can be ,justified
t~ ,produ~e the improved product.

In some areas it will be necessary for
the government to' directly stimulate
industrial innovation in important but
lagging industries. In some cases it can
do this as' a consumer of a large nuni~

ber ofunits (such as military housing)
or through partial or full support. of
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research, development, and demonstra
tion projects.

The question of whether there is need
for. an overall governmental policy for
strengthening civilian technology gen.
erally has .been' held in abeyance. In
the absence of a direct interest in a
specific industry or social problem, the
government has not adopted, as· a gen
eral approach, direct measures· for eno:
couraging industrial invention and inno
vation per se. Patent and tax incentives
have -long provided indirect encourage
ment' for private investment. With the
exception of selected. industries. some
how. identified with the 'public in.terest
(for example, agriculture; atomic en~

ergy, the supersonic transport,· water
. desalting, pollution abatement, .and .. a
few others), the government has not
subsidized civilian-oriented industrial
research. Further measures to stimulate
technological innovatiop. may be n~d

ed, but. there appears to be no need for
an across-the-board, direct .approach
by the federal government. NQnetheless,
we should watch closely the experience
of Canada, the United Kingdom,and
Frallce in theirJ,lew programs for sub~

sidizing the development ofnew civilian
technology, to see whether experi
ments along this line are indicated for
the United States.

Government Science Organization

Thus far I have dealt with some of
the issues that academic. science, indus
triai research,and social needs pose for
U.S. science policy. The fourth ques
tion asked by the OEeD examiners is
even more, elusive: how adequate is the
organization of the federal government
for dealm.g wtih 'these questions-par:
ticularly, how adequate is the organiza
tion ·at the .Presidential level?

1 believe we have the right basic in
gredients. The Office of Science and
Technologyhas grown steadily; it now .
has a staff of over 50, more than 20 of
them professionals. This high-quality
staff works closely with the agencies,
with the Bureau of the Budget, with the
National Security Councll staff, with
the Council of Economic Advisers, with
the c White House staff,. and with the
committees of the Congress. Its central
concern is the evaluation of existing
and potential programs, the cOordina
tion of agency programs, and.participa~
tion in the' larger discussions of priori~

ties and emphases. On selected .. major
issues it benefits from the external ad
vice ~f the' Presidenrs Science Advisory ,

Committee and over 20'0- consultants.
Internally it draws on th~ expertise and
experience in the agenci~s through the
Federal Council for Scie~ce and Tech
nology and its panels.

But I· believe OST and the Science
Advisory apparatus need strengthening.
Before I get·more specific, I would like
to caution that the easy ,answer to all
problems in government; i scientific· and
nonscientific, ,seems -to be ~ move them
closer to the President. I! do not think
that answer is tenable for many things '
-he· is already overburd~ned.

MyfiIst gUiding principle as regards :
government science org~ization (and'
most other organization)· is' this: deci
sion-making should be pushed to the
lowest responsible level appropriate to
that decision. I question i the wisdom,
for example, of asking:a high-level
group to make deci&ions: which could
be made by a laboratory i director.· On
the qther hand, there is ~n important
class of problems that inyolve general
questions. In my view, t~e more gen
eral the question is, the more it. should
approach the center of the decision
making apparatus. For ~xample, one
function that can best be performed at
the center is overall plarining. Today
we are facing a. set of problems involv
ing science and technology, and their
'interaction with many institutions and
sectors of our society whoSe dimensions
extend well beyond the 4p,abilities or
jurisdiction of any single department or
agency of the federal g'rvernment. I
believe. that the development ofa great
ly improved capability to analyze these. ,

complex problems and to :foresee. their
eventual impact on society will be an
important step in the evolution of the
science organization at th~ presidential
level. Such. analysis must b~ carried out
without the initial constraints of agency
jurisdiction, and in intimate, relationship
with the decision and P9licy-making
processes in the Executive Pffice of the
President.. I

It is clear that we need !Jilore systems
analysis on 'a government-wide scale. I
do not mean the formal and sometimes
sterile approach of professipnal systems
analysts. Rather, I refer to analysis that
is both tied to the decision-Taking func
tion and. involves. the crea~ive thinking
of a: large number of peop~e 100kiDg at
the inventive process, without undue
cou.cent!ation· on the tecl'Diques. and
methodology of systems alysis.

There are' many basic 'estions fac
ing the government that we have been
unable to analyze in a syslematic way
-questions like ,these: :flow. many .
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graduate, schools. of what kind, does
the country need to meet its present
and future needs? What is, the effect of
the various development programs on
the future requirements for research
support? What trade~offs were we really
making when we initiated a space pro
gram, and what trade-offs will we be
making if we cut it back now? We need
studies like these as part of a continuing
assessment program. The Office of Sci
ence and Technology could eventually
evolve into an office of planning, evalu·
ation, and analysis, looking broadly at
national problems with some scientific
or technological component but extend
ing well beyond the purely technical
areas. ,The OST has been moving in
this direction in its work in environ
mental pollution, urban needs, -and the
world food problem.

In fact, OST has a newly formed·
Office of Energy Policy Coordination
which is undertaking a broad study of
the many important energy policy ques
tions that affect more than one agency
of government. The new policy ques
tions are occasioned by the rapid' ad
vance of nuclear power on the energy
scene; the need to reconcile air-pollu
tion .and water-pollution programs. with
our demand for low-cost energy; the
growing demand for' energy in relation
to available supplies at economic prices,
especially supplies of natural gas; the
basic question of future import policy
concerning oil, gas, and uranium;
government policy. toward developing
sources of oil and gas from shale and
coal to supplement natural supplies; and
many others.

As I have indicated, an essential fea
ture of such studies is that they be car
ried out in such a way that they are an .
integral part of the policy-making proc
.ess; that they. deal with the real world
economic and political constraints, with
out accepting them as immutable.

Such an evaluation capability should
be part of the forward planning func
tion that needs more explicit recogni
tion in the' Executive Office of the
President. By "planning" I do not mean
a rigid blueprinting of the future. Rath-

, er, I mean a best current projection of
. the future, and of alternative futures,
based on present activities and planned
new ones. We simply are not smart
enough to put together large-scale phl.ns
for many things at the present time.
However, by developing a capability
for analysis, it should be possible more
and more to chart the future analytical
ly rather than through mere intuition
and debate.

There are some things that cahnot
be done without large-scale planning.
A national telephone system required
an overall plan, and systems analysis
and engineering were needed to. put it
together. We have undoubtedly fore
gone some competition in the ,process.
and perhaps some of the components
are more expensive than need be•. but
the need to eliminate internal incom
patibilities was overriding. Similarly.
despite the political. fragmentation of
many communities, water and sewer
systems must be put together according
to a plan. For large-weapon or space
systems development, the complexity
of the many efforts which must jell,
with a lead time of 5 years or more,
requires a working plan. Many more
big national problems are forcing us in
this direction. The structure of univer
sity science. may well 'be approaching
that divide where the need for overall
systems planning will take precedence
over the goal of obtaining maximum
health of each of the' parts taken one
at a time.

Undoubtedly, we will have to face
up to the need for more comprehensive
planning. We can begin-in fact we
already have begun-to isolate those
manageable pieces of the larger prob
lems that lend themselves. to analysis,
and, as further areas yield to analysis
and we better, understand the boundary
conditions, it should be increasingly
possible to .predict likely outcomes
from given actions.

Of course,as'scientists we recognize
that the best of analysis cannot predict
the outcome if we do not know the
relevant inputs, or, as ·is so often the
case in complex problems, when we
are not even sure that we know what
all the relevant variables are. In such
situations we rely on the carefully con
trolled and evaluated experiment. The
experiment is the lifeblood of science,
and we must learn to use it effectively
in other areas. For example; in dealing
with urban problems we must learn to
employ experiments to help answer the
larger questions that do not yield to
analysis.

We shall have to foster many ex
periments involving large systems, but
naturally we need to know how we
will evaluate them when they are fin~

ished. Rational analysis coupled with
experimentation should make it clearer
what we need. to do by experiment and
what, choices are available through
analysis. Unfortunately, we have too
often substituted bureaucratic and po
litical processes for either rational plan-

.ning or. experimentation. In a democra
cy this may always be the case, but the
analysis· will at least provide a better
basis for political discussion.

A second. principle of government
policy ought to be to maintain 'com
petition'. Insofar as government .. actions
and organization are concerned, many
people now suggest a' highly planned
economy for science, with a rigid sep
aration of functions and a careful elim
ination of duplication. Our successful
experience suggests a contrary course.
Most government agencies that have
remained virile and avoided deteriora
tion have done so, in part, by stepping
on each other's feet. As a general rule,
if there is a large opportunity or need
at stake, it is profitable and appropriate
to employ both competition and careful
planning.

More importantly, basic science is
both a cooperative and a highly com
petitive activity. Its progress depends
on the stimulation provided by colll
petition. For a vivid. illustration I refer
you to James Watson's fascinating book
The Double Helix (3). In science, as
in economic processes, competition
stimulates the quality of. 'performance
and must be fostered, togetller with the
cooperation which conies through an
open, widespread, and effective com
munication system among scientists.

Proposals

Finally, I want to make some specific
proposals.

First, I believe the Office of the Sci
ence Advisor needs strengthening, not
only through more staff capability for
analysis and planning but through the
addition of full-time top-level people.
In short, I propose that the Science Ad
visor be' made the head of a three- to
five-man Council of Scientific and Tech
nical Advisors. My reason is simple
the range of matters he must at present
consider is so broad and his responsibil
ities are so extensive that he needs help.
Alternatively, one might add three as
sistant directors to the present director
and deputy director.

I also believe that, provided the staff
resources were available, it would be
wise to ask such a council to submit to
the President and the. Congress an an
nual report on the state of U.S. science
and technology, roughly analogous to
the annual Econom,ic Report.

Second, we should reexamine a pos·
sibility .we put aside some years ag~
namely, that those scientific activities
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not tied, to the; central purposes of an
agency be considered for iriclusion in
a department of science, with the Na
tional Science Foundation as a core.
Science has now assumed such im
portance to the nation that its position
would be stronger if it had a voice at
the Cabinet table.

However, in making that proposal I
want to make it clear that I would not
consider concentrating all of our science
activities into cr central agency. 'A

-,strength Qf the American establishment
is the realization that science is part of
everything. Those research activities
which are iiltegfal to a department's
mission or which form the' basis for its
future should be left where they are.
More than that, agencies should be en~

couraged to strengthen their research
and development base. But there are
other' scientific activities of agencies
which maybe somewhat peripheral to
the main job of an agency but are none
theless important, and t~ese would

, flourish if transferred to a department
of science.

In determining the organizational ele
ments of ,a department of -science,
thought will have to be giv~n to the
department's relationship to advanced
education on' the one hand and tech
nological advance on the other. The
more the department is oriented toward
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new technology, 'the less it is equipped
to ,deal with academic science' and, ad
vanced education, including the human
ities. _The more it is oriented toward
basic research and academic science,
the more it is fitted for a bro,!der role
in higher education. On this score, one
could invent several cuts that would'
represent an improvement over the'pres
ent situation, but I' am far from sure
what the best cut would be~ My pres~

ent feeling, 'though, is, that the critical
questions 'concern basic research and
higher education, and that' technologi~
cal development is more appropriately
conducted by agencies with specific
tasks and missions.

In the power equa~on of Washing
ton, such' a departmerit of science, if it
is to be influential, should have a budget
of $2 billion or more. Its principal of
ficer would have line responsibility and
public accountability and, most impor
tantly, the interest and confidence of
the President, the attention of the Bu
reau 'of the Budget, and the ear of the
Congress.

With a strong cabinet officer for
science in the Executive Branch, there
would automatically be a strong con..;
gressional counterpart committee hav~

ing a broad interest in the problems of
science and technology, not a minor or
incidental interest. We already have

committees like the Joint Committee Oil

Atomic Energy and the House Science.
and Astronautics Committee that are
broadly educated in particular spheres
of scientific ,and techDological activities,
and I am confident we could have com-,
mittees of this caliber to supervise this
department too..

Conclusion

Both the problems and opportunities
facing 'government science policies loom
larger than ever before us. I have been
privileged to have had a part. in setting
U.S. science policy' and am proud of
what has been accomplished so far.

Despite the last 25 years' evolution
of the U.S. science structure in the
U.S. government, we are still ih the
early stages of learning how to' realize
the potential of scjence and technology
for the national good. But we have
built a strong foundation, on which
further additions and structural changes
can be made wtih confidence.
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Science and Social Purpose

Proposed fundamental changes in the national science
effort .are discussed in terms of biomedical research.
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Discussions of contemporary science
too often focus on the painful and dis
ruptive effects of a reduction in federal
support-an inevitable consequence of
general constraints· on federal expendi
tures. They are less than helpful in the
broad analysis of the general support
system itself.

It would be well to acknowledge that
there are fundamental imperfection~ in
present federal mechanisms for the'
support of science, and that the ulti
mate patrons of science, the public,
have not been given an, understanding
of science -that can serve as a base for
its continued support and evolution~A
simple return' to larger funding of re
search would mitigate Some of the im
mediately:urgent problems, but this
alone· would not. adequately serve .the
long-term needs of science. Here I ex
plore the basis for this conviction, as
well as -its implications for evolution of
science policy.

.The urgent tasks that now .confront
the scientific community, though not
simple, are quite clear.

1) The scientific, 'community must
adjust itself, to less than optimum fund
ing, at least for the present, while re
taining the 'essential strength of the sci
entific enterprise.

. 2) It must seek out the imperfections

.1 ne aumor IS speCllU advisor to the president
of the National Academy of Sciences, Washing
ton, D.C: This article is adapted from an address
presented 27 December 1968 at the Dallas meet~

iog of the AAAS.

James A. Shannon

of the present support systems, and
propose modifications that are corr~c.,

tive and, in addition, rationally based
and generally applicable to the diverse
fields of science.

3) Firially, the scientific commu~ity,

must devise .means of fostering a
broader underst.anding of the' revolu~

tionary technological forces that· can
be unleashed by a vigorous science for
the betterment of society.

All three of these tasks are f~asible,

each is urgent, and each· will require a
high degree of scientific statesmanship.

Genera] Considerations

Science has flourished remarkably in
the United States since the end of
World War II~ -la"r~ly as the res~t of
intelligent use of the vast sums of pub~

lie money available for a wide diversity
of scientific and technolo~cal activi
ties. The government policies which
fostered this· development emphasized
the promise of science for the attain
ment of major public objectives. These
policies were pursued even though only
a few of the' individuals .directly in
volved in: the political process truly
understood· the difficulties·· inherent in·
the problems that scientists were asked
to solve, or the' character, complexity,
and modus ·operandi of science. Fur
ther, as diverse fields of science rapidly
evolved under these, circumstances, the

scientific community·· made little a"tw
tempt to 'increase public understanding
of these characteristic's· of .. science, or
to establish· the necess:ary coupling be.
tween the satisfaction ~f social needs
and aspirations on the one hand and
broadsupport of research on the other.

For a time, science seemed to be iso~

lated from the real. world and its prob
lems. The public attitudes which fos
tered the outpouring of support were a
popular expression of faith in the ulti~

mate power of science to benefit man~
kind. Many scientists, on the other
hand, viewed activities in' their. own
nelds' as a type of pure intellectualism
---.,.anexpression .. of what is best in our
societY, not necessarily connected with
public needs .. and problems or social
pUrposes. Such a view 'is reasonable
for the individual scientist but does not
provide an adequate ibase for broad
public support of a n10re general enH

terprise. '
It .. is true that much: of science was

defended before tbe public by hard
headed and .sophisticated administra
tors. They·were convinced that science
c,ould,' if properly stipported, make
broad contributions tp society, and
their plans, approaches~ and public at~

titudes reflected a high! degree of'reat·
ism. These attitudes· Pirevailed in the
programs for the -exploitation of nu
clear energy, in those for the develop~

ment ,of new weapons.: and, to a large
extent. in those aiined. at alleviating
disease .and disability.. .

The "Coupling of research with broad
soCial .issues was less well .articulated
in the' d~velopment of support pro
grams for basic reseat:ch, or for the
''fundamental research" essential in
scientifically based miSsions. This lat~

ter'type of 'activity, f~equent1y called
"mission-oriented" basic! or fundamen~
tal research," was deemed essential to
an agency's mission when this -was
viewed broadly and with a concern for
the future. However, too often the ac-
tivity ~was buried within a .complex
agency budget and not presented as an
essential part of a ratipnally evolving
program. The opportunity was missed
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to couple fundamental research with
applications and developmental activ
ities, particularly as these related to the
general social· purposes of the agency.

For many areas .of science (medi
cine, perhaps, is an exception), the
major impetus for expansion was ex
ternal to science as such. It was a re
sponse to deficiencies in U.S. p~ograms
perceived when other nations made
striking technological advances that
had implications for the defense of t:hi;s
nation, or that generated urgent, but
poorly .defined, concern for national
prestige. An example is the sizable in
fluence that Sputnik I and the subse~

quent evolution of the Russian .space
program had on· federal spending for
research and development. This event
did more than change the order of
magnitude of U.S. R&D expenditures
for defense and space; it had an influ
ence on all areas of R&D. In fact, by
precipitating the Offic.e of Educatipn
into, the mainstream of higher educa~

tion through enactment of the Nation,;,
at Defense Education Act, it may well
have changed the course of higher edu
cation in this country. In any case, the
burgeoning economy qf the United
States, with its already broad techno
logical base, imposed few serious budg
etary restrictions on science-program
development during the late 1950's· and
early 1960's.

This set of circumstances permitted
science in the United States to grow
more or less in accordance with its
own internal· logic, being guided more .
by. considerations of excellence, pro
ductivity, and freedom of individual
effort than by consideration o~ the ex·
tent to which it might satisfy definable
social needs. 'It seems likely that the
period 1945-1965, particularly the last
decade, will be viewed in retrospect as
the time when U.S. science reached the
summit of broad uncritical public sup
port-what might be called the "Au
gustan era" of American science. But
this was .not a planned "happening"; it
was more an accident, or spin-off from
an affluent society's. making bountiful
contributions to science for diverse and
often vague purposes. Fortunately,
these contributions were, in the main,
managed intelligently.

Such a situation, anomalous as it
appears, in retrospect, to have been,
led to the evolution of programs that
were a mix of' basic, applied, and de
velopmental activities. As the broad
program evolved, its continued support
and growth depended. directly onobvi-
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ous concurrent benefits as well as on
expectations for the future. These ben
efits Were derived largely from· the ap
plied and developmental portions of
the· activity, rather than from the basic
science involved. Such practical bene
fits dominated most presentations of
accomplis~ments in all areas of sci
ence. Meailwhile, the public compre
hension, of. research and development
was shaped by mass-media infonnation
techniques which presented the prog
ress of science as a stochastic series of
exciting science spectaculars, without
giving any sense of the fabric of scien
tific continuity and of its underlying
warp' and woof.

One wonders what the public atti
tudes toward science would be today
if more attention had been devoted,
during the past two decades,. to educa
tion of the public in the internal com
plexities of science, and in the relation
ship between scientific discovery and
technological advance. One should not
lightly dismiss the role that presentaw •

tion of the adventure of scientific dis
covery can play in motivating the pub~

lie to support science. But it is im
portant .. for scientists to understand
that the motivating forces that captured
public interest a decade ago have little
relevance today. If science is to remain
healthy and vigorous and is to continue
to advance, a· more' rational basis for
development of the national science ef

,fort, must be found.
Despite the anomalies, the nation

has acquired a broad and vigorous
base in most general areas of science.
During the present period of fiscal con
straints, this base can provide a sound
point of departure for the next stage
in the exploitation of the nation's inw

tellectual resources in science and tech~

nology. In the meantime, we must cor
rect the fundamental weaknesses in the
support structure, weaknesess tha~ can
place our long-term scientific prospects
in jeopardy.

I .am firmly convinced that it is pos~

sible to improve our present support
mechanism for science, and to 'provide
for a more rational distribution of sup
ports without 'hampering the produc,:,
tive activiiy now in being. I, am also
convinced that such action must be
accompanied by' a coupling of activi
ties aimed at the acquisition of new
knowledge and activities aimed at ap
plying that knowleoge for the attain
ment of social objectives.

Because the changes required will
involve a sharp departure from the

past, such a development will require
very thoughtful planning. Much is at
stake, and there is no precedent or
established design to guide us.

Before considering how our national
science effort can be made more ef':'
fective, one must clearly understand
the distribution and magnitude of our
currE;nt scientific effort and the critical
strengths and deficiencies of present
support mechanisms, and have some
perception of the social needs that will
provide the ultimate gauge of rele
vance and progress. Such a mix of
substantive, policy, and procedural
considerations is not amenable to sim
ple treatment-certainly not if one at
tempts to consider science and its use
fulness as a whole. However, it is
possible to examine a major segment
of science in these terms and later re
vIew the results for their relevance to
all fields of science. Such consideraw

tions could then provide a basis for
designing overall national policies.

The discussion of the biomedical
sciences which follows is not such a de
finitive analysis. It is, rather, a series
of reflections on some of the more
important issues. Furtnermore, I have
selected the biomedical-science area
for comment more because of my ac
quaintance with that area than because
of a judgment on its relative i~porw

tance.

Biomedical Research-1968

The striking WorldWar II advances
in medicine, a progressive public un
derstandi.n;g of the socioeconomic bur~

den of chronic illness, and our igno
rance in relevant areas of science led
to a general acceptance of the view
that the ultimate resolution of major
disease problems was possible only
through research and the acquisition
of wholly new knowledge~funda

mental as well as· applied. These views
led to the enactment, during the late
1940's, of the landmark tegislation
which was the basis for the develop....
ment of 'the modern ,NIH programs
for the support of biomedical research.
However, during these initial stages of
th.e· organic growth of NIH and other
federal programs, the complexity of
the biomedical problems and the prop
er scale of an effort that would satisfy
the needs were matters not seriously
considered or generally discussed.

The longer-term aspects of further
ing medical capability were first. prew
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-sented forin:ally:'by NllI·to the Depart- Health Service act authonzing the
ment of Health; Education, and Wel- award of "grants for the general sup
fare in,th~ SunlMl,rr of 1955,: in a series port of research~and research l!aining
of'discussions with the thenSecretary~ programS" (3) of .ip.stitritions. This was
Manon Folsom.-This resulted in gen~ the origin' of- the. insJittitional support
eral agreement ,Qn the ,need -'tQ_expand programs" of ,NlH, represented,by NIH
broadly the'l'e~earch support progtams general research' support. grants, bio:'
ofNllI, the pace to be determined by mediCal science-support. grantS,: and
the' availability of, scientific resoutces ,health science advancement awards.
rather than:' by ttny specific, limitation The' events of ~e lat.c:: 1950's !ire 'of
on 'dollars. It was also agreed that the special, interest as we search out the
eXisting science base' was inadequate origins .' of deficiencies.' in the. present
for. the major'effort to be applied and project-grant system of research sup
for. developnien~al programs directly port. It was proposed. initially' that a (.
·targeted on the' clearly "visible .great substantial portion' of' the total.' federal:
medical problems. It was also apparent support of ~ese~ch should be' general '.
that the' ayailable manpower and fac.ilio;. support. In the fu:st year,S. Ii,ercent of1
ties were'insufficient for exploiting the the total budgeted research grants to i
scientific opportunities or for mounting be made would be in the form of'gen-!

-an attack commensurate with the seri-' etal research and training grants. This
. . '., ...' '1

olisness of the· problems 'Posed by was. to increase to lQpercent in thel
Cu&ease. . ~c~nd' year' and 15 percent in the'l

·Major expansion. of fellowship and third. year. An additional 2 to 3 years~ .
graduate educatiort programs, designed \ it w~s believed, would be needed for a
to produce' scientists rather than med-i definitive' study .of the effectiveness of
iC,:iI speCialists; ..was'proposed and ap-( theprograni. This study would provide
proved. A precedent-breaking program the basis for determinin,g what propor
of, federal assistance for the'construc- tion of total. 'grant .funds" should be
tion., of medical educational and, re-! made available thr0:ugh project grants
search facilities ,was presented, butL and, 'what proportion through general
thisprogranl"JeIl afoul of'the then grants. ~The 'latter, it was suggested"
strong congtessi"nal opposition:to Jed.,: rrtightweUcoJ¥ltitute,25 to 30'percen~
eral entry into educa.tion, and'·the lack: of the.·total. Unfortunately these pro-\
of broad support. from the academic pasals found little merit in the eyes
sector. When finally~nac;ted, iIi .1956, of ·the individual. scientistand,his int.."
this legislation decoupled, for support mediate "supporters, smce' it. appeared
purposes, . science fromproressional thatth,ey would.. dUhinish,the share
education and provided>for thec;on- ot' resources· 'available to'him 'and his
struction of research ,facilities only~ field.

SeCretary ',' FolsOm, was responsible ";Furthermore; .attitudes toward' such
for another' action,of far..;reaching oron~ .concepts of funding were .affected by
sequence. He rommissioneda commit- the trend. toward 'focusing of popular
'tee to,m'quire 'into·',Diany of the bn- interest and attention on, specific
'portant; issuesconfrdntingbiomedical 'achievements. For ~xample, in the field
research. <Tlijsgave; -rise. to a "report, of'cardiovascular medicine.'lt'has", ,been
Commonty, called the ,"~ayne-Jones'Re- "more :convenien~' to ,view research prog_

j
--port"(l), whioh, .together with'a later ress'in' ternis of the,progre8sion ,troml
·rePolteointnissiODed ,by' the Senate AP-. "blue-.baby'" ·operation~, . 'through . com.!.
"propri~tions<.Comiriittee, tl;1e,. so-called i plex ,vase:ut~r ,surgery ~ "Open-heart

"Jo-nes ,Report"'(2); provided'much of surgery,-. to, finallY~ heart transplanta
,the ,b3Sis':for:'tlje, vigorous "but rational tion than·"to'.. corisicierthe,vast scope of
sUPP9rt,~f :tP.eblomedical. Si::iences .by 'the interrelated.. basic. scientific' effort
c"oi:lgresSional.le'ac:Iers. ,These two,:re- that.', necessarily, preceded each' of:
ports .also' p'~vide4 the ,philosophical ·these"achieyements. And. it ~'has been
ami practical basilfJor" an .attempt' by , in the past, ,and.indeed still'is,simpler
Folsom!s ,:',su~cessor,~c.retary',Aem.. ,to' ·raise· fuOds for·quiteexplicit 'pro
ining.toredress some of thejmbal' Bramswhich tend to be short·term.

:'cmces":;,,Withiilinsti~tioils~:being gen- sllch.as: the,iest.~g: of ,'a>'specific drug;
~ra.ted ..bYAhe ,'.~.project:,irant'" .asthe than. for ~onger~range::~d 'more con;a.~:

sole:instruine~t :,of:fede~al ~pport iD, ·plex:,stu(ues tha(are more .gene~aJ in
the.-,:expansion:~of .bi0ttledical, reB.ellJ:cb nature:,but", ~necessary'if 'substantial
andrelate4traiiJing, Secretary:Flem-. .d~.ane<i is lobe achieved. The project
.~.'Was'.fluc,eeS,yW in':obUtining from' sYstem:, tends ,to, foster,. contiriued, em..
Go~ss an ,"amen@1e:qt tothe·PubUc ·,phasis 'on ·:short·term ,prospects and ,on

individual science spectaculars.lbese
circumstances lead to an environment
within which the scientist can' expect
to be asked, 'much to his consterna
tion, "What have you done for me
lately?"

In such an environment, and in light
of the traditional distaste for federal
intervention ip the educationaL process,
it ~ not surprising that medical schools
delayed' asserting even 'a mooest need
for federal support for their basic edu
cational programs until the early
1960's. It is only during the past year
that the medical schools and the medi~

cal profession have agreed that mas
sive support is essential for ·both cur
rent 'and expected' educational pro
grams if these institutions are to meet
the broad social objectives that society
has 'placed before thein. ,Similarly, only
recently has serious attention beel:!- given
to the' general needs of university
based science and education. The trans·'
lation of these needs into fully realistic
federal' programs and appropriations
has. yet' to be achieved. These percep
tionsof need ,co~e, unfortu~ately~ at a
time of. heavy demands on the federal
budget, associated with broad'social tur
moil, rapidly mounting federal' costs' for
education andR '&- D in, general, and
enervating international cominitments.

1 should emphasize at this paint that
there is' indeed an imbalance. between
support of research' and support of
education in our :professionaf and
graduate schools;" arid 'that .there' are
broad defici~n~ies' in' both the educa
tional and the socially 'oriented serviCe'
functions of ;·theseinstitutions. The
'genesis ,~f the 'problems, however, is'
not the ,development6f a massive fed·
erally &uppo~d ·rese.arch ~ctivity, as
is fre'quently': ,alleged, but, rather, the
long.' d,el3oy in ~r.ecogni:zing~ ,and in gain..
ing consensUs on, the' ,parallel role' the
f.dera1est~blishment should play in
the progre~siveevolution of broad edu
catio-?al prograiIts and socially oriented

.service··programs; This role has' not
yet be'encornprehensively de:6n:ed.'
, But for' all' these deficiencies of the
support System. ·a highly diversified'
biomedical. leSetlrC9 ,actiVity has. ~been
developed. This,iS. widely dispersed'
acrOS/il the n:8:ti6n and· is generally char~

~erlzed by' '. excellence. Its major i

weakJiesses steril, from, the support of)
research alone in a situatioilin which
res'earch, 'education, ,and, 'service are
intimately' miXed, and from' the alm()$t .
~cluSive, use ,of' ,project systems of
support· hy'. all agencies. These' two
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characteristics of the support system
have resulted .iti a fundamental insta
bility of institutions of high~r.education
at the very time that new and broad
educational and social functions 'are be
ingimposed upon them.

Remedial Action

I turn now to consideration of what
I believe must be done to pro'vide a
solid base for the further development
of the biomedical sciences. Clearly,
whatever is planned must be planned
in relation to the. general problems of
education and institutional develop
ment. Note must also be taken of the'
pressing service~related activities of
many of the institutions involved.

I do. not present any detailed argu
ments. only a few broad ,generaliza
tions. I trust these will be viewed by
some as informed judgments, since I
know they will be taken by many as a
statement of personal prejudices.

Institutional support. To meet the
needs and correct the deficiencies of
the complex programs I am discussing,
substantial funds must be made avail
able directly to institutions of higher
education for general s~pport of their
basic graduate and professional educa~

tional functions. These funds must be
adequate. and muSt be made available
by "mechanisms which. permit the insti
tution asa whole to grow and to attain
general educational competence as well
as the greatest possible degree of ex~

cellence. Further, these objectives must
be attained· within a system of support
that gives the feder:d sponsor assur
ance that the broad public objectives
for which the funds are made avail
able are inde~d being~ell served.

If the federal establishment provides
this type of funding. the amounts will
be substantial. This in turn will· impose
on the university, in the areas of grad
uate and m.edicaleducation. wholly
new ,obligations. The universities and
medical schools will have to indicate
the size, and scope of. the central edu
cational function, upon which their
educational achievement will ,be judged.
Further, methods will have to be de
veloped for assessIng the quality of the
central educational enterprise that is
supported. For example, medical
schools that receive general support
funds because of an urgent finaricial
crisis in their funding must realize' that
this is possible for a year or two in
an acute emergency but. is not a ,normal
or indeed an adequate base for long-'
126

term support, and certainly is not a
rational basis for long-term develop
ment.

Given a more adequate and m~re
stable financial base, institutions of
~igher education could plan their over
all development in the light of the
broad educational and 'social responsi
bilities they have recently acquired. Be
yond this. central core of- supp·ort. the
project system of grants and contracts
can continue to provide the principal
means for extension of mission-ori~

ented research programs.
Support of mission~orientedresearch.

Once the institutional integrity of in~

stitutions of higher ,education has been
secured by general support .programs,
the mission-oriented agencies of the
federal establishment can move more
directly toward accomplishment of
their special missions. They can be,
more free in selecting the institutions
that are to receive support for· research
and development. Also, the terms and
conditions' of their awards can directly
reflect the program needs of .. the agen~

cies'objectives rather than a compro~

mise between the mission needs of an
agency and the sometimes overriding
needs. of higher education. as is now
the case. With institutional integrity
assured, the way begins to open for an
enlarged and more sharply focused te
se~ch activity. accompanied in many
cases·by a much greater measure of
national ..organization than now exists
(4).

Elements of such organized research,
when it, is performed within an aca
demic environment. can· enrich the
academic environment. However~ such
activity will. I believe, be increasingly
performed in .research environments
peculiarly devised for. such complex

"but coherently related research under
takings. be these in universities, med,:,
ical centers, research institutions. na
tional laboratories, or industry. In this
case. the further development of the
undifferentiated base of· the biomedical
sciences will proceed in. academic· en
vironments devised to provide the es
sential coupling of research and edu-,
cation. and wi~ be supported as an ob
ject~ve' apart from. but complementary
to. mission programs.

Allocation of resources. Other re
quirements must be met if the mix of
undertakin~ noted. above· is to be pro~

ductive. The first requirement is abet,:,
ter information system. one capable of
providing an ongoing analysis of the
nature and" extent of scientific effort in
areas of direct .relevance to hroad"

problems in medicine and health. What
is needed is not a system that provides
for the simple storage and retrieval of
documents or indeed' of the data and
other information they contain. Rather,
the·system must he capable of .provid~
ing analyses and arrays of information
specifically relevant to broad sets of
problems perceived from. an overall
point of view (5).

The present informational systems
of federal agencies may satisfy agency
purposes. but they do not satisfy the
broader national need. For example;
NIH supports only about 40 percent of
all biomedical research and about 55
percent of all biomedical research sup
ported by the federal establishment. The
rest is derived from other agencies-the
Atomic Energy Commission, the De,.
partment of Defense, NASA. the Na~

tional Science Foundation, the Vet~

erans Administration, the Department
of Agriculture, and other portions of
the Public Health Service. There is not
now any simple mechanism for analyz
ing all these activities insofar as they
relate to the generalities of biomedical
research. The analysis envisaged would
not be a simple' consideration of the
biomedical sciences as such but. rather,
would be an analysis of research and
training in relation to the broader na
tional· objectives in the field of health.
In this fashion science would assume
its proper. place as a competitor for the
federal dollar.

Viewed in this light, research activ
ity· can be classified in very broad cate
gories for central consideration of pri
orities in terms- of social objectives.
The allocation of resources then be
comes manageable. One mus,t accept
the condition that such 'allocatio:ns
must reflect a number. of value judg
ments and are not amenable to simple
linear scaling.

Central consideration of the· use of
science and technology in the promo~

lion of heallh would be paralleled by
central consideration of their use in
relation to defense; ,space; resources,
including energy and minerals; food;
civil need~. including environment,
housing. transportation. and many
problems. of our cities; and, finally, the
knowledge base and general educa
tion.

One cannot hold a brief for any high
degree of specificity or precision at
this stage of development of a central
program. analysis and planning activ
ity. One must recognize that our po
litical system now makes resource al
locations· for science that are 'quite
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explicit, but does so by a series of
judgments made in relative' isolation
from each other. It does not seem very
bold to say that this decision process
can be improved, and that allocations
can be made among science areas,
with some consideration given to the
probable value of science to society.
Since' allocations to individual areas 'of
science can never he absolute in the
absence of unlimited resources, the al
location process must perinit compara
tive assessment of competing fields.
Finally, for broad acceptance by' the
public, the allocation process must
provide input Dot only from science,
the generator of new knowledge, but
also from technology, the applier. of
new' knowledge, and from the con~

sumer, the user of technological appli-.
cations.

Such a proposal is tantamount to
suggesting the designation of a series
of cognizant agencies for information
assembly and analysis. These would
not reflect departmental or agency op"','

.erational structure.
Some central apparatus. Howev~r,

for effective utilization of the oiga-"
nized flow of information produced. by
such cognizant agencies, such informa
tion wOuld have to be collated at a
high point in the Executive Branch,
a point at which the critical' policy and
ailocation decisions that would influ
ence program, development in science
and education, and in the use of sci
ence for other'social purposes, would
be made. These decisions are so im~

portant that the level for collation of
information could be no lower than
that at which the National Security
Council and the Council of Economic
Advisors operate.

With, a suitable central apparatus it
might be possible to diminish, the pres
ent chaotic competition for research
and development funds among the
major areas of scientific endeavor':""
the competition between the needs of
research and education-and -to con
sider these needs in relation to broad
social needs and national purposes.
The evolution of' an increasingly firm
sense of national capabilities and pri
orities would permit clearer expression
of our national purposes in the 'pursuit
and utilization of new knowledge.

I fUlly realize that we now have
many central mechanisms for' program
review and policy advice, but, without
considering each one in detail, I would.
hold that no one of them, nor indeed
a combination of all, is adequate for
our future needs and purposes.

General Prospects' and Problems

But to return to the future of the
biomedical sciences, the, sequence of
thoughts that' I would ,like to leave with

. jiou is as follows.
1) The socioeconomic burden of dis

ease is inordinate.
2) The economic, cost, the most di

reet indicator of which is the unit cost
of medical care, continues to rise geo
metrically with time.

3) The conquest of serious disease
and attainment of the essentials for a
b,ett~r ,quality of life are not visionary
goals. They will, however, require a
substantial expansion of research under
circumstances that provide. comparably
well-developed support' for educational
and-service programs.

4) A prime essential for such ac
complishments is the development of
central analysis. and planning functions
that are adequate to the task of order.
ing national priorities and serve as a
basis 'for the allocation' of resources
among, broad fields of science and
within the _biomedical field.

S) There must be developed,in par
allel with the expansion of research and
the development of central" analysis
and planning 'functions, an adequate
public information program that. por.
trays' not only achievement but also
prospects and problems.

I would emphasize that each area of
science' has its own special problems.
Biochemical science is 'rio exception.
It shares some, of its problems with
medical education and medical service.

Th.ese problems stem from a public
awareness of our deficiencies in knowl
edge. The public has immediate ex·'
perience of disease, disability, and
death. Moreover, it has become ex
quisitely sensitive to certain deficiencies
in our system of medical education.
Such public knowledge, even though
only partial, is too frequently' the basis
of emotional outpourings that result
from nonavailability of physicians at
times .of medical need, or from indi
'vidual'failures of diagnosis and therapy.

Furthermore, members 0,£ the gen
eral community have reason to be dis
satisfied with the results of scientific
"tours de force" presented as scientific
spectaculars but having little relevance
to their own problems. They hav.e seen
new drugs produce defective children,
and they have been told that the tri
umphs 'of molecular biology can lead
to a social evil as well as to social
good. They rightly care less about the
niceties of bureaucratic structure, than

about the' productivity of the total en·
terprise, and they- have a right to have
the fields of science, education, and
service, as these relate to medicine,
presented to them in a .more unified
and understandable fashion. They have
a right to a more realistic presentation
of the goals that members of the scien
tific community have set 'for them
·selves, and 'of the prospects of success,
as well as a right to some conception
of the mechanics of the process, in
cluding some appreciation of the pro·
jected time base. While they may not
need to know more about the distri
bution of these activities, within the
academic and federal structures, they
have a right to -demand that bureau
cratic considerations of departmental
.autonomy, institutional individuality,
and freedom of the individual scientists
will not; in themselves, impose bar
riers to' the ,development of a sound
science and, the rapid, translation of
new knowledge into a readily available
medical 'capability,

I am convinced that the trend of re
search, education, and service, as these
relate to medicine, will, even more in
the future than today, be the concern
of' the people who 'are consumers of
the final product, and that this con·
cern will increasingly be" reflected in
congressional attitudes. If this view, is
generally correct, then I would judge
that, although there will be no riots in
the streets, there could- be generated
high. public pressures for change,
which could be misguided.

I would hope that we can ac..:om~

plish the necessary organizational and
bureaucratic changes through rational
processes within the scientific commu
nity and the branches of government
rather than at the hands of a disen.
chanted public.
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BEFORE I begin the body of my paper, I should like to make a few
brief commems. I have chosen to develop the economist's frame

work, perspective, and thought pattern. Though this may he unneces
sary for many of you, I prefer to do so in order that we might bettd
understand each other and so that we use a common language and under
stand each other's .poim of view. Only if this is done shall we be able
to appreciate the significance and the limitations of the quamitative esti
mates that will be developed. Thus the "Imroduction" that we might
expect-this is a preface-is not really an imroduction at all. It is an
imegral part of the paper. The second poim I should like to make is
that though we all recognize the importance. of the question before us,
we must not be too disappointed if we find that-given the quality of
the data available at this time-it cannot be answered in definitive
fashion.

These are the only poims I need memion in the preface to the in
troduction. We can now move forward. If we are to discuss medical
care needs in the coming decade and if we are to attempt to assess the
quantitative dimensions involved, we must spend some time defining
the terms that we use. It has become clear that those in the applied area
~in this case medical care-and those who are concerned with and who
determine public policy, as well as the statisticians, economists, and others
who generate the data used by both groups understand the language
they are using so that unnecessary confusion can be eliminated. TeTIns
such as "needs" and "shortage" are u?ed somewhat differently by per
sons in the various disciplines, and accordingly there has been more
than the necessary confusion when the various disciplines have worked
together. I sho.uld therefore like to begin by discussing with you some

of the ways in which one might approach the words "needs" or "could
use" or "demand." Let me do so in the comext of public policy deci
sion making. My reasons for casting this in the framework of public
policy and decision making are fairly clear. Were medical care thought
of as various other services are thought of, if medical care had the same
characteristiciGhat a variety of other services have, there would be little
reason to disSl'-ss the question of needs in the coming 'decade. Indeed,
under suchS<>hditions it is not even clear that we should use the term
"need" (but more of that later) or examine the question that I am dis-

"Presented at a meeting of the Subcommittee on Social. Policy fur Health Care of the Committee
on Special Studies of The New York Academy of Medicine, May 9, 1968.

tNow Professor of the Economics of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.
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cussing here. In that case one would assume that the supply of medical
services would respond to the demand fat them, and that demand and
supply would be equilibrated through associated price changes-all this
operating through and taking place in the market much as supply and
demand.responses work themselves out for a variety of other goods and
services. Persons would choose to purchase the various medical services
in quantities which they felt they wanted at the prevailing price, supply
would. respond, prices would change, demand would respond some
what, supply would again change somewhat, and we should move to
an equilibrium price in which the supply of medical services would
equal the demand for services. As a consequence of changes in income,
changes in tastes, changes in the price of other commodities, changes in
the size of the population and its characteristics, and so forth (includ
ing changes in the cost of producing medical services as a result of
changes in technology) the demand and supply characteristics would
alter in time. As they altered there would beadjustinents in price with
tendencies toward an equilibrium price which would reflect the equality
of the demand for and the supply of medical services. It is true, of
course, thilt when the problem is viewed in a dynamic sense one may
never reach that equilibrium. Instead, as we move toward it, it keeps
moving away. In this sense-and of course for other reasons as well
this model is. considerably simplified. Nonetheless this description of the
operations of the competitive market would not be irrelevant-were
medical care more like other goods and services.

Many of us would agree, however, that the characteristics of medical
care are such as to suggest that the departures from the competitive
market are many. Further, our attitudes toward medical care are such
as to lead to an intervention whose purpose is to change, to alter, the
outcomes that would prevail under conditions that did not include pub
lic decision making·and intervention. This should not surprise us nor
should it be deplored. It is true, of course, that many goods and services
have special characteristics that impinge on supply, demand, and price.
Market institutions do differ. I think that many of us agree, however,
that medical care has a very large number of what might be termed
special characteristics: for example, problems involving externalities,
that is, situations in which persons who do· not obtain medical care
derive benefits from the fact that others do obtain it; problems of equity
ill distribution, that is, our view of medical care is such that our concern
with an equitable distribution of services is far greater than is the case
with other commodities; lack of knowledge on the part of consumers
about the quality and effectiveness of medical care; the long period of
time required for adjustrnentsin the supply of personnel that render

;care, and so on. Some of these characteristics in and of themselves sng
gest the need for public intervention into the medical care scene. All of
them taken together help explain why so many societies-even belatedly
including our own-have involved government in medical care. It is
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more than a matter of infectious disease, epidemics, quarantine, and
sanitation.

But if government is going to intervene, as it has on hath the supply
and demand side, it surely requires standards by which to judge the
degree of intervention and the mechanisms for)ntervention. The de
mands upon resources, both budgetary and personnel, are many and
stroug. There are numerous things that the government can do with the
resources at its disposal (obviously including turning them over to the
private sectorin the form, say, of a tax cut). Government,therefore, is
confronted with the problem of choice much as individuals are. For
however affluent we mayfeel, ours is nonetheless an economy ofscarcity
-all our wants cannot be. met. Required, therefore, are criteria which
can guide choice, criteria .by which to choose wisely. It is in the devel
opment of criteria that .one begins to feel the need for definitions of

, words such as medical care needs, or demands, or desires. If we want to
use public intervention on the supply side in order to help the system
respond we want to know what the system should respond to, what is

. our.aim, what is our goal. Alternatively, if we want to assist in.dividuals
in their purchase of medical care by operating on the demand side, we
not only want a model to judge the responsiveness of the system to
changes in demand, but we also need some quantitative estimate that
would enable us to answer better the question how much demand
ought to be increased and what might we obtain as a result. For example,
will given levels of demand help meet medical needs, help meet the
demands that individuals have, or help meet individual tastes which may
be less than or greater than their needs?

As you can see, l11Y own interests lie in public policy. To estimate
needs a decade hence simply because we are curious abour them may
be satisfying to some. But my own interests lie in what implications
these projections have.for policy. It follows, therefore, that I am can,.
cerned with the kinds of projections that are most meaningful to those
who can affect policy. The projections, I argue, should be cast iura a
framework that is relevant to the criteria by which policy makers
choose among.alternatives.

In this .context, then, I propose ~o discuss benefit-cost analysis as a
useful input into the decision-making process. I do so for two reasons..
First because it seems to me that this type of thought process ought to
be understood by persons in the various applied areas (health, education,
and so forth) since it is becoming. more and more fundamental in gov
ernment decision making. It would be unfortunate, for example, if
leaders in the health arena were unfamiliar with the way persons in the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Bureau of the
B,!dget are heginning to think about medical matters. The consequences
could be a sharp hreak in the ability to communicate, with obvious
unfortunate results. But I discuss this also because it seems to me that it
will help us understand. some of the implications of alternative defini·
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rions(in particular, It will help provide us ",ith a focusfol' our discus
sion of whether the word "need" appropriately belongs in the title of
this paper).

It is abundantly clear that as individuals and as a society we caunot
do all that we should like to do. We start with the fundamental fact
not assumption, but fact'---thatthere is a scarcity of resources, that the
problem we face is one of choice. Just as the individual faces constraints
upon his own resources, be they money Or time, so too with the nation.
'This constraint is well recognized and accepted-although at times we
do try to avoid hard decisions by speaking as if our resources are limit
less and choices were not necessary. Some, however, suppose that the
constraint that applies is present when we speak of what the nation
would like to do, and is not relevant when we consider what it needs to
do. These persons argue that needs fall short of desires and that smce
needs are less ,and more limited, we can meet all needs, and that for
'that goal are not required to choose. In the case of food intake, for ex
ample, nutritional need~ could presumably be met more readily-though
with a less appetizing and interestmg diet-than would be the case if we
set a higher standard based on satisfactions. Housing stimdards, to illus
trate further, might be much lower-and more readily achieved-were
people to examme their absolute needs for shelter rather than to judge
desires on the basis of their housing relative to that of others. I prefer
not to engage iu debate about the size of the absolute difference be
tween physical needs and psychological desires. It seems' to me that to
talk about absolute needs not only ignores psychological considerations
but is too great an abstraction from the real world. Questions of equity
Itre important, and psychological satisfactions are no less relevant to
public policy than scientific measures of need. The issue, after all, goes
beyond the question of "needs" for physical survival. As an aside, it
should also be pointed out that even issues of survival are difficult to
judge, since many of the goods and services necessary for survival (for
example kidney dialysis) cannot, except at great expense, be provided
to everyone who may need them.

Let us for the time being, then, not debate the question of needs or
desires. Let us recognize that we cannot provide for all of the needs
that we may feel, though of course we can provide for some of them.
The relevant issue involves the appropriate proportions. In recent
months, for example, we have been hearing about the problemaf choice
in the context of "guns or butter." There are those who are convinced
that the United States can have both gnns and butter. Surely they are
correct: a rich nation can have some-or even a lot-of both. But to

pose the issue this way is to pose the incorrect issue. The real question
is how many guns, how much butter? What is the tradeoff between
them? What are the priorities? It remains a fact that the more guns,
the less butter. Thus we require criteria by which to choose,' a com
parison of the real benefits of more of one or more of the other. So it is
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with all decisions about tbe allocation of resoutces. To put more re
sources (people, time, money, or effort) into one area is to put less into
some other. If we are to choose wisely, we must try to assess what is
accomplished with the resoutces when they are put into A as con
trasted with B. We must consider the question-though it is difficult to
answer-which policy or program Illcreases total satisfaction the-most
which gives us the greatest benefits?

This is a problem with which economists are quite familiar. Their
study of a number of economic institutions has sensitized them to this
type of question. Economists have long been involved.with problems of
budgeting-n(}t primarily with where the last dollar was spent (a ques
tion of interest to accountants) but where the next one should be spent.
The economist has traditionally asked questions about the use of re
sources (inputs and costs) and the product the reSOutces create (out
puts and benefits). He is accustomed to asking whether a given output
has been achieved with minimum input (or, alternatively, whether an
even greater output could be achieved with the same input). It is worth
stressing the last (Olause: whether an even greater output could be
achieved with the same inputs. 1\.n emphasis on the first clause-mini
mization of cost-unfortunately leads some to view economists as penny
pinchers, as if they were out to "save a buck" and as if this were some
evil heartless thing. It should be relllembered, however, that the put
pose of saving a buck-of efficiency-is not to cut output, but to in
crease it because the bucks-the resources-that are saved are then avail
able for use elsewhere. (or even in expanding the same progrim). Thus
the .aim of minimizing costs per unit of output is the saine as that of
maximizing output per unit cost. Both make possible an increase in total
satisfaction, in total utility. The aim of much oLthe analysis that goes
under the headiugsof benefit cost or cost effectiveness is to find ways
of obtaining more for a dollar-but not necessarily in order to spend
fewer dollars. The purpose of the exercise is to find ways to maximize
output, e.g., to help more sick people per unit of input, and so forth.
If we ask whether more "good" could be achieved were alternative pro
grams adopted, were alternative combinations of inputs used, it is in
order to achieve more good, if possible-not in order to destroy existing
programs.. Put simply, cost-benefit analysis can combine two virtues:
it enables one to be hardheaded and softhearted at the same time. In
deed, the softer the heart, perhaps the more hardheaded. one ought to be.

It becomes clear that if we examine "needs" and the costs involved
in meeting them and ultimately ask which needs should be met and at
what price, we are asking about a comparison of the effectiveness and
usefulness of various programs in relation to their costs. In determining
public and private policy based on the effectiveness of alternative pro
grams, effectiveness must mean the amount of good accomplished per
unit ofresource input.

1\.s you can see, I feel the wMd need is intimately related to the
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concept of benefir. I find it difficult to define need except in terms of ..
the benefits derived from meeting various objectives or, if you prefer,
the costs of not meeting them. I confess that I should enjoy discussing
with you in greater detail the methods in current use to try and measure
the benefits of alternative courses of action, the benefits of meeting
"needs." This is a subject which is of considerable interest to me both
as a professional economist who recognizes the importance of the ques
tions being asked and as a concerned citizen who is more than some
what troubled about the answers being provided. To examine in detail
the methodology of benefit-cost analysis, its strengths and its short
comings, would, however, leave little time for the topic before us. I
shall therefore restrain myself and spend only a few more minutes On
the subject.

A number of consequences follow if we agree ,upon the need to
compare programs-their outcomes and their costs. It becomes impor
tant to try to measure costs and benefits and thus to quantify where
possible. This requires that there be essential agreement on the purpose,
objective, or goal of the program, on the effect to which we look for
ward. This fundamental step would be extremely useful even were nO

. further analysis undertaken. It may seem odd to stress this point but
all of us, I am sure, are well aware that many a desirable program has
been undertaken without specification of the results that one looks
forward to and without agreement as to the end goal of the program.
As a result there often are no criteria by which to judge success. Per
haps an example of such a situation is the result that we anticipate when
we mount an effort to create '\ neighborhood health center. Ate we to
judge success by the number of people that are removed from poverry?

.Are we to judge success by the fact that we offer a community of poor
people more medical care than they previously had available? Are we
to judge success by the faetthat people avail themselves of the care?
Ate we to jndge success by the fact that the community takes an inter
estin the neighborhood health center and that this facility sparks com-

. munity involvement and spirit? Is the goal of a neighborhood health
center to make services available, to have services utilized, to make per
sons more satisfied, to minimize days lost from school or work, to im
prove heaii:hlevels(and how do we measure these)? I think that you
will agree with me that often in a variety of social programs there is
little specification of the goals of the program.

But the problem goes well beyond the specification of the goals of
the program. Even were these specified, we often are unable to deter-

. mine whether.. the goals are being achieved because we have not been
able to develop snfficient reliable and generally accepted indices. How
do we measure health needs? How do we measure levels of health? Is
the absence of illness a sufficient measure? If so, how do we measure
the absence of illness? You will note the difficulty with using proxy·
measures. Some things are measurable while others are not. We must be
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careful to guard against the tendency to let this fact determine-either
consciously or unconsciously-the aims qf the program. It is far too easy
to subvert the program by adjusting; it to serve. the proxy measures. If
days of absence from school, for example, serve as a proxy for the ill
ness of the child, we must be careful that the aim of achieving "success"
does not lead to sending sick children to school. To extend this point
a bit further, iris interesting to speculate whether a neighborhood health
center would. (in its initial phase) lead to higher or lower number of
days lost from school. One can certainly develop alt.ernative hypotheses,
the one suggesting anincrease, the other a decrease.

Thus far I have focuse<i on some of the points associated with the
.specification of output and with its measurement. Since we are inter
ested in comparing programs it also becomes necessary to find a common
denominator, a way of translating the different outcomes and different
benefits into a common unit of measure. Such a comparison is extremely
difficult. This difficulty is foun<i not only when we try to compare
health programs with programs of education, with programs in natural
resource, and so on across the broad spectrUlI\ of public and private
investment programs. Such a common denominator is difficult to con
ceptualize even when we limit our review to a specific area such as
health. A life saved is a life saved. But how does one life saved compare
with the prevention of 1,000 cases of blindness? For that matter, is a
life. saved a life saved? Are the lives of the fetus, the infant, the child,
the adult, .the aged, the sick,. the well, all equal? And if we relate lives
saved to cost, how much are they worth?

These are not the easiest questions to articulate. The fact that they
aredi~tasteful often prevents our asking them explicitly. Nevertheless it
cannot be denied that they are being answered all the time-whenever
the level qf appropriation for this or that program and the choice
among programs is. being determined. Indeed, since the questions are
not asked explicitly, but are nonetheless being answered as decisions are
being made, we have less debate on these issues than would be desirable.
The consequences are policies that many of us, I assume, would con
sider odd if not perverse. The life of an .airline passenger-as judged by
how much we spend to prevent a death-seems to be worth more than
the life of the person who could be saved by a program to make Papani
colaou smears more readily available. If we judge by decisions made
in the past, the life of the individual who needs kidney dialysis is worth
far more than the cure of the mentally retarded child. I leave it to you
to decide where heart transplants would fit into the spectrum of therapy
of even research budgets.

We have agreed that if we ar.c to compare outputs we need some
common den'1Illinator. One of the ways of equating outputs or benefits
is to translate -them into dollars. This is normally done by considering
the iml'lications of the program ?n the future earning power of the
individuals who are affected by the program. Thus this approac'" is
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applied, for example; when the health activities add to the individual's
future earning power by increasing his life expectancy or by removing
his disability. In effect we say,that the individual's productive contribu
tion to society is increased as a consequence of the health program and
that the increased productivity is measured by the increased income
that he will receive. Thus a program that saves the life of a 30-year-old
male yields approximately 35 years of productive contribution (65
years-the age of retirement-minus 30) and this productive contribu
tion is measured by future lifetime iucome (all this with appropriate
adjustments by discounting to take account of the fact that future
dollars are worth less than present dollars). All of us are aware that
the benefits of various types of programs may be considerably greater
than the increase in earning power. The benefits may extend beyond
the persons affected by the program and may extend beyond earning
power and productivity. The absence of pain is, after all, a benefit, as
is the increase in happiness. It is therefore the totality of benefits that
we are interested in; the monetary benefits are a proxy measure, though
how adequate the proxy measure is remains, in many cases, a moot
question. Similarly, of course, the costs of the program are not equal

oniy to the budgeted dollars but includes private costs, foregone-illcome,
and so forth. As we are interested in total benefits and must make every
attempt to measure even those things that are hard to quantify, so too
with costs.

The rest is simple: the benefits are our numerator; the costs the
denominator. The result-the benefit-cost ratio~thus becomes a valuable
guide to policy, for it is clear that the higher the ratio the "greater"
the payoff. A program with a ratio of 8 is, therefore, to be preferred to
a program with a ratio of 3 (and one cannot help bur feel a twinge at'
sympathy for the program with a ratio of less than one-a program
where a dollar spent does not yield a dollar in return).

There are many. conceptual and statistical difficulties involved in
computing the benefit-cost ratio. In my view these problems should
not be glossed over by those who calculate these ratios. Because they
are important and because they can affect the results significantly, any
benefit-cost ratio must be carefully examined to determine its reliability.
Nor can it be used in a mechanical manner in determining public policy.
It provides us with information that may be helpful in making decisions,
but it does not provide us with the decision itself. It adds to our infor
mation, but it is important to know its real meaning and significance
and not merely to accept it. Indeed, in some cases it may addinisleading
information and we must, therefore, be careful to guard against simply
accepting the results. I shall not at this time discuss the various con
ceptual and statistical difficulties il1.volved in computing the benefit-cost
ratio. Suffice it to say, however, that one of the overriding considera
tions is the fact that though benefits are broadly defined they are. often
narrowly measured. In the case of health'programs, I am not at all
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convinced that the measure that utilizes future income as a determinant
is sufficient. Utilizing future income can lead to bias in the type of
health programs mounted and in the choice of population group thadt
will serve. It could bias us against programs for the poor (or prospec
tive poor), against programs for infants whose earning days are still
far off, against programs. that alleviate pain or worry. I do not, you
will note, say that snch programs will fail to qualify for support. I say
only that there might be a bias against them.

I think you will agree that all of this is relevant to the qnestion of
determining needs. For if we agree about the importance of public
policy and the intimate relation between public policy and the pro

jection of needs into the future, then I think it follows that our defini
tion of needs must carry with it some implications for policy actions
by the decision makers. It may be well and good to discuss absolute
health needs as measured by physicians ?nd by statisticians, but for the
guidance of public policy these needs must be translated into measures
of the benefits that meeting them would bring. It should be noted, of
course, that there is little agreement even among physicians and biosta
tisticians on what future health needs or indeed even present ones really
are. This means that public policy is even more likely t'? be guided by
decisions concerning relative needs rather than absolute ones'. It is for
this reason that I feel it imperative that we all understand the perspec
tive from which many are trying to guide public decision making.

But if needs are relative, how then can we project them into the
future? It seems to me that we approach the problem by first recogniz
ing the difference between the possible meanings attached to the words
"needs," "could use," Of. "would like," "demand.'-' The first is some
times considered a medical judgment though" as I have indicated, it
really extends well beyond that. The "would like" definition may in
clude something considerably greater than "needs," at least if we recog
nize that much medical care may be considered a "luxury." It would
be difficult, however, to establish any quantitative estimate of the

, "luxury" component. In a society that has conflicting needs and scarce
resources individuals (and even governmental units) may allocate more
to the health area than can be justified on the basis of investment
policy or needs. I should think that even in our society many con
sumersof medical care purchase more medical care than is in some
medical senSe required (at least from the standpoint of physical
health). The word "demand" has a special meaning for the economist,
.a meaning that is intimately related to prices and attempts to assess the
qnantity of medical services that would be purchased at various price
levels for medical care (all other things remaining equal). In terms of
available data" it is "demand" that can be mOst readily measured. We
do have data on the utilization of medical services by various population
groups with varying characteristies(e.g., age, sex, race, education, in

, come, location). These statistics,which in general may be considered,
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an expressi~~~Twh~ttilevariol.ls consumer groups are willing to pur~

chase at existing prices and at their present levels of income, do enable
us to conduct some analyses of demand and to make some projections
of future demand. Let me ,make clear that such analyses do not answer
all the questions that we might have and in particular do not indicate
in convincing fashion the impact that income constraints on availability
of services have on the utilization of medical.services by some parts of
the population. Such analyses do, however, provide a starting point for
analysis. Let me therefore discuss with you some projections that I have
made for the next decade. These are projections of demand. They rep
resent, I believe, minimal projections. I expect that demand would grow
somewhat more than these projections indicate. It should be clear that
they do not represent projections of needs. For parts of the population
I have assumed utilization rates below what many of us wonld agree
are needed or are equitable. Other parts of the population, however,
may be receiving-and under my projections would continue to receive
-more medical care than would be required. How these two forces .
balance is not clear, but I suggest that in a free market economy we '
may not have the choice of redistribution from those who are. buying I
as much as they would like to have (and more than they need) to those
who cannot buy what they would need or would like to have. In our
economy we may have to allocate more to health than would be neces
sary in an aggregate sense becanse we are limited in our redistribution
and reallocation policies. Thus we may be forced to a situation where'
some would have more than they would need but would have as much
as they could buy while others would be raised above their present
levels of consumption. We may have to guarantee minimum levels for
all, even as we permit some to purchase care above that minimum level.

In my analysis I have assumed that in the future individuals with
certain characteristics would behave as individuals with those same
characteristics behave today. What I have done is to assess carefully
the characteristics that many persons are likely to have in the future.
Tomorrow's populations-more correctly the population a decade hence
-will be larger than today's, will be better educated, will be slightly
more urban, will have a somewhat higher proportion of Negroes, and
will have higher levels of incomes. All of these characteristics impinge
on the quantity of medical care that people purchase in today's market.
They are likely to impinge on the quantity that people will purchase
a decade hence.

The largest single influence will be the growth in population. The
medical care delivery system must adjust to a population growth of
approiimatelfi4 per cent. Other demographic characteristics will not
have significant impacts. The age-sex distribution of the population will
change but~as in the case of other deniographic characteristics-these
changes are not very rapid in a period as short as a decade. Thus the
impact on rhe medical care scene will not be great. I expect that age-
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sex changes would lead to an increase of approximately I per cent in
the demand for physicians' visits. The impact of changes in the location
of the population, both in terms of region and place of residence (urban
or rural) and the change in the racial distribution of the population
would add less than another I per cent to the demand for physicians'
visits. The impact, however, of rising levels of income will be consid
able. Obviously the. assessment of the possible influence of changes in
levels of education and income (the two are intimately related) first
requires that we estimate the increase in income that is likely to occur
over the next decade, This is a difficult task to undertake, for income
characteristics are much more volatile than are the demographic char
acteristics to which I have already referred. If we assume that the per
centage growth in income in the next decade W;ould be about the same
as over the last decade (the income that I speak of is measured in real
terms, that is, income growth net of inflation) we are, it seems to me,
making a reasonable assumprion. Were such ail income growth to take
place, the impact on the demand for physicians' visits would be about
7 to 8 per cent. I should point out that in this projection of the impact
of income changes, of income elasricity, I am being somewhat conserva
tive. lam assmuing that a 100 per cent increase in income would lead,
roughly speaking, to a 16 per cent increase in demand, but other econo
mists have calculated significantly higher income elasticities. We need
not at this time discuss the reasons for these differences. Suffice it to
say that I believe my methodology, while perhaps a bit conservative, is
correct and that the other estimates are far too high. The final source
of increase in the demand for the services of the physician arises from
the growth in demand as a result of Medicare and Medicaid. I assume
that Medicare would increase the demand for physicians' services by,
at most, 2 per cent. Obviously the increase in the demand on the part of
the aged would be significantly greater, but since the aged are a small
percentage of the total population, the impact on the aggregate demand
is ouly on the order of 2 per cent. The impact of Medicaid is more diffi
cult to assess, in no small measure because Medicaid will differ among
the various states. But much of the increase that would result from
Medicaid has already been incorporated into my estimate of the increase
in demand due to rising levels of income. To pUt it in another way:
if income rises rapidly enough, then many persons would exercise their
demand for medical services through the market place into which they
could now buy rather than through coverage under Medlcaid. Thus if
income grows less than I have assumed, Medicaid grows more; if income
grows more, Medicaid grows less. But the total impact on aggregate
demand of income growth plus Medicaid is not likely to be different.

Now if we agree that this estimate of the impact of change in the
next decade on the demand for medical services-an estimate that yields
ahnost a 25 per cent increase in the demand for services-is minimal, and
if we agree further that even with incflme growth a considerable part
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-of the- popufauoIlwln stili beat levels of fncome- that are too leiw to
enable them to purchase the medical care that they need or that would

, provide a more equitable distribution, it follows that we have a prob
lem. If, further, we note how inequitable our present distribution of
medical setvices is, how poody served the poor are, how this inequitable
disttibution leads to social tension, then we may want to make even
mOJ;.e medical services available to those who are moving out of poverty
and surely to the poor themselves than they would be able to buy in the
market place. All of this says that in terms of social policy the 25 per
cent increase in demand is not likely to meet medical care needs as
defined in terms of physical needs or alternatively in terms of social
equity.

I could discuss the projection of demand and the differences be
tween the projection of demand and the projection, of need in greater
detail. But I propose now to move on to some additional points. Let
me first note that if the growth in demand exceeds the potential growth
in the supply, we are likely to witness rapid increases in the prices of ,
medical services. Such price increases will serve! as rationing devices.
This will have unfortunate consequences ,of course, for this particular
form of rationing does not meet our social objectives in this area.

I think that it is fair to say that for some period of time, at least
until the recent past, many have felt that medical care needs could be
met by providing new financing mechanisms that would enable people
who do not now have sufficient income to purchase the medical care that
ognized that there were tremendous unmet needs on the part of parts
of the population but they also thought that all that stood between
those groups and the exercise of effective demand was a shortage of
dollars. Today we feel differently about this matter. It is necessatyto'
recognize that persons need dollars with which to purchase goods and
services. I think that it is also necessary to recognize that unless the'
total supply of services is increased, and increased significantly, and in
pttrticulttr ways, the dollars that we would give to some to purchase
care are not likely to compete effectively against the doliars that others,
have. All dollars are equal but some are more equal than others. To put!
it simply, I, do not think that we are likely to find that the dollars or \
vouchers, or rights, given the poor, will cause medical care to be redis- \
tributed from the rich in their direction.' I doubt therefore' that the '
medical care needs of the poor__and they are many-will be met by \
simple actions, or even complex ones, on the demand side alone. The
location of facilities, the location of physicians, the types of problems
involved-all of these suggest to me that the poor would not be able to
compete effectively for the scarce resources involved,

And this, therefore, leads me to my final point. What can be done
to, meet the medical care needs? Lam now interpreting the title of the
talk, "Medical Care Needs in the Coming, Decade," a little differently.
I am saying "What do we need to do about medical care in the comittg. "
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decade?" Many of you are better equipped thau I to fill in the details
of the actions that would be reqnired on the supply side. But I do think
that there are some fundamental requirements that can setve as guide
lines by which to judge specific actions:

I) I believe that we should recognize that there' are certain popu
lation groups that by virtue of their income, race, or location are not
well served by the existing medical care system. In the absence of
changes in the medical care system, massive increases in supply would
be required before the level of services available to these population
groups would increase significantly. I believe that this costly method,
which relies on some spillovers for these population groups, if you will,
on a tricIcle-down theory, is to be rejected. It is costly and society has
other needs as well. It may lead to overdoctoring for parts of the popu
lation even before the spillover effects are noticed. It assumes that the
existing organizational structure of medicine would continue, and there
is no reason to operate with that constraint.

2) If, therefore, we are to operate on the supply side as well as on
the demand side, we should operate in such a way as to take on respon
sibility, for the provision of services. To me this means that we must
extend the changes in organization and in delivery systems, and must
assume responsibility for the implementation of changes. We must give
up some basic assumptions: that the physician should be a small en
trepreneur iu addition to being a physician; that American medicine
is to be supported with government aid, burth~t,evety facet of it'
should be free to decide for itself where it wilhserve, whom it will
serve, and how it will perform; that government can intervene to in
crease supply in the aggregate and to increase demand in the aggregate,
but should not intervene in matters of organization and distribution of
the available supply. Once these assumptions are given up it becomes
necessary. to organize systems of care that serve a population.

3) All of this is based on one fundamental requirement: that some
one, somewhere, state that, a particular population group is his responsi
bility. It seems to me that this is what is so conspicuously lacking on
the American medical care scene. The military administration has said
that the health and medical care of the group that serve in the military
forces is its responsibility and it has organized a system to fulfill that
responsibility. But who has said that Harlem is his responsibility? Who
has said that Appalachia is his responsibility? It is true that some groups
have said that some part of the medical needs of some part of the popu
lation are their responsibility. Thus we have had intervention by some
medical schools, by some state departments of health, by some city
d~partments of health, by the Public Health Service. But what is re
quired, I think, is a change in philosophy or the strengthening of some
emerging philosophies. What is required is that someone, somewhere,
should say effectively: "This is my responsibility." Once that is said,
that person or that group or thatgovernmental unit will necessarily
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oe raced with problems of organization to meet that responsibility.
Then, it seems to me, we are likely to move forwatd.

This, then, is what persons concerned with medical care need to do
in the next decade in order to meet the medical needs of the next decade.
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Social Control of
Science and Technology

Science and technology increasingly
work changes in the complex matrix of
society. These changes pervade OUr eco
logical systems and our physical and
psychic health. Less perceptibly, they
pervade our culture, values, and value
based institutions. such as the law. In
turn, our values and institutions shape
the, progress and utilization of science
and technology.

Science and technology have pro
vided society with enormous material
benefits and a higher standard of living
and heaith. Yet these benefits have
been accompanied by alanning" rates
of resource consumption and new
hazards to ecological systems and
health. Social response to these unex8

peeted problems has been of a remedial
nature-that is, how to diminish pol
lution through regulation and technol
ogy. However, since our values and
institutions shape the progress and use
of science and technology, the funda~

mental social response must come from
change in these values and institutions.
To the extent possible, this change
should yield preventive or a priori con
trols.

This important task can be described
as the need to formulate coherent and
humane sOCial controls on science and
technology.

Of course science and technology are
not discrete activities: They describe
a process that ranges from basic
research through applied research
and development technology to appli
cation and use technologies. Most social
change occurs during the latter stages,
in which technology is manifested either
in specific acts, such as organ trans~

plantation techniques, or as part of a
major public or private system, 'such

The author is an assodatc professor in tho
department of civil enstneerills at Massachusetts
Institute of TedmololY. Cambrldae. An attorney,
he is also e<ldireetor of the Conter for Law and
Health SCiences, BOSCOD UniversitY SChool of
Law. This article Is adaPted from a paper pre
!lented at the Denver Law School Conference on
"!mpUcations or Science IlDd TcchnololY for
tho Law." Novctnber 1970.. .
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as nuclear energy or !=omputer appli
cations.

Events throughout this process !have
become highly dependent on federal
funds since World War Il. In 1969, ap
proximately 6~ percent of the funds
spent in the United States on basic and
applied research and development tech

. nology were provided by federal agen
cies. This reliance on federal support
provides even further justification for
public -interest in the social control of
science and teohnology.

The most substantial expenditures
and investments occur during the devel
opment technology stage, after a
number of important decisions have
been made about prototypes, produc
tion, application, and use. Of the
approximately $17 billion of fed
eral support for research and devel
opment in 196,9, it is estimated that
$5 billion went for research and $12
billion for development. Production
and application activities undoubtedly
involved billions more. Similar ratios
prevail in ,the private sector.

These investments must be con
sidered in human as well as economic
terms, for it is during the development
and subsequent stages that large num
bers of engineers, administrators, man
agers. production and shop personnel,
salesmen, and subcontractors commit
their careers, personal values, and
families---and ultimately their com
munities-to. the specific technological
activity or ,system. Therefore, all su~
sequent social controls must consider
the poJitical~ economic, and human
factors that have heen developed.

Numerous social controls on institu
tions and individuals generating or
utilizing science and technology have
heen developed over the years. Table 1
suggests, in general terms, what these
controls are, and where they function
in the various stages of science and

\ ·technology. The legal doctrines in the
Itable all operate during the advanced
, technology stages--after decisions com-

mitting economic and human' resources
have been made and, normi3lly, -after
injury has occurred. By this time, fully
developed systems and practices are in
use, without coherent controls.

This has led to condemnation of' law
as a \ modern system of control As
Jacques Ellul has said (1):

The judicial regime is simply not
adapted to tec~nical civilization, and this
is one of the causes of its inefficiency and
of the ever greater contempt 'felt "to-
ward it. .

Law is conceived as a function of a
traditional society. It has. not registered
the essential transformation of the times.
Its content is -exactly what it was three
centuries ago. It ,has experienced only a
few fragmentary transformations (such
as the corporation)-no other attempts at
modernization have been made. Nor have
form and methods varied any more than
content. Judicial technique has been little
affected by the techniques that surround
us today; had it been, it might have gained
much in speed and flexibility.

Faced with this importance of the law,
society passes to the opposite extreme and
burdens -administration with everything
that is the produc~ of the times in the
judicial sphere. Administration, because
it is better adapted from the technical
point of view, continually enlarges its
sphere at the expense of the judicial, which
remains centered on vanishing ,problems
such as codicils, community reversions,
and the like. These last, and all simllar
problems that are the exclusive concern
of our law, are problems that relate to an
individualistic society of private property,
political stability, and· judicial subtlety.

In specific terms, the legal system has
not been responsive to new social con-

.\ ditions. For example, it has not fuJic
tioned as an effective control on
science and technology beca~ it does
not operate early enough in the proc
ess. Harold Green, in discussing this
issue, has said (2):

The basic question is whether our legal
system is capable of imposing effective
social control over new technologies be
fore they inflict very substantial, or, even
irreparable injury upon Society. It seems
clear that we cannot rely on the courts
alone to protect society against fast-mov
ing technological developments. Judge
made rules of law always come after, and
usually long after, the potential for injury
has been demonstrated. . . •

This characteristic of retroactivity
limits the ability of the legal system to
respond to a number of modem social
problems. in particular the harmful ef
fects of science and technology and the
problem of environmental deterioration.
Retroactivity is inherent in ." legal sys
tem based on the values and con1licts
of the private sector of society. The
courts bave not been designed to serve
as oracles or social planners, but to
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Table 1. Where social controls occur in science and technology_

Production,

Sources of control Basic Applied Development application,
science science technology and use

technology, , ,
Scientific. peer groups X X

Professional associations X

Federal government X
Executive -action X X X
Agency programs X X X X
Agency regulation X X X X
Agency security

classification X X X X
Congressional hearings X X X
Congressional legislation

and funding X X X X

IndustFY"consurner markets X X

Industrial associations
and labor unions X X

Insurance X
Crusaders and citizens' groups X X

n
Law

Patents, copyrights,
trade secrets X X

Torts X
Constitutional rights X
Land use X X
Consumer protection X
Experimentation X X

Education-ethics X X X X

iJ
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grapple with actual conflict manifested
in specific -acts or injuries. They lack
the technical, astrological, or - other
expertise needed for the diffiult task
of evaluating the present, diffuse ef~
fects or the future effects of science
and technology. ·Consequently. the f

courts are reluctant to impose controls i
and have rarely intruded on the sub.!
stantive aspects, of decisions of public!
agencies, which presumably are tech-l
nically expert. .

Judicial' procedures that have reinw

forced concepts of justice and due proc
ess, such as statutes of limitations and
rules of evidence and standing, have
also brought ali immobility to the law
to the extent that, it cannot respond
easily to ~mch -issues as deleterious
damage 'or public health.

Recent _development.s in environmen
tal litigation have ameliorated some
of these proceduJ;'al obstacles, particu~

larly the iSsue· of standing for Citi
zens' groups alleging other than ec~~

nomic injuries. -But some feel that this
brief '.honeymoon: is already over. In
Sierra Glub v. -Hickel (3), the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals denied that
th.e Sierra Club had standing~ ·since··it
had not alleged ·that its members would
be ;affected, beyond displeasure, by ~he

scheduled action ,of t~e Department of
the Interior. (This action' was the ap~

proval of a commercial and recreational
development, in the heart of Yosemite
National Park, to be carried out by the

Walt Disney Corporation.) This may
indicate that the bounds of procedural
flexibility have been reached.

The list of problems is incomplete,
but sufficient to Justify the conclusion
of a recent law review note: "The pas
sive nature of the courts and the diffi~

culties encountered in their use make
it clear that they cannot serve 'as so
ciety's primary instrume~t for technol
ogy assessment" (4).

To return to Table 1, the controls of
the private sector are similarly clustered
in the advanced technology and use
stages. For obvious reasons, industrial
decisions and insurance . controls are
implemented without full consideration
for the public interest. Decisions are
made on mar~et or profit considera~

tions, based on what the consumer
wants or can.be manipulated to want,
and do not 'consider larger public inter~

ests in the preservation of natural re
sources or public health, for example.
Advertisements boost the sales of items
that are attractive to individual con:
sumers, but that collectively erode en
vironmental quality, other public inter
ests, .and,. .ultimately, private interests.
Sales of snowmobiles to the new breed
of armchair sportsmen have· climbed to
500,000 annu~lly and, provide a
noisome case in point:

The ·autQmobile represents the ulti':
mate absurdity. The 'automobile birth~

rate is now treble the human birthrate
in the United States: 10 million auto-·

mobiles are produced for every 3 mil
lion human beings. Death rates occur in
a similar ratio. Automobiles produce
most of our air pollution, are danger
ously designed, and are not economi
cally recycled. How much longer can
these absurd ratios and harmful effects
be tolerated, despite· the importance of
the industry to the economy? Obvious
ly, many of, our problems labeled tech
nology-induced or environmental are,
in reality, the behavioral problems of a
materialistic society. As such, we can
not expect effective private sector con
troIS to emerge, nor can we expect
courts to aIter such "normal" behavior.

Crusaders ,and citizenS' groups have
recently proven somewhat effective as
technology-curbers, but they have not
provided coherent, a· priori controls.
Crusaders are in short supply, and citi
zens' groups 'lack funds, technical ex
pertise, and national political strength.
They can only attack discrete problems,
often on 'a local scale, 'and must ulti
mately resort to the legal system with
its· shortcomings. Their task is made
extremely difficult by the fact that,
once again, substantial economic and
human commitments have already been
made in support of harmful develop
ments, on a scale far larger than the
immediate interests represented by such
groups. Without Substantial evidence of
,harm to public health,sitch groups
appear to represent merely their own
esthetic or otherwise elitist values, or
a Luddite revival.' This is not said to
disparage such activities: They have
served to educate and involve citizens,
and' they represent an exciting and
valuable development.

The public agencies have actual. and
potential social control functions that
cover the complete· spectrum of scien
tific ,and technological activities. But
this role is inextricably wound up
with their several other functions,
which include the promotion of cer
tain activities for. national purposes
such ..as defense or the balance of pay
ments. Reasons for their failure to
exert social control have often been.
cited and are true to varying degrees:
bureaucracy and inertia, ignorance and
lack of sensitivity to noneconomic in
terests, fragmentation of authority by
congressional design. or by subsequent
developments.

Legislation has proven to be no guar
antee of implementation. The Refuse
Act section of the 1899 Rivers and
Harbors Act· is a potentially pgwerful
source of authority for combating most
forms of water pollution as they occur.
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Yet for 70 years it had been ignored by
the Corps of Engineers 'aIld the Depart;.
ment of Justice.

The. idea of reorganizing the federal
agencies or creating new administra
tive bodies to better control science and
technology has been under discussion
for some time. Under this rational mea
sure, one or several new and. prescient
groups would function as long-range
planners with coherent control author
ity. For example, a single agency could,
perhaps, determine national ,and re
gional .energy needs and then ,plan,
lic~nse for construction, and regulate
in ,the public interest more effectively
than the, present multiple-agency con
dition. Reliance on teams of technical
experts and experts from such other
fields as law, health, and economics
could be built into reorganization
plans of this kind.

These are certainly steps itl the right
direction.. Of our present array of so
cial controls, perhaps tl;1e public agen
cies, which support most research and
development, could effectively perform
assessment and control functions when
they are most important-before large
scale development 'and the commitment
of economic and -human resources.

Hugh Folk:, in considering present
and future social control by public
agencies, has already discerned some
pragmatic problems (5). Experts will
once again ,be drawn from the same
pool. Many of them will,actually have
contributed, in industry or government,
to the problems they will be called
upon to solve. Few experts will be able
to ,apply their disciplinary background
to a wider range of social issues. And
experts will need' extraordinary courage
to function in a truly critical sense~

since their careers -will stiiI be rooted
in the same .industrial-goven;unental.
university milieu. What will happen to
the. expert who tries to serve the public
interest by calling for a halt to a par
ticular line of research? A test case is
now before us involving radiation
safety standards. John Goffman ..and
Arthur Tamplin have challenged the
Atomic Energy Commission and its
affiliates in industry and the univerw
sities.

Folk's central thesis must be repeated
here: 'assessment and control are essen
tially policy-making processes and, as
such, will be embroiled in political con
troversy. He fears the repetition of the
nonrational policy-making that occurs
in our present agency. framework and
that results in agency establishment of
"standards at levels slightly below that
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at which people complain vigorously
... thus ,keep[ing] the Wblic sullen but
not mutinous." Designs for central
assessment 'and control authorities must
meet these issues squarely if real change
is to occur.

Finally, let us· briefly consider peer
groups, well positioned to assess and
control early !in the, basic and applied
science stages.

Based on personal observation, in
part, I do not think. scientific ~er
groups presently have the objectivity or
capability to function as coherent and
humane social controls. The members
of a peer group share the narrow con
fines of their discipline, and individual
success is measured by the degree to
which one plunges more deeply into
and more narrowly draws the bounds
of his research. There are no peer group
rewards for activities or perceptions
tbat extend beyond the discipline or
,relate it to social· problems.. Members
are therefore neither .motivated nor
tr..ined to relate their peer group activ
ity to· broader social concerns. Prob
ably because of their closeness and
commitment to their work, they are
unable to objectively assess implications
and recommend controls.

Genetic research today provides us
with,a case in point. It is proceeding
rapidly in the United States and Eng
land, and, periodically, significant
breakthroughs are. announced. Mem
bers of the peer group and others have
frequently discussed the potential ap
plications of their work, and it has be- .
come a fashionable topic. Despite the
potential for g~netic engineering and its
misuse for political and social goals re
pugnant to our professed values, this
work continues at an. urgeilt pace. I
would think that the historical evidence
of the political misuse of science and
technology in this century would at
least bring about a slight pause or slow
down in activities until our legal and
other control systems had time to pre
pare principles regarding experimenta
tion, as well as other public and private
safeguards.

It is a disturbing experience to disw
cuss these issues with -biologists. Their
responses avoid the central issue of
slowing or suspending work to formu
late controls and include the following:
~ "If we don't do'it, somebody else

will";
~ "Don't worry about secret and

horriJ:>le developmentg..-;-all work is done
in large, expensive labs funded by the
government";

.... "Further work will improve the

health of society and upgrade the gene
pool";
~ "Cloning of humans' is at least 5

[or 10] years ,away";
~ "Science is intrinsically valuable

in its contribution to. man's collective
knowledge, and it must not be con~

trolled for .social purposes of any sort."
Self-enclosed peer groups cannot be

entrusted with self-cOiltrol, perhaps be·
cause of their narrow disciplinary back
grounds or self-interest, and perhaps
because our educational system does not
foster ethical and interdisciplinary val-

. ues in professional tr,aining (6).
The social control of science and

technology will be a troublesome and
never wholly successful undertaking. It
bears the potential to politicize and
,regiment intellectual activity, which has
been realized in Russian genetics. Nor
will the task lend litself to a specific
solution-there are no. administrative,
legislative, or judicial panaceas.

Of course,' it must also be recognized
that future impact assessment and
derivative control will always be lim
itea, as man's intellectual and imagina
tive resources are limited~ Even our
measuring devices are still too crude
to discern pernicious impacts in many
cases. The earlier the assessment takes
place in the process of science and
technology, the more speculative it is.
But the practice must begin, and de
velop, and pervade all the social con
trol mechanisms we now have and may
devise.

To begin, there are a number of re~

forms that oan be introduced in our
present array of social controls. Ad
ministrative agencies must be reorga·
nized sensibly in light of new national
objectives and available scientific and
technological resources.

Legislation must be generated to
provide guidelines. for the adminis
trative agencies similar to those
prOvided by the National Environ
mental Policy Act (NEPA). Substantive
and procedural duties are Iiillposed by
NEPA on all federal agencies to im
plement a broad policy of preventing
and eliminating environmental damage.
Section 102(2) of NEPA requires that
the federal agencies, !in. their policies,

. recommendations, and other J?1ajor fed
eral .actions affecting environmental
qnality, shall (7):

A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary
approach '.' . in decision making. which
may have an impact on mao's environ-
ment; .

B) . . . insure tbat presently unquanti·
tied environmental amenities and values
.•. be given appropriate consideration in
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decision making along' with economic'and
technical considerations;

C) include in every major. recommenda
tion ••• and other" major federal action,.s
••• [a] detailed statement ••• on (i) the
environmental impact of the proposed
aetion, {il) any.adverse environmental' ef
fects which cannot be avoided should the
proposal be implemented, (iii) alternatives
to the' proposed action.. (iv) the rdation
ship between . . . short term, USes . . .
and long term productivity, '(v) any irre
versible and, irretrievable commitments, of
resources which would be involved . • • .

D) study, develop and describe appro-"
priate alternatives....

We can only speculate abo\lt what
impact .NEPA will have- on enviion
mental qualitY. Perhaps its priniary sig

. nificance will. be to instill 'certain habits
and values in federal officials and the
experts theyconswt: the habits of inter
disciplinary ,assessment and considera~

tion of alternatives, 'and a value ,system:
that would include health and ecolog
ical considerations.

NEPA will probably' slow down
the agency 'decision-making process,
and this will help matters. Finally,
NEPA will bring about the generation
of information by federal agencies.
This information should become avail
able in' useful form to concerned citi
zens who' nlvoke the Freedom of in
formation Act (8). The agenci,,!,' broad
based studies of harmful effects .and
alternatives will be helpful, either be~

cause of contents, or omissions, to en
viroiunental action groups. Hopefully,
executive privilege and other' excep
tions to the Freedom of Information
Act will 'not be invoked to the detri-.
ment of congressional purpose, as, ex'"
pr"!'sod in NEPA. UnfortuIiately, this·
has already occurred in Soucie v. Du
Bridge (9), where the Office of Science
and Technology report to the Presi
dent on the' SST was successfully
withheld from conservationists.

Obviously, NEPA will also bring
about some assessment and agency con
trol of science and technology when
environmental ,effects are 'predicted.
However, there, is a' need for legisla
tion, similarly grounded in a multiple
value system' and the 'habit ()f assess
ment, that will more d4'ectly cOnfront
the neet! for a priori·control of science
and technology: Thislegislation'should
be directed at the substantial 'agency
sponsorship of research and ,develop
ment, thereby regulating f~eral pro
curement and government· contractor
activities.

Independent adversaries must be
. fostered. A tax-exempt status ruling by'

the Internal Revenne ServiCCl would be

a helpfUl first step for' citizens' groups
pursuing actiVities 'in' the public inter
est-for example, $ouPS that nave
demonstrated their concern for public
health. Multiple-year grants to inter
disciplinary groups, .perhaps ,based at
universities, cOuld foster independent
adversaries by establishing new .career
patterns. Congress,· through its com
mittee structure and reference'serViCe,
should assist in this process.

Citizens should continue, to press
for. responses· 'from the' legal· system.
Environmental litigatioJ;lto date h~s

been ,marked by ingenuity, but itlackS
a coherenlrationale. If Sierra Club v.
Hickel is,~ 9meno:f anything, it may
be that the mere displealiure or the
aggravation of elitist values' of aciti
ZeDs' group will, not 'be sufficient to
challenge agency and industrial 'actions ,
that serve· econoinic· or public, reetea..;
tional interests, even though on a· crass
and> commercial basis. Perhaps' this is
as .it should be. Litigation, to control.
environmental quality and science and
technology· should seek a· coherent· and
important raison d"eti"~publichealth.

Public health-in both physical and
psychic tepns--;-includes: esthetic and
recreational .values, and the importance
of ecosystems. It can· therefore pro
vide the nexus between citizen group
social action or litigation·ud the, pub~

-lie1nterest.. The fedei"al -agencies. under
NEPA, must now consider health
effects. Est<J..blisbing public health as
the nexUS does no~simp1ify deeision
niaking. but it ,can reduce subjectiv.e
value clashes, and will cause science and
technology to be ~d in aself..evalua':'
tive and beneficial manner.

Finally, the most important social
control must be discuss~--education.

The training and values of our pr6fes
sionatsin.law. engineering, and other
~:fields must be responsive. to the prob
lems ,that beset society. ,:The·'·intense
specialization that mmks graduate edu·
cation .fosters narrow; ,prof~ionalisnL
Peer. groups have. not·rewanted :mein
bers ,who apply their. lrainingto prob
lems that extend beyond' disciplinary
confines. .

Our graduate schools and depart
ments represent artificiai divisions, of
knowledge ,and .experience, and they
-deprive' ,~tu,dents ,of, important OPPQr
lunitiesand prof"!lllional q~ties. Sub
stantive ;;pecialization an,d procedural
barriers' preveqt students, from,.working
with colleagues Iin'oth~r disciplines and,
often. from doingclinicai, work. thatil
related to social' issues. As. a result,
theY l!!'e ~ar,}Vith t!,le .values,lI\ti-

tudes, :and methOds of other disciplines
and unable to !;)'lithesize and. apply
.them to social issues. These limitations'
in training are then-reflected in careers
and 'sociall'robl~ms.. ' ' .' .'

No:.new' degree programs will Jlro
vide us' with the 'answers. Rath~r,every
de~e p~ogram we 'now-have 'mus.t be
eJiriched with interdisciplinary,clinical,
and, preferably, problem-miented cOm':'
p'onents. Many' exciting· educational ,ex
periments.- such as, CorneWs"Scieoce,
TechD.ology, anc1 Societt"prograin,:-are
bemg Conducted in' institutif:ms, 'acroSs
the country.

'Several innovative -'developmentS'· are
taking 'place in. the' BOStOD' area. At
M.I.T., the school .of. engineering 'is

,moving' to confront problems of bio
medical engin~rii::tg, public systems,
and environmental quality. The ,civil.
engineering department'· has· brought'
into ·its faculty and academic structUre
an interdisciplinary team, made, up· of
a: political scientist, a lawyer, and an
economist to worl:c with· the engineer..: .
ing faculty on watet. resources, trans-'
portation systems, systems engineering.
and environmenOOquality. ~gineering
students can' now enrich their' academic
programs with, CoUrses and research
that relate their engineering disciplines
to the full complexity of the social con~
text iin'which they will eventuaIiy work.
A number of engineering students have
johied members of the·' Harvard and
Boston University law schools' 'e;nvi..
ronmental ;law ' societies .on 'projects
confronting' local' and national ,'en.:.
Viionmerital.issues~

Professor 'Jerrold Zacharias' 'is -, now
work!ing on adapting M.I.T.'s advanced
degree programs to sp)lCifically train
students for 'cOllege ·teaehiilg,'oareersin
science and engineering: The' mastery
of a ,discipline. eduCational ·methods
and!e<;hnology, ethical andlogai ma
terials, . and interdisciplinary research'
~. now, considered to ,00' imPortant
features .of this development. Gradu
ates.wiIl be expected to bring' breadth
and, innov.mve· 'quali'ties to· their teach
iDg· careers: arid· relate' 'their:disc;ipUne
t<I the social context.,
. Finally, .. at ·:aos~n .. University--~w

SChOOI, ....1h~' new center fOJ; 'lJaw' and
the Health Sciences hSll established Ii
program th.atenables law~denls t<I.
-work·with gradJIate.stu~a.froJD. othe~

discip~ .. on health-related $Ocial
problems. lltrnientandfaculty'partici!:
pants are dra"", ..from different disci
pline~ andinstitutio,,", and. studeots
recei"e academic credit throuill!,ad iloe
jnst:illltional~~_ts..
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David Bazelon, chief judge of the
Washington, D.C.,· Federal Court of
Appeals, has played a major role in
this undertaking, ·as .chairman· of the
center. In a summer pilot program, 15
graduate students from Boston Univer
sity, ;Brandeis. Harvard, and M.LT.
were divided 'mto four interdisciplinary
teams. Eaoh team confronted a com~

plex health problem: genetic counsel
ing, health insurance reform, multiple
service health centers, and the training
of mental health profeSsionals. Each
team contained a law student, medical
stude~t, economist, or urban planner
and a student from a discipline par
ticularly relevant to the problem
for example, bioengineering. Twelve
faculty members, representing a num
ber of disciplines, served as a general
resource to the students at scheduled
meetings and informal sessions.

Interdisciplinary education presents
a number of organizational problems
and a numb~r of unique educational
benefits. Much was learned from the
summer pilot program, and the
academic year program is now· being
implemented. Problem orientation has
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proven to be an important aspect of the
interdisciplinary program, in that it
forces students to learn, synthesize, and
then apply t,heir knowledge. At the
same time, students. ,are able to exer
cise considerable initiative in defining
and working on ,problems in a context
of competing values. The center hopes
thereby to enrich the graduate educa
tion of ,a number of students and enable
them to function effectively in health
related careers.

The social control ·of science and
technology, through the training of
new kinds of professionals, is one of
the most important tasks at hand for
law schools, schools of science and en
gineering, and other programs of higher
education. This task must become an
ongoing process, and it needs inter~

disciplinary cooperation and public
support. Faculty in schools of pro
fessional· training in medicine, law,
and other fields, are needed to help
build and implement these new pro~

grams of public service and must re~

join the university. In addition, these
new programs must be related to the
social system and values" for only

through individual and collective wiS4
dom and tempexance, induced by an
appreciation of the values of others,
will we control science and technol
ogy in a coherent. and 'humane fashion
(10).
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WHITE HOUSE
SUPERSTRUCTURE

FOR SCIENCE
The all-pervasive influence of the evolving White House

superstructure for science-men, organization, and policies
continues to have profound effects, both real and imagined,

not only on American science but on American society as well
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Next month's Presidential election
looms large in implications for s~ience

and technology.. Not the least of these
is 1:I:\e effect of the outcome on the
growing movement toward direct
White House control of the federal
science establishment-a movement
which has characterized the Kennedy
JahnsoD Administration. Whether this
movement 'will continue and at what
pace will depend largely on the will
of the man who is elected President
next month.

This movement, principally in just
the past three years, has provided a
tight new superstructure for federal
science and technology. Its influence
is international as well .as national in
scope. It weaves through our entire
social fabric-political, industrial, edu
cational. For it is this handful of
people who to a less~r or greater
degree hold sway over the Administra
tion's plans in science and technology
plans which .this year will mean a
federal outlay probably· in excess of
$15 billion.

Dubbed by its critics· as the Execu~

tive Branch "innersanctum for science,"
the White House science staff consists
of the Special Assistant to the Presi~
dent for Science and Technology and
his 19 aides. The degree of actual
power which this group possesses and
the manner in which it exercises it aTe
topics of much controversy and cim
fusion.

The controversy and confusion is
due in no small measure to the sel£
generated aura of mystery that has
surrounded the group and the way it
operates. Aside from that of the
Spec~al Assistant to the President for
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Science and Technology, even the
identity of the science staH of the
White House is known to relatively
few of the nation's scientists and engi
neers. Yet, working quietly behind the
scenes, the group represents perhaps
the biggest single influence on national
decisions affecting science and tech
nology.

The group's power-as well as much
of the confusion surrounding the White
House science structure-stems from
the multiple roles and responsibilities
of the -Special Assistant to the Presi~

dent for Science and Technology
(known infonnally as the Presidential
science adviser). He is, at the same
time, personal science -adviser to the
President, chainnan of both the Presi
dent's Science Advisory Committee
and the Federal Council for Science
and Technology. and director of the
Office of Science and Technology.

Despite his multiplicity of titles, the
Special Assistant to the President for
Science and Technology actually has
just two responsibilities. They are. to
advise and assist the President on all
matters of national policy affected by
or pertaining to science and technology
and to evaluate and coordinate the
total federal program in science and
technology. All the various jobs he
holds in addition to that of Special
Assistant are tied directly to these
two responsibilities.

Thus reduced to fundamentals, any
real power of the Special Assistant .to
the President for Science and Tech~

nology, and consequently of his staff.
is predicted to a very large extent upon
his access to, and influence on; the
~residentin dett!~ining who gets how

many of the federal dollars for science
and technology.

Rapid·Development

The evolution of this new sUperstruc·
ture fOr science in the Executive
Branch has spanned just a short seven
years from birth to full maturity. Prior
to 1957, tbe only formal scientific body
in the· White House was a relatively
obscure science· advisory committee
submerged in the old Office of Defense
Mobilizatio~' (now the Office of
Emergency Planning). In the period
just prior to the launching of the first
Sputnik, this Committee-shortly to be
vitalized into the powerful and pres
tigious President's Science Advisory
Committee-was relegated to the role
of ildvising the President through the
director of ODM. not directly. It was
concerned principally with scientific
and technical aspects· of defense mo
bilization and national security.

In the great scientific flap in this
country following the Soviet's spec
tacular launching of the first man-made
satellite. President Eisenhower hur
riedly ljet about to equip the White
House with some sort of scientific and
technical competency. He created the
top M1evei post of Presidential science
adviser and assigned to its the primary
task of taking stock of this country's
scientific and technical resources and
coming up. with ways· to best bolster
and mobilize them to meet this new
Soviet challenge.

To aid the Presidential science ad
viser in his job, Presfdent Eisenhower
yanked the existing science advisory
committee out of ODM and made it
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'advisory to the President directly, thus
greatly increasing its stature,· powers,
amI, by the same token, its appeal to
the scientific community. The Presi
dential science adviser was. made
chainnan of the reVitalized committee.

The President's Science Advisory
Committee (PSAC) is composed of 18
of the nation's most distinguished sci~

entists and· engineers drawn from in
dustry, the universities, and from other
nongove.rnment areas. The President
appoints its members for four-year
terms. PSAC meets on an average of
two da~. a mOhth and is concerned
with major issues bearing on this
country's scientific and technological
posture. It undertakes studies both on
its own initiative and in response to
specific requests from the President.
The White House describes a primary
characteristic of PSAC as "the role it
plays in blending and integrating gov
ernIJ.1ental and· nongovernmental views
to achieve a total approach to problems
involving science and Covemment."

In 1959 the mission of the Office of
the Special Assistant to the President
for Science and Technology was elab
orated further by an executive order
which created the Federal Council for
Science and Technology. The council
is composed of the top policy-level
representative from each of the federal
agencies involved in science and tech
nology, and the Special Assistant.is
chaimian. It. was designed to pro
vide a coordinating mechanism for
the total federal· effort in science and
technology. In the process it also
served to tighten 'White House control
over scientific programs and policies of
the federal agencies.

Establishment Complete

The framework of this new 'White
House superstructure for science was
completed in 1962 by President Ken
nedy's Reorganization Act No.2,
which created the Office of Science and
Technology (OST). Tbedirector-;J
OST is charged generally with assisting
the President in ·"coordinating fedeml
science and technology functions."
More specifically he is to «advise and
assist" the President with respect to:

• "Major policies, plans, .and pro
grams of science and· technology .of
the various agencies of the Federal
Government, giving appropriate em
phasis to,the relationship of science and
technology to national s6?urity and
foreign policy. and meaSU1·es for
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furthering sCience and technology 'iii
the nation."

• "Assessment of selected scientific
al1(~ technical developments and pro
grams in relation' to their impact on
national policies."

• «Review, integration, and coordi
nation of major federal activities in
science and technology, giving due
consideration to the effects of· such ac
tivities on nonfederal resources and in
stitutions,"

• "Assuring that good and close re
lations exist with the nation's scientific
and engineering communities so as to
further in every appropri,lte way their
participation in strengthening science
and technology in the United States
and the Free World."

• "Such other matters consonant
with law as may be assigned by the
President to the office."

OST .did not represent so much a
new White House scientific function
as it did a formalizing of already exist
ing functions. It gives statutory per
manence for continuing Presidential
staff support to the. Special Assistant
to the President for Science and Tech
nology,PSAC, and the Federal Coun
cil for Science and Technology. The
creation of OST -has more than tripled
the number of permanent science staff
members available to the President.

OST was the· Kennedy Administra
tion's answer to _growing Congressional
unrest over the lack of coordination
and central control of the Federal
Govemment's burgeoning research and
development effort. Congress was
also demanding a single authodty it
could call in to answer its questions on
the Administration's plans and policies
on matters dealing with federal science
and technology.

Under its charter, the National
Science Foundation had been charged
with advising the President on co
ordination of federal research policies
and evaluating the research programs
of government agencies. But for a
number of reasons, NSF had been un
willing or unable to exercise this au~

thority, mainly because it is on the
same organizational level as other
agencies. Its management felt that
the agencies would balk at having
NSF, in essence a sister agency, ride
herd on their R&D programs.

So the Administration felt it needed
to create a new office at a higher level
than the agencies themselves to review
and evaluate the tot~l feder~l R&D

effort and to meet demands In Con~

gress for a better source of information.
The kind of infOlmation Congress

wanted had not been fnlly available to
it in the past. Presidential science
advisers, for example, on numerous oc
casions appeared before Congress to
describe in a general way vadous Ad
ministration plans and programs. But
they have refused to answer certain
n~ore specific Congressional inquiries
on the grounds that to do so would
violate the doctrine of executive' privi
lege. This doctrine says in effect that
communications between the President
and his advisers shall remain confi
dentiaL

The creation of this new White
House office, according to Administra
tion spokesmen at the time OST was
proposed, would reduce these pres
sures on the Presidential science ad
viser. Congress could instead call in
the director of OST to testify for the
Administration on matters dealing with
science and technology. In this way,
they explained, the confidential rela
tionship that exists between the· Presi
dent and his science adviser would not
be impaired.

This would seem to be an adequate
solution to the problem were it not
for the fact that, ever· since the ('rea
tlon of OST, its director and the Presi
dential science adviser have been one
and the same person.

Kennedy-Wiesner

During the Kennedy Administration,
with Dr. Jerome \Viesner as spear
head, 'Vhite House control of federal
science and technology reached a new
high. Dl'. Philip H. Abelson, editor of
Science and probably the most vocal
critic of the· White House's power
structure for science, remarked at the
height of this regime shortly before
Mr. Kennedy's assassination, "Dr.
Wiesner has accumulated andexer
cised more visible and invisible power
than any scientist in the peacetime
history of this country."

It was also during the reign of Dr.
Wiesner that the Presidential science
adviser emerged for the first time as:
a prominent and inHuential figure in
affairs. of state.

To a large measure, this increase in
the job's power and prominence can be
attributed to the close, infonnal re
lationship that existed between the
Chief Executive and his science ad·
viser,·a clos~l1;;ss~nd deg~~;-~fi!ifi~~

ence which the two previous Presi-
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"dential science advisers did not enjoy
with-their leader, Mr. Eisenhower. To
some degree it stemmed from the way
the late President operated-the rela
tively free hand Mr. Kennedy gave his
top advisers as a show of his confidence

.in their abilities.
Anotherconbibuting factor to the

new and larger scientific role of the
White House under Dr. Wiesner-one

. that is sometimes overlooked by critics
of the White House science movement'
-is that about that time the Govem~
ment really began to broaden the scope
of its involvement in science and tech
nology. The two previous holders of
theofBce under President Eisenhower,
Dr. James R. Killian and Dr. George
Kistiakowsky, had been largely pre
occupied with the defense and space
efforts. - But as the Government began
to move more heavily into support of
other scientific and technical endeavors
-oceanography, enviromnental health.
consumer protection, and the like
the role of the Presidential science
adviser correspondingly increased
both in scope and in importance.

But a good deal of the credit (or
blame. as you choose) for the office's
new power went to Dr. Wiesner him
self. Brilliant, ambitious, and tough,
the MIT electronics whiz was the
embodiment of the Kennedy kind of
New Frontiersman.

Dr. Wiesner. quickly adapted to
the milieu of Washington and proved
to be an eager and fairly adept per
former inws o~· rigb:t" in the political
arena.

Forceful and confident yet with an
easy. outgoing manner, Dr. Wiesner
was regarded generally by both friend
and foe alike as an articnlate and elfec
tive salesman for Administration views
relating to science and technology.

But trouble was brewing beneath
the surface. Some scientists and
others in Government complained
privately about what they-called Dr.
Wiesner's "take charge" manner and
"high-banded" methods. From agen
cies with· scientific and technical pro
grams came scattered rumblings of
undue meddling in their affairs by
Dr. Wiemer and his staff. The cry
was .taken' up by a small but vocal
group of scientists from .the private,
sector. These critics accused Dr.
Wiesner of attempting to mastermind
and control the entire federal effort in
science and technology. They labeled
him the self-ordained "czar of Ameri
can science.-

This smoldering controversy Hared

into the open briefly, then died sud
denly with Dr. Wiesner's decision last
fall to' return to academic life. The
tragedy that followed shortly there
after in Dallas put an end to the issue
at least for a time.

Winds of Change

In January of this year. Dr. Donald
F. Hornig, a soft-spoken, 44-year-old
physical chemist, took over as Special
Assistant to the President for Science
and Technology. Named as 'Dr.
Wiesner's replacement by President
Kennedy shortly before his death, Dr.
Hornig assumed office at a time of
change: change in the White House
precipitated by the Kennedy tragedy
and change in the political climate of
the nation toward science and tech
nology generally. Both Dr. Hornig
and his office have been caught up in
those changes.

Under President 'Johnson and with
Dr. Hornig, the job of Presidential
science adviser at first seemed to have
taken a reverse turn to the more muted
days of President Eisenhower. That is,
it seemed to be mare one of a behind
the~scenes adviser and less one of a
direct participant in affairs of state.
As one veteran Washington scientific
observer remarked shortly after Dr.
Hornig took office, «For better or for
worse, the freewheeling days of the
Kennedy-Wiesner regime-a period of
unprecedented scientific influence in
this country's affairs-have come to an
end.'"

In truth, however, the apparent
change did not represent a decrease in
the powers or influence of the Presi
dential Science Adviser. It really re~

Hected a change in the methods of
operation both of the White House it
self under President Johnson and of
the new science adviser.

President Johnson brought to the
\Vhite House his own methods of doing
business which differ significantly
from those of his predecessor. The
casual, almost family-like relationship
that existed between President Ken
nedy and his top White House aides
was replaced to a large degree by a
more formal businesslike working en
vironment.

This change in the internal work
ings of the White House had a direct
bearing-on the powers of the Presi
dential science adviser. Dr. Hornig
still does not enjoy the close personal
relationship with President. Johnson
that "his pr~decessor,Dr. Wiesner, did

with the late President..Prior to tak
ing office, he had. only a nodding
acquaintance with President Johnson.
And unlike Dr. Wiesner with President
Kennedy, Dr. ~ornig is not a member
of President Johnson's select inner
circle of confidants. Whiie he thus
may not make his voice heard on broad
topics to the extent Dr. Wiesner did,
when it comes· to scientific and tech~

nological matters, the President turns
to him first for advice. Thus, there
has been no weakening of the Presi~

dential science adviser's role in guid
ing the nation's over-all plans for sci
ence.

The changing role of th~ Presiden
tial science adviser from the overt
and public display of power by Dr.
Wiesner to the behind-the-scenes
"persuasion" of Dr. Hornig is due in
no small measure to' the sharpd.iffer
ences in personal makeup between
Dr. Hornig and his predecessor. A
deliberate, somewhat reticent man, Dr.
Hornig so far has succeeded in avoid

. ing the hard glare of publicity which
focused attention so often on the out
spoken and often volatile Dr. Wiesner.

Dr. Hornig continues to align him
self solely with the scientific. commu
nity and has been w~n received gen
erally by scientists ·both inside and out
side the federal establishment. He .is
a scientist who has involved himself
in Washington with only broad-scope
scientific. issues. He had judiciously
avoided being drawn into the politi.
cal arena-a jousting area Dr. Wiesner
neither succeeded in skirting nor ap
parently attempted to skirt.

There is' every indication that re~
gardless of who is elected President
next month the White House science
organization will continue its -domi
nant role. The level of federal spend
ing for space and defense R&D ap
pears to be reaching' a plateau. The
Democratic Administration now has
turned more attention to long-standing
problems of society-:-poverty, disease.
environmental pollution, consumer pro
tection, and, the like-all of which have
large scientific and technical compo'
nents. Thus, its policy of increased
federal involvement in science and
technology, coupled with the building
pressures from an ever~mounting fed
eral budget, sho'uld demand finn White
House control in all areas.

Sen. Goldwate~, on the other hand,
deplores "big government:' If elected
President. he may work for a reduc
tion in the F~der.aI_~vernment's par
ticipation in many areas in which hl?
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feels it 'has no business being involved.
His philosophy of, less, rather than
more government, plus his call for
more nscal responsibility in Govern:"
ment, would seem to favor an over-all
reduction in federal spending for
science and technology-with the one
notable exception of that related to
defense-and, correspondingly, a
tighter White House 1¢p on scientific
expenditures.

One thing' is certain, however.
Should Sen. Goldwater become
President, there would be at least a few
p~rsonnel changes in the White House
science staff. The Special Assistant to
the President for Science and Tech~

nology and probably his top aides
would be replaced by people who
more closely share Sen. Goldwater's
political views.

Dr. Hornig Appointed

A renowned scholar, scientist, and
teacher, Dr. Hornig is a highly re"
spected member of the scientific com
munity who brought to the White
House' an intimate knowledge of the
major scientinc and technical issues
that face this nation. The Harvard
educated (B.S. 1940, Ph.D. 1943),
Milwaukee native came to the job
from Princeton University where he is·
Donner Professor of Chemistry and
chairman of the chemistry department.

During World War II he' was re~

search associate at the underwater
explosives research laboratory at
Woods Hole, Mass. Later he served
as group leader in the Manhattan Proj
ect at Los Alamos Scientific Labora
tory.

After the war, Dr. Hornig joined the
faculty of Brown University. He was
director of the Metcalf Research Lab
oratory there from 1949 to 1957 when
he moved to Princeton.

His rese.arch interests have in
cluded molecular and crystal struc
ture, infrared and Raman spectra,
shock and detonation waves, relaxa
tion phenomena, and fast chemical
reactions at high temperature. He
has published about 70 scientific
papers in these areas.

When the magazine International
Science and Technology criticized the
appointment of Dr. Hornig, labeling
him «a virtual stranger to the Washing
ton scene," an irate Chris Hornig, age
10, quickly rose to ius father's de
fense. «My father has served for
three Presidents," he informed the
monthly's ~tor, "and is in 'Washing~
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ton so much that by now he is a virtual
stranger to me."

Dr. Hornig has been a member of
the advisory panel for chemistry, of
the National Science FoundatiOn, and
from 1956 to 1961 served as a member
of the physics advisory committee,
Air Force Office of Scientinc Research.
In 1959 he was appointed to the Space
Science Board of the National Acad
emy.of Sciences.

He was named to the President's
Science Advisory Committee in 1960
by President Eisenhower and was
bter reappointed by President Ken
nedy. He 'was a"n adviser to the late
President during the 1960 Presidential
campaign and later served on the
Kennedy Task Force on Space to help
formulate policy in this neld for the
new Administration. In 1962-63, Dr.
Hornig was a member of the delegation
headed by National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Deputy Direc~

tor Dr. Hugh Dryden which negotiated
the agreement with the U.S.S.R. for
cooperation in certain space activities.

Dr. Hornig is a member of the
American Chemical Society. He is
also a Fellow of the American Physical
Sot'iety, of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences, and of the Faraday
Society, London. In 1957 he was
elected to the National Academy of
S<"iences.

Science Staff

The controversial Office of Science
and Technology, which comprises the
pennanent science staff for the White
House, is. a generally loose-jointed
organization, although more clearly
defined areas of individual responsi
bilities are takihg shape. For practical
considerations, it is a two-tiered or
ganization with the director, Dr. Hor
nig, and his deputy on one level and
an I8-member professional staff strong
out along a horizontal plane on the
other. In a sense, these 18 people
are junior stafF officers to the President
in their individual areas of responsi~

bility 'and carry considerable weight in
scientific and technical policy consid7

erations. The entire operation is
housed in the antiquated Executive
Office Building near the White House
on Pennsylvania Avenue.

The scope of individual responsibili
ties of the OST staff men is enormous.
FDr example, some 28 federal agencies
are involved in one way Or another
with· water resources alone. Thus,
the OST staff man .charged with· re-

sponsibilities for water resources must
somehow keep track of all these goings
on plus activities of state and local
governments as 'wen as industry-not
to mentio~ !hos~.at Congress.

The size ~nd complexity ~f its job
coupled with Dr. Hornig's desire to
keep the office a sman, flexible, and
highly mobile operation-forces CST
to rely heavily on the use of consult
ants via the ad hoc· committee ap
proach and to borrow people with
hard-to-nnd skills from within Gov
ernment whenever they are needed
and wherever they can be found (a
fact OST hies to play down for fear
some Congressmen may frown on this
practic.e) .

In practice, the ad· hoc committee
approach works like this: A problem
is either identified within ·OST or
PSAC, .or perhaps referred to it by
the President. Agroup ofknowledge
able people is assembled, usually with
a member of PSAC as chairman, to
hear testimony, to analyze the prob
lem, and to recommend· actions to be
taken. When the work of the panel
is complete, usually within a few
months to a year, the panel is dis~

solved.

OST has found from experience that
specialists usuaUy don't. work out well
as pennanent staff members. In the
nrst place, the jobs do not lend them
selves to specialization. Individual
responsibilities are usually too broad.

"It is difficult, if. not. impossible, to
nnd a man who is a specialist in an
the areas he .may be called upon to
cover," an OST official points out.
"Even if you could nnd one, you
probably couldn't get him: That kind
of person is usually serving at the
level of the President's Science Ad
visory Committee."

"The ivory tower scientist," he goes
on, "nnds himself in a different world
in Washington. Many of them just
can't seem to bridge the gap between,
the two. For the kind. of work our
staff has to do, we have found that it
is better to have people who can
understand both aspects of the job,
the scientific and the political. They
must be able to get at the heart of
scientinc problems and then recom
mend a course of action. to chip away
at them while keeping within the
bounds of political reality. That is,
they must chart some middle course
that takes into account all those things
it might be nice to do, the things that
absolutely must be done, and the size
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o( the· program that Congress will
stand still for:'

Is the OST staff. as big now.as it is
going to get? According to Dr.
Hornig, this is difficult to say. "Much
of the past success of the office has
been due to the policy of focusing on
relatively few big issues and conect~

ing expertise as it was needed," he
explains. "The ad hoc panel with
staffing from the office has been the
most effective operating mechanism,
and I for one wouldn't like to see a
new bureaucratic superstructure grow
here in the White House."

But, he points Qut, the problems
on which he is experiencing more and
more pressure are those of coordinat
ing the science activities of the Federal
Government and developing inte
grated approaches to problems.
These, he says, are thorny problems
because they are not particularly
amenable to solution by outside con
sultants.

What happens in this regard wiII
depend largely on how effective the
various. coordinating mechanisms such
as the Federal Council and its com
mittees can be made. Otherwise, «to
do the job properly will require a
considerably larger staff than we now
have," Dr. Hornig says.

Criticism

The Presidential science adviser
and his staff have been portrayed by
some members of high standing in
the scientific community as an un
scrupulous, power-hungry band of sci
entific incompetents bent on complete
domination of federal science activi
ties at all levels. To get its way, one
is led to believe, this group might
resort to such sinister devices as bud
getary blaCkmail: rigged agendas, and
stacked committees.

Much of this criticism was laicl at
Dr. Wiesner's door. And his de
parture s~ems to have cleared the air
somewhat. But despite the changes
in leadership, the White House sci
ence complex is the same now as it
was under Dr. Wiesner. Dr. Ho.rnig
has taken it upon himself to defend it
against these charges, which he
brands "ridiculous."

A close examination of the facts
would tend to bear out Dr. Hornig on
many points. For example, some crit
ics would lead one to believe that
agency officials sit quaking by the
phone, awaiting the next pronounce
ment from the White House.

True, at the policy.making level Dr.
Hornig and Company have consider
able say about the over-all size and
direction of an agency's R&D effort.
But both from observation and private
conversations with key agency per
sonnel, C&EN can find little evidence
that the White House science staff is
pulling the strings for the day~to-day

operation of the Federal science estab
lishment.

On this point, Dr. Hornig perhaps
best sets the record straight when he
says, "There are competent, strong
~lgen:cies administering scientific and
technical programs. When our views
differ from theirs, none of them simply
give up their position' and adopt ours.

"In many ways, our most important
task is to provide alternative Views
to the President. Most things we deal
with, incidentally, don't originate here.
They would if this were a hierarchy
as some people have branded the
office.

"Our function tends to be more of
a review, body, encouraging some
things and discouraging others which
have been proposed elsewhere. The
exceptions ~re those problems of very
general significance that can't really
be approached' from any single agency
because' they straddle many-such
things as the integration .of the entire
federal scientific effort, the detennina
tion of over-all scientific and engineer~

ing manpower needs, and the COOr
dination of scientific and technicnl
infonnation.:" .

Admittedly, there is scattered re
sentment of the White House science
staff within the agencies. This, is
understandable when a new office is
created at a higher level to ride herd
on agencies which previously were
free of any such reins. Old empires
go crashing. Toe.s are stepped on.
Feathers are rumed.

Some aJ:tency people are still nurs~

tng grievances- from the early days of
Dr. Wiesner's reign. In his zeal to
carry out his duties dUring a period
of rapid expansion in the scope of
White House responsibilities £Or sci
ence and technology, Dr. Wiesner was
sometimes guilty of neglecting the
social amenities and protocol in his
dealings with the agencies.

Dr. Wiesner is described by a num
ber of his close associates as being
"completely intolerant'of mediocrity:'
and he generally made no pretense at
hiding this fact.

The most vocal critics of science
operations at the White House level

are a relatively small group of sci
entists who for the most part have
dedicated themselves to scholarly
achievement and not to the hard reali
ties of trying to run a.$15 billion-a-year
R&D enterprise subject, to tremendous
political, economic, and social pres
sures in addition to scientific ones.

They charge, among other things,
that national goals in science and
technology are set arbitrarily by the
White House without proper regard
to whether they represent the think~

ing of the majority of the nation"s
scientists and engineers. 'They imply
that the White House is not getting
the best adyice available on scientific
and technical matters, that it is hand
picking its advisers from a small select
group of scientists who are for some
unexplained reaSOns favorites of the
Administration or of the Presidential
science adviser. And they don't
think much of the caliber of the White
House science staff in general

The big controversy in recent times
about national scientific goals is th~t
raised over the late President· Ken
nedy's decision in 1961 to make an
all-out effort to land a man on the
moon by 1970. As in any general
policy decision of this magnitude,
considerably more than just purely
scientific considerations were behind
the President's decision, factors which
the Chief Executive should have been
in the best position to know about.
And even a number of the moon proj~

ect's biggest critics -today concede that
despite the project's scientific short
comings, it has provided a much
needed shot in the arm for U.S. sci
ence. and technology in general and in
scientific and engineering education
in particular.

The criticism of the competence of
the supporting White House science
staff seems -to be based in .large part
on· its alleg~d lack of scientific stature.
The critics resent appointment to im
portant positions related to science of
men who have lisen by standards
other than their own.

While generally displeased with the
way scientific decisiOns are arrived at
in the White House, critics do not
advance aIiy alternative systems they
feel wotild be better suited to the
cou~try's needs. One is left with a
decided impression, however, that they
would prefer a more "democratic," or
broader sampling, process. Perhaps
they woUld favor some sort of na
tional poll to assure that everyone
concerned has a say. in decisions in-
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volviiJ.g science and technology.
Opponents of the present White"

House structure for science and tech
nology also are not consistent in their
arguments. For example" in one
breath ,they express ~ear for what could
happen by'placing so much power in
the hands of, one man. And in the
next they accuse the man of being
largely ineffectual, leading one to be
lieve that he is not using the power
that has been given him.

Power

How much actual' power do the
Presidential science adviser and his
staH really have? Actually, the office
has no intrinsic power at all. Dr.
Hornig trys to clear up the power
question in this way: ~'Any office
f;Onnected with the White House does
not" have power "as such. It has in
fluence. which is not quite the same
thing. This is to say that the com
modity we deal with is advice, and
advice can betaken or ignored. Our
advisory role would imply strong
power if there were not alternative
sources of advice which, of course,
there are:'

Semantics aside, though, the office
has the wherewithal to bring consider
able pressure to bear in the determina
tion of the size, scope, and direction
of the federal effort in science and
technology. It reviews all major
federal programs and policies which
have any scienti.6e and technical con
'tent or implications and it convenes
groups of experts to consider their
merit. As chairman of the President's
Science Advisory Committee and the
man who is in the best over-all position
to keep, abreast of emerging scientific
trouble spots, the Presidential science
adviser plays a dominant role in se:'
lecting the subject matter for PSAC's
bimonthly meeting.

The major source of the office's
strength is its voice in money matters.
Critics have charged the office with
exerclsing nearly absolute control over
agency budgets for sc"ience and tech
nology." They maintain that the Di
rector of OST has become, ~ eHect,
Director of the Budget where sci
entific matters "are concerned.

Dr. Homigcalls these "charges
''highly exaggerated:' The office does
review the scienti.6c and technical
aspects of the budgets of all federal
agencies. But,' as Dr. Hornig points
out,. the thoroughness of his review
is limited by the size of his stalf, "It's
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not a detailed review of every entry,"
he explains. "We try to sort out what
we call budgetary issues and subject
them to varying degrees of analysis."

The situation is the same on bud
getary matters as it is on general
matters of advice, he claims. "We
work closely with the Bureau of the
Budget,true. And we present our
vi'ews on programs; that is also quite
correct. Our views are sometimes
accepted; also true. But sometimes
they're not."

Drawing up the federal budget, he
explains, is not as simple or clear-cut
a procedure as some people would
make it out to be. "It isn't just 'an
exercise of someone's proposing a pro
gram and someone else higher up ac-
cepting or vetoing it." "

Here is Dr. Hornig's account of
how the budget-making process works:

"An agency proposes a program.
Say this office, for a number of reasons,
doesn't like it-we don't think ·itis
well advised. Or, aod I think this
point is often ignored, we think it
ought· to be much bigger.· At any
rate, the Bureau of the Budget takes
an independent position: It knows
our position and that of the agency,
and it knows from its own budget
"analysis the over-all' budgetary re
straints.

"At this point in the scheme of
things, there is a discussion of the
reasons on all sides. BOB tends to
look at things in the over~all budgetary
context.. We tend to look at them as
to how they fit into the total scientific
and technical picture. The agency is
concerned with how to .carry out its
statutory mission.

'.'Usually these differences are re
solved by talking them out, although
from time to time we must take a
strong position. Buteven if theycan
not be resolved in conference, there is
still no veto. If they are major issues,
the .President can m3ke the decisions.
Then one tries as carefully as possible
to crystallize the issueatid the alterna
tive.courses of action for him. But in
relatively few cases. where the issue
is drawn' is the decision made by the
President."

InAction

The office functions both on its own
and at the request of· the President.
The series of studies· on scientific man
power conducted by the office, for in
-stance, we~e at"the request of the Presi
dent. The office"s cunent study of

the National· Institutes of He::dth's ex
tramural research program also ori~

nated with the President. These are
just two of many jobs which the office
has undertaken at the request of the
President.

The majority of the time the. office is
a self-starter. As Dr. Homig sees the
office's role, "On most scientific mat
ters. if we do our job well, it's up to
us to anticipate problems before the
President."

What spurs the White House or~

ganization into action? According to
Dr. "Hornig, it is nothing more com
plicated than the. recognition of a
problem. He uses the recentpesticide
incident asa typical example of now
these things get started.

"We might as well face it squarely.
Maybe we should have recognized the
problem earlier, but Rachel Carson
published a book that caused con
siderable public discussion and got
members of the President's Science Ad~

visory Committee to scratching "their
'heads. Violent discussion followed in
which a strong segment-in this case,
many of the chemical people-said it
was a scurrilous book and was not
based on any sort of fact, and so OD.

"There was another equally strong
set of voices, possibly not entirely ra
tional in all cases, which said the situa
tion was even worse than she portrayed
it. .As a result "of this, PSAC decided
there certainly was .a problem that
ought to be looked at.

"That.was step one, &..old certainly
notuncharacteristic. We don't usually
start from published books; in fact,
it's· the only cas~ I know of. But· in
any event, the first step is always the
recognition of a problem;

-i"The second step was also charac~

teristic. We selected what we con~

sidered a highly "competent panel for
the purpose. It went into the prob
lem, produced a study, made some rec
ommendations. Some of the recom
mendations involved actions by federal
agenCies, and to'a considerable extent
they have been put into effect. Some
of them involved legislation. Bills
contafuing most of those recommenda
tions have been introduced, and some
of them have been enacted into law.

"Finally, some of those r~commen
datio~s haven't yet beerl put into ef~

feet. We still do not have a com:
pletely' unified. policy on pesticides.
This is partly a result of the fact' that
the problem comes up in agencies
which are oriented entirely differently.
The Department of Agriculture, for
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example, -is'iiiterested m. the,prOduc
tion of crops and is interested in pesti

.cides from that point of view. The
Depamnent of Health, Education, and
Welf~e is worried about the effects Qf
pesticides, oil human health. Given
these different points of view, it's a
problem 'to get:' a reany uniBed ap
proach. But we're moving,in that di,..
rection and have made' a iot ol prog-
ress."

Laurels

Dr. Hornig feels that the White
House science staff has made major
contributions in a number of different
problem areas. A good many of these
achievementsi he points out, have been
in highly classified areas. And natu
rally they cannot be talked about
openly today, which makes it impos
sible for those on the outside to get a
true picture of the group's accom
plishments.

But among the major ones that can
be talked about, Dr., Hornig rates high
the steady pr.ogress that has been made
by this group in bringing some coher
ence into the federal system of sup
porting research. "The office," he
points out, "has not tried to pull things
together here in the White House,
which would be the case if one were
'building an empire: Instead, it pro
moted the idea of having assistant
secretaries of research and develop
ment in all of the major agencies con
cerned. This has re-sulted in lifting
the scientific competence to the policy
making level and in bringing a new
and ,greater awareness of science in
th.e agencies."

Congress' approval this year of the
National Science Foundation's pro':'
posal to, establish a "centers of excel
lence» program marked the successful
climax of a hard uphill fight by both
Dr. Hornig and his predecessor to in
crease the number of top-notch scien
tific and engineering, schools in the
country and thus provide new sources
of advanced-degree personnel. The
program is budgeted for $25 million,

this fiscal year. Maximum grants to
individual schools win probably be
about $5 million.
/fhe need fo-develop these centers of

excellence stems from the fact that in
the past the bulk of the Ph.D:s in this
country have been graduated from a

small number of schools. These same
schools have also proVided the research
leadership and attracted a major share
of federal research funds. In fiscal
1962, for example, 10 universities ac
counted for nearly 400/0 of total furids.

Since 1940 the number of 'Ph.D.
producing schools has been expand
ing steadily, but as the need for more
people with advanced training grows
and as the have-not sections of the
country look to universities as a means
of invigorating their economies there
has been increasing pressure to speed
up the process..

Under the new program, NSF will
make grants to institutions wWch, in
its judgment, "have substantial poten
tial for elevating the quality of their
scientifi~activities,"

Right now Dr. Hornig'is trying to
get federal agencies that support r~

search in the universities to agree upon
a plan to give the schools a freer hand
in the way they can use this money.

He feels that the project system. by
which grants are made· to individual
investigators or groups on the basis of
proposals which are judged by juries
of peers is a major strength of Ameri
can science. However, the project
system in practice tends to neglect sup
port for instruments which are used
generally rather than for a specific
project or service facilities such as ma
chine shops, computers, and libraries.
It makes it hard to support beginning
investigators who are not yet in a
position to write convincing proposals.

To do these things he has proposed
that a small part, perhaps 3%, of the
'money in each project be made avail
able to local administrators so the
pooled funds can be used in ways
which w.ould improve the performance
of all projects and strengthen resear~h
groups as a whole.

Trouble Spots

Dr. Hornig sees a number of other
pressing. scientific trouble spots. Per-_
b,aps the most central one, he feels, is
the need to establish a better rationale
for the level and kind of federal sup
port of fundamental Science. This
problem is brought into sharp focus
by tOOay's changing political climate
toward science and technology gen
erally. The Government's R&D pro
grams ind policies are being held up
to the most searching analysis to date
by an increasingly budget-conscious
Congress alarmed at the snow-balling
of federal spending for research and
development. Legislators nO longer
view science asa scared cow. In short•
the era of the blank check for R&D
seemS to have come to an end.

Up to now, the nation has based
its support of fundamental science
largely on national security argu
ments, except in the· health field, Dr.
Hornig points out. "If security de
mands should relax, we wiJI have to
face squarely the problems ~f a more
general rationale for supporting sci
ence." he says. "I don't think this
is a basic problem. It is just one that
has to be faced.

"At this time more than ever before,
the nation must weigh its scientific pro
grams against th~ir cost to acquire· a
better understanding of their impor
tance in relati~n to national goals," he
says. "In particular, we must have
a clearer view of the role of basic re
search."

Dr. Hornig thinks that basic re
search sometimes has been .oversold on
a pie-in-the-sky basis. "The public
and the COIlgress are entitled to a
more reasoned analysis of just what is
the role of basic research." he feels.

Another pressing problem Dr. Hor
nig points to is the need to learn about
the relationship of R&D to economic
growth.. "We simply' don't under
stand it in quantitat.ive terms.» he says.
"We need to have the answerS to such
qu~stions as: How do you stimulate
the growth of the'economy? .What. if
anything. should the Federal Govern-'
ment do along this line. and how
should 'it do it?"
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SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Scientific Advice for Congress

A veteran legislator suggests that. current proposals

are overlooking some realities of. legislative life.

Legislative Control

A second reason for Congressional
attention to what Vannevar Bush has
called the "endless frontier" is the belief
among some members that Congress
has lost the ability to oversee effectively
the vast diffusion of R&D activities for.

nuclear~powered airplane (ANP). In
November 1951, one. contractor esti-:
mated that it would take $188 million
to deliver the nuclear power. plant for
mounting in an aircraft by May 1956.
By. 1961, when the project was can
celled, the costs of that one company
had reached over $527 million and the
power plant had never been delivered.
The total cost of ANP, when it was
ended, exceeded $1 billion.

It is true that the)l1oney supposediy
"wasted" on the nuclear-powered plane
may yet pay valuable dividends when
some of its positive findings in metal
lurgy and instrumentation are applied
to some future project, such as the
supersonic airliner. Knowledge, how
ever useless at the moment. of its dis
covery, will someday find its place in
the scheme of things and make its
contribution.- Nonetheless, a better way
must be found to estimate the long
range costs· of R&D programs; more
accurate target dates for their comple
tion must be determined. 'And Con
gress needs to be more accurately in
formed on both, not only for their
implications for the .budget and the
sensible allocation of funds for R&D,
but for their frequent implications for
national defense as well.

of advisory structure, best suited to its
needs.

There ~e at least three reasons for
the interest of Congress in improving
its grasp of science and technology.
The first is .cost consciousness-this
year's federal R&D budget is about $15
billion. Congress is concerned, how
ever, not only about the amount of
money spent on research and develop
ment (which has multiplied 100Mfold
since 1940) but about the relationship
of cost to performance. How can Con
gress make intelligent decisions when
bUdget costs are based on estimates
which fail to hold true? The Air Force,
for example, estimated in 1960 that
Project Skybolt would cost $893 mil
lion; in 1961 the estimated cost had
reached $1.9 billion, and. by the sum..
mer of 1962-when Skybolt was scrap~

ped-not only had the cost estimate
climbed to $2.3 billion, but Skybolt
was a year and a half behind schedule.
Another. example is the project ~or. the

Clinton P. Anderson

One of the results of the growing
federal invalvement in science and
technology has been a growing uneasi
ness in Congress about its own ability
to oversee .programs in these areas ef
fectively. The number of inquiries into
the general state of scienceMgovernme~t

relationships undertaken recently is a
measure of. this unrest, as is the variety
of proposa1s put forth to improve Con
gress's capacity to judge scientific prOM
grams. There is no doubt that Con
gress does have, to make some adjust..;
ments to changing patterns of federal
exp~nditt.ire, and all the proposals de
serve, to be·taken seriously. But before
a wholly new system for dealing with
science is created, it would be well to
examine both the source of Congres
sional interest in science and the kind
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which it appropriates funds. As proof,
take the statement of Senator E. L.
Bartlett (D-Alaska) when he recently
proposed the creation of a Congres
sional Office of Science and Technol
ogy: ". . . At the present time,"
he said, "the Congress does not ap
preciate the importance of scientific de
cisions and as a result they are made,
not in. the Halls of Congress, but else
where, not by the elected representa
tives but by· unknown administrative
officials... :-"How is a popular elected
government to control its own activi
ties? How are elected officials to direct
development of something they do not
understand with implications they do
not comprehend?" These questions go
to the heart of our representative sys
tem.

And. third, there is concern that the
procedures of Congress may not mea
sure up to the demands of "big sci~

ence." New techniques for obtaining
information may be required so that
Cpngress will approach parity of
knowledge with the executive agencies
-in other words, that Congress will
have its own sources of accurate in
formation apart from the agencies and
that this source of information will
better enable Congress to judge the
merits of any' particular research and
development project.

.All these concerns are serious, and I
certainly agree that Congress needs ad
vice on scientific and technical mat~rs.

But before we go about setting up a
system, it is important. to clarify the
definition of what "scientific advice"
is, and to figure out what kind of
scientific advice Congress needs.

"R&D" Distinction

Of the $15 billion of federal expen
diture which too loosely gets labeled as
spending for science, only $1.5 billion
is for basic research. Another $1.2 bil
lion is' for research and development
facilities; and $12.3 billion is for de- '
velopmental hardware-not science.
but engineering and technology. Most
of this spending is accounted' for by
the revolutionary changes, in, defense
systems which have taken place within
the last decade. On these hard~are

items, engineers can give better esti
mates of cost and time than the pro
ducers of the scientific concept. The
first point, therefore, is that advice
on engineering must be included in the
definition of scientific advice.

Another important consideration ,is
that Congress needs to look on science
not as an independent function such
as agriculture or defense, but simply
as a factor to be weighed in the solu
tion of a variety of problems.

When Congressmen look at the test
ban treaty, or water pollution by syn
thetic detergents, or the NASA authori
zation bill, they see issues of public
policy on which decisions are made
not alone, or even primarily, on the
basis of technical factors, but also on
many other considerations as well
administrative, economic, political, and
social.

Ninety percent of the approximately
$8 billion the Defense Department
spends for research and development
goes to produce hardware for better
transport, communications, weapons,
and other equipment to give the mili
tary the wherewithal to fulfill its ap
proved missions. Knowledge of science
and technology is Dot required for Con
gress to determine whether this money
is being spent in consonance with as
signed defense responsibilities. The ex
ecutive examines in great detail the
way in which the Defense Department
should operate; the detailed justifica
tion of the Defense budget reveals to
the congressional committe.es what is
hoped to be achieved with the funds.
This can be measured against congres
sional understanding of military mis
sions. Congress, for example, is fully
capable of determining the roles of the
Air Force and NASA in the total space
program. It can weigh the broad mis~

sions of the Air Force and how best
to accomplish them. These are neither
scientific nor technical questions.

The kind of advice and information
needed by Congress varies. At times,
particularly where the major factor is
technical in nature, we need the advice
of the most prominent scientists we
can obtain. A discussion byknowledge~

able scientists of the' earth orbit versus
the lunar orbit as the best way to get
men to the moon, for example, would
have helped us better understand the
choices before us, the limitations of the
alternatives, and the. probabilities of
success or failure. A panel, on occa
sion, could assist in reviewing a par
ticular segment of an agency's pro
gram, such as the adequacy of NASA's
provisions for space sciences or the
basic research part of the defense R&D
budget. But I doubt if Congress could
usefully employ such eminent scientists
full time.

Needed: The "Generalist"

What Congress needs most, it seems
to me, is the advice of the well
rounded "generalist" who. having a
scientific or engineering background. is
familiar with the workings of the Fed
eral Government, and. with a number,
of executive agency R&D programs,
particularly with their management.
Experience in· coordinating the work
and projects of others in terms of the
over-all mission or goal would be valu
able. He should be familiar with, the
scientific and technical community, so
that he will know where to seek help
when it is needed. He must have an
appreciation of the values and ways
of the legislative process, a feeling for
public policy, and a capacity for sort
ing out public issues, competing values,
and alternative solutions. Additionally,'
we need a person whose engineering
background enables him to give us
sound judgment on the costs of a
project.

Proposals for a single source of ad
vice to Congress do not take sufficient
account of the committee structure.
Each co~mittee is restricted in interest
and scope of responsibility. yet many
areas of congressional interest ~ut
across several fields. For example. we
cannot really review water research and
development. or oceanographic· re
search, or total basic research, or sci
entific manpower resources, without
cutting across committee responsibili
ties and looking at many executive
departments. Likewise, scientific and
technical advice is required from
many disciplines. For Congress, or the
Senate itself, to have a staff in a posi
tion to answer all of the inquiries' of
the various members and committees
would require a duplication of the
staffs within the executive agencies. It
would require people with detailed
knowledge of the missions and pro~

grams of all of the executive depart·
ments. This is impractical, it is too
costly, and it has never been the in
tent of Congress. ,Furthermore•.1 do
not th.ink Congress needs it.

Filling the Need

I do not see how three or four
scientists and engineers can provide
even the Senate with the quality and
quantity of advice needed by its com
mittees. The demands on both their
time and their· talent would .be too
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great. Further, the general terms, sci
ence and technology, need to be broken
down into scientific disciplines before
we can amilyze what kind of scientists
and engineers we are talking about and
whether or not they could meet our
needs. How could' a biologist, a chem
ist, and· a physicist, either separately
or in combination, assist the Senate
Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences in determining whether to
authorize funds for a deep space probe
or a specific type of communication
satellite system? If the physicist has a
space background which enables him
to be useful to one committee, then
his time would presumably be taken
up with that. committee work and he
would not be available to other com~

mittees. Similarly, if the biologist were
busy assisting the Committee on Agri~

culture, he would not be available to
help other committees during the time
when hearings were being held simul~

taneously by several committees. How
can one biologist assist with problems
of pesticides, the pollution of air, land,
and water, manned spaceflight, or
radioactive isotopes for cancer re~

search? For that matter how can any
single man be the repository of aU
relevant knowledge about his own dis
cipline? Men who are experts in naval
reactors are not necessarily qualified to
advise even on reactors for space pro
pulsion. If the function of these ex
perts is only to put us in touch with
other experts, I should like to point
out that this is what our permanent
committee staff is already doing.

In the last analysis it is the coUec
tive wisdom of Congress itself which
counts most in making important de~

cisions. No decisions can be made in
isolation, on a completely scientific
basis, by disinterested officials. Con
gress will consider the scientific aspects
of a proposal and pay attention to the
facts assembled by the engineer. But
in - addition, Congressmen must ask
some further questions: What will the
impact be on our economy? What ef~

feet will the proposal have on our
foreign relations? Will it contribute to
the health and welfare of the nation?

It is said that Congress, because it
has maintained certain rituals for years,
is a 19th century body faced with 20th
century problems. I disagree. Prece
dents and practices of Congress may
have been maintained that are perhaps
archaic in this age of science and tech~

nology. But the minds of Congress.
men are products of the 20th century.
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There is no relationship between the
rituals maintained by an institution
and its mental capability. Congress
could legislate as well in the 20th cen
tury if its members still wore powdered
wigs and capes instead of Ivy League
clothes.

Congressional Initiative

There are numerous examples from
the area of atomic energy when Con
gress spurred momentous decisions, in
the face of inconclusive advice from
experts, which have withstood the
challenge of history and have proved
right:

1) The decision to proceed with the
development of the hydrogen bomb
against the advice of the General Ad
visory Committee of the Atomic En
ergy Commission;

2) The decision to plan a broad
weapons program which required the
development of large quantities of
fissionable materials, even though pre
dictions were that this country co.uld
never provide the uranium-235 and
plutonium needed;

3) The development of the Nautilus
and the nuclear submarine fleet, against
determined opposition;

4) The development of a variety of
power reactors.

Early in the 1950's there was some
discussion about the potential benefits
of multiple· purpose reactors. Coming
from the arid southwest, I had some
acquaintance with the problem of de~

ve10ping new sources of water for a
rapidly growing population, and I found
the possibilities quite fascinating. As a
member of the Senate Interior Com~

mittee, I had had a hand in legislation
accelerating the work of the Office of
Saline Water in demonstrating tech
niques for converting brackish and sea
water into potable water; I knew that
the drawback of known conversion
processes was that the expense of the
large energy requirements for desalini
zation made the end product economi
cally unattractive.

In 1955, in response to a request,
I received a letter from a technical
employee of the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory outlining the potential ben
efits of a multipurpose reactor. I was
not interested in, and certainly not
qualified to jUdge, the "how" of the
reactor. I was interested in the "why"
of the concept, and whether we should
invest in its development.

Reactor Proposal

The letter from Los Alamos, writ~

ten in simple English, described a type
of reactor with three different charac~

teristics: it would produce electrical
energy, it' would breed more fuel than
it- consumed, and its by-product heat
could be:used to distiU saline water.
Clearly, there was a good deal· of eco
nomic appeal in this. But reactor tech
nology then was not up to the· task.
SOffie congressional prodding was re~

quired· to get the AEC to move for
ward with studi~s of multipurpose. re.
actors.

As a result of that prodding we will
in time develop nuclear electrical· en~

ergy at a: cost of a 1112 or 2 mills
per kilowatt hour and water at a cost
of about 15 cents per 1000 gallons
instead o~ the .present cost of $1.25.
This will ibe a practical result arising
from the ~ction of practical men urged
on by scientists who are called in by
a member' of Congress for advice, but
who do not become members of a
congressional staff.

Perhaps· this illustrates how a legis
Jator can' help shape-I hope in~

teHigently..i....decisions on science and
technology. The process of cross
poHination; exposure to a range of
problems through various committee
assignments,· can supplement the ad
vice of experts in helping Congressmen
reach decisions. So can the process of
osmosis, through which, over a period
of time, members of Congress, through
their committee assignments and
awareness of the world around them,
absorb some familiarity with the lan~

guage and' problems of scientists and
technicians. Since science is only one
factor in shaping the good society, I
would paraphrase CJemenceau: science
is too important to be left solely to the
scientists.

I do not want to leave the impres·
sion that Congress has been infallible
in its decisions on science and tech
nology. Congress has made mistakes.
In many cases, it has pushed programs
too hard. But our scientific adyisers
have also made misjudgements. And
we cannot :count on one group to do
the whole, difficult job.

Instead,)ve should try in a variety
of ways to ~ overcome the problems in·
volved in the relationship of Congress
with the "endless frontier."

1) We should strengthen the staffing
of all committees which deal with
science.
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2) These committees should make·
intelligent use of ad hoc groups to give
counsel on technical problems.

3) There should be an easier flow
of information among the congres
sional committees themselves so that
Congress avoids needless duplication
in repetitious hearings and over-bur..
dening of witnesses.

4) Representatives of the executive
agencies should improve their method
of presentation to congressional com..
mittees. In. discussing purely scientific
problems, there' is no coloration of
"executive" or "l~gislative" science. It
is science for the nation as a whole.
There are, a limited number of people
available with the broad knOWledge
necessary to give Congress advice on
purely scientific questions. Although
the Office of Science and Technology
is an arm of the President, it would
be most helpful if its staff could testify
fully an"d adequately before congres
sional committees. The separation of
legislative and executive powers, in this
regard can be carried to an extent
that does damag~ to programs in which

both branches have a mutual interest
5) The channels for gathering in"

formation throngh the Legislative Ref
erence Service of the' Library of Con
gress should be expanded, and greater
use should be made of such existing
organizations as the National Academy
of Sciences-National Research Coun
cil and the National Science Foun
dation.

6) Congress. should receive an an
nual report on the state of science and
technology. Each year we receive from
the President·a message on the State
of the Union, a BUdge~ Message,' and.
various other reports. The President
transmits to us through the National
Aeronautics and Space Council a re
port on the year-long activities.'in space
and aeronautics. Perhaps the National
Academy of Sciences, through its vari~

ous ,committees, could prepare "3 re
port by itself or in association with
others such as the Office of Science
and Technology. The report would
briefly discuss the major programs in
science and technology and would set
forth what problems might be ,on" the

~

horizon which would require congres
sional attention. Separately, but more
effectively, in conjunction with the
National Academy, the National So
ciety of' Professional Engineers might
report on the state of engineering s4tce
engineering is such a large part of
government R&D programs.

There are no magic ways or easy
devices to solve the problem of pro
viding Congress with adequate advice
on science and technology. Any ap
proach that some would view as ideal
would still be a long way from perfec
tion and could also produce undesir
able effects upon both science and gov
ernment. As H. L. Mencken said: "An·
idealist is one who, on noticing that
a rose smells better than a cabbage,
concludes that it will also make belter
soup."

But those who are the doers of
science, ,and we, in political life, have

. a mutual responsibility to improve the
rell:!-tionship o'f Congress and the "end:'
less frontier." As concerned individuals
and collectively, as members of society,
we have a stake in this task.
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TIIEPRESIDENT'S SCIENCE ADVISERS

PIfiLIP H. ABELSON

The Role of the Adviser

TODAY and in the foreseeable future. a nation's prosperity and security
depend upon the wisdom and timeliness of decisions made with respect to
science and technology. The circumstances dictate that the best scientific
and technical minds be. consulted and that the results of their deliberations
be conveyed promptly to the highest authority. Since the head of a
govemm.ent has a wide spectrum of responsibilities. can work closely with
only a .limited nU\llber of persons and is himself no expert in science and
technology, it is not uncommon to maintain the post of Science Adviser
and to use its incumbent as the primary source of counsel in scientific and
technological matters. In the United States the President. since late 1957,
has had frequent recourse to the services of a Science Adviser.

As with all human arrangements for· the exercise of power there are
advantages and disadvantages in concentrating authority for decision
making in one person. The office and its supporting macbinery are
relatively new and correctable deficiencies are to be expected. In what
follows I will largely portray some negative features of the advisory
complex.' My negative approach is. due in part to the fact that it is easier
for an outsider to identify failures than to specify successes. There is a
paucity of positive evidence concerning the quality of performance of the
President's advisers, especially the last two. The· major tangible basis is
a relatively thin"collection of reports arising from studies conducted by·
panels appointed by the adviser.

As an illustration of the difficulty of identifying contributions of the
Science Advisers, consider events surrounding the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
Dr. Wiesner, who was Science Adviser at the time, was known to favour
such a treaty. However, he was one among many proponents. In the
important Senate hearings some 40 witnesses testified. He was not among
them. Nor did he participate in the crucial negotiations at Moscow.

There is little public evidence that the adviser or his staff have addressed
themselves to many major problems which might be expected to fall within
the adviser's responsibility. For instance, a crucial problem is how to
harness effectively the vast scientific and tec1Jnological resources of the
nation. Do the present allocations of money and manpower make sense?
If this is too big a question, an alternative one is: do present policies
of research support at times damage the national interest?' Some of us
believe they do.

The advisers and, their staffs' have concerned themselves with many
relatively trivial problems to the annoyance of some of the' other parts
of the government. Anyone acquainted with Washington' civil servants
engaged in science can learn of their discontent with the advisory ~ystem.

Many such scientists have felt arroganllY mistreate~ by the men who have
occupied the post of ScienceAdviser or by their agents. .In what follows

1 For a favourable treatment of the adviser's· role, see· special report on .. White House
Superstructure for SCience tI, Chemical and Engineering News,.XLII (19 October, 1964),
42, pp. 78-92. .
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I will discuss the power structure available to the President's Scienc~
Adviser. I will then describe how the structore has at times functioned
and make some suggestions for improvements.

The Science Adviser's authority stems from many sources. He is the
President's personal science adviser, the Chairman of the President's
Science Advisory Committee. the Director of the Office of Science ,and
Technology, and the Chairman of the Federal Council on Science and
Technology.

A major element in the power structure is the Office of Science lind
Technology. The formal objectives of the creation of this organisation can
best be described by quoting directly from the President's Message to
Congress of 29 March, 1962.

• . . it is contemplated that the Director will assist the President in dis
charging the responsibility of the President for the proper coordination of
federal science and technology fUnctions. More particularly, it is expected
that he will advise and assist the President as the, President may request
with respect to: ' '

(I) Major policies, plans and programs of science and technology
of the various agencies of the federal government,· giving appro
priate emphasis to the relationship of science and technology to
national security and foreign policy, .and measures. for. furthering
science and technology in the nation.

(2) Assessment of selected scientific and technical developments and
programs in relation to their impact 011'national ,policies.

(3) Review, integration, and coordinatioIl of 'major federal activities
in science and technology, giving due consideration to the effects
of such activities on non..federaI resources and institutions.

(4) Assuring, that good and close relations exist with the nation's
scientific and engineering communities, so' as to furtber in every
appropriate way their participation "in' strengthening science and
technology in the United States and the Free World.

(5) Such other matters consonan(with law as may be assigned by the
President to the office.

To implement an effort to coordinate research. the Science Adviseihas
been given major additional p()wer. He participates in decisioIls on
budgetary matters. In effect, he is at times director of the Bureau of the
Budget where scientific matters are concerned. Such a statement. could be
made on th~ ,basis of conversations with government people ill Washington
but the matter has been described fairly clearly in an address by William D.
Carey, Executive Assistant Director of the Bureau of the Budget: His
statement was printed in the Congressional Record of 30Septetober, 1963,
from which the following is quoted:

The Bureau of the Budget has never agreed with suggestions that it should
establish within its structure, a Divisio~ of Science, staffed with qualified
scientists and engineers, to review R. and D. proposals. To be sure, our
analysis frequently requires input of sophisticated professional judgment
as to technical feasibility, state of the art, and possible alternatives to a,
proposed line of development, as for example in tbe moon program or in
the missile field. In recent years, however, we -have been able to obtain
this kind of judgment through the Office of Science and Technology and
the PresidenrsScience Advisory Committee. This>year, for example, we
selected the areas of atmospheric science, _oceanography, water research,
high energy nuclear physics, basic science, and 'science information for ....
special review" and we conducted this exercise jointly with the Office of the
President's -Science Adviser.
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It is clear from this quotation that the Bureau of the Budgetis inclined
to listen to the Science Adviser's counsel on scientific matters. Should
some question arise as to his rightful pre-eminence, he has at his disposal
a battery of leading scientists who would be stronger than any group which
the Bureau of the Budget might assemble. I need not dwell on the real
power that monetary control gives. Even the most powerful agency head
must worry about his budget. I know of lio evidence that this budgetary
power has been misused but its very existence cannot but colour relations
between the adviser and various agencies of the government.

. Another unofficial source of power is activity in the appointments of
top-level scientific personnel. When an important post becomes vacant,
the Science Adviser, among others, is consulted in filling it. In view of the
various positions he formally occupies he has a considerable voice in
the' making of such appointments.

Adviser and the Advised

It seems evident that the Science Adviser, whoever he may be, has
available an ample machinery of power. The manner in which the structure
function~, however, depends crucially on .human factors-among them the
temperament of the President, the relations between the President and his
Science Adviser and· the temperament of the· adviser. For instance,
President Kennedy displayed considerable interest in science and the
President's Science Adviser had more and easier acces.s to Mr. Kennedy
than any other scientist had.' In the New York Times Magazine Section of
.3 September. 1961. Mr. Finney has said:

There is also a close, ioformal relationship between the President and the
Y01;1D.g. engineer who was one of the campaign confidants and advisers.
Hardly a. day passes tbat··Wiesner does not.talk to the President, either in
person 'or by telephone.

Such a relationship does not go unnoticed in Washington, where agency
heads and Congressmen are sensitively attuned to nuances. Access to the
President gives a man power that others respect and defer to. Close
association with a President carries with it liabilities as well as assets.
Presidents are usually intensely political in their outlook and they -tend
to react to events as they occur. In the process they urgently use whatever
tools are at hand. A Science Adviser enjoying the complete confidence of
a President may find himself diverted to fighting a series of minor political
brush fires. He must also be responsive to any special interest, however
misguided, that a President may evin.ce in scientific or technological matters.
While thus occupied. the adviser must give secondary .priority to longer
term problems which may be. of much greater end~ring significance.

The relationship between President Johnson and his Scieuce Adviser,
Dr. Hornig, has naturally not been very close. Dr. Hornig was designated
by President Kennedy and before the assassination Dr. Hornig and Vice
President Johnson had little contact. During most of 1964 the. President
was heading wha.t was' necessarily an interim administration. With a
fr.esh mandlite. he became free to choose his own advisers and to operate
in ways that snit him best. Regardless of whom he chooses as the adviser,
be itDr. Hornig or another. a new relationship will evolve.
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()nefactor that will shape that association will be the demands of the
times. If the cold war eased further, there could be a lessening of the need
of the Presidentfor an adviser. . If the economy were to slow down, efforl.$
might be made to use science and technology as a meallS of creating new
jobs. The long·term trend is towards a larger role for scien~ and tech
nology in most aspects of civilisation, which is likely to lead to an increase in
the importance of the role of the Science Adviser.

The mode of col!duct of the Science Adviser's establishment is
considerably influenced by his own personality and especially by his appetite
for participatm8 in many decisions. In the course of their activities the
Science Advisers may, if they wish, make recommendations concerning
a wide variety of problems.

The Adviser and his Advisers

To help him the President's Science Adviser has in addition to an
operating staff the benefit of two principal advisory mechanisms. The most
prestigious of these is the Pre~ident's Scien~ Advisory Committee
(P.S.A.C.l, of which he is chairman. This committee consists of 18
distinguished scientists who customarily meet for two days each month.
In the meetings an agenda of numerous items is covered.. In situations like
this,' a full-time chairman dominates the. proceedings as far as he wishes.
He can select the items that appear' on the agenda. He can choose the
information to be presented to the committee, and ev~n the itidividuals who
will perform the necessary briefings. With committees of this type it is
only necessary for the chairman to be able to count on the active support
of four or five of the 18 fO assure' effective control. Members of this
.committee serve for four years and are appointed by. the Presi~ni, who,
in making appointments, naturally consults the man who is both his Science
Adviser and the chairman of the Committee. . Even a man. with moderate
talents could control' such a situation.

The adviser has at his disposal, if he wishes to use it, essentially the
total scientific capabilities of the United States, for almost everyone will
respond to' a request from the executive of6ces of the President. The usua]
method of employing them involves ad hoc panels. As aD. example of how a

.panelmight work,consider the two hypothetical questions about the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's policy with respect to scientific
exploration of the' moon. Should all unmanned vehicles concentrate or.
obtaining information relevant to the Apollo programme? Should scientific
experiments be conducted that ~pparently have no direct relevance? To
answer such hypothetical questions, a panel of scientists would be convened.
The executive secretary of the group would be the man who is in charge
of the space desk in the Office of Science and Technology. One or more
members of the panel would be members of the President's ScienCe Adv,isory ,
Committee. Others would be dislingtjished scientists who had participatep
actively in the space prograrimte.

There are those who. might inquire as to the. justification for the
President's Science Adviser's participating in a policy matter so central
to the activities of N.A.S.A. The answer is, of course, that lunar explQration
requires money and, in tum, decisions by the Bureau of the Budget..
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Adviser, Dr. Killian, was instrumental in the creation of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The present structure of the adviser's office has at least one glaring
defect, which is a consequence of the formal objectives of the Office of
Science and Technology quoted earlier. Some of the· relevant· phrases
include: .. the Director [Science Adviser] will assist the President in ... the
proper coordination of federal science and technology functions.... he will
advise and assist ... with respect to ... (3) Review, integration and
coordination of majorfederal activities in science and technology ... ".

The periodic review of major programmes can be extremely useful,
provided that such examinations are conducted in depth, with elaborate
care and due dignity. The best brains of the nation can be recruited for
such a task. This is the kind of effort the scope of which can be·delineated
precisely and the proceedings can lead to greater effectiveness in relevant
agencies and at times to the initiation of new procedures or even to useful
legislation.

In contrast the words" integration and coordination" carry with them
no end of mischief. In their present context, the words are fuzzy, even
utopian, in connotation. It is literally impossible to coordinate perfectly
the activities of two creative scientists-let alone thousands. Thus the
Offiee of Science and Technology is chartered to perform a task that can be
neither sharply delineated nor actually accomplished. - Moreover, since
new developments are always occurring, the unattainable goal chllllges
constantly.

In the long pull the best brains of'the nation are too astute to be trapped
into such an undertaking. If" integration and coordination" are to be
performed by the Offiee of Science and Technology the burden must rest
with the limited staff of the office.

On 22 November, 1963, there appeared in Science an editorial written by
myself which seems to have continuing validity, and which may serve as
a conclusion to the foregoing reflections on the problems of organising the
system of scientific advice in the United States:

In bismany roles Wiesner has been required to present at least three
differing visages to the world..As the President's adviser, his appropriate
function has been that of self-effacing, impartial judge, often acting under
tightest security. As director of O.S.T., it has been in the public interest
for him to wield authority as openly as possible. His power also implicitly
has required him to be a statesman of science-a·deep thinker-with long..
term views of evolving patterns in science and technology and of the
relations among society, science, and· education.
The realities of politics and power dictate that the role of President's
Scienee Adviser and its needs should transcend all other functions. Ahnost
inevitably the secrecy necessary to that office has been carried over into
the Office of Science and Technology, which atteinpts to keep secret even
the identity of its . . . consultants. The realities of human behavior also
dictate that immediate operating decisions take priority over long~term

thinking.
• • . Means shonld be fOlmd to separate fnnctions of the P.S.A.C.-O.S.T.
complex into logical packages, with no one man asked to perform more
than is humanly possible. The job of President's Science Adviser is a big
one which merits fnll-time effort. A.full-time director should lead O.S.T.,
and he should have a far better staff. Finally, we need a Planning Office
headed by a man who can think and who can marshal the wisdom <If this
nation in attempting to give guidance for the fnture.
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Internal and External Pressures

example, .in molecular biology. Nor do
I suggest that the scientists of the
emerging nations must mark time for
decades as they. retrace from its be
gioJ;lings the long evolution of medical
research. Quite the contrary. The sci
entist born·· in one of the emerging na
tions but trained in one of the older
laboratories. and with access· to curreqt
literature, need suffer no handicap save
the limitations of his own talent and
of the resources which his society
places at his disposal. Nevertheless, Un
less, he can be joined by a sufficient
group of competent colleagues, I be":
lieve he will best serve his own ends
and those of his nation by addressing
himself to a problem of unusual signifi-~·

caoce in his own locale.

Philip Handler

are endeniic, is of' overriding impor
tance. Surely these, much more proper
ly command the attention of thos~ con
cerried with the public health in such
areas than' do the more universal prob-
lems of heart' disease, cancer, or gen- ' . , I·

etic'disorders. The 2nd NIH International. Sym..
For, 'those responsible for decisions posium on Biomedical Research has

under such circumstances, I have but emphasized the concept that, for sci..
one. counsel. Every, research enterprise ence generally, two significant, Sets
flourishes best when the group which of pressures determine the alloca
is so engaged attains some meaning- tion 'of resources: pressures' which arise
ful, critical mass. :ijence, a nation with 'from within the scientific community
one or two medical schools should seri~ and those which arise from without
ously consider the possibility of~e.,.' (1). This concept is equally applicable
veloping only a . limited number of re- to, the allocation of resources, within
search groups, each addressed to a the biomedical ,enterprise. The pres
problem of I1)aximalconcern to that . sures from without are easily identifi
nation and each large' enough and so' able. They include the general aspira
equipped and financed as to afford tion to free man of cancer, of heart
some prospect of success. Such suc- -disease, 'of infection, of' malnutrition,
cess will not only have il1,1mediate, rele- of fears in the night; society expects,
vance to the public health of the area and quite rightly, that much of the
but will effect a marked enhancel]lent -total research effort shall be directly
of morale and create an intellectual devoted to these ends. They include
and political climate o(richer opportu- the expectation that the biomedical
nity for subsequent endeavors. community will operate an· educational

Only a handful of major clinical system which will produce physicians
triumphs, such as the eradication of 'in sufficient numbers to provide ade
pellagra, penicillin therapy for syphi- quate care for all members of society.
lis, general antibiotic therapy, treat- They include the expectation that
ment of arthritis with steroids, and the those engaged in research will repro~

recent accomplishments of vascular duce their kind in numbers sufficient
surgery, have, in the United States, to assure an adequate continuing sup
served as catalysts which have opened.... ply.... of. individuals who will, pursue
the' public purse for support of bio~ medical science. And it is gratifying

. medical· research: Those. nations which, to recognize that \hey include a grow
of necessity, can at present expect to ing expectation that man will intensify
mount only relatively more modest not only his exploration of the uni
biomedical research enterprises may verse in which he finds .himself but
find it best not to engage competitively his exploration and understanding of
in those aspects of medical resea~ch himself.
which are under intensive investig'ation' The ihternal pressures, generated by
elsewhere, I do not mean to imply the research community itself, are less
that individual. scientists in smaller na~ widely experienced but, unless mod
tions cannot successfully co.tDpete, for Hied, more likely to give direction to

National Planning for
Medical Research

The author is James B. Duke Professor of Bio
chemistry at Duke University, Durham, North
Carolina, This article is adapted from an address
presented 1 March 1965 in Williamsburg, Vir
ginia, at the 2nd National Institutes of Health
Internatlonal Symposium on Biomedical Research.

Let me say at once that I do not
advocate the synoptic planning at
tempted by the systems analysts" or
t~ balanced growth which is frequent
ly taken as a prime desideratum, but,
instead, recommend that those who
plan a national medical research enter
prise exercise skillful opportunism as
they stimulate the growth of the 'sys
tem by relatively disjointed increments.

At first approach such planning
seems simple. A small nation with
limited resources of funds; facilities,
and manpower need merely decide
which is the most important biomedi
cal problem in its part of the world
and then direct those resources to solu
tion of that probh~m. An economically
well-developed nation, with substantial
ly greater resources, might consider
simply giving the entire system free
rein in the expectation that its scien
tists will attack those problems which
are important' and approachable experi
mentally. Later, in retrospect, one
might assess what had actually been
accomplished. But neither approach is
really acceptable. All the considerations
which have been raised with respect
to the allocation of some fraction of a
nation's total resources to the biomedi~

cal research enterprise are equally ap
propriate when one attempts" in turn.
to fractionate that enterprise. Accord
ingly, the problems posed by biomedi
cal research in the smaller or less
developed nation are more simply man
aged than are those of the more com
plex nations. One cannot but feel that
control of schistosomia.sis or of frank
malnutrition, for example, where, these
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'The Extreme Views

Ithe conduct of research. For. example,
if left to its own devices, a substantial
segment of the biomedical community
is likely to eschew the immediate prob
lems of disease. Some may enjoy the
esthetics of enzyme kinetics, while
ignoring metabolic disease; others may
explore viral genetics, while ignoring
the consequences of viral infection. Or,
some wisp of. the Zeitgeist may lead
many to examine the mechanisms of
carcinogenesis. while none seek insights
into the 'bases for' schizophrenia. In
sum, the scientific community continues

. to press for the vitality and expansion
~f the relevant scientific disciplines and
,for biological research at its m~st fun
damental levels,· preferring to defer di-

\- ie~t attack upon overt disease until,
iQ. its view, the stage has been ade
quately set. In general, I share this
approach.

It is the obligation of those charged
:\yith the responsibility for what is
euphemistically called "planning for
science" to be aware of both types of
ptessure, to admit that each is a valid
criterion for decision making, and -- 'to
recognize that neither set of pressures,
lalone, constitutes a sufficient basis for
national decisions.
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east and dispatched Joseph Goldberger
to investigate the problem. His triumph
is now history, but it is rather ironic
that, having prejudged the nature of
the pro",?lem, the Public HealtlJ. Service
dispatched a bacteriologist to address
himself to what proved to be a nutri
tional problem. And if this tale has
any moral it is' that the triumph re
flected the genius of the investigator
rather than the wisdom of those
charged with allocating the then mea
ger resources of the U .8. Public
Health Service. How many 'instances
of societal planning of successful- ma
jor advances in the elucidation of hu
man biology or in the understanding,
prevention; or treatment- of disease can
one add to such a list? The develop
ment of Atabrine, understanding of
the _etiology of retrolental fibroplasia,
the development of antiviral 'vaccines,
and control of insect-borne diseases are
among the relatively few such major,
planned accomplishments. The develop
ment of new drugs by the laboratories
of the pharmaceutical industry, an arm
of organized society, must also be in
cluded.

On the other side of the ledger
,that of the unplan,n~d accomplishments
which we owe entirely to the imagina
tion and initiative of individual investi
gators-is virtuaUy every other major

'advaflce in man's understanding of him- '
To be sure, each extreme view has' self and of the disorders to which he

had its exponents. At one extreme are is SUbject. Surely this history indicates
statements such as that by Michael that the criteria for research support
Polanyi (2), who argues, "No commit- which 'arise from within the scientific
tee of scientists, howevet distinguished: commupity are generally valid. In fair
could forecast the further progress 01£ ness, however, let it be said that large
science except for the routine exten- scale public support of research and
sian of the existing system. The pur- the opportunity to "plan" are recent

\

Suit of Science. can be organized', there- ""l phenomena, and ~his judgment .must
fore, in no other manner than by liJe held in abeyance.
granting complete independence to alf '. Nevertheless, many concur with

(

'\mature scientists. The function of pub- Hogpen (3), who said, "To get the
-)ic authority is not to plan r,esear.ch fullest opportunities ~or.dpin,g .the.kind
but only to' 'provide opportunities for of work which is worthwhile tothetpw
its pursuit. To ,do le§s is to neglect selves, scientific wo~ke·rs must pattici~

the progress of science. To do more is pate in their responsibilities as' citizens.
to cultivate mediocrity an~aste pub- ,'~mong other things, this includes re
lic money." The adherents of views fraining from -the- arrogant pretense
such as this are numerous, -and his- that their own preferences are sufficient
tory documents their claims.' Indeed,< ju~tificationfor the support which they

,tin only a handful of' instances has or:- need. This pretense, put forward as

j
lganiZed 'society -recognized a majqr the plea that science should -be en
problem and directed to it the scien-' couraged for its own sake, is a surVival
tists who found an appropriatesolu- of Platonism. Science thrives hy its a:p,;.
tion. plications. To justify' it as an end in

In this country, for ,example, ,our itself is a policy of defeat."
Public Health Service recognized '~he Such statements engender much con
threat posed by pellagra in our South- troversy-andproperly so._ .Patently,

modern society supports the laboratory
of a scientist not so that he may
amuse himself but;-rather, in the hope
that his activities will, in some' mea
sure, make possible. realization of one
of society's own expectations. To "be
sure, these expectations include, broad
ly, the advancement of knowledge, but
this ranks well below the hope that the
scientist's findings can soon be trans~

lated into some practical end. Accord
ingly, in this country we have attempt
ed to manage a national enterprise
which provides oppo;tunity both for
the scientific giants whose research,
'freely undertaken, results in "quantum
-jumps" in our understanding and for
those scientists who seek to exploit
such understanding in the common' 'In
terest.

In our own -time it has become ap
parent that planned science-here I use
the term planning rather broadly-is
feasible. There have been no planned
breakthroughs, nor are there likely to
be any. But there can be and there has
been planned exploitation of such
breakthroughs. Not even Fleming
planned 'his astute observations, but the
subsequent effort required to produce
penicilli~' and to determine its struc
ture was most effectively planned. So
ciety did not plan Enders' observations
of viral propagation in animal tissue
in culture, but society" did pian the
large program which supported the de
velopment of effective antiviral vac
cines. Society, did noty)an th~ obser
vations ,-which led to the strong suspi.
cion that elevated concentration of
serum lipid is related to the develop
ment of atherosclerosis and myocardial
infarction, but society can arid does
plan ,the effort necessary to'.validate
that conclusion and to develop means
for alleviating this disorder. ,Watson
and Crick were free scientists, engaged
in a.-prob!em".(jf".their'- ,own choosing,
but society could and did plan to sup
port the hroad-scale effort, required to'
amplify their:'hypotp.~s~s~-·in, the hope
of bringing understanding· of' those
phenomena which und~r1ie genetic dis
orders of man, viral infectivity, and
perhaps cancer.

But the administrators of science
must not plan the doing of science.
They can but plan opportunities for
the doing of science and hope that
talented, competent investigators will
avail themselves of such opportuni.
ties. Effective planners may not- do less
and should not do more.
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Allocations aiJd' Adjudications

move, toward planned' ohjectives. Plan~

ning proc~eds 'from an existing ~ase,
and each. proposed increment, to the
existiIig system can be considered
rather readily from the multidimen
,sional standpoint.

These thoughts,. lead, then, to ,con
sideration of the actual :process wher-e
by. one establishes allocations within a
budget and. then adjudicates the com
petingclaims .of individuals or insti,
tutiqns .within some category of that
budget. Patently, 'this cannot be done

e in.'an information.vac~lUm. ''l'he estalJ..
!.lishingof allocations is. the more. ~om~
( plex task;, as, it demands a, weighing

(
of the values .of, the.internal and ex~
ternal, pressures.,:. These, .pressure,s :cer
tainly vary among'nations~ and)nany,
one nation they must 'vary ,froni tIme
to time. In ~ny case, .they ,can only
~e .designated as· weak" strong,,:. or,
parawount. ,Tbereafter one requires
real'data descriptive,.of opportunities:,
knowledge.of ,the number:, of .compe.tent
inv~stigators interested in a given a:rea;'
~f. the physic;aI facili~ies" of. the number.
of students in training" and of the cost '
of doing business in:' a· typic:'al r~search

group; 'and'. m~st, irliportantIy, an' as'':',
sessment of the :'state ·of, the.art" in
each: subfield of res~il.l':ch endeavor~'

t~at: .is; ,an., infoJ.:.Oled'guess, c,oncerning
when. ,the:: time is .right-,'conceptuaUY
and :tech,nQlogicalIy., tQ'in~ease .signifi~

cantly'the;levelo'f ,e~Q~t i~l a:give,~,re

searcb·<area...,EvaIuatio'o 'of ,this~irifor

matio~,:,an~·~ppraisal:Of,~e;,s~ientific
field;,shoul9.petJ:llittailoringof t!te,de
maIids,of::~F',.scie~,tifi¢"comintl~1ty.to
the;interests ,pf.$ociety: Th~y y!eld, ,a'
crude ;':dete~na#o~ :,Of ,':the r€(lative'
.magnitufies;: of':support,to ;be,:gi~~n,:for
exa111ple,fo,fellowship> programs, 'ar:..
thritis' or '.den~aI,resea~cb,···genetics',' or
patholljgy,"clhiical or.basic research.

Suchco~sidetatioJis'~re particula~ly
germane totIwse components of the
system ~''-which are ptqperiy called
"small 'science"-,.scieric'~ in ,Which the
individual. professor or" senior investi~

gator . and: his, coterie' ,'of' Junior,col
leagues" are the meahingful productive
and,'budgetary~,.:unit. Whether .. be works
ill agovernment-ope!:ated 'establish~
rrient~ or in a ,univer~'ity. where .his
w6rk, is supported 'by'. a .national· re
search 'grants· program 'is inconseque~

ti~I.}Nhen' the· funds ,a:y~ilable are :Jess
than,'. those ... requ~sted . bY. the .. scientific

none of the meaningful parameters
hav¢ been neglected, although they can..
not· :possibly .guarante~. that .. a .perfect
balance' among them ,all has beerias
.sured.. -.lndeed; such,'balance is,not even
necessarily' desirable:

liappily,. inthe~elIt, wor1~; matters
can :pro.ceed Diore easily aI}~ mo!esuc~
cessfully than the' .oovice in planning

rmight have thought. No. n~tion ',has'
\actually engaged in such d~tailed aIlo-

)

Cative Planning,. In most instance" plan:.
ning has been done, rather, in a single
dimension. Resources have usually been

"I allocated by :disease or by ciisc:ip~e;
lor, in nations with university ,grants

i' systems, have simply been apportioned

I
,among, univerSities an,d. oth,e~ appropri

ate 'institutions. .But, for our purposes
it i~jmportantto ~ote that the :other
dimen~ions do exist, .. whether, th'ey are
planned' for or" rio.:t:;ach research proj~
ect'-which ..is', supported, or for. which
sQpport has' beef,l'denieg, has relevance
in virtually, everj'possible :planning di
n).en,siop; .. And; in· anmial. ,retrospective
exa~ination,,:,it. is:, iinperativethat'
the opetation of the:system be ex
'~ItliJW(tin"as}llany-,dimensi'ojlsas pos
sible, so that;: if .. necessary, ··.,corrective
action.:may .be, takeoi,O:ne can. hope
i~ this'.:·waY".to assure .. :Jhat certain
b,ro~.,:priorit,ies,,;are' operative.·,Prob;.
a~ly'highest <~o,ng: these' is,. the a~
sura~ce that,:. at.', a:ll ti,mes, " ,a·, futUre
generation, of, inve$tigators.' is::being
trail1~d :'andi~at:,:.theii" miml)erL,b:ear~
some., reasona~le relatio~ship ,to ~epe

sired'future, magnitude·j,:of. the. riational
research.· :ent~rptise., ... Second< iniority
migh~,:be .given/:~p.e:?ss.urance',that,':,all
tb.e.cliS(;:iplin~::cutreritly' mean:in~ul on
the ,bi9.medical:scene:are,gi~en s.uf
ftcient 'suppo~i' tQ' :as~nir~';a.-YigorQ~s' •ria
tioniu .effor:t. )I'hfrd:,priorHy ;~ight, ;re
11ite ,to' the~:vitality.of- aca~~micj~titu:.
tions .. an~of in4ividual Jab9ratorjes: In
f~urth,::~lace mi~t J)e::the distr~~:ution

gf .... resfJu!ces.,': '?,Y'.:.;~s¢ase:' .~tegories,

t,~ed::jntb~;:.o~~et.ofth~: severity :of
9ucht :,~s:0rd~r!>:::in"a;:'~iv~n.' 'c()~IP:1;inity.
The;-fact, .tb:at,,}t ,,is. 'this.fourth priority
Which> i8 fr~q~entIy:iiiven nlosf', o~vi()us
expres~ion ';tela~es: OO:PQIHicai. conside,ra
t.ioD$:,r.athe·r~an:,::-to'. the, internal .. logic
of tli~ system.~:/'''.: .", .'

i, It:will· be evident that in .'. :a 'n:ation
confronted'wit~ a:; planniIig, proMem:,of
tliis . .magnitude" there-already :is. ,:,a ,sys
tem 'in ?eing<.whicb, can..be .retrospec
ti~eIy: ek3l11in~~~nd':corre~ted~'. Inde~d~
m.uc~, .of wh~t; Js . called .', pIaJ;1ning,; is,
~eilti~y,re~e~i8li~ .tpat it'seeks·:,to
'rectify.'" app~t,:: 'er:,rors,iather~:' than

'PlattniiJ.ga :Resear~h· Enterprise

It becomes apparent 'that, in attempt
;iog" to "plan" a national b,iomedicalre_
,search".,enterprise" one ,must,view the
enterprise ,while simultaneo~ly c,ons~d:

eting' each ,of. ,'a series 'of ,'s,eemingly ,in
dependerit.. 'parameters;" .i\mong th~se

'az:e 'the'·'varions,diseases '-Which ravage
map-kind, "perhaps' ,the organ system.s, of
which man is'built (liver, kidney" brain,

. and:so on), the continuing vitality of
each. of the rel~ted scientific· discipiines,
and: the. integrity of the academic in
stitudons in ,which.much of the ,re
search is ,to .,beperformed:, One, must
\yeigh the relative "importance 'of'-re:

,search done on ,mail him~elf and, re
se.arch perforrried on animals or model
systems;. of research in the laborato.ry
a:nd 'research in the field; of research
inareascleariy identifiable ,as,- "bio:.
¢edicat':"and research, .essential,to,:an
understanding', of ,life,,-jn tangentially
related, disciplines; of the ,s~ppo'lt::(if

n~search:' and, the" support ,of train,iDg,
~()r the ,:JutUre ,: conduct.,ofres~ar4h;:'of
the ',:sul~'port~f res~archapd",~research

training':ao:d-the' .suppott.'·of ,'.education'.
,in,clinical::,medicine; aIld,:.·of:hosts'. of'
seemingly,': lesser .:·.parameters.. ': :'Each::.:of
these', param~ters, is:relevatlt ,to' ea.ch
decision>, concerning >!he planning imd·
fundbIg', :c>f.lndividual,:: research:" pro
grams.

At'this ptJiijt one :might.:,visu:aliZe:tlle,
,d~~loprne~t "of,.-a.':D1atrix"".~ __whic:h
e~~h.',pai-arD,~ter .' has:?:a ,weighted:,<"ya;l~.e
,a~d;ds .;brOUght;to.bear pfi,.<each :.de
cj:~joP;,this:,would: be: a~ .i~~aIized ,', yer;.
1>i,on" i:ot·~~~,:,aJ,>proach_>or::th~ operati~ns
oro' :syste,tps:)allaIyst. ~cce!>sful ': develop
n1¢nt of:::s~Ch::~ 'Il1at,dx .::wo\lld,'seem,,:;t(r
s1iffice ,'fQ1:":,tl),e totaL, plan~ing :ope:~:!1'/
tion;::::a~d,t1tI,~ne<would', .tb.e~,: -n~d, Jo
k.~o~ W?U~~, be the:::total; appropriation
to", b~, ,ll1ade ~vai1abl~, by ,'tpe, ,state "in,
any ,'()Dtr:ye~r;.,an:'o~r decisions'would
t~Il;:::-:b~::" aU:t0Inat,ic.Tllis ,.·is:~n~~ag
ge~ated :':vetsi~n.Of~.what~':Charles . ,V.
,I<;idd·,, hI.#!: ,':te~ed: ~t~lo.~ati~m~ in:}nlil
tij.~,,~·'~it11e~si()n's.,'.~" in. the,.:exaggera~d

f~rm',,:h~re :";Jlr~~ente~ :.'. it ".is:;'lat~er: h~r
'r~d~us.::,t(,'l':,:contemprate-~.,:and; ,:no,::;~at
t~r.. :.hQw::cqIlsciimtlously.,;Or:::pairist~i~~- .
lyidevelop¢d, )sguaranteedtocyifld
m~ny' decisions" which time" will :,pr~ve
tQTh~ve beenj~,eorrect. '

,:~)n.,;~ limit~d/:sense~'however,,~the ,prii);.
ci:~le:d~s, hilve merit:"ThoSe e~char~d'
wj~h,.,pJanning:.resPQnsibilif:y' '~~st:iD..
4~d,:,be,~-aware:: of: the ... various,>c~jter;i,a
\vJiIc~' .~e'.:\Il1~'~ni~gful ~. :;the',.d~jS~on
ptQc~ss.';,T~¢Y:.{l1ust;l$sure ';s~iety.: t,~t
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community (and -this should" always b~

the'- cflse, else-" excessive f~nds have
"been provided),.competing 'requests can
be evaluated o~ly Con the basis of in_
trinsic scientific - merit~tpat is, the
competence of tite investigator and the
.lmagination,soundness, and feasibility
of ,his proposal. 'The evaluation c:an be
made only by a jury of his peers,
drawn, from a national panel of ex~

perts. -To' be. 'sure, _they may share his
ent~usiasm for. his discipline but they
are' not' rivals', on, his ,-local scene, -for
prestige, salary,' spa;ce,_ or influence., It
is- the lack of 'this -evaluative process
.whi~h is '-th~'card~nal'-vieakrless-:of a
university grants system and- ,of other
purely bureaucratic' administrative -de~
vices. Conversely, it is the op~ration

of this .evaluation' system which is" the
best· guarantee .that' societY' will get its
money's worth.

Proposals for "big' science" are rare
iD.' biomedical research:. They mllst, b~
examined closely ,both for ,their inttin
sic value and ~ for' the harm they could
do the rest of· the .system ·'through ,im
posing a .drain on manpower, facilities,
or .fuJ;lds. By 'and l(j,rge they are foreign
to the· university biomedical· communi
ty. ~d.'if they',·are: desirable at all,
their operation' is a proper. function of
government or ofa cOntractor-agent.

The greatest .advantage of 'incremen
tal planning is the fact t4at such-plan
ning makes it possible' to seize previ.
ously unforeseen· opportunity. And it
Is here that the.quasi-mathematical ap
proach to total planning' fails most
seriotlsly, since it does not take, into
acOOuD.t .the manner in which science
itself:grows.Let 'us consider this in
some detaiL'

Balanced' and Unbalanced Growth

There is a great temptation for those
engaged' In plarw..ing 'to attempt to
project systeI11s, of "balanced growth."
Indeed. "balanced giowth'~'ha.s been
the acknowledged:-' obje.ctive.-of .. most
of. those-who l?lan a nation\(econonry,
its. weapons systems, and its support
of science generally as well ~ it~ sup·
port 'of, biorrie~ical research.'i\lthough
plaimers frequently recogniZe !bat they
CaImot realize this ideal. this -SQ.called
bala_nc~~ sr~e~ i~ the ,:p,rox,i~ate.at?
jective ,of ..··their development"programs~

As -noted by Hirschman: and "Lindblom
(4). the basis for this ideal is, a "faith
in the.exiStence ot;basic. harrilQnies sim~

lIar to. ih. Greek belief that the l1'U1y

beautiful'Will, possess inorale~cellence
as well}'•. It.seems" ppportune~' there..;
fore, to ,direct to yow attention a re-:
cent series of paper:s which)haye taken
striking '~~cepti~~l to:the" concept ~f.

,planning ;balanc~d '"gro:wth of a large
'enterprise.":and 'hav~advocated in. its,
stead a. process which has been called
i:'disjointed incrementalism;"

Because. the: analogies are pertinent
to the problems here considered, 'it
seems ···"appropriate ,'. to·' ..sUIl1mafi~' the,
views ,of various members of the group
who advocate··thisproc¢ss.. For" ex,;.
ample,Hirschman, (5).- .all'. eCOD'C)mist.
has, offered' as the, basic defense .. 6f
unbalanced growth the concept that
ane~onomy'.s ieso\lrces should .not be
considered· as· rigidly fixed· in amount;
He argues·thatmore resources .or fac,..
-tors.of production will come into play
if development- is marked, by sectoral
imbalances, 'sin,ce:', th~se'" .will' arouse

.private. en-treprenev.rs or public au':'
tliorities to action. In the present con
text, there are mallyanalogies. For
·example,,·.,the ,existence,.Df: .a. large pool
o£ investigators :who'.lack 'facilities for
their adivitiesconstitutes a· pressure
which~ ultimately, .will. result in the
construction' of .new and more ade..:
quate facilities.' ,The 'a,ppearanc~ of hi..rge
numbers of .young men and women
desirous of training' in biomedical re
search results in· pressure '. which leads
to .the development _of' fellowship and
training .progi-am~.. R:ecognition tha~ a
temperate bacterioph~ge'c~n ;'disappear
into the genome .' of. theho!it hact~riu111'
be reprod1.lced with that .genome' .for
rrtany generations; and,' thefl' '. reappear
in :vast numbers underadvers~'circuDl
st~ces. :promp~s many ,iIiv~s.tigat6rs ip..
terested ;in th~ .. natureoi the' 'viral. -p_ri
gIn 'of cancer .. to.· take,. ~.,new tac~'iri

"their.' explor~t.i()n~. As '..Ijit:schma,n ,ha,s
said. ,to, the extent tha~ the, iDlbalance.· ~s
self-eorre~ting. throu'gh:': a:· variety6:f
meC?anisID.s; , unbalance~' .. growth may
propel the econ()my .f0r\\'m-d·jerki~y but
also more quickly thaI!' . by ,planned.
'balance~ expansiqn, __ ,', , . .~,

-: - Krein--:-'an(j Meckling '(6). ':,studel)ts .of
de~eh)pmetit, .policies .for, we~pOns,:syg..
tems•.allege, ,that .-'a gi,veti.c;1evelopment
is: ';both ;1.eSs::~ost1Y~'an.4:ni.o~,e s~4X
Wilen' marke~, _:by'duplication. 'COnfUS~
ion, and lack' of, commllD,icatioll'among
p.eOJ.'le..wor~ing" ..alo9B ,;par~lIel' ,lin~:
They':' argue:' against ',early,'attempts ,at'
int~gi-ating subsystems into awell-artie·
ulated,'.bar~oniolJs.,ge~eral -sys~em.
TItey <adv~ie,::. i~s,tead;:'.th~ fuJI. ex..

'plo~tation~ .o(:Jrutt,ful ,:'ideas:, 'r~gar.dJes

,oi.th~ir~:fit' t6~~~~e 'prec(ulceiv~dpak
tern' of ' specificati9ns.., . The 'p~in.~ip~l

,pas.is. for this' ~ttitud~,'is':;the·. ve,ry ~fa~~',
of,.uncert~nty., They :n.ote;that the';~.uai
configuration .. t~ be:,<leyelgped: is,', in
'any case," unknown,im4·· t.~at.' .knowl~
ed~e ·ip.creases .as some'·o! ",the;:sUbsys:'
teJ:!lSbecome .articulate; ,Knowledge
.aboutth~, nature of any',Qne"s~bsystem
- increases the.numberof clues. concern"

iog,' the desirable fe~tl1res,of,ailother,
just as it is ,easier tofitoin .,a .piece of
a jigsaw,:puZzle wh~nsome of the
·suriou:nding pieces ate already ,in p,lace.
What· is : important: is' to· d.eyelop-·.the

'pieces; one ~ ca~> adjust them, to: :each
other later. This; view argues for maxi':'
mumsuwort of the currententhus'iasm.'
for' molecular biology.even ,though; its
immediate'. clinical. application seems
remote. and 'for,:yigo!ouS' .foUow-up· of
clues to the possible viral' pathogenesis
of cancer even though the IJ:Iajor psy":
chases. remain enigmas and relatively
few·' biologists .s~em to be immediately
concerned with the~r. elucidati0!1' Sim':'
ihirly, it. aFg.ues--for full 8Wppgr.t.ofaU
the competent scientists in our midst,
'~ve,n thOUgh ·this results· in .overcrowd
irig'of their laboratories.

Lindblom (7). who has beehc~n.
c.erned With..general aspects .of· policy
making, takes, as his pointof departure
adeniaf of the general validity ofan
assuip:ption whicl:l .is ii:nplic::it, in ,niost
of. 'th~Jiterature '0", policy' nlak1ng~
that .. there. exists 'sufficient,agreement
to provide'".aet¢quate.:'criteria} for- -:chQos~
ing ~mong,possible,a1t~rn~tive polici~s.
This"assUluption, 'is'. o~tenque~tion~d

in'c6ntempQr~ry, socml, 'scieIic~~ .,Yet
'mimY',,9f ,the '. JIlost ,cornrl1(1n '::prescrfp
ti~ns.· for rational probiem:~oIvirig';{ql.
lowohly ifItis:trile.,., ,':',' ,',' '

C?nventionaL4escriptiotis 'of. ratiO.ii.-·
.at' decision-.ni~ki~g inchlde ':'fbe' i~po,W
iog steps: "(.i)·el,llIifica't~(,n.- ,pf 'tbe ,pb..;
jectiye' or valu~s;')iit~urvey"()~. al~rn~.·
tiye~.means:'ofre~~hing'o~jecti~~s;(iii)"
identifi~ation~ Of,~,~e~uences;':inchld~

'ing the' side: e1JeC~s:)'Or::'::bY!/lprQ,~~cts'. Qf
~lIW~ative nt'eam;;and :~,iv)~'~:tlua-'_
iion:of -:enach':set' ot: cQ.nsequence'si,n tlw'
1ight',of-~he' ·'opjeCtive,.JIoV{,e.v~r.',Lind,:
'blomnates,' that' ,such~:sY1topt!-c':"attempts
'at;.:p~~I~m3 s,oJ~.8.:~.~~,.~?t.':;~()~ible,
wh~n,'for ~xamJ?l~~ ~larifi<;ation of ob~
jective :fotUt~rs", :o~,': speial' :,comiict,'
'when'~equir~ ,infQrm.ation ·.,is D()t ,:~Yail

abie .or ,is. aY:ail~bl.,oiifr'at·pi~hibiti~~
",cmts.. or ,cw1tlm .t~" p,oblemTs, 'simply
.too comp1e~:forman~s':fi~tejntellect~~1
cap~~j:~ie.s,,-~ostJ~p.ort~tly,./it:;90tt8
'DA)l l'Wica.lII'.' f()lI'1iv; .• J;'.illdblom;ltgul'!i.
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that when synoptic decision-making is
extremely difficult it should neverthe
less be. pursued as far as possible.
Hence he suggests that, in many cir
cumst~nces, substantial departures
from comprehensive under,standing are
not only' inevitable but desirable. I cite
his thesis in detail because the analogy
to me :;;eems so close.

Working Principles

I,have summarized the case for what
~,l}y":~e called. "semi-planning." What
are:"ilie working principles of this ap
proach? A few major notions. are
worthy of cOJ;lsideration. (i) An ele
ment of ,lais~ez-faire, with its .attendant
duplication and gaps, may well be de
sirable rather than abominable. (ii) Or
derliness, balance, and detailed plan
ning may be more satisfying to the
planners than to the society they
serve; some matters probably ought 'to
be left to what has been called "a
wise and salutary neglect." (iii) It is
unwise. to specify detailed objectives
in advance when the means of' obtain
ing them are virtually unknown. (iv)
A rational problem-solver wants what
he can get and d:oes not try to get
what he wants'except after identifying
whathe wants by examination of what
he can get. (v) Arrangements must be
established whereby decision-makers
are made aware of, and can react
promptly to, em.erging problems. (vi)
Long-range planning is a valuable exer~

cise, but long-range plans for a research
enterprise which -is the sum of. many
smaller research programs are of dubi
ous validity:

These principles, taken in part -from
Hirschman and Lindblom (4), approxi
mate a real world which is almost in
variably characterized by unbalanced,
not 'balanced, growth. It is the above-
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scale salary offered to the new ap
pointee which is the surest guarantee of
an increase in the scale. It is the exist
ence and success of the National Sci
ence Foundation which' provides the
platform on which stand those who
argue. for establishment of a National
Humanities Foundation. ·Instances of
the principle that imbalance results in
pressur~ for a correcting growth are
commonplace. And these same prin
ciples seem entirely germane to the
planning .of a national biomedical en
deavor which is as inherently sporadic,
and random as. is the natural growth
of science itself. 'Indeed, the hallmark
of the competent investigator is that
he seeks constantly to identify the "inost
important problem which ca.fl be at
tacked with the technology cure.ently
available and limits his goals accorct-'
ingly. But his attention is continually
given also to developments within his
own and related disciplines. He is quick
to apply new information, new tech
niques, new apparatus. In short, he
brings to research his imagination, his
knowledge, and his technical know
how, and he combines these with what
may best be described as a "skillful
opportunism~"

In. my view,:. those responsible for
the management ,of a national enter
prise which is the sum of. such in
dividuals must- do likewise. They must
continually assess the major' parame
ters of the enterprise for which they
have responsibility, continuing the at
tack on the major public-health prob
lems, insuring the vitality of the classic

. scientific disciplines and recognizing the
emergence of new ones, insuring the
training.of new investigators and prac
titioners, and safeguarding the health
of the medical schools and universities.
The total system may then be nourished
and made to grow, but by disjointed
increments. For example, given a. 10-

or 20-percent increase in total funds,
one should almost ne'ver expand sup
port, ,across the board; of all existing
programs by this 10 or 20 ,percent.
Instead, one should take advantage of
significant, albeit unplanned and unex
pected, new knowledge of human bi
ology or pathology, of the work of
.new investigators as it appears, of new
apPr:oaches, 'new drugs, new. apparatus,
new facilities~ new architecture, and,
newly awakened public interest, always
utilizing the skillful opportunism char":,
acteristic of the individual irivestigator.

Goals may be set only in the broadest
terms of ultimate 'objectives-for ex
ample, a general homotransplantation,
effective cancer chemotherapy, a ration
al management- of viral infections, ge..;
netic transformation 'as therapy for
hereditary disorders or the prevention
of athe~osclerosis. And one can, in a
general way, plan fo.r the tasks ahead
by providing the necessary physical
plant, stimulating activity in biomedical
engineering, and providing a sufficient
number of specialized facilities such as
animal colonies, ... hyperbaric chambers,
and libraries. It is highly doubtful that
the planner. can wisely do more; he
will fail in his responsibilities if he does
less. And he must ever be ~indful that
the planning. of science must be .left to
the working scientist.·
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Some Current Problems of
Government Science Policy

What should be the balance betWeen expenditures on
pure and on applied science, and who should set it?

In the fall of 1963, much concern
was evident in the scientific community
about the course that several congres
sional committees would take in their
inquiries into,' federal reseMch and de
velopment programs; and the concern
of interested parties is always evi~

dent at the time of the President's
budget message and subsequent -appro
priations hearings in Congress. Now
that the Select Committee on Govern
ment Research has completed its_ work
and the House Subcommittee on Sci~

ence, Research, and Development has
finished its round of hearings and re
ports, I believe it would be generally
conceded that the committee members

The author is a member of the senior staff of
the Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C. This
article is the text of a talk given 26 April 1965
at the Tenth Institute on Research Administration
of American University, Washington, D.C.

Harold Orlans

and their, st~ffs did' an excellent and
constructive job. Both committees
particularly the select committee
chaired by Representative Carl Elliott
of Alabama-broke new ground. It is
not necessary to agree with every one
of their recommendations to acknowl
edge that, under severe time pressure,
they asked trenchant questions and
gathered and published fresh and in
sightful information about the nation's
gargantuan research-and-development
enterprise. However, the fact that, this
special congressional effort - was re
quired to bring to light current and
comprehensive statistics On such mat
ters as the geographical distribution of
federal R&D funds >and the amount
received by leading universities and
companies suggests that the executive
agencies responsible for informing the

public about these expenditures~ had
not been doing their job adequately.
Let us hope that in the future these
agencies maintain the standards of full
er and· more timely .reporting which
have now been set with the assist'ance
of Congress; for we can hardly expect
to .have either good current policies
or adequate consideration of des'irable
new policies without comprehensive,
timely, and public information about
existing R&D programs.

As the rate of increase of federal
R&D expenditures has been q,eclining
and as the volume of 'expendi,tures in
major agencies like the Department of
Defense, the National-Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the Atomic
Energy Commission has levele~·off .or
declined, a major issue of publ~c policy
-and of public and private conflict
within many agencies and their con
stituencies-has been posed: how much
of the pie should go to basic research?
Or, to put the matter another way,
how much should·· go .for research at
universities, and how much for re
search and development in industrY?

The Doctrine of the Sparrow

The answer of academic scientists
is not entirely surprising: more should
go to them. With a monotony that
bespeaks a unison more·. th~n an origi~

nality of thought, they and their
spokesmen in Washington argue that
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there is no danger of spending too
much on basic research; that all "com
petent" university scientists should be
supported to do work of their own
choice; that sciep.ce is 'an indivisible
whole and ,all fields merit support equal
ly (although some fields merit support
more equally than others); that. while
the results of any particular basic re
search project are unpredict-able, it is
not merely probable but virtually cer
tain that the results - of all basic re
search will yield a value greater than
their cost. Some of the more ardent
advocates of pW'e science even assert
that the results of any-or almost any
-pure research will certainly be re
warding, scientifically and socially, con
ceding only that one cannot predict
precisely where or when the reward
W'iUbe found or who will receive it.
This may he termed a contemporary
scientific version of the doctrine of the
sparrow or the falling leaf-that no
hann, no maHer bow slight, can be
fall a living thing without serving a
higher moral purpose. As purposeless
ness and futility - are thus vanquished
in theology, if not in life. so, in the
current eschatology of research, error.
triviality, land important findings whose
importance is unrecognized all equally
serve the J:1igher; purposes of science;·
Thus. Alan Waterman, former director
of the National Science Foundation,
has declared that "The results of such
[basic] research, in competent hands,
are never without value. Even when
no hreakthroughs appear, the total ef
furt always brings a possible break
through closer"; and he has spoken of
"the statistical evidence [which was
not. however, further identified] that
most of the body _of science ultimately
achieves practical utility" (1). The fas
cinating justification of -heavy federal
expenditures on high-energy physics re
cently advanced by 30 distinguished
physicists also dances delicately along
the line of statistical likelihood-vari
ously _appraised as certain, probable,
unlikely, and "not impossible" (2~

that these expenditures will yield a sig~

nificant _ practical return. I do _not
doubt that they will yield some practi
cal return: this one expects from the
work of oafs, let -alone that of bril:liant
men. The critic-al question~and I wish
only to submit it. not to .answer it
is: Will it yield a return commensurate
with its cost, or greater .than the re
turn that oan be anticipated from a
comparable .investment. in other fields
of science and technology (not to men
tion other areas of h'liII;Lan endeavor)?
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An Inconsistency

A striking inconsistency is apparent
in the logic. of many analyses of feet
era! R&D policies. At times, the rela
tion between the amount of money the
federal government spends for basic ·re

'search and the amountli.t.,,~pen¢ls f9r
development is _stresSed, as' when it is
said that hasic research expenditures
are "only" x percent of the tot,al R&D
expenditures. whereas development ex
penditures are nx percent; therefore, it
is argued. if economies are needed, the
larger rather than the smaller amoUnt
should be cut, or carefully "scruti
nized" (why not scrutinize both?). How
ever, at other times, it is stressed that
basic research should not ,be compared
with development. Thus, it is, of late,
increasingly contended that the 'basic
research ex:penditures of an agency
should not compete with its expendi
tures on the development of new tech
nology (which should compe"te instead
with expenditures for the procurement
and maintenance of existing tech
nology. and other operating needs).

What, then. if -anything, should basic
research expenditures compete. with?
The answers to this questionare:drus,;.
tratingly vague: indeed, no reaUy"satis_
factory answer bas yet been>~gi:V:en;,al

though. there has been no lack-'of.·ad~
ventitious suggestions, ranging from' ex~
penditures on gambling or tobacco to
some arbitrary percentage of the gross
national product-all ofwhich are pro
posed on the condition that they allow
adequate scope for expansion. How
ever, one significant suggestion was of
fered recently by the President's sci
ence adviser, Donald Hornig, in a
letter to Senator Pastore, chairman of
the Joint Committee' on Atomic Ener
gy, in which he stated that "the level
and character' of support for highener
gy physics must be determined and
periodically .reassessed in the context
of . . . the overall national science

"'program (rather than in ,relation to
the applied research and development
programs of the ABC) ..." (3).

To my mind, there is still a good
deal of usefulness in comparing ex
penditures on hasic research with those
on applied research 'and development,
if only ·because these sums draw to one
type of _activity' or the other men of
comparable training-and I mean by
this -not only Ph.D.'s and Nobel prize
winners but the more numefQUS serfs
of scientific 'and technical fiefdoms. with
mere master's and bachelor's degrees,
and their auxiliary corps· of glassblow-

ers, machinists, secretaries, account
ants•. and groundkeepers. Although it
was undoubtedly justifiable, immediate
ly -after the war. to complain that
government expenditures on basic re
search were ;but a small percentage
evidently no more, and probably less,
than 6 percent-of the $1 billion then
spent on R&D. the 11 percent devoted
to basic research in 1964 and the more
than 14 .percent proposed for 1966
out of some $14.6 billion (excluding
capital plant and facilities) seem, on
the face of it, not utterly, irrede~

ably. and tragically inadequate. In
deed. if the proportion of government
funds going into university i"esearch
were to be slightly reduced while that
going into various forms of more di
rect aid to hi,gher education were .to
be correspondingly increased. divert
ing a number of professors from lab
oratories to .lecture rooms for another
hour or two a week, the average quali
ty -of ,oboth education and research
might well 'be enhanced.

If there is a portion of the R&D
spectrum where national ex:penditures
now appear patently inadequate to
meet national and international needs,
surely it is -no longer tbe realms of
pure science' but those areas· of ob
solescent or inefficient civilian tech
nology, 'at home and abroad, in which
the prospect. of private prQ:fit has been
too-dim to elicit enough private capi
tal to ensure technical progress, while
publ~c expenditures have been 'blocked
by the difficulty of devising a political
formula acceptable to the major parties
concerned. When the $7..million pro~

gram of assistance for civilian tech
nology proposed by the Department
of Commerce a couple of years ago
was rejected by Congress" it was not~

ed in Sweden that their goveniment
was spending more-absolutely, not
relatively-than. the United States gov
ernment on such programs. Surely, no
R&D task merits greater priority to
day than the search for politically
viable ways 'of utilizing engineers and
scientists no longer required for mili~

tary work to·· render industries like
housing. transportation, textiles, and
coal more efficient; to reduce the pol
lution,of air, water, and soil; to .im
prove our systems'of education, medi
cal care, and local government; and
to raise the standards of living in im
poverished areas of this and other tia~

tions.. It is strange hOw much money
and ingenuity: are devoted to search
ing for. indirect, 'accidental, and. ~ven
surreptitious.benefits of academic. mil- .-

?
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itary, and space research and develop
ment, and how little to R&D programs
of direct· and evident social and eco
nomic U:tHity. Have 'we' 'bec'orr;e 'so
muscle-bound politically that, like
Primo Camera,., we can display our
strength but not use it where it is obvi
ously needed?

.A National Budget for Basic Research?

To return to· Hornig's very interest
ing statement that the level of support
for high-energy physics "must ·be de
te:rmined . '. . in the- context of . . .
the overall national science pro
gram . . ."-and the definite article
,which I have italicized is not the least
interesting· part of this .. -&tatement, _sinc~_
it alludes to .something which sim'ply
does not exist. What is advocated here
for one fle'td of science must, in prin
ciple, be applied to any- anG ,every
other clearly recognized field-. It ap
pears, in short, that the president's sci
ence 'adviser is advocating the prepara
tion of a national or at least a federal
budget for all fields of bas-ic scientific
research. A number of other signs
'point in the same direction: the greater
separation of government-wide expend
itures on development and on research
in Special Analysis H of the 1966 fed
'eral budget; the energetic and not en
tirely noncompetitive efforts by com
mittees of the National Academy of
Sciences to define and. project desir
able budgetary. levels, for various fields
of science; and particula.fly the at~

tempt -by an: ad hoc committee ap
pointed by Academy President Frede
rick Seitz to grapple with, two dif
ficult -but inescapable questions about
scientific allocations posed by' Repre.
sentative Daddario's Subcommittee on
Science, Research, and Development
(4):

1. What level of Federal support is
needed to maintain for the United States
a position of leadership through -basic re
search in the advancement of science and
technology and· their economic, cultural,
and military applicatioi'l.s?

2. What judgment can be reached on
the balance of support now being given
by the Federal Government to various
fields of scientific endeavor, and on ad
justments that should be considered, either
within existin'g' 'levels of overall support
or under conditions of increased or de
creased overall support?

AlthOUgh some may feel that the
A-cademy committee has ~dodged its as
signment, rather than cOrifronted it

squarely, by answering these ques
tions in the form of 15 separate es
says written by individual committee
members~ , it' is nonetheless gratifying
to see the questions being seriously
faced. at last, and the resultant docu~

ment (5) is a significant contribution
.1& ,me thm 'oot growing literature on
the aggravating problem of scientific
choice.,

The new' efforts of the National Sci
ence Foundation to examine the s'ame
problem of scientific allocations should
also be noted; these were reported re
cently by Foundation Director Lel'and
Haworth (6):

The Foundation . . . prans to give
additional emphasis to, the compilation
and analysis of data which bear specifical
lyon the question. of relative tOtal levels
of u

supPort' 'arid' measures of apparent
needs. . . . Thus, we hope eventually to
be able;:: to cite fairly precise figures rela
tive .to the average amount of total re
seareR -oopport available to academic sci
entists, by field of science, and to augment
such data with judgments from competent
people in the various fields on the question
of reasonable ranges of support levels for
each discipline. . . . The problem of
making interfield priority judgments should
become more manageable if somewhat
mOre complete information on a field-by
field basis can be made available.

The establishment of such a central
data .bank on· federal research, grants
and contracts is to be· commended
and should materially assist the ra
tional allocation of scientific expendi
tures -by both public and private agen~

cies--<provided that the raw data are
not husbanded and used by one camp
or: another as a. weapon in its struggle
for a share of limited funds, but 'are
made freely available to all to· en
large our knowledge of national alloca
tions tTh--and'· returns from-various
fields of science. Too often in the past
certain data relevant to public policies
,have ;been regarded as proprietary and
released only 'in politically convenient
tabulations. Let us, again, hope that
the agencies responsible for formulat
ing federal policies for science' will
adopt the same principle of the fullest
possible disclosure of data' that is uni
versally accepted with regard to the
data of science itself.

No one observing the Washington
scene can, however, -be so deluded as
to belieYe, , that key. decisiQn~ always
are or can be made in public and

,based solely on considerations known
to the public. The, .inner councils, ,of'
government are always, to 'some ex
tent,. obscure; the passage of time
gradually enlarges the public record of

private deliberations· while reducing
both its authenticity and its relevance
to future decisions; and availa'ble rec
ords of the process of. decision in ma~

jor scientific programs are sparse inw
deed. Except for such information and
insight as can be gleaned from con
gressiona'l hearings, evidence is not
generally taken in public; deliberations
proceed ·behind the necessary or con
venient ,cloak of executive or legisla~

tive privilege, and the final pronounce
ment commonly resembles a brief for
one side more than a dispassionate
examination of available alternatives.

The Composition of the Jury

In this situation where verdicts are
reached in private, the· composition of
the jury assumes a, special importance:
it provides, in fact, the principal visi~
ble assurance that justice is being done.
TIle composition and method of selec
tion of important scientific policy
groups therefore merits continq,ing pub
lic scrutiny and discussion. Social sci
entists have managed to secure -repre
sentation on an enlarged section o( the
National Research Council and an oc
casional appointment to the National
Science Board, but none has yet been
sele«t~d for the President's Science Ad
visory Committee. Engineers have -been
so dissatisfied with their status -in the
National Academy of Sciences that
they have formed an academy of their
own. The composition of the Presi
dent's Science Adv,isory Committee Was
perhaps adequate to its earlier respon
sibilities of -advising upon the value of
proposed weapons systems; However,
as the committee's responsibilities have
broadened to the fonnulation of gen
eral government policies for science
and technology, and as the machinery
for implementing its advice has been
strengthened, the committee's creden
tials for performing these larger tasks
should be periodically reassessed. The
geographic concentration of its memR
bers has fortunately -been broadened
by the latest round of appointments,
but the addition W..3, few,;more mem
bers from industry and a few from
selected fields of social science would
strengthen the committee's competence
to deal with SOme of the problems
which it now faces.

Finally, a few words about what is
sometimes reg31dedas the missing link
in the' establishment of national poli
cies for science and technology: Con:':
gress. Congress bas been· q1,licker to
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see, and to act upon, deficiencies in
the executive's formulation and coordi
nation of R&D policies than to remedy
its own deficiencies. There is a. clear
need for improved mechanisms within
Congress, comparable to those which
have been developed in recent years
within the .executive, for handling the
flow of scientific programs and budg
ets on a basis that is- broadly consistent
and campatible with the national in
terest. The appointment of a new unit
in the Legislative Reference- Service of
the Library of CongresS to provide in
formation on scientific' and technologi
cal programs and policies, lhe continu
ing work of the Daddario subcommit
tee, and the establishment of, the new
permanent Subcommittee on Research
and Technical Programs of the House
Committee on Government Operations,
under the chairmanship of Representa
tive Henry Reuss of Wisconsin, indi
cate a recognition .of the problem. Is
it too sanguine to foresee further Con-
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gressional steps to define national rather
than sectional goals for science and
technology and. to enlarge the authori
ty of Congress as a whole in the mak
ing of science policies?

Summary

The problems of government science.
policy I have noted are not exactly
new, but each has, I -believe, acquired
a new degree of urgency from the
pressure of events: How much should
be spent on -basic research and how
much on civilian technology? How can
reasonable allocations be made among
various fields of science? Who is to
make these allocations, in the execu
tive and in Congress? The degree to
which we can, by objective research

. and perceptive analysis, accommodate
the accidents of history and politics
to the chan-ging needs of science, in
dustry, and society will determine, the

degree to which we can serve not the
interests of those groups and individ
uals (both scientists and politicians)
who happen to be in positions of pow
er, but the present needs of the nation.
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SCIENCE, yOL.'165 4 JULy 1969 End of mi Idea

A recurring issue gets a fresh
appraisal and a positive answer.

.Do We Need 'a Department of
,Science and Technology?

• iJepaJ;tniental ,status for science in
government is not a novel idea. .It was
broacheil 85 years ago by a committee
.of the National Academy of Sciences
reporting' on, the organization of gov
eniment science bureaus. The Commit..
tee was appointed in 1884 at the be
hest' of a, mem~r 'of the National
Academy, Theodore Lyman, woo "wftS
also by. unique cofuCidence a member
of Congress. The 'scientist-congressman,
whose National Academy standing. was
gained by his researcbes on the Ophi
uricla, was instrumenial in placing
a, rider on.,a sundry civil appropriation
bill which set np a joint congressional
comniittee (called a commission) to
study the, organization of the govern-'
ment science agencies (1). This was
a compromise measure, Lyman' told his
House colleagues. in urging' itS accept·
ance,. his maiD. concern. being, to save
the Coast and Geodetic SUrvey from
takeover by the Navy (2). Apparent
duplication 'between, the 'Coast Survey
and the Navy's Hydrographic Office in
cbarting coasial. waters had led the
Navy to espouse merger, a proposal
whiCh had:~ considerable appeal in the
48th Congress. The legislative rider eli·
rected an' investigation of the activitie,s
and interrelaUOnships.. of the 'Coast and
Geodetic Stii'Vey"the Hydrographic Of-
fiee ofthe-Nayy,.the Geological Survey,
and the Signal (Weather) Service. The
National Acadeiny cOnlmittee, enlisted
by Lyman, gave technical support to
the 'coJigressional comDrls:si.on.

Men ,of, science were leery then, as
they are now, of military dominance
in scientific en~q>tises. Many' of them
argued that, science, agencies"should be
taken ,trom, rather than placed in, the
IniIitary departments. For example, they
:wanted, the' Naval Opservatorjr to be a:
national observatOry, and the weather
service to :be re~oved. from the Army

Herbert Roback

Signal Corps. At the same time, they
recogniz~ that· better coordination of
the govemi:nent's scientific work was
needed, and-various proposals were
made, ·toward· that end. The, aforemen·
tionedreport of the National·Academy
committee crystallized the· issues. This
group was convinced .that the science
agencies ilbould· 'be pulled together
"under oile central authority," but the
partic;ular form 'of organization they.
left to the future and to Congress.
Then the committee ventured thiS'
cautious but significant observation (3):

'.' . The best form 'would be;· perhaps,
the ~tab1ishmeot of a Department of Sci
enCe, the head of which 'should be an
administrator, familiar with ~entific af~.

fairs; but· oot ,necessarily, ail investigator
in any specific branch. Your· 'committee
states, only the general ~ntiment and
wish of. men 'of science, when. it says'
that. its .members believe the· time is near
when the country will demand the insti~"

tution of a branch' of the executive Gov
ernment· devoted especially to the di:feC..
tion and, control of all the purely 8Cien~

tific work' of the Gove~ent. .",

The NAS comiDittee went on.to say
that, if. public opinion· was not .yet
ready to accept a Departmerit of Sci
ence, . the next best· step would be to
move the sever~ scientific bureaus into'
one of the existing dep~ents. Even
then coordination would not "be auto~

matically' ,insured, in the committee's
view, and so they reco~ended. the
"organizatiOn o~ a permanent commis-
sion to 'prescribe the general policy for
each of. these: bureaus." The commis
sion would '''examine, improve, and ap
prove" .plans of work and expenditures
and,recommend efficiency measures but
abstain from administrative· involve
ment. 'Ibis would ,be a nine-member
commisSion coMposed of scientists
drawn from govemtnent and private
life (4).

,The congressional commissi~n,
reporting' in 1886, ,gave short shrift
to the suggestions both ·for a Depart
ment of Science and a.supervisory com·
mission. A new department was held
not justified by the degree of duplica
tion in existing scientific agencies; ~ CO
ordinating policy group was deemed
impracticable because department heads
could nOt very well relinquish to sub~

ordinates· and· outsiders their respon
sibilities for general direction and con
Itol (5). With this dismissal by an
agency of the COngress, the Depart
ment,"of Science idea died aborning,
though it was actively debated at thd
time in scientific circles (6). In the
ensuing decades not much was heard
about it. Proposals for- government de
partments were made in tbefields of
health, education, labor,' indUstry, com
merce, and, .agriculture, separately or
in various combinations, and three
cabinet departments (Agriculture, Com
merce, Labor) were established. be
\Ween 1885 and. 1945. Not until 1946
was ~e Department of Science idea
revived, at least in the' .legislative halls.

, Clare Booth Luce, then a Representa
tive from Connecticu4 introduced' a
bill. (H.R 5332, 79th 'Congress) to
create a Department o~ Science and
Research, stressing the·· need for na~

tiona!. self·preservation in the atomic
age and the importance of attracting
young people to science. careers.' Mrs;
Luce said: "Only the prestige which
attaches 'to a· regular member of the
cabinet will render the. findings of any
scientific body of sufficient weight to
command the constant attention'of the
highest officials of the Government in
the consideration and formulation of
policy" (7). The '- pill was pigeon~

holed by a' House cOmmittee.
Vannevar Bush was working for the

establishment· of an iridependent· agen~
cy, which he. called the National Re~

sear,ph Foundation, to sponsor research
of m.ilitary as well as civilian interest
(8). He proposed that it be governed
by a director and· part~time board of
nongovernment scientists. A separate
group of. nongovernment scientists,
which he. called a Science'Advisory
Board, would coordinate' the work of
government science agencies. These pro~

The author" is staff administrator of the Mili
tarY Operations Subcommittee, Committee on
Government Operations, U.S. House.' of Repre
Sentatives. This .article is adapted from notes
prepared for the Symposium on Science and
Engineering" Policies in TranSition, Carnegie
Institution of WashiIigton, 18 and 19 December
1968.
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posals, outlined in Bush's 1945, report
to President Truman, "~cience-the

Endless Frontier,". were modified in
legislative measures to become a' Na~
tional Science 'Foui::Ldatioil. The bill
which the Congress passed was vetoed
in July 1947 by President Truman,
who objected to control of govern
ment science policy by an outside
board (9). The criticisms were reminis
cent, in some.1<:,tesp~cts, of, those heard
in 1884-5 tcf the INational Academy
committee's proposal for a science
policy commission which would in
clude, outside as' well as government
scientists.

The Bush report was followed in
1947 by th,e Steelman report, "Science
and Public· Policy," which went over
much of the same ground but', with
closer orientation to the routines of
governmental administration. The Steel~

man report called for a National Sci
ence Foundation to be organized "on
sound lines" and suggested that the
agency be located in the Executive Of~

fice of .the President until other fed
eral programs in support of higher
educatiOn wen~ established, after which
time consideration could be' given to
grouping' all such activities, including,
the National Science Foundation, in a
singze, agency. The Steelman report also
favored a. part-time governing board
for the NSF, but government as well
as outside 'scientists were to be in
cluded. It also recommended the cre~

ation of an interdepartmental commit~

tee on scientific research and develop
ment, a special, limit in the .Bureau of
the Budget to review government. sci
ence programs, and a member. of the
White House staff to be designated' by
the President .for pUrposes of scientific
liaison (10). The Steelman report es
chewed any radical departure from the

. existing framework, presumably mean
ing that a Department of Science was,
not in the cards. Three years elapsed,
however, before the differences in the
several approaches to· a National Sci
enceFoundation were compromised
and a·bill finally enacted into law (11).

Legislative Re~ewal

Sputnik generated a new debate on
departmental status for science in the
Congress led by Senator 'Hubert H.
Hnmpbrey. On 27 Jannary 1958 a
broad-based bill, S. 3126, was jointly
introduced by Senators Humphrey,
McClellan, and Yarborough to create
a, Department of Science and Tech~
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nology which would coordinate and
improve federal functions relating to
the gathering, retrieval, and dissemina~

tion of scientific information; provide
educational loans to studen('s in certain
science' fields; establish national insti
tutes of scientific research; and .estab~
lish cooperative' programs abroad. for
collecting, translating, and distributing
scientific,and tec1n19logi9al information.
A day later Se~~tor 'Kefauver intro~
dnced S. 3180 to create a Department
of .SCience. Both bills were referred to
the Committee on Government Op
erations.

Jurisdictional questions were raised,
presumably because the bills went be
yond organizational matters into pol~

icy,. and at the request -Of S~nator
Lyndon B. Johnson, they were referred
anew to his Senate Special Committee
on. Spac~ and 'Astronautics, which had
been created to consider the govern
ment's response to the Russian".triumph
in space. Without these bills, ·1:he Com
mittee. on Government. Operations was
unable to hold hearings in the 85th
Congress on the proposal to establish
a Department of Science mid Tech~

nology, which was incorporated in
Title I of the bill, but it 'directed its .
committee staff to maintain a continu~

ing stody of that area. The Hnmphrey
subcommittee did manage, after an
agreelI'.ent reache'd with Senator John
son, to hold ,some hearings .~ May
June 1958 on' a limited ilSpect· Of Title
I, the· proposal for a scientific informa
tion center <1:>.

To narrow the:'jU'riSdictionaflSsue and
regain control of the· organizational as~

pecl, the spo~rs Qf the Humphrey
bill, now reinforced by SenatoJ;S Ervin,

,Gruening,and ~uskie, split off Title
I and introduced it" with 'certain Ie;vi
sions, as S. 676 in the' 86th Congress•
It proposed a transfer to· the new.. de
partment ot the' National Science Foun':'
dation" Atomic Energy Commission,
NatiQnalAeronautics and Space Ad~

,'ministration, National, B.ureau of Stan
dards,and certain activities of the
Smithsonian Institution. By then· . the
impetus for. a, new' department was
considerably diminished by NASA's
presence. The, 1:IJrQ.st.of. science orga~:

nization was less to coordinate and
align than, to reach out and do, for
Spntoik had cansed· hnrt pride a;nd
fear. in the nation. It was difficult to
make a .case foi legislating a .new de,:"
partm,ent to'. absorb' NASA when the
ink 'was hardly' dry on the President's
sig'nature to the National Aeronautics
and space Act (I3).

Indeed, the rush of legislative events
and the flurry of organizational activ
ity, in the. executive branch -during
1958 outpaced., the, cohunittee's. delib~

erations on the suitable form of a' bill.
The. Congress created along with
NASA an Aeronautics and Space Coun~

ell 'and a stailCling colIlIIlittee in each
bouse to monitor 'space and related
activities. The Defense Education'Act
gave support to science education and
facilities. A reorganization act fo.r the
Department of Defense established a
Directorate for' Defense Research and
Engineeriilg. The .Advanced .Research
Projects Agency,' previously established
as the military's own response to Sput~

nik~, was made an adjunct of the new·
directorate. The President acquired a
Special Assistant for Science and Tecb~

. nology and gave'· White House status
.to the ·Science Advisory Committee.
The Federal Council for Science and
Technology replaced a ·.looser inter~

. departmental committee of ,similar tunc-'
tion.. Science. advisers were assigned to
both the Secretary of State and the
Secretary General of NATO. A NATO
science committee si~ed the .out.,
ward reach of. science· for de'fense,
while ','Atoms for reace" and the In~

ternational Geophysical Year 'repre
sented' a peaceful gesture to· a world
community of ·sCience. "Altogether," ~
James R. Killian, Jr., said before the
AAAS in s~g up government sci
ence for '1958, ·..the year' brought an
impressive array of' 6rg~ational,in
novations for the management of gov";'
ernment programs in science and tech~

nology and for the' provision of scien
tific ad~ice at policy-makinglevels'! (14),'

Executive Oppositioq

The spokesmen for science at the
Presidential level made'plain. their dis
taste. for a Department of· Science and
Technology, Killian; speaking at the
AAAs meeting as tJ>e President's As
sistant for Scieneeand .Technology,
took pains to qnote .front Don K.
Price's 1954. study:' "In the organiza
tion 'Of the, Government for the'sup
petit ,of science we dQ notn~ed to, put
all of science' into a ,single ,agency; on
the contrary,we need' tosee_' that ·it
is .infused into the 'program' of every
department· and every bureau" ,(15).
The President's Science Advisory Com;"
mittee in its new em~ence regarded
a Federal Council for Science and Tech
nology as the instrument.for acm,eving
coordination~ and cooperation among
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government. science agencies. A single
department; in PSAC'scollective. view,
would not be able satisfactorily to
admiiuster either the niissiott"'Oriented
scientific and technical functions of
existing departments, or ... the ."tmique"
specialized programs.of ABC, NASA,
and NSF. This seemed ,to be !he pre-
vailing sentiment, among scientists,
though there· were .notable exceptions.
lloyd V." Bodmer would settle for a
department. excluding !be three afore
mentioned inaependent agencies;·,Wal
lace· ~.Br.odewould ,com~ine:them,with'
a host .of others, inclUding :the. Na~
tional Institutes of Health, in a Depart
ment of Science and Technology (16).

Perhaps the strongest. argument .from
a pr~tical standpoint against immediate
legislative action-that the President
had not recommended' anew depart';
ment-:-was made by· Representative (.
John W. McCormack as chairman of
the House. Selec,t. Committee on Astro
nautics and Space Exploration. He
wrote to SeIlator Humphrey in 1958
(17) :

While I believe there should be a De·
partment of Science, I feel that until
whoever is President either recommends
the establishment of such a Departnient,
or would not ,Object to such a Department
bemg eStablished, it would .be unwise· to
force such a Department upon them. I
want you to know· that I ani strongly,
in favor of a Department of Science be~
ing established and,· in my opiniari, it is
only a matter of time that one will, be
established.

In Mar<:h 1959 in a review of.the
state of science affairs, the Humphrey
subcommittee observed morosely (17,
p. 19): ".•• ·there have been certain

. administrative· actions taken whi~h tend
to evade the question .as to whether
a Department of Science and Technol~

ogy is necessary or desirable, and there
are a number. of .indications from the
scientific community that there will be
opposition ·to, such· a proposal,at least

,until .the need therefor has. been more
clearly established.'·'

'The subcommittee .held hearings in
April. 1959 on S. 676 'and S. 586 (Sena
tor Kefauver's bill) to establish a De
p'art:l'neril of 'Science. Senator Hum:
phrey, awm of the opposition, hedgOd
a,'bit~ J:Iis. opening stateme1it..rsaid that
the proposed Department of· Scieoce
arid Technology was to be CI\nsidered
one: posSible .solUtion· to·die .,problems'
of centtalizatiOnand cootdination of
fedlit& ~iencle ptograilisandopera
tions;·but n:ot,a flnal'··conclusion'of the

""1llItIime; The 'Witneslies." before the

subcommittee were· divided.' Lewis L.,
Strauss, as, Secretary of 'CoDllI).erce,
opposed departmental status' for sci~
eoce. ·Brode, as .scientific adviser. to tb,e
State· Departme'nt· and chairman of. the
AAAS, . strongly favored it. Others
pressed for a stronger adviSory appara~

tus at. the .Presidential level or a study
to determine the need for a department
and what agencies should be included
(18). It was easier to agrea on a study
commission which, to the advOc:ates
of a department, appeared better than
nothing"to the -dubiotis, ,a means of
seeking more information, and to the
opponents,a"device for deflecting- ac
tion .on a controversial 'subject.

At the conclnsion of the April 1959
hearings, the staff of the SOnate. Com,
mittee on ;Government .Opetation~
drafted a bill proposing the establish
ment of a Commission· on .a Depart~

ment of Science and ,Technology. ' This
was ,futro.duced in the senate 'on 5 May
1959 as S. 1851, under ·the joint spon
sorship of Senators 'Humphrey, Cape-.
hart, Mundt, Groening; Mnslde, Yar
borough, and Keating. Ina l~day hear
ing (28 May) on S. 1851, S. 676, and
S. 586, the subcommittee heard no com
forting words fro~ the Eisenhower Ad
ministration. Alan S.. Waterman, whose .
NSF budget had been increased· from
$50 million to $136 million after Sput
nik, opposed both a Department of
Science and Technology and a commis-- '
sion to study the matter. The· Bureau

"ofBudget representative,. the " offiCial
spokesman on all matters dealing with
reorganization, did likewise, doubting
that. "the' scien~ific memberS of the
Commission would. necessarily he best
able to jUdge the optimum form of
Goveinment organization in thiS' field."
Leonard Carmichael, secretary Qf the
Srriithsonian InstitUtion, endorsed the
study commission but suggested that,
if it 'were established, the membership
nominations· be made, by the National'
Academy of Sciences (19).

Notwithstanding the, administration's
opposition, Senator Humphrey for the
COInmitteeon Governnient Operations
reported S.1851 favorably on 18 June
1959 (19). A bipartisan commission
was needed, the report said, so 'that
uthe Congress· and the· President may
have the' benefit of. the recommenda
tions of qualified experts in the fields
~f: science,' engineering,· arid technol
ogy" as the basis for legislation to 1m
p~ve 'fed;eral, science' ,programs and
operations. The committee' juStified a:
st,udy: commission mainlyotl!the gfourid

th~t 'the Congress, needed' more 'imd
better information. As a case in point,
Killian had politely declined an earlier
invitation to· appear before the commit
tee because it might conflict with ,his
advisory role in.~e White House. Sci
ence" policy coordination or '.control at
that level, in the committee's belief.
would not assure an ample flow' of sci,;,
entific" and factual data to the Con
gress.TheDepartment'of Science and
Technology. or· at least a commission
to study its feasibility,was ,the commit~

tee's.'.proposed.solution.The Senate
did not take up the bilL A companion
House bill (lI.R. 8325) introduced on
22 July1959 by·Representative Brooks
of Louisiana, chairman of the Com
mittee On Science and Astronautics,
was referred to the Committee On
Government Operations but received
no·action. '

:rbe .OST Alternative

Early in 1960 sonator Humphrey
put the case fora ,department or ·a
cpmmis!;ion before the American Acad
ernY of Political and Social' Science
(20). But those who favured strength
ening the Presidential· advisory ap~

paratus rather th~ a new department
for science found.a champion in an~

other siJbcormrlittee of the same' Sen
ate committee~thaton,National Pol~

icy Machinery chaired, by Senator
Henry ·M. Jackson. The· Jackson. sub·
colllltlittee held hearings in April 1960
on the role of science and technology
in. foreign. and national defense policy.
!\. staff report of 14 June 1961 entitled
"Science Organization and' the Presi~

dent's Office" rejec'ted'the· Department
of Science idea on the by now familiar
ground that the diverse scientific activ
ities of the federal govern'ment could
not be conveniently extracted to'form
a. new- department. It· approved, such:
views expressed ,before' thesubcommit--
tee by James Fisk, ,president of Bell
Telephone· Laboratories" and 'then oIr
served (21):

Eight departments anc:tagencies .suPpOrt
major technical programs' and all parts of
the Government use, science in varying
d~grees to help. meet the' agency objec

. tive. ·This diffusion of science and·, tech~ ,
nology ,throughout the' Government is not
a sign of untidy administrative housekeep
ing. Rather it reflects the:, very· nature of'
sCience, 'itself. OrganiZationally, scienCe-is
not, ·a· definable jurisdi~on.Like· eoo
nOgIi,cs•. itis,a.toot, It. is an instrument
for _~lisbingtbings bavingnotbing
to'do.:Wfth scie:nce.' "
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The staff report emphasized· the Presi
dent's responsibility for science policy
direction and accordingly recommended
the strengthening of his advisory sup
port by the creation of an, Office of
Science and Technology. It pointed out
that the President could take this step
through submission of a reorganization
plan rather than through the conven
tional legislative route. The Kennedy
administration was asked to submit to
the Congress by January 1962 "its con
sidered findings and recommendations
for action." On 29 March Reorganiza
tion Plan No. 2 of 1962 creating the
OST was submitted, to take effect with
in 60 days if the Congress did not
disapprove (22).

Before the plan was formally sent to
tIie 87th Congress, S. 2771 was intro
dnced on 31 January 1962, jointly
sponsored by Senators McClellan,
Humphrey, Mundt, Cotton, aDd Yar
borough. S. 2771 was similar to S. 1851
of the 86th Congress, which had been
reported favorably by the Senate Com
mittee on Government Operations. The
revised bill contained a broad declara
tion of congre~sional policy and objec
tives in science and placed more em
phasis on the need for improvement in
federal programs for processing the
retrieval of scientific information. It
also provided that the 12-member com
mission be strengthened by a scientific
advisory panel with prescribed quali..
fications which included "ability to
communicate not only to 'professional
scientists but to laymen.'1 Hearings were
held ou 10 May and 24 July 1962.
Some moral support was provided by
Carl F. Stover's report of March 1962
on "The Government of Science" to
the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions. A Department of Science
and Technology, the Stover report said,
would establish for science a major
center of policy studies, higher statUre,
and a more favorable environment for
scientific work. Combining all govern
ment science functions made no sense,
but a single department for those func
tions less mission-oriented was "a sound
and desirable next step in the evolu
tion of Government action with r~spect

to science" (23).
The committee now had to take judi

cial notice of the alternative scheme
recommended by the Jackson subcom
mittee and seized upon by the Kennedy
Administration as a sufficient· response
to the demands for improved science
organization. Administration spokesmen
pointed to OST as a needed. mechanism
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for coordinating science policies and
advising the President, whatever the
organization of science functions for
the government as a whole. Waterman,
who was assessing NSF's truncated
policy role in the wake of the OST
plan, again opposed a commission, as
did Elmer B. Staats, deputy director
of the Budget Bureau, where all reorga
nization plans are put together. Their
plea was that OST, being new, should
have a chance to work. Furthermore,
by the "statutory underpinning;' of a
reorganization plan, OST would give
the Congress the kind of access to sci
entific information sought by the spon·
sors ,of S. 2771. This was the persuasive
point for congressional acceptance of
the plan (24).

Jerome B. Wiesner, who would serve
the Kennedy Administration in the
quadruple capacity of OST director,
President's science adviser, chairman
of the President's Science Advisory
Committee, and. chairman of the Fed
eral Council for Science and Technol
ogy, made his first appearance before
Congress as OST director when he
testified 'on 31 July 1962 at hearings
of the Holifield subcommittee (House
Committee on Government Operations).
In amplifying his views on science
organization, Wiesner gave conditional
endorsement to a Department of Sci·
ence. To "set up a radically new orga
nization" encompassing all the scien
tific activities of the federal govern..
ment he considered unworkable. If a
"less comprehensive Department of Sci
ence were created," including the
Atomic Energy Commission, National
Science Foundation, National Bureau
of Standards, and certain other agen;.
cies, he believed the operations of these
agencies might be improved. At the
same time, the need would remain to
coordinate and integrate the activities
of these agencies with the related sci
entific and technical programs of the
mission-oriented agencies. "In other
words, the OST is neither a substitute
for nor in competition with a. Federal
Department of Science" (25).

The Senate Committee on Govern
ment Operations, not daunted by the
new presence of OST, reported favor
ably (with some technical revisions) on
S. 2771, proposing a Commission on
Science and Technology (26). The bill
passed the Senat.e by unanimous con
sent ou 8 August 1962 (27). In the
House it was referred to· the Commit
tee on Science and Astronautics on 9
August, and there it died. The exercise

was repeated in the 88th Congress.
S. 816, sponsored by Senators McClel·
lan, Humphrey, Mundt, Gruening,
Javits, Cotton, and Yarborough, was
introduced on 18 February 1963.
Chairman McClellan, now the leading
sponsor, emphasized that Wiesner,· in
his 'testimony before the Holifield sub
committee, maintained that OST and
a Department of Science and Technol';'
ogy were not in conflict (28). The bill
was approved by the Senate Committee
on Government Operations and re
ported to the Senate' on 4 March 1963
(29). It passed the Senate by unani
mous consent on 8 March (30) and
was referred to the House Committ~

on Science and Astronautics,,' which
also had a companion bill,. H.R. 4346,
introduced by Representative Teague
of Texas (31). No action was taken on
these bills in the House committee.

In place of a mixed commission, the
reaction on the House side was to cre
ate several new· subcommittees on sci·
ence. Thus in August 1963, the House
Committee on Science and Astronau
tics created a Subcommittee on Sci..
·ence, Rewarch and Development,
chaired by Representative Daddario of
Connecticut. And the House .of Rep
resentatives, a month later, created the
Select Committee on Government Re
search, chaired by Representative El·
liott .of Alabama. The Select COffilIlit
tee took a dim view of departmental
status for science, judging by its tenth
and concluding report of 29 December
1964, which contained this statement
(32):

The specters of overlap, gaps, conflict,
and duplication among agency programs
can best be met through adequate top
level coordination of agency programs.
Consolidating research and development
into one or a few separate agencies-such
as an .often suggested Department of Sci
ence and Technology-would separate
such work from the purposes for which
it is performed, the committee believes,
with devastating effects both to the work
and to the capacities of agencies to carry
out their missions.

In the 89th Congress Chainnan Mc
Clellan, 'Joined by Senators Mundt:
Ribicoff, Gruening, and Yarborough,
reintroduced the commissiQn bill
(S. 1136) on 17 Febroary 1965. aod
Representative Wolff sponsored the
companion bill (H.R. 5609) in the
House. By nOW congressional interest
in the proposal had waned. No hear..

. ings were held, and the Senate com·
mittee did. not bother to report it out.
Humphrey, nO .longer a Senator, pre-
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sided over the Senate as Vice President
and became immersed in intricacies of
space and ocean programs as statutory
chairman' of technical councils in these
areas. Occasionally, other voices re
newed the call for a department. Ralph
Lapp proposed a Department of Sciw
ence in his 1965' book, The New Priestw

hood (33). J. Herbert Holloman, after
5 years as Assistant Secretary of Com~
merce' for Science and Technology,
recommended to the Ribicoff subcom
mittee in 1968 that a DeplL.'"'tment of
Science and Technology be a prime
subject for study by a proposed Com~

mission on Organization and Manage~

ment of the Executive Branch: (34). At
-theyear's,.end, ·Donald F. Hornig, from
the vanta-gepoint of "five years at the
bench of U.S. science policy," spoke
out before the AAASin ,favor of a
Department of Science as well as a
strengthening of the President's science
advisory setup (35).

As one traces the lines, of argument
for and against departmental status for
science, it is apparent that they thread.
back to the controversy of the 1880's.
The positive side, projected by the NAS
committee report of 1884, is that sci
ence will ,benefit from the status and
prestige ,which go with cabinet rank
and large departmental resources. The
negative side, well stated by Secretary
of the Navy William E. Chandler be
fore the congressional commission in
1884, is that science is not a gov~rnw

ment mission in itself but an aSpeCt of
other and.' proper departmental mis
sions; consequently science bureaus or
functions should be placed or remain
within' the department to which they
are "naturally related" (36). Contem~

porary fOnilulations have~'timproved

much on ,these themes. Proponents of
a separate department for science view
'its secretary as a protector and spokes~

man,' of scie~ce in' government coun~

dis, while opponents see a, bureau;"
cratic monstrosity in which politics pre
vail over scientific objectivity; On both
sides attitudes are hardened by convic~

tion or softened by practical considera·
nons. Doubtless many who are 'other~

wise. wellRintentioned toward a new de-.
partmeJit fear that it 'would cut down
opportunities for grants and contracts
given by various uncoordinated gov
ernment science agencies. Others who
are moved more by a concern for econ~

amy in government than for prestige
in science believe that departmental
organization would eliminate duplica~

tion and insure closer coordination of
costly governmen.t programs.

Case for a Department

That it is impracticable to tear out
researoh and development functions
from department· and agency settings
and bring them aU-t~therin'a -new
department goes without saying. But
rthe case for a Depaitment of Science
and Teohnology cannot be that easily
dismissed. To argue that science is a
means' and not an end, or that science
(and technology) is not by itself a ma~

jor purpose of government justifying
departmental' organization, narrows the
issue unduly and overlooks some very
practical problems. Agricultural re
search, let us quickly agree, is properly
a part of the Department of Agricul~

tore mission, but What about the large
relatively self-contained or semiauton
omous agencies with .missions which
fall almost completely in the dom'ain
of .science and teChnology and· which
"overshadow ·in size and importance
some of the older departments? If
ABC's mission is atomic .energy de
velopment and NASA's is space ex
ploration, it is merely tautological to

"distinguish these missions from &cience
and technology iIi' given fields. Then
it .becomes a pragmatic .problem of
government organization (and politics)
to determine whether it is advanta
geous to bring together in a single de
partment selected' agencies and sub
'agencies associated by shared pur~

poses, related functions, or some other
defining element of mutual involve
ment. Modern precepts of government
organization and administration favor
a relatively few strong departments en
compassing similar or related functions
in place of a profusion of independent
agencies. The· quest here' is more com~

pelling than a desire for organizational
symmetry or housekeeping tidiness.
The President, as manager of the exec
utive branch, does not have the time
to deal with scores of agencies. To
maintain a proper "span of control"
he must strive to bring ·these agencies
within departmental confines and de_
pend. on the: department heads to ad
minister the manifold affairs of gov~

emment (37).
The challenge is that government in

all its diversity does not lend itself
easily to departmentalizing by major
purpose or mission or any other or-'
ganizing principle. Most· organizational
arrangements are less ambitious--ex~

pedient responses to urgent· problems
dictated more by politics than political
sci~nce. Government takes on a patch~

work appearance. From time to time

attempts are 'made to ·sort out and re
arrange agencies' and functions in more
orderly patterns, ~ven to· the extent of
disestablishing .or reforming old de~

partments. Not every, worthy governw'
ment cause 'which seeks wider accept~

ance and ampler resources through sep
arate departmental status can be ac
commodated. A multiplicity of depart
m~nts would, defeat the rationale for
departmental organization. . On the
other hand, if a department embraces
too many missions or disparate func
tions, it becomes UDwieldy-a con
glomerate or a holding company in
which the secretary struggles constantly
to keep in line strong-willed adminis~

trators of operating agencies.
In a dynamic, democratic society,

governmental reorganization, despite
the obstacles, signifies changing policy,
a new approach-and reorganization on
a departmental ~ale makes the great~

est impact. Accordingly every adminis
tration can be expected to give special
attention to such possibilities. Since
World War II, each President has
opted for a llew department-Truman
for DOD, Eisenhower for HEW, Ken
nedy for HUD, and Johnson for DOT
(38): The Nixon Administration has
established an advisory group on· reor
ganization, whose recommendations are
yet to be made (39). Characteristically,
the post-World War II departments
each represent a coalescence of estab
lished agencies and resources to sub~

serve a broade~ policy or purpose of
government. In several instances, the
way was prepared by interim coordi
nating organizations. Thus, the DOD
was preceded by a looser federation
formally known as the Military Estab
lishment, HEW by the Federal Secu
rity Agency, and HUD by the Housing
and Home Finance Agency.TheDe~

partment of Transportation, the latest
departmental creation, did not go
thro~gh a transitional form but estab
lished .transportatioQ agencies w~re a
base upon which to build.

Science and technology,· comprising
large sectors of government activity
with various organizational forms, have
a similar potential for departmental or
ganization. When great national prob
lems arose, requiring positive and
pointed government response, 'inde
pendent agencies were created-the
ABC for the control. of atomic energy
after Hiroshima, the NSF to preserve
the post-World War n momentum of
research and development, and NASA
after Sputnik. With"the passing years,
as missions are completed or redirected·
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and as agencies mature, it is difficult
to maintain the momentum 'and the ex·
citement of the early days. New prob.~

lems emerge, priorities are reassessed,
tiuents are turned elsewhere." The
atomic, energy progr~ is about 2S
years old, the NSF has been in busi~

ness 18 years, and the space agency,
past its 10th birthday, will age rather
quickly after a lunar landing. Reor~

ganization generates its own excite
ment, infuses new energies, develops

- _new missions.

Candidates for Inclusion

Thus ABC and NASA, independent
technical agencies with multibillion·
dollar yearly budgets, 'are prime candi
dates for transfer to a new department.
Their intere,sts increasingly will overlap
as 'boosters and spacecraft come to de
pend more on .nuclear technology.
Both are sponsors of hardware develop:,
mentas well as basic research. Both
are involved in intricate ways with
Department of Defense programs. Both
have large laboratory" complexes and,
diversified resources for, research and
development. Both are faced with prob~ .
able cutb~cks and the nee4 to reassess
missions, for the long term. The reas
sessment, in NASA's case, is associated'
with the 'moon 'landing,which will cli
max a· decade of technical effort 'di~

rected largely' to this single goal. New
vistas of space exploration beckon, but
in the welfare decade of ,the 1970's
more ea:r:th·bouod causes will exert a
.strong gravitational,pull on funds.

As for the ABC, the growth of nu·
clear stockpiles to what many regard
as overkill dimensions and the gradual
shift to indusiry of responsibility for
nuclear power development are less eli·
maciic. The safety and regulatory func
tions associated with nuclear power,
which some foresee as ABC's: major
responsibility ahead, could well be
tra:i:lsferred to' the Federal' Power Com
mission, possibly helping to rejuvenate
an old-line agency,. just as the Fed·
eral Communications Commission has
had to grapple with the regulatory ;as
peets of satellite communications. Nu·
clear ordnance development and fab
rication possibly could be shifted to
the Department of Defense (40). The
Department of Science' and Technol
ogy would have, one may conceive, a
space service and an· atomic service,
perhaps less ambitious than at present
but still perfonning vital scientific and
technical work. Th" reorganization also
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would permit a realignment and better
integration of the great laboratory
complexes assOciated with these two
agencies. Indeed, the realigning process
for federal laboratories as a whole
could be speeded up by this means.

The National Science Foundation-is
a somewhat different type. of agency.
It maintaiils no laboratories except a
few contract ,esearch cent.ers and

,builds no large projects or systems,
with the .,exception of 'the ill-fated
Mohole project. It values its relative
independence and freedom from politi~

cal .influences in .supporting academic
science. In terms of prospective depart~

mental status, it could, be" argued that
NSF has as much affinity with. educa
tion as with science, and if a separate
Department of Education were to be
created, undoubtedly there would be
advocates for inclusion of NSF. On the
other hand, education reaches out. to
ward· areas of contemporary concerp.
not closely identified with science, such
as job training and placement. and man
power development, so that some en
visage education as the organizing
principle for, a Department of Human
Res'ources (41)..Hornig favors the sci"
ence-education nexus. He would make
NSF the. "core" of a Department ot
Science, linking basic research closely
with higher education. In this concept",
the new department .. would· ,be little
concerned with. technology "as distin
guished from science, ··leaving techno~

logical development .1J:0· "agenci~s with
specific tasks and nrissions" (~5).

In the writer's view, the prospects
for: depaI1me"Iital .status are greatly im
proved if technology and science are
conjoined~' Creating a new department
is difficult enough in itself, hut- tech
nology provides more leverage· and
power for organizational change than
basic research.or pure science. The
new department .woUld need a bigger
core ora broader base than that of~

fered by NSF alone. In any event, the
writer sees no serious obstacle to mak
ing the NSF a component of a Depart
ment of Science and Technology.. In
that way grants and ·other ,financial
support to academic institutions Could
be ·better integrated, since NASA and
ABC also_ are, substantial contributors
t~ academic science. F~eimore, the
1968 amendments to the National Sci
ence Foundation Act add applied re:~

search to :the. agency's· reponsibilities
and thereby bring it closer to 'the tech-
nologicat concerns. of other govern
ment agencies (42).

There is good logic. in establishing.a

Department of Science and Technology
to house .not only older, more mature
agencies but alSo new ones which4ave
not ye.t found a suitable, home. Ocean..
ography arid related disciplines or tech.;
nologies may be put in this class. :Nu·
merous. government .agencies are en··
gaged in marine science activities,. but
the Congress has 'been groping for a
.decade·. or more to find the organiza
tional. base for a broad. program .of
ocelQl development. The 1966 legisla
tion, which created a temporary
comrtrlssion and a council. for ma
rine sciences" a'nd resources, stated
a policy and provided a.coordinating
group but sidestepped the basic organi
zational problem (43). The Commis
sion on Marine Sciences, Engineering
and Resources,on the eve of its de-
mise, proposed that a National ,Oceanic
and Atmospheric Agency ·be created
as "the principal instrumentality within
the Federal Government for adminis
tration of the Nation's civil marine and
atmospheric, programs." At the, same
time" the commission pointed out th~t

it was proposing. "an organization
which can easily ~t into a mo~ funda
mental restructuring of the Federal
Government" (44).. Clearly, the com';'
mission'was leaving the. door open for
incorpox:ation of marine scitmces ~d
resources in a Department of, Science
and. Technology

Imme~te ..AdvaIi~es

One of the immediate advantages. in
creating a new government' hou~e .for
science and ~chnology' is the opportu
nity it .affords. for eliminating the clut
ter in the Executive Office of the Pre,;i
dent .or .at least making room for
needed new services. The Aeronautics
and Space, Council and the National
Council on Marine Resources and En·
gineering Development both coUld be
abolished' or, along. With PSAC and
OST, shifted in whole or in part to the
new depa:rtment, though· it·must .be ree.
ognized.that ,the President will continu'e
to need a science adviser with· some
staff of his own. The Vice President,
now statutory chairman of the 'space
and marine councils, could retain his

.valuable ...association with government:
science and continue; to gain th~tech

nical information and insight needed.
for leadership in our technocratic. s()oo
ciety by serving in som" appropriate
capacity, possibly as chairman of the
advisory apparatus annexeq. to the new
department.. The. .Office of Telecom.

"
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munications Management, for want of
a better alternative, also could be
housed in the Department of Science
and Technology. This office needs
strengthening" to deal with communi
cations problems of growing severity
and technical sophistication. The Post
Office and Transportation Departments
each could make a claim for telecom
munications management, but -obvious
ly they have enough problems of their
own.

The removal from. the Executive Of
fice of its ~ientific or technical coun
cils and offices is not a downgrading of
scienCe but a practical recognition that
the President cannot give them sus
tained attention (45). Moreover, they
have less impact on affairs than is usu
ally supposed. Their directors parade
before the government departments
and agencies dothed in the uniform of
Presidential prestige but are uncertain
to what extent they can speak. or act in
his name. The department head direct
ing a broad range' of scientific and
technical programs with a large budget
has power and prestige of a more com~

pelling kind. His command of re~

sources, public visibility, and cabinet
participation enable him to serve as
principal science adviser to the Presi~

dent in a much more direct and posi
tive way than the White House adviser
or Executive Office functionary several
steps removed from the scene of de
partmental action and operations. If
the scientific community is concerned
about prestige for science in govern
ment, there .is considerable trade-off
value in· a department head as against
the Executive Office coordinator or
consultant.

Another advantage: is that the new
department could house technical agen
cies or bureaus which are obstacles to,
or casualties of, other reorganizations.'
For example,in January 1967, Presi~

dent Johnson proposed a merger of the
Departments of Commerce and Labor
(46). He did not push the proposal
when the response in congressional and
some other quarters seemed unfavor
able. Despite the inevitable resistance,
there was merit in a merger, the objec~

tive being a department of economic
affairs or economic development. Since
the Department of Commerce has ac
quired by historical accretion a num~

ber of important technical services now
encompassed in the Environmental Sci~

ence Services Administration, the Na
tional Bureau of Standards, the U.S.
Patent Office, and other. units, it would

have m~de sense, in the event of a
Commerce-Labor merger, to extract
these technical agencies and place them
in a Department of Science. and Tech
nology.

Finally, a Department of Science
and Technology would provide better
interface with the Department of De
fense. Although it, would not be Wise
to transfer research and development
commands, offices, or agencies from
the Department of Defense to the "civil
ian department in any wholesale fash
ion, conceivably several mi1itary-man~

aged laboratories, agencies, or pro~

grams could be transferred On a selec~

tive basis 'if their relationship to mili
tary needs is limited, if they now serve
many government users, and if their
concern is more with science than with
defense (47). A civil· department con
veniently could. assume DOD respon
sibilities in 'supporting educational cen
ters of excellence or sponsoring certain
kinds of social or other research. This
need not be a one-way transfer proc
ess, since formation of a n~w depart
ment might well involve assignment of
certain functions to the military, as
mentioned before in the· case of nu
clear ordnance.. More systematic co
ordination and congruence· of policy
and program can be achieved by two
major departments in Ibalance than by
one department on the military side
dealing with assorted sdentific .and
technical agencies on the civil side.
Even a casual perusal of the numerous
memoranda of understanding, working
arrangements, and coordinating mech
anisms between the DOD and NASA,
for example, suggests the complexity
of these inte;ragency relationships.
Complexity cannot be eliminated but
it can be reduced. The logic here is
even more persuasive as agencies
wrestle with joirit projects' and inter
acting programs.

All the decisions' as to' the composi
tion of the Departrnent of Science and
Technology need. not, of course, be
made at one time. lithe universe of
government agencies is surveyed and
all possible candidates identified, then
problems of tr~sfer would seem too
overwhelming for immediate solution.
The important first step is to. assemble
the independent agencies and sub
agenCies as the departmental core, and
then to' build around them. This in it
self will be a' monumental task, but

. the vision of the NaHona! Academy
cornm.ittee of 1884 may still be sound
(48).
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to Lyman by 0; C. Marsh, president of the
National Academy of Sciences, by· letter
dated 16 Oct. 1884. It was printed in Senate
Misc. Doc. No. 82 (serial No. 2345, 49th
Congress, 1st session (1886) vol. 4; also as
appendix D to the Report oCf the National
Academy of Science:; for 1884 (Government
Printing Office,Washington, D.C., 20 April
1885), p. 33.

4. The NAS committee proposed that the com·
mission include the president of the Na~

tional Academy of Sciences; the secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution; two nongovern
ment civilian scientists· of high reputation ap
pointed by the President of the United States
for 6-year terms; one officer· of the Corps
of Engineers; one Navy professor of mathema
tics skilled in astronomy (the last two to
be designated by the President for 6-year
terms); the superintendent of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey; the director of the Geologi·
cal SUrvey; and the officer in charge of the
Meteorological Service. The secretary of the
department including the 'science agencies
would be ex officio president of the commis
sion,. and the' commission would be attached
to the office of the secretary.

S. Senate Rep. No. 1285;' 49th Congress, 1st
session (8 June 1886), p. 54.

6. See A. Hunter Dupree, Science tilld rhe Ped~

eral Government (Harvard Univ. Press,
Cambridge, 1957), p; 215, Dupree writes of
this period: "In contrast to the glorious and
successful defense of the· new scientific bu~

reaus, the experts had done a .ragged job for
a Department of Science. The National
Academy had done nothing to push the
brainchiid of its committee, which admitted
political defeat in advance" (p. 230) ~

7. Congr. Rec. 92, A14 (1 Feb. 1946). The Luce
bill provided for a Secretary appointed by
the President with Senate confirmation, and
five' Assistant Secretaries, appointed. by the
President, to head, respectively, the following
bureaUll:Physics and Mathematical Sciences,
Public Health and' Social Sciences, Scientific
Education and Information, Biological Sci
ences, and Engineering· and Techn9logical.
Sciences. The Secretary would be empowered
to appoint· an advisory council of not more
than 100 members representing aU branches
of science.

8. Science-the Endless· Prontler,A Report to
the President on a'· Program for Postwar
Scientific Research, (July 1945). The report
was reprinted by the National Science Foun
dation (Government Printing Office,' Wash.
ington, D.C., July 1960).

9. Congr. Rec. 93, 10567 (17 Nov. 1947). See
Don K. Price, Government and Science (New
York Univ. Press, New York,·1954), p.048.

10. Science and Public Policy, Report of the
President's Scientific Research Board· (Gov
ernment Printing Office, Washingron,D.C.,
4 Oct. 1947), vol. 3, p. 23.

11. Public Law 81-507,64 Stat. 149 (10 May
1950).

12•. Progress Report on ScienCe, Program~ oj
the Pederal Government, Senate Rep. ~o.

2498, 85th Congress, 2d session (9 Sept.
1958),.p. 14; Congr. Rec. 105, 1078 (23 Jan.
1959).

13. Public .Law 85-567, 72 Stat. 426 (29 July
1958).

14. Killian's address, made on 29 Dec. 1958,
was printed in Science Program-86th Con
gres:;, Senate Rep. No. 120, 86th Congress,
1st, session (23 March 1959), p. 3.

15. D. K. Price, Government and Science (New
York Univ. Press, New York, 1954), p. 63.
Price was discussing the potential role of
NSF as '8 central science agency and not
specifically a Department of Science.

16. Senate Rep. No. 120, 86th Congress, 1st ses-
sion (23 March 1959), p. 26. Berkner'a,views
were set forth in an address, "National Sci-
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ence Policy and the Future," at Johns
Hopkins University (16 Dec. 1958), published
in the same report, apPendix D, p. 110. Brode's
address on the same subject as retiring
president of the AAAS, (28 Dec. 1959) was
placed in the Congressional Record, along
with press articles and editorials, by Senator
Kefauver [Concr. Rec. '106, 615 (18 Jan.
1960)1. For additional materials on the
pros and cons, of a department, see Science
WId Technology Act 0/ 1958, Analysis and
Summary by the Staff of the Senate Com
mittee on Government Operations, Senate
Doc. No. 90, 85th Congress, 2d session
(April 1958).

17. Senate Rep. No. 120, 86th' Congress, 1st
session (23 March 1959), p. 29.

18. Create a ..Department 0/ Science WId, Tech~

noloKY, hearings before the Subcommittee on
Reorganization and International Organiza
tions, Senate Committee on Government
Operations, 86th Congress, 1st session, on
S. 676 and S. 586 (16-17 April 1959), pt. t,
pp. 47 aI1d 71.

19. Establishment of a Commission on a Depart
ment of Science and Technology, Senate Rep.
No. 408 (18 June 1959), p. 6.

20. Ann. Amer. Acad. Polito Soc. Sci. (Jan.
1960), p. 27; Senator Humphrey placed this
article in the Congressional Record [106, 5235
(10 March 1960)J.

21. Organizing for National Security: Science
Organization and the Presidenf3 Office, staff
study by the Subcommittee on National
PolicY Machinery, Senate Committee on Gov
ernment Operations, 87th Congress, 1st ses.
sion (committee print, 14 June 1961), p. 1.

22. House Doc. 372, 87th Congress, 2d session
(29 March 1962).

23. Senator Humphrey .placed an excerpt from
the Stover report in the Congressional Record
[108, 11822 (27 June 1962)]. A statement by
Stover supporting the commission proposal
was printed in Establishment of a Commis
sion on Science WId Technology, Senate
Rep. No. 1828, 87th Congress, 2d session (6
Aug. 1962), p. SO. The report The Govem~

ment of Science proposed that the Depart
ment of Science and Technology absorb the
activities of NSF, PSAC and FCST, along
with the Weather Burea,,-, National: Bureau
of Standards, Office of Saline Water, Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Navy Hydrographic
Office. Naval Observatory, portions of the
Smithsonian's research work, and the Antarc
tic programs of the Navy and NSF. Larger
agencies. such as NASA and Nm were cited
as candidates for inclusion, though ABC was
excluded on the ground that its size and
operational character could overwhelm the
new department. .

24. Create a Comisslon on Science and Tech·
nology, hearings before the Senate Com
mitteeon Government Operations, 87th Con
gress, 2d session, on S.2771 (24 July 1962),
pt. 2; ReorganizatIon Plan No. 2 of 1962,
hearings before a subcommittee of the. House
Committee on Government Operations, 87th
Congress, 2d session (17 April 1962). Jerome
B. Wiesner wrote later: "Possibly the most
important consequence of providing a statu~

tory basis for the scientific activities in the
Executive Office of the President is that the
Director may now appear beJore Congress
to explain, when possible,. the Government
wide views of activities and problems"
[Where Science and Politics Meet (McGraw
Hill, New York, 1965), p. 47].

25. SystemtJ Development and Management, bear·
ings .before the Military Operations Subcom~

mittee of tho House Committee on Govem~
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ment Operations, 87th Congress, 2d session
(l July 1962), pt. I, p. 156.

26. Establishment of a Commission on Science
ll1Id Technology, Senate Rep. No; 1828, 87th
Congress, 2d session (6 A!lg. 1962).

27. Congr. Rec. 108, 15968 (8 Aug. 1962).
28. SenatOr McClellan placed excerpts from the

Wiesner testlmony in the Congressional Ree.
ord on two separate occasions [10~, 2395
(18 Feb. 1963) and Ibid. (23 May 1963), p.
9299]. It was also carried in tho committee
report cited below (29).

29. Establishment of a Commission on Science
and Technology, Senate Rep. No. 16, 81st
Congress, 1st session (4 March 1963).

30. Congr. Rec. 109, 3808 (8 March 1963).
In remarks accompanying the bill Senator
Humphrey said an· independent "Hoover·
type" commission was needed to (1) counter·
balance the executive's excessive dependence
on a small in-group of scientists for policy
advice and program evaluation; (il) review,
with the aim to improve, the activities of
the NAB-NRC as well as those of the gov
ernment agencies; and (iii) examine federal
organization· for information retrieval.

31. Referring the bills to the House Committee
on Science and Astronautics signified a
change in jurisdictional policy. Heretofore
such bills had been referred to the House
Committee on Government Operations, which
generally has jurisdiction over organization
matters.

j2. National Goals and Policiea, House Rep. No.
1941, 80th Congress, 2d session (29 Dec.
1964), p. 49. The Select Committee expired
with the 88th Congress on 3 Jan. 1965. In
accordance with one of its recommendations,
a Subcommittee on Research and Technical
Programs was established within the House
Committee· on ,Government Operations. This
subcommittee, chaired by Representative
Reuss, was in existence through the end of
the 90th Congress.

33. R. Lapp, The New Priesthood (Harper &
Row. New York, 1965), p. 204. Lapp pro
posed that the Department of Science make
basic research grants (on a lump-sum basis);
manage the government Iaboratories; absorb
all or part Of the functions of OST, PSAC,
and FCST; and take over the functions of
the ABC (civilian part), NSF, ONR, Office
of Saline Water, National Bureau of Stan
dards, and the Weather Bureau.

34. Establish a Commission on .he Organlzatron
WId Management of the Executive Branch,
hearings before the Subcommittee on Bxecu~

tive Reorganization of the Senate Coriunlttee
on Government. Operations,. 90th Congress, 2d
session (23 Jan. 1968), p. 58. Honomon pro
posed that the Department of Science and
Technology include the NSF, NASA, BSSA,
National Bureau of Standards, Geologica!
Survey, Census Bureau "and perhaps parts
of NIH and the AEC.-

35. D. F. Hornig, remarks at AAAS Meeting,
Dallas, Texas (29 Dec. 1968).

36. Senate Misc. Doc. No. 82 (serial No. 2345),
49th Congress. 1st session (1886), voL 4,
p. 66.

37. The usual text for this organizational ap
proach is the. report of the First Hoover
Commission, "General Management of the
Executive Branch" (Feb. 1949). which rec
ommended that: ''The numerous agencies of
the executive branch must be grouped into
departments as nearly as possible by major
purposes in order to give a coherent mission
to each Dep3rtment" (p. 34). Senator
Humphrey quoted this recommendation in
his AnnaltJ article (20).

38. The Departnient of Housing and Urban De
velopment actually was established. during
the Johnson Administration, although Presi

'dent Kennedy pressed for. its creation from
the beginning of his administration. The
stumbling block to congressional acceptance
was President Kennedy's announced intention
to appoint Robert C. Weaver as Secretary
of the new department. Similarly, congres-
sional opposition to a putative department
head (Oscar R. Ewing) prevented President
Truman from getting the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, which was
created in the Eisenhower Administration.

39. President Nixon announced the appointment
of an Advisory Council on Executive OrganI~

zation on 5 April 1969. The members are:
Roy L. Ash (chairman), president of Litton
Industries, Inc.; George Baker, dean of the
Graduate School of Business Administration,
Harvard University; Jobn B. ConnallY, for
mer governor of Texas; Frederick R. Kappel,
chairman of the executive committee, Amer
ican Telephone and Telegraph Company; and
Richard M. Paget,. member of Cresap, Me.
Cormick and Paget.

40. Lapp (33,. p. 206)· proposed that the ABC'lI
nuclear production facilities be mothballed
in part and the remainder transferred to the
Department of ~ense. Representative Craig
Hosmer, in an address "The Science Estab
lishment: Where Ia It Headed?" [Congr. Rec.
(6 March 1968). p. E1606J posed the
AEC problem in terms of diversification or
decline: "Unless ABC's charter is revised
to give it a responsibility to conduct research
for other government agencies, it would seem
that some of these facilities and programs
would be better off under an organization
more fundamentally oriented toward basic
research, such as the National Science
Foundation."

41. R. E. Miles, lr., Public Admin. Rev. :17, 1
(March 1967). Text included in hearings be
fore the Subcommittee on Executive ReorganI~

zation, Senate Committee on Government
OperationS'. 90th Con~ss, 2d session (23
Jan. 1968), p. 115.

42. Public Law 90-407, 82 Stat. 360, (18 luly
1968).

43. Public Law 85-454, 80 Stat. 203 (17 June
1966). See also Public Law 9()"242. 81 Stat.
780 (2 Jan. 1968).

44. Our Nation and the Sea, Report of the
Commission on Marine Science, Engineering
and Resources (9 Jan. 1969 preprint), p. 7.

45. ". . • The easy' answer to aU problems in
Government, scientific and nonscientific,
seems to be to move them closer to the
President. I don't think that tenable for all
things-he is already overburdened" [D. F.
Hornig (35)J.

46. State of ,the Union Message, House Doc. No.
1, 90th Congress, 1st session (19 Jan. 1967).
p. 3.

47. A current example of a government labora
tory with diversified scientific capabilities and
no obvious place to go upon withdrawal of
military sponsorship Is the Navy Radiological
Defense Laboratory. It is slated for closure
by the end of this year, even though ita
resources could be readily a,dapted to impor
tant research in thecivll sector. The pro
posed closure of NRDL also illustrates the
poor ,planning not infrequently found in gov
ernment. Six months ago a $6-million cyclo
tron was installed for special research in
biomedical effects of radiation.

48. The views· expressed herein are the author's
and not necessarily those of any member
of the Congress.
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In less than a decade, Congress has conduCf~cI special
investigations into federal S'.lpport of research and deM

. velopment through· th'reeacl hoc committees, set up
two new standing committees, and created two new
subcommittees-all in .an effort t~ probe broad policy
questions of science and technology. Yet, the fundaM
mental problem of devising an effective science policy
continues to baf1leCongress and the WhiteHouse.
.P~rhaps what is needed is a Science of Science Policy.
Here, RichardL. Chapman, senior sfaff member, NOM
tiona( Academy of Public Adminisfration, examipes
the problem and indicates a solution.

The past decade bears witness to an intensified con
gressionalinterest in science .and technology as well as
in their impact upon national policy. The growth of
this interest can be measured· by the number of con
gressional committees or subcommittees that have con
ducted investigations into some aspect of science and
technology. The seemingly disorganized manner of the
legislative branch in dealing with national questions of
science policy-as with nearly any other broad question
-has bred an increasing frustration, uot only among
some legislators, but among interested members of the
public_especially the research' and. development com
muuity.

World War II had barely ended when the Senate
Committee ou Military Affairs opeued hearings On the
creation of a National Science Foundation (NSF). A
number of legislators and scientists, promiuent in the
war.developed Office of Scientific Research and Devel·
opment (OSRD), were eager to see that the conclusion
of the war did not end the highly successful coopera
.tion betweeu the federal government 'Iud science, both
academic and industrial.

.The first major step taken by Congress to involve it
self on a continuing basis in scientific matters was the
establishnient of the Joint Committee on Atomic En
ergy by the Atomic Energy Act of 1946. The Commit
tee <juickly achieved control in detenniniug policy mat

. ters on atomic energy, developing an interest and ex
ercising authority even iu details o~ administrative man
agement.

·'The next research and development foray by Con
gress coincided'with the national fnror over the success
fullaunchiug of Russia's sputnik iu October 1957. Most
congressional concern focused upOn the position of the
United Stat~s vis-a-vis Russia with respect to missile and
space techuology. The Senate,through its Anned
Services Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee,pur
sned the cause and solntion to the missile and space
mess. Hubert Humphrey, then Chainnan of the Senate
Government Operations Snbcommittee on Reorgani
zation and International Organizations, introduced legis
lation to create a jlepartment of science to improve the
coordination and effectiveness of fedel)ll science. or-

M~rc,h 1969 Bulletin of the ,AtomicScientists

Congress and Science
Policy:

The Organizational
Dilemma

RICHARD L. CHAPMAN

ganizations. a.oth the Senate and House established
high-powered select committees to develop new legis'
lation. to put the United States back into the space
race.

The major objective of Senator Humphrey's proposed
Science and Technology Act of 1958 was to organize,
under a secretary at the Cabinet level, the coordination
and centralization ofthpse federal science activities that
'were scattered among various departments. Humphrey
emphasized that he wished to give science a mote pow
erful voice in government through a cabinet-level posi
tion, and to provide Congress with access to scientific
expertise in the Executive aranch. The legislators had
been somewhat miffed at their inability to get top'level
scientific opinion from the newly-appointed President's
science advisor and his committee, whose position of
executive privilege put them beyond the reach of con
gressional COmmittees, and seemingly denied the Con
gress access to outstanding scientists familiar with major
federal programs..

EVERYONE IN THE ACT

While Senator Humphrey was promoting a Depart
ment of Science, the House 'Iud the Senate select com-

. mittees tackled the creation of a new civilian space
agen,CY. At the same time, the Joint Committee on .

. Atomic Enegry was ready with questions abont why
the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) might be a
good framework within which to pursue a national
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space mission, With the creation of the civilian Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
both the House and Senate established new standing
committees to exercise legislative jurisdiction. In the
Senate it was the Committee on Aeronantical and
Space Scienc~. The Honse created the Committee on
Science and Astronautics, implying an interest in sci
ence in general, and specifically including both NASA
and NSF.

The traditional House and Senate committees found
reasons to conduct investigations into spme aspect of
science aud technology. For example, the Armed, Serv
ices Committees of both the House and Senate con
ducted special investigations into the military missile
program, ,as did the House Military Opemtions Sub
committee" and the Senate Government Opemtions
Subcommittee on National Security.

The Bnreau of the Budget had provided a new ve
hicle for focusing attention On fedeml research and
.development when it issued a special analysis of fedeml
research and development programs as an appendix to
the. President's 'budget fOr fiscal 1955. Although this
special analysis continned to. be no more than a col
lection of s!';ttistics on the research and development
financed by. federal agencies, it helped to emphasize
the aggregate importance of fedemlresearch activity.

For nearly six years Congress had been concerned
about the nee(!, hi accelemte research and development
,spending. But by 1963 the .expansion was moving mpid-
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Iy, and spending increasing so quickly that Congress
began to consider the qnestion of whether or not fed
eml money was being wisely spent. The House estab
lished the Select Committee on Research on September
11, 1963. Over the next 16 months this. committee,
chaired by' Carl Elliott (D., Ala.), issued 10 studies
mnging from a surv~ of fedeml research aud develop
ment grant admiuistration pmctices, through coutmct
policies aud procedures, to au assessmeut of the impact
of federal research and developmeut programs. The
work of the committee was widely hailed for coutribut
ing to better understaudiug of the breadth, iuteusity,
and natllre of research aud development progmms cou
ducted or sponsored by federal ageucies. The Eliott
Committee left a substantial legacy of continuing con
gressional interest in better means to cope with the
multitude of fedeml ",search programs, their coordina
tion, relative priorities, appetite for national resources,
and general impact.

These same concerns moved the House Science and
Astronautics Committee to establish the Subcommittee
on Science, Research, and Development under the
chaimianship of Emilio Q' Daddario (D., Conn.).
Although the jurisdiction of the Committee was limited
to NASA and NSF, it undertook to lay at least joint
claim to broad, general questions of science and gov
ernment. It did, so by launching a series of hearings
in October and November 1963 on the topic of govern-
ment and science., .

HOW IT GREW

The Elliott Committee had suggested the need for
more accessible and iudependent scientific advice for.
Congress. Late in 1964 Congress established the Science
Policy Research Division within the Legislative Refer
ence Service of the Libmry of Congress. This new Divi
sion was to provide the reference service, staff support,
and research reports for congressional committees on.
scientific and technical questions, It was also, to pro
vide means for Congressmen to obtain technical advice
from a staff source available to the whole Congress, yet
ind~eudent of the executive bmnch. .

Another recommendation of the Elliott Committee
was for creation of a new subcommittee to deal with
science and technology in the House Committee on
Government Opemtioris. This recommendation. was
fulfilled in the first session of the Eighty-Ninth Gon
gress when the Committee on Covernment Opemtions
established the Subcommittee on Research and Tech
nical Programs, naming Henry S. Reuss (D., Wis.)

'chairman. The new subcommittee's first investigation
was on the policy question' of conflicts between the
federal research programs and' the nation's goals for
higher education.

.Following the example of its sister committee in the
House, theSenate Committee on Government Opem
tions established 'the' Subcommittee .on Government
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Research to undertake studies and hearings "into the
operation of research aud development programs
financed by departments and agencies of the federal
government." The' new subcommittee conducted its
maiden investigations' into federal support of inter
national social science research and the geographic dis~

tribution of federal research funds to academic insti~

tutions.
In less than a decade Congress had pressed' its, in'

terest in science and technology by (1) conducting
special investigations through' three ad hoc committees,
(2) establishing two 'new standing committees in the
field of space sciences and technology, and (3) creating
two new subcommittees to probe broad policy questions
of federal science and technology aud to oversee the
efficiency and economy Of the multitudinous federal
research and development programs.

R&D DIVERSITY

Almost every federal agency of any importance has
some type of research or development program, whethcr
it is conducted' in the agency's own laboratories or
through grant or contract with non,govemmental insti
tutions.

A ]966 Legislative Reference Service study for the
House Government Operations Committee indicated
that federal agency laboratories accounted for an aver
age· of 22 per cent of all obligations for research and
development over the decade 1956-'66. 'These labora
tories employed some 300,000 scientists, engineers, and
technicians. Their subject matter included the eutire
scientificaud technical universe, ranging from the
most ·fundamental research to testing and evaluation
following engineering' developmen~;

Another barometer of this diversity is tbat the Eighty~

Eighth and Eighty-Ninth Congresses,Published nearly
1,900 ,documents dealing with research and develop
ment On subjects from agriculture to urban affairs.

This vaSt array of federal scientific activities, com
biued with the broad a\ld equally varied iuterests of
legislators, suggests that it might be profitable to find
some uuity or to enforce some dcgree of Common di
rection; With the exception of NSF, iesearch and de
velopment is usually' undertaken as a means toward
accomplishing an agency's goals-whether or not the
project can be classified as .basic research, applied re
search, orisdevelopm"\ltal in nature, The important
question is: When programsare grouped acrossdepart
mental lines, in order to View science and technology
as a whole, is the perspective'of purpose distorted by
remoVing these various projects from the organizational
contextin which they had identity with agency or de
pafutiental goals? 'Many projects appear silly, or worth
less when Viewed away from the context of depart
mental programs to 'which they are supposed to relate.
There is obVious v~lue .in aggregating similar research
projects· to understand their total size, scope, and· im-

pact, but Congress' has a tendency' to pick at minor
details which may seem to provide examples of ineffi
ciency or duplication..,.and which' inay be isolated in
stances-while neglecting broader policy questions.

One can see the dilemma: legislators would like to
. View the broad sweep and impact of federal research
and development programs in order to proVide legisla
tive or organizational means for improved coordination
and the most effective use of scarce resources. But con
currently, they face the problem of evaluating research
within the context of the agency mission toward which
it contributes.

To make the problem more difficult, analysis of the
impact of science and technology within our economy
has been so limited that we have no recognized stand
ards or measures exceptfor gross. statistics on total dol
lars, scientific-technical personnel, facilities, and proj
ects by various subject-groupings,lIere, again, there is
the question of conflict among differing values. Can'
satisfactory valj1e judgments be made about the contri
bution 'of projects to the program goals of specific
agencies, while their worth is also tested with respect
to ,their contribution to national policy goals in science
and technology?

MICRO CONSIDERATIONS

I believe that the answer lies, not in trying to com
bine these disparate values in the same congressional
review process, but in taking those steps necessary to
assure adequate recognition of both the "micro" and

."macro".considerations. The budget-appropriations pro
cedure-both .executive and legislative-proVides a
means for raising- the relevant ·((micro" questions. No:
regular procedure has yet been developed for the peri
odic 'reView of broad national'luestions on science and
technology, either by the Exeentive or by Congress.

The first session of the Ninetieth Congress is an'
excellent example of the pluralism of congressional in
teiest and authority on matters of science' and tech
nology.For example, the Senate had l2eommittees and
27 subcommittees that were frequently involved in
either the appropriation, legislation, or oversight of re
search and development actiVities. The Semite also had
four committees or subcoU1mittees that dealt.exclusively
with research and development. In the House there
were 13 committees and 37 subcommittees· that fre
quently or occasionally dipped into scientific queStions,
and three committees or subcommittees with" specific
responsibility in science atid technology. In addition
there was the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy with
its three subcommittees handling quest!onsof nuclear
research Or related technology.

In the past, Congress seeinS to }lave done,reasonably
. well in dealing With,major national questions 'ortre
search .and development, For instance, control of re- .
search· and'developmentimd the production of atomic
mateFi;lls or deVices' was centralized. in .the AECfur:
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both military and civilian purposes. Continuing con
gressional oversight was assured through the JOint Com
mittee on Atomic Energy. Congress has strongly en
couraged missile and space research and development
through committees concerned with the military or
civilian programs, and has promoted health· rese<\fch
through the National Institutes.of Health in a.more

. or less orderly fashion, based upon the strong interest
of two key appropriations subcommittee chairmen.
Stronger.emphasis on. air and water pollution .research
has been systematically pushed by aggressive committee
chairmen.

CROSSING UNES

Most of these efforts reached their peak of effective
ness when single committees or subcommittees in the
House and Senate actively promoted a major program
or a particular agency's interests. As resources become
more scarce and legislators' become more critical of
federal research, it is. questionable whether or not
Congress can coordinate its committee action when pro
grams cross committee lines or affect competing inter
ests-either congressional or executive.

Some simple case examples illustrate the problem
that Congress wHl increasingly face in the future.

In the field of oceanography, 14 differentexecutive
agencies had a research stake in 1961. The subject was
of special interest to the Senate Committee on Com
merce and to' the House Committee on Merchant
Marine and fisheries. The authorizing and appropria'
tions subcommittees responsible for each. of the 14
agencies also had an interest, but from the perspective
of how the oceanographic projects rated i~ the priority
scale with respeCt to the other agency responsibilities
over which these committees and subcommittees main
tained legislative or appropriations control. The result
was that, although the agencies were able to coordinate
their programs, even agreeing on their respective con
tributions to financing, the integrated program was not
treated as an entity when it went to Congress. Some
portions were generously treated and others were sub
stantially reduced. The aggressive attempt on the part
of the House Committee' on Merchant Marine and
fisheries to establish a controlling interest in oceanog
raphy as a single national program failed because of the
jurisdictional jealousy'of affected committees and sub- .
committees.

A similar Case was tbat of the 1961--63 weather satel
lite .program jointly conducted by NASA and the
Weather Bureau. Most of the satellite funding waS by
NASA, while the Weather Bureau was to finance· the
operating system. In addition to flying weather satellites
to test the' whole system, NASA used them to test
Weather Bureau-developed and financed sensor instru
ments. The Weather Bureau used test data from the
research satellites to improve operational weather fore
casts. The financing of the operational. and research
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aspects was so intertwined that adverse congressional
reaction to either agency's financing could disrupt it.

NASA went through the authorization process as part
of the annual procedure of obtaining funds from Con
gress. In the· House this' meant appearing before the
House Science and Astronautics Committee which was'
generally· favorable to. the weather satellite program.
NASA then appeared before the House Appropriations
Subcommittee On Independent Offices where it also
received. a reasonably, e.nthusiastic .hearing,. though the.
weather satellite program was only about $60 million
in a multi-billion dollar request, so that it was rarely
visible. On the other hand, the Weather Bureau, hav
ing permanent authorization, soUght its fnnds directly
from the House Appropriations Subcommittee On the
Departments of State, Justice and Commerce, the
Judiciary, and related agencies. Here it ran up agaipst
economy-minded John Rooney (D.; N.Y.), who was a
good deal less friendly to the Weather Bureau portio"
of the program than was his colleague, chairman of the
Indepe\ldent Offices Subcommittee, Albert 'thomas (Do';
Tex.), who reviewed the NASA portion of the program,

There was no coordination or communication," either
among the chairman, members, 'or staff of the 'appro
priations subcommittee or. the authorizaHon s1)bcom:
mittee concerned. Thus a "national" program involving
a combined scientific effort on the part of tw.O .different
agencies could be coordinated only until it reached the
Hill. Congress did not view it as an integrated whole.

THE EXECUTIVE ROLE

Congress has been unable to develop or provide
gnidance on science policy except as its committees are
able to influence the Executive Office of the President
(especially the B1)reau of the Budget and the Office of
Science and Technology), picking away on ad hoc
issues. "

The executive' branch plays an important role in
how Congress is organized, or how Congress attends to
the principal matters of public business, by the nianner
and types of problems or programs that the' executive
presents for legislative consideration. At least part of
the answer can be found in the observation of William
D. Carey, Assistant Director of the Bureau of the Bud
get, that a substantial part of the, problem rests at the
executive end of Pennsylvania Avenue. The Executive
Office of the President, in spite. of, its high-powered
Office of Science and Technology, Council of Eco:
nomic Advisors, and Bureau of the Budget, has yet to
cope successfully with broad science and public policy
issues in a systematic fashion that would provide some
basis for Congress to evaluate policy proposals and
their alter;natives. Indeed, some Clledit must be given to
critiC. in the Congress for prodding the Executive Office
into taking some action-if only to collect information
and study major policy issues, such as establishing the
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Committee on Academic Science and Engineering to
probe the impact of federal programs with respect to
scientific manpower and nniversity programs.

Any attempt to provide a more integrated congres
sional review of U.S. ,science policy immediately con
fronts, two obstacles: (1) the fact that the Execntive .
Branch has yet to develop anything resembling a
"science policy" itself; and (2) the reluctance of Con
gress to vest central authority for science and technology
in a single committee when over 70 different commit
tees and subcommittees have at least some interest in
research and development.

Of conrse, there is a science policy, even though it
has not been explicitly stated through legislation or in
official documents. What we have is a collection of
legislation, administrative rules, and general practices
.that is the resnlt of virtually undirected growth.

The Office of ~cience and Technology, the Federal
Council for Science and Technology, and the National
Science Foundation have, from time to time, stndied
those broad issues that have grown out of the vast col
le,tion of federal research and development programs.
For example, all three have been concerned with various
aspects of manpower. One or more of these groups
have been concerned about the inadeqnacy of federal
payor other emoluments for attracting first-rate scien
tists and engineers into federal laboratories. On other
occasions they have turned their attention to the general
availability of manpower resources. Rarely have these
organizations given consistent, comprehensive attention
to the impact of programs as they multiply and, expand.

The manpower problem only illustrates how the Ex
ecutive Office has failed to provide a coordinated gen
eral framework for research and development activity.
What has been produced is a collection of ad hoc an
alyses, studies, and recommendations On programs that
had or were expected to have general policy implica
tions. Some examples have been weapons .systems de
velopment, a nnclear test-ban treaty, and' the problem
of environmental pollution. But snch studi"" do not
provide the necessary perspective from which to jndge
the broad allocation of resources for science and tech·
nology.

Several proposals have been advanced by which Con
gress might more adequately deal with broad questions
of science and technology. The Daddariosubcommittee
recommended the use of ad hoc study groups composed
of members of those congressional committees con
cemed with particular programs, who conld meet to
snrvey the total impact of the program. Presumably the
members would report back to their respective com
mittees, helping to provide them with a comprehensive
view of the interagency program prior to final action
on specific legislation.

A second Daddario proposal was for the formal es
tablishment of a technology assessment board that

would be vested with the responSibility' for providing
"early warning" on potential daugers as well as the
benefits flowing from new technology.

Senator Edmund S. Muskie (D., Maine) proposed
a select Senate Committee on Technology and the
Human Environment to conduct a three-year stody
entailing the collection and evaluation of infonnation
about technical change and how this change will af
fect the human environment. The Senate Committee
on Government Operations favorably reported this reso
lution to the Senate in the fall of 1967.

More ambitious was the bill introduced by Senator
Gordon Allott (R., Colo.) calling for the establishment
of a Joint Committee on Science and Technology and
requiring an annual Presidential report on federal pro
grams in science and technology that would be referred
to this joint committee. The purpose of the committee
would be viewed as primarily educational-both for the
public and for Congress. The committee would have
no legislative jurisdiction, and thus would pose no par
ticular threat to the jurisdiction of existing committees
or subcommittees, yet it would have a responsibiilty for
responding to the annual report on science and tech
nology by the President. Even though the committee
would not have the authority to control programs it
should be, able to exercise inflnence (similar to that of
the wat9hdog Government Operations Committees in
both the House and Senate) by publicizing major prob
lems, deficiences, and inequities that result from poor
coordination or from outright rivalry-either in the
Execntive or the Congress. It could also direct' atten
tion' toward fntnre expectations' and' the impact of sci
ence and technology on other governmental activities.

The Allott bill received some support in the Senate,
but virtually nOne in the House. Perhaps some of the
congressional reluctance toward central or cooperative
committee jurisdiction could be overcome if .Congr""s
were faced with a strong.initiative on the part of the
execntive. If the President presented theCongress with
a report on the status of science and technology similar
to his annual economic message" Congress wonld have

. to react to this report though it wonld retain the op
tion of .the method by which it chose to react.

In any case, we are most unlikely to see anything
approaching a coordinated or consolidated approach
'tow'lrd science and technology in the Congress' until
the executive branch takes the initiative to provide
some' general science policy framework. William D.
Carey, Assistant Director of the Burean of the Budget,
has long advocated such a Presidential report on research
and development. The Elliott Committee and the
House Committee on Gove>;nment Operations both
have recommended such a report. The real qnestion is:
When can 'we expect the Execntive Office of the Presi-
dent to respond to this need? .
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National Research Council:
And How It Got That Way

NEWS AND COMMENT

In· the last week of April the mem
bers of the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) will make their annual
migration to Washington. They will
spend much of their time in the agree~

able ceremonial labors of electing new
members to perpetuate their society,
bestowing honors, and attending scien
tific sessions. But this year, on and off
the agenda, the members must confront
the question of how better to carry out
their congressionally chartered responsi
bilities of providing advisory services to
the government.

The NAS meets from 26 April
through 29 April, and the National
Academy of Engineering {NAE) will
follow with its own ,annual meeting in
the Academy's marbled halls on 29 and
30 April. The order and timing of the
meetings might be taken as symbolic of
the separate but equal status accorded
NAB when it was organized in 1964
under th,e NAS charter. The NAB pro
gram will be similar to that of the
NAS, but the engineers' mood is likely
to be that of. an ex'asperated younger
brother who feels his talents and energy
are misused in the, family business.

A major topic of concern at both
meetings will inevitably be the National
Research Council (NRC), the operating
arm of the NAS and NAB, through
which the Academy performs its advis
ory functions. The NRC has a staff of
'about 1000 and an operating budget of
roughly $30 million this year. NRC
performs no laboratory research, of
course, but is essentially a vast, sui
generis committee system drawing on
the voluntary, services of as many as
9000 American scientists, engineers,
and other -professionals--":'whichmakes
it, all in all, the biggest consulting firm
in the world.

NAS-NAE-NRC, to use its fnIl, not
very brief abbreviation, is replete with
paradox. The parent NAS is a unique
hybrid, a congressionally chartered,
private, nonprofit organization inCO(..
porated in the Diswict of Columbia.
The government provides no mrect
subsidy and exercises no oversight au
thority, but ~O l?ercent of rthe Academy.
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budget comes frQm government sources.
Perhaps the richest paradox ..involVes
the· honorary aspects of the Academy.
For the individual, membership in the
Academy certainly signifies making' it
in American science. But it is really
the NRC which discharges the advisory
obligations imposed by the charter.
There is nothing in it about. the Acad
emy being ~n honorary society.

Nevertheless, although a minority of
Academy members· 'are extensively en
gaged in NRC activities, it is the pres
tige of Academy members that gives
the organization its unique standing.
And, significantly, "Academy" is the
generic term commonly used for NAS
NAB-NRC and all its works. If the
Academy is not above suspicion or be
yond reproach, it remains the court of
last resort on scientific and technical
questions.*

Since World' War II, however, as t.he
activities, budget, and staff of the NRC

.expanded, some Academy· members be
gan to question the lappropriateness
and the quality of work done 'by NRC
committees in the name of the Acad
emy. Uneasiness centered on the
growth and what appeared to be the
increasing independence of the NRC
bureauc~acy.

In the 1960's, as a· result of Arrieri..;.
can involvement in the Vietnam war
and the emergence of environmental
and consumer-protection .issues, it be
came more difficult to· separate the
technical content of some problems
from their social and political aspects.
Critics inside and outside the Ac·ademy
argued that, by responding to narrowly
defined requests for advice without
commenting on the broader implica
tions of the issues involved, the Acad
emy was sometimes being used to lend
respectability to sooially dubious -activi
ties.

The most biting public· criticism· of
the Academy to date came in remarks
by former Interior Secretary Stewart L.
Udan· at the AAAS meeting in Decem
ber. Udall's comments at, a panel ses
sion were directed at scientists in gen
eral. He said, "At worst, manJ: ·m~n of.

science are allowing their findings to be
used :as -buttresses for status quo think
ing, and unnecessarily accepting a
backseat 'technician's' role in which
their larger opinions about the Ameri
can future are not even sought."

Udall then focused his attack on the
Academy directly, charging that "By
confining itself to a clientele almost
exclusively made up of government
agencies-and ·by permitting its Clients
to phJ;ase the questions it will stu~y

the Academy 'has all too often become
a mere adjunct of estabiished institu
tions."

NAS president Philip Handler coun
ters with an ad hominem retort to
Udall's criticism, saying that if, while.
he was ,still at Interior, "Mr. Udall had
implemented the reports 10 him from
here, <he would have been .a great
hero:' But Handler, who has sustained
a reformist image since he took over
the Academy's top office in July 1969,
does not dismiss the criticism of Udall
or others out" of hand. "As a generality
it won't do," be insists. "You'd have to
have 'an extensive appraisal of. multiple
engagements of the Academy. The ex
tent of the· involvement is greater than
the critics and even the membership
know. But that still leaves truth in the
accusation that we .haven't led the
pack~"

- Other officials of tile organization
feel that the critics ignore what has
been happening at the Academy in the
way of changes in attitudes and specific
reforms, including the beginning of a
restructuring of NRC.

Perhaps the chief diffic;u1ty- in eval
uating criticism of the· Academy lies in
the nature and diversity of -its work.
NRC's. produ~t is adVice, and it has no
responsibility for implementing that
advice. Furthermore, with its eminence,
the question that arises with. the Acad
emy is, Who IS to judge tIle judge?

The problem is compounded. by the
sheer volume of NRC 'activity-be
tween 400 and '500 committees-the
great diversity in styles and the degree
of decentralization and authority that
exists in an operation depending so
heavily on volunteers. Like many
loosely· structured organizations, NRC
is governed mor~ by... habits· .an~ atti
tudes than by rilles, and it is important

, '" Three articles by D. S. Greenberg in Science.
(14, 21, and 28 April 1967) provide extensive
background on Academy problems and politics.
and, more .recently, two articles. in the· Nattonal
Journal (16, and 30 January 1970) by Claude Eo
Barfield marshal considerable detail on the
operations of NAS-NAE-NRC.
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to understand how these habits and
attitudes developed.

NRC was created 'in' 1916 when it
became clear that the Academy was -too
narrowly based to respond adequately

. to the wartime emergency. NRC's per
form~cewas sufficiently creditable to
win it permanent status, and between
the wars it was moderately active on
the advisory front and at the same time
attempted with some success to bolster
the welfare of science, prmcipally
through soliciting support from private
sources.

With. the coming of World War II,
.Academy luminaries such as Bush,
Conant, Compton, Tolman, and Jewett
took prominent parts in the great war
time mobilization of scientists and en
gineers, but the NRC was relegated to
a secondary role by the' rise of the
National Defense Research Committee
and then the Office of Scientific Re
search and Development.

After the war the scientific leader
ship, their influence considerably
strengthened, clearly saw a place for
the NRC on the -'<endless frontier"
which seemed to be openipg for sci
~nce. The leadership had sour mem~

ories of the lean years for science
before the' war. Now, the government
needed scientific counsel and- had
money. The scientists had expertise arid
needed support. And so a mutually ad
vantageous quid pro quo was worked
out. And, because the scientists' rela
tionship with' the government during
the war' had been regarded as both
productive and patriotic, not many
questions 'were asked.

The demand for advisory services
multiplied in the postwar- years as new
agencies like the Atomic Energy' Com
mission and later the National Aero
nautics an~ Space Administration were
established to do the government's
work_in :Q.ew fields. And the requests
for help from old-line agencies with
new technical and scientific problems
also increased. At the same tillie the
NRC 'grew increasingly active as advo
cate, agent~ and broker'for th-;; scientific
enterprise at, home and abroad.

A key -role in the period of growth
went to .Detlev W. Bronk" who was
active in the wartime' Ai,r Force medi
cal research board and went on in the
1950's and 1960's to the pre.sidency
first of Johns Hopkins and then of the
Rockefeller University. Bron,k, became
chairman of the NRC after ,the war and
then ,in '1950 was elected to the Acad
emy -presidency. Partly in an effprt to
exert stron~er Academy, control over

the NRC, the NRC chairmanship and
NAS presidency were combined for the
first time. Under Bronk, the NAS-NRC
went through an expansionary period:
it played a central role in international
scientific affairs, epitomized' by the or
ganizing of the International Geophysi
cal Year; -it established the Academy's
presence in new fields, as with the crea-:
tion of the Space Sciences Board; and
-it encouraged new scientific enterprises,
as when the Academy played the role
of godfather to the American InstHute
of Biological Sciences.

During the years of growth the basic
structure of the NRC ,altered very little.
NRC was originally organized on the
basis of divisions related directly to the
disciplinary sections to which NAS
members 'are elected. There are divi
sions of behavioral sciences, biology
arid agriculture, chemistry and chemi
cal technology, earth sciences, engineer·
ing, mathematical soiences, medical sci·_
ences, and physical sciences. There are
also two specialized "offices"-the Of~

flce of the Foreign Secretary (headed
by the ACl!demy's elected Foreign Sec
retary, Harrison Brown of Caltech),
which handles the Academy's relations
with· foreign academies and· iriterna-'
tional cooperative programs, and also
an Office of Scientific Personnel, which
deals 'with manpower problems and'
administers fellowship and grant pro
grams.

As a matter of principle, .NRC
avoids entanglements with operating
programs, but exceptions seem to keep
exerting heavy pressure on rules in the
NRC, _and two big budget items at least
bend the principle. The. Highway Re-'
search Board _(HRB), created after
World War I, has been a favorite target
of Academy critics. It is argued that
most of the work done through .the
board, which controls a budget of some
$5 million a year. is routine and "ap
plied" rather than <;>f a type. which only
the NRC is competent to perform. It is
also suggested that the board has devel
oped strong ties - with the highway
lobby and that· the existence of the
board, operating 'under the prestigious
wing of the Academy, has· actually re
tarded seriQus work on alternative
forms of transportation~ Defenders of
the board say it has facilitated coopera
tion between state highway authorities,
which would otherwise have been im
possible, and not only 'has raised the
level of highway technology but has
done much to educ~te state aDd in·
dustry- officials to the deleterious side
effects of unbridled highway building.

A reappraisal of the ~ NRC role in
this sector is, in fact, under way, since
plans are afoot for the creation of a
new Division of Transportation which
would -incorporate the $3 million Na·
tiona! Cooperative Highway Research
Program and other 'HRB functions into
a division designed to take a balanced
approach to transportation problems.
The new division would be the, first
to be organized on "functional" rather
th;;m disciplinary lines, and NRC offi.~ .
cials say that other functional divisions
will follow.

Another big budget item iIppose!;l ,on
the-- Academy~by --histOrical circum~

stance is 'the Atomic. Bomb Casualty
Commission (ADCC). The commission
was formed, after World War II to
make a longitudinal study of- victims
of atomic bombing in Japanin _coop
eration with the Japanese. In the atmo
sphere that preVailed; the, prestige and
nongovernment status of the Academy
made it a desirable administrator·ot' the
commission. The question has been
reviewed frequently:, but the involve~

ment has proved difficult' to end
(Science, 8 May 1970).

To outsiders, the typical NRC prod
uct is 'a report ,of a committee on a
technical or science policy issue, which
appears in a tasteful format bearing the
Academy imprimatur. Academy activi
ties, however, can't be stereotyped.
Sometimes a single .meeting will be
called to discuss a problem. Sometimes
a committee, will go. on· for years and
years discussing an abstruse, teChnical
subject. in meetings a couple of week
ends 'a year conducted in· the leisurely
fashion that is one facet· of the Acad
emy style. Sometimes no report appears
at all and sometimes, as in the case of
the' Drug Efficacy Study carried
through under the aegis of the Division
of Medical Sciences,hunclreds of scien
tists will be enlisted in a large:-scale,
tightly organized review effort.-

NRC's main 'relationships with· the
Department of Defense were, of
course, established dUring World War
U and its aftermath and are now the
subject .of increasingly critical atten
tion. The proportion of the NRC total
budget derived from military sources
has declined over' the years,' so that
contracts 'from the military services
amounted to 'about $2.7 milli.on Of the
total $25 million income from federal
sources in the 1969-70 fiscal year. NRC
officials .estimate that classified work
represents about $582,000, or roughly
2 percent of the NRC budget

Since NRC coffi!l1itiee l;':hairmen and
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• Funds from private nonfederal sources amounted to $2,670,104, including $954,001 from state
governments. .

Table 1. NA8-NAE-NRC income from contracts. These :figures from the 1969-70 treasurer's
report show income used under contracts and grants from federal agencies.*

~,-,.
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originates the idea and sometimes even
drafts the agency letter.

To the, question of whether some
NRC staff merr:tbers have developed ties
with federal agencies, NAS president
Philip HandIer acknowledges that a
"buddy system" does exist, with some
staff members working with "counter
parts" in client agencies. Handler notes

. that this is "true in universities equally."
The, important thing, says Handler. is
that the proposals are subjected to ade
quate scrutiny' before work is accepted.
The primary guardian is the executive
committee of the division made up 'Of
professionally competent outsiders. If
a proposal is approved, the project must
get the ·blessing of the Academy council,
which- is made up of Academy mem
bers and is the governing board and
conscience of the ,Academy.

Handler .says when he assumed the
presidency of the Academy he found a
number of members who, were con
cerned about the growth of the NRC
and "didn't know what it did." The
exercise of control by the Academy of
the NRC has been an issue almost
from ·the creation of NRC. Concern
about this was an element J.n the deci
sion to combine the office of NAS
president and NRC chairman When
Bronktook over in 1950. It was a strong
factor in the move to make Frederick
Seitz, Bronk's successor, the first full
time president. And Handler was elected
to the presidency with an implicit man
date to modify the structure and
~anagement,of the NRC.

The problems facing Handler in car
rying ou~ his mandate are formidable.
The "trustees" of the NRC are ,the 840
plus members of the Academy. A group
of that size is, of course, too unwieldy
to serve as a policy-making 'body. even
if the range of its members' opinions
and prejudices are ignored. Only an
estimated 225 Academy members cur
rently serve on NRC committees, so
that membership as a whole is far from
perfectly informed.

The Academy council, which is elect
ed -by the membership, by and >large is
made up of men who combine profes
sional distinction with a fair familiarity
with the corridors of power. But the
council meets for 2, days every 2
months, whereas the staff is there every
day and has -the civil servant's edge of
a knowledge of detail. '

In the last decade, the officers and
council have taken steps to improve the
lines of com,munications into the NRC
and i(s powers <if,quality control., Most

150,681
626,648

Income

proportion come from military or civil
agency backgrounds. NAS salaries
these days -are roughly compet~tive with
federal agency salaries and the NRC
budget has, continued' to rise modestly
duririg the current "recession" in sci
ence, but, since the NRC's mode of
financing can imply job insecurity, the
Academy staff has traditionally been
congenial to military -,and government
men who retired early and had pensions
to supplement their incomes. Observers

, say the staff has tended to be older and
. habituated to, an orderly, bureaucratic

life, but they also say that there are now
signs, that the Academy's involvement
in socially and politically sensitive is
sues is attracting younger, more activist
staff members.

NRC lives on grants and contracts,
and observers sometimes suggest that-'
the staff spends ·a good deal of time
out beating the bushes for work and
that some develop a mutually benefi
cial and. protective relationship with
their opposite numbers in federal agen
cies.

Nobody this reporter talked to at
the NRC prelended that most propooals
from agencies are spontaneously gen
erated and arrive as a surprise to the
Academy. A formal letter request does
ultimately appear addressed to the pres
ident, but usually discussions have gone
on wi~h.- NRC staff members involved
to some ,degree. Often a staff member

Fetferal agency

members are part-timers and volun
teers, the influence of the staff on the
quality of the NRC output tis obviously
crucial. Again generalizations are diffi
cult. Differences between divisions
seem to be wide, and the abilities and
responsibilities of. staff members appear
to cover a full range. Some staff men
seem to do little more. than 'handle
bookkeeping and correspondence,
while, at the other extreme, some secre
taries of 'committees participate as
equals in a committee's deliberations,
shape the agenda, aQ.d even write the
reports.

By the most recent count, the staff
numbers 913 people. Of these, 357 are.
classified as professional and manage
rial, and roughly 90 of them hold de
grees at the doctoral level. The profes
sionals faU into two major categories.
The smaller group is made up of people
brought 'in on a temporary basis from
academic life, government agencies, or
industry to staff a particuluar ·project.
Normally they stay a year or two and
then return to their point of origin or,
often, to a better job., A fair number'
like the atmosphere, ate assigned to
work on 'a new contract, aild stay on.
The aim is to -have "transient" staff
members .constitute about a third of
the total, but the proportion now is
well under :that.

In the larger group of professionals
in the "career" category, a fairly high

Department of ,Agriculture . . . .. . $
Departnlent of Commerce .
Departm.ent of .Defense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ., _ '.' .•.•........

Department Of the Air Force .............•....,........................... 484,444
Department of the Arnly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,608,123
Department of the Navy , . _ ; ,. . . . . . . . . .. 1,619,452

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,941,990
Department of HoUsing and Urban Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 363,637
Department of the Interior : , . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229,022
Department of State ' ...••.......•.............................. - . 1,117,702
Department of Transportation ,........................................... 3,294,411
Department of the Treasury .... ,........................................ 107,366
Executive Office of the President ' ...•......•....... , . . . .. . . . . . 315,001
Agency for International Development . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . 758,853
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency .....•.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . • . . . . 75,440
Atomic Energy Commission , r 4,150,511
Federal CommUnications Commission 27,456
Federal Radiation, Council . .. . .. . •. . .. ........................•••.. 17,179
General Services Administration , . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 64,914
National Aeronautics and Space Administration .........................•••.. 4,810,192
National Science Foundation , , ....••.........•••...... , .. 3,314,648
Smithsonian Institution .. , " . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 56,502
Veterans Adtninistration .,., ',' , . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • ..•• 300,367

Total , ' . , ,$25,434,539
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." notably-,as the broader public conse
quences of scientific and technical deci
sions became apparent, the Academy es
tablished outside NRC a Committee on
Science and Public Policy (COSPUP),
and the NAB was to create a parallel
Committee on Public Engineering· Pol
icy (COPEP). A second article will dis
cuss these efforts at exerting quality
control and moves made toward a re
structuring- of NRC and also the major
obstacles to change, .particularly that
created ;by the .failure of the NAS and
NAB to find a satisfactory modus vi
vendi. "

Some of the problems 'are imposed
by the congenital. reliance of the NRC
on part-time talent. There is a real ques
tion as to whether the increasingly
complex work of the NRC can be done
on the basis of gentlemanly volunteer
work. Institutionally, there are also' crit
ical questions about the way committee
chairmen and members are chosen and
about handling 'of conflict.:of-interest
problems that arise in some areas.

Inevitably, when· there is so much

discussion about the various categories
of contemporary "consciousness," the
attitudes of an organization whose dom
inant majority is on the far side of the
generation gap "becomes a legitimate is
sue. Academy members are predomi
nantly physical and life scientists de
voted to their disciplines through long
careers. and at least mildly suspicious
of the "soft. sciences." They tend to be
genuinely dedicated to maintaining the
standards of the Academy and are ap_
palled at the prospect of value judg
ments having a part in Academy stu

.dies.
Much is being made of Academy

weaknesses these days, but it would"be
"unwise to ignore its strengths. At its
best, the committee system works su
perbly, with men of the highest com
petence giving disinterested advice as a
public service. Unfortunately, the sys
tem works best on straightforWard tech
nical issues. And as Handler concedes,
the NRC record is least impressive in
the arena of the environment.

It is in this area that the greatest

public serisitivityhas -developed. And
the-Academy finds itself with a new
constituency-and the new experience
of "being judged. (Udall concluded his
remarks at the AAAS meeting( by urg
ing consumer advocate Ralph Nader to
conduct a study of "the Academy and
the whole scientific enterprise in this
country." Nader and his associates de
cided to undertake the project and Phil.
ip M. Boffey is leaving the Science news
department to head the study.)

NRC 'Was shaped in an expansion
ary era of American science and still
reflects the spirit of that era when, in
effect, it was considered as important
for nation~ scientific institutions to
serve the needs of science as the needs
of society. But now the Academy, like
other American institutions and par
ticularly institutions occupying monop
oly positions, is having its authority
questioned and is under pressure to
redefine the ways in which it. is to be
responsive and responsible.

-JOHN WALSH
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If this Academy is' to contribute to solution of the nation's problems, it
requires easy access to those who are knowledgeable and have a kind of
expertise that most members of the Academy lack. In a sense, this reflects one
of the difficulties that I find in the structure of the National Research CouncU.
Tlie Divisions are organized along disciplirnlry lines: biology, chemistry, physics,
behavioral sciences, engineering. But few of the problems of our society neatly
pigeon-hole in the same way.-Philip Handler, in a 1969 interview when he was
president.elect of the National Academy of Sciences;

National Research Council (II):
Answering the Right Questions?

SCIENCE, VOL. 172

NEWS AND ·COMMENT

Soon after Philip B. Handler took
office as president of the National
Academy of'Sciences (NAS) in 1969
he appointed a special conimittee
headed by Cornell's Franklin A. Long
to consider changes in the National
Research Council (NRC), the orga
nization through which the. N.t\.S
carries out dts responsibilities to advise
the government.

Critics argue that the organization
of NRC along disciplinary .lines limits
its effectiveness in dealing with in
terdisoiplinary problems, particularly
those affecting the environment (Sci
ence, 16 April). Some Academy mem~

bers have also felt that, as the NRC
hudget and staff increased. NAS mem_
bers exercised inadequate control- over
NRC and its extensive committee op
.erations and that· some staff people in
dulged lin uninhibited empire building.

Long says that his committee,'s ex
amination of NRC structure was com
plicated by the unsettled status 'of. the
National Academy of Engineering,
which had been established in 1964
under the NAS charter. A movement
to form_an Academy of Medicine was
also under way, and Long says these
stresses and strains inevitably influ_
enced his committee in framing their
report.

The' Long, committee recommenda
tions were taken up at the NAS meet
ing last April and figured in a day of
rather testy. debate unusual for the
Academy~s staid business sessions.

Although phrasing its recommenda
tions in general terms, the Long com
mittee proposed. extensive changes in
the structures of hoth NAS and NRC.
Historically, NAS has been organized
along disciplinary lines in sections to
which members. are elected. The Long
committee suggested replacing the see-
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tion structure with what would be es
sentially subacademies of mathema
tical and physical sciences, life and
social sciences, health scHmf,;es, and
engineering. Ultimately, perhaps a fifth
subunit in the behavioral and social
sciences would be hived off.

NRC was to be restructured along
interdisciplinary lines with major units
organized to deal with major problem
fields such as health, agriculture, the
environment. peace. space, natural re
sources, and manpower.

To enable the Academy to continue
serving the broad interests of the sci
entific enterprise. an "institute" of the
Academy was proposed to deal with pol~

icy matters and with international sci
entific contacts and programs. Strength
ening of Academy management was
recommended and substantial increases
in Academy membership were strongly
urged. particularly in behavioral and
social sciences and in health sciences.
Such an increase was viewed in part
as a way to prevent 'a diaspora of dis
ciplines into separate academies.

Academy members had been sent a
letter describing the proposed changes
a month in advance of the meeting,
but the .Long committee's prescription
proved too potent for the. membership.
The typical reaction seems to have
been that insufficient time had been
provided for reflection and discussion.
The report. also came up at the tag
end of a day on which. the members'
equanimity had already been frayed.
The members had again debated and
resisted what has become. a perennial
effort by Academy member William
Shockley to ·persuade the Academy to
encourage research to establish genetic
differences among racial groups (Sci
ence, 8 May 1970),. The members had
also tak~n up but not acted on pro-

pos.Is by memher Richard Lewontin
of the University of Chicago to alter
procedures of electing NAS officers
and council to open up the process. By
the time the Long committee report
was brought up, many members were
departing to. make plane connections.
and there was some irritation with
Handler about the timing.

The formal acmon taken by the
membership was to "receive" the re
port, accept the spirit of the recom·
mendations, and ask that a neW com·
mittee carry the work further. Long
says he felt after the meeting that the
members' action could be taken as an
act of courtesy to a hard-working
committee or. on the other hand,_says,
1.o"ng, the wording was vague enough
so that an activist president and coun
cil "could do quite a lot of things." In
the year that has followed, some steps
have been taken on the path pointed
by the Long committee but at apace
calculated not to make the members

. giddy, The issue of the NAS-NAB re
lationship remains unresolved; perhaps
the major symptom is the failure of
NAB to participate do a significant way
in the work of NRC.

The differences' Getween the two
academies arise from a complex of
causes. There have been clashes of
personalit>ies,' an underlying conflict ·of
style and outlook between scientists
predominantly based in universities and
engineers wJth industrial backgrounds
and bases, friction involving status and
financing between an established older
organization and a fledgling newer one.

. and problems of NRC's prior links and
loyalties to NAS. Important also was
the fact that the original agreement
was loosely drawn and that the hoped
for natural burgeoning of relationships
did not occur. Negotiations between
the two organizations ~e apparently
at a fairly delicate stage, and both
parties are being very discreet about
discussing differences.

NAE president Clarence H. Linder,
however. says the major outstanding
issues between NAS and NAE are "how
the two academies will relate as en
,tities and how they will work in the
common structure of NRC."

NAB does have basic criteria for
judging attempts at reconciliation. says
Linder. An NAE. inside the Academy
structure would have to have "high
visibility." There are differences be
tween· the scientist's and engineer's ap
proach to problems. and Linder says
it is necessary that engineers "find a
way to .express ·th~mselves" and take
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leadership. in .their own kinds ofproj
ects. The engineers also want' to be
finanCially able to undertake some
projects they feel are important with
out waiting for the government to come
to them. Finally, says Linder, it is
"very desirable to find ways to work
through a reconstructed NRC."

The real problem dividing the acad
emies, says' Linder, is not structure but
governance and decision making. Con
trol of NRC is vested in the NAS
council and, unless. NAB is given a
share in decision making, the NAB
w(;mJd be' forced to continue. to ac
quiesce to the scientists,

In the long !interim since 1964, the
NAE has to some degree gone its own
way. It has developed about a dozen
of its own committees. These commit
tees report to the NAB council and
'are operationally independent of NRC.
The prevailing feeling in NAE lis that
its members should be more deeply in
volved in committee work' than are
most members of NAS. The engineers
have, in effect, developed their own
mini-NRC but without .drawing as
heavily on the scientific and engineer
ing community at 'large as the -NRC
does.

For Handler and other NAS officials,
the outcome of negotiations with NAB
are crucial because of the precedents
that will exist !if other disciplines de
velop separatist sentiments. The de
mand for an Academy' of Medicine
a,ppears to have been answered satisfac
torily by the creation of an Institute
of Medicine within the Academy. Ap
parently, an acceptable division of a9
tivity has been agreed on: the NRC
medical sciences division will continue
to deal with specific medical problems,
such as those posed by drugs or shock,
while the institute will concentrate OI;l

policy issues such as those affecting
medical education and the delivery of
medical, services (see box, page 355).

Handler says he is' not aware of -a
significan.t movement for a separate
academy of behavioral and social, sci
ences but says he has "the hope and
strong belief" that the Academy will
begin to elect a sizable number of mem
bers in the social and beh';ivioral and
medical sciences. He thinks the Insti
tute of Medioine will provide a satis
factory solution "for at least a decade,"
but, in the case of the engitieers, he
concedes "the crystal ball is not' so
clear." Of the Nf\S~NAB talks, "It
would be fair· to say that those in
volved in the conduct of negotiations
are pledged to find a modus. vivendi

ful,ly' satisfactory to both sides." Han~

dler points' out .that NRC utilizes the
services of large numbers of engineers
already and that au agreement between
the academies "would enlf!.rge the reM
sponsibilities of NAB for the activities
of NRC.'~ He would be surprised, says
Handler, if the calendar year ends with
out resolution of the question.

Meanwhile the Academy is embarked
on a' course of evolutionary change.
In addition" to the Institute of Medi
cine and the planned new division of
transportation discUSsed in' the article
on NRC last week, Handler has built
on institutional innovations made be
fore he took office.

Perhaps the first major effort by the
Academy .to· come to grips with .the
changing role and status of' science
was made in the early 1960's ,.during
the Academy presidency of Detlev W.
Bronk. Academy member George. Kis
tiakowsky, while serving as President
Eisenhower's'science adviser in the late
1950's, had grown concerned about
relations between science and govern
ment, .and particularly' about deficien
des lin pl;~nning for fed~ral. support of
various fields of science. Discussions
between Kistlakowsky and Bronk ,led
to creati~n of the group, ultimately
called the Committee on Science and
Public Policy (COSPUP) with Kistia
kowsky as first chairman. [The origins
and operations of COSPUP were de
scribed in an article in Science, 28
April 1967.] In its early years, COSPUP,
which is made up entirely of mem
bers of the NAS, sponsored a series
of studies of financial needs and sci
entific opportunities in various scien~

tific fields. These studies were designed
to assist federal budget planners.
COSPUP also issued reports on se
lected important policy issues, including
an influential report on .population
growth. P~rhaps most significant,
COSPUP reviewed all NRC reports
with pubLic policy implications.

In 1966 Kistiakowsky was succeeded
by Harvard engineering dean Harvey
Brooks (Brooks steps down as chair
man in June to be replaced by chemist
and Nobelist Melvin Calvin of Berk
eley). During the latter half of the dec
ade, COSPUP's relations with govern
ment altered significantly. Academy
contacts generally had been with .the
Executive, .but lin the later 1960's Con
gress, which had paid little attention to·
the Academy since 1863 save for occa
sionally amending its charter, "redis
covered" the Academy. MaiDIy on the
initiative' of former Connecticut con-

•

gressmari Emilio Q.' .Daddario, the
Academy through COSPUP began to
serve an advisory role to Congress. A
collection of essays titled "Basic 'Re
search and National Goals" was the
first significant .product, and then
COSPUP developed a Daddario idea
into a report on technology assessment
(Science, 14 November 1969), which
Brooks says in retrospect is the piece
of work done by COSPUP during his
chairmanship of which he is proudest.
[NAB established a COSPUP parallel
in its Committee on Public Engineer
ing Poiicy (COPEP), now headed by
former executiv~e secretary of the fed
eral marine resources council Edward
Wenk. COPEP produced its. own tech
nology assessment report.]

By reviewing reports COSPUP did
exercise quality· control over NRC
work to some extent, but a minority of
reports were affected. Again Kistiakow
sky, who is the Academy's elected vice
president and a sort of inspector gen
eral in spirit, collaborated with Handler
in designing a new Report RevJew
Committee (RRC), which for a year
has exercised a mandate to review
all NRC reports. The RRC does not
play the role of censor--:....committees
are made up of volunteers whose sen
sitivities are acute-but the review
group does seek to assure that reports
are complete, fair, clearly and concise
ly written" and free of conflicts of in
terest. RRC members are all members
of the Academy,and, tin view of the
noninvolvement of many academicians
in NRC affairs, it is revealing that
fewer than five of the 80 members ori
ginally approached turned down the
job. Purely technical reports are still
assigned to divisions for review, but
NRC committees are aware that RRC
cares. Reports directed to the White
House or Congress are still reviewed by
COSPUP.

In addition to COSPUP and the
RRC, other. new mechanisms through
which the NAS council exercises in
fluence over NRC are boards and com
mittees established outside the NRC
framework. Among these are joint
NAS-NAB entities, perhaps most not
ably the Environmental Studies Board
(ESB). Created in 1967 during the
presidency of Frederick Seitz who
headed the Academy from 1962 to
1969, th~ ESB was 'established 4:0 over-,
see NRC attempts to come to grips
with environmental problems which
were surfacing then.

In its early periodESB activity was
confined mainly to Commenting on
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/' conimittee reports with. env,ironmental
aspects, and. the- committee d!ew SOme
unfavorable comment from critics Who
alleged that the group's views too
strongly reflected .the industry back
ground of some 'Of its members. Under
a 'new chairman, Gordon J. F. Mae
Donald, who was last year appointed
to the three-member' Environmental
Qnality Conncil· which advises' the
President, ESB adopted a more activist
role. A report -of the Florida jetport
proposal contn"buted to a decision to
limit the size of the-airport to protect
the ,fragile eCology of the E';"rglades
and other neighboring areas (Science,
10 October 1969). Later an ESB sum
mer study of the., potential ecological
effects of the extension of -Kennedy
International Airport runways .into
Jamaica Bay undergirded a decision
to -halt plans for· extension.

The Jamaica Bay study marked a
milestone, since the committee Was ae
cused by solne of exceeding its charge
by advising against, the building of the
runways.. There was friction w-ithin
the steering committee and among
members of the ESB about the frame
of reference for the. study. In addition
there were "clittlcuities "with -the 'NAS
council, aud the NAB officials felt they
hadn't been adequately informed on
the progress of the study. All in all
it was a major learning experience.

Perhaps the most perplexing and vex
ing ex'perience arising from an environ
mental problem,however, came with
NAS involvement in the radiation stand
ards controversy (Science, 26 February).
A group of federal 'agencies funded a
major review of radiation standards by
the NAS and National Council on Ra
diation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP). NAS agreed to assess, through
NRC, the biological effects of :radi~tion

on humans.
Criticism of NAS involvement in the

project came from Senator Edmund S.
Muskie (D-Maine), chairman of the
Senate air and water pollution sub
committee, and from Senator Mike
Gravel (D-Alaska). Questions about de..
lays in undertaking the study 'aDd about
the completeness of data to be ,studied
were asked. But the main question
raised was whether some members of
~~e committee were u.nde.r Obligation
to the Atomic Energy Commission.
After the inte:rrogation~ the Acade'my

,expanded the committee and altered-its
composition to. balance the dominance'
of radiologists. . ,

NAS· was further implicated in the
standaTd!; -controversy -last yea:r _'in the
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amendments to the Atomic Energy Act
propos:ed hy Representative Chet Holi
field (D-Calif.), chairmau of the Joint
Atomic' Energy Committee. Holifield
wanted the EnVironmental Protection
Agency to enter _into -contractual ar
rangement with· NASand NCRP ,to
carry out a "comprehensive and con
tinuing" study, with NAS ,focuSing on
the biological effects of. radiation on
man. The Administration opposed the
measure, apparently successfully,onthe
grounds that Congress would move
d~cision-making power out of the Exec
utive to private organizations,

The incident poses a problem. that is
likely to be multiplied for the Academy
since Congress has ,grown skeptical
about :placing exclusive trust in federal
agencies' bandling of scientific and tech~ ::
mcal issues. This is particularly true
now that the Executive is controlled by
Republicans and· Congress: ;by Demo~

crats, but· ,the'doubts began Jong before
the 1968 ,election. Con~s looks on
the Academy as a, competent, indepen
dent, scientific authority, perhaps the
only one around. Under these circum
stances, federal agen~ies are· even like
lier ,to take projects to the Academy for
its seal of approval.

The new congr~sional inclination to
write NAS into legislation and to give
it' statutory function could create sev~

eral serious problems for NAS. The
Academy's option of saying no to a
job could be reduced and the indepen
dence of th"e Academy compromised.
The. Academy bureaucracy would. ,also
have to be built up to, hanp1e routine
blisiness. Smce the Academy is a pri
vate organization, itS· committees can
now operate in closed session and with
out public records pf proceedings. IIi
siders say this private, informal at.
mosphere' is essential. if vo~unteers are
to continue to serVe NRC willingly., 'If
NRC bad decision-making functions
thrust upon it, itsproeesses ,wouid have
to be more open to public, scrutiny.

Defining the mission of the Academy
is difficult because .its .congressional
charter permits such flexibility of action
and the NRC is so' decentralized in its
operations anq, in. fact, it exercises such
lD.dependence,in. accepting' work. NRC
policy is really defined by the eon-

, tracts: ft aCcepts.
Academy critics' have accused it of

being 'a "lllbber-stamp" orgariiz~tion ,by
passively accepting commissions offered
itoy federal agencies. Handler and other
Academy officiats insist that. work is
accepted only jf the job is important
,t(). the .natign' .and nobQdy else,' can do:
it just'as welt'

Still the criteria for NRC jobs is ill
defined. Some Academy members feel
that'the organization should 1ackle only
narrowly defined. technical questions as
the only way to protect the credibility
of the Academy., Those who disagree
say the Ac~demy would .speedily be
come an anachronisn;lsince important
questions have broader implications.

The current Academy attitude seems
to be to exercise caution-but hardly
to reject .the tough questions. NRC,
for example,. is engaged in . a study of
the ecological effects of defoliant spray~

ing in Vietnam. And under ameIldments
to the Clean ,Air Act passed. last year,
the Academy· has contracted to review
the advance .of· auto-emissions control
technology to advise' on how rapidly
deadlines should -be imposed for reduc
ing ,pOllution. Kistiakowsky;-a~-chemiSt:"

who is in close touch with the ,project,
calls it a ','hot potato"hecause it' in
'volves 'fnot only technical problems
but enormous economic contene'

Qmility control 9ver the NRC's activ~

ities is exercised through C08PUP and
the new report review committee, but
this, is essentially control over the final
stage of the process, the "output." The
'NAS council, the governing body of
the Academy, approves all projects at
the outset, but many observers .say ,that
.the bimonthly, weekend meetings with
big agendas proVide insufficient time for
·the NAS council~ group of distin
guished part~timers-to be really affec
tive gate,keeper.

After his experience as· chainnan of
the, .com~ttee scrutinizing NRC, ~ong
says he felt that the council sho~d t:on
centrate on playing a policy role .and
be less involved 'in the management of
the NRC. As for the administration of
NRC, Lqng's, view is that di~sion

chairmen should serve full time' for
:tem1s of 2 or 3 years (two diVisions
are now headed by full~time chairmen
engineering and medical sciences). Long
also feels that a new Academy office
should be created carrying the duties of
vice-president for research. . .

Academy management has' been
viewed as anything but top~heavy, since
the chainnanship of NRC is combined
with. the .Academy presidency arid the
offices of vice-president, home secretary,
and foreign. seCretary.are all part-time
jobs. The chief administrative officer
the title is executive officer-of,' both
NAS aud NRC is .JohnS. Colemau.
Coleman is an alwnnus of the staff of
the NRC's ~dersea warfare ciJlIlrrlittee
and a, former executive secretary of
the physical science division, Jong.· re-

. ~.
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garded as the 'elite division of the N~C.
Coleman has worked cloSely with Bronk,
Seitz, and Handler and played "a pivotal
.role in maintaining NRC's clubby, per
sonal style in picking committees, hir~

ing staff, and administering projects.
To bolster his administration, Han

dler "brought in comptroller Aaron Ro
senthal from the National Science Foun-'
dation and, 'as s-pecialassistant, Paul
Sitton, who served in appointive posts
in the last Administration·and- brought
management experience and a knowl
edge of the federal system to the job.
Unless structural changes are made,
however, the prevailing manner of man
agement is likely to continue.

An. obvio,us _policy issue confronting
the Academy involves the frame of
reference in which its committees are
expected to operate. Critics have
scored "the .Academy for its passivity,
particularly on enviromnental issues.
Former Interior Secr~tary Stewart L.
Udall, for example, told a panel audi
ence' at the last AAAS' meeting' that
"Whether 1 agree with their every con
clusion or not, I· admire Barry Com
moner,. Garrett Hardin, Kenneth Watt,
Paul Ehrlich, George Wald, Rene Dn
.bos, and aU the others for the contribu
tion they have made to' an exciting new
national debate over science, public pri
orities, and the future of lllan." Udan
then went on to say that he thought the
Academy had been retrograde..

Where to Draw the Line

certainly there will be increasedpres~

sure on the .Academy to take initiatives
on what are being called "societal" prob
lems. The question is where to draw
the line between' advice and advocacy.
Academy members and officials· seem
acutely aware that, the' prestige and the
credibility of the Academy depends on
the degree to which the advice it gives
stands up under' scientific sc~tiny. In !1
way; the disembodied conscience of
tii~-Academy IS its loyaltY 10-the scien-

tificmethod. Furthermore, in a polit
ical sense the Academy membership
covers a ,broad spectrum. As Handler
put it in reply to a question of whether
he thought the Acadenty might be "Na
derized," "If we began to behave in an
evangelical style; we'd no doubt be
brought up short by -the membership."
In sum, there lseems little sentiment iri
side the Academy for a shift from an
swering questions to espousing causes,
but significantly many of the officials
and members interviewed for this story
said in almost the same words that it
was important for the Academy to
"answer the right questions."

The Academy style is changing, as
the Jamaica Bay study testifies.: When
committees go beyond pur~ly scientific
and technical judgments,' ways must be
found to make it clear that this has been
done. One study now in. the works is
said to carry a statement that the .study
xeflects theviews'of a particular group.
The m~l.tter of candor in caveats is
likely to grow more important, and the
whole issue of conflict of interest with~
in committees is one the Academy will
have to face squarely. ·NAB is said to
be developing a "disclosure" rule to pro
tect itself and its committee members.

One question that hovers over the ef
fort at restructuring is whether the NRC
should limit its efforts to work on prob
lems of genuine, national importance
or should continue, in the preSent pat
tern of accepting projects that range
from the most important to· the most
routine. The Academy· issues a few re
ports which appear to 'be trivial pot
boilers. But the controversy centers on
a middle group of projects of mid
dling value. In a sense the Academy is
trapped. For an organization of volUJ1..
teers to do good work it is necessary
to :have a good staff, and to have a good
staff it is necessary to have work.

Pressure for a more selective policy
is coming from within the Academy.
The NAB .attitude is that Academy

members should· be more directly in
volved in projects and that only projects
of high national priority should be un_
dertaken. The engineers also seem to
feel that NRC is a loosely managed op
eration and that it could be made more
responsive' and effiCient if a more selec
tive policy were adopted.

Neither Handler nor the Academy
council· have committed themselves on
this issue. Re"alistically, to be more selec
tive. in accepting work, and to take the
initiative on projects it feels are im
portant, the Academy would require
more "free money." Institutional funds
available for the Academy to mount its
own projects amount to only about
$100,000 a year, and greater indepen
dence requires new sources of funds.

Although evolution is the operative
word for the' Academy and the ques
tion of NAS-NAB cohabitation remains
unsettled,Academy members at their
meeting hext week will be faced with
proposals to change the by,laws along
Lines laid. out by the Long committee
a~d Lewontin's suggestions fot demo
cratization of election of officers and
council members. Debate is likely-to be
stirred by a proposal to increase the in
take of new members to' enlarge the
membership trom the. present level of
about 850. to some 1200 over the next
several years, with the. increases con
centrated in the social and behavioral
sciences and medical fields.

The Academy has been moving from
an almost exclusive concern with the
relation of science to government to
consider also the relation of science to
society. Its critics say it is not moving
fast enough.

'Doubtless the Academy, however re
formed and restructured, will continue
to serve ,the interests of science and to
serve government, but it. is. unlikely, in
the future, to define the ·public interest
simply in terms of the requests for ad~

vice from contracting agencies.
-JOHN WALSH
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James A. Shannon and Charles V. Kidd

Government joins universities to increase the number
of career appointments in research.

Federal Support of

Research Careers

For some years. it has been' evident
to qUalified observers that the absence
of adequate numbers of stable career
opportunities for scientists has been an
increasingly .important harrier to the
establishment of a 'sound research' struc
ture for the nation a'S a whole.
.-nuringand since World War II, uni

versity research .in the United States
has been heavily dependent for support
upon federal .. ,graJ;lts andcontrllcts. This
support is often~ although not always,
proVided for 10~g pe~iods of time. In
many fields of science, support for re
search has grown at a pace exceeding
the capacity of universities to staff the
programs. from their regular sources of
income. The staffing problem has been
solved in various ways. Large :J:esearch
organizations have been set up outside
universities. Government laboratories
have been expanded. Finally, universi
ties· have 'adopted practices enabling
the~ to' undertake large~ research pro-

Dr. Shannon is director of the National 'In
stitutes of Health, Bethesda. Md.. Dr. Kidd
is associate director for institutional relations.
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grams without committing, 'a corre
spondingly larger proportion of uni
"ersity' funds. These practices have
included such steps as payment -of the
salaries of faculty· members and other
professional people fro'm research grant
and contract funds.

Increasing numbers of investigators,
particularly at the .assistant and asso
ciate professor" levels, 'receive all or a
large part of their income from research
grants and contracts. This situation

'arises not from 'reluctance to pay staffs
from stable funds, or from misgivings
as to the qUality of the group whose
salaries are derive'd from grants and
contracts. The research programs of the
nation have simply expanded more rap
idly than the financial base of stable
funds available to universities. This de
velopment has been necessary to expan
sion of research .in universities, but it
has had some unfortunate consequen<res.
First, the number of investigators whose
salaries are dependent upon renewable
research grant or contract support has

~ now become so large as.. to'· create· an

unhealthy degree of uncertainty as a
built-in characteristic of the system.
Second, many of, the individuals 60n-·
cerned,' and their families, lead a' sort
of hand-to-mouth-or gianHo-grant
existence. This is not conducive to the
best' work, nor is it an equitable ar
rangement. Third, the salary arrange~

ments have tended in academic institu
tions to be·a devisive force, by creating
a group of scientists who have few~
and in many cases no-teaching resp0!1
sibilities. Finally, the· system does not
provide, an' -adequate investment in the
future research capac'ity of the nation
by strengthening the" teaching process
to the optimum degree, .

The Public Health Service, with the
approval of the Congress, is in the'
process .of 'initiating a program aimed
directly' at the solution of these prob~

lerns in the fields of medical and related
research. This article deals with the de
velopment of this program for increas
ing the stability of research' careers in
medical research through the grant pro
gram of the National Institutes of
Health. In this presentation, in addition
to defining the principles of the opera:;.
tion of this new program, we discuss
some of the'problems which have aris
en during the early stages of its im
plementation. Most of these stem from
new relations that are emerging between
the federal research support programs
and institutions of higher learning.

In essence, this is a case study of ,the
problems which arise when' the federal
government supports research in uni
versities which have responsibilities ex
tending beyond' research to teaching. If
the federal government looks' to there
search capacity of the nation 10 or 20
years in the futl:Ire, as well .-as its CUf

rent research· capacity, it 'must be con
cerned with the ability of the people
who will be investigators in the coming
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decade and beyond. Those~people are
now students, and they are being' taught
in universities., Accordingly, if the fedM
eral government's concern, for medical
and related research is to be a continu
ing concern, it must take into account
the training of investigators for the
future, as well as the support of scien
tists who are now, fully trained. This
transition' from support of medical re
search in a narrow sense to support of
the full structure and range of activities
necessary to provide a sound scientific
program in medicine and the related
sciences for the indefinite future is the
central problem of federal research pol
iey in this area of research support. The
problems involved in establishing a
sound program for supporting careers
in research are a specific aspect of the
more general problem.

The Committee. of Consultants on
Medical Res,earch to the Committee on
Appropriations of the' United States

. Senate issued in May 1960 a report,
"Federal Support' of Medical Research,"
which tecommended that: "Funds should
be provided through the National In
stitutes of Health in fiscal year 1961 to
support the establishment of 200 re
search professorships in medical and
dental schools and the basic science de~

partments of celleges and universities at
a salary level of $20,000 a year, the
funds to be made available to, and ad
ministered by, the respective institu
tions.'"

Subsequently, $2 million was appro
priated for this purpose, and an an~

nouncement of the plan to establish a
"research professorship award" was
made. The guides for administering this
program, although issued at t1;1at time,
were subsequently withdrawn and rep
Vised. The original guides were as follows.

1) Schools could nominate full pro
fessors (with provision for nomination
of llssociate professors in unusual cir
cu.rnstances. )

2) Awards would be competitive,
and selection would be based upon the
distinction of the nominee. In the words
of the brochure announcing the pro
grain, "Career Research Professors will
be 'selected for support on the basis of
demonstrated capacity to pursue with
distinction a professorial career in in~

dependent research and' teaching," in
the fields of medicine, dentistry, public
health, and related sciences.

3) Schools could nominate persons
with tenure, and with income derived
from stable sources, provided they
agreed to use the released money for
other professional positions in the school.

4) Awards would be for 5 years and
would be renewable.

These guides were discussecJ with a
large number of individuals from uni
versities and with representatives of pro
fessional ·organizations. At that. time,
questions raised 'by these individuals
related chiefly to such matters as the
eligibility of faculty members with ad~

ministrative duties, the firmness· of .the
federal commitment to provide stable
support, the fate of the> awarq. if the
awardee changed schools, and other
matters largely of an administrative
nature.

Problems with .the Original Program

Over the ensuing months, as institu
tions selected candidates under these
initial guidelines, some more funda
mental questions arose in the minds of
persons in the institutions and in the
federal government. These were as
follows.

1) Some institutions had beglm to
have misgivings over the terms of a
program which involved the federal

'government, even indirectly, in the
selection of professors.

2) Some institutions were reluctant
to make nominations because they did
not wish to place full professors in na
tional competition with each other or
with professors from other' institutions~

3) Other institutions were reluctant
to make-nominations because they felt
that the award would not be stable,
basing this view upon the words of. the
guide indicating that the awards would
be initially for 5 years with a promise
of support for the additional years,
contingent upon annual appropriations.

4) On the part of the federal govern
ment, it was realized, as applications
were received, that there had not been
an adequate understanding with the uni
versities as to the nature of the com~

mitments that both they and the federal
government should ~ssume if a program
for career support 'were to be fully
acceptable and productive, and of the
qUalifications Qf candidates.

5) When the applications were re
viewed as a group, it was found that a
high· proportion of the applicants were
full professors. of high distinction who
were approaching, or who had entered,
the final stages of their careers. Each
institution acted in good faith within the
terms of the guides, .but the group as a
whole did' not possess characteristics in
accord with the intent of Congress.

6) It was als6 found that a high pro~

portion of the nominees weretull' pro~
fessors with tenure. The effect of the
program would have been largely to
release the university funds formerly
used for the payment of the salaries of
full professors for the appointment of
junior faculty. This' was not the intended
major effect of the program, as de
scribed to and accepted by the Congress.
Thus, the desired objective of providing
greater opportunities for stable career
support for individuals paid' from grant
funds would have become a. secondary
nnd purely tortuitous result-' of the
program.

No one' of these reservations was con
clusive. Some of them were mutually
exclusive, and they were given various
weights by those concerned with the
program. But in total, they, constituted
substantial reasOn to review with care
both the fundamentals and the operat
ing guides f-Of the program. Such con
siderations led the National ,Advisory
Health Council, a group of citizens ad
visory to the Public Health Service; to
pass a resolution on 15 March 1961
which recommended "That the Career
Research Professorship Program,. in its
present form,· be abandoned before im
plementation in the form of specific
awards." •

In the light of this resolution and of
further consideration of the applica
tions and the guides, a Committee on
Career Research Professorships, which
had been convened to make recom
mendations on applications, was asked
to consider the basic elements of the
program and to advise on its future.

On the basis of the considerations
brought forwa:rd by this group, and of
further deliberation, it was decided (i)
not to make awards under the existing
guides; (ii) to return the appropriated
$2 million to the Treasury; (iii) to
revise and issue neW guides as quickly
as possible; (iv) to return all applica
tions' with a request that institutions
review them' in the light of new guides
and make new nominations; and (v) to
make awards in the second half of
calendar year 1961.

Policy Questions Clarified

Expe.rience with the original guides
sharpened some points' of policy which
had hitherto not been clearly stated.

1) A. program designed to provide
stable career opportunities for the, large
group of capable investigators receiving
support from unstable sources-largely
grants and contracts-eould not simul-
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taneously serve effectively to provide
awards to career research professors
who would be selected for support on
the basis of demonstrated capacity to
pursue with distinction a professorial
career. The program had to'be designed
to do one or the other.

2) A program designed to increase
the number of scientists, supported from
stable funds could not be. based on
standards encouraging nomination of
persons wit~ assured positions and
assure4 income. The program' would
have'lo be designed primarily for those

. whose incomes were derived from un-
stabk"sources.

3) There should be no possibility
that the inference might be drawn from
the program guides that the ,federal
government was selecting professors.

4) If the program were to provide
a source of income more stable than
that provided by research grants, the
federal government would have to make
awards with the firm intention o~/con

tinuing them for the productive'careers
of those selected. Awards<f~ segments
of 5 years, renewable upon, review at
the end of~ach 5-year period, would
not provide the necessary stability.

5) Whether the program was' de
signed solely for p.ersons engaged full
time in research and teaching, or
whether those engaged in research and
teaching on a part-time basis would be,
eligible, was a question to be decided.
Furthermore, if only full-time ,persons
were to be .eligible, "full time" would
have to be defined. The original guides
were silent on this point.

6) A federal program designed to
provide stable career opportunities in
academic and other research environ
ments invcitves a long-term relationship
between the institution" and the federal
government. The institutions, as well as
the federal government, must assume
appropriate responsibilities for the
career stability of those given federal

.awards. This question was not dealt
with in the earlier guides.

The points enumerated above seem
ihre,trpspect to be the kind of con
clusion ,that one would reach by, quiet
and' fairly brief reflection. The fact that
many experienced people from univer
sities, foundations, independent research
organizations, and, the federal govern
ment did not reach these conclusions in
the initial discussions bespeaks the com
plexity of the problems that arise when
a new policy affecting long-range gov
ernment-university, relations" is adopted
by a federal agencY,and particularly
wh~nanswersmu,st be stated:quickly.
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New Guides

The re-examination of the premises
underlying the original program, and of
the specific guides for the program, led
to the development of a new program
concept" and a new set of guides. The
program has been designated the "NIH
Research Career Award Program." In
summary, the revised program, which
will go into effect during the federal
fiscal year that began 1 July 1961, has
the following characteristics.

1) The p"rimacy of the intent to in
crease the number of stably financed
academic and other research positions is
established. Accordingly, candidates
whose salaries are derived primarily
from research grants or contracts and
from similar sources of relatively short
assured duration will be given pref
erence.

2) Conversely, the objective of pro
viding awards designed to recognize
outstanding scientific excellence, and to
provide status and prestige to the in
dividual and his institution, is sub
ordinate. The awards will be com,.
petitive, and the standards for awards
will be high, ,but the area of competition
will be primarily among those whose in
comes are from sources of relatively
short assured duration.

3) To provide a system for support
of tesearch careers, it is necessary to
distinguish between various levels of
c<,lreer development, because the needs
of' individuals and institutions vary at
different levels. Accordingly,. two groups
of awards have been established. '''Re
search career development awards" are
designed for· those who are in the early
years of research careers. To be eligible,
candidates must have had at least 3
years of relevant research or profes
sional experience after receiving' the
doctorate. Awards are for 5 years,
renewable, upon. adequate justification,
for 5 ,additional years. "Research career
awards" are designed for those with sub,.
stantial expertence who are already
launched upon research careers; these
awards will provide· support. for the full
career' of . the individu,als who are
selected.

4) An important objective of the
program is to strengthen research insti
tutions, while providing support to in..
dividuals. To.provide a .continuing link
between the individuals selected. and
.their institutions, a number of· ties to
the institution are· preserved under the
program. Awardees are expected to par-.
ticipate in the general activities of the
institutio'n, including.teaching.. Awards

are not made to indivJduals but are
made to institutions on behalf of in
dividuals. The NIH award will be con
sistent with the salary scale of the
institution for persons with·comparable
experience and accomplishments. Fi
nally, the institution is asked to nomi
nate for "career awards" only those·
whom it would wish to have as per
manent staff. Taken together, these
provisions should link' the institution
and the awardees effectively under a
program which provides salaries from
a federal agency.

5) The awards are intended to provide
sufficient compensation to permit those
who are selected to devote their careers
to research and teaching. Consistent
with the principle that awardees are
intended to be integral members of
.faculties, or of research staffs of non..
academic institutions, the award will
correspond to the salary paid by the
institution to other persons with com
parable attainments. Since the object of
the program is to free people for careers
in research and teaching, those who re
ceive awards will be expected to devote
themselves full time to 'these activities.
However, the award recipients will be
expected to engage in the usual ancillary
activities of faculty members, such as
writing, delivering occasional outside
lectures, and serving on advisory
groups, and they may receive the usual
compensation for such work. Awardees
will also be expected to practice their
professions, as may be, indicated, in
connection with ,their teaching and re
search duties, and in order to maintain
their professional skill~. However, they
may not retain personal income from
practice.

Sco!'e of the Program and Its Future

The program has been devised to
meet very clearly defined and limited
objectives. Accordingly, many individ
uals of high competence will not be
eligible, and many institutions may find
that they either'cannot or do not wish
to nominate· persons for awards. For
example, some medical schools which
permit their faculty members to retain
substanti:d sums from the practice of
medicine may feel that they prefer their
present system and do not wish to mak~

the changes ~required to make faculty
members eligible.

The fact that candidates with unstable
incomes" will be given preference, and
the concurrent. administrative intent to
sustain high standards of excellen~e,will
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tend to concentrate awards· below the
senior academic levels. This is the case
because the prevailing- practice is to
give first priority in the use of firm in~

stitutional funds to the· payment of
salaries to the most able senior faculty
members. If the needs for firm funds
for payment of salaries to outstanding
persons progressing to senior positions
~xpand more rapidly than the firm insti
tutibnal funds available for salaries, the
federal- funds for career support will
become progressively more important
at the senior levels.

In terms of money, $4 million is
available in the year that began 1 July
1961 for the Research Career Award
Program. It is anticipated that this will
finance about 275 awards.

As a long~range possibility, amalga-

mation· of parts or. all of this program
with the new ,General Research Sup
port Grant program will be considered.
The General Research Support Grant
provides broad aid for medical and
related research, not support in the form
of aid to specified projects or programs.
The General Research Support Grant
is a single grant to an institution, allow
ing it to meet those direct costs of re
search not covered.by other· forms of
research support which are, in the judg
ment of the institution, most urgent.
For these grants, $20 million will be
available in· calendar year 1962 to
schools of medicine, dentistry, osteop
athy, and public health. The grant will
be increased and· extended to other in
stitutions engaged in medical and re
lated- res~arch in subsequent years.

To view federal support for research
in universities in perspective, the Re
search Career Award Program repre~

sents a shift towards emphasis upon
the long-term support of highly quali
fied people for research and teaching,
as. constrasted with' support of current
research. The General Research Sup~

port Grant represents a trend, evident
in the actions of a number of federal
agencies and most explicitly in the in
stitutional gran't of the N ationa! Science
FoUndation, toward aid' to research
and education on a broad basis, detailed
determinations being left to the -institu~

tions. Accordingly,· the long-range rela
tionships between the programs must
be taken into account in considering the
evolution' of the grant programs of the
National Institutes of, Health.
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Dale R. Lindsay and Ernest M. Anen

Aims of the National Institutes of Health are surveyed
as its annual budget passes the half-billion mark.

Medical Research: Past

Support, Future Directions

The health status of the·nation is a
'complex matter, involving many factors.
Cancer, tuberculosis, heart disease,
pneumonia a~d influenza, arthritis,
blindness, deafness, mental illnesses,
diabetes-these are only a few of the
hundreds of diseases and disabilities
that have long afllicted mankind and
,that still persist as. greater or lesser
health problems in this and other coun-.
tries.

New diseases' have appeared in the
world from time to time, and the in
dustrial age has brought with it environ~
mental health 'problems not dreamed
of by earlier generations. Left to' them
selves these influences, together with

. the greater opportunities for the spread
of contagion in a crowded urban soci~

ety, would have brought our national
health level to; a new. low, beneath that
of the preponderantly rural society of a
century ago. Yet, as we are all· aware,",
such have been 'the advances in the
broad attack upon these influences that
there has been' a steady improvement in
the health status of the nation.

The picture has not been Qne of uni~

f0im improvement on. all fronts,~s
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may be seen in the death rates for our
two major killers, heart disease and
cancer (Table 1). We find encourage
ment, on the other hand, in figures such
as those in Table 2, for three other dis
ease categories. Still other diseases
have declined to so low a level of im~

portance in the total health picture that
they must be. looked for only among
the fine details. Typhoid fever, malaria,
and smallpox, once 'scourges, ~ave been
tamed. The hookworm problem is stead
ily diminishing in importance in areas
where hookworm was once so preva
lent. Pellagra is almost a thing. of the
past.

Health Parameters

We may feel the need of an over-all
measurement that expresses or reflects
the nation's present health status and
permits us to _evaluate past and future
change. One that is informative is the
age-adjusted death rate' in ou'r popula
tioufor deaths_ from all causes. It stands
now at only 44 percent of the death
rate at the beginning of the. century and

has gone down appreciably even in the'
past several years (Table 3).

Another over-all measurement, 'a dif~

ferent health· parameter of the popula
tion, is the average life span, known
technically as the :'life expectancy at
birth." It stands at the highest figure in
oUr history, is among the highest in the
world, and has risen noticeably in even
so short a period as the past 8 or 9
years (Table 4).

Further information, of a different
sort; dealing with the prevalence of all
illnesses, not just those that have a fatal
outcome, might be had from 'figures· on
the average number of days per persop
per year lost from work or other nor
mal activity because of illness-the
average days of "incapacity." No infor
mation from which to compute ~his

additional parameter is available for the
past decade, bu~ we may anticipate that
such data for coming .years will be
available in the future (l).

The .death rate, average life span,
and average days of incapacity are riot,
of- course, the only informativepa
rameters of the health of a population
that one might desire. The summary
data that are available and that· are
given here, however, do reflect the gen
erally favorable trend observed in the
past half century and more. They also
bring to sharp focus a challenge: It is
necessary that· the trend, where favor
able, be continued or even accelerated,
and that every effort be made to reverse
the present trend in the incidence and
outcome of diseases, such as heart dis
ease and cancer, which have not yet
responded favorably.

To accept sitch a challenge, it is nec
essary to understand the factors respon~

$ible for the improvement in :health

Dr. Lindsay is chief of the Oivision- of -Re
search Grants and Dr. Allen is assocIate direetQr
for research grants, National 'Institutes or lieBlth,
Bethesda;· :M:d.
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Table 1. Age~adjusted death rates for thecon~

tinental United· States, exclusive of AlaSka,
for heart disease and cancer.

Deaths per 100,000 population

Heart Cancer
Year and otherdisease malignancies*

---
1900 167 80

1950 300 126

1959 291 127

• This category includes leukemia.

that has taken place. One factor is
surely the higher economic level of our
society~: A rising per .capita income has
made possible a larger investment in
health measures, both by the individual
and by philanthropic agencies and the
state. We. shall not attempt to evaluate
the magnitude of the contribution of
this factor. It may be large, and in the
short view it may be even larger than
that of the other major factor, research.
In shott, most or much of the improve~

ment could conceivably be a "catching"
up," a putting to good use the research
findings of 'the past.

Certain it is, however, that ,for the
improvement to continue, research and
ever more research ~ill be necessary.
Without, it the upward progress in
health would necessarily level off to a
plateau.

The ,National Institutes of Health has
played a significant part in the suppoit
of medical research 'for only a decade

. and a half, but its role seems destined
to be of even greater significance in the
decade to come. In view of the growing
importance of NIH on the biomedical
research scene, it seems fitting to present'
a brief account of the groy.'th of re~

search support provided through. NIH
in the past, of what has been achieved,
and of what seems to lie ahead.

Historical Background

Al lhe beginniDg nf Ihe cenlury lhe
part played by the federal government
in the drama of medical research was
small indeed. Philanthropic granting
agencies and universities,. with some
participation by industry, together with
private individua1s~ constituted the
main sources of research support. The
federal government's participation traces
back. nuly 10 1887, when a one'Toom
lahoratory, a "labnralory of hygiene"
devoled 10 bacteriological stUdies on
retuined seamen (studies of chol~ra.

tuberculosis, typhoid, fever. diphtheria.
and so nn), was eslablished in the Staten'

Island Marine Hnspilal. In .1891 Ihis
laboratory· wgs moved, to Washington, .
and in 1905. with a greatly' expanded
'research mission-that. of investigating
"infectious and contagious diseases and
matters pe'rtaining to the public health"
-it ,moved into its new laboratOry
building at 25th and E Streets,. adjoin~
ingthe, Naval Hospital. 1t had come to
be known.officially, in the meantime, as
the "Hygienic Laboratory." There
search areas into which it extended its
activities further· increased. in number
thereafter; cancer was included in 1922,
and'mental hygiene in 1930. In the lat
tei' year the laboratory, with its ,several
divisions, ·was rechristened the National
Institute of Health-a name which was
changed in. 1948'to the'present National.
Institutes of Health.

It was not until 1938 that the federal
medical research effort expanded be
yond the confines of government~oper

ated laboratpries. The expansion was
through grants~in-aid to universities
and other private research institutions
under the newly inaugurated "research
grants program." In that fiscal year the
effectiv~ appropriation was $91,000. In
the next several years, ending with
1945, appropriations for research grants
remained at or below this level, but in
1946 an "expanded research grants pro~

gram" came into being, with $780,000
in funds. The next year (1947) the
program experienced an increase that
was spectacular for the time, to $3.4
million, and now, 14 years later (fiscal
year 1961), it stands at $287 million.
The "intramural" research effort, within
the confines of the National Institutes
of Health, grew in the same period from
$2.3 million in fiscal year 194610 $98.4
million in 1961.

The'figures ,for 'the successive years
may be seen in Table 5.

It is important to note that, in the
same period, nonfederalsupport of
medical and .related biological research
also underwent a,very substantial in
crease (for ,example, from $60,000,000 .
in fiscal year 1947 10 $333,000,000 in
1960). Clearly, the great expansion 'of
federal support has ,'by no means' iacted
to dry up nonfederal funds; 'it is reason
able to' believe, on the contrary, that
the· increased: harvest of research ac~

cOmplishments brought about by the
federal outlay has actUally stimulated
suppnrt of' medical research throngh
voluntary channels. Certainly bnlh fed
eral and nonfederal' support have rise.Q,
each at' an unprecedented rate, 'in the
last 15 years, and particularly in 'the
la8t decade.

Research Achievements

What has been achieved with this
unprecedented outlay of federal and
private 'funds? In the first place, to
name an intangible but important
achievement, there has been' a great
expansion and intensification. of. public
interest in ·inedical and related biologi
cal research. New research finclings, if
they 'have news value, are likely to be
reported to the general public by the
science writers for our newspapers and
other periodicals. The average citizen
is, .accordingly, better informed on
health matters than ever before, more
"research-minded," more aware' of the
hopes that research can offer, more in~

sisteilt that we "get on" with the task of
research toward beneficent ends. With
this growth in alertness to the promise
and importance of medical research has
come. a willingness to contribute to its
SUppoI't-a willingness to have a great
ershare of the tax dollar invested in
medical research and a willingness to
make .additional contribution to this
urgently necessary activity through non
federal channels. This aroused interest

. and. willingness to contribute must be
regarded as a major achievement of the
greatly expanded research effort that
has come about, under federal ·leader
ship, in the last decade and a half, and
particularly in the past, 10 years.
B~ic r.esearch.' A second result of

the developing research~mindedness ,of
the American public is the greater pub
lic understanding of the essential part
played by basic research in· our effort
to conquer disease. Basic research may
be likened to the submerged part of an
iceberg: It does not call attention to
itself,but it provides indispensable' sup
PQrf for all applied researcb' directed to
ward the control or conquest of. disease.
NIH~supported research. Although

both federal a~d nonfederal.funds for
medical resea:iCh are fundamentally
from the same source, differing only in
route, it may seem important to attempt
to give "credjt" to the National'Insti
tules of Heallh (as 10 nlher federal
agencies) for the research accomplish
ments resulting from its grants to uni
versities and other research centers and
from the research conducted within this·
great medical center itself.' It is easy'
enough to enumerate some of the'more
important / discoveries in the medical
and related biological sciences that have
been made 'in the past ·decade: or so,
and to list specifically some' that have
been made in the 'course of work sup
ported by re8earch grants from .the
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Totals

48.3
71.1
73.0

Females

46.3
65.6
66.5

M"'..
Life expectancy at birth (ye)

47.3
68.2
69.7

NlH-supported research ($, millions)

Extra- Intra-
mural* muraIt

Total
population

Fiscal
year

• Grants. t Includes field investigations and
administration of research and research gr~ts.

Table 5. Funds for NIH-supported .medical
and related biological research for fiscal years
191:J6 through 1961.

1946 .8 2.3 3.1
1947 3.' 5.0 8.'
1948 8.9 75 16.4
19•• 10.' to.3 21.2
1950 13.1 12.7 25.8
1951 15.6 14.8 300<
1952 18-.2 13.9 32.1
t.5,- 20,3 17.9 38.2
1954 28.9 19.9 48.8
1955 33.9 24.' 58.8
1956 38.6 32.4 71.0
1957 80.6 .... 125.2
1958 100.0 57.4 157.'
1959 140:7 68.9 209.6
1960 199.2 84.6 283.8
1961 286.9 98.4 385.3

Totals 1000.0 5t5.5 t515.5

Year

,.00
1950
1959

spondingly in personnel and equipment,
ra,nging from a single investigator with
his microscope to half a dozen inter
disciplinary teams, each working with
complicated and costly facilities, in half
a dozen scattered research centers,

The number of NIH-supported re
search projects can be appreciated bet
ter when it is viewed as a component
of the estimated total number, of medi
cal and related biological research proj
ects in th~ nation (Table 6, col. 3).
These estimates have been computed by
dividing the estimated total medical re
search expenditure (2). for the' nation
by the '~average dollar size" of an NIH
supported research· project-that is,
the average dollar outlay per year per

.project (col. 2). The, estimates, in cpl";
umns 4 to 6 have been similarly com-,
puted.Underlying these computations
is, of course. the assumption, that the
average dollar size of a project, in NIH
experience, can be used as an estimate
of the average for medical research in
general (see Table 6, footnote *).

The NIH supported 10,700,projects
in universities and other research in
stitutions in 1960, out of a national
total estimated at 38,500 projects.

Table 4. Average life 'expectancy at birth (age
adjusted rates for the continental United
States, exclusive of Alaska).

to all three. His work, like the capstone
of a pyramid, rests upon the wor}c of
others. He has seen findings reported in
recent issues of journals, heard them re
ported -at scientific meetings, and even
learned about new findings in private
conversation with fellow' scientists in
the same general field, of interest.

In short, this "one recent -research
finding, out of every three," that may
conservatively be attributed-directly to
NIH support has itself undoubtedly
been an essential step leading toward
the other two, or to some other two in
the total body of advances in 'medical
research. To disentangle the research
achievements clearly creditable to NIH
support from the achievements to which
NIH support has contributed indirectly
by 'making them possible as "a next
step," is quite an artificial separation.
To use a phrase frOin Scripture, "the
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump"
and cannot thereafter be extracted from
it. It must be'said that in, recent years
NIH-supported research has been an
important factor, has played an inextri
cable part, in the general advance in
knowledge and practice toward the con
trol of disease, in every area in the total
field of medicine and related biology.

The picture would be distorted if. the
presumably even greater influence on
NIH-supported research arising from
research supported by other ageJ;1cies----:
60 percent of the' national total, as esti
mated for 196Q-were not also pointed
out.

Number of projects supported. The
influence of NIH-supported work has
surely permeated the whole body of
modern research in the· medical and re-
lated biological sCiences, but is it pos~'

sible to sharpen the focus a bit? Can
one be more specific about what the
nation has gOt: for the tax money chan
neled through the NIH? How many re
search projects have been supported?
How many papers have been published?
What of importance has been dis
covered?

The number of separate research
"projects" given NIH· support in each
of the years in the past decade may be
seen in Table 6, column 6. The average
<Idonar size" of a project (col. 2) can
also be computed for each year, by
dividing the total amount of funds
granted by the number of projects. It
is recognized, of course, that there is a
wid.e spread in the annual dollar size of
individual projects supported ~y' the
NIH. Some cost less than $1000 for
1 year; others cost more than 100
-times as much. They also vary corre-
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1778
840
770

Gastro
intestinal

inflammatory
'diseaset

Deaths per 100,000
population

210
24
24

Influenza,
pne:umonia*

Deaths per 100,000 population

199
15

•

Tubercu
losis

202

Year

Table 3. Age-adjusted death rates Jor the con~
tinental United States, exclusive of Alaska,
for deaths from all causes.

1900
1950
1959

• Exclusive of pneumonia in the newborn.
t Exclusive of the newborn.

NIH. This is done elsewhere in this
article. It is important. however, first
toiunderstand federat" support as it has
influe'nced the total body of medical re
search, regardless of the source of
support.

Research expenditures by the N ation:
a! Institutes of Health in fiscal year
19S() represented approximately 18 per~

cent 'of the total national outlay for
medical research. For fiscal year 1960.
the percentage stands at an estimated
40 percent, or double the'earlier figure.
An average of the two, expressed rough~

ly as "one 'out of three," may be taken
as' representing the entire 1O~year pe~

riod. -One out of every three dollars
spent for medical research in the decade
was spent via the NIH. Certainly during
the latter part of the decade, _'it may be
presumed, one out of every three re~

search findings-big or little, basic or
~pplied-eanie to light during work
financed through NIH support.

But the _other two out of three re
search findings were not isolated-quar
antined as ifwere-from scientific can:"
tact with the one. On the contrary, each
tif . these, and 'indeed every research
finding, _owes something to' other find";
ings' that have preceded it. A recent
q'Qick courit of the number of biblio
graphic references appended to each of
five papers In ten representative journals
in the medical sciences reveals that one
'scientific paper refers, on the average,
to -between 25 'and 30 previously pub
lished papers. These papers have con
tributed either to the investigator's
conception of the problem he has -at~
tacked; or to 'his method of attack, or
to -his _interpretation. of his findings, or

Year

1900
1950
1959

Table 2. Age~adjusted death rates for the con~

tinental United States,_ exclusive of Alaska,
for three disease categories.

,------------------------------~---'-------------~~---------------_.. ~
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Table 6. Average siZe of projects (in dollars) and number of medical and related biological
research projects for fiscal years 1950 through 1960.,

• "Average" means the average for all projects supported by NIH research grants. These averages
were used as estimates of the national average in calculating entries in columns 4 to 6. For the
separate institutes, averages for fisc;tl year 1960 were as follows: Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases,
$16,200: Neurological Diseases and Blindness, $21,700: Cancer, $21,100: Dental Research, $13S00;
Allergy and Infectious Diseases; $15,000; General Medical Sciences, $18,200: Heart, $19,300: Mental
,Health, $21,600. The NIH averages in column 2 may possibly be somewhat higher than averages foi: the
nation. t Estimates, calculated by dividing the figures for total reported research outlay (not shown) by
the amounts in column 2. Discrepancies are due to rounding of figures. :I: NIH research grants program.

Active medical research projects (No.)

Fiscal Average* size Federal NIH
ye'" of project Throughout All (including extramural

($) the nationt nonfederalt NIH)! researcht

1950 9,649 15,300 9,100 6,200 1,400
1951 10,601 15,400 8,500 6,900 1,500
1952 10,658 16,200 8,800 7,400 1,700
1953 10,261 19,800 10,400 9,400 2,000
1954 ' 11,203 20,100 10,500 9,600 2,600
1955 11,379 21,100 10,700 10,400 3,000
1956 12,470 22,900 12,000 10,900 3,100
1957 14,209 28,000 14,900 13,100 5,700
1958 15,300 32,100 17,300 14,800 6,500
1959 16,584 35,400 17;900 17,500 8,500
1960 18,584 38,500 18,000 20,500 10,700

J

•

.

"

Number oj papers. On publication. of
a paper from NIH-supported ,research,
the author is asked to (and usually
does) supply a reprint for the NIH
files. These files are, unfortunately, in
complete prior to 1957; the count for
1957 and -later years (believed to be
90~percent complete) is shown in
Table 7,

A backward extrapolation of these
figures is quite speculative but suggests
that, the number of papers from NIH..
supported research for the year 1950
was in the neighborhood of 2000. The
total for the 11 years ending with 1960
is conservatively estimated to be 50,000
or more.

Each paper reports from one to
several research findings in its field.

There is reason to believe that the
findings from NIH~supported research
are of somewhat greater than average
scientific importance, for, although, the

, judgment of the mature and experi
enced investigator of scientific standing
is, and should continue to be, sufficient
certification of the importance--indeed,
the necessity---of any research he pro
poses, every project supported by an
NIH research grant has, nevertheless,
been in a sense doubly certified as to
its scientific importance and necessity
(3). Each project awarded an NllI grant
has been endorsed by a "jury" of from
10 to 20 distinguished scientists who
have studied the proposal, and has been
given further consideration by an advi
sory . council of equally distinguished
members and recommended by them to
the surgeon general' of the Public
Health Service for grant-in~aid support.

It is reasonable to believe that re
searcJ:1 undertakings that have been so

competently scrutinized and screened
constitute, as a body, an aggregate re
search effort of superior worth and
promise. Even if the results from NIH
supported research were not identifiable
as such in the vast output of the nation's
research laboratories and only the totd
forward march of research achievement
co·uld be perceived, it could still be said
with assurance that most·of the work
coming out of the laboratories receiv~·

ing NIH support (together with re
search supported by other agencies
using similarly effective scre~ning' mech
anisms) must be in or near the fore
front of the procession.

Listed below are a few research find
ings from the thousands of significant
advances in medicine and related biol
ogy that have been made in the past
decade in the course of research sup
ported by the NIH (4). It should be
pointed out again that such findings
are but capstones of "pyramids" of
findings by many workers, supported by
many agencies. These peak findings will,
~f course, be built in turn into the low~

er levels of other such pyramids, to be
capped by further achievements.

Some Research Findings

Prednisone, a· synthetic relative of
the steroid cortisone, was found to be
a& effective as cortisone or hydrocorti
sone, or mote so, for treating rheuma
toid arthritis, and to cause less edema
or none at all.

The folic acid antagonist methotrex-·
ate has been found to have pronounced
beneficial, effects in cases of chorio,car
cinoma, a variety of cancer.

With the albino hamster as the ex
perimental animal, it has been shown
that dental caries can be both infectious
and transmissible. The .organism is a
streptococcus. A different study has
shown that fluoride (1 part per million)
in drinking water has a dramatic pre·
ventive .action:in child~n.

The hemadsorption viruses, members
of the parainfluenza group, were isolat
ed and shown to, cause many of the
acute· respiratory infections in children,
from afebrile infections to· such condi
tions as croup and pneumonia.

It has been shown that giviIig cod
liver oil to pregnant rats ,reduces the
incidence and severity of .congenital
anomalies caused by deficiency of vita
min E in their diet. A change in the
balance of the remaining vitamins in
the diet apparently compensates to
some extent for deficiency of the single
vitamin.

The adrenocorticotrophic hormone
(ACTH), a protein hormone contain
ing 23 amino acids, was synthesized
from the natural amino acids. This' is
the largest protein molecule yet '·syn-
thesized. '

Convincing evidence that the onset
of acute multiple sclerosis, in a .case of
the disease in man, resulted from injec
tion of rabies vaccine (containing ele
ments of nervous tissue) has strength
ened the view that multiple sclerosis,
as it ordinarily occurs, is an autoaIIer
gic disease representing an immunologic
response to some unknown chemical
constituent of the patient's own nervous
tissue.

Raising the brain's concentration .of
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) , a
normal constituent of the brain, has
been .found to give protection against
convulsive seizures.

Scientists studying epilepsy were
handicapped by their inability to re
produce it in any laboratory animal
until it was found that, after a simple
surgical operation in which alumiha
cream is applied to a very small area
of the brain surface, the experimental
animal for some months becomes an
"epileptic," having typical epileptic
attacks.

A viral .agent associated with mouse
leukemia has been found to acquire
such potency in serial passage in tissue
culture that it can produce multiple
primary tumors in mice and sarcomas
in hamsters and rats. This discovery
strengthens· "the view that viruses may
be at least one of the causes of cancer
in man.

Chloroquine and pyrimethamine were
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~Table 7. Number of reprints of papers on
NIH-supported research (extra- and intra
mural) in the files of the National ~nstitutes

of Health.

times more potent than morphine in
relieving, pain.

An erythropoietic factor is formed by
goats exposed to a simulated altitude of
22,000 feet and is secreted in the milk.
Injected into rats, it raises the blood
hemoglobin and the retieulocyte count.

A new pathway for sugar metabo
lism, the "hexosemonophosphate
shunt," has been discovered. It by
passes the citric acid cycle and contains
several previously unknown sugars.

Evidence has been obtained that liver
changes similar to those in carbon tet
racWoride poisoning can be brought
about by central stimulation of -the sym
pathetic nervous system.

Two independent investigators have
won Nobel prizes for nucleic acid syn
thesis-the one for discovering an en
zyme that .synthesizes deoxyribonucleic
acid, the other for discovering an en..
zyme that synthesizes ribonucleic acid.
These two nucleic acids code:-control
bodily structure and function, appar~.

ently .throughout all animal and plant
life.

A molded plastic replica of a normal
mitral valve of the heart has 'been con
structed and used successfully to replace
a diseased valve in man.

This list could be greatly extended.
Research achievements summarized.

We might sUInmaTize research achieve
ments through NIH support as follows~

1) In 1950 the number of published
papers from NIH-supported research,
projects appears to' have .been in the
neighborhood of 2000 or 2500 (reliable
figures are not available); in 1960 the
number is reliably estimated at 11,000.
The total number of' such papers from
(and including) 1950 through 1960 is
conservatively estimated at- 50,000;

2) In 1950 the number of active re
search projects receiving NIH support
through its program of ·research 'grants
to medical :schools and other institutions
conducting medical ,research amounted
to 1.400, out of a national total of
medical research projects estimated at
15,000; in 1960 the number had grown
to 10,700. out of a national totalesti
mated at over 38,000.
- There is every reason, to believe: that

shown to be suppressive, and prima
quine was shown to be curative, of
malaTia. These drugs have now been
adopte4 for use 'in the U.s. military
forces. '

It has been shown that the pla,centa
will, if necessary, deplete levels of vita~

mins Bu, Be, C, and iron in the mother's
blood in maintaining these nutrients at
more nearly, normal levels in the' fetal
blood stream.

It has been shown that forced,' oral
(or intravenous) administration of large
quantities of a, solution of one teaspoon
of table salt and one-half teaspoon of
baking soda in a quart of water can
serve in cases of burn shock as an emer
gency substitute for plasma. In another
study it has been shown that, of in
dividuals treat~9-, with balanced salt
solution and, individuals treated with
whole blood,L;,more of the former
survive.

A living virus, the "tobacco mosaic
virus," has been taken apart, into its
skeleton of ribonucleic acid and the
latter's protein envelope, and recon'
stituted. The ribonucleic acid is the
primary source of the infectious activity
of the, virus. These findings will lead to
a better understanding of the pathoge
nicity of virus.es.

Two specific tests. each based on, the
bentonite flocculation procedure, now
permit diagnosis, in a few minutes, ,of
rheumatoid, arthritis and lupus, erythe
matosus;

Mapping of the gene, locations in the
chromosomes of the red bread mold
Neurospora is c;ontinuing and will con
tribute information that will ultimately
be useful in the effort to unravel the
mystery of the action of deoxyribonu~

cleic acid and ribonucleic .acid as code~

determinants of the hereditary structure
and function of all organisms.

It has been found that galactosemia
is' due to the absence of the enzyme
P'~Gal transferase-a genetic defect. A
quick test on the, blood permits diag
nosis and prompt institution of a galac
tose~free diet.

.A 'culture medium Q.f,chemically de
fined composition has been d~veloped

that has made it possible to maintain
cultures of cells from ,a variety-of tis~

sues' (such as normal' skin, bone, kid
ney, connective tissue, .and cancers)
indefinitely. '

It has been. shown that producti~n of
the fetal type of hemoglobin is favored'
by oxygen, and glucose deficiencies.

A new drug, phenazocine" first con
ceived on the "drawing board" and then
synthesized, ,has been found, to be ,InanY
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1957
1958
1959
1960

Number of papers

5,230
5,895
8,364

11,000

this NIH-supported 'research (and re:'
search supported by other granting
ageNcies with similarly effective screen
ing mechanisms) has. on the average,
been of superior scientific merit and
importance.

3) The number of research findings
reported in papers published in the pe
riod 1950-60 that give credit to NIH
for support cannot be .estimated. At a
minimum it would be expected to equal
the, number of research· papers pub
lished in the period (estimated at 50,
000) and might well be two or three
times that number.

4) NIH-supported research has made
an inextricable contributipn to the total
progress of medical science and its
achievements in the last 10 or 15 years.
The past 10 years' research supported
by this and other granting agencies ac
tive in the medical and health research
field has, without much doubt. played
a part· in the fall' in death rate and the
rise in life expectancy that ha~e oc
curred even in the same decade. It is
reasonable to expect. that continued
or expanded biomedical research in the
next decade will have an increasingly
important 'impact on the health of the
nation.

Future Research Opportunities

Let us now look beyond the periphery
of ,present biomedical knowledge and
mention a .few of the areas where it
appears that intensive exploration would
be rewarding.

It should be understood that no at
tempt at complete coverage of research
opportunities will be made here, and
no attempt to shape the pattern of the
discussion into conformity with any pre
existing formulation, such as the bal
anced pattern of program interests of
the several institutes of the NIH. An
attempt will be made, however, to con
vey the restrained enthusiasm of many
of the group of competent scientists
who have left their laboratories in order
to render a.broader service to medical
science through their office in the Divi
sion of Research Grants of NIH (5).

Instrumentation. The objectives of
instrumentation and automation re
search have been succinctly stated as
follows: "to measure (and }"ecord)
more things. more accurately, and auto·
maticaUy."

It has long been said in science, that
the· ability to measure some important
quantity with greater precision by one
more decimal p~ace opens up a, new era
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of· advance in the scientific field. To be
conservative, one- might amend the sayR
iog to read "two _.more decimal places"
-measurements 100 _times more pre~

cise. The _core of truth 'In the saying
is that the progress of biological science
is ultimately dependent upon develop
ment of ever 'more sensitive instruments
and methods for - making- ever more
precise measurement of an ever "Yider
va:dety of things, and tb,at an explosion
of new research follows a new and im
portant development. in instrumentation.
A modern example is the burst of re
search progress in cell biology that has
resulted from invention of the electron
microscope and development of the
techniques of immuno- and microche·m-.
istry, the electron microscope making
visible cell structures· a thousand times
more minute than those visible without
it, and microchemical methods making
possible more and more progress in the
chemical analysis of these minute struc
tur.es.

Instrumentation (includmg science
technology in general) has, been given
first place in this survey of important
and. promising avenues of research. ef
fort because it stands at the doorway
to progress in. science.

Further advances in the sensitivity
of instrument types now in use" devel,:"
opment of new types of instruments,
and further adaptation for biological
use of instruments used in. other areas
may be expected in the next decade,
and, with each development, an explo~

sian of new research in the correspond~

ing scientific area. Great advances are
to be expected in the coming decade in
the adaptation of computers to medical
,and related biological research. The use
of electronic computers for analyzing
the complexities of. intel:'related biologi~

cal data is in its infancy. Efforts will
surely b~' intensified to develop im~

proved methods for storing and retriev~

ing scientific data, and for analyzing
and interpreting them. The. further use
ot computers in the 'analysis of data
from x-ray crystallography of proteins
and nucleic acids may be cited as an
example.

Quantification and evaluation of the
information-input capacity of the var
ious senses may be achieved. progress
may be expected in the development of
computer analogs or models for the
simpler brain functions. More instru
mentation will undoubtedly ,be devel
oped for continuous measurement and
recording of-some of the many variables
undergoing simultaneou's change in' the
body in response to stress or other·

change: in condi.tions, qr to disease or
therapeutic measures, both for purposes
of research .and for diagnosis and ,ob
servation iti medical practice. The, use
of computers i~ the further develop
ment of mathematical biology and for
further progress toward ultimate auto,.
matic translation of foreign scientific
literature may be expected.

Prosthesis. Related to instrumenta~

tion and associated techniques is the.
area of prosthesis-a term referring
here, in the broadest sense, to",artificiat
substitutes for, or aids 'to, body parts
and functions. Further investigation di-:
rected toward the· following· objectives
m~y 'be expected: developing artificial'
heart, valves;' improving extracorporeal
blood oxygenating and circulating units;
perfectmg techniques for maintaining
some part of the body (for:~ex(imple,·a
cancerous' extremity) under a' separate
circulat~on with. a. high· concentration of
some' remedial agent; devising. a means
of aiding, or' replacing .failing ,kidney

- function; improving. dental· filling' and
bonding materials; devising.a· substitute
(possibly ,tactile) .for lost, vision· or for
a Jost se:l).se 'of ,equilibriutn.

Tissue and organ ,transplants. Re~

~e,arch .ll.l~y be expected to continue 011
the problem of·· the. rejection of· skin
grafts and organ transplants' (fot ,ex
aIt)ple, kidney), 'which now occurs ex.,
cept in, cases where the recipient and
the donor of the transplant have ne~

to-identical genetic backgrounds. Blood
and bone';'marrow transfusions. regardM
less· of.· serological type may be an asso
ciated development, if. and when the'
general problem of immunological rejec
tion of foreign tissue is ever solved. The
same, process of rejection is, of course,
altogether beneficent. when ,the ,body,
combats the "foreign ,tissue" of. an in~

vading pathogenic organism~

Tissue culture, of. boneinarrow for
purposes of transfusion mf!.y be broright
nearer in· -the next decade. "Tooth
banks"· ,and . tooth . transplants are a
hoped-for possibility.

Associated with the objective of·. suc
cessfully making tissue and org(in transM
plants is that ~f regenerating lost tissues.
A. breakthrough toward controlled and
useful regeneration .of lost·· tissues, in

, mammalian forms is hardly to be ex
pected in· the next' decade" but as .a
long-term goal it 'willsurely·be kept in
view, .as' ~search is continued, on suit~

able .lower species.
Human, ecology a,n4 environmental

health:'A"vast terrain remains,to be ex'
plored. in the ..·general -research are~': o~

man andh,is environment,' both anima~e

a,nd inanimate,-the mutual balance of
environmental factors, beneficent and
harmful, as they affect· health and dis,.
ease, longevity, performance; levels,
and even evolution. Important in this
field 'are also the health interactions be
tween human populations and, interac"
tions of these with .other populations
of 'animal and plant 'life.

One. o'f the·most important problems
in ,environm~ntal health. is protection
against unwanted radiation effects. Re,.
search has' been pressed· in .the past
several years and will surely'be intensi
fied ,in ,the coming decade.

:The problem 'of making de.sired food
additives safe and of det,ermiriinga 'safe
tolerance level for adventitio'us' additives
(chiefly residues· left, in food, from .-In
secticidal crop sprays) bas beCOme )na '

creasingly more acute in recent years,'
as· agricultural chemic,als and" variolls
substances· required in food processing
and packaging 'have· multiplied.. A,vast
amount of research ,will. be' needed to
make sure the public is protected. ,The'
continued -search for betier biological
te~ts .that' are ·equivalent·iolifetime' ex-

, posure for man, is 'a pri,me necessity 'in
such efforts.

Closely related to tJ:le foregoing prob~
lems are .the problems of pollution of
aU: .and water by, SUbstances .. harmful to
health.• "Smog",iso:nly one amopg manY
such harmful agents. Ofprinle' interest'
is the pollution of urb::m air from plod,;.
lictS of the motor age. Identification of
such 'products and knowledge ()f their
long-term biologic::al effects, witll d~vel

opment .·of suitable control 'measures,
'are--objectives of pressing ·i~portance;

The 'po~sibility tllat'some of these prod~

ucts' of'incomplete cQmbustion may be
implicated. in the' steadily growing in~

cidence of malignancy of the lower
respir~tory tract' gives such' research
added importance. Progress can.be has
tened through acceleratect. re.search ... in
instrumentation; the need for· such· ac
celenltion Jndeedpervades all ·research
areas.

The atom bomb is a potential envi
ronmental haz;;l.rd that· warrants more
health-related· research than. appears tri
be' in prospect.

Cancer. The search for'the cause or
causes of homan cancer·and for' means
ofprevention and better means of therM
apy has been pressed in recent years to
an extent ,that almost entitles' this to be
,called a craSh program; .eruci~. knowl~
edge is slowly but imrely-'bemg(iCCUOlU.
Iated. D~monstration ~f the: vir~s ''etiol~

ogy of a-variety of cancers_'(in~luding

leQkemia)' in certat~:labQF~t9.rY:,aDimaI~
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bas renewed our ;bope.,:fQr a~early

breakthrough toward control of: this
dread· disease .and has already' led to
more.' intensified research' in: this direc:"
tion. 'There' is also. growing, if not in
deed' conclusive, 'evidence that, carcino
genic substances can fe.ach. the body
through the inspired 'air,...-evidence that
relates the cancer: problem to'the,gen
eral problem of environmental, health.
Research in this' direction is being
pushedap.d will surely be increased i'n
the' c,onijng decade.

. Host"'PPTasiie relations. .The area of'
r~search, on host-parasite 'relatio.ns en
compasses all ,the rehiiionships between
man (and other ~iIilal and plant hosts)'
and the blineficent, neutral, 'arid harm
ful plant and -animal. parasites, that' in,.
fest and infect, including viruses;'. bac
teria", protozoa, and other.parasitic
organisms. An extension of, the parasite
concept :can. of couJ,"se" bring the'inva
sive cell.s of c,ancer i~,the same ,cate
gory. Research will continue OJ). a broad
front on the pathogenic parasitic' or
ganisms, on their nutritional require
ments and metabolic processes, and on
the evolution of pathogenic forms and
the' ,development of pathogenicity in
forms that were previously inactive (in
the carrier'sta,te) or' harmless or even
beneficent '(fQr example, the colon bac
cillus)., Th~ interact;ion. between host
and 'parasite" in, 'particUlar the effects
,of the parasite l,lpon the host and, the,
mechanism of these' effects, ,will con
tinue·to engage the attentio~and effort
of resea,rch workers" as ,will the con:
tinued development of .control meas':'
mes, .Including, antibiotics and,' other
chem.otherapy.The. development of
parasite resistance. to such therapy. in
the cQurse" of an. infectlon":"'-a heart
breaking event-:and, the, perpetuation
of ,such' resistant strains:,.,there~er" to
endanger, the. lives"of,-othe~ are twin
problems. that will call for,intensified
furthel." ,.res~;.uc,f1. .Th~' restraint upon
one parasitic. :population· that, results
from. the ;·pr~eiJ,r;::e.of,.another also ,.de-
'serves,:__m~re,_'studY~" ..-

This rl3S~~ch ~rea-,,~.!.obyloi.I81y"orie
of- e](tr~ordip.ari1y'brQ~~<:scope,.}nclud~

'ing'.as·it.do~.~ all the rnfe~ious.dise,~ses.
-A,yast '.ai1i.elint,: of ,)Vor!'· ,hllS.; ,already
be,en '. ,do~~'.:;,4Urillg::ne~Iy', a .·c~tu,ry ~f

re;;earch".b~t f!1e, :,.,:JU'ea ,ieril~i~·~t: ..9! .
near the top .of. any listwhere,prj~rity

is::(f~r~~,! b:Y:·w~ss.~g;iie¢ 9r P.foIjl-
ismg':oPJ1prtUrii~.",., . .. , ... "_'
.(li$~ue 'J' irnm~~~,;:' Te~t~Otl$. :'.;"q9sely

relatedtQ ~e,grea~r.es,ear~.~ea"j~t

d~c"",ed is that of ther.,aOti~ of the
bOdy,,:!o.·aub5tanceitforeigIl.,loit~.~
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. actio!i ofi eithet defense'.: or, -neutraliza,.
tion or acceptance. The' preponderance
of- research in. the past has properly
been. directed· toward strengthening .the
mechanisms· for defense, for ,here lies
the greatest need; but when' the ·defense
is'a~ainst a skin graft..o.r a transplanted
kidney donated. to an individual. in dire
need;, the same ,beneficent' mechanism.
.can act bliJ;1dly' as a,liability. The next
decade ,should :see an inten~ification of
work ,in both directions-toward
s~rengthening,thebody's.defense inech~

artisrns, on.the one.hand·.and toward
holding thein.in check. on ·:the other~

-;'Insep~lIable·'from. the objective of
strengthening 'the body's natural de
fenses is that of ,'adding new defense
factors, ... c.hemically tailored to general
Or specific needs. Research toward' this
end holds continued promise of, future
rewards.

Antimetabolites, antibiotics, other
c;hemotherapeutic; agents. Although they
have been .referred ~o incidentally in the
previous discussion, antimetabolites, an
tibiotics, and. other chem()therape~tic

agents deserve special mention. AnM
metabolites are among the most prom
ising.. of the agents being tested for
antican.cer~'action"alld th~y also offer
continued promise in the attack on in;.
vading disease organisms. The last sev
eral years have seen the testing of all
manner of chemical compounds, many
thousands of . them, .for t possil;>le anti
cancer activity. The next decade will
'see a. continuation of "such testing and
of research toward the development of
new( antirt;letabolites and antibiotics and
of other cOnipound~ for, ~ffective chem
otherapy.

Heart,- circulation. _and blood. We
may e;"pect'further, adyariceS yearly in
heart·· ~urgety and:prosthesis, hi· tech
niques of locciIized perfusion" in. diag
nosis and relief :~of.. vasc1J1ar ..in~uff.i.
ciencies of "arious body ,areas, in. the
control of.plotting" )nun9-erstanding
an.dcont.~oIAng:th~ .Pl'o~sses in hem~
ato.po,iesis,' .and:,:in ~;'ourkpQ:wle4ge. and
control qf.the.bas~c,causesof,athero··
scier~is.':,.-,', ',' . .'"" /

Repr(J~uc'ii~n. Tbe.well-being. of; th~
n~YVJncl~Yid~~1 ?.vill. qon~iDue-_·.io. be, ~e
dQmir.iaJ;l,t: practical'"obj~ctive}n research
o~,: ~.rro.~:hJ~tiop;:.,:~~~re:.. pr~gress;, win
be,·, d~en.delit",:;uP:9n:;a ':' ~ie~r: under
;t;Md;ng~:oi:ith~".,~rocess~,:tn:.yolve4,·. and
th,e f¥tolsjl!t'" inlIuence. them. Reduc
~iQ~. :jn.;:,,:fet~ ,:·,w~stag~.· ,: an~:'...d~formiiY·,
(bioc~e¥ca1~swe~llllaua~omical) .
wjII!'ciriainllD. ,iInPOrtllnt" in¥ne!liate
'1\ljecli,,;;,6vel:t>opti!a!i\lUd!n<j <i$Sqci
a~~::hu9:g~.r, ,in some;'-'Y0rle;J, areas', will

continue to 'stimUlate interest iIi devel
oping more effective measures· of birth
and .population 'control.

The brain. The outlook for brain re
search in the next. decade is' one of
continuitig investigation :with 'the .oscil
lograph, the electroencephalograph, and
other instruments; of localized 'short
term and .long~term brain stimulation
and the placing of minute brain lesions',
precisely localized; of continued, explow
ration of the biochemistry and the ,phar
macology 'of limited areas and of brain
secretion of hormones; .of deeper delv
ing into-the·biophysics and biochemistry
of excitation In _studies on single neu
rons (and other, types of cells); and ,of
continued efforts to extend the limited
analogies "between brain activity and
the function of computers (as a class)
in information storage, .organization,
and retrieval. Both in the, field of neu
rology and in that of mental health,
advancement toward the control of dis
ease will be promoted by such research.

Behavioral- science•. .mental" health.
During the next 10 years we may ex-'
pect to. see more research in which; at
tempts are made to relate mental phe
nomehato the underlying biochemistry,
biophysics, and. endocrinology of the
-brain; more study of the' behavioral
patterns in the" lower animals; and
further study of the factors affecting
and determini~g the course of develop~
ment of the child, enabling, him to as
sume the responsibilities of the adult
as a member of socie:ty.

. Cross~cu1tural· and· other studies are
needed,. to determine the influence on
mental health of :such factors as pat
terns· of thought and· behavior; systems'

, of' personal ·and· social values, the struc
ture of the family, and other social
groups,. patterns of interaction. in the·
family and community, levels of aspira
tion in ~ relation to the .,attendant ·en
vironrn~ntal and ·economic. potentials,
aQ,d hygienic ~ractice.s Of ,populations.
Such. research will. promote control of
mental disease and .control :.of :the de
velopment of such patterns ·of'deviance
from: sC!cial nOIl;Ds 'as, alcQllolism-,_ ac-'

'cident-prolleness, and juvenil~ delin..
quenqy.:_,Rese;arch in some' {)f these
area~)s.practic.ally. in its. iilfaQCY. :

..Aging;' Rese.arch directed,tovvard dis
~overy of the,fum;lame~tal ,processes in
aginlfc WiIlbepursuedfurthethy in
vesti8ato,rs ~x~ri~nc;ed .. in~he.·field of
ceillliol~gy.Ilm~y.be hoped .that the
biochemic~, biophysical, alld s~ctural
d~erel1ces>be~'o/e~h: the aged :an.Q ~'_(he
youthful cell: .and the effects .of these

;' -' '."' ,',:,,' ,," , " '. ',' r
difieren¢esi~Wiijbegin to be' understoOd~
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As for ~he diseases so prevalent among
the _ aged-heart and vascular and,
,collagen disease (including-excessive
fibrosis)-and the ,"natural process" of
progressive shrinkage of the various
functional cell populations of the body
with advancing age, no dramatic "break
through'" is in sight; _but as the coming
decade advances, the slow accumula
tion and piecing together of bits of
knowledge gained through basic re
search w.ij1 surely bring us nearer to an
answer to the pI:oblems of aging.

Cell and l110lecitlar biology. Refer
ence bas been made to improvements
in instrumentation that have permitted
examination of finer structural detail
and chemical analysis of more minute
portions of material than was previous·
Iy possible. The electron microscope
and the developments in microchemistry

. and in x~ray crystallography, together
with technical developments in other
areas (for example, immunochemistry),
have opened up for study the single cell
and its constituent. .structures. Re
searches on cell morphology, physiol
ogy, biochemistry, biophysics, pharma
cology, pathology, radiobiology, and
genetics are in progress and· will un
doubtedly be greatly, extended in the
coming years.

More detailed study of disease proe-·
esses .may be expected, with further
exploration of the precise architectural ,
structure of molecules in disease states
as contrasted with their stliIcture in the
state of health. Although the impor
tance of the precise architecture of
molecules in biological processes has
long been apprecia.ted, particularly in
the fields of enzym,ology· andimmunol"
ogy, molecular biology as a research
field is still in its infancy. It will un
doubtedly grow in stature in. the next
decade, as its newly conceived. sibling,
submolecular biology, just begins to stir.

Nucleic acids. If the ,research areas
in the whole of medicine and related
biology were represented as mountain
peaks in a vast terrain yet' to be ,fully
explored, ·the Mount Everest in that
little-explored country would surely be
"Mount DNA." Deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) and ribooucleic acid (RNA)
are the ~o nucleic acids that are found,
singly or together, in the cellular units
of all living organisins so far examined,
from viruses, bacteria,' and other plant.
forms thrOugh all animals forms up to
and including. man. The most challeng
ing. research in the future will be that
directed toward the. biosynthesis and
function of these nucleic'acids; for .out
of .such stUdies 'will .come the revolu-

tionary answers to long-standing ques-.
tions regarding' the phenomena of ge
netic reproduction (replication) .of cell
structure an,d function and the biosyn
thesis of the proteins,. the'most impor
tant structural components of living
systems. Possibly, too, from such studies
will come the answers to questions re
garding the fundamental nature of cell
differentiation, the development. in each
individual of such different cell· popu
lations as those of nerve and liver from
an original single cell-the fertilized
ovum. New techniques in the study of
the nucleic acids have' been delevoped
in the past 10 years, and it is certain
that research on these compounds will
be vigorously carried on for many years
to come. This research is so basic that
dividends can· flow from. it in· almost
any direction. One could well' be in the
direction of cancer control.

Genetics. Closely related to, even iii
separable from, research on DNA and
RNA is research on the gene population
(the "genotype") in the original single
cell from which a cell progeny is· de
rived, whether this be a clone com
munity of bacteria-in a flask or a cell
aggregate making up· one human, being~
-What genes are present in' the parent
cell, what factors determined their
presence together, and what ,bodily at
tributes (including hereditary di~ease or
susceptibility to disease) each gene or
gene group controls-these are some
of the challenging questions in genetics.
New techniques for visualizing the en
tire complement of chromosomes ill a
single cell and identifying each by its
peculiar characteristics now· make pos
sible a' surge of new work on hereditary
dis1;lase and, susceptibility ·to ~disease.

Control 'of the complement of genes
with which each individual starts· his
existence. is' a visionary objective, even
though probably ~attainable as a goal.

The genetics of new pathogenic strains
of organisms; of the first malignant ceIl
to appear in an individual who develops
cancer; of the .development of resistance
to chemotherapy in a viral, bacterial,
or cancer cell population"""';these fields,
too, present challenging problems on
which more.research is urgently needed.

Much of the·promise of achievement
yet to come from medical and related
biological research rests upon the fur
ther' development of interdisciplinarY
team work, now well under: way. A
more, extensive development of great
research centers· for categorialand gen

'eral ,research in the coming decade is a
strong pOssibility, .

Basic and applied research. 'The

amount of applied research carried on
from year to year in the coming decade
should be in homeostatic equilibrium
with the amount of (pre-existfug). basic
research, for each is dependent upon
the other.

Applied research has as its objective
some achievement that can be: put to
"practical" use,in some way other than
as a step toward further research. Basic
research contributes new variables to
science, quantitates them, identifies (and
quantitates). new causal relationships
between, variables, and points out new

,spatial and temporal .groupings of
variables' and new sequences in their
changes in vaiue.

The motivation and justification and
the basis of·evaluation are the same for
applied research in general and for any
one project in applied research: They
are, respectively, the practical objective:
and the 'extent to which it 'is attained.
For basic research,' the' motivation is
scientific curiosity-an almost monastic
dedication to the pursult of ·learning.
The justification (in the eyes of the
onlooker,. including the one who sup
plies. the funds) is that· the stream.of
applied research dries up unless it is

.fed by basic research. The merit of any
one achievement· in- basic research is
measured by the· extent t!:" which it
clarifies pre-existing knowledge, con;.
tributes toward establishing a new gen
eralization, OJ; simply leads to new re
search.

The interdependence of applied and
basic research has been pointed out, No
matter what the practical objective of '
any applied research. is, "spade work"
(equated here with bas'ic research), un
less it has already been done, is found
to be necessary. An enormous amount
of basic research may yet. have to be
carried out before death· rates from
heart disease and cancer caD. be sub
stantially improved. Thus, the need for
applied research stimulates support of
basic research,and the findings of basic
research ultimately open the doors to,
more applied research. There is no rea"
son to believe that this symbiosis will
be in any way disturbed in· the' coming
deyade.

Notes

1. The data are being collel;:ted by the U.S.' Na
tional Health Survey, which was begun in 1957.

2. This figure is not· shown in Table 6 but c~n

be obtained by multiplying entries in column
2 by those iil column, 3.

3. This can also be said, of' course; of work sup..
ported by other 'agencies that have a similarly
efJ:ective review mechamsm..

4. "Research supported by the. NIH"· iilcludes
both grant-supported and· inte-mural rese;trch. '

S. GTateful· ackttowledgment is made here for th~
~ contribution .of these scientists.
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THE SCIENTIST AS PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR

LEWIS C. MAINzER

University of Massachusetts

SACRIFICE of a research career for one in research administration is common
among scientists in the United S~tes today.l It is paradoxical that so many
men desert a highly respected, even idealized, way of life, for which their pro

fessional training and experience have prepared them, to enter an occupation whose
very professionalism is suspect. The research administrator stands in an area of
ambiguity and transition in the meaning of work: though he enjoys considerable
prestige in society and salary and power advantages over researchers within bureau
cratic organizations, the actual conduct of research has been at the core of the image
of the good scientist.2 If "a man's work is as good a clue as any to the course of his
life, and to his social being and identity," 3 basic elements in the scientific career and
the bureaucratic system may be illumined by 'understanding the changing of roles
by the scientist. Is the scientist who becomes'\" administrator misled by ambition
and then corrupted by power, or is he enabled to realize a fuller potentiality and
make a unique contribution?: To answer this, two subsidiary questions must first be
examined: Why do men leave research to become administrators? Does the re~

searcher-turned-public administrator remain always the scientist, or are his attitudes
toward politics, science, and administration those of the administrator?

Where other sources are not indicated, the analysis presented below relies heav
ily upon a series of interviews with Washington area federal research administrators.
Two dozen or so each in the National Institutes of Health, the Agricultural Research
Service, and the Navy, plus some research scientists in these agencies and some Bud~
get Bureau and Civil Ser\ice Commission.officials, were interviewed. The adminis~

trators, most of whom had been trained as scientists, were representative of a variety
of ranks and functions, though purposely bunched toward the top. Interviewees;
none of whom objected to the taking of full notes with the guarantee of anonymity,
spoke in response to a statement of the purpose of the research and specific ques
tions appropriate to the person, agency, and level. The writer did notfeel that it was
impossible to discriminate qualities of openness and perspicacity in those inter
viewed. Conversational interviewing was no doubt facilitated by the cathartic value
to many persons in talking about themselves to a detached observer, the ability of
men within. a formal organization to learn a good deal about close colleagues, the
appeal of an objective research project to persons brought up in a society in which
belief in science is pervasive, the interviewer's identification with a university and a
Washington research institution, and the blessings bestowed upon the work by top
administrators in each agency. The writer was deeply moved by the willingness of
these men, manifested by a significant proportion of those interviewed, to examine
themselves with probing honesty.

NOTE: The Brookings Institution, through an appointment as Visiting Professor, and the Uni
versity of Massachusetts Research Council, through a grant, facilitated this study. Each
is innocent of the consequences of its generosity.

1 Of over 200,000 scientists registered in 1960· with the National -Register of Scientific and
Technical Personnel, about one-fourth listed their work activity as "management or ad
ministration." Scientific Manpower Bulletin, No. 17, April 1962 (Washington, D.C.:
National Science Foundation, NSF 62-11).

2 Harvey L. Smith writes that every profession operates in tenns of "a basic set of fictions about
itself," which "tend to concentrate the. rewards of prestige in some areas of professional
activity and to ignore others." "Contingencies of Professional Differentiation," American
Journal of Sociology, 63 <January 1958),413.

• Everett Cherrington Hughes, Men and Their Work (Glencoe: Free Press, 1958), p. 7.
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WHY SCIENTISTS' BECOME ADMINISTRATORS

Career and the Range of Satisfactions

Men often find reward in more diverse occupational activities than they would
admit or suppose. For example, professionally active m!'n may enjoy the armed
services during wartime, perhaps because of release from responsibilities, competi
tion, or meaninglessness, or because of comradeship, command, or subordination.
Like the civilian professional.tumed-soldier, a scientist who becomes an administra
tor was a complete man, not simply a "scientist," which is an abstraction, focusing
OR certain training, attitude's, and activities of the individual. Even one who has
found satisfaction in research may sacrifice it without pain and find pleasure in other
work.

Entry into a profession generally requires a great investment of effort and a
major commitment by the neophyte, but is based on something of a guess. A young
ster in .the United States, if he is not a victim of poverty or physical or psychological
deformity or cultural prejudice, may have a wide choice of occupations. Typically
he makes his decision on the basis of vague knowledge of his own talents and of the
requirements, actual work, and rewards of the various occupations.4 He chooses
early, with little experience and little real advice, even from well-meaning but gen
erally permissive and uninformed parents. For instance, one who enjoys mechanical
activities and does well in school courses presumed to be related to engineering may
fix. on engineering as a career. An early decision. ~n this direction.may mean, one
study suggests, that a young man goes through engineering school before recognizing
that he "would prefer to work more directly with people than with materials." 5 The
same process may occur with the boy· who enjoys science and does well in science
courses, but who laterfeels that ittouches only some of his interests and capacities,
and would welcome the chance to develop his "human" interests as well. Adminis~

tration is an outlet for these nonresearch interests.
Many scientists-becom~-administratorseased into administrationgradualIy.

Superordination begins naturally in the scientist's relationship to the student or
laboratory assistant. Scientists regularly direct personally the activities of one or
more others, and are used to not doing with their own hands everything professional
that they seek to accomplish. Also, because modem science involves the bureaucratic
organization of many men, large sums, and expensive equipment, it requires a great
deal of formal administration at variedlevels. Committees on grants and fellowships
abound, giving scientists a tast~of organized-decisioIl-rnaking: the medical scientist
assumes administrative responsibilities in the .hospital; the university scientist is
assigned to faculty committees; other environments offer special admipistrative
occasions.

While directing a few others in research, the scientist, may still be giving most
of his time to his own research. The chief whodirects a small group, though bearing
administrative responsibilities, is still concerned with the substance of research; the
higher level chief is involved primarily or solely in administration. Frequently despite
intentions to the contrary, his own program of research is dropped completely. He is
concemed with promotions, hiring,· space, equipment, assistants - the whole realm
of "support" of research. These support de~isions have great practical consequences
for the subordinates and real psychological significance for them. Not to be sup
ported adequately, where resources are apparently available, is an invitation to trim
sails or leave.._ T~ ~ake such decisions is to ~dminjster, too wi~ld power.

'Cf. Morris Rosenberg, Occupations and Values (Glencoe: Free Press, 1957). Richard L.
Meier, "The Origins of the Scientific Species/'Bulletinof the Atomic Scientists, 7 (May
1951) ;169, 173, confirms the lack. of inforplation in the choice of profession by scien
tists, butdis~msa change in this sit\1ation. .. .

-Eli Ginzberg, et al., Occupational Choice;:An Approach to a GeneTal Theory (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1951), p.191.
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In sum: (I) scientists often find satisfaction in the administrative function 
perhaps to their own surprise, after the dreams of youth, the indoctrination of gradu
ate school, and the challenges of the laboratory; (2) scientists easily become increas
ingly involved in administrative activities in the course of a normal research scien
tist career in the United States to.day. The administrative option is generally close
at hand, and no abnormality of-motives or circumstances is required to reach out
for it.

Motives for Change

Chance plays a part, and no doubt some scientists who would have done well at
administratior _are never off~red the opportunity, -while other researchers enter ad~

ministration really by accident. However, something more than chance is at work.
Discussions by scientist-administrators of their own motives and careers and of those
of other scientists-turned-administrators whom they have known well suggest the fol
lowing classification of motives and circumstaIl:ces underlying the move from re~

search to administration.
Men of quite, varied ability enter admil1istration lJecause they seek advance

ment. Sometimes a strongly driven scientist seeks the salary, prestige, ~d power that
go with hiera~chicalrank. Such a man mayor may not deeply enjoy science, but he
wants the obvious marks of success, whatever he does. On a more modest level is the

. man of decent but limited talents, who wants promotion and finds it available only
, by entering administrati()n. Probably he dangles in mid~bureaucracy,making minor
contributions, as he would have done had he remained a researcher. At all levels
of competence, then, are men who giye up research to gain the rewards, modest or
substantial, which administration o'ffers them. We can, however,specify circum~

stances and motives beyond simply the desire for advancement.
First, there are men who have not achieved real sCientific distinction, never

are likely to, and know it well. They may be perfectly adequate researchers, but they
come toseethat they can never make a really major contribution: "I will never
win a Nobel prize." .They do not hate administrative routine, nor d~ they shy away
from authority. Administration seems to offer release from the strains of not succeed
ing, in science on the'grand scale of-graduate-school dreams, and~ it bringSmon:ey,
prestige, and other rewards, so they take the opportunity when it comes. Though
they probably enjoyed many aspects of the scientist's life, they are not undergoing

I a trawnatic experience when they leave research; often they see,this in themselve.s~

Colleagues, too, recognize this, and,may'resent it if these former researchers become
aggressive' administrators, confidently stating what research should be undertaken,
how it should be organized, and who should be rewarded.

Second, there are men who were good, even very good researchers, but who,
through advancing years (which may mean no more than forty years of age) , begin
to lose their imagination, vigor, confidence.6 Younger men coming into his field
with new and more sophisticated techniques (for example, mathematical learning
of a sort he lacks) may make a man feel outmoded or outclassed. Similarly, if his
specialty loses prestige and glamour while new branches attract energy and atten
tion,he may feel he,is an unexciting, old-fashioned fellow. Scientific research em
phasiz~sdrive, technique, imagination,ability to uncover new truth. In these quali~

ties, young men often match or excel their elders. The advancing man - who is still
only middle aged - may turn for haven to administration, which is assumed to re
quire :naturity, experience, and .iudgrri~t,rather than continuing research prowess.

II Some scientists continue productive research late, some may start late, some have a second
flowering, but scientist-administrators testify strongly that tapering off, is, not simply a
myth, however complicated the basic physiological, psychological, and social causes may
be. Anne Roe, The Making of a Scientist (New York:. Dodd Mead, 1953),p~.45f., sug
gests the possible importance of early maturation and rapid decline of spy~ific abilities as
a factor in mov~ent from research to administration. Of. O. P. Snow, A Postscript to
Science and Government (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962),p. ·16.
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People may say that "we have lost a fine scientist," but perhaps he has already done
the best work of which he is capable. With his knowledge of science, his respect for
good. research, and his own high standing, he may usefully head a research program.
His appointment may be good for himself, for the morale of his subordinates, and for
tIie agency and program.

Third, there are men who are sa good at administration that strong pressures
are recurrently brought on them to assume administrative responsibilities. Such a
mao.cannot easily remain within an organization and resist these pressures; perhaps
against his will, he is forced from the laboratory more and more into administrative
duties. He probably is a good verbalizer and a wide reader, thus impressing his more
limi.ted colleagues. He probably has great energy and self-confidence, a touch of
charisma. He may bean outstanding researcher aswell, or at least competent enough
to be well respected.. He may genuinely miss the laboratory and occasionally give up
responsibility to return to research, but usually not for long. Actually he probably
enjoys both administration and research and will never fully resolve his dilemma.
Granted great prestige for both his research contributions and his high administraN

tive post, he may nevertheless feel dissatisfied, because he is not keeping up with
his area of science adequately and because his own research work has to be sacrificed.
Being "strong" men, these administrators are likely to arouse intense loyalties or
antipathies; they offer respectability; direction, and drive to an o~ganization.

Fourth, there are men who believe strongly in a program, method (for example,
interdisciplinary research), specialty, or particular theory. For such men, adminis

tration affords the. means toward specific scientific or social goals. "Helping others
to do their researcl1"is a common rationalization among research __ administrators
of their decision to enter administration, but beforeone can take this seriously as a
motive, (me must see it particularized. It is real, probably, when it is "helping others"
to do something specific that the administrator thinks they ought to do, perhaps
despite their own wishes, because it is important. '1 These administrators may use
their organizational ability to accomplish large tasks, driven-by faith in the outcome.

Scientists who come f~om outside government directly into public research ad
ministration may -sacrifice-n(Jt only research but the academic life. What has been
saidabove is relevant, but we may also indicate as possible factors: interest in being
at the' center ofa program, with the opportunity to act autho'ritatively (as in passing
on grants) within one's scientific specialty; higher than- academic salary; the special
environment of Washington; and a change from normal routines of life. It is some
times an honor to be asked to come to Washington to assume responsibility for a
program in one's scientific area, and often these men must have had some taste of
administration to whet the appetite. .

These categories require a sympathetic reader, who knows that career is "a sort
of running adjustment between a man and the various facts of life and of his profesN

sional world," "his laying of his bets on his one and only life," "a set of projections
of himself into the future." 8 We recognize overlapping and irregularity, and will
put no man on the rack to make him fit the categories.9 It is best to emphasiz~ the.

'lOne able administrator entered government service at real sacrifice, including his own reM
search, when offered a fine new facility and a large sum to recruit professional personnel;
he was told he might do what he wanted with this new program. To turn down the oppor~

tunity, he explained, would be "like refusing a chance to go with Christopher Columbus
because business is pretty goodnow."

B Hughes, op. cit.,p.129.
B Dwaine Marvick-, -Ca;~er Perspectives in a Bureaucratic Setting, Michigan Governmental

Studies, No; 27 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1954), categorizes highMlevel
bureaucrats in an unidentified agency (which sounds rather like ONR) into institutionalM
ists, specialists, and hybrids, distinguishing those who are "place-bound" from those who
are "skill-bound" from those who are "free ,agents." Cf. William Kornhauser, Scientists
in Industry; Conflict and Accommodation (Berkeley and Los Angeles: UniverSity of CaliM
fornia Press, 1962), pp. 118-30. Focusing on autonomy versus integration of professional
activity within ,orga:nization, this study is y.seful t:especting the strains qetwe!':n prof~ssional
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real variety of men and motives..Administrative power is for some a quiet haven and
merely a job, for some an end in itself and a joy, for some a means to the top, and for
some a sober duty - a self-sacrifice - to science, to colleagues,to noble purpose.

THE ADMINISTRATORS' THINKING

What attitudes toward politics, science, and administration character~ze the
scientist-turned-public administrator? Were public research administration a well
established profession (or a group within a profession of research administration or
public administration), shared attitudes might stem from professional school train
ing, where traditions are inculcated, and perhaps from a professional association.
Public research administration has not yet developed, as have· the traditional profes
sions, to the point where it provides a practitioner with "a subculture and an iden~

tity." 10 Each agency influences research administrators toward distinctive attitudes.
Agency "personality" affects recruitment, morale, attitudes toward work, standing
in the scientific community, and so forth. The attitudes of the administrator may
reflect such characteristics of his agency as: (1) responsibility for an intramural or
an extramural (grants or contracts) research programor both; (2) a programming
approach to an extramural program or a more passive approach, responding to un
solicited grant applications; (3) treatment of the research program as an end in
itself or as a means to a non-research goal; (4) emphasis on scientific competence
or on administrative or political skills in advancing people; (5) emphasis ondirec
tion of or autonomy for researchers; and (6) Intensity, the pace at which men drive
themselves and others. The agency atmosphere, as well as the individual's experi~

ence and personality, contributes to shaping his job and·his attitudes.
III light of the tenuous professional status of research administration, the dis

tinctiveness of agency character, and the limited interaction and mutual influence
of public research administrators, similarity of views may be traceable to independent
attainment of truth or to the' influence of similar experiences individually encoun
tered.ll The most obvious similar experiences are: contemporary American culture,
probably middle class; college education, including graduate school; science train~

ing and research experience; federal government service; and research administra~~

tion duties. These similarities of background and function in reasonable men often
lead to similar views. Though the range of attitudes is wide, we can suggest the domi
nant view, the clustering toward one or another pole on a spectrum.

The Creed of the Research Administrator

On the basis of published and private statements we can draw up a "creed of the
scientist" and a "creed of the publi~ administrator/' in term~ ~f which ~o align th~

and bureaucratic goals. at Simon Marcson, The Scientist in American Industry' Some
OrganizationalDeterm,inants in Manpower Utilization (New York: Harper 1960) pp.
65-70, respecting. the reasons why industrial researchers move into administ~ation. '

10 Hughes, op. cit., p.' 129. One can distinguish the institutional arrangements (training schools,
examinations, licenses, professional organizations, codes of ethics) from the psychological
aspects (a feeling of lifetime commitment to the work as an art embodying a respected
tradition of service) of a profession.. Serious students of professions are hesitant to insist
upon any precise definition of a profession, through various typical qualities or evolutions
can be discovered. Cf. A. M. Carr:-Saunders and P. A. Wilson, The Professions (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1933), pp. 284ff.

11 Despite real reservations. one must have about his and' other sociologies of knowledge, there
are valuable insights into the relation between experience and ideas in Karl Mannheim's
Ideology and Utopia; An Introduction to the Sociology of Knowledge, trans. Louis Wirth
and Edward Shils (New York: Harcourt,Brace, n.d.), chap. I especially.
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research administrators.12 Each "creed" represents a distillation of widespread atti~

tudes, not the views of any particular individual. To meet their polarizing function
in this analysis, the assumptions of each creed are stated more explicitly and coher
ently· and with less qualification and ambiguity than most scientists or administrators
would state them. If the "creed of the-scientist" inaccurately states current attitudes,
it.loses value in describing attitude changes in those who leave research for adminis
tr'ative duties, but retains analytic value as a pole in static description of the attitudes
of these administrators.

The "creed of the scientise' includes these assumptions: (1) scientifit knowl
edge is the most certain knowledge; (2) science is the most profound kind of knowl
edge, revealing the beauty and. meaning of the universe; (3) science is the most
useful kind of knowledge, leading to invention and technological advance; (4) com
mon-sense knowledge is unreliable; (5) scientists are objective, seeking only truth;
(6) scientists are essentially men of peace, and science is a truly international lan
guage; (7) the most intelligent men today are scientists, and through the scientific
method they can contribut~ to the solution of world problems; (8) we are in the
"age of science," and science is basic to a good education; (9) more money and
manpower and public appreciation should go to science; (10) politicians and admin
istrators, lacking scientific training and unused to rational methods, are unreliable;
and (11) the less political or administrative interference there is, the better the re
search program.

The "creed" of the public administrator includes the following: (I) common
sense knowledge and "feel" keep agencies and programs going; (2) experience and
sensitivity are the key qualities required for successful human dealings; (3) absolute
truth would often be a foolish policy in human dealings; (4) the world is inevitably
highly imperfect, as is human nature, but a good program is a useful social contribu
tion; (5) it is difficult to change people's beliefs or patterns of behavior, and a propo
sal for major change requires strong justification; (6) any action which will anger
a politician or group is suspect; (7) politicians, though they are sometimes appar
ently irresponsible, are not bad people,and one can generally reason with them; (8)
experts and specialists vastly overrate their own importance, and are difficult to work
with; (9) one can adjust to and live with most. of the burdens an agency suffers,
though outsiders do not realize the difficulties encountered; and (10) superiors often
fail to give the program adequate support; subordinates, on the contrary, often fail
to take an over-all view of the agency's needs, being enthusiasts for their own pro
gram. The creed of the scientist may be classified as essentially politically utopian,
that of the administrator as politically realistic.

The federal research administrators interviewed seemed, above all, realistic in
their attitudes toward politics, science, and administration. Most had no expecta
tion of radical improvement in human nature or human relations through the tech
niquesof science. There was little talk of science as a means to solving world prob
lems or of scientists as new public leaders toward a better life. There was, of course,
interest.in and respect for science and confidence that scientists can often solve the

-- --

, l' Of. Walter R. Schilling, "Scientists, Foreign Policy, and Politics," American Political Science
Review, 61 (June 1962), 291-96, respecting the "policy perspectives ... which seem
moderately characteristic of many. scientists, most of them physicists, who have partici~

pated in national security policy in recent times.'l Meier, op. cit., compares chemists
(politically moderate), engineers (conservative or apolitical), physicists (politically radi
cal), and biologists (somewhat more varied). Respecting sixty-four top American scien
tists active in research, with comparisons among biological, physical, and social scientists,
cf. Roe, op. cit. The journals Science and Bulletin ofthe Atomic Scientists are useful
sources of the'views of "spokesmenl> for science. O. P. Snow's novels, The Search (Lon
don: Macniillan, 1958) and The New Men (London: Macmillan,.1954), are interesting
on many of the questions discussed in this paper. Respecting Americari public ad.Ininis~

trators, Paul Appleby's works are especially useful. Kornhauser, op. cit.,pp.58f., 138f.,
found that research managers in industry; especially at higher levels, tend to be oriented
to bureaucratic, not professional, norms.
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sorts of problems for which their training equips them. There was natural agency
enthusiasm and pride, but of the sort that any administrator is likely to express in
talking about his program to a stranger.

Politics

Research administrators interviewed had a realistic view of politics, one close
to the creed of the administrator. Especially as one rises in the hierarchy, admi.ilis~

trators are not generally marked by despair over political interference. There isa
phrase popular among Washington officials: "We can live with it." This is the
typical attitude toward politics. Politicians are seen as men who are, on the whole,
decent, intelligent, and cooperative, but whose political commitments and goals
affect their behavior. The influence ofpoliticians does not depress, disgust, or excite
the research administrators.

Attitudes toward politics vary to some extent with thepolitical experience of the
particular agency. The National Institutes of Health have done remarkably well
with Congress. Heading their appropriations subcommittees in House,' and· Senate
have been sympathetic, able supporters. Congress has consistently increased a bud~

get which the executive has held stable. NIH administrators can scarcely help but
think that Congress is kind to science. Departroent of Agriculture research programs
have benefited less and suffered more from congressional intervention, so there is a
less universal and unqualified confidence in Congress. There are differences, then,
between those who have been very lucky and those who have had mixed luck.

Top administrators are not likely to be completely uninvolved,in politics nor
to have a complete distaste for it." Many are quite skillful at it and genuinely enjoy
it. Others emphasize their research interests and the scientific aspects of the job, as
a protection' against too great political involvement; but only in part can anadinin~

istrator shape his role in this matter. Whether they glory in it or simply make the
best of it, top administrators are close enough to politics to understand something
of it. At lower levels, the administrator may have little or nothing to do·with what
he can identify as politics; it is a world that he knows by hearsay, and often one he
would just as soon avoid. Some research administrators at lower hierar~hicallevels,

'not long removed from research positions;· expressed an·' uncritical confidence· in
science and a complete distaste for politics and for. mere common sense.' .Onecan
hazard the guess that their attitudes will change as they gain administrative experi
ence and climb the hierarchy" though a few men at high levels joioed utopian rhe
toric with admioistrative talent.

Scientific Freedom

Freedom usually bulks larger in language than io fact, because it runs counter
to other values when decisions must actually be made.14 Some scientist~administra~

tors at high levels manifest a reverence for research and for the individual. III dis
posed to interfere, they have a deep sense of using and nurturing the talent and in
terests natural to a man, rather than regarding him as clay to be shaped. Where, for
example, it is easy to punish a man who has gone stale, they seek to refresh him; he
is too valuable to be regarded as fulished. Many administrators see their job as one
of protecting research subordioates against "improper" - the understanding of
which' varies among agencies - poli~ical. or,'administrative demands. from outside

18 It is not unknown for federal research administrators deliberately to assume a scientific pos
ture. in congressional appearances, de~empha:sizing administrative and political responsi~

bilities, and sophistication; . ., ". . '. . . '
U This produces oddities, sue;bas a·navallaboratory wher:e many members talk of theuniversity

atmosphere they enjoy; yet security regulations are very tight, thends,much applied re~
search, and the Navy is clearly present. . Reference toa universitynocloubt helps morale,
8.nd for at least some men there is very wide scientificfreedom.
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or above." They serve as a buffer, warding off extraordinary political pressures and
igooring or modifying administrative regulations that would impede good work.

The research administrators' attitudes toward scientific freedom were generally
matter-of-fact. In units with a specific task, it is presumed that scientist members
should contribute toward that purpose.. The right to do "whatever you want" is
defended only if the agency is not one that has to produce short-run practical results.
In almost all instances, what ,the researcher undertakes must fit within the general
scope of the agency program, though that may be very broad. In research units
such as those within some of the operations agencies of the Navy,. the justification of
research by its practical results is, understandably, deeply embedded. In these cases,
research blends into development and engineering and production, and it always
faces toward the needs of the Navy. Individual curiosity is less likely to be revered
in such a setting than in an agency with longer-range responsibilities and more aca
demic connections, such as the Office of Naval Research, which contracts extensively
with university professors. Even in the practically oriented Navy units,however,
some research is sponsored which has a quite delayed military utility; administrators
see the need fpr scientific discretion in such·· cases, but the basic assumption is that
science can serve military needs.16 Sirililarly, the .organization of· Department of
Agriculture research largely by crop and animal specialties suggests that administra
tors generally expect practical findings within specified areas of work, though there
have been serious attempts to foster hasic research. Within units involved in more
applied research, administrators usually feel less vividly the researcher's right to con
trot his own work, and may recognize political or administrative influence on the
researcher as more legitimate.

Research administrators' attitudes toward scientific freedom varied significantly
but were, in sum,practical,. decent, seldom romantic, sometimes hard. Certainly
they assume the legitimacy of organization authority and the value of the goals pur
sued by the organization. They, assume that some planning is possible in science and
that their agencies do have specified areas of responsibility. They believe t\lat not
every scientist is highly original or likely to make a fine contribution if left alone; that
the best men may easily be left to do largely what they want; that others will not
suffer from some direction; that some must he led. The attitude is, in general, fairly
realistic.IT As one descends to the. level of the administrator who is still 3:p:r:-~~~ci~g

researcher, general principles and .policies respecting scientific freedom seem to he
less important than the personality of the administrator, his attitudes toward and
working methods with. his suhordinates. A first-rate scientist, who insists on free
dom, may be a tyrant to.his subordinates.

Research Administration
Attitudes toward research administration vary markedly with rank. Those first

entering administration still identify themselves strongly as scientists, more specifi
cally as organic chemist or the like. This identification with an area of science clings
tenaciously. It holds together the two halves of a man's professional life. Many a
research administrator will; after hesitating over the question, decide he is a "hiology

15Concem by research administrators over public pressure for quick results in medical research
is apparent in Senate Committee on Appropriations, 86/2, Hearings, Departments of
Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare Appropriations for 1961 (Washington, D.C.:
G.p.a., 1960), I, 751, 843ff. Congressional pressure on research administrators, in terms
of geographic areas and commodities to be emphasized, is amply evident throughout DeM
partment of Agriculture appropriations hearings.

16 This is analogous to the approach in industry~ where one also firids a wide range of attitudes
toward discretion for researchers, but faith that research does pay, either in tQ.e short or
long run.

11 If one denies the authority of the' organization' and the value of its goals, one could defend
much broader freedom. For analysis of the proper limits to sCientific freedom and of
present federal practice, d. my USCientific Freedom in Government-Sponsored Research,"
Journal of Politics, 23 (May 1961), 212.:...30.
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administrator)" or something of the sort, .when asked-his occupation. Quite near
the top, membership in professional associations and some attempt to ~eep up· in
the field are often still found. There is a clear lessening of the real involvement with
a scientific specialty and a clear increase of interest in and feeling for administration
as one ascends the hierarchy. It seems certain that as the younger men rise their
attitudes change.

Tested by regul'\l' interactton with significant mutual influence, or by their own
conceptions, the federal research administrators are not a groUp.18 There are some
real groupings within the whole, especially among those, of whatever agency,· CODM

cemed with a particular scientific area or problem. There is a sense of shared occu
pation, common problems, and need for cooperation among some of those in charge
of grants programs. There are a number of formal organs that bring administrators
together, butgenerally these relations do not go very deep.

The most important relations of these administrators are usually not with re
search administrators in other federal' agencies. In the, National Institutes of Health,
for instance, relations with the·medic~ schools· are of primary importance, far more
important than relations with most federal research administrators. In the Agri
cultural Research Service, relations with the state colleges of agriculture are of great
significance, but most agricultural research administrators have few contacts with
military research administrators. Each agency has its clientele and colleagues outside
government. The National Science Foundation, the most obvious central unit, is not
a major influence in government research agencies. Neither in their own conception
of themselves nor in terms of talking to and influencing each other in daily opera
tions are the federal research administrators really a group.

As their movement into administration is made easier, so their identification of
themselves as administrators is made more difficult, by the weakness of professional
bonds among American public administrators.19

, Federal research administrators
generally hesitate to call themselves "administrator;" do not become'involved in
public administration as a discipline or a conscious profession, and do not have great
confidence in formal management training or theory. Administr;:..tion often seems a
kind of accident which has altered the science career upon which they set out. Some
do turn to the literature of administration for information, once they have taken an
administrative post, and an increasing number of younger men undergo formal re~

search management· training, but they tend to trust conunon sense' and their 'lfeel"
for research administration. Their natura.l abilities, particularly their knowledge of
people and their research background, seem to them the most important qualities.
They administer "by doing." Sometimes, especially at the top, they see the stark
truth, that they have changed from scientist to administrator.

THE SYSTEM AND THE CHALLENGE'

Is the movement of scientists within the federal service from research into re
search administration desirable? Are we corrupting good scientists and losing the
potential fruits of their work, or are we simply recruiting administrators from the
best source? Knowledge of their motives in changing and of their attitudes toward
science and public administration provides groundwork for an answer.

18 Evidence of a growing sense of profession among industrial research administrators, who are
also former researchers, is cited by George A. W. Boehm, "Research M~ement: The
New ExecutiveJob," Fortune, 56 (October 1957), 165. In traiuing for some. professions,
such as librarian, engineer, and educator, apparendy there is considerable. concern with
the administrative future of the successful professionals. Cf. Hughes,op. cit.~ p. 137.

10 The strongest loyalties in the U.S. civil service have- been to specific agencies and clienteles
and to traditional professions or technical skill groups, rather than to public administra·
tion as a .profession. Cf. The American Assembly, The F.ederal Government Serv,ice:
Its Character~Prestige~ and Problems (NewYork: Graduate School of Business, Colwn·
bia University; 1954);Paul T. David and Ross Pollock, Executives for Government; Cen
tral Issues 0/ Federal Personnel Administration (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1957).
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The Research Career Opportunity

There should be reasonable opportunity for promotion for a scientist who
chooses to remain within research,.ratherthan to enter administration. This has
not always been the case.20 Some men with no special taste or talent for administra~

tion have entered it as the only way to advance to higher rank and salary. Some·
times quite good men have become involved in administration because it was their
desire or the desire of their superiors that they be further honored, and only adminis·
trative posts were available to honor them. The strictly research career should
always be attractively open for the man of high research talent, and even for one of
moderate talent who has little administrati~epotentiality.

There has been encouraging movement in this direction recently in the federal
civil service system. In June of 1960 the U.S. Civil Service Commission issued a
"Guide for Evaluation of Positions in Basic and Applied Research." Its origins lie
partly in a growing belief that the emphasis on position, rather than incumbent, has
been too rigid in federal personnel ad.m1nistration. Two attorneys or two researchers
may be doing strikingly different quality work, despite identical job descriptions.
Attempts in the Department of Agriculture to promote researchers on the ,basis of
personal attainment, without respect to supervisory responsibilities or similar factors
(that is, without really changing the work they are doing) were especially influential"
in formulating the new program.

The Civil Service Commission guide applies only to those conducting "profes
sionally responsible research," which includes basic and applied research, not devel
opment or testing. The guide is not intended for those who are· "monitoring research
contracts" or for positions emphasizing administrative responsibility; it suggests eight
subordinates as a rule-of-thumb upper limit on posts emphasizing research capability
rather than administrative skills. The guide "is based on the thesis that while'super
vision is one ladder to high level responsibility in scientific work, there is another
ladder - the ladder of personal creativity and scientific contribution."

Typically in American personnel administration the job or position - the set
of duties which are assigned to the occupant of the post - is central; interchange·
ability among incumbents is assumed; rank and pay attach to the job, regardless of
who fills it or how well." The new guide breaks with this idea quite'explicitly, for
"where the nature of the research situation involves a high potential for original
and creative work, the position may be performed at any one of several levels, de~
pending upon the level at which the incumbent is capable of working."

Four factors are'to be considered in determining a researcher's grade: (I) the
research situation or assignment, which focuses on the "inherent difficulty and com~

plexity of the research problem"; (2) the supervision received, which· involves the
discretion enjoyed by the researcher in selectiog problems and conducting investiga
tions; (3) gUidelines and originality, which pertain to the novelty of the problem,

. 20 That scientists "all too frequently"· have to take administrative asSignments in order to gain
promotion is attested by the fonner Special Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology, Jam,es R. Killian, Jr., "Improving the Government's Scientific Service,"
U.S. Civil Service Commission, Recruiting Scientists and Engineers for the United States
Civil Service, Report of Proceedings, Conference on Scientific Manpower, April 28-'-29,
1959 (Washington, D.C.:G.P.O., 1960), p. 20. Industrial research laboratories seem
to have moved toward the "two ladders of promotion" principle. Cf. Boehm, op. cit.,
p. 222; Kornhauser, op.cit., pp. 135-49; Mareson,' op. cit., pp. 29-34. Cf. Victor A.
Thompson, Modern Organization (New York: Knopf, 1961). The relation between
specialists and general managers is central in Thompson's book. He argues for Utwo equal
salary scales,one for specialists and one for the hierarchy."

lit Harold H. Leich argues that "the differences are becoming smaller in the United States and
that, in many essentials, placement systems centering on' rank-in~the~man and those cen
tering on rank-in~the~jobare now similar." uRank in Man or Job? Both!" Public Admin
istration Review, 20 (Spring 1960),92. Cf. Truman G. Benedict's commen~ (ibid., 21
(Winter 1961), 55-57), urging that rank-in~the-person should.dominate, thus focusing
on individ_ual capability. . ~
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the precedents for· it, an-a the contribution to theory or methodology; and (4)· tlu;
qualifications and scientific contributions of the incumbent. An individuaHs awarded
up to ten points for each factor, but double value for the fourth; totaling the point
score, one can convert it into a-grade level for -the researcher. The comrni~sionhas
urged that rating of researchers be done within the various research agencies by
panels with joint researcher-position classifier membership. Early experience in a
variety of agencies has been that the scattering of ratings within a panel is not so
serious as to make the system unworkable,22 ,though of course a numerical rating
scheme has an artificial air of precision about it.

The guide and the thinkingbebind it offer promise of promotion to those who
remain in research posts. Only actual practice will permit us to say for each agency
whether the research ro..o "I' the superVIsory road leadsto rank and pay. Experience
will show also whether the two-track system encourages the advance of second-rate
men in administrative posts, where first-rate scientists may formerly have trod. It
may save soIlfe first-rate researchers for research. It may enhance the morale of re
searchers who no longer feel that administration is the only way to agency recogni
tion. It may make easier for scientists belief in the justness of the system within which
they work.

The Contribution of the Administrative Choice

What are the consequences, for the individual who chooses and for the system
within which he serves, of the movement from research to administration? We
grant the possibility of attacking the most irritating aspect of the system, by making
promotion freely available to those who remain researchers. We assume that the
great majority of research administrators. are not within the outstanding to near
genius class. Many of those who move into administration would not have made
major. and irreplaceable contributions to science through continued research.

It is impossible to judge confidently the actual value to the organization of the
scientific background of these administrators, because the individual is not separable
into parts. Non-scientist administrators of business-type functions (personnel officer,
contract officer, budget officer, executive assistant) work within research agencies
effectively, on the general assumption that they assist but do not command scientists
and that they deal with business questions, not scientific questions. These distinctions
are not without meaning, but they are deceptively simplified. There are even in
stances of non-scientists dealing with research grants, apparently effectively. A
bright, immersed layman can acquire over time a startling familiarity with the lan
guage, people, and problems in an area of science, without any corresponding ability
to contribute. to the body of scientific knowledge. Research administrators perform
functions similar. to administrators in other agencies; they tend to exaggerate the
differences in problem areas such as budgeting and civil service regulations. The
real difference is not only that scientists do non-routine creative work, but that they
believe in their work and in the reality of a coinmunity of professional colleagues.

The scientific background of research administrators may be valuable in provid
ing technical knowledge, foresight, communication ability, and status. At a fairly
low hierarcbicallevel, the technical knowledge and skills of the supervisor are,impor-

:D Cf. H. Alan McKean et al., CiA Rating Scale Method for Evaluating Research Positions,"
Personnel Administration, 23 (July-August 1960),29-36. Respecting the program in
the Department of Agriculture, d. House Committee on Appropriations, 86/2, Hearings,
Department of Agriculture Appropriations for 1961 (Washington, D.C.: G.P.O., 1960),
I, 159; House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, 86/1, Hearings, Supergrade
and Research-Scientific Positions in Various Federal Agencies, August 20-21, 1959
(Washington, D.C.:-G.P.O., 1959), pp. 3f£. Respecting the Scientist Administrator posi
tion, d. Board of U.S. Civil Service ~xaminers, National Institutes of Health, "Profes_
sional Careers for Scientist Administrators in. the Administration of Research and Train·
ing Grants, Awards, and Contracts in the Health Sciences,'; AnnoWlcementNo. 227B,
April 26, 1960 (Washington, D.C.: G.p.a.,1960). ,
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tanto This is the reahn of the part-time administrator who also does research. At
his best, he has much of the teacher about him. As one ascends, this kind of con
tribution decreases. At middlelevels, former researchers who are now administrators
sometimes have difficulty recognizing how small their substantive scientific contribu
tion is.

Technical competence fades into a vaguer skill in program-planning. One
hears the claim that the scientist-turned-administrator can discern the opening areas,
the frontiers of science. No doubt the ability to do this varies considerably, but it is
difficult to accept the view that, compared with researchers, most research adminis~

trators possess special foresight into the directions that science should take. They
have the advantage of an organization position which affords a useful perspective,
facilitating breadth of view. However,_ the. .l'r"cti"-inK!e~",:~~,,r !las the benefit of
being personally involved in ongoing research; his own wits are sharply challenged.
Presumably the former researcher might at least choose among competing views
more confidently than the layman. If the administrator claims, not that he sees the
future of science clearly, but that in applied research programs he is familiar with
the practical needs which the program ought to he serving, the advantage of a re
search background is not incontestable.

A former researcher, because of his experience at science, probably understands
and communicates subtleties of the scientific life. At all levels, "personnel" decisions
- when t() hire, fire, promote, support, discipline - and the whole realm of how
to influence a subordinate to do something, are of major importance. Here one's
background in science is useful in understanding the modus operandi of scientists in
a research organization, especially what uses of authority are legitimate. Common
professional background is often confused, however, with experience within a par~

ticular agency and understanding of its procedures and customs, which a layman can
acquire. A scrupulous layman may learn what a superior can appropriately tell a
subordinate in a research agency without destroying the loyalty, dignity, and useful
ness of the subordinate. Despite their background, not all former researchers recog
nize the proper limits to authority.

Researchers demand scientists as superiors. In the line of command at all levels
in research agencies, the symbolic value ,?f scientists is great. The respect in which
they are held as feIlow scientists, rather than mere bureaucrats, transforms authority
into something more than brute strength. It is not unknown for a research adminis~

trator to say that his management aides may pass favorable decisions to researchers,
but that only he will teIl his subordinates bad news.2S However dubious the more
strident claims of value for technical knowledge, program-planning ability, and
sensitivity to the way scientists think, the elements of truth in them and the symbolic
value of scientists as administrators are important. There are ample opportunities
for using non-scientists in research' administratio~, espe~ialJy.i~ staff ~d auxiliary
positions, but we will continue to require fonner and part-time researchers who will
take administrative postS.24

If the research ladder to promotion remains open, there seems no reason to
deplore ~e movement of some scie~tists, in..~~y .v?luntary manner into administra~

23 However, cf. Norman Kaplan, liThe Role of the Research Admin:istrator,", Administrative
Science Quarterly, 4 (June 1959), 28, 33. By "research administrator" he means a man~

agementofficial, not a scientist-administrator. He reports instances of making this busi
ness,'administrator the scapegoat for unpopular decisions which the scientific director
actually has made.

U Cf. House Committee on Appropriations, 86/2, Hearings, Departments of Labor and Health,
Education, and Welfare Appropriations for 1961, Department of Health, Education,-and
Welfare (Public Health Service) (Washington,D.C;: G.p.a., 1960), p. 20, Surgeon
General Burney's view that a mental hospital should be headed by a psychiatris~, rather
than a,lay administrator, because the whole environment of the hospital is important to
rehabilitation. James L. McCamy deplores the myth ,that scientists and science are dif~
ferent from other men and functions, andpriticizes the separatipn of science from policy,,:
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tioD. (We assume that-the alternative is not the abolition of administrative-posts,
but the use of non'::'scientists in them.) It serves a useful function for scientists who,
despite their training and experience, are not finding much satisfaction in-research.
It serves a need in scientists with great drives to hold power. It permits scientists with
a vision involving large resources to attempt to organize t,?ward its achievement: It
supplies research administrators who have a background and reputation in research
and in government and in the particular agency or area of work The movement
of some researchers into administrative posts is not a .bad thing for the individuals
involved or for society.25

Corruption.
The greatest danger in converting researchers into administrators is the danger

to the individual scientist. Non-scientist academicians often assume that scientists
have fallen into arrogance, because of their superb techniques, their elegant and
comprehensive theory, their great accomplishments in league with technology. Pub~
lic statements by scientists who speak upon political ~d international affaIrs are fre'" '
quently not reassuring of the scientist's sense of his limits; However, the scientist~

administrators to whom this writer spoke were seldom marked by arrogance toward
politics. (It is true that the group was composed rather heavily of biologists, who
are reputed to be more moderate than physicists.) They were generally humble
about their range of knowledge and their possible contribution to national and
world affairs. Mostly they were political "and administrative realists; theirs was the
creed of the administrator, not of the scientist.

The scientist manages well the transition from researcher to administrator. He
is not too utopian or too involved in scientific research to learn the art of public
administration. As public administrator he develops skills in coping with political
and administrative problems, in handling power. He deals with administrative
superiors and subordinates, budget officers, administrators in allied and competing
agencies within and outside government, interest-group leaders, and sometimes con
gressmen and political officials. Fingering its tools, he learns to value power as the
means to varied ends.

Serving as administrator enhances the political and administrative understand
ing of the scientist, but he loses something. The scientist-turned~administratorcuts
his ties to the disciplining experience, the personal responsibility, of specialization;
research, and professional discourse. While becoming a political and administrative
sophisticate, he may b~come less wise in matters close to the heart of science. He may
give in to an expansive feeling of guiding the growth of science, playing the architect,

making; they shoUld be joined in government for 'ail functions at all levels. Science and
Public Administration (U~versity, Ala.: University of Alabama Press, 1960) especially
pp. 82ff. He insists, accordingly, though briefly, that administrators for scienc~ should be
chosen without respect to whether they are scientists, simply on their ability as administra
tors (pp. 115-16). Scientists often are without skill in sensing social values so lacking in
administrative talent,_h~ suggests (pp.172f.)_. '

25 Of. my discussion, "A Public Place" for American Science," Virginia Quarterly Review~-37
(Summer 1961), 398-413. However~ ce. William D. Carey, HResearch, Public Policy, and
Public Administration," Public Administration Review~ 9 (Winter 1949), 53-63. lIe
warns (p; 60) that "we are-following the shortsighted policy of bleeding the laboratories
of their skills," and suggests (p. 62) that we should "free the scientist for the work which
he is most capable of doing by staffing administrative posts with nonscientist personnel
oriented -in the theory and practice of administration for, research." Cf. Don K. Price~

Government and Science; Their Dynamic Relation in American Democracy (New York:
New York University Press, 1954), pp. 185 ff'., 202, argUing for scientists in administra
tion because of need for men with scientific knowledge plus administrative,ability in solv~

ing certain kinds of policy problems. C. P. Snow urges scientists within government be
cause they- possess foresight, whereas professional (British) government administrators
tend to short-term thinking. Science and Government (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1961) ~ pp. 82f. _In his Postscript, he emphasizes the need for practical judgment in
scientists who give advice, and the danger of having only one scientist to speak among
non-scientists. "
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without actu~ly making any substantive contribution to it. 26 He may treat his sub
ordinates as only means to-ends which he defines. These are the sins of pride, and
temptation to them always accompanies the holding of power. The danger in scien
tists becoming administrators is the danger in any man's taking power; scientists, too,
are corruptible.

The challenge for the scientist-turned-administrator is to nourish within his
agency the search for truth, rather than for power, to foster reverence for honest
science. Many a factory worker or white-collar worker finds his job hopelessly un
challenging and degrading." The scientist, though he too works within bureaucracy,
may find his work rewarding and his environment stimulating. ,Because his job
is not inherently a~surd, much depends upon the organization within which he
works.28 No task is harder for the research administrator than to convey to his
subordinates the belief that in this agency th~ ideals of the good scientist still pre
dominate, that truth is respected/that administrative and political talent is the serv
ant, not the master, of scientific talent. Bureaucracy breeds cynicism about human
purposes and about the reasons· for success. The scientist-turned-administrator is
challenged continuously to prove to his subordinates that justice, not expediency and
chance, underlies the system. He needs humility, ev~n "one touch of regret - not
the canny substitute but the true regret from the heart," 29 by which to atone to his
scientist colleagues, subordinates now, for having left research to claim the prizes
of power.

26 For the figure of speech, and a statement by a research administrator who sensed the need for
restraint,.cf. Roger D. Reid, "Freedom and Finance in Research," American Scientist, 41
(April 1953), 286-92.

27 Cf. Chris Argyris, Personality and Organization; The Conflict Between System and the In
dividual (New York: Harper, 1957); C. Wright Mills, White Collar; The American
Middle Classes (New York: Oxford University Press, 1951).

lIS Cf. Committee on EJ:;J.gineers and Scientists for- Federal Government Programs, Summary
Report of Survey of Attitudes of Scientists and Engineers in Government and Industry
(Washington, D~C.: G.P.O., 1957). "Integrity of management" seemed to be of great
importance to scientists in both government and industry. Cf. Howard Baumgarte1~

"Leadership Style a!l a Variable in Research Administration," Administrative Science
Quarterly, 2 (December 1957), 344-60. He suggests that "more effective performance
and more personal satisfaction" can be attained through "participatory" leadership than
through "directive" or "laissez fairen leadership. Cf.Marcson,op. cit., pp. 121-44, re
specting the"possibilities of mixing "colleague authority" with "executive authority." For
a personal insight respecting the academic parallel, cf. From Max Weber: Essays in Soci
ology, tt:ans. H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (New York: Oxford University Press,
1946), p. 134.

211 The phrase is E. M..Forster's, for a quality in a colonial administrator which "would have
made him a different man, and the British Empire a different institution." A Passage to
India (New York: Penguin Books, 1946),p.42.
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The Fiscal Dilemma .

of Academic Science
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The technologiGaland scientific enterprise inthe United
'Stiltes,has .been donbling abont every five years since
World warn. Technological development now costs
about .$20 billion anriually, of which the federal sluire is
some $15 billion. This investment is proof of our in
veQ-tive spirit arid OU~ economic discemment7 but wis~
dom in the planning for and utilization of our scientific
and technological manpower is not always evident. Ma
jor commitments )Vhich constitute long-term 'drains on
these precious scieutific resources are often made on the'
basis of natioual pride, quick retllm, and political expe-
diency. . '.

How the United States faces up to meeti';g the need.<;
of academicscience-facwty, facilities,' and fnnding
will deteimine to a large' degree whether our science
and technology will remain vigorous and. viable. Will

. we find the means to pay the costs for expanding and
strengthening our academic .institutions? Will we be
able to tmin adequatelyall of the capable young peo
ple already committed to 'careers in science, mathemat
ics, and engineering? Will academic research continue
to grow and flourish as it pas during the last two. dee
ades? The. following discussion does' not presume to.
answer .these questions; it .merelyeJlamines the nature
and the magnitude of the problem and SI1h~;t. " ~"<lel

. that may prove nseful, even while the numbers used do
uot claim to show more thau the order of magnitude.

• THE, DILEMMA

To achieve a substantial growth in higher education
in: science, mathematics, and engineering over the. next
teu years is well within' our intellectual poteutial 'aud
the capabilities of our economy. However, nationwide
resistilnce appears' to be developing to the increasing
fiscal obligations needed for sue" growth. Someof this
resistance is dne to lack of awareness of the forces that
shape higher education and academic science in bur
time; but most seems.to be of an economic riatiIre. Un
less ways are fonnd to loos~ the purse strings of an
already generoiIs nation,. irreversible edncational trends
may be set in motion that will endanger the country's
social, political, and economic futnre.

U.S. colleges aud universities 'areuudergoing severe
internal stresses. While providing higher qmility educa
tion and expanding scientific research, educational insti
tntions must take care of a student population that
doubles every ten years. The stresses are compounded
by decreasing private investment and increasing public
resistance to the constantly moiInting costs. The tradi
tional sou~es of financing higher education. and aca~

•

COSTS OF ACADEMIC SCIENCE AND' ITS COMPONENTS IN MILLIONS OF DOLLABS

Fellow- Sci6nC6 Science
Yea,. . Total I natruction &search Plant ships, etc. EdueaiiWn litjormatioJi

1961., ...•.. ,. $8,100 $ 1,400 $ 800 $ 500 $ 250 $ 70 $ 100
1966.: .... c., .. 4,900 2,000 1,100 900 500 200 200
1975., .. " .. :. 7,,300 3,400 1,900 500 900 300 ' 300
1,966-75, , '.'" . ~5,OOO' 28,000 . 15,000 9,000 7,000 2,500 2,500

. *:Tl):t&': d?es n9tadd because of ro~din:j{.
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quently blurred, leading to misinterpretation and coil.
fusion in the public mind, and this blurring is probably
responSIble for the increased public reSistance to paying
the mounting costs of academic science.

• THE NEEDS OF ACADEMIC SCIENCE

In a recent study,' "Sustaining Academic Science,
1965~1975-a Science Resources Planning Study," I un
dertook to ascertain the future needs of academic sci
ence, to estimate its probable costs, and to evaluate the
sources nOw available to sustain its quality through 1975.

HAcademic sdence," as defined in this study, includes,
all "research in science, mathematics, and· engineering
performed at colleges and universities, with the excep
tion of research carried outin fed_cral contract research
centers and research reqUiring singularly expensive re
search facilities, such as giant accelerators. Included is
undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate education in
science,- mathematics;, and engineering,; together with
activities intended to improve precollege·education in
science and mathematics.

In brief, the study dealt with the costs of providing
faculty, research, and facilities to train the next genera
tion of scientists and engineers. The probable cost of
this educationaleflort was estimated by projections of
recent trerids in academic research and in higher edu-·
cation....;,.the numerical increase in· science, mathematics~
and engin~ering faculty and student population. An
assessment of the financial potential to meet these pro
jected needs completed the agenda. '

All costs were in terms of 1961 dollars. No COrrec
tions .were made for the increasing sophistication of re
search and· education 'and the coricomitant increases in
costs.

In 1975 the colleges and universities included in the
sample of 900 institutions are expected to enroll 2.75
million .students 'in science,. mathematics, and engineer
ing ofwhom 325,000 will be graduate studerits. In thjs
same year these institutions· will be graduating 300,000

.individnals with baccalaureates, 55,000 with master's
degrees; arid 19,000 with doctoral degrees (Figure 1).
To educate these individuals will reqUire' a full-time
science and engineering faculty of 175,000" of whom
95,000 should hold the doctorate, or its equivalent.

The growth of academic science and engineering de
pends ona faculty of high quality. The latter, in tum,
depends On the quality of the students, the ratio ·of,
graduates to undergraduates, the rate and quality of
doctorate production, and,the.economic and intellec-

. tual state of the institution, as well as on the extra-insti·
tutional attractions provided by industry· and govern.
men.t. Analyses show that 40 per ceot of new docto~lltes

will have to be fed back into colleges and universities
as faculty to meet the projected growth in the next
decade; in the ~ical yeaq; 1967..,70, a feedback of
some 50 per cent~ill be required; Under present con·
ditions, this ratj!nfill be difficult to attain, becanse.of
., "223'
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demic research have been progressively giving way in
recent years to a more afflnent source, the federal gov
ernment The explanation is obvions. Tuition costs, at
least in private institutions, have already reached a level
where very few can afford them without incurring debt.
Institntional endowment funds are inadequate. Philan
thropic contributions are approaching an upper limit,
partly because of local, state, and federal tax structures.
Finally, state and local governments and their elector
ates often are reluctant to float new bond issnes or in
crease taxes to meet increasing costs of education. Be
cause of continuing national emergencies and growing
needs, and because of constitutional responsibility, the
federal government has steadIly increased its support:.
There are now sigus of increasing resistance to this
trend.

The close relationship between science and technol
ogy, on the one hand, and education-particularly sci
entific and engineering education-and research at
educational institutions, on the other hand, has never
been properly evaluated. Recent investigations by the
Edith Green Subcommittee on Education and Labor,.:
the Carl Elliot Select Committee on Government Re
search, and the Emilio Daddario Subcommittee on Sci
ence, Researcb, and Development--.,.all of the House of
Representativell,-indicate that there is need for im
p!ovement in communication, mutual candor, and un~

derstanding on the part of legislators, public officials,
scientists, educators, and the. public.

Most of our responSIble public. officials need no con
vincing of the material and intellectual values of sci·
ence; they acknowledge national responsibility to help
it grow, and yet research, particularly academic research,
is usually lumped· together with applied research and
development and treated as frosting on the cake. The
lines between ~esearch and development are too fre-
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billion by 1965, $2.9 billion by 1970, and $3 billion by
1975. ,

Til meet the,fiscal objectives of academic science is
within the realm of possibility-but only if each of the

limited institutional resources and increasing employ
ment attractions iiI the public and industrial sectors.
A solution to the threatening "faculty gap" depends to
a large degree on the federal government. The federal
government, through research grants and fellowships,
now supports the vast rnajolity of ,research associates in
scil'nce and engineering. A policy encouraging wider
geographic distribution ,of federal aid-dependent post
doctoral associates and insuring their participation in
education could increase doctoral faculty by about 25
per cent. Together with the "natural" faculty growth,
this number should be adequate to satisfy the graduate
faculty needs of the seventies. '

To satisfy the projected growth of academic science
in the decade 1966-75 will cost the nation approxi'
mately $65 billion (Figure 2) -$28 billion for instruc-,
tion, $15 billion for research, $9 billion for plant and
equipment, $7 billion for scholarships, fellowships, and
traineeships, $2.5 billion for improving science educa
tion, and a similar amount for the maintenance of ade
quate communication facilities. The accompanying ta~

ble shows a comparison between 1961 expenditures
(estimated) and projected total cost of academic science
and each of its components for the decade 1966-75.

During the decade 1966-75 academic institutions will
need a ~'mix" in academic science funds CIuite differ~

ent from what is now the practice. They will need' a
mix of approximately 43 per cent of the total for in
struction, 23 per cent for research, 15 per cent for physi
cal plant and equipment, II per cent in individual aid
for fellows and trainees, 4 per cent for the improvement
of science education, and 4 per cent for science infor
mation services. To, insure adequate distribution of
funds, the' federal government, the principal supporter
of academic science, will have to modify its science sup
port activities, paying more than usual attention to the
total needs,of education in science and engineering. ,In
suring a proper mix of funds calls for a high order of
cooperation among the various federal agencies.

At best, some $37 billion might become available,
during the decade under ponsideration, from all tradi
tional nonfederaI sources of support: from state and
local governments one might hope for $13 billion; from
institutional sources (tuition and,related student fees),
$13 billion; from privategifts,grant:§, and, endowment
earnings, $6 billion; and from all others,$5 billion. The'
bulge in Figure 3 indicates the more support will be
required from all sources and especially from the federal
government in the years 1966-70; (In'part, of course,
this, bulge is attributable to the post-World War II
population boom, reflected in undergraduate enrollment
by 1965 and in graduate enrollment by 1970.)

The residual need..:..the difference between costs esti
mated ,and the income anticipated from traditional non
federal sources-will be at least $28 billion. To provide
it is the 'federal responsibility. The annual federal com
mitment to academic science should be at least $1.7
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contributing sources does provide the income estimated
in Figure 3.. The nation has met its financial obliga
tions to academic science throngh 1963. But colleges
and universities face hard times in the next ten years.
Local and state government resistance to additional
taxes, restraints imposed on tuition and investment in~

come, considerable shifting in private giving from natu~

ral science· to other scholarly pu:rsuits, and increasing
concern of state legislatures for undergraduate and pre
college education signal grave difficulties ahead.

R. G. Fowler has indicated that state governments
are becoming less responsive to the needs of graduate
education. There is some logic, in this case, on the
side of the states, for doctors in science and engineering
are highly mobile, and this population has become a na
tional rather than a regional resource. To assure ade~

quate graduate training in science and engineering has
thus become a federal responsibility.

• COURSE OF ACTION

Academic science has reasonable claims on federal
funds. The U.S. Treasury is the only possible source of
support of sufficient power to meet its future needs.
The Seaborg Panel of the President's Science Advisory
Committee gave much attention to the relationships be
tween scieneeand technology and academic institutions.
Its 1961 report concluded that, "Whether the quantity
and quality of basic research and graduate education in
the United States will be adequate or inadequate de
pends primarily upon the government of the United
States. From this responsibility the federal government
has no escape. Further, it will find the policies-and the
resources-which permit our universities to flourish and
their duties to be adequately discharged-or no one
will."

The federal government cannot escape primary re
sponsibility for the support of academic science for the

foreseeable future; nor is there an easy way out for the
traditional sources of support. It is quite clear that the
academic institutions themselves, philanthropies, and
state and local governments must ~ continue to carry
their share. The strength and vitality of higher educa
tion in the United States is due, to a large degree, to
pluralistic support and control. We cannot afford to
tamper with this pattern.

Any slippage in support from anyone of the present
SOurces will lower the quality of the training students
receive and will decrease the research output, leading
ultimately to a decline in the nation's science and tech~

nology. Curtaihnent of enrollment commensurate with
the limited availability of faculty and facilities seems
unlikely, at least in the next ten years. The projected
increase in the numbers of scientists and engineers,
whether they have baccalaureates, masters, or doctoral
degrees, is inevitable, for these individuals are already
in the educational pipeline.

The basic questions therefore, are: Will the students
now committed to careers in science and technology
be trained adequately to meet the challenges offered by
an urbanized, technological economy? Will the nation
rise to the occasion by investing significant portions
of its intellectual and material wealth in a most basic
and vital national resource-the next generation of
mathematicians, scientists, and engineers?

The answer to these questions must be yes. Even
though the total cost of academic science projected
for the decade appears staggering, it is well within the
nation's means. The material and intellectual benefits
accruing to the nation, to mankind, and to the indi·
vidual will be adequate compensation. The nation has
little choice other than to accept the increasing com
mitment to academic science as the better part of wis
dom; it is by far the most profitable course that is open
to us.

The planning ior the identification and pursuit of technological objectives, no matter how ieasible or
wortlq, should not be permitted to monopolize the national effort at the expense of science, and of basic science

in particular. Such a policy leads in the long run to diminishing returns and ultimate stagnation.
Any attempt to iorecast detailed money and manpower requirements ior free research in the component

scientific disciplines· is, in my opinion, a questionable undertaking, no matter how experienced and
distinguished the reviewing body. Applied research will always receive this kind oi attention. But such attempts

for iree research introduce a concerted extrapolational bias into the system and sound an authoritarian
note. Besides, what stronger motivation can there be for creative, original research than the individual scientist's

own evaluation and decision as to the most promising course for him to pursue? As history abundantly
proves, the capital discoveries in science generally lie in the unknown and cannot be predicted or planned

ior-and these may occur in any branch oi science.

-Alan Waterman
Science, January 1965
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Development of New Programs

National Institutes of Health

The Issue

What are the likely areas of future
growth and expansion in the next five
years, particularly in new programs?
This is the major question as' posed by
the Bureau of the Budget. A series of
corollary questions were also raised re~

lating to: (a)··the future NIH role in
institutional development, (b) future
use of broader fonns of institutional
or research support, -e.g., more pro
glamor departmental grants, (c) ex·
ploitation of industrial capacity for
medical research and biomedical engi
neering and (d) specialized research or
research service facilities. A final in
quiry was directed toward the extent
to which improved coordination with
other parts of HEW or other agencies
will be a necessary or desirable in~

gredient in the development of such
new programs.

Background

In the twenty-year period 1945 to
1965 the National Institutes of Health
has undergone a metamorphosis that
has transformed its nature, role and
the scope and significance of its activi
ties. In 1945, the tangible attributes of
NIH were those of a small in-house
Federal laboratory. Its total hudget for
that year was less than $3.0 .million
of which only six percent went to sup
port university scientists. Today, 1965,
NIH is a complex, involving nine Insti
tutes, two major program divisions, an
array of supporting activities which in
total expend over $1 billion in the con
duct and support ·of research and
training and the augmentation of re
search facilities and resources. As such
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it administers the. world's largest and
most advanced set of laboratories and
clinics engaged in medical research;
its funds. account. for 40 percent of the
national 'expenditures for research in
the health sciences and more than one
third of Federal. research funds made
available to institutions of higher edu-
cation. .

As a consequence of this develop
ment the policies and programs of
NIH exert a pervading influence up'on
the progress of science, .the course of
academic affairs and the evolution of
public policy in respect to health and
science. Thus this twenty-year period
may be viewed as 'the first stage 'of a
process' of development which has
brought NIH to a state of maturity,
strength and preparedness for the next·
major phase of its evolution.

There has been a pattern in this
process of past growth which is useful
to review as a preface to the discussion
of the factors and forces which will
influence the future. This pattern re
flects four periods:

1945-1950-The initial shape is
formed. During this period there oc
curred the significant beginning events
which set the stage for the course of
subsequent. NIH development. In·1944
the Public Health Service Act was
enacted providing, for the first time,
basic authority for the making of
grants for research projects carried
out in nonfederal establishments. The
transfer of the residual OSRD univer
sity contracts in the area of the med!cal
sciences to NIH in 1946 constituted
the beginning base of the present day
NIH extramural research support pro
gram. By 1950 seven of the nine re-

search institutes which comprise the
present day National Institutes of
Health' had been authorized and their
programs launched.,'fhe total NIH
budget exceeded $50 million of which
over $20 million was, being expended
in the. form of extramural grants and
awar<;ls for research and training. The
national commitment' to a scientific
attack upon the major diseases' engag~
ing' the whole' of the relevant research
community of the Nation had been
made;

1951-1955-The framework for ac·
tion constructed., During this five years
the growth in total appropriations was
nominal reaching approximately $82
million in fiscal year 1955, an increase
of only $30 million over 1950, how
ever the increase in extramural funds
was twice that of intramural. During
this period the major effort wascen
tered in forging the mechanisms, poli
cies and procedures of extramlual sup
port; the processes of review, selection
and award oJ grants; and the relation
ships with outside advisory groups
which still comprise the essential frame

. work for the' administration of NIH
extramural activities. The key element
in this period of development was the
decision, implicit in the study section
review and priority rating process, to
concentrate resources upon meritorious
research projects emerging in the most
part from the fundamental science pro
grams of academic institutions. This
reflected the early and fructiferous de
termination that. the eventual conquest
of the major diseases could only come
about through advancement of the
basic biomedical sciences. By the end
of fiscal year 1955 the NIH was heavily
involved in academic science; 80 per
cent of its research grant funds were
going to colleges and universities. The
stage w8:s set for a major expansion.

1956--1960-The years of growth.
The guiding principle of this period
of NIH develppment was the conc~pt

that the expansion of medical research
in the national interest should not be
restricted .by lack of funds and that
the necessary resources for this expan
sion should either be made available
or created for this purpose. This prin
ciple was initiated by Secretary Fol~

som in fiscal year 1956, ratified by

.."
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The arew; of further NIH growth

A consideration of the future course
of development of "the National Insti
tutes of Health must start with a clear
sense of the purpose: .and long-range
goals which will shape the. emphasis
and direction of program and policy
evolution. Succinctly but broadly
stated, the mission of the National In
stitutes of Health is view~d as the ad
vancement of the health and .well-being
of the American people ,through sci~

entific effort. The achievement of this
mission is being,. sought through the
pursuit of the following goals:

1. Greater understanding of the bio~

logical and behavioral phenomena

•

f
the Bayne-Jones Report in: 1958, and Jand formal framework for grant ade

acted upon with vigor and swiftness I ministration.
by the Congress throughout this period. I During this period of rounding out
Between 1955 and 1960 NIH pro- and shaking dowri,the pace of appro
grams expanded over five-fold, reach- priation increases was substantially
ing a level of $430 million in the latter slower in relative terms. Fiscal year
year including construction grants. 1965 appropriations were only two
The NIH investment in the develop- and one-half times larger than in fiscal
ment of resources was substantially en- year 1960 but the total amount now
larged. A matching grant research exceeds $1 billion. The pace of pro
facility construction program, was au- gram activity and scientifip advance,
thorized and support· of training in- however, continued to accelerate. The
creased by a factor of seven. Large early and long investment in the broad
numbers of .new investigators in the base of science now began to payoff
biomedical sciences and from adjacent in important enlargements 'of knowl
disciplines were enlisted in the na- edge, sophisticated insights and hy
tional medical'research effort. New potheses, and the emergence of new
fields of scientific endeavor were cuI- technology. Opportunities for more
tivated including biophysics, mathe- purposeful pursuit and exploitation of
matics and the behavioral sciences. these advances loom clearly.' The need
Engagement with science on an inter- to a1?sure effective transfer of this capa
national basis became an essential com- bility to theidiagnosis, treatment, pre
ponent of NIH programs. Crucial vention of disease 'and the advancement
problems of public policy relating to of health is' becoming inescapably
the well-being of science, university- urgent. In the' midst of these chal
government relationships, and the con- lenges and opportunities the scene of
ditionsOf accountability in the use of academic science is confronted with a
puhlic funds began to appear on the new setol imperatives generated by
horizon. By 1960 the period of ado- the force and thrust of advancing sci
lescence in the development of NIH ence itself as well' as the dynamics of
was drawing to a close. population, economic and social

1961-1965-The emerging maturity. change. Science stands at the threshold
In 1961 NIH appropriations exceeded of the "Age of Biology" and medicine
one-half billions of dollars. Its pro- is challenged with the prospect of as
grams were' a significant force in the similating profound technological and
national scientific' scene. The problem professional changes. This is the set
of stable support for the' institutional ting at the beginning of fi~cal year
base of research and tr~ining was 1966 out from which NIH must gauge
diminished by the enactment of general the nature and course of future growth~

research support authority and the ini
tiation of the General Research Sup
port Grant program in 1961. The
framework for and scope of program
operation was rounded out by the
creation of the National Institute of
General Medical SCiences and the 'Na
tional Institute of Child' Health and
Human Development in 1963 and the
establishment of the Division of' Re
search Facilities and Resources' in
1962. The long-standing principles,
terms' and conditions guiding the con
duct of the extramural program were
subjected to searchif.\g examination
and reassessment by virtue of Congres
sional inquiry out of which has
emerged a more structured, articulated,

underlying disease, disability and
health through a broad program
of investigation: of life processes.

2. Advancement of existing capability
for ,the 'diagnosis, treatment, pre~

vention of disease and the mainte~

nance of health through expanded
and enhanced scientific, academic,
and technological efforts and re
sources.

3. Acceleration of·the effective flow of
new knowledge and technological
capability from the centers. of sci
entific and academic medicine to
the universe of health practice.

Within the context of this frame
work of purpose and intent the real and
determinant factors that will bear upon
the evolvement of NIH activities and
thus the future trend of medical re~

search expenditures can be examined
in the following groupings:

Intramural laboratory and clinical
research. The further development of
the NIH is based on the conviction
that its direct research activities con
stitute. the essential and vital scientific
core of th~ NIH. Much ofthe sophisti
cation and scientific leadership that
NIH has brought to the administraw
tion of its national programs has de
rived from the presence, in the midst
of these activities, of a center of sci
entific' excellence, and vigor. The role
of NIH as an outstanding research inw
stitlltion pervades the· Bethesda campus
and provides a setting that has im
perceptibly, but nonetheless pro
foundly, influenced the development 9£
the whole organization. The prestige
conferred on the whole of NIH ,by the
eminence of some of its scientific staff
and the solid bas~ of experience pro~
vided by NIH's direct involvement with
the leadingwedge of research has won
for it an acceptance-by the scientific
community, by the public and by the
Congress-w,hich it could not have
achieved and wouid not be able to
maintain ... as merely a government
agency charged with responsibility for
the disbursement of Federal grant-in
aid appropriations.

So long as the·NIH grant programs
were largely concerned with strengthen~

ing the· national' research base, the
extramural and intramural activities
'could-and did-remain largely inde-
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pendent~ However, due to encouraging
progress in the basic sciences, more
attention can be given to the deploy- .
ment of effort in support of carefully
selected and quite specific program
purposes. The time has come, when it
is feasible to think, in practical terms,
of a comprehensive Institute approach
to each of NIH's categorical missions
in which certain elements of the intra·
mural and extramural programs can
function as an - inter-dependent team,
while continuing to maintain a broad
base of relevant fundamental research
as an imperative of each Institute's
program. Several Institutes----:notably
NCI-have already taken steps to in
volve a portion of their intramural
staff on a formal and continuing basis
in the development of carefully selected
Institute programs.

The factors which will influence the
scope and magnitude of the NIH in~

tramural effort are the availability of
space, the imperative demands of
maintaining a position clearly in the
vanguard of the advancing biomedical
sciences and ,the increasing role and
significance of intramural capability
in the overall direction of Institute pro·
grams. Thus planning, for the intra
mural research program will encom
pass the expansion of activities into the
new facilities which will become avail
able in the next few fiscal years, both
on the main NIH reservation and at
the animal farm and at locations out~

side the Washington metropolitan area.
It is estimated that the completion of
the authorized new research buildings
for the National Institutes of Mental
Health and of .Nenrology and Blind·
ness, the National Cancer Institute, the
Division of Biologics Standards, and
the new Division of Computer Research
and Technology, as well as vacation of
space in the Clinical Center by the
move of, the NIH library to its new
building, will expand the laboratory
area on the main reservation by some
70 percent during the fiscal years 1967
and 1968. Substantial, facilities at the
Animal Center and the buildings for
gerontology at Baltimore and perinatal
research laboratory of the-National In
stitute of Neurological Disease and
Blindness in Puerto Rico will also
become available in fiscal year 1968.
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In addition, it is planned to develop
in the next five year.s a significant
intramural research progr~m for the
·National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development through the, use
of facilities at the Naval Medical Cen
ter, collaborative efforts with the Di
vision of" Indian Health and with
regional primate centers, and contrac
tual arrangements made with universi
ties and research institutes; much of
the intramural program of this Institute
will eventually be housed in a research
building, planning funds for which are
in the 1966 hndget.

The Dynamics of Academic
Science

Three-quarters of the expenditures of
NIH research grant funds, take place
in colleges and universities. The sup
port for academic science will continue
to be a dominant ar~a of NIH activity
since the advance of the, fundamental
sciences will continue to be crucial
to the successful engagement with the
prohlems of disease and health. The
r,equirements for NIH support in this
area will derive directly from the in
trinsic processes of growth and the
cost influences affecting the develop
ment of graduate research and educa
tion and the basic, academic frame
work of the Nation. These dynamics of
growth and change in the academic
scene are the consequence of a set Of
general but independent forces such
as: the rate of population growth ex
pressed in the moving wave of under
graduate, graduate, and post-graduate
students; the concommitant expansion
of academic and research institutions
with their additional faculty and staH
demands; the upward trends in prices
and wages, and the effects of advancing
sophistication and technology upon the
substantive costs of research. More
specifically, growth and change will
be determined by Federal intent ex·
pressed through resource programs,
not only of NIH but also those of the
Office of Education and the National
Science Foundation.

A basic requirement, therefore, in
the overall management of NIH pro
grams is the·· evolution· of a stable
but not statie-support relationship to

this impelling pattern of academic
growth and change. The components
of this support relationship will en
compass:
1. A factor for increase in research

project suppo'rt to meet the need
of new investigators. and new ideas
which emerge annually in the con~

text of high standards of scientific
merit, rigidly maintained;

2. A supplementation factor which
can correct for the advancing eco
nomic and substantive costs of reo
search to maintain equivalent levels
of research activity through the
period of committed support for
research projects and programs.

3. Expansion of the General Research
Support Grant program to the full
support authorized by the statute
and the extension of this form of
support to the biomedical-related
activities of university graduate
schools. .

4. Utilization of general research sup
port authority to support the
planned development of the bio
medical research and training pro
grams of institutions to enlarge the
number of centers of excellence in
the areas of science relevant to the
problems of health and disease.

5. Additional support for training and
fellowships at a rate reflecting the
dynamics of demographic change,
expanding academic capability,·and
faculty needs to assure at least a
constant proportion of manpower
flow iptothe biomedical fields ·to
meet research, teaching and ad
vanced clinical requirements.

6. Securing legislative authorization
for a program of career support for
research and teaching positions in
the biomedical sciences to enlarge
the number of full-time stable pres
tigious chairs, for scientists and
teachers in these fields.

7. Provide for the construction of reo
search facilities and the .. expansion
of research resources at a rate suffi·
cient to overcome the qualitative
and quantita~ive deficit and back- ,.
log, to meet specialized needs (e.g.,
animal facilities and resources)
and to complement the dynamics
of institutional and manpower
growth. .

-
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8. Specific efforts to' engender broad
institutional planning to anticipate
and accommodate the institutional
impact of the further expansion of
biomedical science, the need to
stabiliz~ graduate education in this
atea and the enlarging social and
service demands impinging upon
uniyersity medicine.

The concept of support for that
segment of academic science which
undergirds 'the program objectives of
the NIH 'accepts as sound, i.md con
tinuing the policy that the advancement
of basic science is a derivative, but
nonthelessessential, responsibility of
the mission-oriented agencies utilizing
science 'to accomplish their politically
determined non-scientific ends. This
arrangement 'has brought the force
and urgency of social objectives to bear
upon the rate of resource allocation for
science. Thus, the scope and .magnitude
of support for academic science is un
doubtedly fat greater today than could
have been expected on" the basis of
seeking support for science for its own
sake. In like manner, the impetus and
dimension of support for the "Age of
Biology" will derive in very large part
from'the social goals that, this expan
sion will serve.

The Emergence of New Science

Additional emphasis-in a purpose
ful and cohesive mannet~will be
brought 'to the important NIH role in
surveying the developing edge of sci
ence in tenns of the broad or specific
implications of new phenomena, new
areas of inquiry, new scientific oppor
tunities and problems for the further
development of NIH programs;' The
gaining of intelligence of this type
would be accomplished in a variety
of ways through: more concentrated
and sophisticated staff efforts; greater
use of NIH, study section and review
panels in their respective subject mat~

ter areas; ,the convening of special
review seminars, advisory groups and
scientific; conferences; through the
operation of' information centers in
specialized fields or problem areas;
and through the planned,'commission
ing of critical reviews and syntheses
of the state of' science. in given areas.

Through these activities 'and assess~

ments, areas can be identified where
special effort is warranted to.accelerate
the scope and pace of scientific activi
ity, to generate the specialized facili
ties, manpower or other resources
needed and to broaden the awareness,
comprehension, and extension of such
advances. On this basis, the necessary
planning, hudgeting, and' program
ming efforts can be carried, out.

In these areas there is great oppor
tunity and freedom to exert a major
and determining influence upon' the'
rate and direction of scientific develop
ment in relation to the goal and ob·
jectives of NIH programs. NIH is
presently engaged in special efforts to
influence the rate and character of
research 'and training' in such prob
lem areas as', phannacology and toxic
ology, gerontology, the developmental
sciences, ~ental_ retardation, the basic
dental sciences, and in such new direc
tions as bio-engineering, the extension
of advanced physic'al and mathematical
concepts to biology and medicine, and

'the biology of reproduction and de
velopment. These special efforts will, in
turn, affect the base of academic sci
ence through the modification, expan
sion or redirection of research and
training therein, or through the de
velopment of new institutional forms
such as research institutes, to the ex
tent that ~e needed effort is incom
patible wth conventional academic
departmental structures.

Development and Programmatic
Research

The scope' of potential contributions
to health and medicine from advances
in the physic;:al sciences and related en
gineering and other technology is not
fully assessed but appearslikely to be
impressive. These contributions range
from new natural and synthetic mate
rials, sophisticated and miniaturized in
strumentation and electronic devices on
the one hand to computer technology
and systems analysis concepts on the
0tPer. The.key factor in program de
velopment will be the detennination of
when a field-or a biomedical problem
area-is ripe for exploitation.

In a number of areas information is

at hand that will permit workable
definition and specification of the na
ture and dynamics of biological proc~

esses both 'normal and pathological.
With- such specifications it is possible
to explore the development of support
or replacement systems for physiologi~

cal processes and organs and to purs~e

in a- deliberate and programmed man
ner specific diagnostic and therapeutic
approaches to certain disease problems.

The NIH engagement in this area
is already of a distinct and growing
dimension:

-The cancer chemotherapy pro
gram, the oldest and largest

-The special virus-leukemia re
search program

-The vaccine development program
-The psychopharmacology pro-

gram.
New and potentially substantial pro
gram efforts are in the beginning
stages:

-The artificial heart-artificial kidney
programs

-'-Advanced instrumentation (e.g.,
ultra-centrifugation) and specialized
research environments (e.g." "life is
lands" and virus containment facili
ties)

-Automation of analytical chemis
try and other clinical and research
laboratory'processes

-Computer applications to com
munications, hospital systems, biologi
cal simulation and model construction

-Telemetry, monitoring systems
and diagnostic aides.

These' efforts present a' substantial
new dimension in the further develop
ment oj NIH programs. They win be
reflected in an increasing proportion
of NIH funds expended for develop
ment, applied and programmatic re
search activities. They wiU also gener
ate new managerial problems.

For the most part the entire present
framework of the National Institutes
of Health for administering its sup
port programs in the area of research
has been developed in' the context' of '
the research grant as .the principal
instrument for support and the com~

munity of' academic and nonprofit reo
searcheinstitutions as the principal
resource for scientific effort. In the
administraDion of development pro-
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grams the contract will be the princi
pal instrument jar suppart oj scientific
and technical. activity and, in a very
large part, the'sOltTce,ofscientific and
technical capability will be private inM

dustry. In addition, the nature of de
velopment activity', involving as it does
clear specification and control over the
conduct of the scientific and technical
activity being carried out, imposes
different .. demands .upon ,the oxlminis
tering organization. Thus, NIH is- conM

fro.nted with the task of bringing into
being a more comprehensive and
sophisticated framework of policies,
procedures, 0fTU1 operating mechanisms
relevant to the. conditions of contract·
ing with industrial research institu
tions.

The development of such a frame
work will present particular problems
in providing for appropriate· access
t~ advice in establishing the mechanM

isms and criteria for qualitative review
and selection and in designing the
specific arrangements for the manageM

ment of contracts and projects. In this
respect the National Institutes of
Health will expect to draw heavily
upon the experience of the Depart
ment of Defense and other Federal
agencies which have been engaged in
largeMscale contract programs for R &D
utilizing industrial capability. DisCl1sM
sions between· such agencies and the
.staff of the National Institutes of
Health have been initiated· as a basis
for designing organizational and man
agerial development arrangements.

New Insights into Disease

The' characteristics of disease and
disability, and of the human mass af·
fected by them, are diverse, complex
and changing. Thus, knowledge gained
and hypotheses formulated on the basis
of observations in the past- may lose
relevance in current and future situa
tions. Therefore, these characteristics
and the dynamics of their c~ange con
situte a vital. set of phenomena to be
studied for their bearing upon problems
of health and disease.

The rapidity and complexity of cur
rent changes taking place within. the
population':mass of this country and
the world represent . .8 metamorphosis
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with profound import for the further
course of medical .. research. These
changes encompass:
1. Changing natality and mortality

rates and pattern.s and the conse
quent acceleration' in population
growth

2. Changing genetic patterns and com
position of population

3. The: shift in age distribution
4. Changing economic and social

characteristics
5. The mobility of populations and the

changing pattetns of their geo
graphic and environmental distriM

hution.
All these factors individually and

collectively have had, and will have,
both distinct, subtle and profound inM

fluences upon health and disease.

To some extent, emphasis and direc
tion of effort in the medical sciences
derive from a series of general notions
about population characteristics in
relation' to health and disease. The
prospect of far-reaching changes in
demographic phenomena and the as
sociated changes in disease patterns
have made this an increasingly im
portant area of scientific investigation.
The possibility for searching study of
these problems is strengthened hy the
growing technical capability (via 'new
statistical'· theory, information theory
and computers) ,to elicit systematic
and meaningful information from large
masses of data' . encompassing large
numbers of complex variables. Thus,
further growth is anticipated in bio
metrical, epidemiological, and demo
graphic studies in the major NIH re
search programs.

The Extension of Academic
Science to the Universe of
Health Praetiee

The extent to which the knowledge,
capability, and new technology emerg
ing from research is being brought into
effective use in the clinical and health
service scene has been a matter of acute
concern for some period of time. StrenM

uous and somewhat tutDlultuous efforts
to .demonstrate progress· in this area
under the amorphous label of "comM

munications" has been a dominant
characteristic of .the recent national

scene. Much. of this activity distracted
from rather than contributed to under
standing the true nature of this prob
lem and the development of. realistic
approaches to its solution.

The event that made it possible to
break loose from the limiting and difM

fuse array of "communications" ef·
forts waS the release of the Report. of
the President's Commission On Heart
Disease, .Cancer, and Stroke. The in
novative concepts of this. report, pro~

vidinK as they do for the direct link
age of the centers of scientific and
academic medicine.. with community.
hospitals and the framework of com
munity medical services, bridge the
critical gaps in what potentially may
be the most effective and meaningful
manner., In a very real sense the paral~

leI of the extension service which has
served so successfully to bring the
knowledge and technology generated
in agricultural research s.chools into
swift and effective application in agri
cultural practice and marketing is now
being adapted to the scene of 'medicine
through extending the functions of
academic medicine and their relation
ship with community medical services.

The legislation· which incorporates
these recommendations (S. 596 and
H.R. 3140) now before the Congress
provides for both planning and opera
tional grants leading to the establishM

ment of medical complexes on a re
gional basis throughout the count~y.

Each medical complex would encom
pass a regional medical center having
major teaching functions, one or more
specialized research centers and one
or more diagnostic and treatment sta
tions. These entities would be linked
by exchange of staffs, integrated reM
search and training activities, prOM
g:rams .of continuing education and
demonstration which would reach
from the private physician and his
patients on the one hand to the adM
vanced research, training and clinical
programs. of a university medical cenM
ter on the other. These arrangements
would provide for the direct and ex
peditious flow of knowledge, capability
and technology outward from the cenM
ters of academic and scientific medi~

cine and the speedy referral of patients
for specializeddia~ostic,th~rapeutic
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and research purposes inward from
community medical care framework.

These concepts reflect an elegant
simplicity and rightness which, if this
legislation is enacted and it is indeed
possible to carry them into practice,
will undoubtedly exert a pervading in
fluence over the character and quality
of medical care available to the vic
tims of these dread diseases.

The decision by the Surgeon Gen
eral to place the administrative re
sponsibility for this program at the
National Insti~utes of Health will add
a major new dimension to its functions
and responsibilities. The potential
magnitude of expansion is indicated by
the size of the appropriation authoriza~

tion added by the Senate in its passage
of S. 596. This authorization reaches
a level of $400 million in the fourth
year of program operation.

The administration of this program
will. generate additional organizational
and operational complexities for NIH.
A new operating division along with its
associated advisory council will have
to be created and staffed; regulations,
operating criteria and procedures de
veloped and promulgated; the coordi
nation of program and operating rela
tionships with the categorical Institutes,
the relevant programs of . the Bureau
of State· Services-Community Health

and· the Vocational Rehabilitation Ad·
ministration worked out.

Conclusion

Looking to the future along the lines
of growth examined above, it is clear
that the task of adjusting NIH man
agerial and program direction capa
bilities to the demands of these de
velopments will he suhstantial. A first
order of action will be the enlargement
and redirection of the program plan
ning functio~s both in the Office of the
Director and in the several operating
programs. A new activity structure
for the development and execution of
the budget reflective of these main
streams of growth and program deci·
sion will be required.

The nature of this contemplated pro
gram growth will shift the center of
gravity of NIH administration from
dominant concern with grants man
agement to areas in which Institute and
program decisions will be the prime
determinants of the direction of efforts.
These will involve, for example, the
choice of -new areas of science for
emphasis; the determination of the
practical feasibility of undertaking
major development action or the selec·
tion ~f areas for intensive program
matic research efforts; the design of

large scale field studies. Program di
rection and management of this kind
will place a high premium upon sci
entific and technical judgment, man
agerial skill, planning and evaluative
capabilities. Certain organizational
changes to provide for the most effec·
tive discharge of these tasks may be
required. The demand for high man·
agerial and technical competency in
program staff will place increasing
pressure upon the crucial obstacles of
salary and position levels.

As noted throughout the discussion
of program growth, extensive and con~

tinuing relationships ·with other Fed~

eral agencies within and without HEW
is contemplated and will be maintained.
Joint planning arrangements amongst
the National Science Foundation, the
Office of Education and the National
Institutes of Health have already been
initiated and liaison with the Office of
Science and Technology is already a
well~established practice. ~

At the end of the next five years
the National Institutes of Health may
well r~flect the order of change and
increase that occurred in the 1956
1960 period. The task will be to make
certain that the strength and promise
of that youth is formed into a sound~

capable, well-balanced and effective
maturity.
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Academic Science and the
Federal Government

Responsibility for the welfare of
American science with commensu,rate
financial support of research and edu
cation in science is a recently estab
lished role of the federal government.
Tpe rapid growth of this endeavor has
occasioned numerous searching inquiries
by the executive and legislative branches
of the government, by the academic
community, and by the press. A grow~

ing literature reflects deepening con
cern with the relationship between sci
ence and society, and seeks to develop
an appropriate base in philosophy and
understanding to guide those respon
sible for government science policy,
This article is intended to provide a
more immediate focus for some aspects
of this discussion.

Although the Constitutional Conven~

tion of 1787. explicitly rejected efforts

The author is chairman of the department of
biochemistry, Duke University Medical center,
Durham, North Carolina.
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to grant the federal government con~

stitutional authority for the pursuit of
scientific inquiry, over the course of
the next sesquicentury that government
found itself increasingly involved with
science and technology. Nevertheless,
before World War II, except for fed
eral support of the state agricultural
experiment stations and the highly selec~

tive actions of a few philanthropic foun
dations, research was largely financed
from the meager operating funds of
those institutions in which it was con
ducted, that is, universities, a few re
search institutes, and government lab~

oratories. After. the war, augmented
support for basic research was provided
from funds which, in the American tra~

dition, had been cOl1ected or appropri~

ated to further distinctly applied mis~

sioos, such as a hoped-for cure of
cancer or anew weapons system. Private
support, particularly of biomedical re~

search, increased greatly, but, by the

mid-fifties, the federal government had
been established as the major patron of
science in our country.

The Office of Naval Research em~

barked upon an e:tllightened course of
programs for support of research in al
most all areas of science. The National
Science Foundation was charged with
assuring the vitality of American sci
ence..As its appropriations increased,
the Foundation developed a panoply of
individual programs in support of re~

search, science education, and scientific
information. Withal, NSF is today re~

sponsible for only 15 percent of federal
support of research at academic institu
tions proper. The National Institutes of
Health multiplied and, by means of a
diversity of programs in support of bio~

medical research and research training,
transformed the nation's medical
schools while also strikingly upgrading
many'departments of biology and chem
istry. New. agencies, organized to man
age exceptionally large enterprises
exploitation of the potential of nuclear
energy and the exploration of space
also found it useful to engage the
academy in their programs, while the
other military services followed the
earlier lead of ONR. Occasionally,
proponents of a Department of Sci
ence appear.ed, but their proposals were
rejected and, instead, there evolved a
pluralistic pattern of support not only
of specifically mission-oriented research,
but of fundamental research at the
frontiers as well.

By the historical. accident that a pre~

,"'
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ponderance of the nation's most com~
petent scientists were on university fac~

ulties at the time of World War II.
and no tradition of government~sup

ported research institutes had previous
Iybeen establisbed, universities, collec
tively, became the seat of the major
thrust of fqndaroental research in the
United States, a pattern strikingly dif
ferent from that of many European na
tions, most notably the Soviet Union.
This unplanned development engen
dered a uniquely successful system of
graduate education within which educa
tion and the conduct of research are in
distinguishable: young scientists are
given meaningful research opportunity
at what may be the most productive
stage of their careers; and the endeavor
occurs within coherent departments
which are frequently of a magnitude
sufficient to exceed the minimal critical
intellectual mass essential for success.
The enterprise nurtures not only the few

'highly talented young people who will
become tomorrow's scientific leaders,
but also the much larger numbers of sci~

entists needed to staff our educational
institutions, government and industrial
laboratories and, in so doing, take full
advantage of the accomplishments of
those highly talented few. This may
well be the prime basis for the "tech
nology gap" between the United States
and those European nations which con
tribute their share of effective, highly
talented scientists, but fail adequately
to capitalize On their contributions. The
patent success of this educational en~

deavor seems all the mOre, remarkable
since it has been accomplished, largely,
by funding mechanisms designed to sup
pod research qua research, rather than
graduate education, and is administered
by federal agencies which are charged
with a diversity of "practical" missions.
But the rapid growth of this research~

education enterprise has seriously
stressed the universities. And it is not
surprising that a system designed to
purchase research results, albeit with
the understanding that their application
may lie in the relatively distant future,
is not entirely satisfactory as the pri
mary financial pillar of graduate educa
tion.

Political Setting

Unfortunately, during this period of
growth, the academic scientific comM
munity failed to communicate to the
public. the integral nature of graduate

education and the research' process.
While the press, understandably, pub
licized the occasional peaks called
"breakthroughs," there was -no"equiva
lent effort to make explicit the manner
in which research findings combine 'to
form the mosaic which is' the corpus of
science and which contributes continu
ingly to applied research and' develop
ment. Hence, it is entirely understand~

able that public sentiment currently
urges a rationalization of the nature'
and magnitude of the' academic research 
endeavor and its place in American so
ciety, Public appreciation of re
markable technological achievements in
fields such as space; weapons, com
munications, 'and computer develop
ment engendered' confidence that fed
eral research programs co.uld also ame
liorate' some of the more·pressing prob.
lems of American society. As the term
"fundamental research'" latterly as
sumed less generous nuances of mean
ing in the public ear, such alternate
motifs as "education," "regional' de~

velopment,"and "equitable distribution
of federal funds" became increasingly
attractive on the federal scene. And
there is a growing opinion that there is
a. relationship between the economy of
a given region and the quality and mag
nitudeof the university science ,en
deavor within that region.

From many quarters came demands
for upgrading the quality of American
education at all, levels and in all re
gions, finally tumbling the traditional
barriers to federal aid to education.
Without national debate, ,there is in
creasing feeling that, the nation should
provide every student with access to
the maximum level of education which
he can successfully achieve. (As a subtle
consequence, whereas previous projec
tions concerning the growth of the
academic research endeavor were made
in terms of the numbers, of competent
scientists who could be envisioned at
thew benches at some ,future date, it has
now become more expedient to base
such projections on estimates of grad
uate student enrollment at that date.)

The current decline in the rate of
growth of national expenditures for sci·
ence is serious indeed. Most criticalIy
affected will be, young scilmtists fr60sb
from postdoctoral ~xperienceandeager
to try their fledgling scientific wings,
particularly those who have been at
tracted'to emerging young institutions.
Although indicators of this difficulty are
already evident, it is not yet maximal
since there is a substantial lag period

between passage of congressional ap
propriation hills and their impact on the
distribution of grants and contracts. In
some degree, the' currently diminished
growth rate of federal funding of funda
mental" research has been 'compensated
by provision of funds ostensibly in sup
port of education and by the, as yet,
lesser' effort to encourage the upgrading
of the scientific endeavor in' the so~

called middle universities as well as in
institutions of higher' education "gen
erally.

When, however, the Vietnamese epi
sode terminates, it is possible that funds
on a- scale larger thim any in history
can be made available for the support
of fundamental research, graduate edu
cation, and the institutions in which
these are conducted. It is imperative
that at that time, the. nation be armed
with long~range plans based on a de
bated' and understood philosophy and
defined goals.

Limited Partnership between

Government and the University

Perhaps the mast important lesson to
be drawn from the immediate past 'is
that our nation, should continue to
capitalize on the mutually beneficial re
lations of graduate education and re~

search. The support' of university-based
research in the natural and social sci,.
ences simultaneously and indivisibly
serves diverse purposes which are of
equivalent value to society. The funds
so utilized make possible the education
of those who will be tomorrow's -teach
ers, investigators, and administrators;
they expand the frontiers of man's un
derstanding of himself, his society, and
of the universe, while providing scien
tific bases both for tomorrow's tech
nology and, hopefully, for tomorrow's
social forms; and the very endeavor it
s.elf establishes the tOne and quality of
life, not only for those immediately at
the university or in the region about it,
but for the nation at large.

These may appear to be self-evident
truths, but this unitarian doctrine has
not been universally accepted., Witness
the pretext that graduate instruction
and the research endeavor of the uni
versity are separable entities for book
keeping purposes. This is expressed" in
the guidelines for "effort-:-reporting" as
sociated' with federal grants and con
tracts, an arrangement ·wherein each
investigator-teacher is required, periodi~

cally, to report the fraction of his
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"time or effort" devoted to the re~

search supported by each specific Je~
search grant or contract. This iI).trinsi~

cally farcical contrivance arose from
the limited nature of the partnership
between government and the university.
In the law, the mission-oriented agen~

cies may have no commitment. to ·the
welfare of the university per; se. Hence,
it became logical to expect that, if the
salary of the investigator-teacher is to
be defrayed, in whole or in part, by an
agency which supports hiS research but
may bear no responsibility for his teach
iJ;1g;,function, then that agency must
assure itself that the extent to which
the. investigator~teacher has contributed
to each of his sponsored research proj
ects is commensurate with salary· pay~
ments from the related grants or con~

tracts. Since neither the intensity nor
.the quality of this contribution is
quantifiable, the units of contribution,
willy~nilly, must be reckoned in hours.

On its side, the university entered
into' this arrangement because, by this
means the university can look to the
federal government for a contribution
to its operating budget. The brute ·fact
is that universities, particularly. the pri~

vate universities, lack the funds to meet
the costs of the multitude of functions
expected· of the multiversity in con
temporary society. Today, increasing
numbers of well~prepared undergrad~

uates arrive on campus with expecta
tions of personal encounter with facul~

ty minds, expectations which surpass
those held by graduate students only
yesterday. This worthy challenge can
be met only by a commensurate in~

crease in the numbers and quality of the
faculty and, hence, in the budget. The
commitment of the university to grad~

uate education, inherently the most ex~

pensive form of education since it is
essentially tutorial, has grown as in
creasing fractions of undergraduate
classes have accepted the proposition
that graduate· or professional education
is almost imperative to life in an ever
more complex society. But the univer
sity offers community services well be~

low cost, frequently gratuitously, while
undergraduate education is made avai1~

able at perhaps one-third of true cost,
and graauateand professional educa
tion for· lesser fractions still. Indeed,
since the university typically "recovers"
70 to 95 percent·of the true costs of
federally supported research, despite the
overall magnitude of this effort, it may
have become, financially, the least pain-
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ful of· the university's several increas
ingly expensive roles. And neither. tui
tion nor private giving is likely to allevi
ate this situation.

On every university campus, while
responsible educators insist that under
graduate and grad,uate education were
never as· good or as intensive as to
day, deficits rise and some institutions
approach insolvency. If, as the more·
vocal undergraduat.es insist, educational
programs are nevertheless, inadequate,
the problem is not so. much that uni~

versities are unresponsive or conserva
tive-:-they are andshpuld be deliberate
in the face of pressures to change
but that. they lack. the resources with
which to respond as they might wish.

Confronted wi~ these urgencies, the
universities have turned to. federal
funds, appropriated in support of re~

search, for assistance in the payment
of faculty salaries. When this logically
gave rise to the practice of effort-re~

porting, the university professor, work~

iog full time, was caught in a trap not
of his making and asked to submit a
statement concerning the extent to
which he· has given of himself to but
one aspect of his profession'. Aware of
the intrinsic impossibility of a mean~

ingful reply, teacher-investigators in
every university have protested.

But the problem is not how to keep
books of account for professorial sal~

aries. Rather the real questions are,
"Are American private universities,
presently,. responsible for about one
third of undergraduate education and a
yet larger share of graduate, education
and research. worth salvaging? Is the
private university sufficiently valuable
to. American society as to warrant di~

reet subvention? Should the federal tax
base' be utilized for large~scale contribu
tion to the general operating funds of
both public and private universities?
If so, by what mechanisms?" Effort-re
pqrting is no less repugnant to the
faculties of public universitie,s, but
it is the problems of private univer~

sities, in the main, which resulted in
current practices. However these ques~

tions are answered, it is imperative that
professorial salaries ·be removed from
the project research grants system and
that the requisite funds be conveyed to
the universities in a manner which is
supportive rather than destructive· of the
morale of those whose creativity, in~

sight, and understanding form the key
stone of the entire education and re~

search enterprise.

Indirect Costs, Cost-S~aring, and

Effort-Reporting

Three major changes in the manage·
ment of research· grants programs. were
initiated almost concurrently.

1) In response to repeated requests
by university presidents and business
administrators, Congress acquiesced to
the principle of payment. of full in~

direct costs in association with,research
grants 'funded by the National Imiti
tutes of Health and the National Sci~

ence Foundation.
2) Simultaneously, Congress enunci~

ated the principle of cost-sharing and
established as equitable a distribution
in which the university would bear at
least 5 percent of the sum of direct
and indirect costs. Since this principle
had the effect of negating, in part, the
consequences to the·university .of the
former action, the universities were
quick to recognize that the position
could be recovered if they were to re~

quest, in applications for research
grants, an increasing fraction of the as·
sodated professorial salaries. Howeve.r,
few took full advantage of this oppor~

tunity on the scale legally possible; Th~
agencies were thus spared an embarrass~

ment since Congress had not also pro~

vided equivalent additional funds; other
wise the riet result would have. been
an absolute decrease in funds avail~

able. lor the coriduct of research, per
se.· In any case, it soon evolved that
the principal financial contribution that
the universities could offer, in token of
cost-sharing, was some fraction of the
associated faculty salaries.

3) The· practice of effort-reporting
was initiated, in part for the reasons
stated earlier, and in part out of the
alleged necessity for formal demonstra-.
tion of the extent to which the univer~

sity participates in cost~sharing. In
those instances in which the investiga~

tor actually is engaged full-time on the
research project, this occasions relative~

ly little pain. When the investigator~

teacher's salary is defrayed entirely
from university sources, the amount of
"effort" required to satisfy the cost~

sharing principle is almost invariably
less than the actual case; whereas he
may safely certify this contribution with
complete honesty, he is irate when
asked to account to the government
for work for which he was paid by the
university. Ironically, very few aca~

demic scientists have protested when
asked, in applications for .research
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funds, to' estimate in advance their ex
pected effort contributions! When, how
ever, the university requests the maxi
mum fraction of the investigator's sal
ary possible -under the cost-sharing
formula, to the auditor it can be a mat
ter of considerable moment whether the
investigator contributed 40 or 60 per
cent of his effort to the project in
question, wher~as the latter cannot rea
sonably be expected to know the dif
ference.

In the mitids of many, these three
independent concepts and practices have
blurred into one and this has led to
vigorous' attacks on the prindple of
cost-sharing. For example, the National
Association of State Colleges and Uni
versities and the National Association
of State· University and Land~Grant

Colleges requested an end to the cost
sharing principle and proposed that the
federal government should defray the
full' costs of academic research includ
ing the full pro rata fraction of the
professor's salary attributable to: his
sponsored research. To be sure, serious
inequities have arisen in the administra":
tion of the cost-sharing principle, but
these have resulted largely from failure
to reckon the transactions between an
agency and an institUtion colligatively
instead of individually; that is, the in
stitUtion may not compensate for un
dercost-sharing in one grant by over
cost-sharing in another. _

Abandonr.nent of the cos~sharing

principle could plant the foot of the
university on the highway to disaster.
Current accounting and reporting mech
anisms and the granting instruments
themselves may well he inappropriate
-but retention of the cost-sharing prin
ciple' is essential to assure the inde
pendenceof the university, particularly
the private' university. To do other is
to accept the notion that the govern
ment purchases from the university re
search which the government wishes to
have' performed, whereas they are and
should be joined by the' mutuality of

.their interests 'and' the transaction should
occur in the spirit of a grant-in-aid.
A true university must. view the con
duct. of research as an integral '¥ipect
both· of graduate education and .of its
responsibility to society. Full payment
by the federal. governr.nent of rese;arch
~osts "including professorial salaries is
a denial· of that concept and could'con~

stitute the first major step along a trail
by which it would become a federal
university. This' may appear to some to

be a desirable or realistic goal; but the
trail should not be broken until it is
clear that the goal has been accepted.
If, indeed, there is merit in the survival
of the private or state university, albeit
in loose partnership with the federal
government, then American society
must invent new means by which these
institutions are to be sustained.

I urge that the university should be
enabled to meet the faculty payroll and
provide all those· services. currently
reckoned as "indirect costs" from other
wise uncategorized funds, regardless, of
their source, even if this is large-scale
direct subvention by the fed~ral govern
ment. Then it would be free to engage,
in equivalent proportion, in cost-sharing
in its undergraduate, graduate, and pro
fessional education programs, its com
munity services, as well as in its
research endeavor. Were the direct
subvention ample, the problems of
cost-sharing and faculty effort-reporting
would be automatically eliminated. To
be sure, payment of full direct and in~

direct costs by federal agencies, on a
grant,.by·grant basis, in extension of
current practices 'would lighten the
financial burden on universities. But
as long as individual project grants
and contracts, particularly those. from
the mission-agencies, include payments
for faculty salaries, time- or effort-re
porting will necessarily continue, as will
the continuing erosion of the allegiance
of the faculty to the university and the
all-too-frequent disavowal, by the uni
versity administration, of responsibility
for its research endeavor. Elimination
of these trying problems will· require "
drastic revamping of research and uni
versity support mechanisms and con

'certed .action by al' federal agencies,
proba1:J1y including designation' of one
a'gency as "princip'al federal. agent"
for a program of university subvention
either by a minimum program of grants
for payment of faculty salaries or, hope
fully, a generous formUla based on stu~

dent enrollments, and the magnitude of
the institution's research enterprise
which more adequately permits the
university to function as our society
demands.

Summer Salari~

Early in the history of the federal
grants 'programs, sanction was given to
payment of the investigator's salary, on
a pro rata basis, for 'that por.t!On of, a

calendar year which is not included in
the academic year. Most frequently, this
has meant a 2/9 increment above the
academic year salary. The practice ·was
adopted before-academic salaries had
risen in keeping with the general post~

war inflation and was intended to per
mit the investigator-teacher to continue
his research rather than necessarily uti
lize the summer as an opportunity to
earn .additional income in, a nonaca
demic setting. This course was enor..
mouslysuccessful and, indeed, also con
tributed significantly to the profes
sionalization of academic research.

But once such a privilege has been
extended to one investigator, it cannot
be witheld from others. In time, such
supplements became the norm' and
were so. accepted and expected by aca~

demic administrators in preparation of
their, budgets and pay s(iales..Con~Qmi~
tantly, academic salaries increased' sig
nificantly, thereby posing a serious prob
lem to the ~gencies. -A suppJ~Inent

which helps assure a minimunl: dc.cent
income is readily understood.'.. But is
there some ceiling which is equally logi~

cal? How should an agency react to a
request for a 22-percent supplement to
an academic 'salary which exceeds the
12-month salary of the agency head?
Should the agencies consider some
maximal annual total' rate, or some
maximum rate of summer payment?
Patently, 'any such modification of the
present .arrangement is a step toward'
federal establishment of academic sal~

aries. And' again, a rational solution
requires federal subvention of. the uni..
versity rather than of individual in~

vestigatQrs through the project grant
system.

Institutional' Development

Pressure to upgrade the scientific ac
tivities of universities. which' are not
currently, in the very front rank arises
from the generally enhanced expecta
tioQ of Americans everywhere with re..
spect to. the quality of life and from
the belief that the science endeavor. at
a university contributes significantly to
the life and ·economy of :a region~' This
was certainly the role. of .the agricultural
schools of th~ land-grant~versities

iii the flowering oftheagriC\lltural rev..
olution; it should be true of all uni~

versities in the scientific revolution.
. Economists are divided em the extent

to w~ich regional economic. vigor re~
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amounts than are customary today.
As a governing principle, funds_ for, a
given purpose should he made availabie
to 'the ,largest unit concerning which a
qualified group of external referees can
make an appropriate quality judgIIient.

l) Unusually large facilities which
serve the national sCientific' community,
whether radio telescopes,accelerators,
or, sociological data banks, and so on,
are most appropriately m~naged .by con
sortia of ,universities, in~house federal
laboratories, or single universities serv~

ing as federal agents.
2) Grants for general university sub¥

vention, blocks of 'f<!-culty salaries, con
struction, libraries, large computer cen
ters, institutional science' development,
shops, animal or other large special
facilities should ,be conveyed to the
university president or the, appropriate
dean. .

3) Block grants to provide, biter
alia, stipends for graduate studentS, gen
eral research services and the research
expenses of juiiior, mem.bers of the
f"culty should be' made available to de
p,artmentchairmen or their·'equivalent.

,'Instead of the ~widespre-ad practice, of
: supporting graduate research assistants

with ~ stipends derived from research
grants made to their mentors or ex
panding current federal competitive,fel
lowship programs by .more iban., an
order of' magnitude, graduate students
should be supported almost entirely
from such departmental grants, an ex
tension of the concept establisJIed in
the present 'insufficiently 'funded "train
ing grants nf NIH and NSF.

4) ,Funds appropriate to the unique
requirements of the individual investi~

gator should be awarded in his name,
after assessment by the now traditional
peer-judgment system. MQstof" the
other grant mechanisms should rest on
assessment. of the collective ability of
the. applicant'group in question (a de~
partment, school, or,university) which,
in turn, must geIierally, be the, aggregate
nf quality judgments· concernin.g in
dividuals. There have been frequent ex
pressioris of doubt that such a system
can remain manageable. If,. for ex~

ample, 15 years hence the number of
eligible academic investigators will hll:ve
trebled, federal ,agencies . must a:de..
quatelyoperate, a project. grllJltsystem
thrice the. size of the present,Never
theless, this mode of operation is the
ouly means of, ensuring,'safeguarding,
and estimaiing the quality Of th05een·
deavors~d it fully warrants'whatever
efJ:orts will be required.

It is imperative'that we preserve the
p~tent merits of the project grant sys
tern' -while ,developing mechanisms' for
the support of'science and science 'edu
'ciition',by the transfer, of funds in larger

.. Funding Paiterns

"While other activities of' the state may
be impr,oved by rapid administrative
reform,the university must, build its
greatness and e,fficiency over decades."

As junior colleges'and universities in~

crease in number and 'size, the tradi
tional 4--year college' finds itself in a
difficult, plight. Most serious, is its in~

creasing difficulty in attracting faculty
of the .desired cali];ler. No simple solu~

tion isobvioiJs and it is unclear wheth..
er, in the future, the isolated 4
year college can remain, a viable
organism fu our, society. 'But the trans';'
formation' of formerly. admirable; rela..
tively small, private liberal arts colleges
mto third¥rate universities by inaugura~

tion of inadequate programs of grad~

uate education is surely an error to
be avoided, if only because launching
a good university is more r~adilyac

complished 'than' is 'improvement of an
inadequate university. Equally thorny
is the increasingly ,frequent problem
of the state college which, having·at..
tained 'a large enrollment, aspires to
'become a graduate university' although
iis 'faculty is not commensurate· with
the demands of graduate ,education.'
Stateeducati<?nal planriing boards would
be well advised to avoid this snare
by, early identification of those institu..
tions to be designated' as graduate un~":':,

versities.
In contrast" there ·are some, federal

contract researcJI centers' ,and ,in-house
federal laboratories which can boast
of research staffs at least equal in cali
ber to those of most universities and
which are engaged in research much of
~hich does not differ in character from
the r~seatch which is normal in' the
programs of graduate universities. Sev~

eral of these laboratories contribute sig..
nificantly as' trainin'g grounds for post..
doctoral fellowS:; none are thorougWy
exploited as,~esources for graduateed..
ucation. As the existing networ~of uni
versities becomes saturated and as' the
demand for' graduate education be...
comes more pressing, it will become
'urgent that the resources of these lab..
oratories, their facilities, and their sci..
entists ,become more fully engaged in
the educational enterprise.

flects the scientific quality. of its focal
university; indeed some argue the con
verse, that it is the vigorous economy
which supports the great, university.
But there are examples, of successfUl
stin1Ulation' of the life 'and economy of
a region by deliberately capitalizing on
its university ,base. The proximity of
North, Carolina, North Carolina State,
and Duke universities;~'middleuniver
sities" all, "prompted the development
called the Research Triangle., This at4

tracted 'substantial industrial and fed
eral laboratories; ,in iurn, these attract~
ed others ,and the community benefits
by the· second and third hannonics, of
this activity" ultimately including better
shops, better bookstores; more theatre~

and so' on; All increased the local tax
b#ase, ~ving rise to better community
services and better schools{ while ,at..
traeting yet· more industry and indus~

trial research, and the sum of these;" in
turn, strengthens the universities. Suc:;h
a growth ,cyclejs not the automatic
c~n~uenceof the presence of the uni
'versity: it must be fostered by vigorous
community effort. But it' can be done
where the university is sufficiently'
strong. Ho\ymany such developments
the country can successfully undertake

. in, the next 5 or 10 years remains· to
be delennined.

The scale: and, pace of ,attempts· ,to
upgrade universities across the couritry
require carefa1 analysis and pianning.
The proCess must be incremental and
the: pace must be' set by the av~lability

of the necessary -StUdents, scientists,
physiCians, and engineers, avoiding ac
tions which might diminish the quality

.of scienCe at the already established ,in
stitutiomi; 'indeed, the latter must con4

tinue' to, progress if they are ,not to
retrogress. To ·be successful, this effort
will require substantial federal funds
and ,entail,mdividual ,actions made on'a·
scale substantially greater than that pos~
sible in the present programs of NSF
and NIB. Careful planning atnation,al,'
regi9nal; and ',state levels-must, resolve
the' 'recurrmg proble,ID of' whether to
assist relatively.- large numbers of in
stitutions,in small mcrements,or' to at~

tempt· truly major measur~s at a few,
care~}7,seI~,cted, ~sti~utions.,-In :,either
c,ase;"success "of, the undertaking/may
be estimated, by the, subsequent', suc::
c~'~f the ,faculties of these institU~ons
in, contjleting, ,m 'the national :research
gr8nt$~ .system. Meanwhile, 'those,' en~.

,gaged'in,such bootstrap operations must
cultivate'patience. To cite the repOrt of
a" 'coinm.ittee of university "presidents',
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5) Although some postdoctoral .fel
lows might continue to derive their sti,
pends froDl research grants, funding

through the departmental grants or
through an enlarged national fellow
ship program is much to be desired.
In any case, there should be explicit
recognition of the fact that it is in the
career interest of young investigators,
at this stage, to engage in a significant
amount of formal teaching. Frequent
ly, .this could. be done usefully in the
very institution in which they are gathM
ering further research experience. AIM
ternatively, there would be great
advantage in having these eager and al
rhost completely trained research scien;.
tists setveteaching internships at liberal
arts colleges or junior colleges within
commuting distance. Such experience
would be enormously beneficial to ap.:.
prentice teacher-scientists while amelia·
rating the current plight of these
colleges.

Support of Academic Research by

Mission..Oriented Agencies

Of the financial··support of funda..
mental research by the federal govern
ment at "education'al institutions prop
er," 85 percent is currently justified
in .agency budgets by its underlying
relevance to their practical missions.
Most of public giving, for biomedical
research for example, is similarly ori
ented. But the academic institutions in
which research is performed are not
equivalently mission-oriented; universi
ties are organized in terms of their edu.
cational functions. Accordingly, there
is a mismatch between the requireM
ments for success in much of mission
oriented research and the disciplinary
structure of the university. Whereas the
historical unit of academic research aCM
tivity is the professor and his coterie of
students, .fellows, and technicians, suc
cessful "directed" mission-oriented reM
search increasingly demands the conM
certed effort ofa multidisciplinary team.
AtteI)1pts to finance academic research
by addressing the speCific problems of
the mission-oriented agencies could disM
tort the intellectual structure of the uni
versity, and pose a threat both to the
pursuit of imaginative independent re~

search and to the education of the very
scientists required to man such mul
tidisciplinary teams. Hence, most re
search ~ academic disciplinary depart
ments, regardless of the source of
supporting funds, should continue to

consist of individual efforts. In practice,
this would probably mean· that NSF
and NIH would contribute the bulk of
the federal funds in support of aca
demic research. Since the leading edges

.of science are frequently at the inter~

faces between disciplines,· such a policy
should not be so misapplied as to deter
spontaneous alliances arising out of the
mutual scientific interests of faculty
members. Concomitantly, however, the
university might well encourage the
parallel· development, on campus or in
reasonable ·proximitYl of appropriately
organized contract centers for mission
oriented directed or applied research.
Such an arrangement could safeguard
to the mission agencies the principal
advantage of current practice which is
frequent contact between agency sci
entists and those of academia, thereby
helping to keep the former au courant
and occasionally interesting the latter in
a fundamental problem of relevance to
the agency mission.

On the Magnitude of the

National Scientific Endeavor

If one accepts as a national goal
provision of the maximum education
for which each student· is qualifiedl then
the number of prospective graduate stu
dents becomes a valid criterion for
projection of future: budgets. Ourn,a
tional history indicates· that there have
always be~n tho~e who opposed an ex
tension of the educational system-yet
each such ext€nsion resulted in an ex
panded economy and improvement in
the quality of life for the nation genM
erally. There is no apparent reason
for limiting this process and it· is doubtM
ful that the question, "Who will em
ploy all those scientists?" is meaning
ful. Rather, it seems likely that, in this
instance, supply engenders demand. And
if, one day, a few more teachers with
Ph.D.'s are found on the faculties of
high schools, this scarcely seems objec
tionable. Meanwhile, there is a need
to consider development of programs
leading to an advanced degree without
the requirement for a significa'nt experi
ence in independent research.

Unless our patterns, of national life
.change drastically, the projections of
future graduate enrollments by the Of
fice of Education indicate a doubling
of the present graduate student populaM
tion by about 1976. If these projections
are borne out, in a general way, they
establish the "future minimal dimensions

of . the graduate education-research
enterprise. In this light, the frequently
cited proposal of a gross increase in
funding of about 15 percent per year
for university~based 'science seems a
re.asonable match to opportunity and
need which allows for the growth of the
graduate population, for· the cost of
increased sophistication of research it
self, and provides a margin for infla
tion, but probably seriously underesti
mates future costs of computer usage.
Although an annual IS-percent incre
ment affords opportunity for many
types of specialized undertaking, it
should be regarded as an umbrella heM
neath which lies, in the main, the ag~

gregate of "small science." Specific op
portunities which will require large
scale capitalization and operational costs
will undoubtedly present themselves; if
these are justified on scientific grounds,
they need not b.e restricted in anyone
year to that which is possible within
the umbrella.

Obviously, it will be necessary t6
construct a physical plant··commen~
suratewith suqh growth. In view of the
long lead time ,required,currentlevels
of· funding for this purpose are serious
ly inadequate, and each ye·ar we fall
further behind. Mnreover, federal' ageIi-:
cies and Congress must agree to more
generous matching forrtmlae than those
in current use if these-goals are to be
attained.

It is no longer necessary to persuade
either the public. or its elected repre
sentatives that federal support of funda
mental research is, in principle, in the
national interest. But it will ever be
necessary to justify the size of thatef
fort. Surely, a central parameter for
estimating the magnitude of theaca
demic research-graduate education
component must be the dimensions of
the graduate student population. Fed
eral expenditures for fundamental re
search outside the academic setting
should be determined by the continu~

ing needs of the mission agencies, and
justified accordingly. .

As this growth· proceeds, it will give
impetus to the strengthening of aca
demic science across the country. Al
though the size of an individual uniM
versity knows no fixed maximum, it
probably does have an optimum. As the
established institutions become satu
rated, well-qualified students will, in
creasingly, seek graduate and postdoc
toral experience elsewhere-at the
scientifically lesser universities already
in 'being, or at new universities, particu-
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lady the new urban public universities.
This driving forGe will generate the op"·
.portunity to upgrade the science activi
ties of these universities and they should
be provided with the requisite resources
in faculty and physical plant. Although,
admittedly, this.is.a painstaking, slow
process, it must certainly represent the
most effective, rational IDeaJ;Ls t9 achieve
"more equitabl~ geographic distribution
of federal funds."

Sources of Funds for the

National Science Enterprise

,In view of the broad impact. of sci
ence on all aspects of society, of the
magnitude of the enterprise, of the in
stitutionalized forms of science, and the
intrinsic cost of individual research
projects,. it seems unlikely that the role
of the federal government as the major
patron of science will be challenged in
the foreseeable future. Even the mini·
mum. unit package of support has be
come a sum so substantial that few oth
erpotential sources may' be seriously
considered.. This prospect is also evi
dent from the fact that the nation's
largest philanthropic foundations have
abandoned to the public purse the sUIl
port of this vital enterprise. If the gen~

eral grant philosophy presented above
is. to be implemented, a serious chal
lenge will be. posed to the pluralistic
support. mechanisms of. the .moment,
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particularly to the roles o~ the:, mission
agencies on the acade~<? scene. In
evitably, ·the NatioJ;lal Science Foun~~.
tiOD, the Endowment for the HumaDl
ties, and the Office of Education must
assume ever larger shares of the re
sponsibility for academiC· reseaICbool:!d~.
cation and for the welfare of academ.lc
institutions, while a special role isre
served to the National Institutes of
'Health in .the' field of biomedical re
search-education. Indeed, although the
time is not yet at hand, it appearS to
be increasingly .logical to consider' re
grouping these agencies into .a single

Department.of Science and Education.
Meanwhile, the other mission agen"'!

cies should foster specific centers for
relevant fundamental research, asso
Ciated with universities, rather than
broad institutional programs directed at
academia. The fact that agencies such
as DOD, ABC, and NASA require
large numbers of trained scientists
'and engineers, and have large total budg
ets, should no longer be used as an
argument in- favor of their support Of
graduate education, broadly conceived.
The same Congress that votes their'
budgets can also provide. direct support
of graduate education-academic re~

search in its OWn right in the budget
of an appropriate agency. However, all
agencies should develop uniform guide
lines and minimize the number of in
dividual types of programs. The pres
ent fe~eral grants· structure evolved

rapidly as the consequen~.of JIlany· ac
tions taken by both the. Congress and
the Agency administrators. This struc
ture bas repeatedly. ·been altered or ex~
tended by imaginative bureaucrats who
have frequently been more perceptive
of academic needs and more zealously
mindful of academic autonomy thah
have thos.e in the universities. But now
that !he federal goverinnent has ac
cepted responsibility in large part for
the scienc~graduate education epdeav
or, programs for its support should be
relatively few in number, simple. and·
forthright.

When our nation ag,ain !mows peace,

the academic res~arch endeavor may
hope to find stable and· much enlarged
support. There are few who challenge
that the R&D effort is' essential to so~
l~tion of so~e of the more pressing
p~oble.J:Qs of our society. The great so
CIal revolution of out times was begot..
ten~ by the previous successes of the
industrial, scientific, and agricultural
revolutions. The condition of our nation
at the turn of the next 'century,will ,be
deteI~ined by the research accomplish
ments of the few years: which remain.

Note

This article is adapted from a ·matement pre.
sented at a symposium at the annual meeting of
the. National Research Council, Washington, 11
March 1967. In preparing this statement, the
author has drawn heavily upon his experience as
a membei" of the National Science Board, .the
President's Science Advisory Committee, and the
National Advisory Council for, Health Research
Resources, but the views, expressed are not
necessarily those of these official bodies.
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Educotingfor the
Scientific Age

DONK. PRICE

"Today, the belief in'the possibility of a, clear separa
tion b~tween objective knowledge and the pursuit of
knowledge, has ,b,een destro.yecl by sci.anee itself. In

the operational science and in its ethics a,change has
faken place that makes it impossible to maintain the

old icl~af of the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake
which my generation believed in.1I

"-Max Born, Mylife and My Views.
The author is Dean of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy

School of Government, Harvard University, and au
thor "'Of Government and Science, Their Dynamic RatCl
tion in American Democracy, 1954 and The Scientific
Estate, 1965.

What must a responsible citizen know of science?
Plato, of course, started this argument. The king, he
~aid, must also be a philosopher if the state isto be well
governed. He wanted govemment to be based on abs().o
lute truth, and hence in the hands of those best equipped
to discover truth. The modem world would translate
Plato's "philosopher" as "scientist," whether he liked it
or not.

Huey Long complicated the problem for Americans
by his dictum: "Every man a king." No' one thought of
him as apolitical theorist, but he summed up in this
phrase the American populist thinking of the nineteenth
century, which has by' no means lost its force in ,this
the twentieth century.

And so when we ask how to educate for' the scien·
tific age, we are tempted to compound our prescription
of equal parts of Plato and Huey Long. If the king must
be a philosopher-scientist, and every man a king, then
every man must kuow science. We would like to hold
on tu the .fundamental principle of political equality
and yet make the maximum use of modem science. But
this compound presents some difficulties-perhaps even
some possibilities of political eXplosion.

The subject that has' been assigued to me is by no
means a simple one, but no one should let mere in·
competence deter him from tackling it. Science has
forced the general citizenry to face up to some problems
that were once considered purely speculative, and suit·
'able only for academic discussions.

Philosophers used tu argue whether the good life
consisted of the cultivation of the mind and spirit, or
of material prosperity and the gratification'of the senses. '
Now we vote in appropriations hearings on whether:tQ. '
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give priority to basic research or to appIled technofogy
to graduate fellowships or to moon shoots and agricul-
tural extension. '

Scholastics used to argue whether those who pursued
the higher learning should govern their own communi
ties while receiving public support or should be fully
accountable to the magistrate, and whether the laws of '
conscience overrode the laws of kings and parliaments.
Today budget examiners quarrel about overhead allow
anceson research contracts, and unruly students are
disciplined not for dissolute living ,but for protesting
against the connections of their professors ,with indus
trial 'and milit;try power.

There are two ways, it seems to me, in which ques~
tions like these, by moving from the academic cloister
into the committees of Congress, have greatly com
»licated our notions of what the responsible citizen,
should know about science.

The first is thatscienee and scientists have come to
be more than merely instrUl:nental forces to help' carry
out purposes that have been predetennined by others
~ther by the tradition;il custodians of religious values,
or by the will of the electorate. They have become a
powerful influence in altering values and guiding the
pUIpOSes of national policy. The second is that science
can no longer stand apart in eomplete' independence
from the flux of political controversy, and thus appear
as a clearly objective source of truth. For when research
must be supported by govemment grants, science itself
becomes a part ofthe political system.

And so we are now at a point where we need to re
think the fundameutal relationship of knowledge to
power, of science to politics, in our society. We can
no longer put together Jeffersonian optimism about the
liberating elted: of science with Jacksonian optimism
about the universal competence of the average citizen,
and make the combination work in an era of relativity,
existentialism, and the prophecies of a psychedelic
paradise.

SCIENCE AND CITIZENSHIP

A generation ago a guod many scientists were tempted,
even in the United States, to think that the MaIXists
had developed the only systematic approach to a political
theory that proposed to make full use of science, and
incorporate it into the processes of govemment. The
theoretical attraction of that system, such at it was, has
been greatly reduced by observation of the way it has
worked in practice. Yet I must admit that, by com
parison with the-Marxists, we in the United States have
been naive and uncritical in our approach to this, crucial
problem of the relation of science to politics. At a time
when natural scientists have been insisting,on the im
portance of' fundamental theory for the hard sciences,
they still tend to be, merely evangelistic in their ,views
of the kind of scientific knowledge required in a political
system.
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If we are to decide what scientists should undertake
to teach other responsible citizens about science, we
should base it on a theory about the way in which
science is related to citizenship or to the conduct of
political affairs. We have had no £uch explicit theory,
hut several contradictory theories have heen implicit
in the way we have hehaved.

One such theory is idealistic and optimistic in its view
of hoth science and politics. (I use the word "idealistic"
here in its popular, not its philosophical, sense.) This
assumes that in a democracy the people decide issues;
science may help us decide them wisely; therefore teach
the people science. I do not sneer at this approach. It
accords with my hopeful sentiments, and even in un
critical practice it is likely to do much more good than
harm. :But it has some serious limitations. The number
of issues that might be selected is tremendous if not
infinite, the range of sciences involved in them is far
beyond the comprehension of even the most gifted
scientists, and any selection among them is likely to be
guided more by emption than rational analysis. More
over, the extent to which decisions on the issues depend'
on various types of science, Or on problems for which
science is inconclusive or .irrelevant, is often'· debatable.
Finally, even if a political theory is to be based on an
optimistic view of human abilities, it has to acknowledge
limits On the extent to which the average voter may be
expected, to understand science.

If one is idealistic about science but cynical about
politics, two main approaches seem possible.

The first concludes that since science is now at the
mercy of politics the average voter must be wooed by
teaching him something about science, preferably awe
inspiring in nature. This grudging conclusion is in much
the same mood as that of the great Tory statesman who,
after Parliament had unwisely given everyone the right
to vote, came out in favor of more popular education,
saying: "We must educate our masters." Today, any
scientist who is interested solely in the prosperity and
autonomy of scientific institutions is tempted to follow
a similar strategy. The more television shQws that por·
tray the miracles of research and that depict science as
the key to health and wealth at home and the first
landing on the moon, the stronger the political influence
of the scientific community with the appropriations
c·ommittees. .

The second approach of those who are cynical about
politics is what one might call scientific fundamentalism,
which like other branches of fundamentalism is having
some resurgence these days. This is the approach that
sees that massive support from public 'sources is likely
to come only for programs of technology, not funda.
mental science. The alliance of technology and power
politics, from this point of view, seems so dangerous
that scientists should renounce wealth in order to main·
tain purity.

This 'approach avoids. the uncritical, optimism of
240

the theory that assumes that SCIentists and other
citizens should ideally kuow' the same things, and the
impractical cynicism of the theory that assumes scien·
tists should assume the inferiority of other citizens and
manipulate their ideas. Yet I think it is inadequate for
the future, since it does not acknowledge the extent to
which science is now inextricably involved in politics.
It would work only if we could assume a political sys
tem guided by the establishment of some traditional
values, or a system in whiSh scientists themselves would
be given the power to define new values for society.
Neither, idea seems very feasible for a country whose
politics is controlled by the jostling competition of
pressure groups under the continuous impulse of a dy-
namic technology. '

A SOUNDER APPROACH

If we are going to try to discover a sounder theory,
perhaps we should start by, considering the ways in
which science has been related to other fields of know·
edge and to the formulation of basic values, not only in
the larger arena of government and politics but in the
smaller arena where the scientist as such feels more at
home-the university. I am intrigued to observe some
parallels between the ways science has, been related to
the reform of univerSity curriculums, and to the COn
stitutional and administrative refomi of the government
of the United States, over the past generation or two.

In both fields the critics s,tarted by making similar
diagnoses of the ailments of contemporary American
civi1izatiori~. prescribed somewhat similar remedies, and
ran into similar difficulties.

First, the diaguosis. Critics were dissatisfied with
a world in which great scientific knowledge ,and techno
logical power were under no control by a responsible
poltical system, informed by a cOnsensus of civilized
and humane values. Some, of course, blamed this state
of affairs in part on science, which they held responsible
over the past couple of centuries for the destruction of
a belief in religious and ethical values.' Others tended
more to emphasize the degradation of both the intel
lectual and political worlds by the dogmas of mass de
mocracy.

One could trace this degradation in the institutional
pattems of both the universities and government: on
the university side, the free elective system of courses
for the students, and freedom of the universities-with
no ministry of education to set uniform standards-to
appoint any number of prOfessors, who could then teach
any subjects that struck their fancy. In government, no
disciplined leadership in political parties, no respon·
sibility of the executive to the legislilture, no career sys·
tern for general administrators. ,
'To the sensitive intellectual aristocrat, the connec·

tion of all this chaos with the growth of science and
technology seemed clear. In the universities, the physical
and biological sciences had acquired an intellectual and
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institutional status superior to the humanities and social
sciences, which undertook to imitate their quantitative
methodology. Financial support went to the applied
sciences, and to the fields that provided for their prac
tictH application-the engineering and medical schools,
and the great variety ofagricultural and technological
colleges: Similarly in governmerit, the top ranks of the
civil service that were freed from corrupt patronage'
we'!t to the scientific and techIli~1 and professional
personnel, not to the administrator with an education
in history or the humanities. And the technical bureaUs,
under technical leadership, maintained a high degree
'of independence of responsible political leadership, with
support from private pressure gronps and specialized
Congressional committees. '

:For education and for government as well, the pre
scription Was implied by the diaguosis. In some uni·
versities, the general education movement of two de
cades ago sought to give students a grounding in a uni·
fied educational experience desigued to strengthen their
appreciation, as well as their knowledge, of the intel,
ledua! heritage of Western civilization. This approach
was extended even to the sciences: those who Were not
to oecome specialized practitioners of the hard sciences
were to study the earlier history of the sciences, the
great scientific writers of the past, and the developmerit
of the major stages in the philosophy of science.

AyENUES OF REFORM

Scholars on the lOokout for reforms were quicker, of
course, to see the beam in the eye of government than
the mote in the academic eye. Well before the general
education movement tookfonu, the typical politica]
scientist was' 'Persuaded...cfollowing Woodrow Wilson-.
tbat party discipline and responsibility had to be estab
lished by some constitutional refOrm SO as to bring our
disorderly Congress under the gUidance of some c0

herent ideas. Even more clearly, the civil service should
be reformed so that general administrators, educated
in liberal'and humane subjects, should translate pO'
litical'policies into integrated programs in which tech.
nical specialities-would be subordinated to the general
values and'purpuses of ' society.

In both these movernents, the point at which their
shortcoming became most apparent was where the
naturalsciences touched on human value systems.

If r may take the experience of Harvard University as
an' example, the weakest point in· the original general
education program, and the one soonest modified, was
the way in which it proposed to teach science to the
student, who was not to become a professional scientist:
The original idea was that general education courses
should deal in some sense with classic works and historic
thernescBut most of the natura! scientists soon gave
tip the idea entirely, and insisted that general education
shQuld (without giving up its original humane purpose)

.instill_a, moore concentrated,Juowledge of the funda-

mental prli1.ciples of some particuhr science,and some
idea of modem scientific methods. And even in the
humanities and the social sciences, Courses of a primarily
analytic nature have come to be included ,in the pro·. . . - .
gram.
. Similarly, American administrative reformers gave up

as their goal an administrative class of the Civil Service
based on an education in the humanities; iristead they
see that' genem! administration, 'in many fields, must
usually be 'built on a foundation of scieutific or 'prO'
fessional, competence. I am tempted ti> draw three
teutative morals .from this observation of the ways in
which we arelearnirig to relate science to i>utintell"",
tnal arid political value systems. ,

First, we cannot think of a value system that is apart
from our science, arid which we can either tcach poteu.
tial scientists independently at the'outset of their train
ing, or set up as the governing political standard apart
from and superior to science. The determination of
basic values, like the determination of policy, is not
separable from the continuous processes of discovering
kuowledge and applying it to practical affairs.

Second, toconneet abstract scientific knowledge with
coucrete value or policy. judgments is no one-step affair.
We havoscen too many of these simplebnt unwar
ranted translations of scientific knowledge into moral,
political, or theOlogical principles. Thus relativity was
taken to disprove the validity of mora! standards, and
indeterminacy' wasg~sped as a reaSsurance by those
who saW their faith in providence upset by rigorous ,de
terrniuism, If a responSible citizeu Wishes to know some
thing about science, he musf'study not only its experi
mental data; but also the processes by which those dat"
are related to'vallie judginents and political action.

Third, these' processes are affected 'not orily by the
formal published data of science, but by the inner disci
plines Of the scientific commuuity. Just as we know
very little about government if we onlpead the Con
stitution,and statutes without looking at the systems of
inceutives 'and .morale that hold the administration'tO'
gether,so we knowlittleabotit the"iufluence of science
on government if we studyonlywpat scien,tistspublish.
What professors teach students by their eXample about
the ethics arid' obligations <if the practice of science. is
the Illostirnportantlesson in the relatielD of scienceto
valries;: what thestodents learn tacitly by the internal
government of their own faculty departmentS and their
Own laboratories is more important for their relation to
politics than the formal laws oft4esCieritific texts.

NEITHER PLATO NOR HUEYLONG

These teutative observations lead me to believe' that
we must give up relying on either Plato or Huey Long
as guides to what the responsible citizen must kuow of
science, Or to our thediyof the ielationshipof sciehce'to
politics. We must not assume that science, inits iufluence
011 policy, will 'simply operate' under the mntrol of
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traditionaf values, for science is going to have a hilDd
in continuou~ly shaping those values,or at th~ very
least in shaping, our t40ughts about trans,cendentat
values. On, the other hand, we mus! not assume that
policy is made equally by all', citizens; any more' than
than science is understood by all citizens; the key to
the political problem must be in the relationships with.'
in society of men and women with different functions
and interests, even though they have fundamentally
equal status in the eyes of God and the jurists.
" Neither the Platonic ideal of government by absolute,
truth, nor the populist distrust of authority and of intel·
lectual discrimination, can serve as the theoretical basis
forreconeiling modern science with free and responsible
governinent. ,Such a reconciliation need not wait, I
hope, On the development of anything worth calling a
fundamental theory, as scientists' use that 'term, ,nOI
shall I atteDlptto provide ,such a theory. But it would

, get rid 'of the inconsistent 'and irrelevant models to
which we try:to makeour system ccnform, and lay the
groundwork for a more explicit theory, if scientists could
tell other'responsiblecitizens two types of things: first,
how science, is ,in theory ,related to other types of
knowledge and tohumarie values; second, how ill prae-'
tice the scientific wnimunity and 'scientific institutions
are related to the.governmental sys~em.

As for science as a branch of knowledge, the, greates,i:
obstacle to popular understanding is the ideal image
ofscience which scientists have thought they needed to
maintain for several centuries. When BacoIl undertook
to ch'allengePlato,' he set up a pitttire of science which
was useful as a defensive formUla in the era when science
was an academic poor relation, but is only a handicap
noW that iciel)ce is the wealthy and predominant mem·'
ber of the house of intellect. This was the view that
scientific progress depended on tpe inductive process,
the accumulation of detailed experimental data from
which general value,free truths could be derived' by,a
coldly logical process. , "

This pictI1re, of science was partIy true and exceed·
inglyusefuL It served-the same purpose for science that
the thlXlry of the netitralcivil service, with nO'role in the
forintilation of poliCJ, senied in thedevelopmeut of ,
public adininistration. Both- theories avoidedchalle[1g.'
ingthe donrinant order, the custodians of established
valries; :in' the intellectual worl~ the philosophers, and
theologians; in" the governmental world" the political
leaderil. And both theories were useful in that they.
disavowed any effort to establish, doctrinaire theories
or immutable principles that would let an elite hier
archy protect itself from outside challenge.

But botli theories had the great disadvantage ofob
scuring the positive role of theirsubjects in the develop
inentof new ideas and new systems of values. Bacon's
view that science was a method by which mediocre
men could cumulativcly develop understanding has,
like AndreW Jacl<son'~ idea of basing a civil service on
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, rotation in office, been a -great handiCap to the public
understanding of the need for work of'the highest
quality.

If the lay citizen is to understand modem science,
scientists must not be afraid to tell him three things
that, on superficial consideration, seem to have elitist
and anti-democratic implications.

First, science is not merely a matter of learning facts
frOID nature, and then putting them together. It is also
the creation of new ideas and concepts. The great scien·
tists are those who produce new hypotheses, and by do
ing so revolutionize the way men understand nature.

Second, the IIlost extraordinary advances are made
by a few extraordinary men. Science as a wholerequires
a great deal of oriHnary work, down to gmbby technical
routine. But the most creative part ofthe business comes
from a tiny minOrity who must work On their own ideas
in their own way.

Third, the way to unify the approach of the several
sciences to human problems and concerns is not to
learn a lot of miscellaneous facts in various fields of
knowl~dge, but rather' to learn-indeed to practice
some particular science in specialized depth, and then
to grasp the connection between its fundamentalab:
stractions and those that underlie the other specialized
disciplines. '

SCIENCE AND THE LAYMAN

It is customary for laymen, I know, to say that scien
tists have an air of airogant superiority in talking with
laymen about scientific matters. Surely some of them do,
sometimes. But I am rather more impressed by the
tendency of many of them to pretend that science is
nothing very special-only systematic commOnsense.
Perhaps it is, but ccmmonsense is such an uncommon
item of commerce that it ought not to be undersold,
even in the interest of accommodation to the democratic
tradition.

It would be far better, it ,seems to me, to teach the
responsible layman not that science is easy enough for
him to understand-for that is not true, and he will
soon know it-but that science is t90 difficult even for
the scientists. The lay citizen will gain little by attempt
ing to ,assimilate the factual knowledge accumulated by
scientists. He will gain a great deal more if he tries to
understand what some scientists mean when they say
that their factual knowledge falls short of an under
standing of reality, how they disagree and change their
minds on the interpretati9n of the" philosophical sig
nificance of science, and how they have come to have
less confidence-here I think I understate the point~

that any single system of science can, solve any major
problem of human values.

The present mood of disillusi'.'n and despair among
many members of the intellectual community through
out the world may be based, in part, On the frustration
of, the exaggerated hopes that .philosophers built on
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sdence. 5dence helped to break down'the old system
of theologic~1 ideas, most conclusively where those ideas
attempted to deal with an interpretation of material
phenomena. Those who were temperamentally or tra
ditionally uncomfortable without a siugle clear source
of authority then turned to science as the potential basis
of complete and infallible truth. They got more en
couragemeut in this hope a century ago than they do
now. And the disillusion has been greatest where the
hope was highest. The places where there is the least
departure from nineteenth-century optimism seem 10
be those where science was never thought of in con
nection with philosophical theory, but only as a source
of useful knowlege, and a meanS to health and wealth.

I am inclined to believe that even the layman is
capable of understanding, by analogy and inference, that
modern science does not oblige us to take either horn
of the dilemma and to treat it as either (I) a mere
servant of technology, with no relation to human in
terests or human values, or (2) a single philosophy and
method that must be the basis of all our value judg,
ments. ,.

On the contrary, science consists of various types
of intellectual activities. Some of them are matters of
observing and measnring things and events, others of
mathematical constructs and calculations. These are
the domains of science within which there is the great
est chance of resolving differences of opinion, and most
scientists like to stick within their boundaries.

But on the frontiers of knowledge, where new hy
potheses are opening up new areas for exploration, there
is continuous debate between those who choose dif
ferent methodologies, and different guiding concepts
one might even say, different policies-for the advance
ment of science. In addition, there are the broader
philosophic themes and issnes that underlie the'think
ing of scientists, or that represent extensions from their
purely scientific thought to the realm of personal phi
losophy. In the past, some scientists have been inclined
either to dismiss snch questions as metaphysical non
sense, in order to get on with what they can prove
by observation and calculation. Others have been
ashamed of the continuing difference of opinion with
in a field of knowledge where opinions should surely be
subject to clear proof or disproof, and have had the
normal human faith that the rest of the world must
mon come around to their own opinioJ).s.

A CHANGE OF MOOD

All these uncertainties and controversies have pro·
duced a mood of deepening pessimism among some of
the most thoughtful and philosophical· scientists. And
perhaps the disillusion and despair of our preseut gen
eration is related to this change of mood. The intel
lectual progress of the world a century ago was being
measured by the advancement of science, just as its
material progress was being measured in industrial "Ilcl

technologic.nerms,Ifwe losefalthinthe posslblHijof
gaining certainty through science, where can we turn
except toward the world of private consciousness, where
the only standard is the gratification ofthe impulse of
the moment?

Now the line of thought implied by this question, it
seems to me,_ is nonsense. When we think of science in
relation to our moral and political ideas, we seem to be
.charging science with two contradictory offenses. We
reproach it for not always being certain, and especially
for not giving us answers to the questions that trouble
and divide mankind. And then we fear that it will de
stroy our freedom of responsible human choice by be
ing certain about everything.

Once the cake of cnstom has been cracked, once tra
ditional political authority 'has been shattered by the
same attitndes of critical inquiry and individual respon·
sibility that fostered the flowering of science, the founda
tion of political responsibility must be laid, in some
sensei on our popular conception of a theory of kuowl·
edge. The traditional theory was one of revelation, in
terpreted by an ecclesiastical establishment and a legal

. profession. When. that theory became untenable, one
school of thought undertook to build its approach to
politics on the possibility of scientific certainty, the
vision of a single systematic science, interpreted and
established by an authoritative elite, covering alJ
branches of knowledge from physics to politics. And
this the Marxist vision was adopted most enthusiastically
where the transition was most abrupt from one version
of infallibility to the other. . .
. The liberal West, on the other hand, was more than
a little confused on this issue. As a practical matter,
scientists found it more rewarding to avoid metaphy
sical and political pretensions and to justify their status
'and support by the contribution they might make to
material prosperity. But in theory they were tempted by
the vision of laPlace, who held to the hypothesis that
if oue could determine the 'current status of all atoms
one could predict the fnture to eternity, and by the
predictions of Comte, who expected sociology to be
reducible to Ihe same quantitative methods as physics
aud then to lay the basis for personal and political valne .
judgments. Consequently, scientists. managed to give
the layman the impression that they were materialistic
and lacking iu concern for humane values, and yet ,at
the same time possessed of a dangerous potentiality for
controlling society's most fundamental decisions.

If scientists can now communicate to the laymen what
mosf of them really believe,about such issues-that is,
the principles they act on rather thau the ones they
repeat by rote-they would turn npside down what the
responsible citizen now tends to think about the polit
ical siguificance of science. They would lead him to' see
that the driving force of great science is not the accumu
lation of random facts in the hope of making material
profit, but the search of a disciplined mind, for the
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underlying principles by which man can understand
'some aspect of thenniverse. They would make it plain
to him that the general problems with which he-the
citizen-is most concerned are not going to be solved
by anyone of these several approaches to knowledge.
Indeed, the more important the question is to the citi·
zen the less likely it is that anyone science can solve it,
the more necessary it is that many sciences be brought
to bear on its solution, and the more the immediate
action on it must be gnided by a type of responsible
judgment that cannot be determined by scientific pro.
cedures. In short, the citizen might learn that contem·
porary science, by its fundamental nature, is no more
inclined to lead us toward the science fiction dictator·
ships <if the future than to the autocracies of the tradi·
tional past.

NEITHER KING NOR SCIENTIST

From these elementary and obvious points we can
move on to the applied problem, namely, what can
scientists teach the responsible citizen about the institu·
tional status of science in society. And here, if Plato is
not to be our guide, neither is Huey Long.

Not every ·man is going to be a king, and not every
man a scientist. Within a system of responsible demo
cratic government, power is not simply divided up
equally among the sovereign people. Subject to ultimate
checks, it is distributed on the basis of various types of
competence. And as between the two types of citizens
-the scientists and the laymen-the most important
among the checks and balances in our social system is
the tacit constitutional agreement that gives science
(along with other forms of scholarly inquiry and teach.
ing) the right of complete freedom to deal with knowl
edge, and a good bit of material support as well.

The basis on which the scientific community governs
itself is not prescribed by law; it is substantially the
Same in public institutions like state universities as in
the nominally private universities, whose responsibility
to the public is recognized and enforced through a dif·
ferent set of institutional forms. Scientists learn the in
ternal political system of their own special community
not by any formal system of instrnction but tacitly,
through a kind of apprenticeship method. It is a subtle
and complex sub-government, quite different in principle
from the general public government.

In some respects, the sub-government of the scientific
community seems to the layman shockingly undemo
cratic. Its system of incentives includes a system of
honors and degrees and titles that rivals the British
peerage or the nobility of tbe Holy Roman Empire. You
cannot settle its big problems by majority vote. Nor can
you settle them either by compromise in a committee,
or by the exercise of executive power. And the accepted
version of truth at any given time is an intolerant aU·
thority; those who do not accepUhe major concepts of
the discipline. cannot work within it.
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It wiII not hurt the general public to be told that the
advancement of .science requires the existence of institu
tions that are governed on non~po1itical terms, even
when they need material support from political au
thority. Science is now too big and important a force
in society to be supported without some understanding
of _. its basic nature. The recurring series of bureaucratic
and legislative squabbles over such issues as overhead
payments, time and effort reporting, and the terms and
conditions of grants-in.aid suggest that science has every
thing to gain and little to lose if it tries to tell the
responsible dtizen frankly what it needs for its basic
care and feeding. And among those basic needs are free
dom from the types of detailed administrative and
legislative controls that may be suitable for the purchase
of hardware or the delivery of the mails.

The second point on which the scientific community
needs to come clean with the lay citizen is On the re
lation of applied science to applied values-in the world
of practical politics, th.e relation of science to policy deci
sions. Since the layman may ask how the power of science
may be kept in responsible bounds, the most important
things he needs to know about science are the nature of
its inherent incentive system, and its relation with the
scientific professions.

The most _important point, it seems. to me, is that
science if left to itself is not inclined to organize into a
monopoly. There are countries where scientific institu
tions are organized into one big union, but they are the
countries where political power organizes and controls
the institutions of science, and permits no free ini
tiative in such matters.In countries that encourage free
associations, scientific societies follow the tendency of
science itself to divide and subdivide into specialized
interests.

Moreover, political and economic power comes not
from the possession of fundamental knowledge,but its
application, and the leaders of the scientific community
are not those who make their reputations in the applied
sciences. The high honors of the scientific world, includ·
ing. the tenure professorships in the primary scientific
disciplines, go to the men who deal in the fundamental
~oncepts and abstract theories of basic science. But the
power and influence in practical affairs go to the pro·
fessions that synthesize varioui specializ~d disciplines
and apply them to concrete problems.

A generation or two ago there was stilI apparently
great danger that the lay citizen and the politician. would
from sheer ignorance not appreciate the potential con
tribution of science to the solution of policy problems.
There is .stiII plenty of ignorance about and lack ofap'
preciation ofthe power of science. But at more influen·
tiallevels of opinion, it seems to me, the greater danger
(especially for the biological, and even more for the so·
cial, sciences) is now the opposite one: that the public
~nd politicians 'wiII not understand why sciencefl9es not
.have the answers to pnblic issues as the politician would
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state tnem, and why scientific institntions need to be
supported Without too much regard for short-term
pmctical results.

The politicians cannot be expected to understand this
point, of course, nntil scientists understand the comple
mentary point-namely, that responsible political power
should go to men not because they have the most
competence in specific scientific fields or the highest
abstract1ntelligence, but to men (even if they be sci·
entists) because they have demonstrated qualities of
administmtive or political responsibility that cannot be
measured in terms of knowledge alone.

The relationship between knowledge and power-be
tween the institutions that foster science and those
that govern public affairs-is the crucial problem in the
maintenance of a free and responsible constitutional
system.

If we start by looking on the sciences as humane
studies, and their disciplines as a part of the intellectual
equipment of the man who wishes to understand mod·
ern civilization, we have made the first step toward see
ing the relation of the sciences to man as a part of or·
ganized society, the political system. There are many
ways. to take that first step, to approach science in a
more humane and philosophical manner especially for
\nen who are not undertaking to become professional
scientists, and I suspect that no one will ever discover
the one best way. Thjs· first step-which should be open
.to aconsidemble proportion of our citizens--'should in-

clude an effort to learn some substantive science, in as .
much depth as one's capacity and circumstances permit.

It is important, I think, for scientists interested in the
humane significance of their disciplines to recognize
that there is a second step to take-the step toward
recognizing the political significance of science. The
natural sciences and the social sciences as well have
been preoccupied with the development of specific skills,
and specific instrumental techniques, to enhance man's
understanding and control of the universe about him.
But that universe includes his fellow men,and they are
beginning. to join with us in asking some of the ·old
fundamental questions of politics--qnestions relating to
power and justice and freedom-about the·purposes and
the limits of the new power that science and scientific
institutions may .exercise. in· our·.constitutionaI· system;,

Science and techpology and industry have destroyed
the American politicaLdream of a nation in which all
men shared, on relatively equal terms, in the knowledge
and power by which they were governed. Wenowlive
in a society that is too complex and too dependent on
special knowledge and special.skills to .gnarapte.e its
freedom by going back to that Eden. The scientist who
first comprehends the connections. between his profes
sional specialty and a broader humane learning is in the
best position. to help.first his fellow scientists, and next
his fellow citizens, understand .the problems th~y must
solve in making science a force for freedom. in a danger
ousand troubled world.
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Assistant Secretary, Comptroller
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Federal Funding:

Categorical vs. Bloc Grants

My purpose today is to bring into
.focus the .Federal~State relationships,
affecting the way HEW programs are
managed. We have developed many
ties -between the 'Federal Government
and the States and local governments
in connection WithFederally spon
sored activities, hut no one has really
articulated the philosophy of this rela
tionship. It has heen evolving since
the mid.1800's, and, since the'Depres
sion days of the 1930's,it has: grown
somewhat like Topsy. Its recent growth
has given rise to concern as to what
kind of partnership we have with the
States and as to who is in charge.

Today I would :like to discuss one
concept of the Federal-State relati~n
ship. This concepi "is in no sense an
Administration position, nor does it
represent a decision on anyone's part
that it is the proper relationship. Be
fore any program reflecting. this con~

cept could be adopted, it would he
subjec~d to 'a great many discussions
-a' great many abrasive encounters
that would polish and hone it until
it evolved into a line of policy that an
Administration could >support.

This presentation is intended merely
to open a dialogue on the long-range
possibiIities for the Federal-State rela
tionship_ It will deal exclusively with
categorical grants to States from HEW.
In the interest of clarity, I have, for
the most part, excluded from considera
tion the problems of public assistance.
Public assistance' is an open-end ap
propriation involving a Federal-State
relationship quite diHerent from that
of the other HEW programs; alSo, it
is SO massive that it tends to impair
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our perspectives on the other pro~

grams.

The original plan for returning a
portion of Federal revenues to the
States without earmarking was de~

veloped by ,Walter Heller, chairman
of the. Council of Economic Advisers,
working _with Joseph A. Pechman" a
consultant from the Brookings Insti
tution. Their formulation sparked wide
spread discussion, and, many alterna
tive approaches' to the present grant
in~aid system. The Hener-Pechma~

plan was developed as pa,rt of an effort
to portray a full employment economy
under peacetime conditions. This por
trayal suggested that the present.day
tax structure would in future produce
large sums of money in excess of the
expenditures projected for the Federal
programs which were authorized at
that time.

Heller and Pechman identified three
alternative methods of using the sur~

plus revenues: (1) to modify the tax
structure so that the Federal Govern
ment would take a smaller portion of
the money and permit States and locali
ties to use the remainder for new
programs, (2) to develop additional
Federal categorical programs, or (3)
to continue the present categorical
programs and return the surplus money
to the States to use at their discretion.
The two economists endorsed the third
alternative.

It seems strange to he talking about
large surplus funds in a time of deficits
like the present. Yet, rather than wait~

ing to confront an issue of this kind
under crisis conditions, we should deal
with it when we have the leisure to

talk it' out and plan for it Without the
sense of urgency which often leads to
precipitous and ilI-eonceived action.

The national concern with the cate
gorical grants sy~tem has been ex~

pressed by the Governors of the States
through their conference, by the Inter
governmental Relations Commission,
and by the House and Senate Com
mittees on Government Operations.
All have evidenced concern over the
increased complexity of Federal activi
ties and with the possibilities of over
lap in the uncontrolled mushrooming of
categorical programs.

Federal officials have become simi
larly alarmed as they have become
aware of how the interrelationship
among programs can affect the admin
istration of anyone of them.

Why this growing concern? One
reason is that the number of categorical
programs has been growing rapidly.
Another reason is that the programs
have not been designed to insure
mutual exclusiveness. 0'; the one hand,
we have pr-Ograms designed to satisfy
functional needs of health, education
and welfare. On the other hand, we
have programs that were set up to
handle specific age groups, such as
children and the aged. Some are geared
to economic conditions-programs for
the poor, for example-and others
work on categories of people, such as
the disabled. Still other programs were
designed to deal with processes: the
planning of Federal projects, their
operation, the construction of facilities,
and demonstration work. As these pro
grams have grown, we have found
that similar functions in diHerent pro
grams were being administered by
diHerent agencies. This is true within
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and it is true also in other
departments of the Federal Govern
ment.

Administrative complexities in the
programs have become of increasing
concern as the activities have grown
more extensive and have begun to
oveJ;:lap. We have variations in match
ing requirements, in eligibility require
ments, in regulations and procedures.
We have varying reporting and ac~

countability requirements, v~rying de
grees of technical assistance, varying
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degrees of monitoring and supervision
of programs. Finally, we have varying
arrangements for identifying eligible
grantees. The grantee may be the State,
the locality, or a nonprofit agency.
Within the State it may be the Gover
nor, a -designated department, or a
designated ~ency. Within the locality
it may be the city, the county, the
school hoard, or some other entity.
There is no consistency in the selection
and identification of eligible grantees.

President Johnson, in a speech at the
University of Michigan on May 22,
1964, propounded the idea of "Crea
tive Federalism" to achieve the ob
jectives of the Great Society. He de
fined Creative Federalism as a col
laboration of the States, the Federal
Government, and the communities to
fulfill the aims and aspirations of our
society.

A significant step toward Creative
Federalism, and one which aHected
the programs of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, was
the enactment of the Parmership for
Health program. This was a major de-'
parture from the pattern of establish
ing minor and categorical programs
and then continuing them for long
periods of time. Instead, it established
the idea of systematic re-evaluations of
needs under a comprehensive plan.

Departing from the usual practice
of specifying in the statute the por
tions of the resources which would be
allocated to tuberculosis, venereal dis
ease, chronic illness, and other limited
categories of problems, the new pro~

gram· substituted categories of proc
esses. It established a category for
planning and called upon the States
to develop hoth an organizational
mechanism for planning and a com
prehensive plan in the health field that
would take into consideration the total
needs of the State-those that would
be carried out by the private sector,
those reserved for ·the educational sec~

tor and those assigned to the public
sector.

Secondly, the new program provided
that a substantial part of the funds
would go to the States as bloc grants
to insure the operation of their com
prehensive plans. This money, together
with their own funds, would help the

States and communities to implement"
their plans. The program also set aside
special project funds to give the Fed
eral Govermnent new flexibility· in
spending-to demonstrate new ideas,
for example, and to follow through on
the results of research and experimen
tation with changes in the management
of the health scene.

The President's message to Congress
on better govermnent suggested that the
achievements of the Partnership for
Health could be emulated in other so
cial programs operated by the Federal
Government through the States. About
94 percent of the programs of the De
partment of Health, Education, and
Welfare are carried out by non-Federal
entities, most of them state agencies. In
Fiscal 1967, the Departmeut of Health,
Education, and Welfare administered
43 separate categorical programs of
formula grants to States, involving
$6.9 billion, as well as 15 separate
categorical programs in the form of
project grants carried out through
State agencies, involving $300 million.

Broken down by functional area,
18 of the programs were in the health
field, 26 in the educational field, eight
in rehabilitation and six in social serv
ices. Looked at another way, five pro
grams were related to planning, 33 to
operations, nine to construction and 11
to· special project grants.

An interesting fact about these pro
grams is· that 35 of the 58 were created
in the last five years. Thus, in spite
of the success of the Partnership for
Health approach, with its limitations
of categories, the number of categori
cal programs is escalating by leaps and
bounds. It is not sufficient to say, "Let's
just take a look at each. of the cate
gorical programs and detennine which
ones can be eliminated and which ones
can be merged." Rather, it is necessary
to evolve a philosophy which will have
an influence not only on ,the operation
of existing programs but also ·on the
choice of programs to be developed
during the next few years. Unless we
arrive at a preventiye approach, we will
pever he able to eliminate and merge
categories ias rapidly as we develop
newones.
. The purpose of my talk, therefore,

is to estahlish a philosophy of shared

Federal-State relations in program
operations, and to develop a viable ap
proach to carrying out such a philoso
phy. It is, further, an attempt to de
velop a phased implementation of the
philosophy. We must realize that we
will not he able to carry out a modifi
cation of the present relationship be
tween the Federal Government and the
States in one clean sweep. We will have
to move gradually and to test, perfect,
and improve the techniques.as we pro
ceed.

I would like. to ·develop for you a
conceptUal model of such a philosophy
and its implementation. There are a
number of elements that should be huilt
into such a model. The first is the
need to expand state responsibility and
options in"carrying' out Federal grant
in-aid programs. There must he less
Federal direction and more authority
for the State agency which can be more
responsive to local needs. The second
element should be an effort to minimize
the number of categorical programs
as much as possible in line with na
tional objectives. We should not say
arbitrarily that there can be only a
certain number of categorical pro
grams, but we must remember that a
limited number of ~tegoricalprograms
is more likely than a large number to
facilitate a partnership arrangement
with expanded State responsibility.

Another factor, which was involved
in the Partnership for Health program
and which is worth emulating, is an
emphasis on. comprehensive planning
and objective'evaluation.It is not suffi
cient merely to turn responsibility for
a program over to the States. It is nol
sufficient merely to outline the indi
vidual programs aild services. It is im·
portant that these things be fitled into
the broad context of a plan covering
a long period of time; it is also vital
that there. be an organized system for
evaluating the effectiveness of the work
and determining how well the objec
tives of the plan are in fact being
achieved.

An additional element to be con
sidered is the distinction between funds
provided for support and those pro
vided to assist in the development of
facilities. The nature of the budget
process used in the United States for
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public service makes it next to impos~

sible to trade off between the con~

struction of facilities and the payment
of personnel for day-to-day operations.
Most States and localities use some
fomi of capital budgeting and without
a system which amortizes the capital
investment in programs, it is impossible
to make an effective' trade-off between
capital cost and operating' cost. Thus
it seems best, at least for the time be
ing, to keep' the two separate.

It should be recognized, I think, that
there is' a need for categories if only
because they make it possible' for the
Federal Government to exercise a
leverage directed toward achieving cer
tain goals in areas of national concel'll.
In putting out bloc' funds' for health,
education; and welfare, the government
cannot make its' influence felt so' effec~
tively.

At the same time, there is a value in
limiting the ,time element in dealing
with categories of national concern.
Let me give you an example. Several
years ago we developed a program de~

signed to revolutionize mental health
care by moving away from large
custodial institutions in remote popula~

tion areas toward community mental
health centers. If we had used the Part~

nership for Health approach and relied
upon each state jurisdiction to work
out such changes through its plan; it
is unlikely that very much would have
happened.· But, by creating· a category
that provided first for the construction
of the facilities and then for their
staffing and operation, we are in fact
bringing about a revolution in the
handling of mental health.

The question is whether we must
provide a permanent category of sup
port and assistance or, whether we' can
set a time period for' accomplishing
our objective and provide that the cate
gory will exist for that length of time'
only. At the end of the specified time
period, we could abolish the individual
category and return to support from the
broad bloc grant. We would no longer
need to be concerned with the category,
and there is little danger that it would
fade out of the picture. The laws of
physics contain a statement to the eHect
that things in motion tend to remain in
motion, and everyone knows that

bureaucracy is capable of fighting long
and hard for the retention of a pro~

gram once begun. The inertia asso
ciated with the modification of pro~

grams is .in itself a safeguard against
precipitate changes or deletions of pro~

grams, and an assurance that if
change comes it will be part of a com
prehensive plan.

Another element of consideration is
the idea that in making the major
changes described here, it becomes
necessary to ease the transition when
ever feasible. Once' responsibility has
been delegated to a state agency, we
can help to assure that the responsi
bility .is' discharged well by providing
the kind of expertise, the kind of
knowledge, the kind of background
that will assist the planners and deci
sion makers at the State level to plan
well. .

The final element, to be considered
for the conceptual model is an em
phasis on accountability to an informed
public~ One trouble with the present
grant-in-aid structure is that even the
well-informed citizen finds it difficult
to know where to lay the credit or the
blame for the health, education, and
welfare services being provided in his
community. Is it local elected public
officials, State executive officials, State
legislative officials, the Federal Execu
tive Branch, or the Federal Legisla
tive Branch that is responsible? We
have so diffused the interrelationships
of' the Federal Government; the State
government, and the local government
that an informed' public cannot' detect
a sense of accountability and does not
know where to exercise its leverage to
bring about change.

A conceptual model has been de
veloped to deal with these elements of
consideration. To meet the long-term
objective for a limited number of
categories, it is suggested that four
major functional categories be estab
lished to carry' out HEW responsibili
ties: health, education, rehabilitation l

and social services. There are some who
would favor a larger number of major
categories, and some who would favor
a smaller number. The four specified
here commend themselves through cer
tain conunon attributes; They are
broad, well~recognized, and frequently

organized separately. They tend to
serve special interest groups, and they
tend to coincide with Congressional
organization of legislative committees.
I might add that they do not do any of
these things all the time.

It is proposed that we subdivide
each of these major functional areas
to provide for separate funding for
planning and evaluation, operations,
construction of facilities, short-term
categories, and special projects. The
planning and evaluation funds would
not he made available solely to launch
new programs. They would be issued
on a continuous basis in recognition
that thoughtful and comprehensive
planning must be carried on at all
times if' we are to have effective pro
grams, and that the evaluation of how
well we have done in the past is an
integral process in perfecting our
ability to plan for the future.

Funds for operations would be pr08

vided as formula support grants avail
able to the States for programs in
volving services.. This would provide
for basic support funds as distinguished
from the' more intermittent alloca
tions for stimulation and innovation.
It would constitute the use of the Fed
eral taxing power to share the burden
of health, education, and welfare serv~

ices with the States and localities.

Construction funds would be pro~

vided on a project-by-project basis.
They would provide, or help to provide,
needed facilities to carry out health,
education, and welfare activities.

Short-term categories would provide
funds for stimulation; they would exer~

cise leverage for new or expanded ef
forts to meet national objectives, as in
the illusfration previously cited in the
area of mental health.

Funds for special projects differ
from funds for categories only in the
sense that they are otiented to a proj
ect~by-proje~t approach, the projects
being designed to undertake research,
to demonstrate how the knowledge
gained can be disseminated, and to en~

courage the adoption of new and im8

proved services. The project grants
can also be used for dealing with
regional problems and with problems
of limited national concern th~t do. not
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merit· the creation of a separate· cate
gory.

The conceptual model assumes that
no matching would be required for
planning. Planning is so important to
the conduct of the total effort that -the
readiness of a State or locality to sup
ply funds for it should not decide
the issue.

With respect to operations, the con
cept of matching loses its significance
for such large functional areas as
health and education. They are too
extensive and the State and local in
volvement is too great. It is suggested,
therefore, that a maintenance-of-effort
crit~rion be employed so that Federal
funds will be used. to augment and ex~

pand services rather than to. replace
State and local funds.

It is proposed $at construction be
on a matching basis, and that local
and private money be eligible for
matching in addition to State funds.

Short-term categories, too, should
provide for matching, and considera
tion might be given to increasing the
amount contributed by the State during
the ·.·life span of the category as a
means of stimulating new services and
then ·of melding them into the opera~

tion or support program.

Special projects, as is true today,
would not require matching, but they
would be restricted to a limited time
period to prevent them from becoming
a method of providing services.

Under this new approach to FederaI~

State reIation~, the Federal role would
be importantly modified. The Federal
Government's review of the State plan
would be primarily· for conformance
with minimum requirements of law
and regulation, and it would be pri
marily procedural rather than sub
stantive. There would be no pressure
to substitute the judgment of Federal
officials for that of State and local
officials.

At the same time~ accountability to
an informed public would .be stressed,
and so would the importance of a
thoughtful review of the state planning.

To this end, it has been suggested that
we create regional panels of experts
and knowledgeable public leaders who
will evaluate, comment on, and make
recoIIimendations for improvement of
each State's plan. Their conclusions
would be well publicized, but their role
would be advisory and their recom
mendations would not bind State offi
cials. For example, the conclusions
might point out to an informed. public
that a given State's plan provided sig
nificantly less activity for the child of
preschool age than did the plans of
the other States in the region. They
might list some of the research findings
that indicate the value of providing
educational funds for the preschool
child. This information might be per
suasive to the State. The fact that the
conclusions are highly publicized might
exert pressure on the State to modify
and improve the plan. The Federal.
Government, for its part, would be
called upon to provide a greater degree
of expert assistance than it now does.
Its agencies, emphasizing persuasion
rather than authority, would be ex
pected to identify effective programs
and provide model program analysis
and evaluation.

Under this system, operational
grants would go out on a formula
basis and would be monitored for con~

formance to the State's plan. Co'nstruc~

tion grants, as at present, would be
subject to project-by~project approval
and would be required to meet mini~

mlim Federal standards. However, the
State plan and the desires of the State
would be considered in each such ap
proval process.

The categorical grants would be
monitored for conformance to the State
plan and to minimum Federal require
ments.

Special projects would he evaluated
on a basis of objective and relative
merit. The State's recommendations
would be obtained on each project and
approval action would deviate from
the State's recommendations only· in
the most unusual cases.

We must recognize that a plan like
this could not be put into effect all at
once. It has been suggested that the
problem might be approached by try~

ing first of all to apply the conceptual
model to new legislation as it is de~

veloped. Secondly, as legislation for
existing programs expires, the pro~

grams could be modified to conform
to the theory of this model in the exten~

sion legislation. The third phase would
be to review on-going programs which
do not come up for renewal within a
reasonable period of time.

The model outlined here is meant
as a first step toward a conceptual plan
that could be applied to a large por
tion of the programs of the Federal
government. Each program would have
to be evaluated in terms of the model
and would be .expected to depart from
it only where there was good and suffi
cient reason. On the other hand, the
plan should not be so arranged that
it is slavishly followed even in instances
where the Federal program and the
national objectives could better be
furthered by a deviation from the
concept.

There are some critics who say that
the States are not ready to· assume .ad~

ditional responsibility. They believe
that the States do not have sufficient
professional· personnel, that their pay
systems are not high enough, and that
therefore, they must be guided and
controlled by the Federal Government
in the conduct of their programs. There
is another side to this coin. Unless
we begin to place responsibility and
accountability in the hands of the
States, we may find ourselves perman
ently in the position of saying that they
are not ready for additional responsi~

bility. The purpose of this proposal is
to challenge the States and to give
them a greater. degree of responsibility
than pr~sent programs do, and then to
provide such aid and assistance as they
indicate a need for. We have learried a
great deal about how to go about this
from the Partnership for Heaith pro~

gram. We should capitalize on this ex~

perlence as rapidly as feasible.
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Support of Scientific Research and
Education in Our Universities

No doubt at any moment in time
there are people who feel thal that
particular moinent is critical. I -say this
in -apology became I do feel that now
is a critical time for the support of
science. It seems' to me that we are
approaching a major decision point on
how we ,will support science in the
United States" and specifically on how
we will support scientific: rese'arch and
education in universities. If the nation
is to reach this decision wisely, it surely
needs. the most thoughtful, inputs possi
ble· from the people most, involved
the -. scientific teachers and research
scholars. It seems to Jtle therefore of
great importance tha~ Wnversity scien
tists think through the problem as
clearly as we can, and that, when we
have some sense of vision and need,

The author- is vice president for research and
advanced studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York 14850. This article is adapted from a talk:
given 6 December 1968 at Florida State Univer
sity. Tallahassee.
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we present our conclusions with vigor
and persuasiveness. What I wish to do
is outline some aspects of the problem,
give some tentative suggestions of things
for us to do, and, in general, attempt
to initiate what' I think -is a most nec
essary and important discussion.

I thought of saying, but hesitated to
saY,-that we had reached the end of an
era. On the other hand, I have no such
hesitancy in saying that some 20 years
ago the Uniteq States, and especially
its federal government, did embark on'
what has' been a new era in the support
of universities and in the relationships
between universities ,and the federal
government. l' speak, of course; of the
decision to support basic research and
graduate training in· universities by
utilizing funds from agencies of the
federal government.

"It 'is not characteristic of the United
States to make its major decisions in
one swoop. Rather, we are inclined to

embark on a new line of effort or a
new policy by malQng numerous
smaller decisions, aU of which then
add up to a grand and important total.
I t~ this is a good description' of
what has happened in the relationships
between the universities and th~ fed~

eral government. In a relatively brief
period between, roughly,_1946 and the

. early 1950's we made a set of 4edsions
'of major importance-or, -more cor~

rectly, we put in motion a set of actions
which have become translated into mao."
jor decisions. Let me try to put down
what I think were the key things that
were done during these important years.

1). We reached a 'natio~al decision
that there should be federal support
of higher education, especially at the
level of graduate. training and research.

2) We decided that the univ.ersities
would have a central role for the na~

"tion in the conduct of· basic research
in science and engineering.

3) We decided that support for,
higher education and basic research at
universities would be accomplished
through a multiplicity of federal' agen~
cies, including mission-oriented agen·
cies, such· as the Department of De
fense and the National Institutes of
Health. and· agencies more "directly
Charged with support of education and
basic research, such as the National
SCience F0l.lndation and the Office of
EduC3tion.

These decisions did not come into
being fullblown,. but the results have"
been as important to thecoUDtry as if

'.
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Afust and Importall~ iinswer is that
there is no single solution which, if
successful, will solve· all oUr problems.
The problems are a c()mplex mixtUre of
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Suggestions

A' New ~a.tion ratories. 'and specifically in the univer~

sities, we have good, generally modem, '
With· all of this, as 'background, the facilities for reSearch. And finally, on

exceedingly important fact which we the question of adequacy of support for
now face is that the growth of federal 'Our graduate students, We can honestly
support for teaching and research in say that considerable, if not always out
the universi:ties has h~lted arid the total standing, siJpport is available to almost
support- has perhaps even. started to all of them.
recede. This fact has been sharply But at the same time that the uoi
dramatized by the necessity for, NSF versity scientist makes this somewhat
to put ceilings on univefsity, expendi- . complacent analysis he must hasten to
tures "for the .current year, ceilings admit that the universities. andspecifi
which effectively lead to cuts of 20 to' cally the 'science programs within the
30 percent in planned expenditures in universities, have· a .good many· prob-

. the universities. Smaller but neverthe- lems, some of them exceedingly serious.
less real cuts have been made by NIH Within the .traditional science fields
and· other important support ,agencies. there continue' to be' enormous pres
Clearly, we face a ,new ·situation. It is sures toward· expansion. The total stu
a situation which is doubly· ominous- dent body iii· the universities grows.
oMinQus in its· immediate effects and in and the number of undergraduate and.
its longer-range implications. This is graduate students in the stand~d fields
a matter of particular concern. when ofscien~e continues to increase. New
put' in juxtaposition with the, fact that teaching and research facilities .are
both total enrol1.rilent and graduate en- needed for these ,students. Research "is
"rollment in 'universities continue to go expensive, graduate training is .expen~
upward. Even a constant level of sup~ . ~iye, and both clearly are going to
port from the federal agencies will thus" remain expensive; Furthermore, there
lead to diminishing support per "student are steady' pressures 'for setting up new
involved. . programs in scienCE:; and engineering.

That these changes nave· "been ac- Thus. Universities suddenly find that an
companied by increased signs ·ofan important field of study called com
overall public disaffectipn with· science puter science is in their midst and ne;eds .
and science education is also ominous. support. New mterdisciplinary efforts-:
Tpsay that there is an anti~mtel1ectual for example, between· biologY and the
.tendency in Washington and perhaps physical science5--:-'are. growing and
also in the country· may be too strong, also need support. "
but at 'the least .there is a generalized It is this strong sense of continuec1
doubt. on'the part of the public, that pressUres which'leads to-.the feelings of .
science' is" useful. and concern .3S" to beleaguerment, and···dismay which so
whethersciencemeritsthecompa.t:3tively many 'of ussltare. At the individual
high degree of support !:!tat it has had "university level' we know full well that
in the recent past. Some of thesenega- w'e cannot stand still. If we do not build
tive analyses are remforcoo by a paral- new programs and expand' the best of
leI disaffection with'the conduct ,of our our old ones, we are certain to regress.
universities. This, has many facets, in- At the national level, ,this same .feeling
eluding reaction to student rebellions. exists with respect· to total research
a~d reaction to anti-Vietnam·demon- effort. We live in an age of technology,
strations of one sort or another. But and in every direction the heed fop
even th.oughtful people are increasingly m.ore and better science. and more and
concerned about the relevan~ of many betfer technOlogy is upon us. If We are
of the universities' activities· to the na':' to solve· our problems and avoid creat
tion's problems., particularly to 'such ing neW ones. we must cqntinue to pro
critical problems as preservation· of our duce research,and it had better be go04
environment, and racial justice. research.. Given this rather grim over-

A dedicated university' scientist and all picture, we are forced to ask, What
teacher is particularly startled to find can we ourselves do to' help obtain the
evidences of general disaffection just support we all know our programs need?
at a time when he believes things
are going exceedingly well. In many
ways 'he .is right in this 'belief. By
any reasonable standards;. scientific
progress in the Umted States is' in ex~

cellent shape. To say that we leadth~

world in science and mathematics is a
truism. It is also true that in our labo-

tltey had.. Certainly federal support of .
higher education is. with us in a major
way, and no one "believes for a moment
-that the situation will markedly change.
More precisely, no one sees the future
in any other way than as involyiitg in
creasing federal support for .higher
education. Similarly, most of us believe
that the universities will continue to
hav~ a domipant ro~e in basic research.
The· third element of our broad policy
that slipport will coJ;lle through a mul
tiplicity of. agencies-is not so certain.

'There continues to be serious talk of
an umbrella-like Department of Sci
ence. Personally, :i am convinced that
multiple-agency support will continue.

A historian may quarrel with. iny
analysis of the U.S: decision-making
procedure,s. He would not quarrel with
the visible consequences. As we all
know, the past 20 years have witnessed
a buildup of major· proportions .in
federal support to the universities. Very
large amounts of federal funds have
been granted under the" rubric: "re
search," particularly for efforts in the
natural sciences. mathematics. and en
gineering. 'Support for the social sci
ences has been far from negligible,
and. very' recently, small amounts of
support for the arts and humanities
have come from the new foundation·
established for this purpose.: but the
principal federal, research support to
universities has been "in science and

'. engineering;
. During this same period, 'fellowship

support for' graduate training by the
federal ,government has' also built up
rapidly. Some of, this has come from
science-oriented' agencies like NSF and
NIH. But other and broader fellowship
programs have been started in the Of-'
ike of Education, notably the National
Defense Education Act fellowship pro
gram;' Paralleling these teaching and
research funas has been major support
to the universities for new construc~

tion:....-agam. particularly for facilities
for graduate study and research. And,
finally, there has been substantial' sup
port' for special education programs.

It is often charged that this federal
support is unbalanced in its strong
emphasis On sch~nce and engiD.ee~g,

and this charge has considerable justifi
cation. On the other hand, one must
give the ,federal government very great
credit indeed for two things. One is
the very rapid rate at' which support to
the universities was increased. The
second is the enlightened an!l flexible
characteristics of the programs that
Were deve.loped.
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internal university problems and prob
lems of external relations, problems of
preserving old programs and placing
adequate emphasis on new ones..Be
cause of this complexity we can be
sure -that there IS no grand answer to
our dilemma; there are only many
partial answers. Each of us will have
his own list of things to be done. I shall
name several which seem important to
me.

I) In our. analyses and discussions
we in the .universities must put first
emphasis on the university as an edu
cational institution. Correspondingly,
we must emphasize the kinds. of support
that the educational programs of the
university need. In my view, a number
ot items have conspired to lead to more
emphasis on research in universities,
and more visibility of the research
efforts, than the facts have ever war
ranted. Thus, the accident that much
of our support comes from mission
oriented agencies, which necessarily
place little or no explicit emphasis on
the edu-catio~alpartsof the programs,
has surely been a major factor. So, also,
has been the. desire of support groups
for _explicit answers and clear indica
tions of research progress.· Education,
unfortu~ately, lends itself neither to
easy. analysis nor to spectacular mea
sures .of new progress. About all. we
can measure is the. number of students
we turn out, with little or no possibility
of analyzing the depth of their training
or the relevance. of that training to the
world they go into."

But the fact remains that universities
are, first and foremost, educational
institutions, and we must increasingly
stress the fact, that a major fraction of
the support we ask for and need is for
educational programs, most notably for
the programs of graduate training. One
consequence of this, I am convinced,
is that we must increasingly press the
support agencies having responsibility
for education, such as the Office of

,Education and the National Science
Foundation, .to recognize the need to
support universities on the basis of their
education efforts. It is, I think, ,a sign
of the times, and a very good sign, that
a recent bill introduced by Congress
man Fraser of Minnesota is. entitled
the Graduate Education Act of 1969"
and calls for support to universities ac
cording to the number of Ph.D. degrees
they have awarded in the past 3 years.
Of equal interest is the fact that Con
gressman Fraser was .assisted by .five
University of Minnesota professors in
drafting his bill.
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A related problem to which we in we 'communicate?" the reply is, ''To
universities must give more thought is everybody." We must tell our story in
that of .education at the postdoctoral a way that the general public under
level. We are deeply involved in this, stands and appreciates. Much more
but we have not yet developed the specifically, we must focus our efforts
educational justification for it to any- on, those groups that have been charged
thing like the depth to which we have to concern themselves with the progress
developed justification for graduate of education and of science. This espe
training. If we wish this sort of educa- cially means the legislative bodies at
tion to continue as a major part of our the federal and state levels. The old in
work, we must be clear in our" minds, junction "Tell it to your congressman"
and persuasive- with others, as to what is precisely applicable.
it is and where it fits into an overall In stressing the urgent importance of
university program. presenting the university needs and

2) We must stress and document accomplishments, 1 am not simply sayM
the synergistic aspects of. the linkage ing that we in universities must become
between teaching and research which an all-out political pressure group. Per
so notably characterize the U.S. uni- haps we shall turn out to be partly that,
versity. Univl?rsity· people are them- whether we like it or not, but surely the
selves strongly committed to the belief first responsibility we must accept is that
that teaching and research are mutually of telling our story thoughtfully and, to
helpful. At the same time, I do not the extent possible, objectively. We
think we have made our 'case to the know that science is important and that
degree we can and should. FurtherM science education is essential. This is
more, we must make our case at at the case we must develop.
least two, and perhaps three, levels. 4) We must do everything possible to
We must give clear and persuasive make our university progra~s of teach
answers to those who ask why partici~ ing and research as effective and as effi
pation in research is considered the cient as possible. I still recall the sharp
best )dnd of graduate training. Why, comments an industrialist once made at
specifically, is a research apprentice- a large meeting of the President's Science
ship the best means of training a stu~ Advisory Committee in discussing costs
dent at this stage iti his career? We of graduate training and research in uni
should make the 'same sort of analysis versities. Noting that the costs per' stu
for postdoctoral education. dent trained had been rising steadily for

I think, however, that we must make, the past 30 years, he said, "Universities
with equal force, a case for research as are the only group that I know of in the
an increasingly useful component of whole Umted States economy where the
undergraduate training, and, along with costs per unit operation have' been
this, must explain why the. conduct of steadily rising. Ifyou were a component
research makes professors better, more - of my industry ~ would probablY call
persuasive teachers. in your management and ask' for

3) We must be more explicit about greater efficiency, 'and i( I didn't see
the importance of basic research to our some signs of it pretty rapidly' I would
nation's progress. All of us have talke4 fire them and hire a new crowd." This
about the importance of basic research may sound overdrawn and silly, but it'
totechnology. Unfortunately, we are all underlines' a concern to which we must
to some degree inclined to give the illu- address ourselves.
stration of Michael Faraday and stop To take a very large and- specific
there. To put-it bluntly, the whole basic problem" can we justify our excluSive
research establishment is vulnerable to emphasis on research apprenticeship. as
the cynical but· wholly understandable the path to advanced degrees? That such
question, "What have you done for me apprenticeship should. be .. the path. to
lately?" I think we must try to answer our highest degree, the Ph.D., is, I
this question. We must tell why the think, something on which we all agree,
basic research which' we are now doing but we know this is an expensive, tinJ.e..
is .needed, and what social benefits it consuming procedure. Are there alter
relates to. We must do our best to fl?re- natives which produce useful pro
cast the trends of technology and the fessionals but which are less costly
kinds of basic research that are broadly overall? I doubt if we· are giving ade
,relevant to them. Since scientists are quate attention to this sort of em
not, in my opinion, very good fore-' ciency.
casters, our _answers· may not satisfy To consider a related point" we must
even ourselves, but still we must try. surely do everything possible in our

As for the question "To whom should universities to utilize our research equip-
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ment· as efficiently. and to teach· out
students as effectively, as we can. I am
uneasy about analyzing. education from
the standpoint of efficiency, in the coo-

o ventional meaning of the term. But
surely this conventional meaning does

. apply to many of our· research activities,
particplarly to oUr use of expeJ;lsive or
scarce equipment and facilities.

,It is also important that we search
for collaborative procedures among our
sistet universities to try to hold costs
down. Cornell, for example, is exploring
the possibility of collaborative efforts to
share library resources with a half
dozen nearby universities..As scientists
and educators we know of other areas
that are comparably expensive and
equally open to collaboration-for
example, further centralization of com
puter equipment. Needless to say, liot
every effO'rt toward collaboration will
succeed, and not every one of them will
save money. but we probably must try
them all.

5) ScientistS and engineers in uni
versities mUst search for ways whereby
we can particip.ate in the applied re
search programs which link to the great
sociotechnologic problems that we all
see on 'the horizon. Not· all of us can
usefully contribute to the solution of
problems of urban redevelopment or of
air and water pollution, but some of us
can, and probably we all should seek
for possibilities. Most of these problems
are complex and difficult. and r~uire

interdisciplinary efforts in which prog
ress will depend only partially on ap
plied science and perhaps even less on
basic science. But to the degree that
the problems are science-based and to
the degree that we,as citizens, recognize
their impoliance, we should search .for
the places where we can help.

In the ·search,.we may have to address
ourselves much more sharPly to the
overall effectiveness of the university
programs iii these fields of applied re~

search .and sociotechnologic. improve
ment. I think our record of accom
plishment .in these _areas is· not very

.good, especially where··interdisciplinary
actions. are· involved. Since I strongly
suspect that there will he increased

.;nationalemphasis in these areas, the
universities may need to analyze and
perhaps modify their procedures. Thus
it may .be that we need. a much closer
coupling to the governmentaIand in
dustrial laboratories of applied research
that will probably be charged with the
action programs.

6) Before I tum to my final sugges.
tion let me· recall. the first time that C.

K. Ing~id,-'6i lJlli~e~~ity College, Lon
don, came to -Cornell. as a visiting
lecturer. At a large reception for him
the somewhat ebullient wife of Cornell's
dean was pressing Ingold as 10 why he
had been willing' to come· to Cornell.
Carried away by her enthusiasm she
asked, "What persuaded you 10 come
here? Wasn't it that you were impressed
by the possibility of passing on your
knowledge tqo a new group of students
in a new land? Didn't the thought of
communication among nations and need
for international friendship loom large
in _your decision to come to CornelI?
Wasn't it of enormous importance that
'you could be· of service to such· a large
and differentbody of students?" To all
of this Ingold nodded, saying, "Yes, yes, .
of course. And then," he added. "there
was the money.n

And this is, of course, our situation.
Whatever· else we have in. the way of
public understanding of our programs,
the universities need money' to support
our·students and update our facilities. I
am convinced that most of this money
must continue to come from federal
agencies, and this is why we must work
vigorously with the relevant congres,.
sional committees to persuade them of
the importance of the university pro
grams. We must persuade the Office of
Education to take additional respon
sibility for higher education and espe
cially for graduate training. We must
attempt to get something like the Fraser
bill enacted, and we must see to it that
the National Science Foundation is in·
creasingly well. supported.

However, we must face the· fact that,
as of now, federal funds have leveled
off - and will probably increase only
slowly at best. Hence we must look for
other sources of funds to support our
university teach~ng and research pro
grams. One such source is the state and
local governments. They have tradi~

tionally supported ~ucation, and they
should be sympathetic to the .. serious
needs of the universities. They must be
persuaded that what the universIties are
doing is important, and that the way the '
universities are doing it is sensible and
efficieBt.

In many of our searehes for support
for new programs and for better ways
to do old jobs, we can turn to the
foundations.. They have always been a

,source of support for universities and,
with continued effort on Qur ·part,
should continue to be.

Finally, those of us who are chemists
return to a source of support which we
have long enjoyed and which we have

perhaps neglected in our recent love af
fair with the federal government. I mean,
of course, the chemical industry. It is the
great good fortune of· chemists that
they have had such close ties with ,an
industry that has looked to universities
for much of its basic research and has
depended on universities for a continu
ing supply of trained professional man
power. There are many pluses on both
sides for a closer linkage between uni
versity scientists and· the chemical in
dustry. Each side can contribute toward
analyzing new needs and foreseeing new
directions. Industry can tell universities
more clearly and carefully what is in
store for the students who will be com

. ing to the chemical industry, and can
thereby, help in the training procesS.
Universities, in turn, can broaden their
teaching responsibilities and play, :;lS I
personally .think. they should, a larger
role in the continued updating· of the
older professional people in the indus
trial establishment. Industry .and. the
university establishment can be closer
and more mutually supportive in .the
conduct. of basic research. Among the
many likely consequences· of these
firmer links is one which relates direct
ly Ito our currerit discussion-namely,
more funds to the universIties for their
teaching and research programs.

YoU may'. ask, Is it reasonable to ex·
pect greatly increased university support
from industry? Perhaps the best answer
I can give is to say that there appears to
be one country in which very large
scale industrial support does occur; and
that is West 'Germany. According to the
1965 National Academy of Sciences
report ,on Chemistry, even in 1960 the
level of West Gennan support for basic
research from ,the chemical industry was
the equivalent of $17 million per year.
.This is roughly the amount which NSF
has ~lotted to chemistry research in the
current year-in other words, a: very
substantial contribution. Perhaps our
motto should be: If .the German sci
entistscan do it, so can we!

Summary

Let me conclude by saying that ade
quate support of science research -and
education in universities is a serious
problem and one which demands the
most imaginative efforts of the univer
sity scientists. I have tried to. suggest a
few things to do. There are surely -many
others. Perhaps. the proper· conclUding .
injunction is, tiqIe is wasting and we
had· better get cracking.
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Basic research:
its functions
and its future
A s)'mposium.in~print

Our sympoSium is based on
addresses given at the last
Atlantic City 1Ultional ACS
meeting. The symposium was
sponsored by the ACS
Committee on Chemistry and
Public Affairs .

B' asic-- research,' in science is virtually synonymous with
science itseH. Our entire ci~ation is -increasingly

based on technology. Since these statementS,can be made
without equivocation ODe may legitimately ask what is -the
problem? Why a discussion on the function and future
ofbasic research? .

The reason is, that despite the benefits_of science ther~

are significant questions _and concerns. Penicillin and
polyamides are products of science, but so are' nuclear
weapons __ and napalml People ask - why basic I\9Sem:ch
costs -so much, must" so much be done, must it dominate
universitY programs? . \

Basic research has moved from the JosephPriestley·~

working in their kitchens to great national laboratories.
such as Brookhaven with its 3500 employees. and an· a:n
~ual budget of more than $50 million. Basi~ research has
become institutionalized, instromentalized, and expensive!

On the last point, it is terribly tempting to jump to the
question: Is it worth it? ~ut that is a trap that should be
avoided because cost-effectiveness studies, to use current
jargon, may make no sense at all. Cost effectiveness is ,a
fine criterion for feeding poultry, but can: it reasonably be
applied to the expansion of the human mind?

AN INTELLECTUAL ENDEAVOR

R!lBf;RT S. MORISON, Cornell Unioersity

The one thing that everyone seems to knowabo~t science
is that. it is an int~llectual activity. Indeed, the· re

quirement for brains may be overrated in comparison with
the need for certain 'other-character traits such as curiosity;
patience, perseverance, and courage. To do great science
one needs something in addition, which no one has ever
be~n able to define very closely.- Th;~.t is -'''creative insight."

Just where intellect ends -and creative insight begins, or
whether creative insight is really d#ferent in, qu.aJity or
simply more extraordinary in degree than. everyday in
te~ectuaI activity, is difficult to say. People who:seem to
have' creative insight in .science ,say that it is more like
the activity of pOets than it is like a more convention;!l in
tellectual activity, such as chess playing or preparirig a
legal brief..
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It is somewhat curious that although".speculative ·intellec..
tualactivity and creative art are -unique human charac
teristics, neither the intellectual nor the artist has ever.suc
ceCded .in winning for himself a firm and' well-recognized
place in modem society. If society supports such people
at all, it usually does _so for an ulterior motive or for some
secondary result; Most good chemists do ~emistry be
cause they are interestedm how molecules are put together.
But society supports chemistry because girls Hke nylon
stockings. .

The creative artist's situation is slightly different, since the
tangible results of his activities are not usually so obvious
as ladies' hosiery. Thus the support of creative art ,by so
ciety is, at best, un~rtain.

Since the Industrial -Revolution, and with the general
spread of democratic forms of government, science and art
have. had, more difficulty in being appreciated for them
selves. Some European' democraCies, apparently out of
force of habit, continue the royal tradition of official hand
outs forthe performing arts. On the other hand, the over
seas democracies that grew up more or less de novo,notably
the U.S., have essentially neglected the arts and have sup
ported scienlie only because of its practical results.

This preoccupation with practical results reflects a reluc
tance' to ad:rOit that science may have something to say
about the higher aspects or values of human life;. We tend
to underplay the role of science as a part of our· equipment
for an intellectual understanding of man's place in nature,
his. hopes, his fears, and 'his sources, of satisfaction. _

Thus we use science and technology merely to satisfy
our needs and support ·the values that have come down to
us from a previous more primitive culture. Insofar as we
have succeeded in isolating our thoughts and feelings about
the PlVPoses and values of human life from our thinking
about the natural world, we have succeeded in preventing
man's most effective intellectual device, that is basiC re~

search methods, from engaging with mali's most persistent,
problems. there are signs,- however, that our- single- 
minded devotion to science as a means for providing our
selves with' more and more accessories is beginning· to get
-us into trouble.

The way· to get out of trouble may be to make greater
use of science to understand man's place in nature. This
is not to say that science can by itself provide better answers
than others, that it should in fact be ~'on top" rather than
"on tap:' In certain areas of increasing importance, how
ever, science can lay at least equal claim to a place at the
council table. .

Perhaps .. science's strongest claim. to such a place is
based on the embarrassing fact that science create,sas .well
as solves problems. A knowledgeef science thus becomes
essential to' understand what some of. our most important
problems are.

In the 20th century we bave run into tronble.. The abil
ity of sc~ence and technology to s..,olve problems seems curi
ouslyintertwined with an abilitY to create new ones. Some
of these new problems may be, in fact, even harder to solve
than the old ones.

Improvements in: agriculture, in transportation and, more
recently, in public health and medicine have -temporarily
relieved hunger and improved health. These improve
ments are aut0IJ.1~~c~r_and ~evit~blyfollowed, as Malthus
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'foresaw, by an increase in population that tends' to consume
the increased production. In certain areas of the world,
a cyclical situation characterized by relative prosperity in
terspersed with acute famine has given away to a less
dramatic, chronic scarcity" where no one ever has quite
enough to eat.~ Furthermore, the rapid application of ne~
technology to agriculture is characterized almost every
where by displaC6JIlent of large numbers of people into al
ready overcrowded cities.

Improvements in the technology of medicine and public
health have made possible the prolongation of life in cir
cumstances .that, raise serious doubts about longer life as
an absolute and unquestionable value. Although in the
advanced and afHuent coUntries science has made the con
ventional means of subsistence"available to almost every
one, it has also created new and very expensive means of
subsistence for individuals who formerly could have laid
no claim to life at all.

In the best of circumslauces it may cost $20 to $25 a
day to keep someone alive "on an artificial kidney. Many
such individuals can doubtless return full value to society,
but what about the totally incapacitated bedridden patients
who, requirearti6cial feeding and nursing care around· the
clock?

When science has made it po.ssible to prolong almost any
life indefinitely, an inevitable limitation of resources will
drive us to admit that there is something simple,..minded
about regarding all lives as equally worth saving at all
cost. Limitations on resources, if nothing else, will fotce
us to compare the costs and benefits of saving one man as
against another. We may even become sophisticated'
enough to" recognize that death itself carries positive as well
as negative values, for "science tells ,us that without death
to remove the ill adapted and worn out, both biologic and
cultural evolution would slow down to a dangerous degree~

The progress of teclmology has also changed the ualure
of "war international relations. From about the middle of
the 17th ceutury until the begiuniug of the 19th, war was·
ali increasingly professional activity and attempts were
made to isolate civilian populations as much as poss"ible
from its effects.

Now the trend is reversed, partly because of the spread
of democracy, which gave a new kind of sanction to the
idea of the universal draft, but even more because of the
invention of weapons of mass destruction. War is thus
rapidly returning to its primitive state described in the "
Declaration of Independence' as Clan undistinguished de
struction of allages, sexes, and conditions."

The recognition that applied science poses as many new
problems as it solves old ones has caused some observers
even to question the idea of progress. Others go so far as
to question the wisdom of promoting further scientific re
search at all. Such naive disillusionment is a natural result
of overvaluing science' for its practical application and

_underValuing it as an intellectual activity.
One of the few things that distinguishes man from the

lower a~als is his ability to contemplate the meaning of
his own ~ence.Evenin prehistoric times, such customs
as burying food, weapons, and tools along with the dead
give evidence of a wish to transcend the boundaries of local
space and time. One of the .primary preoccupations of
the best mirlds has always been the relining of our knowl-

edge of the -shape, size,and motions oftbe planet on whiCh
we .live and its place in an ever-widening universe. The
nature of the creative and degenerative' proCesses that pro
duce this universe has always fascinated us. "

Certainly some of the knowledge so. derived will have a
practical heariug ou earth-bound leclmology, but this is
not' what. excites most cosmologists. and it's unlikely that
it inspires the very substantial public interest in the subject.
Astronomy is "one science that seems to be loved rather
widely for its own sake. "

On another level, .ma,n has always be'en interested in the
living world. He is captivated by its variety and has specu
lated endlessly on how it was creat~d. These sp~cuiation;
have led' to one of his most spectacular intellectual achieve-
ments, the doctrine of evolution. .

It turns out" of course. that astronomical and biological
discoveries have greatly changed man's attitude' toward
himself. Some of these changes were initially rather un
settling. The idea that the earth occupies a peripheral
rather than a central place in creation was repugnant to
the9logians and others who wanted to trace man's dignity
to some central concern in the mind of God. Similarly,
mauy people found it difficult to accept the humility en
gendered by an understanding of the doctrine of evolution.

But for most, these discoveries have carried a big plus.
Man po longer need be' terrified by anything except him
self. "Although the evidence is overwhelming that he is on
very sound ground in fearing himself-at least the problem
is one of human scale. .

Man once lived in constant fear of the forces of nature
that could not be controlled and only uncertainly propi
tiated. Now, armed with scientific knowledge, man is able
to control most of these forces so that among other things,
the,normallife span has become three score and ten for the
great majority.~ scientifically progressing countries. food
supply is not a serio'us problem.

Man's life can now be"what he chooses it to be and not
what is detennined by outside forces. This' in tum has
greatly altered his feeliogs about profouud metaphysical
and theological questions. Basic science as an intellectual
activity is thus a critically important part ofman's total
intellectual apparatus for resolving his identity crisis. Of
course. the catch to man's increasing power is that" he does
have to make more choices, and he is' only slowly coming to
realize how many choices he is going to have to make.

In a real sense, men have to decide now how many peo
.pIe should inhabit the earth. AJ; our ability to postpone
death increases, we must. ask whether death is the un
mitigated evil we used to think it was, and inquire into. its
function as a facilitator if not the actual driving force of
biological and social evolution.

As we assume more resp"onsibility for.· our own lives, we
have become suddenly aware of the"responsi1?ilitY for the
natural "enVironment in which we live. It seems inevitable
that our lakes and water courses will have to be"used partly
as sources of ·food and recreation. partly as sewers, partly
as .cooling ~ater for electric turbines, and partly as' sources
of water" f()r domestic' and industrial use. What is the
proper mix in each case?

Man can no longer leave this kind of decision tp the im
personal forces of nafpre. We are beginning to see that
each decision depends on a combination of intellectual
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analysis and esthetic and moral sensitivity. Further devel
opment of the scientific method and of intellectual analysis
is absolutely essential for describing the choices and the re
spective price tags. The unal choice among the alterna
tives, however, continues ,to be largely a matter of feeling.

For the past century, many scientists on the one hand and
many humanists on the other have pretended that science
deals with man's extemallife while 1;he· humanities and arts
are concerned with the inner or spiritual man.

This separation may have been all right so long as an
engineer was somebody who made automobiles when every
one was sure that more automobiles were what they wanted;
or a doctor was somebody one called in when one was ill
and wanted' to get well. Now, however, an engineer is be
coming a person who says, «all right you can have more
automobiles, but if you do you will have The following kinds
of traffic and pollution problems in your cities;" and a
doctor is called not only to help a couple have a child but
to. determine what kind of a 'child it shall be:' Under these
circumstances, the separation of the intellectual world into
a· science involved. only with external things apd the hu
manities dealing with internal and spiritual ones is no

. longer tolerable. We must return to an earlier time when
science was pursued at least in part under the.'heading of
natural philosophy as one of the means for understanding
the nature of man and his place in nature.

Increasingly, the forces that .shape man's life are becom
ing matters of conscious choice. Although intellect must
probably always take secon4 place' to esthetic feeling at the
moment of. ultimate choice, vigorous intellectual analysIs of
the possibilities is an essential prerequisite to theHnal judg
ment. Fora value judgment made in ignorance of all the
possibilities -is no judgment at all; it is simply a groping in
the dark.

During the past year we have been reminded that_society
will not give· science or any other intellectual activity all
the support it needs. Increasingly we are being asked to
justify our work; 'and more and more we see the justification
asked for in specific and limited terms. How is radio as
tronomy related to national defense? How is enzyme chem
istry related to a cure for cancer?

It is not easy to weigh the need for a new and more
powerful accelerator against the need for better housingfand
better schools for the depressed populations of. the cities.
But this does not mean that immediately foreseeable
tangible results are the only things to.be weighed in the
choice.

As we prepare the case for the support of science even in
troubled times, we should not be embarrassed to cite the
role of science in 'giving man a clearer picture of hiniseH
and his place in nature; and in providing the inteHechtal
base for the crucial choices he must make in the future.

BASIC RESEARCH'S ROLE IN TEACHING

FRANK H. WESTHEIMER, Harvard University

Research in Universities and colleges provides the com
petence and enthusiasm that make' teaching live. It

brings interest to undergraduate lecturing and in and of
itself constitutes the core of teaching in graduate school.

.Yet. acad~.~i~ _~_~_~Elarch is atta~~ today; it is described by
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slogans such as ··the flight from teaching" and cited as the
cause of the rebellions in our universities; research is alleged
to result in the victimization of student~ by a faculty that
doesn't care about the undergraduates.

Actually, the situation is quite the opposite,at least for
the sciences. Teaching is better today· than it has ever
been, and it is best where research thrives. Although stu
dent ferment has upset many campuses, the cause of the
trouble is not too much research. The difficulties may lie,
in part, in having too little research and having too few stu
dents personally engaged in discovery.

During the uproar at Columbia University in May 1968,
few rioters, were students of engineering,_ medicine, law,
journalism, or the physical sciences. This may suggest only
that scientists are committed to achievement within· «the
systeni.." It may also lead to a:. conclusion that, in science,
the university is fulfilling one of its primary -functions: en
gaging students' imagination and enthusiasm for intellectual
problems. .

One cannot decide whether teaching is good or bad until
he defines his terms, until he establishes his value judg
ments. Dr. James Killian, chairman of MIT Corp" offers
one set of .value judgments: "The purpose of teaching in
the modern university is not merely to fill the student's
mind with known facts, theories, and mode& of thought; it
is also, and more important, to stimulate him to teach
himseH, to learn by teaching others, to think creatively, to
want to seek answers tQ questions as· yet unexplored, and
to learn the arts of doing so."

Dr. Killian concludes, "I know of no better way to do this
than to give. [the student] the opportunity to work with and
under faculty members who themselves are engaged in seek
ing answers and who can, in consequence, impart a sense of
intellectual adventure." .

An alternative objective of education is that of trans
mitting to students the accumulated knowledge of the past~

Science is changing so fast, however, that past knowledge
is soon inadequate.

If we regard human beings as inherently curious, then
research is probably the tool for hooking them for life on
the "intellechtal adventure." We can hardly hope to offer
everyone the opportunity to carry .out original research.
But some of what is offered to students can be presented in
problem form so that they can at least participate in the
excitement of rediscovery. Teaching of this sort is most
likely to come from those. who solve problems themselves,
or have once done so', and therefore know.the process. .

Many critics point· out thaf-university· faculties are se
lected for' their excellence in research. It is perhaps be
cause of this increased emphasis on research as a pre
requisite for teaching· that undergraduate teaching-the· pre
sumed victim for whom all the tears are shed-is. in the lbest
shape ever.

Riesman and Jencks, in <lhe Academic Revolutiqn,"
wrote, "If we use a strictly academic yardstick, it seems
clear that today's A.B.'s know more in absolute terms than
their predecessors in any earlier era. " .. This is particiularly
clear in science and math~matics. . . .", Some measure of
the performance of today's shtdents relative to those of the
past can be gauged from questions from freshman chemii;
try examinations at Harvard.

01868· "Write the symbolso(Water; Sodie Oxide;.
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SodicHydrate; Nitric Acid;-Sodic Nitrate; Sodie Chloride;
Sodie Bromide,".

• 1918: "By equation show what happens when alumi
num sulfate is treated with an excess of sodium hydroxide."

• 1968: "The standard electrode potentials for the reM
actions that take place in the lead storage cells are:

Ph + 50.'- =Ph50. + 2e EO =-0.356V
Ph50. + 2H,O = PhO, + 50.'-+ 4H+ + 2e

EO =1.685V

What is the maximum energy in -calories that can be ob
tained from 104 gof lead and 120 g of PhO,?"

These questions show not only the increase in the fac
tual knowledge expected of students today but, more sig
nificantly, the expectation. that the students can use that
knowledge.

Research and teaching are closely related; for graduate
students the functions are essentially identical. Graduate
student research -is the core of our advanced teaching pro
grams. ",It shows the student, through detailed imdspecinc
examples, the' excitement of answering new questions. Best
of. all, it provides lessons in seeking new problems. It is
this'spirit of inquiry that constitutes the best"liberal educa
tion.

The direct impact of research on teaching" is not re
stricted to graduate students. In the sciences, and in chem
istry in particular, many undergraduates participate. In
1963-64, about ,1500 undergradu'ates, ,approximately one
third of the chemistry A.B.'s, 'were engaged in research in
chemistry during-the academic year, and nearly as many
although there is some overlap-were engaged in research
during the summer.

Although a sizable fraction of chemistry students are en
gaged. in the discipline and excitement of research, most
college students are only exposed to what others, have
learned or thought. The fortunate undergraduates in re
search may not accomplish much on the average in terms
of the advancement 0f science, but they will have learned
how the human race goes about learning.

Great scientists teach in \ll1dergraduate courses, and
teach with enthusiasm. Enrico Fermi, when he was di
rector of the Institute of Nuolear Studies at the University
of Chicago, insisted on the privilege of teaching freshman
physics. Among the most admired and original undergrad
uate science courses in America have been Richard Feyn
man's freshman physics and Linus Paulings freshman
chemistry at Caltech and George Wald's general educa~ ,
tion course, based on biology, at Harvard.

It is true that a few scientists retreat to their laboratories
and remain aloof from undergraduates. Such men are ex
coriated by the critics of university research. However, the
universities may fulfill their purposes best by allowing a
few rare individuals to restrict their teaching duties to
initiating graduate students in original research.

It should be noted, however, that research professorships
are rare. A survey of 14 major private and state uni
versities showed only a few' such positions. "The absolute
number is difficult to arrive at, but the survey indicated the
equivalent of about six to eight full-time research professor- .
ships among the 500 members of the chemistry departrilents
of the universities surveyed.

A list of the instructors for the 1967-68 year in this same

group of universities for "all courses'in elementary organic
chemistry-including those for chemistry majors, for medi
cal students, and the like-includes many full professors and
some of the leading organic chemists. Obviously elemen
tary organic chemistry iIi these universities is well served.
Similar data could 'be. obtained for other areas. For ex
ample, all 'undergraduate chemistry courses 'at Harvard' are
regularly tanght hy full professors.

One of the most persistent accusations against faculty is
that they shirk their teaching responsibilities in favor of
travel, consulting,and the like. The' point is easily chal
lenged. For about 30 of the professors who ~ecture in ele
mentary, organic chemistry at the universities referred to,
the 'average number of undergraduate lectures missed, for
any reason but illness, during, 1967 was fewer than two per
lecturer; half the lecturers did not miss any.

It appears then" that the best research scientists in the
universities lecture to undergraduates as well as graduates.
But the question may still be asked: Do they give good
undergraduate courses?

Studentopil1ion may be used as Ii criterion, although one
cloesn·t know what the students' value systems aTe. The.
rationale for considering s-tudent opinion is presumably that
the best teaching is. that which best engages student interest
and enthusiasm.

If student opinion is acceptable, then a consideration of
preferences of the brightest students -would' be useful.
They clamor to attend Caltech, Stanford, Yale, Wisconsin,
Berkeley, and Michigan, and a few small colleges, such as
Reed, Oberlin, and Haverford. The universities they
choose are the leaders'in res~arch,'andat least the scientists
in the small prestige colleges.are generally engaged in re
search.

The students' selections do not mean that the universities
meet an-their expectations. Yet the •students' choices do
mean that they are convinced that the universities will give
them a better education than they could obtain elsewhere.
Somehow good teaching and research seem to go together.

Another measure of research chemists' contribution to
teaching is the number and quality of the books they write.
A professor can' lecture to only a few hundred students; if
he writes a fine textbook he can reachtens'of thousands.

Another activity of university faculties that demonstrates
interest in teaching is curriculum revis,~on for secondary
schools. The "new math" originated when a group of uni
versity mathematicians got together to bring the past cen
tury's revolution in mathematics from university research to
the schools. Numerous university physicists have partiqi
pated in creating a new high school physics curriculum.
New high school chemistry and biQlogy texts have been deR
veloped with the cooperation of university research scholars.

All of this is evidence that research scholars in chemistry
constitute the heart of the teaching enterprise...,-through their
undergraduate and graduate courses, through books they
Mite and the curriculum r~form ~hey initia~e, and through
the research they conduct with graduate and undergraduate
students.

We ,have many opportunities to improve teaching in
chemistry. First, we must continue to update our courses.
The advance of science demands that scientists run fast to
stay in the same. place, and research is almost certainly the
best way for an individual to maintain. his interest in new
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developments. To the extent that the scienti:6c community
adopts. Dr. Killian's value judgments.. we should incorporate
more problem-solving into teaching, and let students learn
through the excitement of rediscovery.

SOIDe improvements will come bf bringing students into
research as soon as practical, but modem research on teach
ing methods suggests _that there may be other ways to
progress. One exciting avenue rests on computer-assisted
problem-solving examinations.

We also have' the opportunity to make substantial im
provements in our laboratory courses. Perhaps because we
have not completely analyzed what we want, students to
achieve in the laboratory, we do not agree on the design
of lively and educational experiments. '

Most laboratory instruction in univ~rsities is carried out
-by graduate students. Althongh this system might be ex
pected to benefit teacher and learner ,alike, the graduate
students often feel exploited and the undergraduates often
feel cheated. We may be missing an opportunity here to
connect research and teaching and to upgrade our per-
formance. '

Universities face an interrelated set of crises today. We
need. to engage the students more in learning and we need
to pring more problem-solving and research, to teaching.
Nevertheless in science, the strength of our system derives
in large measure from the· enthusiastic, occasionally in
spired, and usually skilled teaching of thOse who do re
search;

INDUSTRIAL BASIC RESEARCH

ARTHUR M. BUECHE, General Electric Co.

HOW much money ~nd effort sho,uld a profit-oriented in
dustrial organization devote to the search for new

knowledge about nature? Having determined· an appro~

priate level for this activity, how does a company go about
doing the job? .

If "searching for new knowledge about nature" is a
sufficient definition of scientific research, it is merely a
matter of semantics whether the search is described as
basic or applied. It's what is learned that matters.

Although the motivations of the scientist and of his
sponsor can be quite different, in most cases the motiva
tions are somewhat 'similar and often identical. Even so
there is no harm in a situation in which the scientist is
pursuing a smctly scholarly course in an area in which
his sponsor believes there is a reasonable chance of ap
plying whatever is,learned.

It could be put this way; "One man's ivory tower is
another man's workshop." Or: <lBasicness is in the eye
of the beholder."

Thus, ,the only legitimate distip.ction that can be made be
tween general types of technical work is that which dif
ferentiates seeking new knowledge from applying what is
known.

, This is a distinction between: types of work" no~ neces
sarily between types of people. ' Researchers frequently
get involved at least partwtime in development, and en
gineers sometimes must do their own scholarly digging for
new information.
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New ideas, are the important thing, and new ideas are
not the exclusive province of either the researcher or the
development man. Getting good new technical ideas is
the ultimate objective of all industrial research and de
velopment. Research is therefore performed because new
knowledge can be the seed for a good new idea, or the
basis for converting an old idea into a good one.

Obviously, the answer to the question of how much
'money and effort should be devoted to research depends
on the company.' It is not a matter of size or diversity,
but rather one of overall objectives and managerial ap
proach. A multibillion-dollar retail sales chain may need
less scientific research than a miIlion~dollar newcomer
in a specialized area of electronics. A highly· diversified
conglomerate seeking to grow by acquisition needs far
less scientific support than a comp'any seeking· to grow
from within. The company ,locked ina fieI;'ce battle
with competition 'needs more research than those-if
they still exist anywhere-that feel satisfied and safe.

An old-line business that has been doing everything
the same way for years may really need a scientific
research team more than a new business in an area where
new knowledge is being generated by world' science far
faster than anyone can properly digest it.

The chief executive officer' seeking the right level. for
his scientific research program must ask himself other
questions: How many good new ideas do I really need?
Is my business the kind where the new ideas must be
technical ideas? Are my existing products improving
fast enough to remain competitive? Do I want to grow
by building on our own new ideas or by buying up
someone else's? Am I able to use all the good ideas my
people ""e already' generating? Am I getting as many
good new ideas as my competitors? How long can I
really stay in business without new ideas?

If a chief executive officer is convinced that getting
new knowledge is an excellent way to ensure obtaining
new ideas, he will, recognize that the support of scientific
research is an absolute business necessity. The optimum
level of such activity is reached when the How of good
technical ideas is sufficient for the organization to gain
and maintain the objectives it has set for itself.

Even this llscientific approach" to the' establishment
of appropriate levels for research effort in industry ·is not
foolproof. It is not uncommon, even in the most sophis~

ticated and professionally managed organization, to have
a research budget which is half as big as the research
director believes it should be and twice as big as the
comptroller believes it should be.

The fact remains that these decisions are made and
that m,any companies do recogruze that research is an es
sential function of business. U.s. industries spent an esti
mated $3 billion· in 1968-of their own money, out of
profits-on the searclt for new knowledge about nature.

How, then, does research help industry? Specifically,
it provides knowledge to spark ideas to improve or de
velop products and services that customers need and
want ·and will pay 'for, pennitting the company to' grow
and make a profit.

Having decided that it should avail itself of this oppor
tunity,_how does.an industrial concern actually go about
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the .pursuit of scientific scholarship? How does it get
the good people it needs?

First of all, the company must decide what general
areas of science are important to its line of business, present
and future. .In highly diversified companies, virtually any
discipline may be useful, but there is always the problem
of emphasis and halance.

The next step is to go to the universities, the most im~

portant supplier. ,The ultimate objective, of course, is to
be in a 'position each year to bid on the cream of each
year's crop of 'graduates-from among those whose work
and theses have mada it apparent that they are interested
in matters that relate to the company's interest.

There is no absolute guara~tee that the top graduate
student will become the truly creative professional scien~

tist. However, finding the few buly creativ~ giants among
the host of good~but-not-great technical· people is some
t;hing of a lottery, and experience shows that the odds are
somewhat better among those who have attained an ad
vanced degree ;rnd have been superior students.

There was a time when industry enti~ed their top candi
dates by the simple process of waving money in front of
them. The situation is now much more competitive, how
ever, and not· merely among ,the' industrial laboratories.
The ability of the miiversities to keep their best for them
selves and the attractions of exciting government pro
grams have made life much more difficult· for the "in
dustrial recruiter. But he would be the .first to admit
that, all things considered, this competition·· is a good
thing for 'everybody.

The new young scientist arriving at an industrial re
search laboratory deserves a chance, at the beginning,
to prove that he can do research, on his own and in his
own way, that will be important and useful.

The word, "usefur' will.be a red warning Hag to some
people.·· ILconnotes.·visions of laboratory notebooks 'with
profit-and-loss figures in the lower right-hand comer of
each page. That's not what is implied. The research
will be useful to the company if it is important as scien-
tific research. .

The· majority of nonproductive industrial research that
goes on today is hot nonproductive because it fails to
Solve a production problem, or fails to result in a profit.
able .new product, or because it comes up with some
thing· that the sponsor is eith,er too stupid or too stubborn
to use. Instead, the majority' of thenohproductive, in~
dustrial research is useless for the same reason ·that the
same kind of work is useless if it's done in a university
or a government laboratory, or anywhere else. It is use
less' because it is not important to science.

Simply stated, if research isn't important and con
tributing usefully to' the furtherance of science .itself,
then it's pointless to· worry 'about whether it's good for
the company, or good for·the nation, or good for· people.

1£ the research. is good' science, then chances are it
will payoff-someday, in. some way-for the sponsor,
and the nation·, and the human race.

Much of the· concern of Congress, the general public,
and company shareowners and boards of directors over
the m~tter of "basic research" is not the result of "useless
science," It is instead the result of so-called technical
work .that is useless becaus~' it"~ not, from a professional
point of vie'!,. Jl?~~K_~_l1Y._<?~~~J~~1i~~ to tl).~, pr~fession.

Planning research that is u~e'£ul-important as scie;nce
calls for a special kind of judgment and objectivity.
There is no reason -to believe that all graduate Ph.D.'s
have these abilities, .or ever will have. The perpetual
shortage of· really good research managers is ample eviw
dence of the problem. -

Actually, inanindustr@! laboratory, it is far easier to
find a man who thinks he knows what kind of research
is good for the company 'than it is to find one who.
knows what is really good research. The one doing the
latter job well, however, can't help doing, in the long
run, a better job of the former. .

In any event, the new young scientist on· the ,paYroll
deserves a chance'to show that he has the judgment and
objectivity to do good work on his own. 1£ he does .have
these qualities, then the company may give him his head
and hOPe that he'll also develop that spark of creative
genius that is found among. perhaps one out of every 10
Ph.D.'s.

What happe~s when one of these self-starter~ ·develops
new interests and his curiosity leads him into fields hav
ing no foreseeable connection with 'the company's busi
ness? In spite of the talk· about the waywardness of
"-truly pure" researchers, the fact is that most scientists,
and especially the best ones, are very .anxious 'to see
something practical and useful result from their work.
They direct their interests and enthusiasms accordingly.
Their own enthusiasm is often the greatest motivator for
application of the results of their work.. Some even com
plain about how slowly the developmenf·deparbnent does
its part of the job.

Thus the problem of the man doing· really good work
in the wrong area doesn't arise very often. When it does
almost any research director will recognize it·· as an op
portunity to simultaneously serve the sensitivities of the

,scientist and diversify the ·interests of the sponsor into
newareas.

As long as reasonable balance is maintained, it is ab
solutely essential for an industr,ial. research·· enterprise to
encourage blu6<-sky exploration 'both inside and outside
the technical areas. of obvious interest to the business.
There are numerous examples of blue-sky research lead
ing unexpectedly to new products and services.' It's not
as likely to do so as research deliberately done with these
ends in view, although there are those who will argue
about that, too.

More likely, ·a researcher eventually needs or wants
gnidance in deciding what kind of work he shonld be
doing. This is no admission of .lack of creativity or ability
to make major contributions to science. It follows then
that the largest share of research people are working hot
only within the bonnds of mntnally agreeable fields of
endeavor, but also under varying degrees of direction.

General Electric's "directed" technical people include
everyone from guided loners to members of fairly large
teams assembled to accomplish major missions .for the
company, '0;1" for the government. This means that many
of 'the scientists are, simultaneously, doing research and
development. In the General Electric Research and De
velopment Cent~r, with a total of'more than 600 scien
tists and engineers, a· snbstantial fraction of the people
10 genuine research most of the time. That is, •they
.ipend mor~,~~_,s,e~I'ching_ ftir_,_s~z:n~~!ng,_ new__ than. ,llP::'
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plying something known.
The so~ca}led ''c~irected'' peopl~ in_ ind~stry are just

as' dedicated as the, rare self-directed scientists. They
have the same curiosity and pride in their work, and
they use the same method of discovery that Newton is
s~id to have described,to the lady who asked him, how he
really came to discover the law of:gravitation.His reply
was: «By thinking about it constantly, madam:'

Considering, that research does help industry by pro
viding knowledge to spark ideas to ,improve or develop
products and services that customers 'need and want and
will pay for" thereby permitting the industry to grow, and
make a profit, there are those who might describe this
as a crass commercial response. This, is especially true
since one also asks. "What does research, including in
dustrial research, do for the human mind and the human
spiritr'

One might reply that the value, real or ,aesthetic,; of
new knowledge is neither diminished nor increased by
the SOurce, of the supporting funds, whether spent by in
dustry directly or funneled through the govermhent to
its' own or university laboratories.

Industry, just by being businesslike and profitable, ful
fills a social, obligation as the chief creator of the capi
tal required to solve many of mankind's problems. People
in industry recognize that they'must continue to'do their
traditional, job" but at the same time must make a special
effort to adapt 'products 'and services, and ways.of doing
business, so that they will directly help fulfill the now
unfulfilled expectations of people who, increasingly, know
what they really want and need.'

For this latter reason. especially, industry needs new
ideas-new ideas triggered by new knowledge in all areas.
It needs the kind of people who can generate the new
knowledge. and get the good ideas. It can provide op:
portunities for such people only if it demonstrates a, sin
cere desire to support scholarly pursuit, including good
science. After that. its job is to lJse its special skills to
jJut ideas to work for mankind.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S ROLE

DONALD F. HORNIG, Eastman Kodak Ca.

The executive branch of the Federal Government and
the Congress would like to know what, research is all

about; and they would like to know what ,they are spending
the country's money for. By and large the decision-makers
in the federal establishment don't reatly have a clear idea
of what a researcher actually does and why whatever he
does is vitally important to the country.

The problem today, and this is felt greatest at the federal
level, is that basic research"'-isn't properly appreciated, isn't
properly understood and. in some sense, may need a clearer
exposition, both in the academic and the industrial areas, as
well as on the national scene as a whole.

The recognition of this problem derives from the con
tinuing discussion of such questions as the utf,lityof basic
research, research for its own sake, and whether basic re
search in universities detracts from teaching.. '.' The problem
also reflects allegations from some industrial segments that
federal fund~ for research in the universities ha~~ diverted
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good people from the useful application of their talents.
These discussions go On constantly within the Federal Gov
ernment and there is a running debate on the proper place
of basic research.

It is very difficult to define basic research. The reason is
clear; basic research is in the eye of the beholder. Research
is the systematic attempt to obtain new knowledge, and
basic z:esearch presumably means that which is not directly
motivated by a probable application. However. an ac
tivity cannot be defined by its motivation.

Moreover, basic research in one field may be applied re
search in another. For example, research on carburetors
may well be basic research in the automotive field but is
surely considered applied when viewed from the standpoint
of· some' other branches of science. Nevertheless, there
seems to be a general' idea of what is meant by basic re
search, at least when used in chemistry.

The problem is not that the modern world doesn't ap
preciate the need for intellectual stimulation of society by
basic r,esearch, for broadening our horizons, for increasing
the options open to society, and for enlarging the stage on
which the human drama is enacted. This is widely under
stood and society has generally.given wide approval to basic
research.

Laymen 'are definitely interested in science. There has
perhaps never' been a time in history when as many school
children made electromagnets and did elementary chemical
experiments. Ten-year-old boys debate why, to make one
rocket catch up with another in orbit, you slow down the
one that's behind. (This is the proper strategy, too.)

So there is a broad general interest in 'scien~e and in
basic research. It is also true that there is a general public
conviction regarding.. the utility of research. %at the
discussion is ~bout,' -however, is short-term V8. long-term
utility rather than utility or nonutility. The sciences have
successfully conveyed the idea_'that an increased under
standing of the globe on which we live will some day, some
place, and in some time, result in man's being able to do
something to increase his stature as a civilized human being.

Until about 20 years ago the Federal Government had
little involvement in research,. and none at all in basic re
search. Today this country spends about $3 billion a y;ear
on basic research, of which about $2.5 billion originates
with the Federal Government. In other words, about 80%
of the basic researchsuppprt in this country is provid~d by
tax dollars. For this reason, the attitudes of the Federal
Government and the public are critical in' determining re
search support now and in the future.

There is no point 'in reacting as if :the probleDJ were to
get the Federal Government interested in the support of
basic research. This problem was settled in the late 1940's
when eloquent cases were made that. given the broad spec
trum of activities that are science dependent, there is a
direct governmental interest in maintaining a healthy and
viable science establishment. 'One major report, made dtir
ing the Truman Administration, looked.forward a decade 9r
two to foresee a federal suppprt level of $300 to 400 million.

The Federal Government is therefore providing support
six to seven times greater. than what was the ideal of the
late 1940's. Presumably the goals have been revised up
ward, so what is relevant now is what 'the scieptific com
munity wants in addition ~o what it already has;
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What is being done in basic research right now? About
60% ($1.5 billion) of the lolal federal basic research ex
penditures· is spe~t on basic research in universities. Ap
proximately 30% ($750 million) of lbe federal money is
spent within the federal establishment and in government
laboratories.. The remaining 10% ($250 million) is spent
on basic research in industry (nonuniversity and nongovern
mental ,establishments) .

Another way of looking at federal basic research support
is to ask who in the government is spending the money? To
whom do the arguments about the virtues of basic research
have to be made, and against what background?

One of the major performers is the National Institutes of
Health. Its basic research is health oriented, and whatever
the reasons of those who perform the research, th~ national
argument for support of NIH research is health and the
present and prospective improvement in the nation's health.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration sup
ports' about the same amount of basic research as NIH.
One of the problems in basic research is encountered at
NASA. Chemists can get very enthusiastic about support
for basic research in chemistry, but chemists are apt to say
that buying rockets is not basic research.

The exploration of space, nevertheless, is basic research,
since it is surely one of the great enterprises in expanding
the human imagination, and the purchase of rockets to
explore space is therefore a cost of doing basic research.

The Atomic Energy Commission's basic research senters
on the dream of the peaceful uses of atomic energy. Als(\)
included in its programs is the special area of high~energy

physics, which has very little to do with anything practical
and is very basic indeed.

The Department of Defense, another big science budget
area, conceived the idea that basic research, while it may
have nothing whatsoever to do with the immediate prob
lems of defense, was a national asset that had to be en
couraged for the long-run security of the nation.

Last but not least is the National Science Foundation,
which is the only on~on the list whose mission is to sup
port basic researc4"and education in sdence, per se. NSF
spent about $25.o,·'million directly on research out of a total
expenditure of/ $456 million in 1968.

There are obviously many different kinds of basic re
search. Those that have received the most public attention
(and the most criticism) are the so-called big sciences.
NASA's space program is a conspicuous example. Like
wise, high-energy physics comes in for criticism.

Radio astronomy is one of the most exciting new fields of
basic research that is also big and costly. In the past 20
years the bounds of the known universe have been moved
out more than 10 times. Today; arrays of radiotelescopes
study previously unknown objects, such as quasars and
pulsars.- Radiotelescopes on opposite sides of the globe
are coupled together and synchronized to a fraction of a
microsecond so that they can be used as if they were a
single interferometer with a baseline the size of the earth.
This is scientifically very exciting, but it is also very expen
sive.

The sdence of the earth's atmosphere is ,another case.
Longer range weather forecasting, for example, will require
big and expensive worldwide observation systems, since a
single disturbance circles the globe in less than two weeks.

There is no way ofdoing this by local observat~pn alone.
Such systems will depend on satellites either to make ob
servations or as a communications device.

The science of the solid earth has also entered a new era,
and oceanography has recently become a big and now
costly science.

vVhen members of the scientific community discuss baSic
research V8. nonscientific projects they find it easy to argue
for more research. However, when the scientific commu
nity begins to argue with itself-space vs. high~energy phys
ics or perhaps V8. chemistry-the pure intellectual excite
ment of another scientist's field doesn't seem to have any
more appeal than it does for the nonscientific community.

For example, there seems. to be considerable skepticism
among many scientists regarding the U.S.. space effort.
This program is revealing the chemical composition and the
closeup texture of the moon. It has shown that Mars has
craters like the moon and an atmosphere with a density only
a hundredth of what was thought 20 years ago. Neverthe
less the mood persists that while this may be exciting to
chemical scientists, they say, "Why don't we put the money
into chemistry?"

Nonscientists feel. the same ·way about roads .and social
progfams. In their view everything said about basic re
search is right, but· other things are needed more and
needed sooner~

What then does the future hold? Up to now growth has
been based on regarding basic research as an integral part
of many other activities. Cogent arguments have been
made that in any future security situation the total scientific
strength of the counh-y will be relevant just as the industrial
sh-ength of the country is relevant.

Furthermore, basic research is an integral component of
education, and education is, in tum, an important part of
research.

In a sense, then, scientific development in the U.S. has
ridden on the coat tails of other objectives. This has the
consequence that the case for basic research has to be made
separately with respect to each of the nation's major ob~

jectives.
Some people seem to be worried that we are on the verge

of national collapse from the standpoint of research sup
port. It must be realized, though, that the U.S. spends half
again as much on basic research, as a percentage of its
gross national product, as any other country in the-world.
Since the per capita GNP of the U.S. is 40% greater than
that of any European country, this equates to saying that
the U.S. spends about twice as much per capita on basic
research as any Europ~an country.

The American effort is very large by any standard.
There are important and cogent reasons why more can and
should be done, but one must start from the realization that
the U.S. is doing much more than any other country in the
world, including the Soviet Union.

'What the scientists have "not succeeded in doing, and
this shows up in the problems of NSF, is to create an ade
quate constituency in the country for research. There is,
of course, a constituency. After all, Congress is appro
priating a substantial NSF budget. However, there is not
an adequate constituency built around a clear understand
ing of the role of research and education. That is one of
lbe tasks of the scientific community.
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Scientists are going to have to make a better case for
basic research, and they are going to have to make it from
a number of points of view. Some sense of significance, not
just practical utility, but intellectual consequence, must be
conveyed to the public. This must be done continuously
and to many audiences.

In particular? there are not only the many federal agen
cies to be addressed, but there are about, 34 "Congressional
subcommittees that concern themselves with the problem
of basic research. Each has to-be addressed in one way or
another and educated constantly, not just in periods of
crisis.

For example; state universities do an extraordinarily good
job of keeping their- own state legislatures informed.
Hardly anyone at that level, however, ,even discusses with
his Congressman what goes on at the university and how
it is affected by federal funds;

What is the present problem? The level of support for
basic research has increased by about 40% in this country
since 1964, but the rate has 'been level since 1967. The
level of expenditures in 1968 will, as part of the general
budgetary tigbtening, likely be down a little.

It is difficult" to say whether this cutback in growth re
flects a special problem for science and scientific research, or
whether it should be interpreted simply as part of the Con
gressional reaction to a tight budget situation. The budget
cuts have been deeper in research and development than in
other areas, but that perhaps reflects'a' feeling in Congress
that research is a deferrable item.

Amore serious symptom, perhaps, is that NSF, which is
the agency tied to basic research per se,' has had its obliga
tional authority (not its current expenditures) cut 20% by
Congress. This is a serious, substantial matter since it

refiects a general lack of understanding of the purposes to
be served by NSF.

The scientific community cannot continue its discussion
with Congress and the executive agencies solely in terms
of funding levels. Instead, scientists have to recognize that
there are better and worse ways to spend public money, and
must therefore' help to make choicesuf what is good ,and
significant in basic research.

Scientists must also take a hard look at the-federal sci
ence organization. The concept of a larger department of
science, perhaps at the Cabinet level, with NSF as a core,
should be re-examined.

In trying to get comparable standards of judgment and in
setting priorities among such varied things as space, high
energy physics, and ohemistry, there is no question that the
pluralism of the government, the number of agencies in
volved, the 'number of Congressional committees and sub
committees, all lead to a -certain amount of chaos. The
question of a large science agency or a department of sci
ence must then be reopened, although it would still seem
unwise to' concentrate all science activities in a central
agency.

The real~zation that science is part of everything has been
a strength of the American establishment. Therefore, those
research activities that are integral to a department's mis
sion or form the basis for its future should be left where
they are. On the other hand, the possibility of a large de
partment, particularly for basic research and education,
should be examined.

.In making the 'case for basic research, scientists should
not look at the question of fair shares, nor endorse busy
work and trivia but, rather, should examine and bring into
focus the unmet opportunities and' the challenges of the
future.
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